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PEEFACE.

The first edition of tlie present work formed a part of tlae

Handbuch der Hygiene, edited by von Ziemssen and von

Pettenkofer; the description, however, there given was incom-

plete, because it was intended to supplement it by articles by

other authors on " Air," " Soil," and " Common Diseases." As,

however, the appearance of these supplementary articles has been

greatly delayed, and as also, on account of the great divergence

of the views on the subject of micro-organisms, uniformity of

description was scarcely possible, I have preferred to publish the

second edition of " Micro-organisms " in a separate form, and to

add chapters on the subjects which were not treated of in the first

edition.

Apart from these additions, the chapters of the previous edition

have been fully revised and in great part re-written.

There are two leading ideas which have guided me in the pre-

paration of the present edition. In the first place, I desired to

give a practically useful classification of bacteria. For this pur-

pose I have described as fully as possible the culture characteristics

of the individual forms, and have provided a key for the diagnostic

separation of the different species of bacteria in each of the three

chief groups.

I have not made any attempt to give a scientific classification

of the bacteria, and the characteristics described are only of use

practically in enabUng the reader to obtain a general idea as regards

the species already known, and to recognise new species should

he meet with them, &c. In this way material will be collected,

which may, perhaps, at a future period be of use in leading us to

a truly scientific classification.
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Our knowledge of micro-organisms is as yet so imperfect that

for the present we absolutely require some such rough method of

making ourselves mutually intelligible. The attempts to classify

bacteria according to other principles, and with reference to their

ontogenetic and phylogenetic development are doubtless justified,

but in view of the small number of definite observations are

premature, and at any rate for practical purposes are in the mean-

time completely useless.

Nor can we form a practical classification on the basis of spore

formation, because in the case of most species it is very difficult

to decide whether, under what conditions, and how they fructify.

On the other hand, by careful attention to the characteristics

of growth on certain soils, it is comparatively easy, as the

experience of several years has taught us, for the beginner to

find his way in the labyrinth of the forms of bacteria, and we are

certainly justified in the meantime in joyfully trusting ourselves

to this Ariadne thread, always bearing in mind that the indica-

tions so obtained are provisional and only pave the way for more

thorough knowledge.

For the diagnostic summary attempted here it was necessary

to give names as far as possible to the individual species of

bacteria. The culture characteristics have for the most part

formed the bases for these names, and hence they have, like the

classification itself, only a provisional importance, and are only

justified in so far as they render mutual understanding easier for

the present. Should some authors be dissatisfied with the names

which have here been chosen for the bacteria first described by

them, they may excuse my action when they remember the

necessity for a terminology, the provisional character of the

names, and the possibility of altering them at any time.

Some of the more common forms of saprophytes collected in

this Hygienic Institute are only described incompletely, and with

almost exclusive reference to the characters which are of use m

differentiating them. A more complete study of these forms is

proposed at a later time. I am deeply indebted to the workers

at the Institute, Dra. Obcrdiek, Hcnrijean, Ouarneri, Krcibohin,
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&c., but in particular to my assistants, Dr. Deneke and Dr.

Praussnitz, for tlie help which they have given me in this

arduous work.

The second idea which guided me in altering the former

edition has reference to the etiology of the infective diseases.

As to the mode of spread of these diseases we have as yet

received explanations almost entirely from the experiences of

medical practice, and from statistical observations. The

number of definite results obtained in this way has, however,

been extremely small, and where a law such as the peculiar local

and seasonal distribution of typhoid and cholera epidemics is

recognised we are, with regard to the significance and expla-

nation of the phenomena, thrown back on a series of more or less

probable hj^po theses.

The bacteriological investigations of the last few years have

produced a complete change in this respect. By the discovery

of numerous disease germs, and of the methods of their pure

cultivation, it has become possible to study experimentally the

conditions of life of the infective organisms, their mode of life,

their relation to their surrounding, their transportability, and the

mode of their entrance into man, and thus to obtain information

as to the causes of the peculiar mode of spread of epidemic dis-

eases, in a manner incomparably quicker and more trustworthy

than by empirical and statistical methods.

I have as far as possible in the present work made use of

these advances of the most recent scientific investigations, the

bearing of which is decidedly underrated, and have attempted

to explain the mode of spread of infective diseases, more espe-

cially of cholera, by reference to the facts ascertained by experi-

ment as to the characteristics of the causal agents.

It must be evident that we have already gained in this

way, in the case of a number of infective diseases, a deeper
insight into their mode of spread and the prophylactic measures
necessary in combating them. In the case of many diseases we
do not as yet fully understand their mode of spread

; nevertheless
by the aid of the results of bacteriological investigations we can
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at least understand what are the points which will eventually

lead to the elucidation of the peculiarities in this respect;

and we can recognise most clearly that it is not correct to

regard in a one-sided manner the soil or the water as the only

important factor. In every case we may hope that a continued

experimental investigation carried on with a definite aim will

lead us most quickly to an increase of our knowledge, and to a

rational method of prophylaxis against the epidemic diseases.

Many other duties have prevented me from finishing the

publication of this book as quickly as I could have wished. I

have not been able to utilise completely the literature of 1885,

and only the most important of the works which have appeared

in the present year have been added while the book was passing

through the press. The yearly report of micro-organisms lately

published by Baumgarten, and written with as much care as

knowledge, relieves me, however, of the necessity of giving in an

appendix a notice of the more recent works.

C. FLUGGE.

GOTTIXGEX,

August 24th, 1886.
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INTRODUCTION.

In the outer world with which mankind is in daily con- Significanoo

tact, and which forms the subject of hygienic research, organisms,

the attentive observer finds micro-organisms widely dis-

tributed and only just visible with the aid of the best

optical means ; these bodies, however, on account of

their silent yet widespread and energetic activity, play

an important part in the economy of nature and in the

existence of mankind. They occasion the destruction

of dead organic material, they cause the oxydation of

substances otherwise very resistant, and constantly pro-

vide new nutriment for chlorophyllous plants
;
they set

up the most varied fermentations, and are indispensable

aids in the preparation of our ordinary nutritious and

savoury food ; on the other hand they attack our plants

as parasites, bringing degeneration and death to their

hosts ; at times they cause the severest diseases in the

lower and higher animals, and threaten even man with

fatal epidemics. In no department of hygiene is their

influence missed ; in the air, in the water, in the soil,

in our immediate surroundings, in our dwelling, and
in our food, the same minute organisms are present
as constant companions, and at times as dangerous
foes.

The majority of these important yet minute bodies Synonyms,
are plants of the most elementary structure and with
the most simple mode of propagation, but yet with
extraordinary powers of multiplication. They arc
grouped together under the headings "micro-organisms "

or "microbes"; at times they are designated ai
"lower fungi" or as "bacteria." Further, various
terms are applied to particular groups of these organ-
isms according to the particular mode of action to
which attention is directed. Thus, from the physio-
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logical chemical standpoint, they have heen termed
''organised ferments"; on the other hand, from the

special pathological point of view, "parasitic plants"

or "micro-parasites."

The object of the present work is to describe the form

and vital characteristics of these micro-organisms in so

fur as they have a direct or indirect interest from a

hygienic point of view.

Tiie^method The plan of this work embraces in the first place a

short historical sketch of the development of our know-

ledge with regard to the ferments and parasites during

the last few years. Then follows a description of the

form and mode of development of those micro-organisms

which are important from a hygienic standpoint, and also

a short morphology and classification, a knowledge of

which is indispensable for the comprehension and the

further successful study of these bodies, so difiicult

to recognise and to distinguish one from the other.

Nor is the biology of the micro-organisms less instruc-

tive ; hence the third pai-t deals with the general

conditions of life of the lower fungi ; in the fourth are

described the results of their life, their tissue change,

and energy, as well as their action as exciting agents of

fermentation and of parasitic diseases ; and the fifth

chapter deals with the conditions of decay of the micro-

organisms and with the means which cause their

enfceblement or death.

In the sixth and seventh divisions the points which

are of special interest in hygiene are referred to ; in the

sixth the distribution of the various micro-organisms in

our surroundings, in air, soil, water, food, and dwelling
;

and in the seventh there is given a digest of the

conclusions to which we must come with regard to

the etiology and prophylaxis of the infective diseases.

The contents of this chapter include the discussion of

the external sources of infection, of the local and

seasonal predisposition to infective diseases, of the

mode of entrance of the infective agents into the

organism and their fate in the body, of the means by

which it is possible to obtain protection against the
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tlauger of infection and to overcome it, of immunity

and protective inoculation, of the general prophylactic

rules, and of the modes of disinfection suitable in

practice.

Finally, in the last chapter there is added a sketch of

those methods of investigation which are most useful

in the study of this most difficult department of hj-giene.





PART I.

THE PKOGRESS OF KNOWLEDGE WITH EEGARD TO THE

FERMENTS AND MICRO-PARASITES DURING RECENT YEARS.

The first undoubted obseiTation as to tlie existence of The earliest

„ . . T observations
small microscopical living beings m our surroundings was with regard

made by Ehrenberg, wbo found numerous organisms
oi-ganisms

in water and in dust, and designated tliem " Infusion

animals (Infusionstbiercbeu, 1828)." Eight years later

the vegetable nature of yeast was discovered by Caignard-

Latour and Schwann, although the cell form had been

seen much earlier (first by Leeuwenhoek, 1680), and
their organised and vegetable character had been sus-

pected by several investigators (Theuard, Persoon).

Schwann also, in the year ] 837, asserted as the result

of experiments, that the atmospheric air was constantly

laden with fermentative and putrefactive germs, and also

that certain fermentative processes were dependent on
the access of living organisms.

From that time dates the lasting and active interest .

in micro-organisms, and the development of the subject
has chiefly taken two diflerent directions : on the one
hand, the problem investigated was the relation between
the fermentative germs and the processes of fermentation
and putrefaction

; on the other hand, the attempt was
made to demonstrate a causal connection between similar
minute living bodies and infective diseases in man and
animals, a connection which various hypotheses and
analogies rendered probable. It is only possible to
follow the numerous controversies Avith regard to the
significance of the micro-organisms by tracing separately
the gradual development of knowledge, on the one hand
with regard to fermentation, and on the other with regard
to parasitic growth.
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I. Micro-organisms as the Exciting Agents of

Fermentation and Putrefaction.

Gradual Development of the Vitalistic or Germ Theory.

d^s^oveiT^of
Before Scliwann's discovery the essence of the ferment-

the organic ative process—and especially of the alcoholic or vinous

yeas^ ^ fermeutatiou in which sugar is broken up into alcohol

and carbonic acid—was by some not at all associated

with the yeast, which was looked on as only an acci-

dental accompaniment
; by others the rule of the yeast

was regarded as an etiological one, but only in the sense

that the mass of these cells acted as a porous body
which easily condensed the oxygen, passed it over to the

other substances, and thus occasioned the decomposition

of the sugar (Braconnot, 1831), or that the yeast pos-

sessed catalytic properties, and thus had the power of

splitting up the fermentescible substances in the same
way as peroxide of hydrogen is decomposed by finely

divided platinum, &c. (Berzelius, 1827). Up to this

time no one had held the view that the process of fer-

mentation was closely connected with the living multi-

plying yeast cells, and was in fact the result of their

life, and no one could hold such a view previously,

because the organised nature of yeast was not yet

known. Schwann was the founder of the vitalistic or

germ theory. As the result of new experiments he

asserted that the cause of the fermentation was the

vegetation and multiplication of the living yeast in the

fermentescible fluid, that the yeast cells took from it

the materials necessary for their growth, and that the

elements which were not taken up by the yeast became

grouped together principally in the form of alcohol.

• Schwann's experiments were repeated several times in

the course of the next few years, and the results were

confirmed and extended; among the more immediate

advances it is only necessary to mention the proof

furnished by Liidersdorft" that triturated yeast cells are

inoperative, and that only intact cells can produce fer-

mentation, and also the observation by Blondcau that
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diflerent fermentations are caused by different kinds of

micro -organisms

.

The strict proof that living yeast cells or minute Evidence rc-

organisms similar to yeast are the only cause of every p^o^e the de-

fermentation, could however only be furnished by a pendence of
'

. , lermentatioii
series of experimental investigations, which must have on living

for their aim the following questions :— jeast.

1. In the first place it was necessary to show that l. Living cells

germs are present in all fermenting and putrefying fntufei^ent-

fluids. This was proved by all the investigators who i"8" fli^"ds.

busied themselves with the question of fermentation

after Schwann, and in fact it was the constant presence

of definite microscopical organisms which formed the

starting point of the vitalistic theory. The fact itself

was much less disputed by the adversaries of this theory,

than its meaning. Not till later years were here and

there observations published which asserted the exist-

ence of putrefying and fermenting media without micro-

organisms—observations which will be considered in

detail later.

2. From the constant concurrence of putrefaction and 2. rermen-

micro-organisms the causal rSle of the latter did not stanJJsdo not

of course directly follow; that must on the contrary ff™™t when
J , . the entrance
be proved by special experiments. The behaviour of of living yeast

fermentescible substances luithout micro-organisms was vented/'^°

therefore tested in the first instance; and for this

purpose the attempt was made to kill any germs which
might be present in the substances themselves, in the

vessels, &c., by a temperature of at least 100° C, care

being then taken to protect the materials against the

entrance of fresh germs, either by suitable methods of

closing the vessels, or by subjecting the entering air to

the action of means which could kill the germs.

These experiments also date back to an early period.

In 1836 F. Schulze showed that no decomposition
occurred in putrescible materials when he boiled them,
thus killing any germs which might be present, and then
prevented the access of air, as for example by inter-

posing a layer of oil, or conducted the entering air

through sulphuric acid, which detained and destroyed
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the germs. Schwann also in 1837 made similar experi-

ments ; he freed the entering air from the organisms by

heating it strongly. At a later period Schroder and von

Dusch attempted to remove the putrefactive germs from

the air by simple mechanical means, for example by

filtering the air through cotton wool ; this was com-

pletely successful, and no putrefaction occurred in

vessels containing boiled putrescible materials and

plugged with cotton wool. Hoifmann, and later Chev-

reuil, and in 1862 Pasteur obtained the same result by

drawing out the neck of the flask used for the experi-

ment, and bending it several times acutely.

The weight of all these experiments was much
enhanced by the fact that control experiments were

made in which the same fermentescible fluids were

employed, and treated in the same way (by prolonged

boiling, &c.), only with this difi"erence, that the air

entered the vessels without being previously deprived of

its germs by filtration or by destructive agents. In

these control-experiments fermentation or putrefaction

always occurred ; and the same result was obtained if

the protective arrangements were subsequently removed

from vessels which had been preserved free from germs

for a long time, and the entrance of germ-laden air

was permitted, or when germs were intentionally sown

from other putrefying fluids.

These experiments were repeated later on a gigantic

scale in the preservation of articles of food ;
scarcely any

biological experiment has been so extensively carried out,

and has furnished such a uniform result. If fermen-

tescible substances are treated by methods which are able

to destroy existing organised germs, and if the entering

air, and everything that will eventually come in contact

with these substances, is treated in such a way that no

organised living germs can enter, neither fcrmcutation

nor putrefaction occurs ; if any of these precautions are

omitted, and the entrance of germs is allowed, then

fermentation takes place. It is true, as may be remarked

here in passing, that at a later period contradiction of

these experiments and their results was not wanting.
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Some investigators asserted that in spite of the most
careful isolation of the fermentescible substances, and in
spite of the most thorough destruction of existing germs,
putrefaction and fermentation nevertheless occurred.
These experiments will be discussed below, but I may
bere^ point out that a contradictory result must be
obtained when even one of the many necessary precau-
tions is omitted during the experiment, and that
therefore a certain percentage of unsuccessful attempts
at preservation is something quite intelligible.

The more experienced the experimenter, the more
rarely do the experiments fail ; the more the methods of
preserving food have been developed, so much the more
successful are the results. The best experimenter must
register a series of failures when he begins to busy him-
self with these questions, in which the sources of error
are so numerous, and in which unusual precautions are
required. But for this very reason a few of these con-
tradictory experiments, in which putrefaction and fermen-
tation occurred, in spite of the apparently complete
exclusion of all germs, cannot be used as a proof against
the vitalistic theory.

If we assume, for the present, that the result of the
most numerous and carefully conducted of these experi-
ments is that by the exclusion of organisms putrefaction
and fermentation are prevented in fermentescible sub-
stances, there at once arises another old matter of dis-
pute, namely, that with regard to abiogenesis (generatio
cequwoca). Seeing that no development of organisms
occurs m substances which under ordinary conditions
otter a most admirable soil for their development, when
the access of living organisms is rendered impossible,
and seeing that the most active life at once appears as
soon as even the smallest number of living organisms
enters, the conclusion is justified that the living cells
cannot be formed from unorganised material, but that
iJiey always originate from another organised cell

ibe experiments referred to admitted, however, oftwo valid objections, and hence they required to be
iurthcr modified if they were to prove absolutely the
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vitalistic theory of fermentation, or the improhahility of

abiogenesis. Thus a possible objection to some of the

experiments was that the deficiency of oxygen in the

boiled, and hermetically sealed vessels hindered the

development of organic life; but this objection was

already met by the fact that the experiments with air

filtered through cotton wool permitted an undiminished

supply of oxygen, and that nevertheless the develop-

ment of organisms was prevented. It was much more

difficult to answer the other objection; it was said that

the heating of the fermentescible substances which were

employed for the experiments altered them in such a

way that so-called chemical ferments which were pre-

viously present, and were able to cause their decom-

position without the intervention of organisms, were

destroyed by the heat, and that it was for this reason

that decomposition did not occur. Had the heating

not taken place these substances would have undergone

fermentation under the influence of those ferments even

without the entrance of organisms. The advocates of

spontaneous generation also put forward a similar plea,

assuming that as the result of the action of the heat an

alteration of the material occurred, and that it thus

became unsuitable for the generation of cells. These

objections gave rise to a large number of new experi-

ments with unboiled and quite unaltered organic

materials. Van der Broek, Pasteur, Kindfleisch, Lister,

and many others, more recently Meissner, Leube,

Hauser, Marchand, Cheyne, were able to preserve for

years a great variety of fermentescible substances with-

out the occurrence of any fermentation or putrefaction

if only they were not previously exposed to the danger

of contamination by organisms, and were protected

from the entrance of new germs and kept in absolutely

pure vessels. In this way success was obtained with

grape juice, yolk of egg, blood, milk, the most various

animal organs, &c. These experiments, which we must

discuss more fully at a later period, and as compared

with which a few experiments in which the attempt to

preserve materials by the same method failed have of
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course no value, are of the greatest importance for the

questions of ahiogenesis, and of the ruU of the

organisms in fermentation and putrefaction. It was

only as the result of these experiments that it could he

absolutely maintained that spontaneous generation does

not take place, and that fermentation and putrefaction

do not occur without the aid of minute organisms.

3. If organisms are the constant cause of fermentation 3. Fermonta-
° .I P 1 tive org-amsms

and putrefaction, one must, bearmg m mmd tne lact occur evcry-

that decomposition of putrescible materials occurs at all iS,Tfe™t-
places and at all times (provided that no special means escible sub-

1 1 • xt, i
stances

are employed to prevent it) , come to the conclusion that always

these lower putrefactive organisms are extremely widely
''^^^.^^^^^l^^

distributed, and that thus there is always and every- provided that
'

• r -1,1 ^'^^ micro-

where opportunity for the infection of putrescible org'anisms are

materials. The further efforts of the advocates of the a% exduded.

vitalistic theory were therefore directed to the demon-

stration of the presence of organised ferments in all oar

surroundings. Investigations which were begun by

Ehrenberg, and then continued by Pouchet, Tyndall,

Pasteur, Cohn, &c., demonstrated with certainty that

the air always contains the germs of fermentation and

putrefaction, that dust consists in part of micro-organ-

isms, and that water, soil, and in fact all our surround-

ings are always contaminated by these minute cells. In

recent times the methods, more, especially of aeroscopy,

have been perfected on the view that the air is the most

frequent carrier of the germs, and is the medium which

leads most frequently to the infection of fermentescible

substances. Later investigations (Sanderson, Rind-

fleisch, Cohn, Hiller, Brefeld) have, however, shown that

the air in most places contains relatively few active

germs, and that the active agents of fermentation are

conveyed by solid substances, water, &c., which are

contaminated with germs, more frequently than through
the medium of the air ; but by this alteration in

the views as to the part played by the different media
in setting up fermentation there is no change in tho

doctrine of Panspermism and of the universal distri-

bution of germs in our surroundings.
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The causal connection between micro-organisms and

fermentation and putrefaction is definitely demonstrated

hj the investigations to which we have referred. It

was found that organisms were present in all putrefying

and fermenting substances ; the same organisms were

shown to be widely distributed in our surroundings

;

it was demonstrated that without these organisms no

fermentation or putrefaction occurred even when the

fermentescible substances were left otherwise unaltered,

the entrance of the organisms being alone prevented,

and that these changes only occurred when living germs

had been introduced by contact with the impure

surroundings.
Modeofaction But there remained the further question, viz., in what
ot the yeast

t p l ^\^
cells in the way the action of these organisms on the lermentescible

proc'es^*.'^*'^'' substances was to be explained ; and the further experi-

ments and researches with reference to the etiology of

the process of fermentation were made with the view

of ascertaining whether fermentation and putrefaction

were to be regarded as a vital process, as a manifestation

of the life and activity of the causal organisms, and

what were the intimate changes that took place.

Even shortly after Schwann's discovery definite views

were formed as to the mode of action of the organisms.

Schwann himself asserted that the fermentative process

went on pari jmssii, vrith the growth of the yeast, and

that fermentation occurred by the yeast plant with-

drawing from the nutritive substratum certain materials

necessary for its growth, and at the same time inducing

the formation of alcohol from the elements which

were of no use for nutrition. The contemporaries of

Schwann expressed views which were similar but on

the whole more speculative, and not sufficiently based

on experiment. The vitalistic theory was in reality first

elaborated by Pasteur. It is true that Pasteur did not

succeed in finding at first a suitable explanation of the

process of fermentation, or one which was permanently

adopted ; on the contrary, his teaching has undergone

most important modifications in the course of time, and

as the result of further experiments and better know-
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ledge; but in sucli a complicated question, and one

requiring the whole efforts of more than one investigator,

a definite conclusion was not at first possible, and too

rigid a deduction would only have impeded the develop-

ment of knowledge.

In 1857 Pasteur demonstrated that fermentation was Pasteur'

most intimately bound up with the life and the growth

of the yeast cells, and was thus a result of the action of

these cells. The growth of the yeast takes place at the

expense of the constituents of the fermentescible fluid,

and therefore all the sugar cannot be broken up into

alcohol and carbonic acid ; on the contrary a portion

(about 5 per cent.) is employed for building up the cell

constituents and for the formation of bye-products.

The fermentescible materials form the nutriment of the

yeast, and these cells employ a portion for the formation

of new cell substance, while the other and much larger

portion is transformed in the yeast cell into alcohol and
carbonic acid. As the yeast cells consist "also of nitro-

genous material and mineral substances Pasteur assumed
that traces of both these materials must be present in

the fermentescible fluids if the yeast was to develop and
break up the sugar. Pasteur found at a later period
that yeast could develop in pure sugar solutions free
from nitrogenous materials, and could there excite fer-

mentation
; but the further development in this case

takes place at the expense of a reserve stock of nitro-
genous material which fresh yeast cells usually contain.
In like manner old dead yeast cells seem to be able to
furnish new nutritive material for young cells; and
under certain circumstances, namely, when yeast is
mixed with fluid free from sugar, the non-nitrogenous
substance (cellulose ?) of the old yeast cells can take the
place of the sugar, produce alcohol and carbonic acid,
and so give rise to a fermentation of the yeast itself.

In the year 1860 Pasteur showed that it was not
essential that the nitrogenous nutriment of the yeast
should consist of albuminous materials, but that salts
of ammonia could take their place. Such salts along
with mmeral substances (which are most easily added in
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the form of ashes of yeast) and sugar form the only

necessary ingredients for a cultivating fluid for yeast,

and in solutions of this simj)le composition fermentation

goes on -well. These experiments were completely con-

firmed by Cohn, Duclaux, &c., and they render it quite

impossible to ascribe to the albuminous materials in the

fermenting fluids such an important rule in the fermen-

tative process as Liebig, for example, has done. (See

below.)

The following observations on its relation to oxygen

were also very important for the knowledge of the tissue

change of the yeast. Pasteur found that the fermentative

organisms during their growth took up a large quantity

of oxygen and gave ofi" carbonic acid ; this fact was con-

firmed by Schiitzenberger, Avho further ascertained that

the more oxygen was used the more active was the

vegetation of the yeast cells. Several other investiga-

tions led to similar results (Traube, Brefeld), and

thereby the biological behaviour of the fermentative

orsanisms seemed to have been made clearer and the

direct dependence of fermentation on the nutritive

processes of yeast rendered more certain.

But further investigations by Pasteur led to very

difl'ercnt results. He found that if the access of
,

air

were hindered alcohol was formed in large amount,

while if oxygen was admitted but little sugar was broken

up. Pasteur made the same observation in the case of

other fermentative processes, for example in butyric

fermentation and in putrefaction ; active fermentation

only occurred where the amount of oxygen was deficient

;

the admission of oxygen seemed in fact to be detri-

mental to the fermentative processes, although growth

and multiplication of the yeast cells could take place.

Certain exciting agents of fermentation and putrefaction

did iibt however seem to be able to exist without free

oxygen ; Pasteur distinguished these organisms as

aerobes from the anaerobes which are killed by free

oxygen, or at any rate are active only in the absence of

oxygen.

Deficiency of oxygen seemed to Pustour to be the
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most necessary condition of fermentation ; he looked on

it as practically an indispensable condition for every

fermentation, and formulated his views by saying that

fermentation occm-red as soon as any living cell was

compelled to grow in the absence of oxygen, and that

wherever fermentation was found there also the oxygen

was deficient. More especially in the case of the

alcoholic fermentation Pasteur assumed that the yeast

cells, owing to the deficiency of oxygen, took it from the

sugar molecule, and thus caused the latter to break up.

Numerous later investigations have shown that

Pasteur's results are only in part correct ; the majority of

fermentative organisms can, it is true, live and grow with-

out free oxygen, and it is especially those organisms which
can exist Avithout oxygen which possess the property of

exciting fermentation. But, and in this the more recent

views diifer somewhat from Pasteur's, these organisms
are as a rule also able to thrive when oxygen is admitted,

destruction or hampering of their development by
oxygen only rarely happens, and the vegetative life and
the fermentative action of the most typical fermentative
organisms occurs most actively in the presence of

oxygen. .

Pasteur's view as to the more exact manner in which
decomposition of the fermentescible materials by the
micro-organisms takes place has not, therefore, held its

ground, and other investigators have only as yet been
able to suggest more or less probable hypotheses as to
the nature of the physiological process of fermentation,
and none of these views can be looked on as free from ^

ol)jection. (Compare the remarks in the fourth part.)
But the numerous experiments which have been under-
taken as proof of the one or the other hypothesis have
always shown that the most intimate relations exist
between the living micro-organisms and the ferment-
ations, and that fermentation must undoubtedly be
looked on as a physiological act of the micro-organisms.
In favour of this view wo have, besides the numerous fsTphvSi-°"
experiments of Schwann and his followers, the fact that 'ogicaSion
the intensity of the fermentation runs parallel with the yea^t^cHs!"
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development of the micro-organisms in the fermenting
mixture, that the fermentations go on hest at that tem-
perature which corresponds with the optimum of tem-
perature for the growth and the other vital functions of

the micro-organisms, and that the typical physiological

poisons, such as chloroform, ether, and hydrocyanic acid,

are able even in small doses to prevent the ferment-

ation. It has also been demonstrated by accurate

chemical analysis of the products of fermentation, that

the breaking up of the fermenting material during

fermentation implies such a profound transformation

of the molecules, and such an intense displacement of the

atoms, that an approximately similar alteration could

only be obtained by our strongest chemical agents. And
as such chemical means do not come into play, we are

thrown back on the physiological actions, the profound

effects of which are everywhere evident.

Specific excit- Of greater importance for the further develop-

fermentation. ment of the vitalistic theory of fermentation was

the demonstration of the fact that different sorts of

micro-organisms gave rise to diverse and specific

actions. At the time when the germ theory was

founded, one only spoke of organised ferments in

general. The course and the products of fermentation

and putrefaction were studied under varying conditions,

without paying special attention to the species of fer-

mentative agents present, and without ascertaining

whether one definite species alone, or a mixture of

different fungi, were concerned in the decomposition of

the fermentescible materials. And yet rigid observation

of this kind was absolutely necessary in order to learn

accurately the conditions of the life of the organisms,

and the relation between their life and nutritive pro-

cesses and the phenomena of fermentation. In this

direction also Pasteur's researches formed the real

foundation. He distinguished with striking perspicuity

a definite form of micro-organism which set up lactic

acid fermentation, another which furnished butyric

acid, &c., and ho laid stress on the necessity for further

differentiation. It was thus that the advantages of
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experimenting with pure cultures of the fermentative
organisms were understood, and by the help of the
results so obtained a more accurate knowledge of the
products of fermentation and of the equation according
to which the material was- broken up in the individual
fermentations was gained. These questions even now
form the subject of the most active discussion and work,
and it seems as if, by the aid of the most recent and
important improvements in the methods of pure culti-
vation of the micro-organisms, we may arrive at a pre-
cise Imowledge of the different fermentative processes,
such as Pasteur and numerous other supporters of the
germ theory have striven for a long time to obtain.

Objections to the Germ Theory.

In what has gone before, the vitalistic theory has
been represented as a completed whole, of which the
development seemed to be steady, and with scarcely a
trace of fundamental objections and attacks. This, Objections to
however, has by no means been the case; on the contrary, fcr"
from an early period adversaries of the new teachinc;
have appeared, have laid.' bare with much acuteness all
Its weak pomts and have sought to upset the propositions
of Pasteur and his followers by numerous experiments.

ihe followmg were the chief objections •—

J'rlTr'''" """"""^T
^'^^'^ fermentation and i- Fementa-

putieiaction occurred m numerous Gxr)Pi-im^T,fa tion in spite of

Avhen the PTitvnT... •

^^P^iiments, even supposed ex.

rilf 1 T . .
^^^^'o-o^-g^^^i^ms was completely

0 latchti b ?
^''^ -^tentJ "Xw.

man at T"^"""'^ ^^^^^ «"^bryos ofman and animals, mtense putrefaction was often presentUnder similar conditions lactic, acetic, and butyH for:

S it Sc/n ^^^r^-t^^Jy observed (Colin, Billroth,HiUer, Schroder, Hoppe-Seyler, Kiihne). Numerou

S::rSZTv Trt^ ^^^H-^eyler,

in wV 1 f
' P'-^f^l^.uti", Sanderson, Nencki, and others

with tr ""^'J'
"^'"^^^^ "--^ ^-P* longS

P rently could not occur; nevertheless, in many cases

G
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putrefaction was observed. In the same way in urine,

kept with certain precautions, an allcaline reaction and

commencing putrefaction were observed after some time

(Colin, Billroth, Hiller, &c.). Attempts were also

made to kill the organisms by the action of heat (Bastian,

Huizinga, &c.), or by the addition of a moderate amount

of carbolic acid {e.g., urine 0*5 per cent.—Hoppe-Seyler).

Nevertheless putrefaction sometimes occurred. Finally,

attempts were made to remove the organisms from

putrefying or fermenting fluids by filtration ; but here,

also, putrefaction or fermentation of the fluid thus

filtered, and free from organisms, occurred in several

cases (Helmholfcz 1843, Fleck, and others).

In all these cases when the putrid fluids were ulti-

mately examined the observers found either no trace of

organisms, in which case the fermentation could only

have occurred under the influence of chemical ferments,

the existence and activity of which would lower the role

of the micro-organisms to a subordinate position ; or in

spite of all the precautions against the entrance of

organisms, they were found in the putrid substrata, and

then the supporters of abiogenesis saw therein a new

proof of the accuracy of their views. Even in quite

recent times Bechamp and Wigand have supported with

the greatest energy, and after many experiments, the

theory of the spontaneous generation of minute organ-

isms from the dying cell-protoplasm of higher organic

beings. They observed the origin of mo^dng and

multiplying micro-organisms from the minutest consti-

tuents of dead animal and vegetable cells, and when all

external germs had apparently been completely excluded,

putrefaction and fermentation occurred under the influ-

ence of these organisms.

Sources of In Spite of the large number of observers and

error in the.so experiments, the germ theory is however not in any
experimen s.

^^^^^^ ^^^^^ contradictory results. Suflicieut

weight cannot be laid on the fact stated above, that in

these observations and experiments the results which

are unfavourable to the vitalistic theory always coincide

with possible errors of experimentation, or wilh want of
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accuracy in the observations. In view of the very wide
distribution of the micro-organisms, and of their

relatively gi-eat resisting power to noxious agents, it is

not easy to devise faultless experiments in which the
entrance of organisms into the fermentescible substances
will be prevented with certainty. It is only recently
that the degree of heat which will kill micro-organisms
in all cases has been accurately determined ; and we can
now assert definitely that the earher observers admitted
sources of error in that the vessels and utensils employed
were not freed from germs adhering to them by exposure
to a sufBciently high temperature. Those experiments
are of course especially difficult in which exposure to
high temperatures, and in fact any alteration of the
fermentescible material, must be avoided, in order not to
interfere with any possible abiogenesis, or with the power
of the chemical ferments. It is only after great practice
and many failures that one is able to carry out such a
series of experiments with uniform results. If one is
contented with a small number of experiments, and is
not completely master of the methods, all or the majority
of his preparations will without doubt contain organisms,
and show putrefaction or fermentation

; and if the sources
of error are overlooked, and if it is believed that in
every case the precautions were sufficient to exclude
micro-organisms, every erroneous experiment will furnish
pi-oof of abiogenesis, or of the occurrence of putrefaction
without organisms. It is clear that it is onlv possible
to attach weight to such results when they are uniform in
all cases and when we are justified in assuming that the
experimenter possesses the necessary skill in mycolo-ical

^

work. On the contrary, it is laiown that several investi-
gators—for example, Marchand, Meissner, and others-
have obtained a large number of results which support
the germ theory; substances of a putrescible nature
have been preserved without alteration for years, simply
by absolute exclusion of organisms, and indeed an
increase in the percentage of successes is distinctly
evident m these experiments in proportion to themcreasing skill of the experimenter
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As . the result of more accurate knowledge of the

conditions of the life and death of the lower fungi, it is

at the present time easy to repeat at will the same experi-

ments with similar results, and only he who continues

to hold completely false ideas as to the biological

peculiarities of the micro-organisms, and who is not

intimately acquainted with the more recent experimental

methods, can at the present day obtain results which

may be used in proof of the doctrine of abiogenesis.

The experiments recently published by Wigand have

been made with complete disregard of our present

knowledge. "Wigand starts with the view that the dis-

tribution of the micro-organisms, and the danger of

their entrance from without, is not particularly great,

and he does not consider it necessary to test this assump-

tion in the same precise manner as others have done.

The striking result also at which many of the above-

mentioned observers arrived as the result of their

fermentation experiments, viz., that in spite of the

existence of jjutrefaction or fermentation no organisms

could be found in the fluids in question, rests, as we

can now assert with certainty, on an error. Under

certain circumstances it is a difficult task to recognise

micro-organisms—perhaps degenerated and altered—in

an albuminous fluid which has putrefied for a long time,

and at all events it seems essential to employ in all

cases the special methods which have been recently

devised, such as drying, staining, &c. ; in former times

these methods were unknown, and as a matter of fact

micro-organisms were not found. But that by no means

justifies us in saying that in reality no organisms were

present at any period of the experiment ; for in more

recent experiments on this point they have never been

missed, if care was taken to examine the fluid at a

sufficiently early stage of putrefaction.

2. Presence of 2. In contrast to the experiments in which putrefaction

• was found without micro-organisms, it was observed on
organisms m """^

, , , ,
• • u

fcrmontesci- the other hand that numerous micro-orgauisms could

without for- take up their abode in fermentescible substrata, without

mentation. resulting decomposition, fermentation, or putrcfac-
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tion. Kesults of this kind were obtained by Hiller, for

example, in his experiments with urine. Further,
living micro-organisms were found by several observers
in organs which had been taken from the freshly killed

animal body, and their presence was therefore pre-

sumably unaccompanied by any alterative action.

These objections and experiments are, however, now
only of historical interest. - They date from a period
at which little or nothing was known of the various
species of micro-organisms, and of theu- very dilferent con-
ditions of hfe and mode of action. It is now self-evident

that it is not every organism which is able to grow
actively in every nutritive substratum, and further that
the development of certain organisms is not necessarily
accompanied by the formation of stinking gases, in short,
by the ordinary symptoms of putrefaction. To find
organisms without accompanying putrefaction or fer-
mentation is therefore not surprising, and proves nothing
against the vitalistic theory,

3. In several series of experiments it was observed 3. Difficulty in

that albuminous solutions were only slowly or not at all tion'^of™'^'''
broken up by the micro-organisms sown in them, that the albuminous

latter, in fact, like the higher plants, build up their mSr^'
protoplasm from the simplest organic compounds, and
hence only grow and multiply with diflBculty in the living
animal tissue, and in cultivation experiments in eggs,
for example. It was therefore concluded that it '^^as
impossible that they could take any important part in
such intense decomposition of albuminous materials as is
the characteristic of the putrefactive process. (Billroth,
Hiller, Hoppe-Seyler, Paschutin, and others.)

These observations could only be puzzling at a time
when the marked biological differences between the
difi"erent species of fungi were as yet unknown or dis-
regarded. Now we know with the most complete cer-
tamty that some micro-organisms occasion a profound
decomposition of the albuminous molecules, and thus
set up the putrefactive process, while on the other hand
a large number of the lower fungi do not possess any
such power, and therefore wo cannot deduce from experi^

orgauisms.
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ments with any unknown kind of micro-organism that

no species is able to cause the putrefactive decomposition
of albumen.

4 Ferinont- 4. More weighty objections, which have held their
ation causoil ,

• ^ •

by 80-caiiea grouncl up to the most recent times, were brought

feriMutL forward by those investigators who sought a more
directly chemical explanation of the processes of fer-

mentation, and did not regard the vitalistic theory as

clearing up, but on the contrary as obscuring what it

was desired to unravel. Liebig, more especially, and at

a later date Hoppe-Seyler took part in this opposition
;

Colin, Billroth, Hiller, Fleck, and others joined them.
Liobig's views. As early as the year 1839 Liebig had endeavoured to

explain the phenomena of fermentation and putrefaction

by assuming the existence in yeast of a soluble proteid

substance, which in breaking up excited the decompo-

sition of the sugar exactly in the same way as numerous

well-known chemical bodies when uniting or breaking

up are able to excite a similar movement of the atoms

in other bodies. This breaking up of the soluble

proteid substances is not an act of the living yeast

cells, but on the contrary is a correlative phenomenon

of their death. It is a peculiarity which may be

noticed in maay chemical actions, that relatively small

quantities of the body which is breaking up are able to

set up the decomposition of large quantities of the other

body; thus Liebig instanced the decomposition of

oxalic acid, oxamid, and water in which a small quantity

of oxalic acid is sufficient for a large amount of oxamid

;

he also pointed out the similar fact in the decomposition

of cyanogen by aldehyde in the presence of water. The

difference between the alcoholic fermentation and the

putrefactive process can be easily explained on Liebig's

view. In putrefaction the decomposition is transmitted

by the decomposing albuminous material itself, so that

the process once begun continues by its own movement

even after the original cause which set it going has be-

come inactive ; in fermentation, on the other hand, the

sugar (the substance here undergoing decomposition) is

unable to transmit its own movement, and hence a
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foreign cause, a ferment, is necessary, not only for the

commencement, but also for the continuance of the

movement.

Liebig's view was, however, evidently a purely hypo-

thetical one ; the decomposing proteid substance which
was supposed to be the cause of the fermentation was by
no means demonstrated to be really present ; the only

experimental support of this supposition was the fact

that in the so-called self-fermentation of yeast which
takes place without the addition of sugar, and entirely

at the cost of the yeast substance, much more alcohol is

formed than could be derived from the amount of

cellulose in the yeast cells, and that thus some other

complex substance contained in the cells must furnish the

materials for the formation of the alcohol. This analy-

tical proof was, however, shown to be erroneous by Nageli
(Theorie der Gcihning, p. 3), but at a much earlier period
Liebig had been compelled to modify his theory con-
siderably by the numerous experiments which absolutely

proved the direct dependence of the fermentative process
on the life of the yeast cells.

In 1870 he declared that the living yeast cells con- Later

tained and produced the supposed ferment-like substance, jSfgt''
and that therefore the formation of the ferment depends "^i^w.

on the life of the cell ; the fermentative act, however, de-
pends on an unorganised ferment, and the yeast cells in
producing the ferment do nothing more than numerous
other cells do. Just as man produces diastatic ferment,
pepsin and trypsin, so all other animals and plants have
their ferments

; but the organisms are not identical with
these ferments, and the fermentative action cannot be
looked on as the direct work of the cells. If it were
possible to separate the ferments from the cells the
latter would then be no longer necessary for the com-
mencement and continuance of the fermentative process.
Similar views were taught by Traube in 1858 ; and in
1876 they were defended by Hoppe-Seyler. They rested
m part on the analogy between the fermentative and putre-
factive process, and the splitting up and decomposition
caused by unorganised ferments. The micro-organisms
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Diiferences
between the
action of
chemical fer-

ments and of

the organised
exciting
agents of
fermentation.

according to this view are not the primary and immediate
cause of the decompositions of organic substances occur-
ring in fermentation and putrefaction ; on the contrary,
it was assumed that a transformation of the fermentescible
materials usually occurs at first from causes present in
the substances themselves—by soluble chemical ferments,
and that it is only when the material has undergone a
certain amount of alteration that multiplication of those
organisms occurs, which on account of the wide distri-

bution of their germs always of course gain access to

these substances; the nature and constitution of the
fermentescible substrata, and especially the first changes
that occur in it, determine what particular species of

organism chiefly develop and flourish. From that point

these organisms aid as a rule in the decomposition of the

substance ; but they are not absolutely necessary even for

its further splitting up, and the decomposition does not

go on by any means parallel with their development.

On this view accordingly by far the most important
role is ascribed to the unorganised soluble ferments.

Lately we have become acquainted with a large number
of such ferments, and in accordance with this knowledge
the probability of their great activity in the ordinary

processes of fermentation and putrefaction seems to

increase. The action of diastase, of emulsine, of

myrosine, of the inverting ferment of yeast, of ptyalin

and pepsin, the energetic action of the pancreas, and of

the trypsin isolated from it, offered the most important

analogies, and the support of the " chemical" theory of

fermentation. As a matter of fact the supporters of the

germ theory have never disputed the influence and the

action of chemical ferments, but an exact analysis of the

decomposition caused by chemical ferments on the one

hand, and of the marked alterations in fermentation

and putrefaction on the other, lead us of necessity to

the conviction that it is quite inadmissible to designate

these two processes as sufficiently analogous and similar

to warrant the inference that both are due to a similar

cause. The chemical ferments only set up hydrolytic

decompositions; their place can be taken by so-called
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coufcact-substauces, and also by dilute sulphuric acid

aud various other agents ; the amount of the chemical

ferments remains the same or becomes diminished during

the process; the best temperature for their action is

about 60° C, and they are not affected by powerful

physiological poisons. In fermentation and putrefaction,

on the other hand, there is always a complex alteration

in the grouping of the atoms, a separation of carbonic

acid, and often of other atomic groups ; the number of

the causal organisms increases in proportion to the

intensity of the fermentation
;
they are most active at

a temperature between 25° and 40° C, and their action

ceases under the influence of physiological poisons.

Thus the nature and action of the chemical ferments,

aud of the fermentative orgauismSj are sharply separated

from one another, and a relation between them only

exists in so far as in the more complex fermentative

processes, and especially in putrefaction, both agents

are often at work in such a manner that chemical fer-

ments which are in part produced by the micro-organisms

lead to the solution of the fermentescible substance, aud
so prepare the soil for its subsequent profound alteration

under the influence of the specific organised ferments.

If, however, we assume with Liebig that in the latter

instance the transposition of the atoms in fermentation

and putrefaction occurs as the result of the action of a

ferment-like group of atoms which can only be produced
by living micro-organisms, and are practically bound up
with the life of the cells, we cannot regard this view as

an essential objection to the vitaUstic theory; it is, on
the contrary, a recognition of it. This view corresponds Eccogniiiono

entirely with the vitalistic theory in the immediate do- ScoTy
pendence of the fermentative process on the life of the
yeast cells ; it only seeks to define more precisely the
mode in which the living cells occasion the decomposition
of the fermenting or putrefying substance. But the exist-

ence of such a ferment is a pure hypothesis, as is evident
from the fact that it has as yet been found impossible to
isolate the supposed ferment from the yeast cells ; this
failure being excused on the idea that the ferment is at
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once destroyed when the yeast cells die, or even when
their life is interfered with.

As the result of the preceding historical sketch of the
development of the views on fermentation and putrefac-
tion, we may take it as absolutely certain that minute
Hving organisms are the direct cause of the processes
commonly grouped together under these terms, and
that these processes are intimately dependent on the life

of the organisms.

n. Micro-organisms as Parasitic Exciting Agents
OF Disease.

Even at an early period of scientific observation and
research on the subject of the infective diseases, we meet
with the belief that the immediate cause of these de-
vastating affections is an entity endowed with vital

EeTasto"'
P^"°P^^*i^^' ^ contagium animatum. This view was

the organised clearly expressed by Hufeland ; but at first all sorts of

coitaja^ fantastic notions as to the more intimate nature and
mode of action of this supposed entity, endowed vdth
vital properties, were added to these leading ideas. Soon,
however, there was evolved from this cloud of phantasies

the definite view that the transmission of the infective

diseases depended on the growth of independent minute
organisms (Kircher, Linne, Wichmanu, and others). In
fact it was extremely tempting to refer the characteristic

phenomena in the occurrence of the infective diseases to

such organisms, and to draw a certain parallel between
these diseases and the processes of fermentation and
putrefaction, which are likewise caused by similar fungi.

The sudden appearance of epidemics in various isolated

places, their relatively slow spread, and the fact that

they often remain localised to a particular locality, must
exclude the idea of an evanescent, gaseous agent. The
mode of their spread, the unlimited development of the

infective material through a large series of individuals,

the transport of the infective material over considerable

distances, its adherence to the most heterogeneous ob-

jects, the stage of incubation, the typical cyclical course
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of the disease, and. the subsequent immunity, pointed

more or less distinctly to the organised nature of the

causal agents, and could be explained by the mode of

development of these supposititious beings. The anxiety

to find a relation between the phenomena of infective

diseases and those of fermentation and putrefaction, is

shown by the fact that by some pathologists the whole

group of infective diseases was designated by the term
" Zymotic diseases."

These views, which have continuously gained ground

during the last forty years, did not, it is true, at first

rest on clear knowledge, and were wanting in an experi-

mental basis. They were only based on speculations

;

but these speculations were made with such acuteness,

and with such logic, that they led to almost the same
results as were arrived at forty years later by elaborate

experimental investigations. It was more especially Henie's

Heuie who, in the year 1840, in his Pathologischen

Ulitersucliungen, and later, in 1853, in his Handbucli

der rationellen Pathologic, sketched with wonderful pre-

cision the relation of micro-organisms to the infective

diseases, and defined the intimate nature, the vital pro-

perties, and the mode of action of the micro-organisms,

as well as the dependence of the individual phases and
symptoms of the diseases in question on the behavioui- of

the parasites, almost as accurately as has subsequently

been done as the result of direct observations with optical

aids, at that time unknown, and of numerous experiments.
The great influence which Henie's views have exercised

on the further development of knowledge on the subject

of the parasitic exciting agents of disease renders it

necessary for us to reproduce at this place some of the

most important of these views in his own words :

—

"If we trace the miasraatic contagia in their action on the
animal organism, we find at once, although with many in-

dividual differences, a general and characteristic property
which can only be ascribed to living matter, namely, tliat of
multiplying at the cost and by the assimilation of foreign
organic material. This conclusion is supported by the course
of the great majority of miasmatic contagious diseases. They
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belong to the gi-oup of diseases which I have termed typical,

whose sharply defined stages indicate a development of the
cause in accordance with definite laws, such as we only find

among living beings.
" What was stated above with regard to the properties of

the cause of miasmatic diseases in general holds good as
regards the multiplication of contagia by assimilation. It

can, however, only be absolutely proved in the case of the

moculable diseases where we are able to define accurately

both the point of entrance and the quantity of material

taken up, and the proof becomes the more insufficient the

more in any given epidemic the number of the cases produced
by miasma exceeds those arising by contagion. That the

cause of the disease has multiplied in the region affected

by the epidemic is probable whenever the latter spreads

gradually from small beginnings and attains large dimensions.

"It is only when its development and reproduction in the

diseased body is demonstrated that we are justified in de-

signating the material which occasions epidemic diseases as

a contagium, and the analogy of these contagia with pai-asites,

the analogy of the miasmatic contagious diseases with the

results of the deposit of parasitic organisms in living bodies

previously referred to becomes at once evident. This analogy,

as I have indicated above, has led to the discovery of parasites

as the caiise of many affections formerly termed contagious

diseases. There are, however, a number of diseases in the

contagium of which nothing has been found which recalls the

forms of known species of animals and plants. Nevertheless,

this negative result is not so certain that we can, therefore,

absolutely refuse to reckon the contagia among these micro-

scopic parasites. It is not necessary to assume that the

organisms which act as contagia are too small for our optical

means. But the smallest animals can only be distinguished

from the cells, nuclei, and granules which occm- iu so many
tissues and excreta, especially in pus, by their movements, and

the smallest plants only in certain stages of their develo])-

ment by the arrangement of their elementary constituents.

The granules of which the Botrytis bassiana consists behave

exactly like pigment granules or the molecules of pus. It is

possible, therefore, that bodies of very various and of great

significance may be concealed among the molecules which

occur in every microscopical object. It is scarcely necessarj-

to add that these speculations are as yet only hypothetical,

but they are not superfluous even in the cases where animal

or vegetable parasites have been, or will yet be discovered iu

the contagium. The question will, however, still remain,

whether the parasite is an accidental inhabitant of the con-
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tagium and of the diseased body, or whether it is the important
active constituent. Much has already been gained by these

views which, though they may only represent a transitional

jicriod in our knowledge, will prove a lasting gain. In place

of the unintelligible view that the diseased body, or the

disease itself, forms the contagious material, we have the
opinion that the formation of the contagium is a reproductive
process, and that the disease is the result of the reproduction
of this extraneous being in the organism and at its expense.
From this point of view we must interpret the symptoms of
the miasmatic contagious diseases.

" While we must hold that the cause of the miasmatic con-
tagious diseases is a material endowed with independent life,

which can reproduce itself after the manner of animals and
plants, can increase by assimilation of organic materials, and,
growing parasitically on the infected body, can give rise to
the symptoms of the special disease, yet the question arises
of what the as yet unseen body of this parasite is composed,
the result of whose life is so evident and so devastating. It
is one of the laws of human phantasy that we must ascribe to
the contagium, as soon as we reckon it to be something living,
one of the forms which the known organic world presents to
our senses

;
hence in the earlier childish times of research

one thought of insects, and when the microscopic animals
were discovered, the iufusoria could, with still better grounds,
be accused of being contagium and miasma. At the present
time, since the conclusions that have been arrived at with
regard to the fungus of muscardine and similar diseases, it
seems more likely that the contagium belongs to the vegetable
world, because the extensive distribution, the rapid multipli-
cation, and the tenacity of life of the lower microscopical
vegetable beings, as well as the mode of their action on the
l)odies which they have selected as the seat of their vegetation,
]iresent m fact the most remarkable analogies with the infec-
tive material of the miasmatic contagious diseases. Muscar-
dine also arises in stagnant marshes, apparently independently
as if it were due to miasma ; under the influence of heat and
drought it becomes epidemic and contagious. Towards the
cessation of the epidemic its contagiousness diminishes, and
ultimately becomes lost. Currents of air carry the contac^ium
over long distances, so that the disease appears again in
another place, under the aspect of a miasmatic affection The
contagium is an aeriform, and at the same time a fixed body
It retams its power for years in a diy state. An imponderable
and mcommcnsurablo quantity of it is sufficient to set up the
disease, and even to produce devastating epidemics "
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The earliest
discovery of
parasitic ex-
citing agents
of disease.

Hallier's

discoverios

Actual facts in support of the theory of the develop-
ment of disease by micro-organisms were first ob-
tained by the study of a number of diseases of plants
and insects. As far back as 1835 Bassi demonstrated
that a fungus was the cause of muscardine, a fatal

disease of silkworms ; other diseases of insects were
shortly afterwards demonstrated with certainty to be
due to similar fungi ; in like manner Tulasne, de Bary,
and Kiihn explained a number of devastating diseases

of various kinds of grain, of potatoes, &c., by the
entrance and parasitic development of fungi. Also in

the case of the higher animals and man positive proof
was soon obtained that minute vegetable bodies were the
cause of certain diseases. Apart from numerous dis-

coveries of fungi which could not with certainty be

demonstrated to be the cause of the accompanying
diseases, favus, thrush, and various affections of the

skin were shown to be dependent on parasitic micro-

scopic fungi. Of especial importance was the discovery

that anthrax was characterised by the appearance in the

blood of minute rod-shaped organisms, and that these

organisms could be shown experimentally to be the

cause of the disease (PoUender, 1855
; Davaine, 1863).

On the one hand the constantly increasing frequency

of severe pestilences which led to the earnest desire to

solve the etiological questions, on the other hand the

convincing deductions of Henle, the numerous analogies

with diseases of plants and animals, and the discovery

of the contagium of anthrax, gave rise to a period of

research which was characterised by an excess of zeal

and by a large number of imperfectly proved discoveries

which were of no real advantage to the parasitic theory.

It was Hallier more particularly who became a too

enthusiastic apostle of the parasitic theory. As the

result of numerous researches he asserted that the

various micro-organisms only represented special vege-

tative forms of known mould fungi, arising in conse-

quence of the external conditions of life ; that these

vegetative forms gave rise to all sorts of diseases, but

that under suitable conditions one could always cultivate
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from them the corresponding mould, and could in this

way demonstrate the true cause of the disease. By the

investigation of and cultivation from a great variety of

diseased organs and excreta Hallier obtained a series of

different fungi which he proclaimed to he the causes of

the diseases ; and in a short time scarlet fever, measles,

as well as cholera, typhoid fever, and all other diseases

of this class, were referred to their supposed cause.

The reaction to this period of fantastical exaggeration Eeactiou

was inevitable. Authorities on fungi like de Bary yfew^.
°^

showed that Hallier's investigations were quite value-

less, because they were conducted with totally insufficient

precautions against the entrance of extraneous organ-

isms. De Bary's objections could not be upset, the

structure of Hallier's teaching on parasitic diseases fell,

and at the same time a serious blow was given to the

whole parasitic theory ; even up to the present day

there are those who, as the result of the overthrow of

these errors, look on the development of disease by

micro-organisms as an erroneous and exploded view.

Further positive discoveries with regard to parasites

which have been made by numerous investigators in

recent years tended, however, to restore the lost faith.

These discoveries had chiefly reference to the infective Micro-

diseases of wounds
; Rindfleisch, Waldeyer, and von [Xtive

'

Recklinghausen (1866, 1870) were the first who directed diseases of

,. , ,1 . . , . , wounds.
attention to the micro-organisms which occurred in

pyaemic processes; similar ctbservations were made in

erysipelas, in phlegmon, in diphtheria, and in puerperal

fever (Hliter, Orth, Oerftel, and others) . The pathogenic
nature of the micro-organisms found M^as confirmed by
numerous experiments on animals (Coze and Feltz,

Davaine, Hiiter, Eberth, Leber, Frisch, Klebs, and
others)

.

The striking results of Lister's antiseptic treatment of Lister's

wounds had a most important influence on the recogui- tSment of

tion of the parasitic theory ; carried out with the definite ^^o'^"^^-

aim of preventing or hindering the action of the infective
organisms, and followed by astonishing results, it spread
widely the knowledge and importance of the micro-
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parasites, and the number of sceptics and opponents
have diminished from year to year.—It is true that the
diliiculty of these investigations, which only permitted
an extremely slow advance, and one but little satisfying
to the earnest desire for rapid enlightenment, led some
observers to overstep the limits of exact investigation,
and to attach too far-reaching speculations to the results
of the experiments : it was natural and pardonable that
at times conclusions as to the origin of the diseases
were drawn from the mere presence of micro-organisms
in the dead bodies or in pathological secretions, and
that these organisms were at times prematurely and
erroneously proclaimed to be the exciting agents of the
disease. On the other hand many investigators recof^-

nised that it was only by detailed study of the diflferent

forms of micro-organisms which came under observation,

by the investigation of the conditions and results of their

life, by improvement of the methods of microscopical
observation, and by faultless experiments on animals that
a basis could be obtained on which an accurate and sure
insight into the role of the parasitic agents of disease
could be founded. Based on the recognition of these
facts the more recent methods of mycological investiga-

tions were built up. Before it was possible to obtain
exact and unequivocal results it was necessary to have
Pasteur's and Cohn's sj'stematic cultivations, Koch's
method of microscopical investigation and pure cultiva-

tion of the fungi, Weigert's and Ehrlich's valuable

researches on the employment of dyes for demonstrating
the micro-organisms, Brefeld's contributions to the
methodical study of the lower fungi, and Nageli's work
as to the conditions of life and the tissue change of the
lower fungi.

The objections which are raised against the parasitic
theory are derived almost entirely from former times,
and are now scarcely heard. Apart from the ^aews of
some stubborn adversaries, who only believe the contra-
dictory results of their own experiments, the doubts raised

against the recent work on tee parasitic theory have to

do chiefly with individual cases and special diseases.
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Thus from time to time authors have denied that
micro-organisms act as exciting agents of the infective

diseases of wounds, their views being based more espe-
cially on the statements made by several observers,
that after mechanical removal of the organisms from
infective fluids the filtrate, which is devoid of organisms,
exerts pathogenic action. More accurate experiments
have however shown that this action depended solely on
an intoxication, on a poison in solution, and that there-
fore it could not be at all compared with an infective

process (Panum, HiUer, Koch, and others).—The BiUroth-s

results of Billroth's investigations attracted special at- jfaSftic*"
tention for a considerable time ; he repeatedly found theory,

micro-organisms in subcutaneous suppurations, where
there was no external wound ; he likewise found them
in living organs; and he concluded, therefore, that
living germs were always present in the body, but that
they were not able to develop in the healthy body, and
could not utilise the tissues of the living body as
nutritive material. It was not till a " phlogogenous
ferment " (Phlogistisches zymoid) had been formed as
the result of decomposition, which ferment could of
itself cause inflammation, that the conditions were
suitable for the development and multiplication of the
micro-oi-ganisms

; and under favourable conditions these
organisms can become carriers, and lead to the multi-
plication of this ferment. According to Billroth the
micro-organisms originate from a single plant, the
Coccobacteria septica, which is characterised by the
multiplicity of its vegetative forms, and according to
the external conditions appears now in one, now in
another morphological form.

It is easy at the present time to refute Billroth's
objections. In the first place, we know from numerous
experiments that bacterial germs are not present in the
normal living organism in recognisable numbers, and
that the numerous organisms in the diseased living body
can only be referred to entrance from without—to an
infection. An objection might, however, be made that the
tacts made out, as to the absence of pre-existing germs

7
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in animal organs, do not of necessity apply to man, and
it was therefore necessary, when possible, to bring

forward experimental facts which would undoubtedly show
that micro-organisms are the direct and only cause of

certain diseases, and are not merely accidental com-

panions of other noxious materials.

Definite proof Experiments were formerly performed with this aim

"'//e of'the^^*^° following manner : inoculations were carried out
micro- v/ith. infective substances, an effort being made at the
org'aiiisms oy ,

' "
,

isolating- ttem Same time to free the organisms from other materials

infective ex- adhering to them, which might possibly cause the
permicuts. disease. In some cases an attempt was made to isolate

the organisms by the addition of distilled water, in

which the organisms would sink to the bottom, or by
filtration ; but in these attempts it was always question-

able whether the noxious materials by possibility present

in solution were really removed, and on the other hand

whether the organisms were not injured by the washing

Isolation by and by the great osmosis. Filtration in the living
filtration.

\)odj, obtained by studying the relation of the foetus to

the infected maternal organism, did not lead to a definite

result, as it was only in certain instances (anthrax) that

the foetus remained free from infection, while in other

cases it also became attacked by the disease.

By dilution of Experiments were then made by dilution of the

matlrial*^^^
infective material, on the assumption—undoubtedly

correct—that only a contagium dependent on a living

organism capable of multiplication could be diluted to

an extreme degree without losing its activity. Such a

dilution was in reality obtained when one animal was

successfully inoculated from an infected one, a third from

the second, and so on through a whole series of animals ;

nevertheless there was always the possible objection in

this case that the cells of the body might take part in

the regeneration of the poison.

On the other hand all doubt as to the pathogenic

properties of certain micro-organisms is removed in the

face of the proof obtained during the last few years, that

the infective material can be diluted outside the body

to an extraordinary extent, without thereby losing its

activity. Thus Koch was able to dilute infective blood
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to such a degree that oue-millionth part of a cubic

centimetre injected into the animal caused the same
typical disease, fatal in eighteen hours, as was obtained

by the injection of undiluted blood. The dilution can,

however, be carried to a much greater extent by the

aid of the methods of cultivation. Pasteur and By cultivation

Klebs were the first to show that micro-organisms, sup-
posed to be pathogenic, could be cultivated outside the
animal body in artificial nutritive material ; that then
after the growth of a cultivation a minimal quantity
could be placed on a new nutrient material, that a trace
of the colonies which then developed could be inoculated

*

on a third soil, and that thus the micro-organism could
be cultivated through a whole series of generations.
Koch then gave us methods by which it is possible KocFs pure
to prepare the cultivations of any given organism

'^^^it'^'^ti""^-

in such a way that no other organism grows along with
it, and that on further transplantations on new soil only
the same organism appears. Thus we could for the
first time study with certainty, and in an unaltered
condition, the organism suspected as the cause of the para-
sitic disease, and that for a long time, and in spite of a
large series ofnew transplantations. When an organism
has in this way been cultivated through fifty or a hundred
generations, it is self-evident that the last generation
does not contain any of the materials which adhered to
the original organisms

; it is easy to see that the dilution
must be reckoned by trillions, and must ultimately be
incalculable

;
any poisonous material originally mixed

with It, however intense its action may be, cannot be
present m the last cultivation in appreciable amount, and
therefore when infection is obtained with the last culti-
vation It can only be because the micro-organisms them-
selves, which are constantly reproduced at the expense
of the nutritive materials, are the real noxious ao-ents
As a matter of fact, inoculations with the minutest

quantity of the hundredth pure cultivation succeed quite
as well as with the original material. In the case of
antbrax of various forms of septicaemia, of glanders, of
tuberculosis, &c., Koch was able to carry on pure
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cultivations through a long series; if he introduced a

trace of the last cultivation into an animal, the disease

in question appeared with all its characteristic symptoms
after the typical incubation period ; death followed after

a definite time. The results of the autopsy were always

the same
; organisms of the same form, and with the

same characters as those introduced, were found in

enormous numbers in the blood and tissues ; and traces

of the blood containing the organisms when inoculated in! o

other animals, caused in them the same fatal disease.

In the case of these diseases the causal connection of

the micro-organisms was therefore proved with complete

certainty ; and it was natural to draw similar conclusions

with regard to the other numerous infective diseases

which had the same characters. Nevertheless it is best,

and will contribute more to the development of knowledge

with regard to the micro-parasites, if we proceed with the

greatest caution, avoid generalisations, and only proclaim

a disease as parasitic when we succeed in finding micro-

organisms with well-marked morphological character-

istics, in demonstrating their presence in such numbers

and with such a distribution that all the phenomena of

thedisease can thereby be explained, in transmitting them
to other higher animals, or if possible in cultivating them

for several generations on an artificial soil, and repro-

ducing the characteristic disease by inoculation of

animals with minute quantities of these cultivations.

That these minute organisms act as parasitic exciting

-agents of disease, is as much beyond question as is the

function of similar minute beings in exciting fermenta-

iion and putrefaction. And it is to this fact that the

great and many-sided importance of micro-organisms

in relation to hj^giene and public health is due. It was

the processes of fermentation and putrefaction of organic

substances in our surroundings which first awakened

uneasiness and distrust, and called the eff'orts of modern

hygiene into being, and the most important, and also

the most difficult part of the hygienic investigation of soil,

water, air, and dwellings, lies in ascertaining those

conditions which favour the development and spread of

the exciting agents of disease.



PART II.

MORPHOLOGY AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE MICRO-

OEGANISMS.

The micro-organisms which have as yet been The micro-
o "

.
organiBms

recognised as exciting agents of fermentation and whicli interest

putrefaction, or of disease, belong almost entirely the^owcr"

to the lower fungi. Certain prehminary observations f"ng-i.

render it probable that organisms which belong to other

classes of plants or animals, for example the algte, the

flagellata, and the protozoa, may also occasionally act as

parasites, and become of hygienic interest ; but in the

meantime the known facts are too few for a systematic

review of this part of the subject, and it is therefore

sufficient to include here only those micro-organisms

M-hich are of special importance for us, and which

belong to the lower fungi.

In order to indicate the place of the lower fungi in the

system of the plants the following short sketch is given,

and the botanical handbooks, more especially the paper

by Frank on the Cryptogams in Leunis's Botany, and

de Bary's Conqyarative Morphology and Biology of

the Fungi, will furnish further details.

The fungi, m3'cetes, belong to the cryptogams, that Place of the

great division of the vegetable Idngdom which is vo)?etablo''°

characterised by propagation by means of spores, in ^i"g<lo™-

contrast to the other great division of the phanerogams.

The phanerogams bear flowers and produce seeds, in

which the various parts corresponding to the future

structures of the plants are already distinguishable
;

the cryptogams are flowerless, and propagate by means
of the spores just mentioned, that is to say, by small
cells, which show no differentiation and, when present in

large numbers, resemble one another. The cryptogams
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are divided into the stem-forming cryptogams, and the
tliallopbytes, or leafy plants, in which only a leaf or
thallus is formed, which does not in any way follow the
laws of growth of the higher stem-forming plants,

division'i^to
^^^'^ tliallophytes were formerly divided into three

wTaig£e° sub-classes— fungi, algse, and lichens. The funrri
and hchen.. „-ere defined as ceils devoid of chlorophyll, which ca°n

only obtain nutriment from previously formed organic
compounds, and hence can only live as saprophytes on
organic substances undergoing decomposition, or as para-
sites in living plants and animals. Alga? were described
as cells always containing chlorophyll, which obtained
nutriment from inorganic materials, and for the most part
lived in water. Lichens were defined as a mixture of
cells, some containing chlorophyll and others without it,

which could obtain nutriment from inorganic materials,
and for the most part lived in the air.

S't^hirdaisffi
'^^^ present time very little value is attached to

cation,'^ ' f-liese distinctions, whieh are based chiefly on the pre-
sence or absence of chlorophyll. Even among the
phanerogams there are many plants which are devoid
of chlorophyll (orchids, monotropace£e), but which are

not on that account struck out of the families or orders
to which from their morphological characters they
belong. If also in the case of the thallophytes the chief

stress is laid on the mode of propagation, and on the
morphological characters, the fungi and algte show a
great deal that is common to both. And with regard
to the lichens the latest investigations have shown with
considerable certainty that they consist of a fungus and
an alga, the first of which preys upon the second, so that

they cannot be looked upon as an independent class.

Hence it is best to give up the former division into

fungi, algae, and lichens, and to choose for the whole
of the thallophytes a principle of classification in con-

formity with that employed for the other plants.

Opinions vary greatly as to the most suitable and
natural mode of classifying the thallophytes, but we
need only refer here to de Bary's classification (TV;--

fjh'idiende Morphologic und BioUnjie dcr Pihc, page
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142), to Brefeld's subdivision {Untersuchungen uher

Schimmelpilze, Heft 4), and to Frank's classification

in the third edition of Leunis's Botany, page 898. The

present description will be based chiefly on Frank's

classification, because Leunis's Synopsis is an indis-

pensable book of reference for anyone who studies the

thallophytes minutely.

Among the thallophytes only the fungi are at present

of hygienic interest, hence the algae and lichens are not

at all referred to in the following pages, and with regard

to the forms of algfe, morphologically similar to the

fungi, reference must be made to Leunis's Synopsis and

to Cohn's Beitrdge zur Biologic tier PJlanzen, Bd. 1,

H. 2.

From the hygienic standpoint it seems most practical Subdmsion

to depart from the botanical arrangement and divide a practical

the fungi into four chief groups, of which the first
gf^nd^okit

comprises the true fungi, or mould fungi ; the second the

mycetozoa ; the third the yeast fungi, or blastomycetes

;

and the fourth the fission fungi, or schizomycetes.

I. The Fungi Proper (Mould Fungi).

General Morphology.

The fungi consist of small microscopical cells, in Natm-o of the

which we can distinguish a membrane and protoplasmic
'^""S'ls <

contents. The cell membrane is composed of a sub-

stance similar to cellulose but not identical with it,

and does not show any violet colouration with iodine.

In the protoplasm there are as a rule no nuclei, no

starch granules, and no chlorophyll ; on the other hand
there are frequently vacuoles, oil globules, various

colouring materials, and at times crystals of oxalate of

lime which are however deposited especially on the

outer surface of the cell wall in the form of small

needles and prickles.

The growth of the fungi takes place by elongation of Hypbiu.

the cells. Thus a series of threads or hyphaj are

formed. Usually the hyphsie are divided into segments
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by transverse divisions ; and the threads are almost always
branched, either by the formation of a branch at some
part or other of a segment, or by the terminal cell
becoming divided dichotomously during growth. The
group of hyph£e,* whether they are present in small
numbers or quite single, or whether they are united in
masses, is termed the thallus of the fungus.

ttctyt^ium
, f' to distinguish mycehum, and
later h-uit-beanng hyphee. Before the development of
the fruit-bearing hyphae the mycelium is identical with
the thallus, which signifies the more or less diffused
and branched hyphaB which have grown on an organic
substratum. As a rule by uniform spread of the
threads in all directions and by continued branching a
flocculent mycelium is produced. At times membranous
parenchymatous layers or fibrous bands are formed by
the close union of numerous hypha3. Under certain
circumstances the mycelium of many fungi assumes the
form of the so-called sclerotia, tuberous fleshy bodies
which develop secondarily from an ordinary mycelium.
In the sclerotium we can distinguish a cortical and a
medullary substance, the latter consisting of interwoven
hyphee, the former of the terminal cells of the hyphfe
firmly bound together and surrounded by dark mem-
branes. The sclerotium must be regarded as a resting
form, from which a development of fluid-bearing hyphte
only occurs after a long time, and when the surround-
ings are constantly moist.

The hyphte of the mycelium penetrate with great
energy into the nutritive substratum. In the case of
dead portions of plants the hyphte can bore through
the cell membrane, the molecules of the membrane in

contact with them being broken up. But even in the
case of living plants the parasitic fungi not only spread
on the surface, but the hyphre grow in between the cells

of the plants and send short projections, so-called

haustoria, into the interior of the cells; or they pene-
trate through the cell walls, as in the case of dead plants.

In like manner animal membranes do not ofler any
marked resistance to the penetration of the growing
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liypbse of many fungi, and even teeth and bones may

become infiltrated with fungus threads.

The propagation of the fungi occurs usually by means Varieties of

» : „ ... 1 spore forma
01 spores, i.e., cells, which can give rise to one or several tion.

germinating tubes, and thus to a new vegetative body

similar to the original one. In rare cases some of the

cells of the mycelium themselves form the spores ; as a

rule, however, certain hyphfe grow from the mycelium,

take on another form and show other conditions of

growth, and are termed fruit hyphte, or fruit-bearers. If

a large number of fruit hyphas lie together, a so-called

fruit body is formed, and this is more especially the case

in the higher fungi. The modes in which the spores

develop on the fruit-bearers, and the manner in which

they are distributed after ripening, are very diverse, and
these differences in fructification furnish in the main the

principles on which the usual classification of the fungi

is based.

With regard to the development and dissemination of

the spores we distinguish

—

a. Intercalary formation. Along the course of the

growing hyphfe certain cells are marked ofi", assume
a somewhat distinct form, and become spores or spore-

bearing cells. These formations are frequently termed
(/cmmcB.

b. Acrogenous segmentation. The terminal portions

of the fruit hyphje are separated by transverse division,

and act as spores. The thin stalks or fruit-bearers are

termed hasklia. If from the ends of these hyphaj thin
stalk-like branches proceed, on which the spores are
formed by strangulation, these spore-bearing stalks are
termed sterigmata. As to the mode in which the trans-
verse division of the terminal cells occurs only one spore
may be formed ; or a number of buds may arise at the
same time on the summit of the basidium ; or several
spores may be separated one after the other from one
basidium. The freeing of the spores takes place either
by disappearance of the stalk, or by strangulation, where
a zone disappears, or softens in the transverse division
between spore and fruit-carrier, or by being hurled away.
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The last mode of separation of the spore, whicli is very

peculiar, occurs in this way : the spore cell rests on the

• apex of a tuhe-like hasidium, which, in consequence of

continued absorption of water, becomes more and more
turgescent, while it possesses at the same time a very

elastic membrane
; immediately beneath the transverse

'ision the cohesion of this membrane is less than

elsewhere, and here, therefore, as soon as the turgescence

has reached a certain degree, a ringlike rupture occurs ;

at once the elastic wall contracts, and a large part

of the contained fluid is forcibly driven out of the rent,

and carries the spore with it.

The spores formed by acrogenous segmentation are

termed hasidiosporcs, or acrospores, or simply conidia.

At times this mode of spore formation occurs in fruit

bodies, the so-called spermogonia and pycnida. These
fruit bodies contain a ca-^dty, on the inner wall of which

is a thick layer of basidia which give off numerous spores.

c. Endogenous spore formation. The spores arise in

the interior of mother cells, the walls of which persist

as sporangia till ripening has occurred. The sporangia

are for the most part acrogenous cells
;
spore formation

occurs in them by division of the plasma without the

formation of walls. The sporangia have often a club-

shaped or tube- like form, and are then termed asci; in

these eight ascospores are usually formed. The asci are

often formed in small round or flask-like fruit bodies, the

peritliecia, which enclose a cavity, and the club-shaped

tubes spring from the bottom of this cavity.

The ripe spores escape either through an opeuiug in

the sporangium which is formed by sudden and great

swelliug of a small circumscribed portion of the wall

;

or the largest and upper portion of the wall of the

sporangium becomes converted into a deliquescent

substance
;

or, in the case of the asci, the above-

mentioned ejaculation of the spores is not uncommonly

observed.

d. The spore formation is often preceded by a sort of

sexual fructification. This may consist of the so-

called copulation, in which two hyphaj, each with a club-
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shaped protrusion, grow towards one another, unite after

absorption of the opposing walls, and form a zygospore.

For the most part, however, well-marked male and female

sexual organs are formed. The female is attached to a

mycelium thread in the form of a globular swollen cell,

and is termed oogonium; the male, antlieridkm, is a

long or club-like swollen cell which attaches itself to the

oogonium and becomes separated from its hypha ;
at

times the autheridium sends a so-called fertilising tube

into the interior of the oogonium. After fertilisation,

the oospores, which are globular cells provided with a

cellulose membrane, are formed in the oogonium. Such

anastomoses between hyphfe do not, however, in all cases

indicate a sexual copulation.

The ripe spores are for the most part simple, often, structure of

however, composite, cells of very varying forms ;
usually ® ^'P'^'^^-

they are spherical or oval ; at times, however, they have

the form of long thin rods. The wall consists of an

external, and often coloured sheath, the episporium, and

an inner, more delicate, colourless layer, the cndosporkm.

The contents consist of protoplasm, and oil globules

are frequently present. The general distinctive cha-

racteristic of the spores is that they either become

converted into the mother cells of new spores, sporangia,

or send out one or more germinating tubes from which

the mycelium threads may again develop.

The swarming spores and the resting spores behave

somewhat differently. The former are round, naked pro-

toplasmic bodies without a firm cellulose envelope, pro-

vided with two cilia, and thus capable of movement
;
they

arise endogenously from the spores by division of the sporb

contents, and become free by swelling of the sheath of the

sporangium. They are only formed and liberated under

water. After the mobile, naked stage has lasted for a

short time, the swarming spores come to rest, surround

themselves with a cell wall, and then, like other spores,

send out a germinating tube. JSy resting spores wo
understand those spores which are not able to germinate
immediately after their formation, but require first a
period of rest, e.g., a whole winter. Zygospores and
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oospores are the forms which usually behave as resting

spores.

These different kinds of fructifying organs occur at

times together or in succession on one and the same
thallus ; the same fungus can under certain conditions

furnish hasidiospores, and under other conditions asco-

spores ; thus there is frequently a polymorphism of the

fructifying organs. In addition an alternation of genera-

tion often occurs ; the thallus of one fungus bears only

one form of fructifying organ ; the spores so developed

grow to form a thallus which^is different from the original

thallus and gives rise to another fructification, often

indeed not growing on the same host, but requiring

another species of plant for its development. From the

spores formed on the second thallus, the original my-

celium with its characteristic fructification is again

developed.

Classification of the True Fungi.

(After Frank in Leunis's Synopsis).

Sketch of the First order: Ascomycctes.—Highly developed form of

oAhe fungi, fungus ; at the height of vegetation ascospores are

formed. A formation of invtospores often precedes this

fructification, these bodies appearing in the form of

conidia- carriers and conidia or spermogonia. The

protospore forms of the ascomycetes, such as Eurotium

aspergillus, Erysiphe oidium, &c., which occur much

oftener in nature than the higher forms of fructification,

were formerly described as particular species of fungi,

and have only recently been associated with the ascospore

forms.

Families : Perisporiaceae, Pyrenomycctes, Tuberaccie,

Discomycetes, Gymnoasci.

Second order: Basidiosporcce.—In these the spore

formation always occurs by acrogenous segmentation,

even when the fungi have reached the acme of develop-

ment. Almost all form fructifying bodies, which carry

in their interior a liymenium layer of basidia.

Different
modes of
spore form-
ation in the
same fungus
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Families : Gasteromycetes, Hymenomj'cetes, Tremel-

lini, iEcidiaceae or Uredineae, Entomophtorefe, Ustila-

gineae.

Third order : Zygomycetes.—These form zygospores,

as the highest form of fructification ; these spores arising

by copulation. A no:i-sexual formation of spores by

sporangia, or by separation of conidia, usually precedes

this fructification.

Families : Mucorineae, Chsetocladiacese, Piptocepha-

lidese.

Fourth order : Phycomycetes.—These are unicellular

thallophytes. The cell is tubular, and forms the spores

at the end of some of its branches. In the non-sexual

fructification these spores are swarming spores or conidia;

oospores are also often formed.

Families : Saprolegniacese, Peronosporete, Chytri-

diaceaB.

Of the various orders and families mentioned, I Description of

have only selected for more detailed description those iXeTti^"^
which are of directly hygienic interest, in that they at

times appear as parasitic exciting agents of disease in

man and the higher animals ; or those which demand
attention on account of their wide distribution as ordinary
mould fungi, and on account of their constant occurrence
in all practical mycological work. In addition, some of
the forms which attack lower animals and plants are
described shortly where the mode of appearance and
distribution of the diseases excited by them furnish
analogies with human infective diseases. For all other
details the botanical text-books mentioned above must be
consulted.

A. The following forms, which are parasitic on plants
or the lower animals, may be mentioned :

—

1. Ustilagineae. The fungi of various forms of blight Blight fungi,

(order: Basidiosporeas). These are parasitic on the
organs of plants, especially on various kinds of grain.
The fine mycelium threads grow between and transversely
through the cells of the plants. At certain spots the
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liyplifE multiply, become segmented, and break up into

spores, which then occupy the place of the tissue destroyed,

in the form of dark, dust-like masses. The short

germinating tube (promycelium) branches in single

segments (sporidia), which become detached from the

promycelium, and can again grow in the form of germina-

ting tubes. Different species of these fungi attack different

parts of the plant,

13

A

Fig. 1.—Ustilago oarbo X 400.

A, ripe spores.
B, germinating spores, forming promycelium

and sporidia (s).

now the flower,

now the stalk and

flower, and now
the root. The
detection of the

disease depends

chiefly on the

presence of the

dark masses of

spores. Continued moisture is necessary for the germi-

nation of the spores, and for the penetration of the

germinating tubes into the host. The disease is pre-

vented by diminution

of the moisture, or by

disinfection of the

grain, e.g., by means

of sulphate of copper.

Ustilago carbo (brand,

smut).— black powder
on the ears and panicles

of wheat, barley, and oats.

At the time of harvest the

brand mass,whichrapidly
breaks up, is removed by
wind and rain, and hence
there is no contamina-
tion of the meal. Spores

brown, spherical (fig. 1);

cpisporium smooth;
s p o 1' i d i a c om p 0 s e d of

longish cells (fig. 1, B).

About 30 varieties.

Tilletia caries (smut).

—A blackish brown
powder in the grains of

Fig. 2.—Tilletia caries X 400.

.y>, ripe spores.

f Pi sprouting spores, at a commenc-
ing dovolopment of the sporidia

;

at iS fully formed sporidia united
in pairs.

X, germinating tube of a sporidiiun.
s', secondary sporidia.
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wheat and spelt which smells of hcrriiig brine. The grains do

not fall to pieces, but remain closed ; hence the brand mass

contaminates the meal, and imparts to it a disagreeable smell.

Spores spherical, pale bro-\vTi
;

e]Disporium, with highly dc-

reloped reticular thickenings. When the spores sprout there

is formed at the end of the promycelium a whorl of thread-

like sporidia, which at the lower half become united in pairs

by a transverse branch, and di'op off while thus united ; these

send out at some point or other a thread-like germinating

tube, in which there is frequently a separation of secondary

sporidia in the form of longish oval cells, which can again

sprout (fig. 2).

When grown in saccharine solutions the Ustilagiuece, ac-

cording to Brefeld's recent investigations, form a continuous
series of vegetative fonns, the promycelium either continuing
to develop in the form of buds, or the germinating tube of tlie

resting spore gi-owing to form a thread-like mycelium, which
gives rise to spores by segmentation, either in the fluid or
on branches risinsf into the air.

2. Entomophtoreaa

organisms grow
parasitically on in-

sects, and cause

the death of their

hosts
; they are the

cause of certain

epidemic diseases

of insects.

Empusa muscse.—
Parasitic on house
flies. The flies which
are killed by this

fungus hang on the
walls with then- logs

extended; three
white belts (the
basidia) project be-
tween the segments
of the swollen pos-
terior part of the
body; the fly is sur-

rounded by a broad
white area of dust,
which consists of
spores which have
been thrown off. The

(order: Basidiosporeas). These Empxisn
_ mtiscaj.

C

A

Fig. 3.—Empusa muscra X 303.
(After Brcfjld.)

A, ripo aporos surroundorl by protoplasm
JJ, a portion of the skin of a fly with germi-

nating spores.

^' a liTOha formed in the interior of the
body, the swollen end of which is de-
veloping into a basidium.

D, portion of a similar thread with the spore
already evident
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Spores (0-011 mm. in diameter) sprout readily on the skin of

the abdomen of healthy flies, send out a germinating tube
which penetrates under the skin and there forms, by budding,
short round cells, which become detached and spread in the
blood (the germinating tube possesses a very sensitive mem-
bi-ane which is at once dissolved in water, but not in salt

solution). These cells ultimately develop into tube-like hyphae,
of which one end projects throiigh the skin of the posterior

part of the body, in the form of a club-like basidium. The
upper end of the basidium then forms spores by the production
of a pocket, into which plasma flows; this pocket, the future
spore grows, and finally becomes cut off by segmentation
from the basidium. Large vacuoles are then formed in the
latter, it takes up more and more moisture, and becomes
swollen; finally it bursts, and the contents spouting out, hurl
away the spore with considerable force. The empty tube
shrinks, and in its place a new one appears, in which the
same process is repeated. In this way the dusty layer of

spores around the flies is formed; the round spores (fig. 3) are

surrounded by a layer of plasma, which favours their adhesion
to the body of other flies. To this group also belong Empusa
radicans, observed in the caterpillars of the common white
butterfly, and Farichium megaspermum in the caterpillars

of Noctua segetim (Wintersaateule).

Fnngus of 3. Peronosporese (order : Pbycomycetes). Parasites

clisease. living plants ; the mycelium present between the

cells sometimes sends haustoria into their interior. All

these fungi can fructify asexually, fruit hyphae projecting

from the surface of the plant, and giving rise to conidia by

segmentation. The ripe conidia can at once germinate,

either by the direct formation of a germinating tube, or

by division of their contents into a number of portions,

which grov? into swarming spores ; these ultimately

sprout like the other spores. Many peronosporese,

however, possess in addition a sexual fructification.

Species Peronospora ; about 40 varieties, attacking a num-
ber of phanerogams; mostly on green parts, the conidia

bearers being situated by ijreference on the under surface of

the leaves. The parts attacked become prematurely yellow

or brown, and die; the conidia bearers form a fine, grey,

mould-like covering on the surface. Feronospora infestmis :

fungus of the potato disease
;
mj-celial tubes 0'005 mm. thick,

without haustoria; conidia bearers with 1—5 branches, thin

towards the top, with ellipsoid or egg-shaped conidia (fig. 4).

This fungus has been known in Germany since 1830, and

was very destructive between 1845 and 1850; since then it
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has only been present when there was a large amount of

moisture. From the end of June brown spots appear on the

leaves, the under surface of which shows the mould-like

border of conidia bearers ; this is soon followed by the death

of the plant. Decom-
position of the tubers

then takes place;

dirty brown patches

indicate the develop-

ment of the my-
celium. On the dead
tiibers two forms of

mould fungi fre-

quently develop :

Fiisisporium solani

and Acrostalagmus

cinnabarinus, which
however have nothing
to do with the disease.

The infective fungus
lives through the

winter in the tubers,

reaches the field with
the seed, and deve-

lops by preference

during extreme
moisture ; it is only
young parts with
delicate membranes
which permit the
entrance of the ger-

minating tubes.
Disinfection experi-

ments have as yet been without result; but the local pre-
disposition may be influenced by avoidance of moisture, the
individual predisposition by the selection of resistant, tough-
walled kinds of potatoes, and the seasonal predisposition by
jircserving the seed in a dry state and sowing late, a slow devo-
lopraent of the fungus and a rapid growth of the potato being
obtained in all these ways. Other kinds of perouospora occur
on leguminous plants—clover, vines, leaves of beet-root, &c.

4. Pjrenomycetes (order: Ascomycetes). They live

partly as sapropliytcs and partly as parasites, on plants or
msects. There are usually two modes of fructification :

conidia and ascospores, the latter formed in perithecia.

Clavicejps purpurea, the fungus of ergot, occurs in the fruit

8

Fig. 4.—Peronospora infestans.

(After de Barj^.)

Young twig of the fnngus.
Formation of swarming spores.
Swarming spores whicli liave bored tliroiigli

the epidermis of a potato stalk.
a. The conidia (c) forms a secondary one (<)

.

b. Sprouting of conidia.
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Fungus of of grasses. The fuugus develops in the first place onthebloom,
ovgot. form of a conidia-bearing stroma, which looks like a

dirty white, cheese-like mass (sphacelia, see below). The
numerous conidia project from the bloom, and are covered
with a saccharine sticky juice (honey-dew) secreted by the
fungus. The fungus is spread directly by means of the

conidia; the mycelium becomes gradually converted into a
black sclerotium, which assumes a horn-like form (1—3 cm.
long), projects from the bloom, and carries at first on its

apex the dead and dried remains of the mycelium, like

a cap of a dirty yellow colour. This sclerotium lasts during
the winter, germinates in spring on moist soil, and develops

Fig. 5.—Claviceps purpurea.

A, sprouting sclerotium (c) with fruit-bearers (cl).

B, longitudinal section of the upper part of a fruit-bearing bypha ;

cp, perithecia more highly magnified,

section through a perithecium
;

«/(, external layer of tissue :

Ay, network of hyphaj
;
rp, orifice of perithecium.

n, ascus torn and giving exit to the thread-like spores sp.

K, ear of rye with ergot c ; s, remains of the sphacelia.

perithecial-bearing stromata in the foi-m of small stalked red-

dish heads. The perithecia arc embedded in the surface of

the head ; the spores are thread-like, unicellular. The sclero-

tium which has the form of a cylindrical, dark violet body

with long sulci, and is in its interior white or reddish, and
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hard and wax-like, is known as ergot (Secale cornutum). ] t

occurs most frequently in the bloom of rye, more rarely in

barley and wheat. Damp situations favour its appearance.
To this gi'oup belong also Corclyceps isaria ; fungi, whoso

couidia bearers (isaria) develop parasitically on living larva?

and caterpillars, while the perithecial fructification develops
on the dead animals in the form of club-like stromata (cordy-
ceps).—^Also Fumago and pleospom, which are parasitic on
plants, and Jahoulbenia on insects, but often without any
serious distm-bance of health.

Botrijtis, grape mould.—Fruit hypha3 divided at the apex
into little short closely, aggregated branches, on which the
unicellular spores are seated. The proper fructification by
ascospores is unknown in most of the varieties. Mould-like
fungi occurring on putrefying portions of plants, but also
parasitic on insects.

Botrytis Bassiana, the muscardine fungus.—As was first Bassi's

recognised by Bassi in the year 1835, this fungus is the cause ^ardine

of the fatal disease of silkworms, called muscardine or calcino.

Fig. 6.—Botrytis Bassiana. (After de Bary.)
A, spore-bearing portions of the fruit liyph® X 390
^, spore-bearing twigs, at b most of the conidiahave fallen off X 700
t, tungus threads from the inner part of the skin of a caterpillar

gulati^ X°300°^
'^'^ ^^"'^ Si"""^ off by stran-

This disease formerly caused great devastations, but for some
years has almost entirely disappeared. This fungus also
occurs on various indigenous butterfly caterpillars and
insects. It penetrates through the skin into the body, the
gcrmmating tubes pass deeply among the muscular bundles
ami fat lobules, where they give off cylindrical conidia from
then- sides and apices. These conidia multiply in the blood,

Z ^ "^'^"^^ distributed mycelium by longitudinal
growth and transverse segmentation. From this mycelium
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the numerous fruit hyphae grow, clothe the stiff mummy-
like corpse with a snow-white moiild, and bear on their sides

several spore capsules, with colourless spherical spores. The
latter germinate in various imtrient solutions, and are thus

capable of artificial cultivation.

Biistfiingi. 5. Urediuefe, or iEcidiacejfe (order: Basidiosporeae)

.

Parasites on plants. The thread-like mycelium grows

between the cells of the plant which acts as host, and the

organs of fructification which arise under the epidermis

burst through it in the form of small, often reddish

dust-like masses or patches, which consist of closely

packed basidia. In most cases there is well-marked

alternation of generation
;
formerly the different fructi-

fying forms were described as distinct species of fungi

—

uredo, puccinia, recidium—while at the present time

these former specific names are only used for the

particular spore form of these species of fangi.

As an example we may mention Puccinia graminis, the rust

of grain, which occurs on many grasses. It forms on its

mycelium, which grows under the epidermis of the plant, club-

shaped masses of basidia, which give rise to spores by segmen-

tation, break through the epidermis, and set free the spore.s

in the form of oval cells, in whose protoplasm an orange red

oil is present, and whose episporium is colourless and rough-

These spores, the so-called uredospores, or summer spores,

sprout rapidly, and develop always the same mycelium and

the same fructification during the whole summer. In the

autumn, however, club-shaped spore cells develop on the

basidia, which consist of two superimposed cells with thick,

dai'k brown membranes, smooth on the outside; these so-

called teleutospores, or, winter spores, germinate in the

following spring, but the germinating tube does not penetrate

into a plant, but sends out only a few thin branches, at the

end of which roundish, coloui-less cells are formed by segmen-

tation. The sporidia so formed germinate quickly, not on

o-rasses, but on the leaves of the barberry bush, through the

epidermis of which the germinating tubes of the sporidia

penetrate. The thallus developed in the barberry is called

^cldium berberidis ; from it short basidia are developed in

flask-shaped organs (tecidium flasks, the covering of which

is called peridia), and burst through the epidermis on the

under surface of the leaves. On the basidia long rows of

simple roundish cells are formed, containing reddish-yellow oil

drops. The lucidium spores germinate as soon as they arc
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ripe, but the germinating tubes only continue to giwv when
they can penetrate into the stomata of the leaves of grasses.
Hero the original, my-
celium, with its uredo-

spores, is then dcTeloped,

and thus the peculiar

cycle of development of

this fungus is completed.

Along with the secidia

another fructifying ap-

paratus, the spermogonia,
always occurs ; these ai'e

small jug-like capsules,

which project by prefer-

ence on the upper surface
of the leaves, and shed
their spores even before
the fficidia are ripe ; the
germination of these
spores has not yet been
observed.

In some uredineffi all

three generations occiir

on the same host. In ^^S- 7.—Eust of grain,

many nist fungi one or ^' Piccinia graminis. A portion of the

twn nf r,\.;^f ~ basidinm withuredospores(j«-) audtwo ot the chief genera- a teleutospore (<) X 390.
tions are absent. When they only possess the teleutospore
stage these spores germinate as soon as they are ripe, and com-

B

Fig. 8.

^, ^cidixim borbcridis. Section through a thickened portion
ot the leaf containing rocidium flasks («) and Rpermogonia (.•>/>.)

At a the under surface of the leaf.
-o, Bootion through an cecidinm in a young condition.
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mence the development again ; if only the a3cidia exist, the
development begins likewise directly they are ripe, and the
process of germination is similar to that of the teleutospores.
The species of the urcdinete are described according to the
teleutospores because these show distinct differences, while
the uredo. and aecidium fructification essentially coincide in
all the species. The rust fungi occur extensively on the most
various kinds of phanerogams, on gi-asses, shrubs, and trees.

Moisture of the ground and of the air favours their develop-
ment. In the case of many rust fungi the actual alternation
of generation is not yet certain, and hence the independence
of many forms as yet reckoned as particular species is doubt-
ful. "Where it is known it is often possible to prevent the
infection by preventing the development of one of the stages
of fructification. Thus corn-fields may be protected against
infection with rust by extirpating the barberry bushes in the
neighbourhood on which the aecidium generation occurs.

B. The following mould fuugi, which are interestiug

either from their frequent occurrence, or from attacking

times higher animals, and even man, in the form of

pathogenic parasites, are worthy of note :

—

PerlsporiaceEe. 1. Some forms of the Perisporiacete (order : Ascomj--

cetes) . In the fungi belonging to this family the spore

tubes are formed in the interior of a capsule-like fruit

body, the perithecium ; the latter has no preformed

opening, but tears open when ripe. The perithecia are

very small round bodies, seldom more than 1 mm. in

size, and commonly immediately surround the mycelium

in large numbers ; their walls are for the most part

coloured, and often covered with hairs or hair-like pro-

cesses. In many cases the origin of the perithecium bi-

sexual fecundation may be demonstrated. In eurotium,

for example, short twigs develop from single mycelium

cells and become twisted like a screw (6g. 9, c) ; this

screw represents the female organ, the ascogonium.

From the lower part of this thread branches then grow

outwards along the side of the screw as far as its end,

and one of the branches and the upper turn of tbe screw

apply themselves to each other and exchange their con-

tents ; after this fecundation the male branches, the

joUinodia, divide and branch frequently, and thus form

a covering which becomes the wall of the perithecium.
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Some observers look on this supposed sexual copulation

as only an unimportant anastomosis of hj'phae.

Besides the peritliecia many perisporiacere present a

second asexual fructification on the same mycelium

;

simple fruit hyphae are formed which give rise to spores,

or conidia, by fission. This asexual fructification is

extremely widely spread, and very frequently it is the

only form ; it is only the presence of a large amount of

nutriment which predisposes to the formation of peri-

thecia. Thus the most common mould fungi usually

form only the asexual fructification, and their connection

with the perithecial forms is for the most part only

recognised at a later period. Hence the conidia forms

of these fungi were described as particular species, while

from recent researches they can only be looked on as

secondary fructifying forms of the ascomycetes. The
conidia germinate readily immediately after they are ripe,

form a mycelium, and again develop conidia bearers-;

on mycelium arising in this way from conidia, peri-

thecia can also presumably develop under suitable con-

ditions, but this has not as yet been directly observed.

The ascospores are as a rule only able to germinate
after a period of rest ; in the case of some of them it is

certain that they develop to form a conidia-bearing

mycelium. The most important species are

—

Eiirotium—a-ijjeygillus.

We distinguish (after Siebenmann) the so-called true Aspergiir

aspergilli (Asp. clavatus, flavus, fumigatus, niger,

ochraceus, albus), and the two eurotium forms proper
(Eurotium aspergillus glaucus and Eurotium repens).

In the former the higher form of fructification is repre-

sented by a form of sclerotium, the formation of wliich

is completed in two periods. In the first period a rest-

ing fruit {Datierfrucht) is formed consisting of the
centrally placed ascogonium, which is for the time
being inactive, and the store material originating from
the carpogonium. This condition persists so long as
the sclerotium is in a dry surrounding. On a moist
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substratum tlie second, period at once begins ; after

absorption of the store material tbe ascogonium enlarges

and sends out brandies which finally develop into

asci containing spores. In the eurotium forms, on the

other hand, very delicate perithecia form in the place

of the tough sclerotia, and present the appearance of

refracting clear yellow or sulphur yellow transparent

bodies of the size of a grain of sand with an enveloping

membrane which is very easily crushed.

The sclerotia of the true aspergilli are found in old

Fig. 9.—Aspergillus glaucus. (After do Bary.)

J, poi-ticn of a mycelivun thread {m) vnth a conidia bearer (c) and a

young Eurotium perithecium (F) X 190. .

B, B', conidia bearer with basidia and conidia. B, some of the basidia

more highly magnified.

C, ascogon surrounded by the poUinodia. „ , , „ ^
i), young perithocium cut longitudinally ;

w, the future woU; tlic

store material X 250.

E, an ascus with spores from a perithecuim X oOO

cultivations (for example on brown bread) arranged m
nests in those places where there is incomplete access

of air, and where therefore conidia bearers do not grow
;

they form granules 0-5— 1-5 mm. in diameter, and of

irregular form. Usually, however, only the conidial
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greenish

fractilicatiou is inefc witli. Fruit-bearing liyplux), not

branching and 0*3—10 mm. in length, arise from a

colourless mycelium consisting of delicate hypha).

These fruit hyphte are globular at their upper end, or

dilated in the form of club-shaped bladders, on

which thin projections or sterigmata are arranged

radially. It is only in the eurotium forms that the

sterigmata are separated by septa from the bladders of

the fruit-bearers. The sterigmata give off at their

apices a succession of conidia, consisting of round or

somewhat oval cells 1—6 /a in diameter. Some asper-

gilli (A. olavatus, flavus, fumigatus) have uubrauched

sterigmata; in the other three on the contrary they

are branched. The latter forms are also described as

sterigmatocysiis.

Asp. Jiavus or fiavescens.— Yellow or

brown masses of funsi.

Conidia j^ellow or brown
with a fine warty surface •,

5—7 fi in diameter.

Sclcroiia very small,

black. Grows best at

about -f 28° C.

Asp. fumigatus.—
Greenish, often bluish-

grey masses very like

penicillium. Short conidia

bearers, curved forwards

to form a hemispherical

bladder, 8— 20 in

diameter. Closely packed
awl-shaped sterigmata on
the hemispherical cup. Conidia round, smooth, with
single contour, for the most part colourless, 2-5—3 fi
in diameter. Sclerotia unlmown. Thrives best at 37-^

—40° C.

Asp. niger.—Dark brown masses. The knob of the
fruit hypha completely spherical. Sterigmata 20—100

in length, branched like a hand. Conidia round,
when ripe blackish-brown

; diameter 3-5—5 /x Sclerotia

Fig. 10.—Aspergillus flavus X 300.
(After Siebemnann.)
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brownisli red, of the size of a rape seed. Best tempera-

ture 34°—35° C.

Fig. 11.—Aspergillus fumi-
ffatus X 300.

(After Siebenmaim.)

As2y. ochraceus

.

—
At first of a flesh colour,

later ochre yellow; sphe-

rical heads ; branched

sterigmata.

Asp. alhus.— Pure

white in all parts;
branched sterigmata.

Asp. clavatiis.—Greenish; club-shaped bladders on

very long and strong fruit hyphae
;
very small conidia.

Fig. 12.—Aspergillus niger X 300.

(After Siebenmann.)

At the lower part on the left side

the sterigmata hare beenremoved
artificially.

Eurotium aspergillus

X 300. (Afte

benmann.)

Fig. 13.

glaucus X 300 (After Sio-

Fig. 14.—Eurotium repons X 300.
(After Siebenmann.)

The eurotium forms possess mycelium and conidia

bearers like the true aspergilli. The peritbecia, the
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formation of which corresponds with the general descrip-

tion given above, appear to the naked eye as brightly

refracting, very small, round granules j^g

—

I mm. in

diameter, arising from the aerial mycelium, which is of a

sorrel colour in this stage of fructification.

Eurotium aspergillus glaucus. — Bluish-green or

yellowish-green ; heads regularly round. Conidia round,

warty or knobby ; 9—15 fi in diameter. It occurs in

fruit juice, moist wood, frequently on damp walls, but

only in very cool places—about 10°—12° C.

Eurotium repens.—At first white, ultimately dark

green ; heads often fringed ; conidia oval, smooth,

colourless or greyish-green, 5—8"5 //. in largest

diameter. Occurs on preserved fruits, bread, &c. ; the

best temperature is 10°—15° C.

The aspergilli have of late excited special interest Pathogenic

because some of them (Asp. fumigatus. Asp. flavus,
asi^or^im.

and Asp. niger) are able to grow in the bodies of warm-
blooded animals.

This pathogenic property was first ascertained by Action of

studying the result of the injection of mixtures contain- inj^ec^onTo'f

ing spores into the blood

stream of animals, es-

pecially of rabbits. When
the number of spores

injected was very large

the animals died in a few

days, and numerous small

deposits of fungus my-
celium which had de-

veloped from the spores

were found in the in-

ternal organs. If smaller

quantities of spores were
employed, the animals
lived, but if they were
killed after two or three

days a small number of

mycelial deposits were
found

;
at later periods these had disappeared, so that when

spores

Fig. 15.—Microscopical section
from the kidney of a rabbit
killed 36 honrs after the
injection of spores. (After
Grawitz.)
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lufcctivity of

the clift'erent

species of
aspergillua.

Natural oc-

currence of
aspergillus

infection.

In birds.

iu small numbers they were evideutly quickly destroyed
and were only able to occasion the death of the animal
when in enormous quantity. The mycelia formed from
the spores are not equally distributed in all the organs.

The kidneys are attacked by preference; then the

cardiac and Ouher muscles ; at times numerous masses
are found in the liver. After the injection of the

spores of Asp. fumigatus there are very peculiar dis-

turbances of equilibrium, the animals lying on one side

with the head placed obliquely, the one cheek looking

upwards, the other downwards ; the eyes are directed

towards the same side. If one attempts to raise the

animals from this position they resume it at once ; if

one places them on the opposite side they remain at

first in this position, but soon assume the old posture

with violent rotatory movements around the long axis.

Lichtheim found that the explanation of these symptoms
was the localisation of the fungi in the membranous
labyrinth.

The success of the infective experiments is most certain

with Asp. fumigatus, and then with Asp. flavus. The
spores of Asp. niger do not appear to have by any means

such an intensely malignant action ; the other species of

aspergillus and eurotium are on the other hand entirely

without efiect, even when injected in large quantities.

It is not only by artificial infection that growth

of these aspergillus forms is observed in the animal

body, a natural infection seems to occur not uncommonlj'.

Mycotic diseases have been known for a long time to

occur in the ear passages of birds ; in these cases

we have to do with the growth of aspergilli. Scliiitz

has recently demonstrated by exact experiments that

the spores of these mould fungi can as a matter of fact

set up severe pneumonic aff"ections. If healthy pigeons,

geese, and smaller birds were exposed for only a few

minutes to air containing numerous spores of Asp.

fumigatus the animals died of pneumonia as late as the

fifth day afterwards. Numerous mycelial threads were

then found in the bronchi, and in the cases where the

disease had lasted longest extensive necrosis was present.
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An affection of the air passages also occurred wlien

masses containing spores were swallowed. The pneumo-

nomj'cosis aspergillina is caused most often by Asp. fumi-

gatus, more rarely by Asp. niger ; the spores of the latter

do not form a luxuriant mycelium, but only germinate

imperfectly, while Asp. fumigatus can even fructify in the

larger bronchi when there is a plentiful supply of free

oxygen to the mj-celium. In zoological gardens extensive

epidemics of these mycoses have also been observed.

In the case of mammals also, for example in cows, In mammals,

similar conditions have been seen in the lungs, and

aspergillus mycelium has been often observed in human
sputum and in the bronchi of dead bodies. Hence it is

not impossible that the inhalation of similar spores

have also occasionally set up pneumonic affections

in man.

Deposits of aspergilli have been found on two parts In man.

of the surface of the human body. Leber observed,

after abrasion of the cornea by an ear of corn, that an
abundant development of aspergillus mycelium took
place in the cornea accompanied by severe suppurative

keratitis. On inoculation of the spores of the fungus
cultivated pure in an artificial soil, on the cornea or

into the anterior chamber of the eye of rabbits, growth
of the fungus occurred. Further, the aspergilli develop
not uncommonly in the external auditory meatus;
nevertheless only when diseased conditions are already
present, such as perforation of the tympanic membrane
with degeneration of the wall of the tympanic cavity,
and when there is a layer of serum which can act as a
suitable nutritive substratum. In that situation suppu-
rative and putrefactive processes interfere with the deve-
lopment of the aspergilli, while the use of astringent
remedies as a rule favours it; the introduction of oil

readily sets up eczema, and thus favours the growth of
the fungus, or at any rate of the mycelium, while the
formation of conidia is hindered.

It is noteworthy that it is only those aspergilli whose Tcmperatm-o
temperature optimum is high and approaches the body
temperature, that can grow in the bodies of warm-blooded aspevffilH.
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animals. Friinkel* was unable to diminisla their patho-

genic properties by the continued action of abnormally

high temperatures. He cultivated Aspergillus fumigatus

for half a year at 51° C, numerous re-inoculations

being made ; under these circumstances the fungus

formed only a sterile mycelium, and it was necessary to

continue the cultivations from this mycelium. When
however it was placed at a temperature of 37° C, the

fungus at once began again to fructify, and the spores

formed proved to be as virulent as others cultivated

Distribution iu the Ordinary manner.—All these fungi appear to

aspergilli. be Very widely distributed in our climate. According

to Siebenmann, it is only necessary to expose freshly

baked brown bread to the air for a short time, to place it

then in a moist chamber and to regulate the temperature at

various heights
;
according to the temperature, it is found

that either on the surface or in the interior of the piece

of bread one or other form of aspergillus has developed.

Erysiphe oidium.

Erysiphe forms the mould-like covering on living

plants which is known as mildew. Summer and winter

spores are developed ; the former have the appearance of

oval unicellular conidia which are formed by segmenta-

tion on single upright fruit hyphse ; the winter spores

are formed in the perithecia which arise at a late period

on the same mycelium, and they are only able to ger-

minate after a period of repose. The fructification by

conidia was formerly described as a separate species of

fungus under the name oidium. In the case of some

forms of oidium the corresponding perithecial fructifi-

cation has not yet been found. Mildew attacks the

most various kinds of plants, and the different species of

plants have their particular forms of mildew. The plants

which are attacked droop and die early. Damp weather

in the latter part of summer and autumn and moist

situations are favouring conditions.

Saprophytic Two important kinds of oulium whose perithecia are

okiiun'r
°^

as yet unknown belong to this group.

* Deutsche mcd. Wochenschri/'t, 1885, No. 81.
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Oidium TucJceri, the fungus of vine disease—A whitish

mildewy layer appears on brownish patches of the leaves and

twigs of the vine, and also attacks the young berries, whose

epidermis dies and bursts. The ^
longish round conidia are placed

singly on the fruit hyphse.

Oidium laciis.—Fruit hyphas,

single, upright, colourless ; form a

terminal chain of spores ; at times

apparent formation of branches, the

fruit hyphae gi-owmg upwards along-

side the terminal chain of spores

already formed. Spores short, cy-

lindriform, 0-0077—0-0108 mm. long
(fig. 16). Yery widely distributed,

forming a whitish mouldy coating
on milk, bread, dung, &c. Flourishes
best between 19° and 33° C. (Hausen).

In some parasitic skin affections

of man development of fungi has
been for a long time observed,

and these fungi appear to have a

certain resemblance to the my-
celium and fructification of oidium.

Grawitz has in fact attempted to

prove by cultivations that the favus

fungus (Achorion Schonleinii), the
fungus of Tinea tonsurans (Trico-

phyton tonsurans), and the fungus
of Pityriasis versicolor (Micros-
poron furfur) are identical with Oi-
dium lactis. According to Grawitz
the conidia of this fungus, when cul-

tivated artificially, form one or

several germinating tubes ; these
soon become segmented and send
out lateral branches which eloug- Fig. IG.-Oidium lactLs.

ate by apical growth. The growth A oldor, B younger, fmit
ceases often after a very short W*^' ^

e, • p, ,
' of spore8 in the

otten agam after a longer time, and neighbourbood of which

segmentation of the threads into tinue't? gr^^'^iff a^lai

conidia begins
; these conidia are

^"''^ ^ 2°^-

at first almost cubical cells, but later assume a longish oval

Oidium iis tlio

cause of Favus
and Tinea
tonsuran.'!.
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form by rouudiug off of the borders. Certain threads
givo off lateral brauclies almost at right angles; M-hcre
the growth is luxm-iant, certain of the lateral branches
become large refracting globes, which are cut off, and
are again capable of growth. The mjcelimn of the

Fig. 17.—Favus and Tinea fungus. (After Giwvitz.)

A . p( vminating tulie cultivated in gelatine solution.

U, ticakirg up of a germinating tube into single couidia (in con-
pontrated solution).

C. fcrmai ion of fruit ; « formation of buds
;

h, formation of gcmmaj.
tinea fungus ; mycelial threads with fructification.

A", ccnidia of Oldium lactis (in dilute acid nutrient Folution, from
which thin germinating tubes are growing out) X 350.

linca fungus, d'C, is very delicate in comparison with

the much thicker conidia of the Oidium lactis growing

on milk ; but on alteration of the nutrient substratum

Orawitz was able to obtain great varieties in this respect,

so that, for example, a large conidia sent out a much
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more delicate thread, which then gave off a cell of one-
fourth of the diameter of the original one.

Grawitz's experiments were pei-formed at a time when
there were no trustworthy methods of isolating individual
fungi fi-om a mixture of organisms, such as are usually pre-
sent on the affected skin, and hence they urgently require
repetition with better methods, and the asserted identity is

rendered very doubtful by the result of experiments made
with other mould fungi. Oidium lactis flourishes only com-
paratively imperfectly at the body temperature, and therefore
its parasitic existence on the surface of the body is improbable.

In the lower animals affections occur very similar to Fimgus of

favus in man, and in these the causal agent has of late [mk^ef-'
been cultivated pure. Such are the fungus of tinea galli
and that of the so-called favus of mice. The first has
been studied by Schiitz ; it leads to the formation of
whitish grey round patches on the comb and wattles of
fowls, which gradually merge together and spread on to
the neck, breast, and trunk. By continued cultivation
on nutrient jelly Schiitz succeeded in obtaining pure
from the scales on diseased combs a fungus which forms
a white mycelium, gradually liquefies the gelatine and
causes it to assume a reddish colour. It grows also
on potatoes, bread paste, &c., and best at a tempera-
ture of about 30° C. Microscopically the mycelium
consists of segmented and often branched threads of very
various dimensions; not uncommonly these threads
show small warty or pedunculated projections ; some of
the segments are also globular, while others are lying free
and occasionally provided with processes. Again, in some
cases fine shoots are seen on the sides of the mycehal
threads, these shoots bearing one or two globular
greyish coloured bodies. Whether these or the spherical
bodies, or neither of them, are to be regarded as spores
is as yet uncertain

; the position of the fungus is there-
fore doubtful, and it is only the microscopical similarity
ot the mycelium and the simple separation of the cells
supposed to be spores that has led to its provisional
inclusion among the forms of oidium. Inoculation of
pure cultivations of the fungus gave rise to the charac-

9
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mouse
s of

favus.

teristic morbid symptoms in fowls ; mice, rabbits, and
various other animals were not afifected.

Mouse favus has been repeatedly studied, and quite

recently in the author's laboratory. Nicolaier demon-
strated that the disease could be transmitted by the appli-

cation of scales to patches of the skin of healthy mice

previously scraped with a knife and denuded of epider-

mis. After about eight days a crust is formed about

the size of a lentil, whitish yellow, and pitted in the

middle; this crust constantly enlarges till it finally

comes to occupy the whole forehead and ears, spreads over

the eyes and covers the head of the animal with a

Fig. 18.—Cviltivation of Mouse Favus.

a, mycelial threads X 300
;

b, a thi-ead more liighly magnified X 700.

whitish grey dry mass of a laminated character which

forms a thick layer on the skin. Small crusts planted

on acid nutrient agar, or on potatoes impregnated with

tartaric acid, and kept at 30°—35° C, give rise after

repeated recultivations to a pure cultivation of a fungus

which forms a thick low mycelium, at first of a pure white

colour, with very closely packed, delicate hypha?, so that

the whole mass (particularly on potatoes) looks like a

crust of sugar. At a later period the surface of the

mycelium assumes a red or reddish-brown colour. In

microscopical preparations of the favus crusts, or of cul-
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tivations, we see a maze of jointed threads whicli arc

terminated by oval cells somewhat flask-shaped, or in

some cases more spherical.

Special spore-bearing hyphae or distinct spore forma-

tion have not as yet been observed. Inoculation of mice

with small quantities of cultivations carried through a

considerable number of tubes gave rise in all cases to the

peculiar disease just described ; inoculation of a cock

was tried without result.

Cultivations made from human favus furnished

appearances on the whole microscopically and macro

-

scopically similar, but not identical ; the investigations

on this point are not yet concluded. All these three

fungi probably belong to one species, and are in some
respects closely allied to the oidium fungi, but they
appear to diifer among themselves as well as from the
Oidium lactis, as shown, for example, by the differences

in their temperature optima.

The fungus of thrush was foimerly described under the
name of Oiidium albicans, and placed among these funo-i.

Kecent investigations render it, however, probable that the
thrush fungus belongs to the yeast fungi.

^

2. Mucorineae (order : Zygomycetes). Very widely
distributed

; on putrefying substances they form white
or brown patches of mould, which consist of delicate
mycelium and fruit hyphaa given off at right angles.
At the apex of the latter a globular sporangium is
formed, the protoplasm of which breaks up into a large
number of spores. The membrane of the sporangium Is
at first colourless, but later it usually becomes blackish,
and when the sporangium is ripe it dissolves in water!
Many macorinca3 form zygospores by the copulation of
two mycelium branches

; there is often also a formation
of gemmte. -Among these we may mention: Mncor ^
muccdo. Fruit hyphaa colourless, simple or branched
1-13 cm. long; sporangia yellowish-brown to black
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Fig. 19.—Mucor mucedo.

i\ Se^8ame?rS^sentcd as trans.pareiit; e, columeUa; the space

C, afmo?t ripJ sporarffivun, the mombrano having been removed by

ai-tificial pressure. „ / n w
7) fruit hypha with naked columella (c) X i-, i„„

an old mycelium thread which has formed on end ceU which has

' become converted into a gemma X 350.

spore of Mucor raccmosus which l.as sprouted in a sugar scluhon
'

to a germinating tube, and has formed spherical ycast-like ccLs

(/. ) X 350.
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membraue smo6tb, or ' closely covered with acicular.

cjstals of oxalate of lime (fig. 19). Longisli spores

(0-008 mm. long, 0-0037 mm. broad). Very widely

distributed on all sorts of nitrogenous substances.

—

Miicor racemosus, mucb more delicate fruit hyphas, at

most 1'5 cm. long
;
sporangia yellowish to light brown

;

spores roundish. Grows extensively on substances rich

in carbo-hj^drates. When the mycelium is old, or when
the spores germinate under water, so-called gemma3 or

brood cells (that is to say, pear-shaped swollen spots,

which develop thick membranes and a protoplasm rich

in oil) are formed in the hyphoe.—On continued culti-

vation in saccharine fluids the germinating tubes become
constantly shorter, and show yeast-like budding ; the

spherical segments are termed spherical or segmentation

yeast (Kiigel- or Glicclcrhefe). These spherical yeast

cells readily lead to deficiency of oxygen in the nutritive

medium, and can then break up any sugar which is

present into alcohol and carbonic acid—in other words,

set up fermentation. The rising bubbles of carbonic

acid usually however carry the yeast cells to the surface,

where they again form normal mycelium, so that the

setting up of fermentation, and the production of CO^,
seem to be the means by which the fungus returns to its

normal conditions of life.

Mucor stolonifer.—Mycelium, with brauclies rising in arches
and again sinking, and attached by root hairs; sporangia
deep black and warty; spores brownish, almost spherical,
10—20 miki-om. in diameter

; zygospores dark brown.
Further : M. macrocarpus

; M. fusiger ; M. aspergillus ; M.
Ijhycomyces, rai'c.

M. MoUttophtorm.—Found in the stomach of bees ; colour-
'

less hypha3, with egg or pear-shaped sporangia ; colourless
elliptical spores.

Lichtheim has recently discovered two new species of Pathogenic

mucor which exert a pathogenic action : mx^ov
°^

M. rUizopodiformis. Mycehum at first snow-white,
then mousy grey; mycelial threads colourless;
brownish mycelial branches rise and sink in an arched
manner on the surface of the substratum, giving rise at
the point of contact to short branched rhizoids, with
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straight pointed branches which run downwards, and

to sporangia hearers which pass upwards, very like M.

ig. £0a.—Mucor rhizopodiformis. (After Lichtheim.)

stolonifer, but

with shorter

sporangia! stalks;

the egg-shaped

columella is

arched forwards

in a dome -like

manner, and di-

minishes in size

towards its base ;

spores colourless,

and only 5—6 /u.

in diameter.

M.corymbifcr.—
Mycelium whitish

grey ;
sporangia

bearers not pass-

ing upwards at right angles, but stretched lengthways,

branched in an umbelliferous manner, and forming at

the end of the branches a number of grape-like, um-

belliferous, closely packed sporangia; the latter are

also colourless when ripe, rounded off at their apex,

jointed, top-shaped and gradually narrowing as they pcss

Zeiss A, eye- piece 5.

Fig. 20b.—Mucor rhizopodiformis after

rupture of the membrane of the sporan-

gium. (After Lichtheim.)

Zeiss E, eye-piece 2.
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2lB.-Mucor corymbifor. Aftor rupture of the wall of the
sporangium. (After Lichtheim).

Zeiss E, eye-pieoo 5.
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into the stalk
; spores colourless, very small, longlsli,

3 /* long, 2 /i broad.

These two forms were obtained from ordinary white
bread kept at the body temperature. M. corymbifer
was also found by Hlickel in a plug in the auditory

meatus in man.—When the spores are injected into the

blood stream in rabbits, both forms cause the death of

these animals after 48—72 hours, the incubation period

lasting 24 hours. On post-mortem examination fungus
mycelium is found chiefly in the kidneys, then in the

mesenteric glands and in Peyer's patches, more especially

in the lower part of the small intestine. The patches

show marked swelling and ulceration.—Injections into

the peritoneal cavity also give rise to the same symptoms.

Dogs are entirely immune, while aspergillus spores pro-

..^ duce disease, though only when present in large numbers.

It is also noteworthy that of the mucor forms only those

can exert a pathogenic action which grow well at the

body temperature. On the other hand it is evident that

this is not the only or a sufficient condition for the

malignant action of mould spores on warm-blooded

animals, for M. stolonifer also flourishes well at high

temperatures, but the spores of this fungus cultivated at

that temperature cause no effect when injected.

In Aspergillus glaucus, O'idium lactis, Mucor mucedo,

and Mucor .racemosus, we have four of the most widely

spread mould fungi, with which every one who works

with pure cultivations of fission or mould fungi becomes

unintentionally acquainted. There is only one fungus

which excites even greater interest from this point of

view, because it occurs extremely frequently, and is the

Tiic common Hiost common mould fungus : this is the pencil mould,

PoniciUium'^'
P^'>^i<^^^^'^^''''^> which belongs to the tubcraceje (order

:

jfiaucum. Ascomycetes)

.

The higher form of fructification, a kind of truffle, is only

observed very rarely, and under special conditions of cultiva-

tion. It presents the appearance of a small yellow, sand-like
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profcnberauce, and behaves like a thick-walled sclerbtium,

and probably, like the perithecia, owes its origin to a sexual

act. On suitable cultivation an ascus-bearing fungus gi'ows

out of this sclerotium, and the ordinary mycelium and fruc-

tification can again be got from the ascospores thus ob-

tained.

Ofclierwise it is only the conidia fructification of penicil-

lium which is observed. The fruit hyphte are segmented
and branched like a tree, and a whorl of upright branches

projects like a pencil from the uppermost cell, each

branch bearing either a chain

of spores or another whorl of „

branches, terminating in spore- q^^||^<?^<
chains. Spores spherical, uni-»o'^pi^'

cellular.

—

-Penic'dlium(jlaucum,

the most common mould fungus

(fig. 22), gives risetoaflocculent

mould gi-owth, at first white, but

later bluish-green. It grows
on the most various nutritive

substrata ; it occurs everywhere, •

and hence its spores very often

gain access to cultivations. It

does not seem to flourish at high

temperatures (38°— 40° C).
The diameter of the spores is'

0-0035 mm. ; that of the hyphee
varies according to the food be-

tween 0-004 and 0-00071 mm.
The very stunted forms are un-
branched, and bear only a single

chain of conidia; when the de-

velopment is most luxuriant

several fruit hyphte become
united to form a thick stem
(coremium), at the upper end ^^-T^fr?"™ f*"™
P 1

. , , , . ^ ^ »«, mycelial hvpha with a frnit
01 wnicli tuey again separate liyplw passing upwards,

and form chains of conidia, in the manner described
above.

PcnicilHum spores may be injected into rabbits and othor
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b^cultiTOti'*
^^^8'^ numbers without causing any bad efl'ects.

oTmali^ant"
-'^''^°i'<iiiig to Grawitz, however, malignancy can be produced

properties in ''7 gradual acclimatisation of the mould fungi on fluid alkaline
mould fungi, substrata, and at the temperature of the animal body. This

view rests on an error, for Grawitz evidently worked with a
mixture of spores of Asp. flavescens and penicillium : when ho
culti\-f,t3d this mixture at a low temperature (1.5° C.) onlytho
penicillium, which was quite harmless, grew; when, however, ho
employed temperatures of 35°—37° C., the luxuriantly grow-
ing aspergillus overpowered the penicillium, which grows only
imperfectly at this temperature, and the aspergillus cultiva-
tion, which was quite similar in appearance to the penicillium
cultivation grown in the cold, furnished spores of a malig-
nant nature.

Addendum: Actinomyces, Bay Fungus.

A peculiar parasite, the relationship of which was
till recently quite doubtful, may find a place here

provisionally
; I refer to the so-called ray fungus. The

disease set up by this fungus is most frequently observed

Morphological in the jaws of cattle. It forms there a whitish tumour,
cJiaracters cf i-i • « , ,,.„,
t le ray wbich Springs from the alveoli of the molar teeth, or
fungus.

fj.Qj^ ^jjg spongy tissue of the bone, expands the latter,

erodes it, and finally bursts outwards, or iu rare cases

inwards. The substance of this new -formation, which

is in the main soft and juicy, shows on section a large

number of yellowish, abscess-like foci, from which

peculiar bodies are obtained on sci-aping, about the size

of a hemp seed, of a sulphur yellow colour, and with a

fatty feel. Similar deposits are found in the pharvnx,

in the larynx, in the corresponding lymphatic glands,

&c. On closer examination these yellow bodies are

found to present a coarsely granular, often mulberry-like

appearance, and consist of numerous closely interwoven

threads. On slight pressure the round gland-like

bodies break up into a number of fungus masses ; these

are groups of bifurcated threads, like hyphfe, which,

gradually spreading out from the centre, end in club or

flask-like swellings (Bollinger). The threads are usually

straight, more seldom slightly wavy, or even spiral, and

they swell more and more towards the periphery. As
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they spread out in all directions from a central point,

the resulting struc-

ture resembles that

of a closely packed

bunch of flowers, or

of a druse of crystals.

Since more atten-

tion has been direct-

ed to this peculiar

fungus it has been

often found, chiefly

in cattle and swine.

In cattle it causes

abscesses in the ex-

ternal soft parts of

the head, in the

tongue, and in the

bones of the jaws.

In swine it has
been often found in

the crypts of the

tonsils, M'ithout any
accompanying mor-
bid appearances.

Several cases of

actinomycosis of the

lung, and some of

peritonitis, due to

actinomyces, have
also been observed in
cows and swine. In
some instances in-

deed actinomycotic

diseases have appear-

ed endemically; thus

therewas an endemic
in Denmark, which
attacked 30 cattle on
one farm. In this Pig. 24.-Aotmomyces druse. Soctiou from
case the only thing "

'"'

Occim'oncc of

the ray f migrns

Fig. 23.—Druse of actinomyces (ray fuugus) animals,

with an isolated branched thread passing
upwards. (After Ponfick.)

a tumour X 300.
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that could be suspected as a common source of the disease
was fodder obtained from a newly tilled field (Bang).—
Duncker has also found bodies in pork similar to the ray
fungus, which however are not, according to Johne,
identical with actinomyces.

Occnn-ence in Masses of actinomyces have been at times obseiTed n
the crypts of the tonsils in man, but here also without

any morbid symptoms. Also in various affections

accompanied by suppuration, such as abscesses in the

neighbourhood of the jaw, in concretions in the lachrymal

duct, in severe suppurations which present the clinical

picture of a prevertebral phlegmon, or of a peripleuritis

with suppuration and metastasis, or of a chronic pyaemia.

Lately also five cases of peritonitis of actinomycotic

origin (per. chronica, parametritis, perityphlitis) have

been described by Zemann. In the latter affections the

usual point of entrance must be the intestine, in the wall

of which fresh nodules and scars can be found, or at times

also the Fallopian tubes and the genital apparatus ; in

the case of actinomycosis localised on the face and

neck, carious teeth, injuries to the jaw, inflammatory

processes in the pharynx and tonsils, &c., predispose to

the affection. In all the above mentioned cases, different

as they were in their clinical picture, the same masses of

actinomyces could always be demonstrated in the pus.

to animiis^*'^
That the fungus is in reality the exciting agent of the

disease is rendered much more certain by the inoculation

experiments which have been performed with isolated

and carefully purified actinomyces masses. The disease

has in several instances been reproduced in calves, by

introduction of the grains into the subcutaneous tissue,

but feeding the animals with them has had no result.

Dogs appear to be insusceptible to the disease ; rabbits

have recently been successfully inoculated in the peri-

toneal cavity by Israel.

Former culti- Repeated attempts have been made to cultivate the

mcS.'"'^^"' fungus, first by Harz, then by Johne, and then by

Israel on solidified blood serum, which was intentionally

made of soft consistence. The results of these cultiva-

tion experiments agree but little with each other, and
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these authors do not appear to have succeeded in

cultivating the fangus on artificial substrata through a

long series of generations. Hence we were up till

recently entirely without any guide as to the place

occupied by the ray fungus in the vegetable kingdom.

Lichtheim observed in his investigations on aspergillus

and mucor that a stunted mycelium, closely resembling

the ray fungus, was at times formed in the animal body
;

and this was the only fact, though in truth a very feeble

one, on which a relation of actinomyces with the mould

fungi was provisionally based.

Lately Bostrom has made a preliminary communica- Bostrom's

tion, irom which we seem to be approaching an elucidation

of the behaviour of the ray fungus in cultivations, and of

its place in the vegetable world. Bostrom employed for

his cultivation experiments not the refracting, club-like

processes, which cannot be cultivated, but the central

network. The grains were placed in gelatine, which

was poured out on plates ; the slow growth of the mass
in the gelatine was not however awaited, but after a few

days the grains which had remained free from contami-

nation were taken out of the gelatine, crushed between

glass plates, and then employed for stroke inoculations

on ox blood serum and agar. These strokes soon acquire

a finely granular, whitish appearance, having become in

the first two days broader and thicker ; then there appear

in the centre small yellowish red nodular patches, the

borders of which are occupied by extremely delicate,

branched processes, growing from the line of inoculation

at definite distances. These yellowish red masses become
gradually confluent, and covered with a delicate downy
white layer ; at the periphery similar masses are subse-

quently formed. The cultures require seven to eight

days for this stage. The temperature optimum is

between 33° and 37° C. The gelatine is not liquefied by
the actinomyces. The inoculation of such cultivations

on various animals has been repeatedly carried out with
positive results by Bostrom.

Microscopically the cultivations show in the first two
days threads with true dichotomous branching. At
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iirst they are segmented at wide intervals, the segments
afterwards become shorter, and when the yellowish red

masses ajDpear in the cultivations numerous very short

rods and some more coccus-like structures are found
lying free and mostly surrounded by a membrane. In
the deeper layers, and on those places where the nutritive

soil is exhausted, the well known club-shaped swellings

appear in connection with the colonies.

According to these results the actinomyces does not

belong to the mould fungi, but to the fission alg£B,

and must be looked on as a branched species of

cladothrix. The place here assigned to the ray fungus is

therefore a provisional one, and can only be maintained

till the publication of more detailed and confirmatory

communications.

II. The Mycetozoa.

The mycetozoa, which are as yet but little known,

include the myxomycetes, or slimy fungi, the acrasia,

and the monadina. It is very difficult to define with

certainty the place of the mycetozoa in the vegetable

kingdom on account of their morphological and biological

peculiarities
;
they are classified among the fungi because

they form reproductive organs, which resemble fungus

spores ; on the other hand the division of the monadina,

more especially, is placed by some botanists in the

animal world, usually among the rhizopoda, with which

they show many resemblances.

Morphoiog-y The myxomycetes have no mycelium ; in the young

mcnt^of fhe" ^^^^ ioxvo. naked protoplasmic bodies, plasmodia,

inyxomycctop. of a slimy consisteuce and of variable form. At the

period of fructification they become converted into

sporangia, in which spores are developed by the forma-

tion of cells. When germination occurs, movable swarming

bodies are developed from the spores, and by the fusion

of large numbers of these bodies a plasmodium is again

formed. The plasmodia form for the most part brightly

coloured voluminous masses, which develop on putrefying

vegetable substrata, on trunks of trees, &c.
;
they often
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flow upwards to higher levels, and send out and again

withdraw simple or branched processes. Undfir favour-

able conditions of moisture

groups of sporangia are formed

from the plasmodia with con-

siderable rapidity, presenting

the appearance of large pedun-

culated or sessile bladders, only

a few millimeters in size. The

spores fill the interior of the

ripe sporangium in the form of

a dusty powder
;
they are simple

roundish cells, with a coloured

membrane ; when they germi-
, , , T , J I ^^S- 25.—Spores of a myxomy-

nate they do not send out a cetes (trichia varia) a not

germinating tube, but the pro- ^LFull^^S Ve
toplasm passes out of the spore amoeboid swarming body,

1, • .1 < r (After de Bary.)
membrane in the form oi

swarming spores, which are round or egg-shaped bodies,

with a swinging cilium at their anterior end ; at this end

of the swarming spore lies a cell nucleus, while the other

part contains one or two vacuoles, which alternately con-

tract and dilate, and contain watery fluid. The swarming

spores sometimes swim freely, rotation round the axis

and side to side movements being caused by the activity

of the cilium ; at other times they creep like amoebae,

protoplasmic processes being sent out and retracted.

The swarming spores multiply by segmentation
; they

finally unite together in constantly increasing numbers,
and thus form again a plasmodium.

The acrasice differ from the myxomycetes only in that The acrasiw.

the swarming spores do not fuse together to form
Plasmodia, but become closely aggregated and then each
forms a spore.

The 7nonadina, or the lower mycetozoa, form swarming Thomonadimi.
spores, amoebae, plasmodia, and spores in the same way
as the higher mycetozoa

;
they are distinguished chiefly

by the fact that the result of the differentiation of the
plasma in the sporangia is the production of reproductive
cells in the form of mobile swarming spores or amoeba3

;
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•llie monadina thna form so-called zoocysts in ciintrast to

the sporocysts in wliicli resting spores develop (Zopf).

The more highly organised mycetozoa obtain their

nourishment entirely from dead organic materials,

chiefly vegetable, more rarely animal. A large amount
of moisture is a necessary condition for their develop-

Parasitic men't.—The lower mycetozoa, on the other hand, play an
mycetozoa. . . , , ., „„ , . „ , .

important part as parasites. They chiefly attack aquatic

l^lants, algiE, fungi, &c., and in consequence of their

rapid development and the ease with which their germs
"can spread the diseases of the algae caused by them have

often an epidemic character. But they seem also to be

able to act as parasites on higher plants as well as in

the animal body. Animals which seek their food in

marsh water and in mud seem to be most readily

affected. In the intestine of man also amoebae have

been found, but their characteristics are not accurately

known. It is therefore very readily conceivable that the

.monadina, which it would be very difficult to recognise

in the animal body, may deserve marked attention from

a hygienic standpoint on account of theii* role as

infective agents.

Forthe present only 2 monadinje need be speciallymentioned.

1. Flasmiodopliora hrassicse.—This organism lives as a

parasite in the roots of cruciferte, especially in certain

varieties of cabbage, and causes marked swelling at the part.

Large cells with amoeboid movements are found in the

mai'kedly enlarged cells of the roots, these ultimately become

motionless and divide into a large number of spores, without

previously forming a special membrane. A ciliated swarming

spore escapes from the spore into the water, and eventually

penetrates through the young epidermis of the root into a

new host.

2. liaplococcus reticuJatus.—This organism has been frc-

"quently found by Zopf in the muscles of swine. It forms

zoocysts 16 -22 /j. in diameter, almost sjiherical, with smooth

membranes. In these 6—15 amceba3 are formed at the period of

ripening, and these pass out of thin and ultimately conipletel}-

gelatinous places in the membrane. The sjiorcs have the forni

of spheres, or tetrahedra, with markedly rounded surfaces and

Ijorders, and a diameter of 25—30 n ; on the surface there arc

often ])and-like elevations. In the contents of the ripe spore

there is a large drop of reserve plasma. The mode of sprout-
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iug of the spores and the further behaviour of the amcebte

have yet to be ascertained.—Flesh, in which the parasites are

present in large numbers, presents a perfectly healthy

appearance ; the muscular fibres seem only pressed together,

or pushed out of their position here and there by the parasitic

deposits. Nor is anything abnormal observed in the living

swine. The distribution of the fungus, which is probably

taken up with the food, seems to be very wide
;
Zopf found

that 25—72 per cent, of the swine examined were affected.

For fui'ther details as to mycetozoa see Zopf and de Bary.*

Fi^. 26.—Plasmiodophora brassicaj. (After Zopf.)

'^'li^c^*'v.Tr"''''M
through a young root of a cabbage seed-

of the pSrasite^
^"^ amoeboid or plasmodia-like condition

^'«u
tliroiighthe lamina of a cabbage leaf - cells (a b)fiUed with the spores of the parasite. ^ ' '

C, a spore which is just emitting its swarming spore X 600n, swarmmg spores becommg transformed into amcebro X COOE, portion of the root of a young cauliflower which shows swellin^r,caused by the parasite. Natural size.
^" h"ows sweuings

* Zopf, Die rjl^thi^i^^~o^^
Haplococcus reticulatus," Biohg. Ceniralblalt, ISSi, ko 22 "

TJoberPlasmiodophora": Woronin, Pringsheim's xi
, p. 548

'

See alsode Ruy, Morph. u. Biologie der Pike, Mycelo.oen 'u. ^'aLS. LeipS;

.10
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III. The Yeast or Budding Fungi.

A common characteristic of all forms of budding fungi

is that they consist of microscopical cells which multiply

by budding, the cell membrane bulging out like a bladder

at one or both ends of the cell, this projection becoming

filled with a part of the contents of the mother cell,

gi'adually assuming the same size and form, and

finally becoming separated from the mother cell by

a transverse division at the point of attachment of

the bud.

Torula growth similar yeast-like mode of growth is seen in a
in mould number of fungi which under other conditions assume

quite different developmental forms. This is the case

in Exoascus taphrina, where as a rule asci, arranged side

by side in a palisade-like manner, are formed from a

thread-like mycelium ; the ascospores expelled when

ripe germinate in water or in nutritive solutions, and

grow by typical and often repeated budding. This is

also the case with Mucor racemosus when it is culti-

vated below the surface of saccharine fluids (see p. 133) ;

also with Exobasidium, a family belonging to the hymeno-

mycetes, in which the spores developed from basidia

send out yeast-like buds when they germinate. Accord-

ing to Zopf fumago behaves similarly ; and so, according

to de Bary, does Dematium pullulans, which probably

belongs to fumago or pleospora ; and this also occurs,

according to Brefeld's most recent investigations, in the

tremellini and ustilagineaB (see p. 109)

.

Budding funsi This mode of growth by budding is specially developed

proper. .

°
jn a class of fungi, which are termed, therefore, budding

or yeast fungi. To this class belong the ordinary yeasts,

the vinegar plant, and the fungus of thrush. It is

probable that they must all be classed among the lower

ascomycetes, and are most nearly allied to the species

exoascus, mentioned above; at least in some typical

yeast fungi a form of fructification has been found in

which spores are formed within the cells corresponding

exactly to the process known in connection with asci.

In the cas3 of other yeast fungi this higher form of
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fructification has not yet been observed; nevertheless

the position above indicated may be assigned to the

whole class of the yeast fungi.*

Many of the yeast fungi excite fermentation, and are

able to set up alcohohc fermentation in saccharine

solutions. Nevertheless there are typical budding fungi,

such as the pink torula, &c., which are not able to set

up fermentation ; and on the other hand the yeast-like

developmental forms of miicor, and of other of the above

mentioned higher fungi, have a certain though restricted

power of exciting fermentation.

The peculiar mode of multiplication of the yeast fungi Mnltiplica-

goes on to an almost unlimited extent so long as all budding,

the conditions of existence are favourable ; the new

formed cells which arise by budding develop fresh

daughter cells which either soon become separated and

continue to grow as independent individuals, or remain

united to the mother cell for a time, and thus give rise

to chains and masses. The cells have a spherical or

oval form, are surrounded by a thin colourless membrane,

and contain a granular protoplasm, in which are vacuoles

filled with cell juice.

By a special mode of cultivation it is possible to By spore. for-

obtain multiplication by ascospores in various forms of

yeast (beer and wine yeast, mycoderma of wine) . If the

yeast is cultivated, after being washed and freed from

adhering wort, on solid moist soil which provides little

nourishment, e.g., on slices of potato or carrot, two or

more round cells appear within the mother cell by free cell

formation just as in spore tubes, these young cells being

surrounded by a thick membrane and becoming free

after some time by solution of the wall of the mother
cell ; in other cases the cell contents contract so as to

form' a single spherical body. The spores thus formed
germinate in sugar solution, and develop in the form
of ordinary yeast.

At times a tendency to form mycelial threads is Fomintion of

observed. If the yeast is cultivated on the surface of threads!

* De Bary /. c, p. 292. Compare the contrary views of Brcfeld in
/Man. Vnterfuclmvgen uber Be^cpilze. Leipzig, ] ?83.
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solid substances with free CDtrance of air the yeast-lik
biuls lose their distinctness, the strangulations become
less deep, and the whole chain takes on more the form
of an elongated hypha-like cell with thicker and thinner
places. The cellular chain then represents a mycelial
hypha with the apical growth periodically interrupted,
but we never find the formation of a complete mycelium
consisting of true hypha?, or of typical fruit-bearing

hyphag. A marked formation of threads was observed
by Grawitz in the cells of mycoderma vini, and the less

the amount of sugar present in the nutritive fluid the
longer were the threads that were formed ; but constric-

tion of the apex or a subsequent segmentation were
never noticed.

U)rtf»!'*
Pasteur and Hansen describe under the name of tornla a

group of yeast fungi which do not form ascospores or
mycelial threads even on the most various solid substrata,
but multiply only by budding as in saccharine fluids. They
also occasion very slight or no alcoholic fermentation in these
fluids, nor do they lead to the formation of a scum on the
surface. These torulee, of which Hansen describes five

different kinds, are in some places veiy widely distributed,

and can easily be confused with true yeast, because a mor-
phological distinction between the two budding forms is not
possible. With regard to these torulas it is most probable
that they are only development stages of other fungi.

It has not as jet been possible to distinguish in a

satisfactory manner between the diflerent kinds of yeast

fungi by morphological and biological characters,

because there was no method of cultivation by which we
could isolate them, and thus obtain with certainty a

pure cultivation of the individual forms. It is only

lately that such a separation and classification has been

attempted by Hansen and other investigators, but up to

the present these attempts have not been sufficiently

satisfactory to be of use for a handbook. Of the species

formerly distinguished from one another, the following

may be mentioned here :

—

Tiio mcst im- Sacchavomyccs cerevisicr (Cryptococcus cer.), the

of jSst.'''"'^^ yeast of beer or brandy. Cells spherical or oval, 8—9
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/tA* in length, single or -with branches composed of

short chains. Three or four spores in the mother cell,

-1—5 /A in diameter. Employed in the brewing of beer ;

in the low fermentation which goes on slowly between

4° and 10° C, the j'east is deposited at the bottom of

the vessel (utiter-hefe) , and the cells are for the most

part single, or united in small numbers. In the high

fermentation, which takes place between 14° and 18° C,
the stream of carbonic acid carries up the yeast to the

ra, oSD

Fig. 27.—Saccliaromyces ccrcvisiEe
(yeast).

A . sKghtly enlarged.
}i, low yeast highly magnified.
C, upper yeast highly magnified.

Fig. 28.—Spore formation in

saccharomyces cerevisiae.

(After Eees.)

a, b, cells with several vacuoles,
c, cell with uniform granular

contents.
<J, four plasma portions.
e. young spores arising from

these.
/", the same with double con-

tours.

;/, free spores after solution of

the membrane.
h, commencing sprouting of the

spores.

surface of the fluid, and this upper yeast (ober-hefc)

contains branched bands composed of several buds.—The
upper yeast is employed in baking to raise the dough ;

it further serves for the formation of the compressed
yeast.—On plates of nutrient gelatine the colonies form
after two days small white points, so long as they are

beneath the surface ; as soon as they reach the surface
they form somewhat more extensive white drops, or dry
masses. Under a low power the colonies appear
yellowish-grey in colour, and with a rough contour, like

* The mark m, which is much used in the following pages, signifies
a micromillimetcr=0-001 of a millimeter.
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mulberries or bramble berries ; here and there we see

irregular processes which look like fine knotted strings.

Under a somewhat higher power it is evident that these

colonies are composed of a number of individual cells.

In test tube cultivations they grow similarly and more

luxuriantly on the surface than in the substance of the

jelly, and send out relatively thick processes.

Sacch. ellipsoideiis, wine yeast. Cells elliptical, as a

rule 6 /i in length, single or in short-branched chains ;

usually 2 to 4 spores in a mother cell, B to dh fi in

diameter.—This is the chief fungus of spontaneous

fermentations, especially of the fermentation of wine

juice, hence it is present everywhere.

—

Sacch. conglovi-

eratus. Cells round, bound together to form balls. It

occurs on decomposing grapes, and at the commence-

ment of the vinous fermentation.

—

S. exigims. Cells

conical or circular, 5 /a long, up to 2*5 /i thick. It

appears in beer yeast during the after fermentation.

—

8. pastorianus. Cells oval or club-shaped. The

colonies consist of primary club-shaped joints 18 to 22 [j.

in length, which form secondary lateral roundish or

oval daughter cells 5 to 6 /4 in length. It forms 2 to

4 spores. It occurs in the after fermentation of wine

and cider, and in the fermentation of beer.

—

S. apicu-

latus. Cells citron-shaped, with short points at each

end, 6 to 8 /t in length, 2 to 3 /ix in breadth ; its buds

are only at the pointed ends. Seldom united in

colonies. Spores unknown. Occurs along with other

forms of yeast in various spontaneous fermentations.

—S. sphcericiis. The basal cells of the colony are

oblong or cylindrical, 10 to 15 /x in length, 5 yu- in

breadth ; the other cells are spherical, 5 to 6 in

diameter, united in branched families. Spores un-

known.

Sacch. mycoderma (Mycoderma cerevisia) et vini,

Kahmpilz). Cells oval, elliptical, or cylindrical, 6 to

7 yu. long, 2 to 3 yu. thick ; form chains with numerous

branches. The spore-forming cells may be as long as

20 yti ; 1—4 spores in every mother cell. Forms a scum

on fermenting fluids, and grows on the surface without
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exciting fermentation ; it is found especially on wine,

then on beer, juice of fruits, sauerkraut, &c.

Formerly it was supposed that this organism caused acetic

fermentation in fermented fluids; but according to Nageh

the relation of the fungus to acetic fermentation is not a

causal one. It is found especially on the surface of markedly

acid fluids, e.g., wine poor in alcohol ; in that case it occasions

no formation of acetic acid, the latter is due rather to

specific fission fungi, which, however, cannot vegetate in

markedly acid fluids. This fungus acts in the first place like

a covering of mould, it leads to the combustion of the acid,

and diminution of the amount of acid in the fluid. Thus it

prepares the soil for the reception and multiplication of the

fission fungus which produces acetic acid; the occurrence

of this scum is therefore a necessary preparation for the

acetic fermentation. Niigeli distinguishes the following

scums on fermented fluids : 1. Acetic mother {Essigmutter),

a very thick, tough, glue-like scum, with a smooth surface

;

oxidises the alcohol to acetic acid, consists of bacteria=

Mycoderma aceti. 2. Acetic skin {EssigMutchen), thin,

slimy, smooth, or finely wrinkled, oxidises the alcohol to

acetic acid, consists of bacteria=M3'coderma cerevisiee. 3.

Mesenteric skru {Kahnhaut, Gekrosehaut), comparatively Composition

strong and firm, folded like the mesentery, consists of yeast
^aSnliaut

fungi (Saccharomyces mesentericus), which destroy the fruit

acids. At a later period the acetic fungus (bacterium)

appears in the material, and oxidises the alcohol to acetic

acid = Mycoderma vini. 4. Smooth skin {Falsche Kahmhaiit,

Glcttthaut), comparatively strong, but without folds, of a

loosely granular composition, consists of yeast fungi, does

not destroy the fruit acids to any marked extent, and does

not permit the acetic fungus to settle in the fluid. 5. Acetic

ether skin (Essigcitherhdutchen), thin, not folded. Composed
of yeast fungi (Saccharomyces sphtericus) and of bacteria

(acetic fungus), the combined action of which converts a part

of the sugar into acetic ether.—The acetic mother and acetic

skin arc formed on alcoholic fluids, which contain few fruit

acids, but on the other hand may contain a good deal of acetic

acid; for example, on beer, on vinegai', to which wine or

beer is added, seldom on slightly acid wine. The other
skins, on the other hand, appear constantly on fluids which
contain a certain quantity of fruit acids, the mesenteric
skiu on fermented wine juice and other fruit juices, the
smooth skin at times on similar fluids which are altered by
the addition of sugar and other materials.—More recent

investigations by Hansen on the membranes occurring on
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beer have given the following results : if the surface is grey
and dull, Sacch. mycoderma is exclusively or chiefly present,
and numerous air bubbles appear between the groups of cells

;

if the surface is glistening and slimy, the membrane consists
of microbacteria, and the fluid is then muddy and discoloui-ed.
Under a membrane consisting exclusively of Mycodei-ma
aceti, Mycoderma Pasteurianum (see description of both
among the bacteria), or Sacch. mycoderma, the fluid is always
clear and iinaltered in colour. A temperature between 30°
and 34° C. is particularly favourable for Myc. aceti and
Pasteurianum. Sacch. mycoderma grows best at 15° C, at
higher temperatures it is difficult for it to hold its own against
the bacteria; above 26° C. this becomes practically im-
possible.

If this fungus is compelled to vegetate beneath the

surface of fluids, a small quantity of alcohol is formed,

but the fungus soon dies.

In water}', acid fluids, poor in sugar, the cells often

form long tubes, which then send out further buds,

become transverselj' divided, and finally break up into

single cells. The latter again bud in a similar manner

lli^^'l^'ff^s
of (Cienkowsky).—This structure is most pronounced in

the case of Saccchavomyces albicans, the fungus of

thrush (formerly described as Oidium albicans). Accord-

ing to Rees and Grawitz this fungus resembles very

closely the S. mycoderma, if, indeed, it is not identical

with it. Cells partly spherical, partly oval or cylin-

drical, 3*5

—

5 fJb in thickness ; the cylindrical cells are

10— 20 times as long as thick. The budding colonies

consist for the most part of rows of cylindrical cells,

from the ends of which rows of oval or spherical cells

sprout out ; spores single, formed in roundish cells.

Occurs as thrush on the mucous membrane of the

mouth, especially in suckling children, and forms

greyish-white patches which contain also epithelium,

schizomycetes, yeast cells, and mycelia of diflcrent

mould fungi. The thrush fungus is easily cultivated on

solid or in fluid nutritive substrata, which contain,

besides sugar, tartrate of ammonia and inorganic salts

;

according to the amount of sugar present, the cells

either sprout out to form long threads, or, in strong

saccharine solutions, 4—8 daughter cells project fi'om
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one mother cell in various directions, these daughter

Fig. 29.—The tkrush fungus, Saccharomyccs mj coderma.
(After Grawitz.)

'i' fP^°^\}^S spores highly magnified.
Ji, branched mycelium vvith a few lateral buds, cultivated in dilute

nutrient solutions.
(\ at a the yeast stage, at 6 the mycelium stage of the thrush fungus.

cells being for the most q
part round and arranged @@ ^ ®© ^
in roll-hke rows.—The
fungus is able to set up a

very mild alcoholic fer-

mentation. Spore forma-

tion has not as yet been
observed.

As the result of more re-

cent investigations, Plant
docs not regard S. myco- 30.- Pure cultivation of the

,1-,.,^ 1 ii ,^
'

, i thrush fungus on a nutrient soil
<iei ma and tlie thrush fun- containing sugar. (After Plaut).

gus as identical; the first sets up only minimal fermentation
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with simultaueous death of the cells
; further, it readily

forms spores, its cells approach more and more the form
of spindles or eUipses, and are not ahle to cause thrush
when inoculated on fowls. The thrush fungus, on the
other hand, sets up marked fermentation with simul-
taneous luxuriant vegetation, forms no spores, the cells

are more spherical, and it causes distinct thrush when
pure cultivations are inoculated on the crop of fowls.

The experiments on animals require to be extended and
completed, in them more especially lies the decision of

the question of identity.

Rose-coloured Pigment-producing yeasts are also known :

Saccharomyces glutinis (Cryptococcus gl.) Cells

spherical, oval or short cylinders, 5—11 /x long, 4 /a

broad, isolated or united in pairs. Cell membrane and
contents colourless in the fresh state, when dried and
again moistened they show a faintly reddish nucleus

in the centre. Spore formation unknown.—Forms rose-

coloured slimy coatings on slices of potato, nutrient jelly,

&c. In the latter, when inoculated by pushing a needle

into the substance of the gelatine (puncture cultivation),

the growth beneath the surface has the appearance of

white threads shooting out on all sides ; marked growth

and the production of colouring matter only take place

on the surface. The colouring matter is not altered by

acids and alkalies. The pink torula is apparently very

widely distributed ; in our neighbourhood one or more
colonies appear on every jelly plate exposed to the air

for a short time. According to Hansen there are three

different varieties of pink torula, of which one forms

ascospores, while a second gives rise to germinating

tubes of peculiar form when the nutriment is insuflS-

cient.

A brownish-black yeast is also at times present in

water and air ; a more detailed description cannot as

yet be given.
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IV. The Fission Fungi, Schizomycetes.

Under the fission fungi or bacteria* is included a

large group of minute, unicellular, spherical, or thread-

like organisms, which multiply by fission. As they are

ordinarily devoid of chlorophyll, they are, like the fungi,

compelled to lead a parasitic or saprophytic existence.

Multiplication and assimilation of nutriment usually

occur with such energy that intense alteration and

destruction of the nutritive substratum is the result of

their development
; they are often able to increase this

decomposition still more by setting up fermentation,

and in the cases where they lead a parasitic existence

they are wont to bring disease and death to their host.

1. General Morphological Characters.

The fission fungi exhibit great varieties in external General

form. Some grow as spheres or oval cells ; this form of SSo°u^
growth is termed micrococcus ; if the spheres form f^^^^si-

•••vSscii.

d

Fig. 31a.—Various vegetative forms X 700.

a, micrococcus, isolated. h, in the actof subdivision (diplococcus.)
c, streptococcus, torula. d, zooglraa.

chaplet-like chains the organism is termed streptococcus
or torula; if arranged in irregular masses it is dis-

* De Bary prefers the term Bacteria because some varieties contain
chlorophyll, and are thus not true "fungi." The term "Bacterium"
was formerly employed for a division of the fission fungi; as, however
this division can no longer be maintained, there is no objection to
de Bary

8 suggestion. Other names for this class are: Microbes
Ohampignons,TorulacL«e9, Bacterids (Pasteur); Milcrozymas (Bechamp) i

Spalthefe (Niigeli)
; Mikrosporinen, and Monadinon (Klobs)

; Cocco-
bacteria-with the subdivisions Mikro- Moso- Meg-acoccus, Mikro-
meso- Mega-bacteria—Qliacoocus, Potalococcus. &c. (Billroth)
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Vegetative
^'^^g^ishecl from the former as stafphylococcus. Other

forms. fission fungi grow in the form of rods, the longitudinal

diameter being markedly greater than the transverse;

for this form the term bacillus is employed. (Formerly

a distinction was made between the shorter rods,

bacterium, and the longer rods, bacillus, in which the

one diameter is more than two or three times greater

Fig. 31b.—^Various vegetative forms X 700.

a, bacilli
;

b, Clostridium
;

c, tkreads, pseudo-threads ;
d, apparent

branching
;
e, vibrio

; y, spirillum
; ff, spirochaete

;
h, spores.

than the other.) Bacilli which are swollen in the middle

or spindle-shaped have the special name Clostridium.

Where the bacilli are much elongated we have true

threads, or where several bacilli are arranged in a longi-

tudinal direction so-called pseudo-threads ; this thread

form is sometimes termed leptothrix. The threads and

pseudo-thi*eads never show true branches like the hyphae

of the mould fungi ; at the most pseudo-branches are

formed by the peculiar apposition of several threads

(fig. 31, h). In many forms the bacilli or threads are

regularly wavy or corkscrew in form, and these represent

the vegetative form termed spirillum or spirochatc. If

the turns of the corkscrew are not markedly developed,

and if the spirilla appear more elongated, the organism is

termed vibrio. Loops of threads, the ends of which are

wound around each other like a plait of hair, are

termed spirulina.

Another form which the fission fungi not uncommonly

assume is that of spores. These are spherical or oval

cells which serve only for the diffusion and the main-

tenance of the species, and always sprout and form again

organisms similar to the mother forms from which they

arose.

Further, the fission fungi when grown in exhausted

soil and under various other conditions present all sorts

Spores.

Involution
forms.
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of aberrant forms whicli are clue to their involution and

decay ; flask-like swellings may be associated with

stunted, shrunken, and broken up forms. .

It is a characteristic of many
fission fungi that they only occur

under one form of growth, e.g., only

ia the form of micrococci. Other

varieties of fission fungi present

various forms of growth through Fig. 32.—involution

which each individual passes in a
iorms.

definite order during its development; thus many bacilli

grow to threads ; in the threads spores are formed, and
fi-om the spores bacilli are again developed. The bacillar
thread and spore forms belong therefore to the cycle of
development of this bacterium.

Besides the general characters of the vegetative forms
which have been described, some slighter morphological
differences characteristic of the one or other species
can be made out in spite of the small dimensions of the
fission fungi. Either it is the size of the individuals Morpiioiogicai

which is of importance, the one form growing only as £fTaTo"
"

very large cocci (megacoccus), which have a diameter r^'^*^*^^'^
form.

. ^ oo

Of li to 2 or more; other Idnds forming very small
micrococci O'l to 0-2 in diameter, &c. Still more Morpbolo,i-
manifold and typical differences are found among the spSct'*'""

*

baciUi; those of one species may be lank and thin
those of another short and thick

; the one very lar^e'
the other extremely fine and delicate

; or the one m'kv
have the ends rounded off or almost pointed, while the
other are sharply truncated or even somewhat concave

and the same species of bacterium. In this resnerf t1,P
^"fferoncos in

age of the individual is of the greatest influence ^ oun:S
bacilli appear shorter than older forms; cocci just
formed, by fission are often smaller tb.n those which
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are about to undergo fission. The nutriment has also a
certain influence

; according to the medium in which
the species in question is cultivated, and according to
the more or less favourable state of all the conditions of
life, slight differences in size and thickness appear, and
fully developed or stunted individuals are formed. As

" * c d e f a
O

o O o
O C3

Fig. 34.—IncTividual morpholo^cal differences dependent on a^e
and nutriment X 700.

^,
cocci. Various conditions of age and nutrition of the same speciesn c, vanous conditions of age of two species of bacilli

d e, modifications of one species of bacillus dependent on the nutritive
conditions.

/ ff, modifications of another species of bacillus dependent on the nutri-
tive conditions.

these factors, however, are of relatively slight intensity,

none of them as a rule destroy the peculiar morpho-
logical character of the species ; in spite of the modi-
fications induced by age and food, certain character-

istics, as for example the relations between longitudinal

and transverse diameter, the form of the ends of the rod,

&c,, are so completely preserved in the majority of the
individuals that they are thereby sufficiently characterised

morphologically,

the"ce]]"*^
of All bacteric cells consist of cell membrane and cell

the fis.sion contents. The latter have the appearance of ordinary

protoplasm, are as a rule colourless, except in some forms

recently discovered by van Tieghem, which contain

chlorophyll, as well as some putrefactive organisms

stained red by the so-called bacterio-purpuriu. Small

oil globules are often observed in the cells ; at times also

dark, highly refracting bodies, which consist of sulphur

{hcf/giatoa and red putrefactive organisms). Some
bacteria assume a blue colour on the addition of iodine,

and thus show the presence of granulose ; this reaction

is especially marked in the stage preceding the forma-

tion of spores. Nuclei are not found. When the cells

degenerate and die a marked turbidity and granular

degeneration of the protoplasm occurs.

The cell membrane, which must be very extensile in

fungi.
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the mobile forms, is in some species impregnated with

colouring matter. On the outside a further gelatinous

sheath may be recognised which is developed to a very

variable degree in different species of bacteria. At

times it is very distinct, especially after the use of

staining materials, and surrounds the individual cells

as a broad zone, the outer contour of which corresponds

to the form of the cell ; at times the existence of the

sheath can only be suspected from the spaces left

between the closely packed cells.

Some vegetative forms and species of bacteria are independent

always at rest ; thus the spherical cells, and all those rmlToTms"^
species which only occur in the form of micrococci, bacteria,

exhibit only a trembhng movement with very slight

alteration of position which may be referred to unavoid-
able agitation and currents

; they are never seen to

travel over considerable distances. Other forms, bacteria,

bacilli, and spirochsete are sometimes at rest, sometimes
in active movement. This movement consists partly in

rotation around their long axis and partly in bending
and stretching; in many cases the action of flagella

seems to be the cause of the commencement and main-
tenance of the movement. These flagella can be demon-
strated with complete certainty in some
spirilla and bacilli ; but even in them
they can only be seen with the best

lenses, and after special treatment

of the preparation (drying and staining

with gentian violet, or better with con- Sf^ii-.^iS^^
centrated watery solution of haamatoxy-
lin). At times their presence is only betrayed by the
peculiar whirling movement of the fluid surrounding the
ends of the cells. The movement of the swarming bacteria

takes place forwards and backwards in the direction of
the long axis ; at times it is slow, oscillating and roll-

ing, at times active and darting, so that the field of the
microscope is traversed in a moment. Various alter-

ations of the external conditions, such as change of
temperature, exclusion of oxygen, &c., cause slowing
and cessation of the movement.
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Sodefof .

quiescent state the fission fungi either remain
lu-rangemont. isolated or are united in threads, or in extensive flat or

massive colonies. In the latter cases the daughter cells

which arise hy fission do not become separated, but remain
united by their gelatinous capsule

; ultimately large con-
glomerations of cells are formed which are all united by
gelatinous intercellular substance. This form is termed
zooglaea; it is most frequent in the micrococci and
bacteria, but it is also observed in short bacilli and
spirochfetiB. The external form of the zoogleea masses
is very various; sometimes they are spherical, some-
times tuberous, sometimes lobate ; at times a very
peculiar tree-like branching occurs; in certain cases

thick cartilaginous capsules are formed. As a whole
the zooglaea formation is closely similar to the forma-
tion of gelatinous capsules in some families of algfe

(phycochromaceae)

.

The more The multiplication of the bacteria by fission takes
intimate pro- , i ,. i ,i

'
-,. .

cess of miilti- place as a rule contmuously m the same direction, so

£on°"^'^ that if the new formed cells remain attached to each

other, a chain (streptococcus) or a thread is formed. It

is only in some micrococci (mikr. tetragonus, sarcina)

that simultaneous or subsequent division in two or three

different directions may be observed, leading to the

formation of flat groups of four or packets of at least eight

cells ; the former are designated by Zopf by the special

name merismopedia, the term sarcina being reserved

for the latter. In the spherical bacteria the division

may occur in any diameter, in the rod-shaped cells on

the other hand only in the transverse diameter. Before

division the cells increase in length ; then as a rule

a distinct constriction appears in the middle, and finally

the two halves separate at this spot. These two inde-

pendent individuals can either undergo further seg-

mentation apart from each other, or they remain united

by delicate gelatinous material and form chains and

pseudo-threads, the transverse division always occurring

in the same direction ; or lastly, they take part in the

formation of zooglaea masses, gelatinous material being

produced in considerable quantities ; iu the interior of
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tliis zooglaca mass the division of the individual cells

can continue, leading to a denser accumulation in the

zoogltea.—The fission is as a rule completed very

rapidly; at 35° C. complete division was observed in the

bacilli at the end of 20 minutes ; external and individual

influences may cause variations as regards the time, but

it is evident that the the fission fungi can multiply to

an enormous extent in one or a fevF days. If we start

with a single bacterium and assume that each indi-

vidual requires an hour to grow and divide, we find tha .

in the course of a day about 16 million organisms

have been formed, while by the end of the following

day the number has reached several billions.

2. Propagation by Sj^ores.

Besides multiplication by fission we find a true fructi-

fication, a spore formation, in many fission fungi under
special circumstances, chiefly, but not exclusively, when
the nutriment is becoming exhausted. Fructification Formation ot

by endospores and by arthrospores may be observed ;. of
spores,

these the first is the most important and most definitely

ascertained mode of spore formation. This occurs iia

various bacilli, and perhaps in some spirilla, but the
process varies in difl'erent species. In many cases the
bacilli grow to

long threads be- ^^s^^ § ^

fore the forma- f . , I k \ \
tion of spores; } ^ ^\ I h\
under favourably I ^ I

\ }

j

conditions they Fig. 36.-Spore formation in various kinds of
may attain even bacilli x 700.

in 3-4 hours 20 times the length of the original
bacillus. The threads may be much twisted, united in
bundles or interwoven to form a thick network, and they
have pale homogeneous contents. After some hours the
segmentation of these pseudo-threads begins and becomes
more distinct

;
at the same time the contents become

turbid and ess in amount, and highly refracting granules
appear m the threads at regular intervals. After about

11
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20 hours liiglily refracting spores with dark contours',

and for the most part egg-shaped, are formed from these

granules, and the threads present a moniHform appear-

ance ; the latter become gradually dissolved, and the

spores are liberated and sink to the bottom of the fluid.

In another mode of spore formation the bacilli do not

grow out in the form of long pseudo-threads, but become

broader
;
they thus assume spindle, elliptical, or tadpole

forms, while at the same time the whole plasma becomes

denser, and the membrane thickened. The contents then

become turbid, and highly refracting largish drops are

differentiated and transformed into the spores (spore

formation in Clostridium butyricum according to Praz-

mowski). In other cases 2, 3, or more small spherical

refracting points, which represent the spores, appear in

the bacillus without the latter having undergone any

marked alteration ; or a spherical or oval spore which

often markedly exceeds in diameter the parent bacillus

develops at one end of the rod. If a similar spore

formation occurs at both ends of the bacillus, bodies are

formed of a dumb-bell appearance. At times the spores

bulge out the contour of the bacillus in a remarkable

manner, so that the latter appears as if covered with

small swellings.

ciiaracters The spores formed in this way within the cells appear

of the spores,
-^plien isolated as spherical, generally however longish

egg-shaped cells of 1—2*5 fi in longitudinal diameter,

and 0'5—1 in transverse diameter. Their marked

refracting power is very striking y it gives the impression

as if their contents consisted of a bright oil globule. At

the same time the refraction is not altered by boiling

with ether, so that the contents cannot be regarded as

fat, but rather as condensed protoplasm. The thickness

of the wall is well-marked ; at times two layers,- an exo-

sporium and an endosporium, can be differentiated, and

there is often a peculiar clear area around it, which is

sometimes regarded as a spherical clear mass in which

the cells are embedded, sometimes however only as an

optical appearance due to the high refracting power of

the spore.
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The spores can germiuate and form bacilli in suitable Germination

nutrient solutions and at a proper temperature ; but this

seldom occurs in the same solution in which the spores

were formed, nor till after a considerable period of rest.

According to Koch, when the process of germination
begins the clear spherical mass in which the spores

are embedded becomes egg-shaped, and then elongated,

while the spore becomes pale and finally disappears.

According to Prazmowski and Brefeld the spores swell

in the first place, become pale and lose their dark
contour and the clear area around; then half-moon
shaped dark shadows either appear at each end, and the
spore, which is in a state of trembling, dancing move-
ment, sends out a projection on one side like a papilla

which subsequently grows out to form a rod ; or in other
cases the germinating tube „

passes out in the direction of -
c- c? <^P, o o o^^^

the long axis of the spore, t7,„q- n • i- *° Jr- ^> -tig 3*.—Germination of spores
the spore membrane having x 800.

become uniformly thickened in its whole circumference^
The endosporium then becomes the cell wall of thes
young shoot, while the discarded exosporium usually -

remains for a considerable time near the newly formed
rod.

In the case of the bacteria which form arthrospores so-cailed
the fructification simply occurs by individual memberg arthrospores.

of a chain or of a mass of bacteric cells showing greater
vitality than the rest ; there is often no morphological
difference to be noted between them and the olher
-bacteria in the same chain, while at other times the cells
destined for the maintenance of the species appear to
become somewhat larger, thicker walled, and filled with
denser and more highly refracting protoplasm. While
the remaining cells of the group die, these segments-"
form the commencement of new groups (de Bary)
Most spores, especially those formed endogenously, Eesistin.have the character of resting cells, which are more re- ?o-"*"^tho

fustant than the vegetative cells of the same species
•Some are extraordinarily resistant, can even withstand
boihng m fluids for several minutes, and arc only slowly
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and incompletely destroyed by tlie most various chemical
agents. It is clear that on account of these properties
the spores possess a special hygienic interest; for

example, the possibility of exterminating a pathogenic
fungus from the surroundings of man by disinfecting

means depends chiefly on whether or not the fungus
in question forms resistant resting spores.—All resting
spores do not show the same high degree of resisting

power; different spores have apparently very different

powers of resistance, but a certain increased power of

resistance, notably the capability of retaining their

vitality for a long time in a dry state, must be held to

be a necessary characteristic of spores. Bearing this in

mind, we require better reasons than have as yet been
brought forward for assuming the existence of the

so-called arthrospores—The micrococci and most of

the spirilla are probably characterised by complete
absence of resisting spores ; at any rate if we examine
strongly heated mixtures of bacteria to see what forms
have retained their vitality after exposure to a tempera-

ture of 80°—100 C, we find only the bacilli which form
resting spores, and none of the other vegetative forms.

3. Characteristics of the Cultivations of the Fission

Fungi.

External When in considerable masses, whether these consist

iatics*of the Simply of apposed organisms and swarm formation, or
cultivations of of zoogtea, the bacteria become visible even to the naked
the fission T • T 1 • 1 T
fungri. eye. In fluids they cause either dmuse or cloudy mud-

diness, or they cover the surface in the form of thin or

thick scums ; or the zooglaea masses form swimming

flakes; or a powdery deposit of bacteria forms at the

bottom, especially when the nutritive materials in the

fluid are exhausted and are no longer able to supplj'^

food for a further multiplication of the organisms.

Some species of bacteria can also undergo extensive

multiplication in fluids or on soHds without anything

becoming noticeable to the naked eye.—The appear-

ance of the colonies of bacteria on solid substrata,
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containing much water, is especially characteristic.

Solid substrata have of late been employed by preference Advantages of

for the cultivation of the bacteria, and they are useful chiefly
tjjg recog-^

because they permit a completely independent develop-
^jj^^'Jgg*

ment of each individual bacteric colony, while in fluids

the individual species do not grow at a definite spot, but

become mixed with any other species which may happen

to be present. It is therefore only on solid substrata

that the characteristic appearances of the colonies formed

by any given species of bacteria can be observed, while

it is just the external appearances of the isolated pure

colonies which are of the greatest importance, because

they difi'er in almost every species of bacteria, and be-

cause we can thus obtain much more important charac-

ters and better distinctive marks than we get with the

help of the microscopical difi"erences in form. For this

reason the appearance of the isolated colonies is of special

service in the diagnosis of the species of bacteria, a thing

which is otherwise often very difficult.

As suitable solid substrata we employ either potatoes,

bread-paste, &c., on which the bacteric colonies appear,

sometimes as slimy white, yellow, or reddish drops,

sometimes as drier whitish films, sometimes as diffuse,

gelatinous layers of various colours, and sometimes as

delicate, scarcely noticeable skins; or we use the so-

called nutrient jelly (see culture methods), which is

prepared by adding so much gelatine to a good nutrient

solution, that the mixture forms a transparent mass,
which is solid below 25° C. This nutrient jelly is

employed for plate cultivations, in which a very small
portion of the bacteric mixture to be investigated . is

added to a quantity of the nutrient jelly, which is

liquefied by placing it at 30° C. : after the admix-
ture is complete it is then poured out on a horizontal
glass plate, so that the latter is covered by a layer a few
millimetres deep. The jelly solidifies quickly; each character of
individual bacterium in the mixture is thus fixed at a

onyei^t",!^'"
definite spot, and grows there to form a colony. If the plates.

experiment is successful, i.e., if too many bacteria
have not been mixed with the quantity of jelly, and if
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they are not sown too closely on the plate, each colony
develops apart from the others, and then shows distinctive
characteristics, sometimes so marked that with some
practice the species of hacteria present may he easily
diagnosed in the development either of small gelatinous

b ^-^

a
o

0
Q

0 O

m h
©
0

Fig. 38.—Various colonies on a gelatine plate,

coloured drops, white, j'ellow, rose-coloured, red, or

violet (fig. 38, a) ; or of very small white or yellow

circumscribed, almost point-like heaps; or of flat, mucous
layers pecuharly bulged out at their borders (fig. 38, h,

e) ; or of branching and twisted threads of surprising

fineness, which run out from a centre for a longer or

shorter distance into the jelly (fig. 38,/, (j, h). Or Ihe

organisms in the colony in question have the poM'er of

gradually liquefying the gelatine, in which case a ditch-

like depression is slowly formed around the colony, the

periphery of which surrounds the colony in the form of

a ring (fig. 38, d) ; or a funnel is quickly formed which

is filled with fluid, at the bottom of which the original

colony lies, and which often extends rapidly over large

areas of the plate. Thus the contour, colour, size, modo
of liquefaction, &c., furnish special characteristics foi

each bacteric colony ; and the sum of these distinguish-

Fig. 39.—Youngest colonies of bacteria in gelatine X 80.

ing features increases very considerably when the colonics

are examined with a low power (x 80). It can then
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be seen that one colony presents a completely smooth,

sharp outline, another is bulged out or dentate at its

margin, or is provided with small outgrowths, or shows

wavj threads, which run out from the colony and back

to it again. The surface of the former colonies appears

smooth, that of the latter granular ; one is dark, almost

black, another brown, a third light yellow ;
some can

scarcely be distinguished from the surrounding jelly by

their colour.

If by this means of distinguishing and recognising

the species of bacteria it nevertheless turns out that

certain species do not differ in their growth on jDlates,

the growth along strokes, or along a puncture, may

show something characteristic. This is ascertained by Cliai-acteri:^-

pouring the nutrient jelly into test tubes, and allowing puncture

it to solidify in some of the tubes in an upright position, o^^XSo"
and in others in an oblique or almost horizontal layer.

Then a small quantity of the colony which has grown

on the plate is picked up on the point of a piece

Fig. 40.—Piincbure cultivations iu gelatine.

of platinum wire, and long scratches are made on the

surface of the oblique gelatine, while in the other tubes

punctures are made with the wire to the depth of about

4 cm. Along the punctures we either find only small
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isolated puuctiform colonies (provided that the quantity
inoculated was minimal); or a thin confluent layer
is formed along the course of the puncture, so that
the line of puncture appears as a thread, while a
delicate layer spreads out at its upper end towards
the periphery of the jelly (fig 41, b) ; or a thick opaque
mass is formed, filling the channel completely and

Fig. 41.—Puncttire cultivations in gelatine.

forming a markedly prominent knob at .the orifice

of the puncture (figs. 40, a, and 41, a) ; or liquefaction

occurs, beginning slowly at the top and confined to

the vicinity of the puncture, or energetically and
from the first occupying the whole area of the tube
(fig. 41, c). At times a turbidity spreads through
the gelatine, starting from the line of puncture, which
however is not very distinct; in some cases the jelly

appears smoky, or cloudy, in others the gi-owth is

more in the form of rays, or of a network of threads

Characteris- (fig. 40, h, c). Where the stroke method is employed

strokfoiiiti-
whether separate little di-ops form, whether

goiatiiie°"
these are glassy and transparent, or white and opaque

;

further, whether the growth remains limited to the
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line, or whether it spreads more or less rapidly from

it towards the periphery ; whether the spreading margin

is straight or irregular, siuuous or jagged, &c.

In the case of many organisms which liquefy gela-

tine energetically, we may now and then employ with

advantage a mixture of the nutritive solution with agar-

agar, which remains solid at 37° C. ; nevertheless this

cultivating medium does not on the whole show such

characteristic differences in growth. Some bacteria

Fig. 42-.—stroke cidtivations on gelatine.

grow only on solidified blood serum at the body tempera-
ture, and may form very characteristic colonies

; finally,

some only gi-ow to visible colonies when free oxygen
is excluded, and can therefore only be cultivated with
special precautions, to be afterwards described.

4. Classification and Distinctive Characters of the

Bacteria.

A systematic classification of the bacteria is a matter
of very great difficulty, because they are so minute
that even by the use of the highest powers of the
microscope only the external form, and not the differ-
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ences in the structure of the individual cells, can be
recognised

; nor can any marked differences be made out
in the process of fructification, and yet it is that process

which furnishes the most important principle of classifi-

cation in other plants and in the higher fungi. In view
of the extremely numerous species of bacteria which arc

already known, and the number of which is rapidly

increasing, an enumeration and classification of these

organisms appears to be indispensable, in order that we
may at least be able to obtain a general view of the

known species, to settle the identity of any species

which may in future come under observation, and to

include new species in the system of classification. This

Neces^^ty to necessity for a definite classification, and for a key for

classific^ation diagnosis of the bacteria, is so great, that in view of
of bacteria, inapossibility of forming a classification on the

ordinary scientific principles, we must for the present

put up with some kind of systematic division, although

the principle of the classification may not be founded on

the developmental history, nor have analogies in the

other departments of botany. Just as in the first begin-

nings of a botanical classification any striking external

characters which were of use for diagnosis were employed

as aids for the distinction and classification of the plants,

so we must in the present state of our knowledge with

regard to bacteria employ as means of distinction any

properties of the bacteria, their morphological and

biological characters, their external form, their mode of

growth on certain nutrient substrata, their relation

to oxygen, their behaviour with regard to stains, &c.,

provided that these properties are constant and cha-

racteristic for the individual species, and enable us to

distinguish them readily. We may hope that with the

advances in our optical means, and with the further know-

ledge of the processes of fructification, we may gra-

dually obtain for the bacteria a groundwork on which a

true classification can be built, and we must therefore

thoroughly realise the provisional character of our

present attempts at classification. But to abstain

entirely from these attempts would be in the highest
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degree unpractical, and would retard for a long time,

nnd practically prevent, the further progress of onr

Imowledge with regard to the bacteria.

In the present state of our knowledge it is best to em- Morpholog^^^^

ploy both the morphological and the biological characters the fom- chief

of the bacteria for their classification and distinction.

Four great divisions are in the first place made by

selecting a single vegetative form or a definite a;nd

limited cycle of vegetative forms which are common

to a large number of species of bacteria. To the first

belong all those bacteria which only occur in the

vegetative form, micrococcus. In the second we include

the bacilli which occur in the form of rods, at times

filso in that of threads or spores. The third division •

is composed of the spmlla, which are only met with

in the form of spirals, or of fragments of. spirals.

The fourth includes those bacteria in whose cycle

of development a variety of vegetative forms occur.

The chief characteristics of these four divisions are the

following :

—

Division I.

—

Micrococci.

Spherical or egg-shaped cells multiplying by fission. Morphologicalit/Ofc/
dlBjCHCtGl'S of

and always forming spherical cells
;
they do not show the micro-

spontaneous movement. (The micrococci often exhibit,

as above mentioned, a trembling molecular movement,

and frequently also an alteration of situation due

to imperceptible currents of fluid. On closer observation

these can, however, be very easily distinguished from

true spontaneous movement.) Further, in the micro-

cocci endogenous spore formation does not occur ;

.
we either observe no spore formation at all (in most
cases), or else so-called arthrospores are present and
are distinguished from the other cells by their size and
refracting character. In some micrococci the cells

are not accurately isodiametric, but the one diameter
exceeds the other to such an extent that an oval or

egg form results. Further, the spherical form is often
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not distinctly marked when the act of fission has

hegun, and while the two cells still adhere to one

another and the constriction is incomplete (diplococcus)

.

The cells which are undergoing division are under

these circumstances elongated with a sharp and more

or less deep constriction in the centre, so that thej'

resemble a short rod. A comparison with neighbour-

ing individuals not yet undergoing division, or with

those in which the division has proceeded further and

led to distinct formation of two spheres, is as a rule

sufficient in such a case to enable the diagnosis to be

Distinction made as against bacilli. After the division is complete,

coccTand^'^^"'
micrococci either remain isolated or they assume

short bacilli, the various arrangements mentioned on page 156,

staphylococcus, streptococcus, merismopedia, sarcina,

zooglaea. If in the zooglaea formation the intercellular

substance is very tough, so that cartilaginous masses are

formed enclosed in the general mass, the group is termed

ascococcus; if the gelatinous masses of such groups

become dissolved in the interior, so that only a thin ex-

ternal layer surrounds a hollow cavity filled with fluid,

the arrangement is termed clathrocystis.

' Division 2.

—

Bacilli.

Morpholog.'cal Rods in which the longitudinal diameter is 2, 3, or

STcmi."^ many times in excess of the transverse; The organ-

isms belonging to the class of the bacilli for the most part

pass through a definite cycle of forms, so that they do

not appear exclusively in the vegetative form, bacillus

;

many can form threads, and in these spores ;
in others

there is only well-marked thread formation ; others pro-

duce spores in their middle, at the end, or at several

places, according to the modes described on p. 161 ; most

of them form at times all sorts of involution forms.

Wc may also meet with these bacteria under many

different forms ; but it is characteristic for all the thread

forms, and round or oval cells, occurring in connection

with the bacilli, that they have been developed from

cells having the vegetative form of bacillus, and that if
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they are at all capable of development they again grow

into bacilli under favourable conditions, either directly

or after an intermediate stage. The bacilli occur either

in a quiescent stage, in which case they are often

arranged in threads, heaps or zoogltea, or in a swarm-

ing stage. In many forms, however, the latter stage

has not yet been observed. Now and then a mis-

take may be made between rods and micrococci when
the rods are in an upright position and present their

circular transverse section to the observer's eye ; a

correct conclusion may usually be arrived at by care-

ful examination with repeated alteration of the fine

adjustment of the microscope, and by comparison with

neighbouring individuals. It is at times uncertain Distinction

whether an elongated cell constricted in the middle is •

^
HUCrOCOGCl

a diplococcus or a rod. The sharp, acute-angled con-
^^'^j^J?^'^^

striction which is noticeable after the division of a which are un-^

coccus, and the round form of the two halves, may serve SiS or
as a means of distinction when contrasted with the whidh
1 i n ,1 -I -., placed at
less acute constriction of the rod, and the fact that the right angles

single individuals are never isodiametrie. Even here, SsSn.'^°^'^

however, it is only after comparison with other neigh-
bouring cells, or after continued observation of the
further development of the individual cell, that an
absolute conclusion can be arrived at. Young bacilli,

which have just been formed by fission, or by the
sprouting of a spore, often show a very slight excess of
one diameter over the other, and thus approach the
vegetative form, micrococcus, but are easily distin.
guished from it by their further development, and
by the presence at the same time of older forms,
Finally,^ in the spore form a confusion between bacilli Distinction
and micrococci could also occur, if it were not 8^*7

®g®^ l
that the higher refracting power of the spores, and the coccr
feeble manner in which they take up aniline colouring
matters, formed good points for their recognition ; the
diagnosis is rendered certain by the study of the further
behaviour of the two ceUs, the sprouting of the one to
form a bacillus, and the multiplication of the other by
division to form fresh spherical cells.
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Division 3.

—

Spirilla.

Morphological The typical forms are spirally twisted threads, wliicb

thT^puX"* pi'oduce new spirals by fission, and which are for the

most part mobile and often united in swarms. As

to the existence of a cycle of forms in the spirilla

there is very little known, but they seem to have a

special tendency to the formation of involution forms.

In the case of some spirilla it can be distinctly seen

that the spirals are composed of short, curved rods;

under certain circumstances these rods form the pro-

minent vegetative form, while under other conditions

they become fused together, and spiral threads are

developed. A precise differentiation of these rod-shaped

spiral elements from true bacilli, which often show

a slight curvature in microscopical preparations, i?

frequently very difficult; and it will probably be im-

possible, as our knowledge increases and transitional

forms are discovered, to uphold the genus spirillum a&

an independent division. In the meantime, however, it.

appears desirable on practical grounds to group together

in the genus spirillam those curved bacilli in which a

development of spiral threads and a multipHcation in thai,

vegetative form is observed.

Division 4.— Fission Fungi with Variable VEOETATmE:

Forms.

Characters of The aquatic fungi studied by Zopf (formerly described

the bacteria fission algfe)—cladothrix, beggiatoa, crenothrix— can-
which show '

. no p • t • • t,^
variable not be included an any of the foregoing divisions, lit

foiS?*"' these fungi, according to Zopf, a manifold cycle ol

forms occurs, so that one and the same fungus may

appear in micrococcal, bacillar, and spirillar vegetative-

forms. It is possible that iu course of time other

bacteria may become known in which an equally extcni-

sive series of forms occur. The species which can at the^

present time be included with certainty in this group-

are comparatively easily recognised and distinguished!
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by their great tendency to the formation of various

vegetative forms, as well as by a number of other

characteristics.

The external form o£ a bacteric cell does not of itself afford Necessity for

information as to the species to which the vegetative form ^ ^^1^°^
iiuder observation belongs, but at times admits of various designation of
conceptions and interpretations. If, for example, we find a any given

.'spherical cell, it may be a micrococcus, a spore, or an Jo^^^^"^^
involution product. The cell can only be designated as a
micrococcus when it can be proved that it arose by fission
from a similar spherical cell, and that, under suitable circum-
.stances, it may again give rise by fission to another spherical
cell. For it is characteristic of the vegetative form, micro-
coccus, that the same spherical vegetative form repeats itself
through a shorter or longer series of cells. If, on the other
hand, the round cell has arisen not by fission but by spore
formation from another bacteric cell, and if it is not capable
of multiplying by direct fission, but must first sprout and
form an individual similar to the mother cell, this spherical

'

cell must be looked on as a spore. And, finally, if the
spherical form of the cell has arisen from a cell of another
shape only when it began to decay, if this spherical remnant
is no longer able to multiply or propagate itself in any way,
then we have a dead involution structure before us, to which
the terni micrococcus cannot be applied.
To take another example : if a twisted or spiral thread

comes Tinder observation, the question arises whether it has
developed by fission from a cell of the same form, and
whether it can again give rise to a cell of a similar shape.
It IS not till this is demonstrated that we are justified in say-
ing that we have to do with the vegetative form spirillum
or spirochaste. If this is not the case, it is possible that we
have before us a portion of a thread accidentally twisted, or
some phenomenon of decay which has arisen under abnormal
conditions. It is very important to be clear from the first as
to the meaning and the proper designation of these various
vegetative forms, as otherwise confusion and mistakes
readily occur.

.

The subdivision of the four chief groups cannot be made Employment
cxchisively according to the morphological characters • ^^^^ "l"^"

the various species of bacteria which occur in the micro- of grotSfor
coccal form rnore especially show scarcely noticeable £t?n5t%f
dillerences of shape under the highest powers, and even ^^'^^ ^"^^teria.

the arrangement of the- cocci in chains, or masses pre-
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sents so many transitional appearances that they cannot

be employed as decisive distinctive characters. Here it

is evidently of importance to make use of the manifold

and valuable distinctions described above, those, namely,

which the bacteria show when growing on certain sub-

strata, especially on nutrient jelly. When sub-classes

have been successfully formed by the help of these

differences, the further subdivision of the relatively

small number of bacteria in any small group may be

made by the help of morphological characters, of be-

haviour with staining re-agents, of relation to oxygen, or

of the power of exciting fermentation or disease, and

thus we are ultimately able to recognise a given species by

the study of its various characters as compared with

other species. Of course the species thus formed cau-

not in the slightest degree be regarded as natural

species or varieties
;
they have an entirely provisional

character, and are only meant to serve as a means

of rendering the further recognition of the bacteria

easy, and of paving the way for a natural classification

;

they have only arisen from, and are only suitable for the

Practical practical necessities. Hence the classification given

dia^osing the
^^^'^ I'osts on that practical method which almost every

bacteria. one now employs who wishes to ascertain what bacteria

are present in any unknown mixture of fungi. The

first step is always an attempt at isolation by means

of gelatine plates ; the colonies which have developed on

the plates can then be easily investigated by making a

microscopical preparation with a small quantity, and ascer-

taining whether the colony consists of micrococci, bacilli,

or spirilla. It is almost always easy to decide this point,

because when we have a large number of similar indivi-

duals all at the same stage of development we have none of

those uncertainties mentioned above which might render

the diagnosis of an individual cell a matter of great diffi-

culty. When the chief division to which the species in

question belongs is thus ascertained, the appearance of

the colonies, both macroacopically and under low powers

of the microscope is investigated, and then with the help

of a simple table (see p. 178) the relation of the species
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"to a small group of similar species of bacteria is fixed.

The distinction of these closely similar species is then

-easily made by the aid of some very characteristic

reagent, or is a complicated study, and can only be

•done by observing the appearance of the growths in

stroke or puncture cultivations, by studying the action

of the cultivation on animals, &c.

Formerly Cohn made the attempt to distinguish a large Cohn's former

number of species of bacteria on the basis of their morpho- classmcation

logical characters. But exactly similar morphological pecu- scliizophytes.

liarities occur in the lower algis ; and it [is essentially only
the absence of chlorophyll which separates the fungi fi-om the
algas; on this point however, as has been said above, no
special weight is now laid. And thus when special attention
is paid to the morphological characters, the resulting classi-

fication of the "schizophytes," must include fission fungi
and fission algje. Such a classification is certainly admirably
adapted for placing in correct light certain similarities and
differences between the lower algee and fungi, but it is not
•sufficient for the number of species now discovered, and it no
longer meets practical wants, more especially because a
number of heterogeneous organisms of unequal value from
a hygienic standpoint are mixed together. In the former
edition of this handbook the author attempted by omitting
the algte to transform Cohn's classification in the following
manner so as to be useful for a circle of readers composed
chiefly of medical men :

—

12
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Bearing a doubtful relation to the fission fungi arc : Crono-

thrix, spLa^rotilus, spiromonas, rabdomonas ; monas Okcnii,

Waz-mingii, vinosa.

It was frequeutly stated in the previous edition that this Necessity for

classification is in many points impracticable, that many of
the^former°^

the genera cannot be upheld as independent forms, and that classification,

it would have to give place to ono more in accordance with
practical requirements. In fact it has become more and more
evident in the course of the last few years that certain of the
genera up till recently reckoned as independent forms only

represent vegetative and colony forms of various species

belonging to other groups, and that the presence of gradual
transitional forms greatly increases the difficulty of diag-

nosis. Thus a deposit within a tough gelatinoiis mass which
was held to justify the classification vinder ascococcus occurs
more frequently than was foi-merly supposed, and in bacteria
of different vegetative forms (leuconostoc, Clostridium,
polymym, &c.) Again, sarcina cells are spherical micrococci
before the characteristic division into 8 occurs, and often exist
for a very long time as isodiametric cells before the division
into 4 or 8 is apparent ; other micrococci ustially occur as
single cells or as diplococci, at times, however, in a meris-
mopedia-like arrangement ; hence this character can be em-
ployed at the most only in a small gi-oup of micrococci. As
regards the method of arrangement, clathrocystis closely re-
sembles the genus ascococcus. Further, a distinction between
bacterium and bacillus is impossible, because there are too
many transition forms which may be placed with as much
right in the one class as in the other. The genera leptothrix
and streptothrix represent a vegetative form which is seen in
many bacilli as an occasional stage of development. Similar
difficulties attend the diagnosis between spirillum and spiro-
chaate as between bacterium and bacillus. Finally, bcggiatoa
and cladothrix, on account of their great mutability of foi-m as
discovered by Zopf, must be entirely excluded from a classi-
fication based on the constancy of morphological characters.

Cohn, also, has always regarded his classification as a Do Bary's
provisional one, and one only intended as a general guide till classification,

a suitable classification is obtained analogous to that of
the higher plants, in which special regard is paid to the
peculiarities of fructification, and to the natural process of
development. Attempts have already been made from the
botanical side to form such a classification. Thus Van Tieghcra
and de Bary make 2 great divisions—bacteria which form
endosporcs, and those whicli form arthrosporcs

; but tliis
division is of little service for practical purposes, because it
IS ]ust the mode of spore formation which is most difficult to
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Zopf's classifi-

cation of the
bacteria.

ascertain in investigating a fungus, while on the other hand

this subdivision only indicates the first beginnings of a

scientifically correct classification.

Another classification of the bacteria has been made by

Zopf. He extended the doctrine of plcomorphism which he

had observed in the aquatic fungi mentioned above to the

other bacteria, original observations, and some made by other

observers, having demonstrated in several cases a change

of form from cocci into bacilli, threads, and spirilla. Zopf is

of opinion that variability of the vegetative forms occurs in

all bacteria, and that though in the case of many bacteria

the complete cycle of forms appertaining to them is not yet

known, we may expect that even in the organisms as yet

known only in a micrococcal form, thread-forming stages,

&c., will yet be discovered.

Zopf divides the bacteria according to these views into

4 groups :

—

1. Coccaceae. These are as yet only known in the coccus

form. To these the following genera belong: streptococcus

(cocci arranged in threads like strings of beads) ;
merismo-

pedia, tablet cocci (division in two directions, leading to the

formation of tablet-like flat layers of cells) ; sarcina, packet

cocci (division in three directions, leading to the formation of

bale-like colonies) ; micrococcus (division in one direction, the

cocci becoming aggregated together in ii-regular heaps) ;
and

ascococcus (the heaps of cocci accompanied by marked forma-

tion of gelatinous material).

2. Bacteriacece. These possess chiefly coccus, rod, and

thread forms ; the former may also be absent ; in the latter

there is n o contrast between base and apex. Threads straight

or screw-like.

Genera: Bacterium, forms cocci and rods, or only rods

which are arranged in rows to form ordinary threads ;
spore

formation absent or unknown. Spirillum, threads screw-like,

formed only of rods, or of rods and cocci ;
spore formation

absent or unknown. VUirio, threads screw-like, spore forma-

tion in the longer or shorter joints. Leuconostoc, forms cocci

and rods, spore formation in cocci. Sacillus, cocci and rods,

or only the latter in the form of simple or twisted threads

;

spore formation present, occurring in rods or in cocci. Clos-

tridium, resembles bacillus, but the spore formation occurs in

peculiar dilated rods.
, , ^

3 Leptothrix. Coccal, rod, and thread forms; the latter

show a contrast between base and apex; threads straight or

screw-like ;
spore formation not demonstrated.

Genera : Crenothrix, threads enclosed in a sheath, cells with-

out granules of sulphur; inhabitants of water. Beggiatoa,
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threads without a sheath, cells with sulphur granules ; inha-

bitants of water. .Phragmidioihrix, threads without sheaths,

successive divisions very extensive ; cells free from sulphur

;

inhabitants of water. Leptothrix, threads with or without

sheaths, divisions not very extensive ; cells devoid of sulphur.

4. Cladothi'ix. Show coccus, rod, thread, and spirillar

forms. The tlu-ead form is provided with pseudo-branches.

Spore formation not demonstrated. Genus : Oladothrix.

A priori the possibility of the mutability of, form of the Disadvan-

bacteria asserted by Zopf, and to which exjjression. is given in
ing'the^*^"*^'

the foregoing classificatiou, must at any rate be admitted
;
adoption of

but before we accept it as a matter of fact, and as so general,
y°Jgj'^

^^1-'°"

we must demand complete proof, and we must insist the more
strenuously on a satisfactory proof, as we would be deprived,
by the admission of extensive changeability of form, of an
important diagnostic aid which is of great value to us in
medical and hygienid practice. "We know now a number
of exciting agents of disease which occur, for example, in the
form of characteristic bacilli ; we are able to make a diagnosis
of tuberculosis by the discovery of the tubercle bacillus, and
of cholera by the demonstration of the cholera bacilli. If the
characteristic bacilli are absent on careful and repeated in-
vestigation, and if we find only bacilli or cocci of other form,
we consider ourselves justified in denying the existence of
tuberculosis or of cholera. Further, we frequently undertake
the investigation of some object, which is suspicious from a
hygienic point of view, for the presence of typhoid bacilli, of
anthrax bacilli, &c., and we can only hope for a result because
we search in all cases for an organism of definite and charac-
teristic form. If, however, Zopf's view is correct, and if these
bacilli often occur in a coccal form, investigations of this- .

•

kind must obviously be without result ; it is impossible to
recognise by the microscope organisms in the coccal form, and •

hence any extraneous innocent coccus might lead us to the
'

diagnosis of tuberculosis or typhoid fever just as well as the
supposed coccal form of these pathogenic bacilli. We should
also meet with great difficulties in isolating organisms by
cultivation if the colonies of, for example, the typhoid bacillus
could occasionally contain only coccus forms. We should
then find it very difficult to decide with regard to a group of
cocci whether thoy should be included in the genus s])irillum
or beggiatoa, or micrococcus, or bacterium, and also to what
species of these genera they belonged.
Complete proof of the accuracy of Zopf 's views has certainly Abscnco of

not been furnished with regard to the great majority of the JJ^-^oh sion fung. Our most skilled microscopists and bacteriolo- a^Sfility
J,'«ts have never as yet been able to demonstrate a trans- f '^''VCs

liypothcais.
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Sources of
error in the
proof.

Eefutation of
some state-

ments made
in support of
Zopf's
hypothesis.

formation of micrococci into bacilli or vice versa. The positive

observations -which furnish support to Zopf's views proceed
almost entirely from investigators who have not had a long
and special instruction and experience in bacteriological re-

search. These, however, are the investigators who are most
liable to fall into errorswhich lead to a mistaken assumption
of an alteration in form, and which are only avoidable by long
practice and particularly careful observations. In the first

place, it may easily happen that any roundish body which is

like a coccus maybe mistaken for a true coccus. Such a mis-
take is possible, for example, with spores and with involution

forms (see p. 175) ;
further, youngbacilli just formed by fission

show often only a very slight excess of the long diameter (see

p. 173); bacilli standing upright and seen in transverse

section resemble cocci
;
by the use of staining materials—

a

method to which we owe the most beautiful facts, but which
in unskilled hands is a dangerous means and often leads to

mistakes—a coccus form may be produced by staining very

old bacilli which no longer take up the colouring matter in

their whole extent, or by heating too strongly, or by employ-
ing differentiating materials for too long a time, so that again
only a partial staining results. In investigating cultivations

also, the possibilitj^ of contamination from without is never
absolutely excluded, and abnormal forms must always in the
first place be closely tested on the suspicion that they maj'be
derived from contamination with other fungi; it is only
when we repeatedly obtain similar results after employing
all precautions for maintaining pure cultivations that we can
conclude that all the forms observed have arisen from one
and the same species.

These numerous sources of error certainly justify us in

exercising a certain reserve with regard to the statements as

to an extensive alteration in form of the bacteria. Many of

these statements have already been shown to be undoubtedly
erroneous ; thus Kurth has, in the case of the bacterium
Zopfii which is according to Zopf a striking example of the

great mutability of form of the fission fungi, seen, according

to his own description, spores, but not cocci, originating from
the bacilli; for these "cocci" did not multiply by fission, but
grew directly to rods in fresh nutritive solutions, and were less

sensitive to external influences than the rods. In like manner
the bodies which Hauser of late saw arising from bacilli, and
which ho erroneously termed cocci, do not produce new cocci

by fission ; while the spirulina of the same author represent

simple bending and irregular intertwining of threads such
as occurs in every long flexible thread. To mention another

example, we mn.y refer to de Bary's bacillus megaterium,
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which is said to occur in coccus forms; this form was

observed " when the cultivations were rendered impure by the

presence of other small bacteria, the species under discussion

retaining, however, the iipper hand; the torula-like chain

form can then by purer cultivation be again transformed

into that of the smooth rods." Undoubtedly such a trans-

formation in very impure cultivations is not free from objec-

tion.—Thus a number of apparent proofs of the mutability of Constancy of

form of the fission fungi have been refuted or recognised as un-
l°.g^^^^^^.^^^^y

certain, while on the other hand we convince ourselves daity of the

how extraordinarily constant the most various saprophytic hacteria.

and pathogenic species of bacteria are when full attention is

paid to all the sources of error. On the ground of these ex-

tensive and daily observations one may now with justice assert

that variation in form does not occur to any large extent in

the majority of the bacteria; that on the contrary most
bacteria pass through only the limited cycle of forms which
are easily observed and permit a diagnosis of the individual
varieties. Should, however, new and unobjectionable investi-

gations demonstrate an extensive mutability of form in one
or other species, these species must then be classed with the
fungi included in the last division of this provisional classi-

fication
; we would, however, be compelled to regard such a Express

state of matters rather as the exception than the rule, and
the°^ssibfr°^would not be warranted in deducing a law applicable to all orexceptionb\

other bacteria from such exceptional cases, seeing that mani-
fold investigations have always proved the contrary.

I. MICEOCOCCI.

(For characteristics, see p. 171.)

A. MicBococci Pathogenic in Man.

Staphylococcus pyogenes aureus.

First observed by Ogston ; cultivated by Kosenbach,
later by Krause and Passet. Small isodiametric cells

about 0-87 /i in diameter (Passet). Often grouped as
diplococci, at times in 4's, and also in short chains of 3
or 4 individuals, generally, however, in larger irregular
masses. Retains the aniline stain after treatment with
Oram's fluid (iodine and iodide of potassium solution
and alcohol).—Grows on gelatine plates,* and forms in

* Whoro wo speak of nutriont jolly in the following pages wo always
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StinV" ^^y^ temperature of the room punctiform
plates. colonies, which under a low power of the microscope^

present the appearance of light brown circular balls,

(lark in the centre and with smooth borders. On the'

second or third day the colonies have generally increased

to such an extent that they reach the surface of the
gelatine

; they then assume a characteristic appearance,

presenting a yellow colour from this time forward, and
also slowly liquefying the gelatine in their neighbour-
hood. The liquefaction becomes evident by the occur-

rence of a very shallow depression around the colony which
is marked olF from the rest of the gelatine by a sharp
border. With suitable illumination a number of abso-

lutely circular depressions, 5—10 mm. in diameter, are

seen on such a plate, and in the centre lie the yellow

colonies of at the most 1 mm. in diameter. At a later

period the liquefaction extends further, the individual

liquefying centres coalesce, and the colonies break up
into fragments.—The puncture in nutrient jelly shows at

first a white confluent layer along the track of the

needle; liquefaction quickly occurs, beginning at the

surface, and soon, as a rule, occupying the whole tube

up to the glass ; after a few days the yellow coloration

appears, and increases somewhat in intensity up to the

eighth day. The whole contents of the test-tube ulti-

mately become liquid, and at the bottom lies the golden

yellow mass of the deposited colonies.

If agar-agar is employed as the solidifying material

media""*"*'^" instead of gelatine, no ' liquefaction occurs, and the

growth of the colonies on the plates can be watched for

a long time, but the very characteristic appearance due

to the slow liquefaction of the gelatine is absent. In

strokes and punctures the agar cultivations have the

appearance of whitish masses, which after a few days

present at the surface a golden yellow colour. The

In puncture
cultiTations

Growth on
other

n

media.

refer to the mistwro containing 5—8 per cent, of gelatine described in

detail in the chapter on the methods ; it is only in such a mixture that

the characters of growth of tlie various bacteria present the appear-

ances described here. Further, a temperature of 20°—22° C. is generally

employed for gelatine cultivations.
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staphylococcus grows on potatoes in the form at first of

a bright yellow, and later of a thick soft golden yellow

layer.—When inoculated into milk, coagulation occurs

after one to eight days in consequence of the production

of one or several acids, among which lactic acid has the

preponderance. A peculiar sour smell also becomes
evident after some time in the cultivations on potatoes

or agar.

The yellow colouring matter is only formed where Products of

the colony is in contact with free air ; under a layer of

oil the cultivations remain white. It is probable from
the peculiar and energetic action of the fungus on the
living tissue of warm-blooded animals that poisonous
irritating materials are produced, and hence it would be
very desirable to obtain a more accurate knowledge of
the products of their growth. Brieger has recently
(Weitere Untersuchungen iiber Ptomaine, p. 73) iso-

lated an organic base from staphylococcus which had
been grown in meat infusion. This base does not appear
to be identical with any of the ptomaines as yet known,
and thus seems to be a specific product of the growth of
the staphylococcus.; it did not however prove to be
poisonous to the animals experimented on.

The staphylococcus is remarkable on account of its
relatively gi-eat resisting power to external agents ; the
cultivations in gelatine or agar are active after more
than a year.

The action of the staphylococcus on animals varies Action
greatly according to the mode of application. Subcu-
taneous inoculation is without result in mice, guinea-
pigs, and rabbits; when inoculated on the cornea of
rabbits a small greyish white infiltration occurs, accom-
panied by inflammation which subsides on the fourth day.
Mtev subcutaneous injection the pyogenic properties of
the fungus become evident. It is only in mice, and after
the injection of relatively large quantities, that death
occurs early; in guinea-pigs and rabbits, on the other ^
iiand, an abscess forms in the first instance, and this
can either heal and the animal recover, or a general
infection may ultimately occur. Intraperitoneal and

on
,1s.
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Intravenous injections usually kill the animals after from
two to nine days. On post-mortem examination the

most characteristic alterations are found in the kidneys,

which present the appearance of a septic emholie
nephritis ; whitish yellow masses from the size of pin

points up to that of peas are present, and at times large

wedges which infiltrate the Iddney hke pyramids. Many
capillaries are completely hlocked with thrombi consist-

ing of cocci, as are also the smaller arteries in the cortex

as well as a few straight tubules. Further, purulent

metastases often occur in joints, in the muscles, and,

where fractures have been recently made, in the medulla
of the injured bones

; frequently, however, the latter

situation escapes, although recent fractures are present.

Small quantities of the fungus are at times without

effect, even when injected into the veins ; nevertheless

in these cases also deposits appear to form in the kidneys,

but remain limited and heal.

Eenal The deposits in the kidneys do not arise as the result
deposits. Qf lY^Q excretion of the staphylococcus by the kidneys,

nor does the localisation occur here in connection with

any protective excretion; on the contrary, it has been

demonstrated by the experiments of Wysokowitsch*

that not a single coccus appears in the urine during

the first six hours after the injection of large quantities

of staphylococcus, and that when cocci can be cultivated

from the urine deposits are always demonstrable in the

jSTophysio- Iddneys. The cocci introduced into the blood arc

tion through deposited in various organs, especially in the spleen, in

theunne.
^j^g medulla of bone, &c., and they either soon die or

remain for a long time capable of development.

Occurrence in Staphylococcus occurs very frequently in man ; it is the

most common pyogenic organism. The experiments of

Kosenbach and Passet, repeated recently with great care,

have shown that materials mechanically and chemically

— irritating (turpentine and mercurjO can only excite sup-

puration in extremely exceptional cases, when micro-

organisms are not present at the same time. In almost

all the cases of suppuration which come under observa-

* Gottingor hygifen. Institut.

man.
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Fig. 43.—Pus containing
staphylococcus X 800.

tion in practice bacteria are the causal agents, and some

forms of suppuration are more especially caused by

staphylococcus aureus. This organism causes rapid

suppurative destruction of the

tissue, and it excites suppura-

tive phlegmons which spread

more in the tissue than in the

lymphatic vessels. Hence it

is found more especially in

acute abscesses, in empyema,

and in boils
;
fm-ther, in acute

osteomyelitis, although the

above mentioned experiments

in animals have not demon-
strated with absolute certainty the causal role of this

fungus in that disease. Lastly, it occurs at times in

some severe diseases, accompanied by metastases, in

pyaemia, and in ulcerative endocarditis. Accordino- to

the pomt of entrance of the fungus into the body, and
according to the numbers which enter, affections of very
different severity may follow. That in reality the staphy-
lococcus cultivated from pus from osteomyelitis is also
the exciting cause of furuncular inflammation has been
proved recently by an experiment made by Garre on
himself, where a culture of staphylococcus, originating
i'rom the pus from osteomyelitis, was rubbed into the com-
pletely intact skin of the arm, and where the organisms
penetrating through canals of the cutaneous glands,
set up furuncles over a large extent of the surface.

Staphylococcus pyogenes alhus.

Found frequently by Rosenbach in pus along with
staphyl. aureus. Corresponds in microscopical appear-
ance, in the characters of its cultivations, and in its
relation to animals, with staphyl. aureus, the only
difference being that its colonies remain white even
after a long time

; in old gelatine cultivations a svhite
deposit is seen at the bottom of the liquefied mass.
According to Passet, staphyl. albus occurs more fro-
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quently in man than aureus ;
according to Rosenbacli, on

the contrary, less frequently, and usually mixed with

aureus. In many animals (rabbits) the staphyl. albus

seems to be decidedly the most frequent.

Staphylococcus pyogenes citreus.

Found by Passet in a few cases (in 10 per cent, of the

cases) in the pus of acute abscesses. Differs from the

foregoing only in the bright citron yellow colour of its

cultivations, the difference as contrasted with the dark

yellow orange-coloured pigmentation of staphyl. aureus

being distinctly evident, especially in old cultivations.

Micrococcus of the " Clou, cle Biskra."

By the tei-m " Clou cle Biskra, or Boutoii d'Alep,''

is meaut an endemic disease occui'ving in Aleppo, Bagdad,

Biskra, and Tunis, characterised by tubercular swellings

on the face and extremities, which develop in the course of

a year, burst, and finally cicatrise. Duclaux has found

micrococci in the blood of these patients, which were less

than 1
fj.

in diameter, occur in the form of diplococci or

zooglsea (thvis belonging to the staphylococci), and can be

cultivated in neutralised veal infusion. Twenty drops of

the cultivation iujected subcutaneously into rabbits excite

extensive gangrene, but the animals ultimately recover.

Large doses injected into the blood of rabbits kill them

within 16 hours, and on post-mortem examination peri-

carditis, pleuritis, hajmorrhagic infarcts in the lungs, &c., are

found. After the intravenous injection of small doses, a

chronic disease, which gradually gets well, begins after an in-

cubation period of 10 days ; this disease is characterised by the

occurrence of numerous small ulcerating nodules distributed

over the skin of the whole body, and recalling exactly the

disease in man. A confirmation of this observation by the

investigation of other cases of Clou do Biskra must he

awaited.

Duclaux has made a striking observation with regard to

the cultivations of those micrococci. Old cultivations gi-a-

dually lose their virulence, so that after standing for two

months the cultivations were inactive, even in large doses.

But if fresh infusion was inoculated from these old inactive

cultivations, the new cultivation was as virulent in the first

few days as the former young cultivations, and according to

the dose employed it set up the whole .series of morbid symp-
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toms closcribed above. As, however, the experiments -vvero

made only with tluid media there is no absolute cortaLaty

that in these experiments impurities in the cultivations did
not lead to mistakes.

Micrococcus pyogenes tenuis.

Found by Eosenbacli in a few instances (in 10 per cent,

of the cases examined) as the only micro-organism pre-

sent in the pus of unopened abscesses. Irregular cocci,,

somewhat larger than staphylococci, showing in con-

trast to the latter, but little tendency to the formation
of masses. Two dark poles with clear intermediate

substance are frequently observed in the micrococci ; the
cultivations on agar have the appearance of thin deposits
spreading out from the line of inoculation, almost as
clear as glass; in puncture cultivations a somewhat
thick and slightly opaque layer is formed. No experi-
ments on animals have as yet been made.

Streptococcus pyogenes.

Fii-st recognised by Ogston from its microscopical Pyogenic

appearance
; cultivated from pus by Eosenbach, then by

^*''^p*°°°°°"s-

Krause and Passet.—Spherical cocci, about 1 ji in dia-
meter, larger than the staphylococci. Eetaiu the stain
in Gram's method. What is very characteristic, and the
origin of the name of this species, is the tendency of the
cocci to divide continuously in the same direction and to
form chains of 4, 5, or even 10, or

more cocci; these chains are fre-

quently united in delicate loops to

form larger heaps. Besides the chain
form, the fungus often appears as a
diplococcus. At times one or other
cell in a chain is larger than the rest

;

it is not certain whether this indi- 'W'r >-^ ^l^W
cates the formation of arthrospores.— r.- ,, „
<Tiv,„ . ,

I'lR'- 41..—Pus contain-
J-ne Streptococcus grows on gelatme ing streptococcus Growth on
plates in the form of very small punc- ^ gelatine

tiform colonies which spread out on the surface as very
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In piuictm-o
cultivations.

In stroke
cultivations.

Effect on
animals.

small, slightly prominent transparent drops, about J mm.
in diameter. Even after several days there is no

extension of these colonies and no liquefaction of the

gelatine. Under a low power the youngest colonies

present the appearance of round, seldom oval, yellow

spots, with regular contours and finely granular surface.

Later they become somewhat darker, almost brown,

and the border is here and there interrupted by pro-

jecting chains of cocci, which either terminate in a

free end, or form loops ; the growth is somewhat more

marked on agar plates, the colonies are rather broader

and opaque.—Along the track of the puncture in

gelatine a delicate layer appears, which consists, either

entirely or in part, of isolated colonies ; these are of a

faintly whitish appearance, almost transparent, very small;

only a few attain the size of a pin's head. In stroke culti-

vations the streptococcus seldom forms continuous lines,

it usually occurs in discrete centres ; on agar the growth

is thickest in the middle, and becomes gradually thinner

in a terrace-like form towards the periphery ; at the peri -

phery punctiform masses of the organisms can be seenhere

and there.—On solidified blood serum the growth is similar

to that on agar; it does not seem to grow on potatoes.

In mice in the majority of cases (about 80 per cent.)

no effect follows the subcutaneous inoculation of small

quantities; at times slight suppuration occurs at the

point of inoculation, at times the animals die without

the presence of any marked pathological change or of

micro-organisms in any of the organs. If rabbits are

inoculated on the ears marked redness and swelling

occurs on the following day, but disappears on the

second or third days; subcutaneous and even intra-

venous injection of considerable numbers of the strepto-

cocci cause as a rule no apparent effect in healthy rabbits.

It is only when the animals are artificially weakened, as

for example by the injection of toxic substances, that death

occurs from marked growth of the micrococci; the animals

also died after 2—5 days from extensive endocarditis, with

numerous deposits of streptococci, if the aortic valves

had been injured before the injection (Wysokowitsch).
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Streptococcus pyogenes is frequently found in pus Occm-reucc in

from man (in 40—GO per cent, of the kinds of pus
examined)

. It occurs by preference in the inflammations
which have their chief seat in the lymph tracks ; it does
not as a rule cause such rapid suppuration and de-
struction of the tissue as the staphylococcus, but it can
penetrate further into the tissue and infiltrate it before
suppuration and destruction occurs. Also in severe
affections, in spreading gangrene, in several cases of
pyremia, cultivations from the pus have yielded only the
strept. pyogenes (compare the following streptococci).

Streptococcus erysipelatosus.

Proved by Fehleisen by cultivation and re-inoculation streptococcus
on man to be the causal exciting agent of erysipelas ; °^ erysipelas,

the streptococci had already been demonstrated micro-
scopically by other observers. It can scarcely be dis-
tmguished from the preceding either microscopically (also
by Gram's method) or by its behaviour in cultivations.
It is only in the case of the stroke cultivations that Growth in
a noticeable difference at times occurs in so far that

<'"it>'^a'tio»s.

the colonies have a

somewhat greater ten-
^"^^ ^'"' -'^

dency to run together,

appear more whitish

and opaque, and show
at the periphery nu-

merous out - growths
which consist of pro-

jecting chains, and give

to the cultivation the

appearance of a fern

leaf. Nevertheless
these characteristics

are not sufiiciently

constant to furnish a

trustworthy point of

distinction between the two cultivations.

Experiments on animals show a slight difference

Fig. 45.—Erysipelas cocci X 700.
Section through a lymphatic vessel of

the skin.
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Action on between the two forms of streptococci. Subcutaneous

inoculations in mice are always without effect, the

wounds almost always healing without suppuration. In

rabbits inoculation on the cornea sets up keratitis, as in

the case of streptococcus pyogenes ; inoculations on the

ear cause in the majority of cases an erysipelas which is

recognised by redness and elevation of temperature of

the ear ; it appears later, and is not accompanied by such

intense redness as is the case with the inflammation due

to the streptococcus pyogenes. A sharply limited red-

ness appears in the neighbourhood of the point of inocu-

lation within 3G to 48 hours ; and this extends in the

direction of the veins as far as the root of the ear. In

sections of the affected ear the lymphatic vessels are

filled with micrococci in numerous places. The animals

recover completely after a few days ; intravenous injec-

tions of large quantities of the organisms are also borne

without bad effect.

Occurrence in 'While thus only very slight differences can be made

out between these two streptococci as the result of

cultivations and of experiments on animals, they

apparently differ to a marked degree in their action on

man. Strept. pyogenes is present in about the half of

all kinds of suppuration, while the streptococci of ery-

sipelas only occur in this relatively rare contagious

disease, and are able to set up this disease in healthy

Cultivation of people. They can be best obtained, according to

the cocci from j^ghleisen, from erysipelas in man, by excising a small

piece of skin from the sharply defined border of an

erysipelas marginatum (not from the earlier affected parts,

in which, as a rule, no living cocci can be found), and

introducing it into a tube containing nutrient jelly
;
the

tube is then kept for two hours at about 40° C, so that

the gelatine becomes liquid, and comes into intimate

contact with the piece of skin ; it is then kept at 20° C,

or better, the contents of the tube are poured out on a

glass plate in the usual manner. After two or three days,

numerous punctiform colonies can usually be found in

the neighbourhood of the piece of skin.

Fehleisen has inoculated these cultivations onman after
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n number (17 aucl more) of successive cultivations on new Artificial

nutrient jelly, and in these cases typical erysipelas has of°th?*'°"
resulted. The experiments were carried out on patients cultivations

who were suffering from malignant tumours, which
"'^

could not be operated on (lupus, carcinoma, sarcoma),
and this was done because former experience has shown
that these tumours often improve in a remarkable
manner, or entirely disappear after recovery from an
accidental attack of erysipelas. Such an "erysipele
salutaire" has several times during the last few years been
induced by inoculation of pure cultivations, and often
with good therapeutical results. The incubation periodm the cases observed by Fehleisen extended from 15 to
61 hours

;
the disease always commenced with an initial

rigor, elevation of temperature, and disturbance of the
general health. Individuals who had suffered from an
attack of erysipelas a short time (up to some months)
before the inoculation proved to be immune.

Streptococcus pyogenes malignus.

Cultivated by the author from necrotic masses in aWmic spleen. Not distinguishable microscopic alllom the streptococci previously described, the cultiva-
tions are also very similar in appearance

; the colonieson gelatine plates and in puncture cultivations appeasomewhat smaller and grow more slowly, so that theyInot begin to be visible till after about 48 hours The

C the !tl
f^-o^^ those attainedby the other streptococci; mice inoculated subontaneously with small quantities of the cultivation ^

13
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quantities. Rabbits, after inoculation on the ear, show
at first almost the same appearances as after inoculation

with Strept. pyog. and with Strept. erysip. ; but after

two or three days a general infection occurs, and death

follows on the fourth day ; the post-mortem appearances

are similar to those found in mice ; some of the joints

are also fi-equently affected, and filled with pus contain-

ing numerous cocci. It is probable that the Strept.

pyog. described by Krause, and which differed in its

malignant effects on animals from the coccus isolated

by Eosenbach and Passet, is identical with this organism.

Streptococcus artmdorum.

Loefiler has observed chain-forming micrococci on and

in the diseased mucous membrane in various forms of

diphtheria ; these organisms probably do not bear any

causal relation to the diphtheria itself, but appear to be

accidental accompaniments which may give rise to

secondary complications either local or general. If

these cocci are cultivated on nutrient jelly, small light

greyish drops, as clear as water, are noticed in about

three days, their borders showing with a low power small

curly lines composed of chains of cocci. The chains

may contain up to 100 individuals, some of which attract

attention by their size, and at times the whole of the

chain consists only of these large cocci ; on closer ex-

amination indications of transverse division can be seen

in these organisms.—On subcutaneous inoculation or

injection of the cultivations into mice a considerable

number, more than half, of the animals usually die

;

streptococci are found in the spleen and in other organs.

After inoculation on the ear an erysipelatoid inflamma-

tion occurs in the case of rabbits; if, however, cultivations

are injected into the veins, affections of the joints occur

in 4—6 days, the joints becoming filled with pus con-

taining streptococci, and the disease in most cases

gradually ending in the death of the animals. Similar

joint affections occur in connection with the streptococci

already described, but here only as part of a general
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iufecfcion ranning a rapid course. Further, after injection

of erysipelas cultivations Loeffler obtained joint affections

in two cases, but the author was unable to confirm this

result in a larger number of experiments.

Heubner and Bahrdt have recently found similar

streptococci in the pus in a fatal case of scarlatina, accom-

panied by suppuration of joints. They were able to show

that the cocci entered the jugular vein through a purulent

canal extending from the original diphtheritic affection

of the tonsil, and then, just as in Loeffler's experiments,

set up the suppm-ative inflammations of the joints.*

Streptococais septiciis.

Although this organism has not as yet been observed

in man it may be mentioned here, because in its whole

behaviour it shows a great resemblance with the other

streptococci.— Strept. sept, was repeatedly found by

Nicolaier, and afterwards by Guarneri, in impui-e earth.t

It cannot be distinguished microscopically from the other

streptococci, but it has not such a marked tendency to

form chains under all circumstances ; it occurs especially

in the tissues, and usually in the form of diplococci.

Where, however, masses are present, which are com-

posed of larger balls of the organisms, the chain-like

arrangement becomes distinctly marked, especially at

the borders, and it is also well developed in cultivations

in hanging drops, on plates, &c.—The colonies on gela-

tine grow even more slowly than those of the other

streptococci—not till after 3 or 4 days do they become-

evident as fine points ; in puncture cultivations alsO'

distinct colonies are first seen on the 5th or 6th day.

Mice die without exception in 48—72 hours after sub-

cutaneous inoculation of minimal quantities of a cultiva-

tion. During the last 24 hours a distinct motor and
sensory paralysis of the hinder extremities is present.

On post-mortem examination large numbers of diplo-

cocci are found in the blood and organs, at times in large

masses, which completely fill the vessels. Inoculations
* Berl. klin. Woch., 1884, No. 44.

t Qottinger hygien. Institnt.
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on other mice succeed with the minutest quantities of

blood or splenic juice. In rabbits after inoculation on

the ear there occurs in the first instance a local redness,

then a general disease, and death after 2 or 3 days.

In the internal organs a marked accumulation of micro-

cocci is found everywhere, at times leading to plugging

of the vessels and the formation of necrotic foci. This

tendency to the formation of foci leads in the case of

rabbits to transmission of the coccus to the foetus, as

shown by Oberdiek ;
* nevertheless in the latter there

are always markedly fewer micrococci, because the lesion

of the placental tissue evidently occurs only towards the

termination of the life of the mother.

(Jomparison
and distinc-

tion of the
various
streptococci.

In connection with the species of streptococci just

described we meet with the striking fact that five

organisms, scarcely distinguishable from each other

microscopically or by cultivation, are so markedly different

in their action on man and the lower animals. The

resemblances on the one hand, and the differences in

pathogenic effect on the other, have been accurately

ascertained by Guarneri in a special series of experi-

ments in which particular attention was paid to any

-possible deception or confusion. More, especially any

possible immunity of the animals as the cause of the

inefficiency of the pyogenic and erysipelas streptococci

was excluded, because the same animals which had

resisted one or several inoculations with the Strept.

pyog. without effect, at once died from inoculation with

Strept. pyog. malign us.

From this result we may assume that streptococci of

very different virulence occur in the various infective

diseases of wounds in man, and that the symptoms and

the result of the disease caused by streptococci are due

not only to the mode of invasion, or the functions of the

organs attacked, but also to the specidc characters of

the organism. In order to recognise the latter it is

» Gottingjr hygien. Institwt.
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evident from what has gone hefore that the character-

istics observable by the microscope or by cultivation are

not sufficient, but that experiments on animals must

also be made, and in many cases even these are not

sufficient for a diagnosis.

Til a series of diseases in mail streptococci have been found,

but we have not been able to decide whether we have to do

with specific organisms peculiar to the disease in question,

or with one of the forms of streptococci previously mentioned.

Thus in

—

Endocarditis idcerosa.—The masses of micrococci

found in the vessels show for the most part a chain-like

arrangement of the cocci ; nevertheless staphylococci

may present similar appearances in the tissues, and in

one cultivation experiment with the micrococci of endo-

carditis only staphylococci grew (Wysokowitsch). Accord-

Fig'. 46.—Endocarditis ulcero!?a X 700.

Section from the cardiac muscle. (After a photogi-aph by Koch.)

iiig to the author's experiments referred to above, it is

at all events unnecessary to assume the existence of a

specific organism in order to explain the Origin of an

endocarditis. Further, in many cases of pyaamia and

pya^mic metastasis, also in puerperal metritis as well

as in cerebrospinal meningitis, streptococci have been
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demonstrated microscopically, and have been assumed to

be the causal agents of the disease (Lit., pp. 15 and 35).

Micrococcui gonorrhoea.

Gonorrhoea Observed by Neisserin 1879 in gonorrlioeal secretions,
coccus. 1 1 X J 1and later termed gonococcus ; cocci which almost

P^i^^arrtilr^
always occur in the form of diplococci. The elongated

body of the diplococcus in stained specimens shows in

the middle a clear line (best seen in preparations stained

with fuchsin), which with the highest powers appears

as a distinct partition ; this line divides the coccus

into two halves, and gives it the roll (biscuit) form. As
a rule the two halves are not true half circles ; at

times a. slight concavity is present on the opposed and

flattened surfaces of the hemispheres. Cocci not under-

going division are only exceptionally seen. The average

length of the diijlococeus

is about 1"25 /x. ; its long

diameter varies between 0*8

and 1*6 /x., its transverse

diameter between 0"6 and

0'8 }x.—The cocci in the

Fig. 47.—Micrococcus of gonorrlioea gonorrhoBal secretiou lie

X 800. (After Bumm.) i • a • ,i n
chiefly on or m the pus cells

ft, free COCCI.

b, cocci in pus cells. in Small irregular heaps.
c, epithelial cell containing cocci, rm j. • i i

' ^ ^ They are not in contact

with the cell nuclei, but that they really lie in the proto-

plasm of the cells appears certain from the fact that in

carefully prepared specimens they do not extend beyond

the margin of the protoplasm ; a similar inclusion in the

protoplasm is not observed in the case of the other non-

specific micrococci, which are also often present in

considerable numbers in gonorrhoeal secretion. The

number of cells containing cocci is greatest not so much

in the early period after infection, so long as the

secretion still remains serous, as in the later suppurative

stage of the gonorrhoea.—The cocci become decolourised

in Gram's method.

Cultivation In Cultivation experiments with the gonorj-hoeal cocci,

experiments.
^Yiq saprophytic organisms present in the secretion have
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often led to mistakes. By the elaborate researches of

Bumm it seems to be definitely ascertained that no

growth of the specific cocci occurs on nutrient jelly or

on the other ordinary nutritive substrata, or at the

temperature of the room. Positive results under these

circumstances have always been due to saprophytes

morphologically very similar to the gonorrho3al cocci.

According to Leistikow and Loeflfler blood serum

gelatine is a very suitable soil for the gonoi-rhceal cocci ;

according to Krause and Bumm solidified blood serum

is the best. Bumm obtained the best cultivations with

moderately firm blood serum, the surface of which was

protected from drying by placing the tubes in a moist

chamber, and at about 32° C. If he inoculated the

secretion containing cocci on such blood serum, a fine

layer spread over the surface from several spots along

the inoculation stroke ; this layer attained a breadth of

1—2 mm,, ultimately presented the appearance of a

very thin greyish yellow layer with moist smooth sur-

face, and then ceased to grow, and was found to consist

of closely packed masses of cocci. Further cultivations

can be carried on through several generations when the

reinoculations are made as early as possible. The

growth is always very imperfect ; the line of inoculation

increases in breadth by scarcely 1 mm. in the course of

a day, and the organisms frequently die without any

apparent reason.

Animals have proved completely immune to the inoculation on

gouorrhceal cocci. In dogs, rabbits, horses, monkeys,

&c., neither the fresh secretion, nor cultivations inocu-

lated on the conjunctival or urethral mucous membrane
have caused inflammation. On the other hand, the On man.

attempt has been made in two cases by inoculation of

cultivations on healthy human beings to demonstrate

the etiological rdle of the cocci in gonorrhcxja. In
the first case Bockhart introduced a largo quantity

of a cultivation in peptonised nutrient jelly into the

urethra of a lunatic who died some time afterwards from
an accidentally acquired pneumonia

;
during life ty])icul

gonorrhoea had developed, the secretion being full of
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cocci, and in the sections through the urethral mucous

membrane numerous cells filled with cocci were found.

This case is not quite free from objection, because later

experiments have shown that no growth of the cocci

occurs on nutrient gelatine ;
perhaps, therefore, the

positive result was obtained by cocci which had not

grown in the cultivation but had been carried over

in the inoculations, and had remained alive; this is

not at all improbable, because large quantities were

employed in the inoculation from the pus, and in

the subsequent reinoculations, and also because the

fourth generation was employed for the infection ex-

periment. A second inoculation experiment was made

by Bumm on the healthy urethral mucous membrane

of a woman, and in like manner with a positive

result ; the second generation of a cultivation on blood

serum was employed. Here also, in spite of the

fact that pus cells could not be found in the cultiva-

tion on microscopical examination, the objection is

possible that perhaps cocci were carried over from the

secretion, especially as the first inoculation on the

artificial soil was always made with relatively large

quantities.*

Occim-ence of The Occurrence of the gonorrhoea coccus is, according

iotc^ur"^"''' to the opinion of all trustworthy observers who are ac-

quainted with the saprophytic forms similar to the gono-

coccus, limited to gonorrhceal affections of the urethra

or bladder, of the cervix uteri, &c., and to the specific

blennorrhoea of the conjunctiva. The characteristic

cocci were also found in the purulent efi"usion into a

knee joint in a case of gonorrhoeal inflammation of the

joint (Petrone and Kammerer).

Micrococcus mhfiavus.

(Yellowish-white diplococcus of Bumm.)

Similar to the foregoing, frequently observed in the
Micrococcus . , ,

• i i i ^
similar to the lochia and in vagmal secretions, and perhaps also

coccus!^*^* * Bumm has since obtained a successful result by inoculation of a

twentieth cultivation.
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pathogenic for man. A diplococcus 0*5—1*5 /x. in

diameter ; it shows a central division, and is composed

of two hemispheres like the gonococcus ; in contrast to

that organism M. suhflavus retains the aniline dye after

treatment with Gram's iodine solution. Twenty-four

hours after inoculation on nutrient jelly whitish points

develop and grow to whitish-grey, later yellowish, and

finally ochre-coloured confluent masses ; after a few

days nutrient jelly and blood serum become liquid in

the neighbourhood of the cultivation.—Inoculation ex-

periments on various mucous membranes susceptible to

the gonorrhoeal contagium was without result. On the

other hand, according to Bumm, an abscess, varying from
the size of a pigeon's egg to that of a man's fist, and con-

taining numerous diplococci, follows the injection of these

bacteria into the subcutaneous cellular tissue in man.
Besides the lochia this organism was also found in

the urine in some cases of catarrh of the bladder and
also in the contents of the hnllse in pemphigus neonat.,

and in the pus of a mammary abscess. Further,
Friinkel has found the same diplococcus, along with
another coccus to be mentioned under the saprophytes,
in the vaginal secretion in a large number of children
suffering from colpitis, but not infected with gonorrhoea.

Micrococci in Zoonotic Finger Erysipeloid.

Cocci were found by Kosenbach* in a mild disease of
the skin, not associated with general disturbance, which
is characterised by a bluish brown red, sharply defined
infiltration of the skin of some fingers and of the hand
very similar to erysipelas. These organisms formed,
when inoculated on agar, very delicate and elegant
colonies which were scarcely visible without magnifica-
tion. Inoculation of the cultivations on the upper arm
of a healthy man reproduced the affection.

Corduat has studied 127 cases of the same disease.

-lo!/^'^''"'""'^"""'"^'' Wundinfeclionskrankheilen. Wiesbaden,
1884, p. 117.

t Deutsche medicin. Wochenschrifl, 1885, No. 33.
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The individuals chiefly alTected were those who had to

do with animals and animal tissues, such as tanners

butchers, &c. Cordua was able to cultivate cocci from
the affected portions of skin, and they formed in 21—3G
hours on agar at 36° C. luxuriant chalk-white colonies,

with slightly facetted margins. Inoculations on animals

w^ere without result, but here, also, he was successful in

setting up the affection on his own arm from a cultiva-

tion. Probably Rosenbach and Cordua have been dealing

with cultivations of the same organism which presented

different appearances only in consequence of differences

in the nutritive Substrata. Further investigations must
be av/aited.

Imperfectly Micrococci have also been described as causal exciting

geni^ m'lcro-^" ^^S^^ts in numerous other diseases in man, but they have
cocci. been demonstrated either by microscopical investigation

alone, or the infective and cultivation experiments are

not free from objection, and therefore further con-

firmation appears to be necessary. To these belong *

—

Variola.—Gohn, Weigert, Koch, and others, found

micrococci in the pustules and in various internal organs

in persons who died of smallpox. Cultivations have not

yet been made.

Vaccinia.—In the lymph in the vesicles micrococci

have been frequently observed ; cultivations of cocci

have also been repeatedly obtained from the lymph, but

all the micro-organisms as yet cultivated are evidently

only impurities for the most part of a saprophytic

character, as a vaccine pustule has never been produced

by inoculation of the cultivations. The recent cultiva-

tion experiments by Wolff do not seem to have given

a better result.

Scarlatina, Measles.—Micrococci found, but of no

importance (see Lit., p. 35).

Diphtheria.—In the former investigations by Klebs,

Oertel, and others, these authors evidently did not work

As to tlie Micrococcus pneumonise see under "bacilli."
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with specific organisms. As to Loeffler's streptococcus

see above (p. 194) ; as to bacilli in diphtheria see below.

Ccrehrospinal meningitis.—Leyden, and more recently

Leichtenstern, have found cocci in the purulent exudation

on the pia mater ; these were sometimes enclosed in

white blood cells, sometimes they lay outside them.

Influenza.—According to Seifert numerous micrococci

1*5—2 fi. in length and 1 p.. in breadth, are embedded

in the tenacious mucus composing the greyish-white

clumps present in the sputum and in the nasal

secretion at the height of the fever. They are mostly

arranged in long chains ; their numbers markedly

diminish as the number of cells in the secretion

increases. In control examinations of the secretion in

bronchitis, &c., the cocci were not found.

Ozmia.— Friinkel found various micrococci in the

secretion, Loewenberg chiefly only one kind. The
cultivation and infection experiments do not sufficiently

establish their significance.

Cocci have been demonstrated in Hcemophilia neona-

toriiim, and in acute yellow atrophy of tlie liver.

In yellow fever Domingos Freire has found a micro-

organism which he terms Cryptococcus xanthogenicus
and which he regards as the cause of that disease ; the

observation, however, is evidently based on gross errors.

Cornil and Babes recently found in one case that the
capillaries of various organs contained long chains of

diplococci, but they could not find these organisms in

five cases investigated subsequently. As to bacilli in
yellow fever see below.

In trachoma of the conjunctiva Sattler has found cocci
in the secretion and in the trachoma nodules ; he was
able to cultivate these organisms on nutrient jelly, and
when inoculated on the normal conjunctiva they set up
vesicular-like granules M'ithout pathological secretion or
subjective symptoms. We must await repetition of
these experiments with more typical results before con-
cluding tbat these cocci are the causal agents.

In area C6'Z.si,Buchner,and later von Sehlen,have found
micrococci somewhat less than 1 ,u in diameter, and
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have cultivated them in nutrient jelly. Michelson has
however asserted that von Sehlen's case was not one of
true area Celsi (see Lit., p. 37).

Rindfleisch found numerous plugs of streptococci in

the cutaneous capillaries in a case of mycosis fungoides
or granuloma fungoides (spongy nodular out-growths
of the skin consisting of granulation tissue) ; these
organisms stain well with Gram's method. Auspitz
has also seen cocci in a similar case.

B. Micrococci Pathogenic in the Lower Animals.

Micrococci have been stated to be the cause of some
important infective diseases of domestic animals (mam-
malia), nevertheless the proofs as yet brought forward

are insuiiicient.

Rinderpest.—In Russia, and in some parts of Austria,

a widespread epidemic contagious disease exists among
cattle ; it is characterised by general prostration, in-

creased secretions, fluid, slimy, or bloody stools, and

quickly terminates in death. On post-mortem exami-

nation the appearances are those of an intense gastro-

enteritis with hypertrophy or ulceration of the solitary

follicles, and of Peyer's patches. Semmer asserts that

he has cultivated micrococci from the dead body, and

that he has caused the disease by inoculation of these

organisms. These investigations are however open to

the same objections as the other bacteriological work of

the same author.

Pleuropneumonia in cattle {ptripneumonie contagicuse

du gros hetail). An epidemic pleuropneumonia of cattle

which causes death in a fourth of the cases. Poels and

Nolen have isolated cocci from the pulmonary exudation

Avhich resemble Friedlaender's pneumonia bacteria mor-

phologically, and in their growth in cultivations. Cornil

and Babes found a mixture of various bacteria in the exu-

dation, as to the special etiological significance of which

nothing has as yet been settled. The fluid flowing from
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the cut hepatised lung has been frequently employed for

protective inoculations; it is injected subcutaneously
into the tail, and causes at the most a local affection, and
after this has passed off immunity is said to be attained.

Swine erj/sipelas (pig typhoid, &c.). Pasteur and
Thuillier have found micrococci in the blood and in the
exudations, and have ascribed to them a causal signifi-

cance. Loeffler and Schlitz, Lydtin and Schottelius
have, however, described bacilli as the true causal agents
of this disease (see later).

A number of well characterised pathogenic micrococci
have been observed in various of the animals ordinarily
employed for experiment. To these belong, besides the
above-mentioned staphylococcus, which can be inoculated
on lower animals with success, streptococcus malignus
and septicus.

Micrococcus tetragenus.

First described by Gaffky.* It is not uncommonly Micrococcus
found in human sputum, and is especially observed
in the sputum and in the walls of the cavities in cases of
pulmonary tuberculosis. Micrococci about 1 ^. or Microscopic
more m diameter, dividing into four individuals which ^PPearanee.

remain united by a gelatinous envelope. In cultivations
we find some large spherical cells undergoing division,
but the greatest number consist of cells in which the
division has been completed. The round gelatinous
envelope stains faintly, the microccoci strongly with
aniline dyes

; the colour is retained in Gram's method
;

the appearance recalls that of sarcina, but the division
in the third plane and the formation of many-celled

loims m 24—48 hours small white points which under
a low power present the appearance of circular or citron-
shaped yellow masses, with a granular, mulberry-like
surface, and regular, but somewhat rough, jacrcvcd

^^r^r3srtiSf^^ si ?rGaftky, „. Dr. Prahl, v. Langonbock's Arck.f. Our., voL" 28, HefU
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borders. When they have reached the surface they

form white raised thick drops on the gelatine 1—2 mm.
in diameter. In the inoculation puncture the colonies

Experiments
on animals.

Fig. 48.—Micrococciis tetragenus. Section of huig X 800.

become confluent, so that a thick white gelatinous mass

is formed along the line of puncture, and fills any

cracks or cavities in connection with it ; on the surface

a thick layer 4—5 mm. in breadth is formed.

The minutest quantity of the cultivation inoculated

subcutaneously into white mice causes in all cases a

fatal disease. The first 2 days

pass by without noticeable symp-

toms ; then the animals become

still and somnolent, and after

3—6daysdeathoccurs. Thecocci

are only present in the interior

of the blood vessels ; in the blood

of the heart they are relatively

few in number, they arc present

in larger numbers in the splenic

iuice and in sections of the lungs,

^lentrSrn'ol^ptrn in the glomeruli of the kidneys,

X 600. ^-^Q liyer, &c. Grey house

mice are almost without exception immune against M.
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teti-flgeuus; guiuea-pigs show either local abscesses

or septicfemia ; rabbits and dogs are unaffected by-

large quantities injected subcutaneously or into the
veins. Whether in man the presence of M. tetragenus in

the tuberculous lungs is accompanied by any secondary
injurious results must be ascertained by further investi-

gations. In the meantime M. tetragenus is of import-
ance to us as it is a micro-organism admirably adapted
for experiments on account of its morphological pecu-
liarities and of the ease with which it can be cultivated.

The following are imperfectly known : Streptococcus 0rganism of

perniciosus psittaconm. According to Eberth andji'/j.^"^
Wolff parrots imported into Europe die in large numbers
from a disease in which nodules are formed on the sur-
face of the lungs, spleen, kidneys, &c. Cocci of medium
size with a tendency to the formation of chains are found
in the vessels, in the nodules, and in the blood of the
heart.

Streptococcus Charrin.—Found by Charrin* in the Chan-ins
bodies of rabbits which had died of anthrax. Oval micro- ''P^¥'^'«
„„„ •

1 o J3- , . ,
Yciiiiiiuxu

consecutive
cocci i to A H-. m diameter, with a tendency to form charbon.

chains composed of as many as twenty cocci. They are
present in large numbers in the vessels of all the organs.
The micrococcus kills rabbits within eighteen to forty-
eight hours after subcutaneous inoculation. On post-
mortem examination we find great swelling of the spleen
and oedema at the seat of injection. Besides rabbits,
sparrows and cats are also susceptible, the latter, how-
ever, not always

; dogs and fowls are immune. This
septica3mia is termed " septicemie consecutive au char-
bon." It is probably identical with Koch's coccal sepsis
(p. 211).

^

Streptococcus hombijeis {Mikrozijma homhycis, Be- Silkworm
champ.) Oval cells at most 1-5 ^. in diameter, sin<^le or
united in pairs or chains of 4-8, or even longer straight
or curved chains; causes the lethargy {flacherie, fiacci- Lethargy
dezza, maladie de morts-hlancs) of the silkworms which
appeared about 16 years ago, and since then has broken
out with great violence from time to time.

* Soci^td do biologio, Sdance du 2 Aodt, 1884.
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The living animal shows diminished appetite, and becomes
languid ; soon aftei- death the bodies become soft and almost
fluid ; after 24—48 hours they present a dark colour, and
become filled with gases and blackish brown putrid fluid.

The disease appears to develop " spontaneously " under
unfavourable hygienic conditions—bad ventilation and food,

&c. ; it is also propagated by infection. The disease can be

set up in healthy animals by feeding them with dust from
afEected localities. In the digestive tube of the diseased and
dead animals, especially in the juice of the stomach, these

^ micrococci are constantly present iu

„aoo o large numbers, and other bacteria also

oooo appear shortly before death. Never-
° -octo theless there is no proof that all the

^ % morbid symptoms can be explained by
°

0 oD<'°"
the distribution of the micrococci in the

Fig. 50.-Micrococcus °^ minutest number of

bombycis (afterCohn) the isolated organisms can induce the
^ '^00. disease ; there is, therefore, a possibility

that other bacteria more difiicult to demonstrate are the true

exciting agents of the disease.

Pebrine Nosema homhycis {Micrococcv,s ovatus, Panhistophyton ovatum,

corpusc'ules clu ver a soiej, the cause of the 'peibrine (Gattine,

FleckenkranMieit, malaclie des corpuscules) of the silkworms

^ may be included here, although

from the size and form of the
^ ^ ae_ b organisms, as well as from the

^ 0 ^ ^ imperfect knowledge of their

^ ^ "o
^

d b
developmental history, we arc

Q ^ still doubtful as to their proper

Fig. Sl.-Nosema bombycis P^^ce. In the blood and in all

X 600. the organs of the diseased worms

n, Nosema cells. we find highlyrefracting oval cells,

6, urates which are usually 3_4 ^_ Jong. 2 /x. broad; for the

S'."\MtS dSxO most part isolated, at timesunited

in pairs or masses. They were

first discovered by Cornalia, and subsequently described by

Lebert, Nageli, and Pasteur. Recently Metsclmikoff has

supported the supposition formerly entertained, that the

exciting agents of pebrine belong to the psorospermeas.

Tl*e disease is characterised by the appearance of blackish

patches on the skin of the caterpillars. At the same time the

appetite diminishes and the worms become moro-slender and

watery ; the silk organ swells up in a garland form, becomes

opaque, and the diseased worms furnish no coccoons, or only

very weak ones
;

finally, they die after a short time. The

whole organs then appear to be infiltrated with the " micro-
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cocci"; the organisms are also found in the eggs of the butter-

flies, and by means of these infected eggs the hereditary

transmission and the continuance of the disease is provided

for; for otherwise, on account of the slight resisting power of

the micrococci, they would be in danger of disappearing.

Pasteur has demonstrated experimentally that the disease

may be transmitted by micrococci contained in the food, or

by their penetration through injured parts of the skin, and

that currents of air, handling by the breeder, &c., may lead to

the spread of the infective germs.—As prophylactic means

the plan introduced by Pasteur is now generally adopted

;

the butterflies which are laying eggs are separated in pairs,

and after copulation and the laying of the eggs, are examined

as to the presence of the characteristic "micrococci." If

the latter are found the eggs are destroyed, and not employed

for breeding.

To tills grolip also belong some infective wound dis- Koch's micro

eases in animals which were investigated as fully as mfective

possible by Koch by microscopical observation at a time
^jgg^jfes of th(

when no trustworthy methods of cultivation were known, lower animals

Micrococcvs ofProgressive Nec7'osis of tissue inMice.—
Eound cells, 0"5/x. in diameter,usually arranged in beautiful

and regular chains, at times , a

mi-'
massed together in thick

groups (fig. 52), causes ne-

crosis of the tissue ; as fai-

as the micrococci reach no

blood or connective tissue

cellsremain intact, and even

the cartilage cells are de-

stroyed. The gangrene ex- Fig. 52.—Micrococci of progressive

tends from the point of
^^ci^^^is tissue in mice. (After

inoculation, and soon causes «, colls of the cartilage of the car.

death (in about 3 days);
^^'^i'^ foxing micrococci,

the blood and internal organs remain free from micro-
cocci. From their behaviour we must assume that a
soluble noxious material is produced by the vegotation of
the cocci.—The disease was obtained by Koch by inocula-
tion of putrid material on the ear of mice ; at the same
time, however, bacilli which caused septicaemia were always
inoculated, and led to the death of the animal ; it was
not till field mice, which are immune against the

14
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bacillar septicaemia, were inoculated, that the course of

the disease could be observed undisturbed by the pre-

sence of other bacteria.

Micrococcus of Progressive Abscess Formation in

Rabhits.—Minute cells, only about O'lS /x. in diameter,

generally in thick cloud-like zoogltea masses (fig, 53),

It was obtained by injection of putrefying blood into

a

Fig. 53.—Micrococcus of progressive abscess formation in rabbits

(after Koch) X 700.

Border of a cheesy abscess :

—

n, cloud-like masses of zooglaja.

h, smaller colonies of micrococci,
c, nuclei.

rabbits; an extensive abscess formed at the seat of

injection, and caused the death of the animals in about

12 days. .No bacteria are present in the blood ; a finely

granular mass is found in the cheesy contents of the

abscess ; the wall of the abscess is formed of a thin

layer of micrococci united in dense zoogltea masses ;

towards the interior of the abscess the zoogloea appears

to degenerate and die. Nevertheless the contents of

the abscess are infective, and set up the same disease

in healthy rabbits.

Micrococcus of Py(emia in Rabbits.—'RoMwii cells,

0-26 }i. in diameter, for the most part single or united

in pairs
;
they tend to surround and enclose the blood

corpuscles in a characteristic manner (fig. 54). The

disease in question was obtained by injection of fluid

used for maceration ; on post-mortem examination there

was great infiltration around the seat of injection, peri-
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tonitis, metastatic deposits in the lungs and liver—in

short the appearances of pyaemia. In the capillaries of

all the organs investigated dense micrococcal masses,

with enclosed blood corpuscles,

were found ; likewise in the me-
tastatic deposits, where they had

passed out of the vessels and at-

tacked the neighbouring tissues.

In the blood of the heart and of

the larger vessels numerous micro-

cocci were likewise present, but,

in consequence of the numerous
thrombi, they were not so numer-

ous as in other septicaemic diseases.

Healthy rabbits were infected suc-

cessfully by inoculation of blood

from the heart, &c., but larger

doses (1—3 drops) caused death

more rapidly (40 hours) than

small quantities (yV) drop), on account of the relatively

small numbers of cocci in the circulating blood.

Micrococcus of Septicceviia in Rabbits (compare above
Streptococcus Charrin).—Oval cells, 0-8—1*0

fi. in

greatest diameter. They do not cause coagulation in

the blood, and never enclose the blood corpuscles, but

Fig. 54.^Micrococcus of
pyajmia in rabbits
(after Koch) X 700.

Ve-ssel from the cortical
part of the kidney:

—

a, nuclei of the vascular
wall.

b, micrococci.

Pig. 55.—Micrococcus of septictomia in rabbits (after Koch) X TOO.

Part of a gflomerulus :

—

At a the capillary vessel with micrococci.

push them to one side (fig. 55). The disease was
obtained by Koch by injection of meat infusion ; after
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death slight oedema was fouud at the seat of injection,

small extravasations of blood, marked enlargement of

thosf)leen; no embolic processes, no peritonitis, Masses
of micrococci were found obstructing the capillaries of

various organs, more particularly in the glomeruli of the

kidneys. Inoculation of the blood of the heart trans-

mitted the disease to rabbits and mice, but onlv when
considerable quantities (2—10 drops) were used.

micrococcus
iireae

C. Saprophytic Micrococci.

Some micrococci set up fermentations, or peculiar

decomposition products, when growing in suitable media.

To these belong :

—

Micrococms Urece.

Leube's Micrococci 0"8—I'O /i. in diameter, often grouped

together in the form of diplococci and tetrads, fre-

quently also in longer chains. In plate cultivations,

according to Leube, white mother-of-pearl-like spots

about the size of a hemp-seed, with smooth surfaces

and sharply defined margins, are formed on the gelatine

within 24 hours. In 10 days the colonies have attained

the size of about a 20 pfennig piece (about tha size

of a sixpenny piece). They project somewhat above the

surface, and resemble a drop of stearine which has fallen

on the gelatine. The circular colony gradually breaks up

into several portions divided by fissures, and each of these

forms a zooglsea, which gradually increases in size.

—

oo Under a low power the border of the colony

"^ffi^o^^ appears finely granular ;
further toAvards

JO ag^^V** the centre it is completely opaque.—The

Fig^G.-MTcro- gelatine is not liquefied. Along a punc-

coccns urea; X ture in gelatine the cocci form a thin

tenacious thread. In old cultivations a

heavy paste-like smell is developed.

If a small quantity of the cultivation is introduced

into urine, or into a solution of urea, an energetic decom-

position of urea into ammonium carbonate occurs.

Pasteur and van Tieghem regarded micrococci as the
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active causes of this dehydration, and gave to this
organism the name of M. urea; Leube has recently
shown that a large number of bacteria (such as sarcinfe
from the lungs, and several bacilli v^hich are found in
ammoniacal urine—see under "bacilli") can set up
the same decomposition with, to some extent, the same
energy. In the author's laboratory another coccus was
isolated from decomposing urine, which, like the preced-
ing, causes an energetic fermentation of urea, but shows
certain diflPerences in the characters of growth ; more
especially it liquefies the gelatine.

Micrococcus urece liquefaciens.

Spherical_ cells 1-25-2 in diameter, single or Anaicrococo.
forming chains of 3—10 individuals or irregular groups ™ ^^'"^^

'

On gelatine plates they form in two days small white S£.
points, which under a low power appear as dark-
grey circular discs, with sharply defined borders.
When they reach the surface the colonies become
markedly larger; when magnified 80 times they have
the appearance of dises of a yellowish-brown colour
which often contain in their middle a dark nucleus-
the deeper portion of the colony; the surface of the
discs IS distinctly granular; the borders gradually
assume a wavy character, at the same time gradual
liquefaction of the gelatine occurs. In the puncture
cultivation a white confluent layer is at first formed alono-
the needle track, then liquefaction of the gelatine sooii
occurs, and extends to the wall of the glass; finally, the
Halt or the greater portion of the tube becomes filled with
a whitish turbid fluid, at the bottpm of which a thick
whitish-yellow deposit lies.

It might appear donl,tful which of the two cocci describedabove wa. the one referred to in the observations pubHshedformerly at a time when a definite isolation of the i divi n^^^^«pec:es was not possible. Nevertheless, the cireumstarol.at m Leube's elaborate experiments he or^n first

With it.-.rom the^:i:^;:j^^::ir&^^
coccus urca3.
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of tliis organism which have been furnished by Pasteur
van Tieghem, Musculus, v. Jaksch, and others, we learn that

the alkaline reaction which occurs in no way interferes witli

the development of the organism. The fermentation con-

tinues till about 13 per cent, of carbonate of ammonia has
Ijeen formed. Artificially prepared solutions of urea, to

which the necessary salts have been added, are rapidly

decomposed in the same manner. According to v. Jaksch
the best artificial cultivating fluid consists of 3 grammes of

urea, 5 grms. of tartrate of potash and soda, 0'12 grms. of

monophosphate of potash, 0'06 grms. of magnesium sulphate,

dissolved in 1,000 ccm. of water. The best tempei-ature for

Musciilus's development lies between 30° and 38° C.—Musculus has
fomicnt of attempted to show that the ferment of the ammoniacal fer-

mentation can be separated from the micrococci which pro-

duce it, just as the inverting ferment can be separated from

the yeast. By precipitation of urine containing much mucus
from cases of catarrh of the bladder by means of absolute

alcohol, and subsequently drying and pulverising the pre-

cipitate, Musculus obtained a substance soluble in water

which converts urea very energetically into carbonate of

ammonia. Levibe was able, nevertheless, to show that pure

cultivations of Microc. urece filtered through plaster cells arc

inactive, that thus the ferment whic'h was isolated is not

produced by the organisms, Imt has perhaps some other

source of origin.

According to v. Jaksch and Billet the micrococcus showy

a great variety of vegetative forms in that it can also give

rise to rod-shaped forms, wdiich again become changed into

chains of cocci. These observations were made on cultiva-

tions in which there was no guarantee for their purity, and

could not be confirmed either by Leube or in the author's

laboratory.

Leuconostoc mesenterioides.

Eecognised by Cienkowski and van Tieghem as the

cause of the so-called frog-spawn fermentation (Frosch-

laichgahnmg) of the beet juice and molasses in sugar

factories. Forms chains of cocci, which are surrounded

by a thick tenacious gelatinous envelope ;
large compact

gelatinous masses ultimately arise by union of numerous

chains. When the nutritive materials are becoming

exhausted, the majority of the cells die ; some however,

which appear to be larger, with thicker walls aud more
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liiglily refracting, remain as arthrospores, and develop

in fresh nutritive solutions to new coccus chains.

The organism grows on the surface of carrots or heet-

root in the form of thick massive gelatinous cakes, of

cartilaginous consistence. It also flourishes in solutions

of grape and cane sugar, to which nitrates and phos-

phates have been added. Cane sugar is in the first

place converted into glucose, by a ferment formed by the

Fig. 57.

Leuconostoc mesenterioides. (After Zopf.)

iu'^' W-^' S'lccessive stages of division of the cocci and formation of
the gelatinous material. 5. A coUection of small zooglsea. 6. Section
through an older zooglsea mass, containing fairly long torula-liko
threads. 7. Cham of cocci, showing spores here and there, the SDorcs
being larger than the cocci.

organisms. When the organisms develop luxuriantly,
enormous quantities of sugar can be assimilated in n

relatively short time and converted into the substance of
the organisms, chiefly into the gelatinous material. This
material is described by Scheibler as " dextran," and the
whole process, which may be very hurtful to the manufac-
turers of sugar, is included under the term " dextran fer-
mentation." Nothing is as yet known as to the growth
of the organism on the ordinary solid nutritive media.
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Micrococcus viscosus.

Pasteur * has found ,a micrococcus whicli seems to be

the cause of "viscosity in wine {vin filant) ; the diameter

of this organism is only 0*2 /x., and it is arranged chiefly

in the form of chains. It grows in the most various

saccharine fluids, and converts them into a viscoid and

tenacious mass ; a form of gum is constantly developed,

to which Bechampf has given the name of viscose.

Nothing is definitely known as to the morphology and

characteristics on cultivation of this organism. Cocci

have been found by Schmidt-Miilheim f in tenacious

milk, which were possibly the cause of this abnormality.

The cocci measure about 1 /i., and often lie in chains

like strings of beads, containing 15 or more individuals.

The decomposition does not appear to be the same as in

the case of the viscous wine, for no mannite and no car-

bonic acid are formed ; the mucus is closely allied to

that of plants. Cultivation experiments are wantiag.

Micrococcus Pfliigeri.

(Bacterium Pfliigeri, Ludwig.)

Micrococci J to 1 /i. in diameter, for the most part in

zoogltea masses. They were first observed by Pfliiger,

later by Lassar, Ludwig, and Nliesch, on phosphorescent

meat (from slaughtered animals, fish, &c.), the surface

of which was covered with a luminous slime. The

cocci are also said to grow on boiled white of egg and

potatoes, on which they also develop their pecuHar

luminosity. Further statements as to the conditions

of cultivation, &c., are wanting.

Micrococcus fa'tidus.

Found by Eosenbach in carious teeth. Very small

oval somewhat irregular cocci which stain badly with

aniline dyes. They could not be cultivated in stroke

cultivations on agar jelly, but on the other hand grew

* Bull, de la Soc. Ch., 1861, 30.

+ Cowpt. rend., T. 93.

j Pfliiger's Archiv, 1882, vol. 27, p. 490.
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ou exclusion of air at the bottom of nutrient agar, the

growth being accompanied by the development of gas

and foul smell.

Micrococci of Putrefaction.

Besides the forms already mentioned there are pro-

bably a number of micrococci which play some part in

the ordinary processes of putrefaction. At the com-

mencement of putrefaction more especially, and also

Avhen it occurs at a moderate temperature, micrococci of

varying size and arrangement are always observed in

enormous numbers in the substrata
;

they multiply

actively for some time, and must exert some preparatory

or direct action. Isolation of these organisms, and the

determination of their special action and the part they
play in the process of putrefaction, must be the subject

Fig. 58a.—Micrococci of varioiis sizes Fig. 58b.—Micrococci
from putrefying blood X 700. arranged in tetrads

X 700.

of subsequent investigations. Fig, 58a shows some of
these micrococcus forms from blood which had stood
for 4 days at about 10° C.

; fig. 58b shows micrococci
arranged in fours which had developed in wound secre-
tions in man (both after Koch).

Some saprophytes are of interest to us because they^
are frequently found as accidental colonists on the jelly
plates and on other nutritive substances

; they are evi-
dently very widely distributed in our surroundings, and
can enter the cultivations from the air or by contact
with a great variety of substances. Hence the forms
described here represent only a small selection from the
micrococci which have been met with in the Laboratory
at Gottingen. A more complete description will shortly
be published in another place.
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Micrococcus candicans.

Moderately large micrococci, completel}' round ; unite

together to form irregular masses. In gelatine plates

the colonies lying in the substance of the jelly present

after two days the appearance of white discs with a

tendency to yellow 0*4—0*5 mm. in diameter ; those

which lie on the surface form within the same time pure

milk white flat colonies like drops of varnish, and with

a diameter of 2 mm. or more. Under a low power the

deep colonies are quite circular, with smooth margins,

and of a dark blackish brown colour with indications of

a gi'anular surface ; the superficial colonies present

irregular contours, often indented and sinuous ; the sur-

face is finely granular, and in correspondence with this

shows under a somewhat higher power (100 diameters)

a finely jagged border. In the middle the colonies are

dark brown, but become clearer towards the border,

which is quite transparent. In puncture cultivations

there are confluent white masses and a knob-like eleva-

tion (nail cultivation) on the surface at the entrance of

the canal.—An extremely frequent impurity on plates,

&c.-

Micrococcus cinnabarcus.

Large spherical micrococci often in the form of diplo-

cocci, each half however being completely round ;
often

arranged in threes and fours.—Grows extremely slowly ;

after 4 days the colonies lying in the depth are puncti-

form and just recognisable, while those placed super-

ficially have attained a diameter of O'S—1 mm. ;
after

about 8 days the latter are elevated above the gelatine

in a knob-like form. The colonies appear at first of a

light wax-red colour, later cinnabar red. Under a low

power the youngest deep colonies are egg or lentil-

shaped, with sharp contour, and of a dark reddish-brown

colour. The superficial colonies are light brown, trans-

parent at the margins, round but with a somewhat

irregular contour, due to projecting heaps of cocci.—In

* Gijttinger hygienischcs Institut.
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the puncture cultivation white colonies, which remain

isolated, form in the deeper parts after 4 or 5 days
;

on the surface there is a moderately large knoh, at first

rose-coloured, and later of a cinnahar tint. The gela-

tine is not in the least liquefied. The growth is some-

what slower on potatoes.—It occurs frequently as an

impurity on old cultivations.

Micrococcus flavus liqiiefaciens.'^

Comparatively large cocci, arranged for the most^jart

in twos or threes, or also in masses. They form small

yellow colonies on gelatine plates after two days, around

these a shallow depressed zone can he seen (similar to

the Staphyloc. aureus). The youngest colonies are

(as seen under a low power) circular or oval, or also at
'

some parts irregular ; their surface is finely granular

;

their contour sharp but finely toothed ; their colour

yellowish brown. The superficial colonics, which are

already causing liquefaction, and are distinctly yellow,

still show the remains of the deep colony in the centre
;

the border forms a ring with a sharp outline which is

here and there interrupted by heaps of cocci, and ulti-

mately several neighbouring colonies coalesce. The
ring is separated from the centre by a broad clear zone,
in which we see isolated, radially arranged lines of
cocci. The whole colony has in this stage a diameter
of 4—6 mm., and resembles microscopically the wheel
of a waggon.—In test tubes spherical yellow colonies

appear in two days along the puncture track; these
become confluent, and soon liquefy the jelly, so that
after 8 days the tube contains an upper zone filled

with clear fluid with the yellow masses of organisms
at the lower part.—It is comparatively common.

Micrococcus flavus tardigradus.f

Large spherical cocci, showing at times peculiar dark
poles

; for the most part arranged in masses. Grows
extremely slowly. After 6 days the deep colonies in

* Gottinger hygieniaches Inatitut. f
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gelatine plates have attained the size of 0*4—0"6 mm.,

are of a dark chrome yellow colour, round or oval ; the

superficial ones have a smooth wax-like surface, measure

ultimately 5—1 mm., and project at their middle some-

what above the gelatine. Under a low power the deep

colonies present a sharp, smooth contour, and a uniform

dark olive green colour; in the superficial ones the

colour becomes lighter and more of a greyish yellow

tinge towards the margin.—In the puncture it is not

till^fter 6—8 days that a row of minute yellow colonies,

which form balls and remain isolated, can be noticed.

The gelatine is not at all liquefied.—Less common than

the forms mentioned before ; often occurs along with

M. cinnabareus.

Micrococcus coronatus.*

Cocci somewhat more than 1 hi diameter, single

or arranged in short chains or masses.—On gelatine

plates the colonies appear on the second day as whitish

yellow points ; those which lie superficially project some-

what above the gelatine, and are surrounded by a slightly

depressed zone. The deep colonies appear, when magni-

fied 80 times, as very dark opaque sharply defined plates.

In the superficial ones the remains of the deep colonies

are altered in a peculiar manner ; at two or three places

of the disc, which was formerly cu'cular, short pointed

processes project at equal intervals from the periphery ;

the remains 'of the deep colonies which have become

broadened out in this peculiar manner are of a dark

colour, but are now surrounded by a broad yellowish-

brown border, the superficial extension of the cocci.

On the following day the gelatine is liquefied in the

neighbourhood of this border ; a ring has formed at a

certain distance from the dark centre, and surrounds

the original colony like a crown or halo. At times the

colony lies somewhat excentrically in the ring, which is

then more of an oval form. Between the ring and the

* Gottingcr hygionisohes Institut.
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original colony there is cjear fluid. A low power sliows
at this stage that the contour of the original colony is
no longer quite sharply defined, the ring having an
irregular margin and granular surface.—In the puncture
cultivation the growth and the liquefaction of the gela-
tine does not present much that is characteristic—The
organism was several times met with in examinations
of air.

Micrococcus racliatus.

Micrococci under 1 ,x. in diameter, at times arranged
in short chains, more frequently in small masses.—
Even in 24 hours they form visible colonies ; after two
days they are almost 1 mm. in size. They have a white
appearance with a yellowish green lustre ; under a low
power they are yeUowish brown with sharply defined
contours, granular, round, or with somewhat irregular
borders

;
at times they form a series of out-growths

so that they appear like star-fish. In the middle a
small remnant of the deeper part of the colony usuallv
pei;sists as a dark centre.

. At this stage the colonies
smk a little into the gelatine, which has become gra-
dually somewhat liquid, and after one or two days more
a very dehcate regularly arranged circle of rays has
been formed from the out-growths; from the centre
thickly packed delicate threads project with a radial
arrangement, and these increase somewhat in breadth
towards the periphery, and thus almost run together toform a ring; a true sharply defined ring is however not
formed but the irregular ends of the ravs lie more
regularly near one another. After two oi- three davsmore a secondary circle of rays has developed from the^
periphery of the first, and eventually a third is formed •

the radial rays are then however shorter, and theamngement more irregular. The whole colony occupies
at this stage a circle 1 to V5 cm. in diameter.

^

in test ;,;f
^ *^l^-^-^°teristic mannerm test tubes, and here also the formation of ravs becomes noticeable. Along the course of the line of innculation isolate.1 centres form from ^c^^L^
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extend in a horizontal direction, so that the line has a

pinniform appearance. At the same time a funnel-

shaped area of liquefaction forms at the upper part, but

this is very pointed and spreads relatively slowly.

Micrococcus Jlavus desidens.

Yellow Small cocci for the most part arranged as diplococci,
luiiieiying:

i i • • i t
micrococcus, but also m triangles and short chains.—After two days

the colonies on nutrient jelly present the appearance of

whitish yellow points, which, under a low power, appear

as oval plates often projecting on one side, yellowish

brown, finely granular ; those which lie superficially have

a lighter zone towards the margin. After four days the

deeply lying colonies have undergone but little alteration,

they have only become more distinct. The superficial

ones are now 5—10 mm, in size, but present a round

form with various projections and a dull yellow colour

passing into brown
; they form a smooth mucous

layer on the gelatine, and they neither project above it

nor lie markedly below the surface. It is only ou

touching it that it becomes evident that the gelatine is

softened and has become pulpy in the neighbourhood of

the colony; after two days more this also becomes evident

by a moderate sinking in of the colony, which is then

surrounded by a very flat depressed ring 2

—

i mm. in

breadth (hence the name desidens = slowly sinking in).

—

In tubes a confluent mass of porcellanous white appear-

ance is formed in the depth of the puncture canal ; on

the surface a yellowish brown slimy deposit, which does

not however reach to the walls of the glass. After eight

days the gelatine below the deposit is so far softened

that a cylinder filled with thick fluid has been formed

3—4 mm. in height, and of the diameter of the super-

ficial deposit, to the bottom of which the latter then

gradually sinks down.— Kepeatedly observed as an

accidental contamination on plates.

Micrococcus versicolor.

Versicoloiirod Small cocci arranged in pairs or in masses. They
micrococcus.
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form white points on gelatine plates after 24 hours;
after two clays, yellow colonies, spherical when lying
deeply, up to 1 mm. in size, circular under a low power,
with sharp contours of yellowish green colour, opaque,
finely granular. The colonies which lie superficially
form flat deposits 2—6 mm. in size, increasing even to
30 mm. after four or five days, of irregular form, often
almost quadrilateral, as a rule approaching this form
very closely, and with an irregular outline. The deposit
is gelatinous, glistening at the surface, and yellowish
green, but according to the illumination there is a
greenish and bluish shimmer like mother of pearl. In
the middle of the deposit there is often a somewhat
projecting knob, the remains of the deeper part of the
colony. Along an inoculation puncture small spherical
colonies of a yellow colour are formed; on the surface
a deposit with irregular margins as if eaten out and
changmg colour like mother of pearl.—Common.

Micrococcus viticulosns*

Micrococci with a very peculiar mode of growth Micrococcus
•

observed by Katz in the Hygienic Laboratory at Gottin-
gen. They are somewhat oval, and measure about 1-2 a
in the largest and 1 ^. in the smallest diameters • they
always form thick zoogl^ea masses, but without parti-
cularly marked development of gelatinous material. On
gelatine plates their growth is quite different accordin- as
the colonies develop in the substance of the material oron the surface. In the first case fine hair-like tendrils
develop from a centre, which soon however becomes
scarcely noticeable, and these form an extremely fineand delicate meshwork and extend widely. Under the
microscope we see that these processes do not haveHmooth contours, but are markedly bulged out; they
consist of numerous spherical large or small zoo^la^amasses arranged in rows like a string of beads.-If thebreads reach the surface, or if from the first the colonie!
.0 ne.. the surface, a thin deposit is formed of
Mbite appearance and gelatinous consistence, and spreads

* = cirrous.
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vciy rapidly. This deposit often spreads along tlie

threads which run in the deeper part of the gelatine,

or sends here and there fine threads into the deeper

layers of the gelatine.—In the puncture and stroke culti-

vations the same appearance is repeated ; in the deeper

part a delicate network of threads is formed, but this is

soon obscured by the more quickly growing superficial

layer; this network spreads out from the inoculation

track in the form of rays like the plume of a feather.

—

This organism has as yet only been met with once, and

then as an accidental impurity.

Pigment-
forming
micrococci.

Some rarer cocci which attract attention by the pro-

duction of colouring material may also be mentioned

here, although they are for the most part as yet insufii-

ciently known, and do not perhaps all belong to the

micrococci. (M. cinnabareus, flavus, &c., see above;

Micrococcus prodigiosus, see Bacillus prodigiosus.)

Micrococcus luteus.*— Cells about 1 ft. in diameter, elliptical,

highly refracting. Form yellow drops, 1—3 mm. in diameter,

on slices of cooked potato; on fluid substrata they form thick,

yellow, wi'inkled skins. The pigment is insoluble in water.

Micrococcus aiinmtiacus.—OYal bodies, 1—5 fi. in diameter,

occurring singly or united in pairs, in fours or in zooglasa

masses.
°
Orange-yellow epots, which finally form an unin-

terrupted layer, especially on boiled white of egg ;
a thick,

golden-yellow layer on nutrient solutions. Colouring matter

soluble in watei-.

Micrococcus chlorinus.-Ocem'S in the form of a finely

o-ranular zooglaea ; forms yellow or greenish layers on nutrient

solutions and boiled eggs. Colouring matter soh^blc in

water, decolourised by acids.

Micrococcus cvcmeits.—Elliptical spheres, giving to nutrient

solutions and slices of potato an intense blue colour. The

colouring matter is very similar to that of litmus
;

it is

soluble in water, becomes red with acids, and again assumes

tlie blue colour on neutralisation of the acid by ammonia.

Micrococcus rio?aceM8.—Elliptical cells, larger than Mic.

prodigiosus, often united in chains, form violet blue gela

tinous clumps and patches on boiled potatoes.

* All doRcribod by Schroter, Cohn's Beitrage zur Biologic der Pflanzen.

Bd. 1, Heft 2.

I
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Micrococcua fulvus.—Spherical cells 1"5 iu diameter,

IVequently united in pairs, with tough intercellular sub-

stance. Form rusty red drops of firm consistence and about

mm. in diameter on horse dung (Cohn, Beitrdge, Bd. 1.

Hft. 3).

To tlie pigment-producing micrococci belong also

—

Micrococcus hcematoides.

Discovered by Babes as the cause of red sweat {sueur rouge). Micrococcus
Micrococci 1 y.. in length and 0'6

fi.
—0'8 ^u. in breadth, united of r^d sweat,

by a gelatinous zooglasa mass of a uniform red colour. These
zooglasa masses surround the hairs on those parts of the body
where the red sweat is formed, e.g., the axilla. The cocci

can be stained by Gram's method
;
they grow on white of

egg at 37° C, and here also produce the red colouring matter,

which has similar reactions to that formed by Bacillus

prodigiosus.

Sarcina liitea.*

sarcina.

Kound cells more than 1 in size, which divide in Yellow

three axes ; the daughter cells remain united together,

and thus packet-like colonies are formed resembling
corded bales of goods ; these again may be united
together in larger packets. When sown on gelatine

Fig. Sg.-Sarcina X GOO. Fig. 60.-Sarcina X 650.Drawn as if lymg in one plane. Diagrammatic picture.

plates the colonies form in two days yellow points which
are just visible, and which under a low power present
the form of irregular plates in part lobatc and furnished
with projections grey in colour but transparent towards
the margin. In punctures and strokes on gelatine,
agar, and slices of potato, a slowly growing yellow
confluent mass is formed. It is not uncommonly
obtamed from the air as an accidental impurity.

* Hygienic Laboratory at GKttingen.

15
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Sarcina aurantiaca.

coioure'a
Observed in Kocli's laboratory, and frequently employed

sarcina. in disinfection experiments. {Mitth. a. d. Kais. Ges.

Amt, vol. 2). On nutrient jelly it forms slowly grow-

ing orange yellow colonies with gradual liquefaction of

the gelatine. A more detailed description is wanting.

Sarcina ventriculi.

Sarcina
ventriculi.

Cultivation
experiments

Discovered by Goodsir in 1842. Is found in the

contents of the stomach in man and animals, and

especially in the vomit ; is most frequently observed

in those cases where there are intense fermentative

processes favoured by retention of the contents of

the stomach ; colourless or yellowish brown, round or

slightly oval cells, with an average size of 2-5 fi.,

united in groups of eight forming small cubes rounded

at the angles ; these are bound together to form larger

packets.

Falkenheim has recently obtained cultivations of this

sarcina on gelatine plates ; they formed after 36 to

48 hours roundish, for the most part prominent,

colonies of a yellowish colour. On microscopical ex-

amination colourless spherical cocci 1*5 in diameter

were found in these cultivations, as well as numerous

diplococci and tetrads, but no cubical packets. Growth

also occurred on other nutritive media, potatoes, blood

serum, &c., but the arrangement of the cocci charac-

teristic of sarcinse was not present. On the other hand,

this arrangement was well marked in cultivations in

neutralised hay infusion, which showed after 24 hours

brownish flocculi and a scum consisting of small brownish

scales. In the scum as well as in the flocculent deposit

were numerous sarcina packets with a distinctly cubical

arrangement. On the addition to the hay infusion of

2 per cent, of cane or grape sugar growth was very

luxuriant.

If the hay infusion was decolourised with animal

charcoal, and then a solution of litmus added, it became
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evident that au acid reaction was produced by the

vegetation of the sarcinas. Falkenheim was also able Iodine

to confirm the observation made by former writers, that

the outer membrane of the sarcina cells gives a cellulose

reaction with iodine and sulphuric acid, or with a solution

of iodine and chloride of zinc. If a little fluid contain-

ing sarcinse is placed on a slide, and a drop of Schultze's

solution of iodine and chloride of zinc is added to and

mixed with it, and if a cover glass is placed on the

fluid, the outer membrane of the cells is seen after some
time to present a distinctly reddish violet colour. Aniline

dyes, which are as a rule very greedily taken up by the

sarcinas, and must therefore be employed in very dilute

solutions, stain the contents of the cells. Nuclei cannot
be demonstrated in the cells.

For the present it is doubtful whether this Sarcina
ventriculi is identical with the Sarcina lutea described
above, and which is everywhere present. Comparative
cultivations and comparative measurements of the size of
the individual cells are as yet wanting ; the fact that in
Sarcina lutea distinct cubical arrangement of the cells

occurs in gelatine and potato cultivations, points for the
present against any such identity.

There are many statements (varying somewhat with Occurrence of
regard to the size of the cells and the composition of

^^'^'^ina iu

the packets,) as to the occurrence of sarcina; in other
parts of the human and animal body, in the sputum and
pulmonary tissue, in the urine, in the blood, &c., as
well as outside

'
the body on the most various nutritive

substrata. In the first mentioned cases it is probable
that micrococci arranged in fours, especially micrococcus
tetragenus, have been mistaken for sarcinas. Whether

^

in the other cases other species of sarcina) than those
described here have been present cannot in the mean
time be decided.-Zopf has found in the caecum ofzor^f ^
domestic fowls a species called by him Sarcina in

i'^tostinaHs!""'

testinahs, the colonies of which, however, do not form
cubical packets, but plates composed of tetrads corrc
spending to the vegetative form mcrismopedia, but
eventually arranged in several superimposed layers and
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Sarcina then representing a true sarcina.—The Sarchia lito-

litoralis, &c.
^^^^ Reitenhachii hyalina, formerly reckoned here, has

apparently only a nierismopedia-like arrangement of

the cells, and its other characters as well as its relation-

ship to the alg£E or to the bacteria are as yet doubtful.

In pus, secretions, &c., of the human body, the

following micrococci have also been occasionally observed

as saprophytic parasites; their characteristics must

however be more fully worked out.

Micrococcus cereiis alhus.

Cocci 1-16 fx. in diameter, single or in groups, at

times also arranged in short chains. They form white

points on gelatine plates during the first few days ;
these

subsequently spread out on the surface and ultimately

attain a size of 1—2 mm. In stroke inoculations a white,

dull stearin or waxy-like layer is formed with somewhat

thickened, irregular margins. On blood serum a gi-eyish

•white dull line appears along the line of inoculation

;

on potatoes a greyish white layer of medium thickness.—

Found by Passet on pus, but probably without pyogenic

properties, as injections and inoculations of the culti-

vations into animals produced no results.

Micrococcus cereus flavus.

Microscopical characters and growth in cultivations

like the foregoing, only the colour of the colonies soon

passes from the original white to a dark citron yellow.

—

Also isolated by Passet from pus; without pyogenic

action.

Micrococcus citreus conglomcratus.

Observed by Bumm in pus from blennorrhoia, and

also in dust from the air. Forms firmly agglomerated

masses which resemble tuberculated knobs ; if these are

crushed and diluted with much water we see diplococci,
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which have the tendency to unite in fours, and which

very much resemble the micrococcus of gonorrhoea.

The average size is 1*5 fi.—Forms citron yellow

colonies on gelatine, which extend over the gelatine like

a tongue, and are raised like a wall at the margins ; the

surface is at first moist and slimy, later cracked and

scaly.—Inoculation on animals produces no effect.

Micrococcus lacteus faviformis.

Frequently found by Bumm and Bockhart in the

vaginal secretion, also in the secretion from the cervix,

in sputum, &c. In these materials it usually forms

isolated diplococci ; preparations from cultivations, on
the other hand, present a peculiar honeycomb appearance

(hence the term faviformis), the individual diplococci

lying side by side with their long diameter in the same
direction. Each diplococcus measures on an average
1'25 fi. and consists of two hemispheres which are

separated by a fissure ; the latter is narrower than in
the gonococcus, but otherwise there is a great morpho-
logical similarity between the two cocci.—It grows
readily on the most various soils at the ordinary
temperature, and forms small points in the stroke

inoculation, which gradually develop to milk white con-
fluent colonies.—Not infective.

Micrococcus albicans ampins.

Found cat times by Bumm in vaginal secretion. Diplococci,
which are similar in form to the gonococcus, but are dis-
tinctly larger. Before division the hemispheres may attain
the size of 2-28 m. Grows on nutrient jelly at the tempci-a-
turc of the room in the form of greyish-white lines.

Micrococcus roseus.

Obtained accidentally on nutritive substrata from the
lust of the air (Bumm). Diplococci like the gonococcus, but
nth a broader division between the hemispheres

; sizo=l—^ Grows luxuriantly on nutrient jelly at tlie ordinary-
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temperature without causing liquefaction ; forms in Btroke

cultivations broad raised stripes, with a moist, shiny, granular

surf&ce, and wall-like raised margins. The colour of the

colonies is a distinct rosy red.

' • Diplococcus albicans tarclissimus.

Cocci which are morphologically completely identical with

the micrococci of gonorrhoea ; the concave form of the division

in the diplococci is also present. They stick together some-

what more readily than the gonococci, and form small masses.

They grow extremely slowly on nutrient jelly, the inoculated

track only attaining the breadth of 1 mm. after some weeks.

On blood serum at the body temperature whitish points

develop after 2 or 3 days, which finally form thin greyish-

white spots, with jagged contours and slightly moist surface.

—Cultivated on several occasions by Bumm from pus from

the urethra, but quite harmless.

' A diplococcus has also been cultivated by E. Friinkel* from

vaginal secretion which forms on nutrient agar a delicate

layer consisting of bundles branching off at right angles fi-om

the line of inoculation ; it never grows in the deeper parts.

More detailed statements are as yet wanting.

Miller has isolated a coccus from carious teeth which occurs

singly or in chains, and forms in nutrient jelly luxuriant

spherical colonies, in the neighbourhood of which the gelatine

becomes pulpy ; also another which forms irregular masses,

and very quickly liquefies the gelatine so that a funnel-shaped

depression appears in the tubes 4—6 hours after the inocu-

lation, and after 36 hours a broad canal filled with fluid

reaches to the bottom of the glass. See below.

We may also mention

—

, ,
Ascococcus Billrothii.

The small spherical cells (micrococci) are united to form

peculiar colonies. On the surface of nutrient solutions it

forms a creamy skin in which numeroiis bodies of spherical

or oval shape can be distinguished even macroscopicallj-.

Under the microscope it is evident that each of the bodies

consists of an extremely resistant envelope 10—15 /i. in thick-

ness, jelly-like and cartilaginous; one or several spherical

,
• • * Deutsche med. Woch., 1885, No. 2.
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or elliptical bodies are enclosed in it, 20—70 and more
in diameter, consisting of closely aggregated spherical

bacteria, and an uncommonly firm scanty intercellular sub-

stance (fig. 61).

It was first ob-

served by Billroth

on putrid meat in-

fusion, then by
Cohn on ordinary

nutritive solutions
;

in the latter it gives

rise to a cheesy

smell, converts the

original acid reac-

tion into a markedly

alkaline one, and
leads to the deve-

lopment of consi-

derable quantities of

ammonia. It develops also on slices of turnip, in the
form of a whitish-green slimy mass ; in beetroot juice
it sets up a viscous fermentation.

A development of the gelatinous enveloping substance
to the degree as yet reckoned as characteristic of asco-
coccus has been also observed in various cocci and
bacilli (as in Leuconostoc, in Mic. citreus conglom.,
Clostridium polymyxa, and in various other bacteria not
yet isolated pure). It is doubtful whether the produc-
tion of this marked gelatinous mass is constantly present
in the species mentioned ; at all events, on account of
its extensive distribution, it does not appear sufficient of^
Itself to serve as the distinguishing characteristic of an
individual species or family.

Fig. 61.—Ascococcus Billrothii X 65.

Large tuberous cell families surrounded
b by smaller ones, all of tliein beings em-
bedded in masses of micrococci.
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n. BACILLI.

(For the characters of the genus, see p. 172.)

A. Bacilli Pathogenic in Max.

Bacillus anthracis.

(Bacteridie du charhon, Milzbrandhacillus.)

Morphological Eods 5 to 20 /x- in length, and 1 to 1-25
i^.

in breadth,

aithra?"'
°^

^^l^ich divide when they have grown to about double their

bacilli. length. Bacilli are frequently found with a commencing

transverse division in the middle; many are bent at

this place, or are loosely connected, the two segments

forming an angle with each other.—The rods present

somewhat different appearances in preparations which

have been made by drying a thin layer of blood,

/I of the pulp of the spleen, &c., and subsequent

# staining. The chains of bacilli are then dis-

H tinctly segmented ; the individual bacilU do

«^ not show any difference in length and breadth,

but are truncated at the ends, not rounded

off; the segments are not divided by a trans-

verse line, but the clear line of division has a small

swelling in its middle, and the point of union between

the two segments presents a slightly knob-hke thicken-

ing. Flagella have not been observed ;
the rods are

always motionless.—On cultivation on different media

the thickness of the rods may vary somewhat, without

the characteristic form being otherwise altered. Mani-

fold involution forms occur under unfavourable circum-

stances. (See page 157.)

On suitable soil, and at a temperature of about 3b

C, the bacilli form long threads, which may be much

twisted, and often attain 100 times the length of

the original bacilli. After some time small, highly

refracting granules appear at regular intervals in the rod,

and develop into roundish spores, while the threads
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become gi-adually dissolved. The spore hag an egg-

shaped form, and is embedded in a spherical transparent

mass. When the spores germinate this mass loses at

first its spherical form, then the swollen external

envelope sphts at one pole, and the germinating tube

Fig. 63a.—Ajithrax bacilli (after Kocli) X 650.
A, from the blood of a guinea-pig.
B, from the spleen of a mouse after being cultivated for threehours m aqueous humour.

o Ox, ^

Fig. 63B.-Anthrax bacilli
; spore formation and spore germination
(After Koch.)

^'i^''^}}^
spleen of a mouse after cultivation for twentyfour hours

thr^s x'eso'!'""'''-
'^"^^^'^'^ ^'^^ °f b'^ads in th'

B, germination of the spores X 650.
the same more highly magnified X 1650.

Shoots out in the direction of the long axis of the spore

;

.yount rod
^'*^*' ^e^'ii^s attached to one end of the

The anthrax bacilli are easily cultivated on artificialmUutive substrata, on slices of potato, on gelatine, on
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seeds of plants containing starch, on juicy roots
;

tliey

may also be cultivated and form spores at a suitable

temperature in alkaline ui-ine, in neutralised bay infii-

Growth on sion, in meat infusion. They belong to the aerobes, in

plates"'^ ^0 far that they only grow imperfectly when oxygen is

excluded ; attention must also be paid in cultivations to

the great sensitiveness of the anthrax bacilli to an excess

of acid in the nutrient substrata.—In plates of nutrient

jelly they form after 24 to 36 hours small scarcely visible

points ; under a low power, however, a characteristic

appearance can be seen at this stage ; the round, dark,

greenish-black colonies have an irregular wavy contour.

Fig. 64.—Anthrax colony in gelatine.

a, after 24 hours. b, after 48 hours X 80.

This wavy margin becomes more and more marked as

the growth of the colony increases, and at once becomes

much more distinct and spreads out more quickly on all

sides when the colony has reached the surface of the gela-

tine. Under a low power the dark remnant of the deeply

placed colony can only be seen in the middle ; around

this centre, however, there is a light-brown or light-grey

shiny mass, which consists of numerous wavy, curly

bundles, recalling the appearance of the locks of hair on
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the head of a medusa. Ultimately individual threads,

or bundles of threads, branch off from the irregular

periphery, and grow over the gelatine in various direc-

tions. At the same time the gelatine is liquefied over

a small area ; the colonies, which have now a diameter

of 2 to 4 mm., begin to float and break down at their

margins under the action of the fluid formed.—In punc- Punctaro

ture cultivations in gelatine a delicate whitish line is

formed along the needle track, from which fine threads

run off at right angles, and grow in a ray-like form into

the jelly, extending furthest on and near the surface, to

a less extent at the deeper parts of the puncture ; here

also slow liquefaction begins after two or three days, in

such a way that the radiating branches at first remain,

and it is only in the course of eight days that the

colonies sink to the bottom of the liquefied area, which is

now more extensive.—On the addition of a small quantity

of agar to the nutrient jelly, no liquefaction occurs. On Growth on

slices of boiled potatoes the anthrax bacilli form greyish- media
white elevated gelatinous deposits with a rough surface

;

these deposits do not extend over the whole surface of

the potatoes, but only spread for 3 to 5 mm. from the
line of inoculation. On blood serum they form whitish
layers ; in meat infusion they cause a cloudy turbidity,

which develops by preference at the bottom of the
vessel.

When introduced even in minimal quantities into the Action on

blood of living animals or man by intravenous injection mM?"^^
'^""^

or subcutaneously, the bacilli cause anthrax, which either
takes the form of local symptoms, anthrax carbuncles,
and then not uncommonly ends in recovery, or appears
as a septicaamia, and then usually rapidly ends in death.
Anthrax was the first case in which an infective disease
occurring in man was proved with certainty to be due to
a vegetable micro-parasite, the organism being at the
same time inoculable on various animals, and being thus
suitable for experimental study. The smallest tSice of
a cultivation of anthrax bacilli inoculated on mice,
rabbits, guinea-pigs, hedgehogs, sparrows, sheep, and
horses, causes the illness or death of the animals from
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anthrax, death occurring in the case of mice after

about 20 hours, and in that of rabbits after 42 hours.

After death the bacilli are found in largest numbers in

the swollen spleen, and also in all the cai^illaries,

especially in the lungs, liver, kidneys, and intestine ; in

the larger vessels, on the other hand, often only single

bacilli are met with.—Certain races of sheep (Algerian)

,

white rats, dogs (especially adults), and frogs, are

entirely, or to a certain degree, immune against anthrax.

Fig. 65.—Anthrax, section from tho lircr X 700.

Cattle are comparatively slightly susceptible to anthrax

after inoculation, but on the other hand readily succumb

to the natural infection, which generally spreads in the

case of sheep and cattle from the intestine as the result

of infection by the food. Non-sporo-beariug bacilli do

not appear to be able to retain their vitality in the intes-

tine ; on the other hand, it has been shown with regard

to spores that they can sprout in the intestine of sheep,
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and penetrate through the uninjured mucous mem-

brane.

In the body of living animals the bacilli multiply only
^^7/^*^°^^^^^^

by fission, and never form spores. These arise on dead tion.

nutritive substrata, but only under definite conditions,

among which a suitable temperature is the most impor-

tant. The highest limit of temperature is about 43°

C. ; the lowest from 12° to 18° C. ; below 12° C. neither

growth of threads nor spore formation seem to occur.

Hence if the bodies of animals which have died of

anthrax are buried very deeply in the soil, where in our

climate there is a constant temperature below 12° C,

spoi-e formation does not occur, and the bacilli them-

selves speedily die without having passed into a resting

form. Pasteur's assertion that the bacilli or their spores

are preserved in the buried bodies, and that they are

then brought up to the surface of the soil by means of

worms, is thus wholly improbable. On the contrary, we

have to explain the occurrence of an epidemic of anthrax,

according to Koch, in the following manner : the germs Mode of

which are distributed since ancient times in marshy anthrax

regions, on banks of rivers, &c., can again develop on ^'aciih.

suitable vegetable substrata, and there form new spores

;

these are carried to pasture lauds by floods, and

thus become mixed with the fodder.—This mode of

spread also explains the infection from the intestine,

which is much the most frequent mode observed.

Recently Schrakamp and Friedrich have mentioned the

possibility that the growth and development of the

anthrax bacilli may also occur in the upper layers of the

soil ; while Kitt regards cattle dung as the chief nutritive

substratum in which the development and spore formation

of the bacilli occurs in the regions infected by this dis-

ease. (See the chapter on the exciting agents of disease.)

Of great scientific value is the discovery by Toussaint Artificial

and Pasteur that the anthrax bacilli can lose their patho- tt^'hrax
"

genie properties by the modcrato action of abnormally bacilli,

high temperatures, or of small doses of poisonous sub-
stances, while their morphological and biological cha-
racters remain otherwise unaltered. On the mode in
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which the means used for the attenuation are employed
depends apparently the answer to the question whether
and within what time the baciUi can regain their viru-

lence on subsequent continued cultivation under favour-
able normal conditions. The degree of attenuation can
be modified with precision to any desired extent by the

method described by Koch.—The inoculation of suffi-

ciently attenuated bacilli sets up in the case of sheep,

cattle, &c., a mild disease ending in recovery, after which
the animals in question are immune for a considerable

time against the virulent anthrax bacilli (Pasteur's

protective vaccination)

.

Buohner's According to Buchner the anthrax bacilli are extremelr
cxporiments. yariable in morphological and biological characters, and by

variations in the cultivalions can be transformed, after pass-

ing through a series of intermediate stages, into the closely-

allied hay bacilli (Bacillus subtilis), and in like manner the-

latter can be converted by suitable cultivations into true

anthrax bacilli. Buchner in the first place cultivated the

anthrax bacilli for many generations in a nutritive solution

containing extract of meat, peptone and sugar ; after a short

time these cultivations were only virulent in large doses, but
the bacilli again regained their full virulence in the animal

body
;
ultimately they entirely lost their pathogenic pro-

perties, but grew and behaved exactly like hay bacilli. Koch
has shown in the most convincing manner that this supposed

transformation can only have been due to contamination and

the gradual displacement of the anthrax bacilli hj the hay

bacilli. Had it been a case of gradual loss of pathogenic

IDroperties, there must have been, in the first place, just as in

the case of the anthrax bacilli cultivated at high tempera-

tures, a less severe and no longer fatal disease : in Buchncj-'s

experiments there was no effect after small doses, while aftei-

large doses there was the complete fatal action ; this circum-

stance, as well as the increase of virulence after passage

through the animal experimented on, corresponds entirely

with the behaviour of impure nutritive substrata containing

only a few infective organisms from Avhich by the culti-

vation in the body the pathogenic organism is again isolated

and cultivated pui-e.—Buchner tried to cany out the trans-

formation of the hay bacilli into anthrax bacilli by cultivating

the former in the first place in white of egg with a little meat

infusion, and then in fre.sh rabbit's blood which was con-

stantly shaken up with air but not sterilised. From sucli

blood cultivations further cultures were made in meat in-
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fusion, and by tlie injection of large quantities of the spores

formed in this medium a fatal disease was obtamed m some

<;ases which Buchner looked on as anthrax. Smce it has,

howBYer, been demonstrated that among the so-called hay

bacilli various pathogenic organisms are present which

resemble the anthrax bacilli and give rise to similar diseases

(see page 242), and that in meat infusion and putrefying blood

spores of these pathogenic bacilli often occur, Buchner s

experiments cannot be regarded as convincing ;
the disease

which was finally obtained was possibly not anthrax, but

malignant oedema or some other affection. This possibility

becomes a probability when we consider how extraordinarily

constant anthrax bacilli and hay bacilli have proved to be

under the most varied conditions of cultivation m the

hands of those mvestigators who rightly estimate the magni-

tude of the sources of error in cultivations in fluid substrata.

—Further, Buchner states that he has been able to obtain a

transformation of anthrax bacilli in the first place into an

intermediate form, and then into true hay bacilli withm a

very short time (24 hours) by cultivating them at 36° 0. m
nutrient solutions composed of meat infusion, yolk of egg

(from old eggs preserved in lime water), and a little alkali.

The yolk of egg was not sterilised, and the inoculation was

made from the spleen of an animal which had died of

anthrax ; thus there were two possible modes of entrance of

extraneous germs, and that such an unintentional contamina-

tion had in all probability taken place is likely from the

totally different results obtained in numerous other cultiva-

tion experiments with anthrax.—Eecently Prazmowski has

in so far supported Buchner's views that he has also in

cultivations made by Buchner's method obtained a scum-

forming non-pathogenic motile bacillus which he looks on as

the result of the transformation of the anthrax bacilli. On

the other hand he ascertained that this organism Was not

identical with Bacillus subtilis, which is totally different from

the anthrax bacillus in the mode of the sprouting of its

spores, and in its other constant characters. Experiments

which the author has set a-going with regard to Buchner's

views have only led to the conviction that the development of

extraneous organisms is a very frequent and scarcely avoid-

able occurrence in the method of experimentation described,

and that there was in no case any guarantee that the bacilli

ultimately obtained had been developed from the anthrax

bacilli inoculated.—Kurth comes to a similar conclusion as

the result of his own experiments in his work on "Bact.

Zopfii."

A gi-eat variability in morphological form has also been
wrongly attributed to the anthrax bacilli by various observers.

16
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Thus more especially Buchner, Zopf, Fokker, Arcliangelski,

and Roloff have observed cocci as a vegetative form of the

anthrax bacillus both in cultivations and in diseased animals.

Numerous careful examinations by those observers who are

thoroughly acquainted with microscopical technique, and

who know how to avoid the sources of error mentioned above

(page 182), have demonstrated the inaccuracy of this assertion.

—De Bary states that he has observed in certain cultivations

(peptone solutions) a breaking up of the threads of the

anthrax bacilli into round bodies which become aggregated

in the form of grape-like or irregular gi'oups, but which with

doubtful exceptions proved to be dead. It is evident that

these degenerative forms, which are very various, have not

the slightest claim to be designated as cocci.

Bacillus (xdematis mcdigni.

Discovered by Koch as the exciting agent of malignant

cedema, a fatal disease of mice, guinea-pigs, and rabbits ;

formerly termed by Pasteur vibrion septiqiie. Malignant

cedema has recently also been observed in domestic

animals and in man.

Morphological The Oedema bacilli, which are morphologically similar

the'c^^ma^ to the anthrax bacilli, are rods 3-3-5 in length and

bacillus. 1—1-1 ^. in breadth
;
usually two or three bacilli remain

united together, and then

the thread is two or three

\ \ times longer; indeed one

V \ may frequently find long

I pseudo-threads 15 to 40

B M- ill length. The threads

Fig. 66.—Bacillus of malignaut scem to be Comparatively

KocTxISo""" Stiff, and are often broken or

A , from the spleen of a guinea-pig. bent ; at times also they are
B, from the lung of a mouse.

j^^^^^ ^^^^^^

each other In stained preparations they frequently

present a somewhat granular appearance, owing to

irregular deposit of the colouring matter. Anthrax

bacilli differ from Ihe oedema bacilli by their somewhat

greater breadth, their truncated ends, and their peculiar

segmentation in stained preparations. Further, one

does not find in fresh anthracic blood the numerous

A
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long threads of the oedema bacilli, and the oedema bacilli

are sometimes, though not always, motile, while the

anthrax bacilli are always motionless. The most marked
morphological diiference between the two is, however, the

mode of spore formation. In the oedema bacilli thisdoes not
occur in the threads in the same way as in

theanthraxbacilli,but the individual bacilli i ^ f)
\

show before the spore formation a slight ^ /? /| /
swelling in the middle or at one end, so / ^
that a spindle or tadpole" form results,

and in this swollen part the large oval formation in^thl

spore, at first dull, but later highly re-
l^^cilli of malig-

f ,. . . , & J nant CEdema X
iractmg, is formed, and when its forma- 700.

tion is complete the colourable remains of the bacilli
gradually disappear.

. There is considerable diflSculty in cultivating the Cnltivation
oedema bacilli, because they are marked anaerobes, so baciu?^™^much so that they only form visible colonies when
oxygen

,
is pretty completely excluded. They do not

grow at aU on gelatine plates, even in the deeper layers
;

nor do they grow along the inoculation track on gelatine!
agar, or blood serum. On the other hand they can
grow when they are inoculated at a certain depth in
tubes containing nutrient agar or blood serum, in such
a manner that the canal of inoculation becomes tightly
closed over the material introduced. As Hesse first
observed, a difi^use muddiness of the nutritive material
consistmg of bacilli appears in the nutrient agar, with
here and there more markedly muddy lines or clouds. At
the same time gas bubbles are formed within the inocu-
lation canal, M'hich penetrate into the agar in various
dnections, often divide it transversely, and drive up tho^
separated portion as high as the cotton wool plu- and
at the same time so compress the agar that a muddy
lluid is separated which collects at the bottom of the
glass, and contains numerous bacilli. The escapincr <ras
has a slight, somewhat heavy smell.-Blood serum' isqu.ckly liquefied, by the bacilli, and there is at the

Xii k^f
°f g-B; in a few days,

^^l^en kept in an incubator at 87° C, the whole mass
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of the blood serum is converted into a yellow fluid,

at the bottom of which there still lie some pieces

of the serum with eaten away, shreddy margins.—In

nutrient gelatine a spherical layer, 5—10 mm. in

diameter, forms at the bottom of the inoculation punc-

ture, around the material inoculated, the periphery of

which shows fine radiating markings, and the contents

consist of liquefied and somewhat turbid jelly. The

oedema bacilli grow best in a nutrient jelly which con-

tains 1—2 per cent, of grape sugar ; and very charac-

teristic cultivations are obtained in test tubes if the

gelatine is fluid when inoculated, and the material well

distributed through the whole jelly by shaking it before

it is allowed to solidify. After two or three days a

number of small spheres, J—1 mm. in diameter, and

filled with fluid, form in the lower part of the tube, and

these show under a low power the radiating marking of

the periphery. The colonies extend from the bottom of

the vessel to about 2J cm. below the surface. The

upper 2J cm. of the gelatine remain completely unal-

tered. By pouring on oil,

introduction of carbonic

acid, &c,, one can arti-

ficially raise the upper

limit within which visible

colonies are formed.*

The best temperature

for growth is about that

of the human body ; but

luxuriant growth also oc-

curs at 18°—20° C, es-

pecially in jelly contain-

ing sugar. Spore forma-

tion has alsobeen observed

at this temperature, but

it occurs more readily and

plentifully at the higher temperature. In the animal

body only bacilli and threads are found immediately after

* After observations by Dr. Liborius in the Hygienic Institute at

Gottingen.

Fig. 68.—Cultivations of tlic bacilli

of malignant oedema in gelatine.
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death, but no spores; the latter are, however, observed

when the body has lain for some time after death at a

high temperature.

The oedema bacilli are apparently extremely widely Distribution

distributed in our surroundings. They appear to be phytic'ufe of

present in almost all decomposing substances in greater bacmf^™*^
or less numbers, and they perhaps also take a definite

though limited part in the putrefactive process. As is

shown by the behaviour of the pure cultivations, the

oedema bacilli have the power of energetically peptonis-

ing albumen, and possibly also of further breaking up
the albuminous molecule. A more accurate analysis

of the nature of the decomposition is as yet wanting, at

all events the oedema bacilli can pass through their

characteristic cycle of development as saprophytes. In
accordance with this we find them in the most various

putrid substances, in the bodies of animals which have died
of suffocation and have then been kept at a high tempera-
ture, in the ffeces, and in the intestinal contents ; their

spores are present in every specimen of earth which has
been impregnated with putrid fluids, &c. ; they are also

found in the dust of rooms, in the dust of rags, of hay,
&c.

At the same time, also, the oedema bacilli possess Pathogenic

pathogenic properties, and by means of these their pre- the ffidema"^
sence can be most easily demonstrated, and they can be ^^°iiii-

most readily isolated from the mixture of other sapro-
phytes. If not too small an amount of garden earth or
hay dust is introduced under the skin of a guinea-pig
(this is best done by maldng a small cut with scissors
through a fold of skin over the abdomen, and then
loosening the subcutaneous cellular tissue with the
handle of the scalpel so that a small pocket is formed,
which is then filled with earth and the wound closed
with one or two stitches), the animal becomes ill very
soon, and dies in 24 to 48 hours. On post-mortem
exammation the most striking appearance is an extensive
subcutaneous oedema extending from the seat of inocu-
tion, the oedematous fluid being clear and red, and contain-
ing numerous bacilli and a few gas bubbles. The internal
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organs are but little altered, the spleen is for the most

part enlarged and of a dark colour, and the lungs have

a pale greyish-red appearance. Immediately after death

few or no bacilli are found in the blood of the heart ; on

the other hand they are plentiful in the juice from the

various organs, and also more especially in and on tho

serous coats of the organs. (In this point also this

organism differs in an important manner from anthrax.)

If some time has elapsed since the death of the animal

the bacilli are found everywhere, even in the blood of

the heart, in large numbers ; thus they are apparently

able to multiply actively in the dead body. In mice,

however, the bacilli are not uncommonly found imme-

diately after death in the blood of the heart and in the

blood vessels of the organs ; here therefore it is easily

possible to mistake the disease for anthrax. As a

rule, in mice the bacilli are only seen in the crushed

spleen, on the pleural covering of the lungs, and most

beautifully in preparations of the mesentery, obtained

by spreading out a loop of intestine over a cover glass,

loosening the mesentery at the margin of the cover glass,

and subsequently treating it like the ordinary cover glass

preparations (drying, heating, staining). In mice the

oedema is for the most part not very marked ; the animals

die very quickly—on an average 16—20 hours after

inoculation.—Horses, sheep, and swine are liable to

malignant oedema; on the contrary, according to the

researches of Arloing and Ghauveau, cattle are not

Mode of affected.—The animals cannot be infected with such

inoculation,
^xnall quantities of bacilli as in the case of anthrax ; to

transmit the disease from one animal to another it is

best to employ small pieces of spleen, or one or two drops

of cedematous fluid, or a portion of the subcutaneous

tissue ; from cultivations it is best to impregnate a silk

thread with a little of the fluid containing bacilli, and

then place this under the skin. The wound also must not

be too trivial, it must really penetrate through the cutis ;

it is only then that tho conditions necessary for tho

existence of this anaerobic organism are obtained.

Scarcely noticeable symptoms follow tho intravenous
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iujection of relatively large doses, 1, 5, 10 drops.—In How to^obUia

order to obtain cultivations from the dead body of an from the

animal the skin is washed as soon as possible after animal body,

death with sublimate solution, and then with sterilised

water, or the hair is completely singed off at the part

;

then small portions of spleen, diaphragm, or of the

oedematous dorsal muscles, are taken with heated instru-

ments, and introduced into tubes of jelly containing

sugar, and kept at the temperature of 30° C. ; these are

then allowed to solidify.

Eecently several cases of malignant oedema have Malignant

been observed in man. This disease has commonly man.

been designated by surgeons as progressive gangrenous

emphysema {gangrene gazeuse) ; it seems to have been

comparatively frequent before the introduction of anti-

septic methods ; it is now chiefly observed after compound
fractures or deep wounds, into which earth or other

material containing csdema bacilli has passed. A cre-

pitating emphysema of the skin spreads in these cases

from the wound, accompanied with the development of a
very putrid smell ; the muscles are at the same time
converted into a pecuHar reddish-brown, loose, frothy

mass, full of gas bubbles ; and death generally occurs in

a few days with comatose appearances and gradual spread
of the oedema. Lately the identity of this gangrene
with malignant oedema has been repeatedly ascertained
by inoculation of animals and by cultivations (Chauveau,
Arloing,* Brieger, and Ehrlich).

Chauveau and Arloing have observed that animals which Experiments
recover from the disease are immune; injection into the °^ immunity,
veins produces a similar immunity, which, however, cannot
withstand repeated inoculations. Subcutaneous inoculations
of small quantities produce, according to Loeffler's experiments,
no noticeable disease, but also no immunity {Mitth. a. d Kais
Oes. Amt, Bd. I.).

* Bull, de VAcad. de Med., May, 1884, and August, 1884.
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Bacillus typhi ahdominalis.

Eberth, Klebs, and Koch were able to demonstrate
in the spleen, lymphatic glands, and Peyer's patches of
patients suffering from typhoid fever, peculiar short,

plump bacilli which were not met with in other diseases.

According to Klebs, long threads develop from these
bacilli, and in these rows of spores are formed ; this

statement was not confirmed by the other two authors,

and probably rests on error owing to the accidental

presence of putrefactive organisms. Meyer and Gafi"ky^

have subsequently confirmed Eberth and Koch's results.

Occurrence of Gaffky found the characteristic bacilli 26 times in 28

baciiliy^"^*^ cases of typhoid fever investigated ; and recently similar

Fig. 69.—Typhoid bacilli ; section from spleen X 800.

observations have been made by a number of investiga-

tors. This constant occurrence of the bacilli, which

are limited, as can be shown, only to typhoid afiections,

renders it highly probable that they are causally con-

nected with the disease.

The bacilli are present in the diseased parts of the

intestine, in the mesenteric glands, in the spleen and
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liver, but not so numerous in the kidneys. They
are not diffusely distributed in these organs, but

always occur in the form of small isolated deposits.

This renders the microscopical investigation especially

difficult ; it is often only after the examination of a large

number of sections that one or a few of these deposits

are found. The masses occur in the form of groups with

irregular outlines lying usually in the capillaries or

smallest blood vessels, these groups being resolved at

their margins into individual bacilli (see fig. 69).

The latter appear as rods 2—3 in length, and Morphological

about three times less in breadth. Their ends are

distinctly rounded off. In many cases undoubted spores
are found in the bacilli, presenting the appearance of
round unstained portions occupying the whole breadth
of the rod.—Anihne dyes are slowly taken up, but quite
sufficiently when the staining process is continued for
a considerable time ; the best stains are gentian violet,

Bismark brown, and especially alkaline methylene blue.
With Gram's method the typhoid bacilli are very readily
and completely decolourised.

Gaffky was the first to cultivate these bacilli on suit-
able soil from the organs of patients who had died from
typhoid fever. Former attempts by other investigators
did not lead to a pure culture of the typhoid bacilli.
Gaffky succeeded in 13 cases in obtaining pure cultiva-
tions of the bacilli, by planting on nutrient jelly minute
portions of tissue taken with all precautions from the
interior of the spleen. These cultivation experiments
showed that even in the cases where on microscopical
examination it was only with difficulty and in a small
proportion of the sections that bacilli could be demon-
strated, every minutest portion of the juice of the
organ gave rise to several colonies of bacilli, so that
It was evident that the best idea of the number of
bacilli present, and of their distribution, could be

"

obtained by the cultivation method.—Cultivations of the
typhoid bacilli have since been repeatedly made • they
are invariably successful from the organs of fresh typhoid
bodies. Pfeiffer has recently succeeded in isolating
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C'haracters of
the cultiva-
tions of
typhoid
bacilli.

Growth ou
potatoes.

the characteristic bacilli by means of plate cultivatioiis

from typhoid stools, and from the intestinal contents of

typhoid bodies.

When sown on gelatine plates the colonies of the

typhoid bacilli form, after about 36 hours, minute white

points ; when magnified 80 times these appear as irre-

gular, oval, and even whetstone or citron-shaped plates

of a light yellow or yellowish-green colour, with shaii),

smooth borders, and an indistinct granular character.

In the course of 86 to 48 hours more the colonies have

spread out to form a roundish greyish-white flat deposit

1 to 1^ mm, in diameter ; these do not form any knob-

like elevation, and project very slightly above the gelatine.

The contour of this layer is irregular, indented, and at

times distinctly branched ; under a low power the

colony, with the exception of the central part, is colour-

less, and shows on the surface numerous lines and

furrows. Liquefaction of the gelatine does not occur at

any stage.—On agar plates at a higher temperature the

characters are similar ; after about 20 hours the young

colonies have the appearance under a low power of pear-

or citron-shaped brownish plates with sharp borders.

In puncture cultivations in gelatine a thin whitish

thread forms along the line of puncture ; at the surface

a greyish-white flat layer is constantly formed, at first

small, but later reaching almost to the margin of the

glass; the outline of the growth shows in the later

stages numerous projections and irregularities.—In

stroke cultivations a similar greyish-white layer forms

on the surface of the gelatine.

The typhoid bacilli can also grow on blood serum,

fluid and solid, in meat infusion, and on other nutrient

substrata. In milk the bacilli grow actively but with-

out causing any noticeable alteration of the milk.

—

Their growth on boiled potatoes is extremely charac-

teristic, and of special importance for the distinc-

tion of the typhoid bacilli from all other forms of

bacteria as yet known. Slices of potato inoculated with

small quantities of typhoid bacilli appear almost com-

pletely unaltered after two or three days; at the most
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the surface in the neighbourhood of the track of in-

oculation has acquired a somewhat moist, more shiny-

appearance. If this part of the potato is touched with

a platinum wire it gives the impression as if the surface

was covered with a resistant skin ; and if we examine

microscopically a minute portion from the surface we can

easily see that this skin consists of masses of bacilli

which have taken possession of the soil over a great

extent, often over the whole surface. If the inocu-

lated potato is kept at 85° C. the development of the

layer of bacilli occurs more rapidly, while otherwise

the appearance of the potato remains the same.

In all these cultivations the bacilli appear under the MorpLoiogicai

microscope as short, thin rods similar to those observed th^'^^tivated
in the tissue. Nevertheless long pseudo-threads are tiaoilli.

almost always formed in the cultivations, and there are

also marked differences in length corresponding to the

various stages of growth. It is also possible to stain

culture preparations with aniline dyes, but it is more
difficult than the staining of other bacilli {e.g., Bacillus

anthracis).—Further, the bacilli taken from the culti-

vations show distinct and often fairly active move-
ments. Spore formation can not be ^ V
observed in cultivations kept at 15°— ^jXS 6 I

«

18° C; at 20° C. a few spores are ^ ?^X!B>'*
formed, and between 80° and 42° C. a" »^
the spore formation is plentiful. The ^'facUirfS"'*^
spores are situated at the end of the cultivation x
rods, and only one spore is formed SbSing on the

in each rod in the form of a hiehlv right iiandspore-

„ . TIT bearing bacilli
retracting round body, occupying the and free spores,

whole breadth of the bacillus. Where two bacilli are
joined together it is always the two ends not in contact
which bear the spores.

Inoculation experiments on animals have as yet been Exporimonta
without result, whether the material used was typhoid °^ "'nimals.

stools or the pure cultivated bacilli. Those few experi-
ments in which a typhoid disease was said to follow
inoculation or feeding have evidently been made with '

impure material containing other active . bacteria. It is
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known that a group of fairly widespread organisms,

which, however, differ totally from the typhoid bacilli,

have this property in common, that when introduced

either by intravenous or subcutaneous injection, they

kill animals with the symptoms of a gastro-enteritis,

often with marked swelling and ulceration of Peyer's

patches. It is probably to these organisms that we

must ascribe the apparent positive results which certain

authors think they have obtained by inoculation of the

typhoid bacilli ; this remark applies more especially to

the typhoid cultivations isolated by Tayon, and tested

with apparent success on animals and man, for these in

no respect correspond to the characters of pure cultiva-

tions of the characteristic bacilli which constantly occur

in typhoid fever.—Recently numerous experiments have

been made by Gaffky (and also in the laboratory at

Gottingen) with the view of setting up a corresponding

disease in animals with pure cultivations of the typhoid

bacilli. Besides rabbits, guinea-pigs, and rats, calves

and monkeys have also been employed in these experi-

ments ; infection has been attempted by continued feed-

ing, in some cases along with simultaneous employment

of various medicinal substances, by subcutaneous and

intravenous injections, and by inhalations, but as yet

without any positive result. However, there is always

the possibility that some preliminary preparation of the

animals may render them susceptible to an infection.

The success of such experiments would be of great

importance in completing the proof that the bacilli

described are really the causal exciting agents of typhoid

fever, although the constancy of their occurrence and

their exclusive presence in this disease leaves scarcely

any real doubt as to their significance.

Occurrence of Typhoid bacilli have never as yet been demonstrated

SCman"""'"' with certainty outside the human body with the excep-

siirroundingB. ^^qj^ of Pfeiffer's demonstration of their presence in

the dejecta of typhoid patients. It is true that there

are statements by Brautlecht and Klebs as to the suc-

cessful demonstration of typhoid bacilli in suspected

drinking water ; but according to the description which
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these authors give of the bacilli found by them it is

certain that neither of them were dealing with typhoidr

bacilli. Brautlecht's bacilli were very thin, slender

bacilli ; those isolated by Klebs from the water supply of

Ziirich were not decolourised by Gram's method, they

showed another mode of spore formation, were infective

for rabbits, and were therefore certainly not identical

with the bacilli of Eberth and Gaffky.*

The most distinctive character of the typhoid bacilli

is their peculiar mode of growth on potatoes ; and when

we have to diagnose these organisms the potato cultiva-

tions must be employed as the distinctive criterion.

With the help of this aid to diagnosis it will now per- Modes of

haps be possible to follow more closely the distribution orthe^typhoid

of the typhoid bacilli in our surroundings and the modes liacilli.

in which it causes infection. What has as yet been

done in this direction rests only on deductions and on

practical experience and statistical facts which are in

many respects open to question, and are in part contra-

dictory. The following views may be deduced from the

knowledge which we have gained during recent years as

to the specific exciting agents of typhoid fever.

We may perhaps conjecture that the seat of entrance

of the infective agents is by preference the digestive

tract; in favour of this we have the observations as to

the distribution of the typhoid bacilli in the body of the

patient as well as the analogy with many other diseases

which are chiefly localised in the intestine (swine ery-

sipelas, cholera). Nevertheless, in spite of these obser-

vations and analogies, the possibility of some other seat

of invasion is not excluded (see the chapter on the causa-
tion of disease).—Further, from the mode of spread of
typhoid epidemics we may probably draw the conclusion
that a certain preparation of the intestine for infection

* Kleb'B article, "Baoillen," in Eulenhurg's Jlealenct/clopcedia.—
Ltc'ure on the drinhing water tvpply of the town of Zurich and its suburbs.
Auascrsilil, 1885.—Comparo tlio refutation by Cramer in Die Wasser-
eenorgung von Ziirich, Zurich, 1885; and Die Wasserversorgtwg von
Ziirich und Autgemeinder

; Entgegnung der ertueilerten Wasser-com-
mission auf die Angrife von Herrn Prof. Klebs. Zurich, 1885.
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must always take place, that a coiiditioli of irritation, a

hypersemia and detachment of epithelium, such as occurs,

for example, in animals after the injection of putrid

mixtures, prepares a spot for the entrance of the true

infective agents.

If the view as to the. important role played by the

intestine in the production of infection is correct, it be-

comes probable that the transport of the typhoid bacilli

to the seat of infection occurs most frequently through

the food ; and very various articles of food are not less

suitable as vehicles than the drinking water which is

commonly blamed in a somewhat one-sided manner.

Transport by Articles of food and drinking water can evidently be
articles of

i^Qpregnated with large quantities of typhoid bacilli or

spores in the most various ways; of great importance

for the continued existence and development of the

typhoid bacilli outside the body is, on the one hand, the

fact that many typhoid bacilli leave the body of the

patient in .the form of resistent spores, and on the other

hand that their development can occur on the most

various nutrient materials at the ordinary temperature^

and that without any alteration of the nutrient material

noticeable to the naked eye. Thus the channels for the

spread of the infective material from the dejecta of

typhoid patients to articles of food are extremely nu-

merous, and are in a marked manner subject to chance,

which at one time follows no apparent rule, at another

time may present a deceptive appearance of law. It is

necessary to refer in illustration of this to the fact that

the dejecta containing spores are ultimately deposited on.

garden earth, on fields, or on meadows, that the un-

altered spores may be thence transported to the dwellings

by fruit, man, &c., and by unforeseen actions and

accidents reach a suitable nutrient medium where they

can multiply plentifully, and from whence further

infection may eventually occur.

It is necessary to bear in mind these numerous and

complex ways in which an infection may possibly occur

in oriier to some extent to meet the prevailing tendency

to treat these etiological questions in a schematic manner.
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lu numerous typhoid epidemics a local and seasonal

pve-disposition can be recognised, and Pettenkofer has, as:

is well-known, observed tliat the moisture of the soil plays

an important part in this pre-disposition. How far this

view can be brought into harmony with the biological

characters of the typhoid bacilli will be discussed more in

detail in the chapter on the causation of disease.

Bacillus pneumo7ii(e (Friedlander).

The infectious, and at times epidemic character of

certain forms of pneumonia has been repeatedly pointed

out by various observers,—for example by Kiihn,

Jurgensen, and others,—this character leading to the

belief that micro-organisms may be the exciting agents

of the disease. In 1883, Friedlander and Frobenius, as

a matter of fact, found and isolated by cultivation bacteria

in a large number of cases of pneumonia, the organisms

presenting infective properties.

The bacteria were at first only found on post-mortem Occurrence of

examination, especially in the alveolar exudation, in tacterir'""'''

cover glass preparations of the juice, and in sections;

they were also present in the pleuritic and pericardial

exudation. The same bacteria have also been found by
Eibbert, Ziehl, nnd others in the rust-coloured sputum,

and by Friedlander, in one of six cases examined, in the

blood obtained by cupping.

These micro-organisms present, under the microscope. Morphological

the form of oval cells ; it is difficult to say whether these

are to be regarded as oval micrococci, or as very short

rods with rounded ends. Friedlander has described

them as micrococci, but in every preparation a relatively

large proportion of the individuals shows such a pre-

ponderance of the longitudinal diameter that they
canijot be reckoned among the cocci

; further, iso-

diametric cells never occur, or only in so far as they are
seen in preparations, where the cells stand at right angles
to their long diameter ; and as also under high powers
of the microscope, even the shorter forms show dis-

tinctly parallel and longitudinal limiting linos, it seems
more correct to designate the organisms as bacilli.
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In this species we not uncommonly find that the youthful

stages only appear as oval, egg-shaped cells, and that

under certain conditions, where the multiplication is very

rapid, these young cells prepon-

» f ^(^^ derate; but the simultaneous

J^^o ^a" ® pi'ssence of older individuals

^ofl* ^(o) showing a distinct rod shape,

^ ^ enables us to determine that

Fig. 71.—Pneumonia bacilli all the cells are bacilli, for if

,
^ we had to do with the forms

o, from cultivations. i • i , i ,

b, from exudation showing whicli we are accustomed to
capsules.

designate as cocci, we should

only find round, or at most very slightly oval cells.

The short bacilli grow very frequently in chains of two

to four members ; these forms are apparently the more

numerous, the more rapid is the multiplication, and

hence in these preparations the short forms show a

marked preponderance.

In preparations which are obtained from the animal

body, but not in those taken from cultivations of the

bacilli, the organisms are surrounded by a Sort of

Staining of capsulo. Each bacillus lies embedded in a gelatinous
the capsule,

gj^gg^^]^ which is evidently composed of a substance

similar to mucine, as shown by its solubility in dilute

alkalies, and its insolubility in acetic acid ; the sheath

stains faintly when treated in a certain manner with

gentian violet or fuchsine, and is thus rendered very

distinct. In order to demonstrate the capsules dis-

tinctly in sections, Friedlander recommends the follow-

ing method : place the sections for twenty-four hours

in acid gentian violet solution (concentrated alcoholic

solution of gentian violet 50 parts, distilled water

100 parts, acetic acid 10 parts), then decolourise in

•1 per cent, of acetic acid for one to two minutes;

then treat with alcohol, oil of cloves, &c. Eibbert

employs for cover glass preparations a staining fluid

composed of 100 parts of water, 50 parts of alcohol, 12^

of glacial acetic acid, saturated, when warm, with dahlia

;

the preparations are immersed in this solution only for

a very short time, then washed in water and examined.
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Tlie sheath has exactly the form of the bacillus which it

siUTOuads, aud hence it usually presents the appearance

of an elongated ovoid ; two to four bacilli in chains are

often present in one capsule ; in other cases the division

is complete, and each of the new . bacilli has its own
capsule. The breadth of the sheath is at least as great

as the transverse diameter of the bacilli ; at times, how-

ever, it is two to three times greater. This capsule

formation is not at all peculiar to the pneumonia bacilli,

in which, however, the enveloping substance which is

present in a very large number of bacteria is particularly

well formed ; this material is also quite as great in some
other species.

Cultivations of Priedliinder's bacilli are readily obtained Cultiyations.

on very various nutrient substrata. On gelatine plates
white points appear after twenty-four hours, and under
the microscope present the form of round, sharply-
defined discs, with a dark granular centre, and a narrow
olive-coloured border ; at a later period a white por-
cellaneous deposit is formed on the surface of the
gelatine, Hke a very prominent convex knob. In cultiva-

tions made by plunging the needle into the gelatine, a
thick, white, confluent mass is formed along the track
of the needle, and this mass extends into any fissures
^vhich may communicate with this track

; here, also, we
find a convex knob on the surface. In stroke cultivations
a thick, white, creamy layer is formed.—The bacillus
also grows well on agar, blood serum, and potatoes. On
the latter whitish-yellow gelatinous masses are formed,
which may extend over the whole surface of the potato'
presenting a glistening surface and showing at times a
development of gas and formation of bubbles.—The rod
shape of the bacilli is particularly evident in micro-
scopical preparations of cultures, especially when the
growth has occurred at a low temperature aud the
individual organisms have attained their full size before
dividing. The formation of spores has not as yet been
observed with certainty.

Friedlander and Frobenius have performed inocula- , , .tion experiments on animals with pure cultivations of the aXS'.""
17
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bacilli. If fluids containing tlie cultures were iujectecl

througli the wall of the thorax into one lung of a:-

rabbit by means of a Pravaz syringe, no disease occurred,

rabbits being completely refractory to the organisms.

On the other hand, 32 mice treated in the same Avay

died ; on post-mortem examination reddish, turbid fluid

was found in both pleural cavities, both lungs were very

markedly reddened, almost completely devoid of air, and

showed scattered and ill-defined patches of red infiltra-

tion. Of 11 guinea-pigs, 6 showed similar appearances;

of 5 dogs, 1. If the cultivation was exposed to a

temperature of about 80° C. for 15 to 20 minutes, and then

injected into mice, the animals remained healthy, with

the exception of a few, where the injury was uninten-

tionally more severe. (This is a control experiment,

which in view of the serious injury done by such injec-

tions into the lungs of mice was absolutely necessary,

and still requires further repetition).—Five mice were

also successfully infected by inhalation of cultivations,

and these, in like manner, presented typical appearances

of pneumonia. The same organisms could be cultivated

from the afi'ected lungs of the animals experimented on.

Significanceof In judging of the significance of Friedliinder's pneu-

hacilH for ti'ie
^onia baciUi, more especially for the purpose of clinical

etiology of diagnosis, it is very important to note that they cannot
pneiimonia.

distinguished with certainty from a number of other

organisms, either by their microscopical characters, or by

their cultivations. The same morphological characters

—

even the capsules—are present in a number of bacteria
;

the character of the cultivations is extremely common,

and shared by many species of bacteria; both the morpho-

logical and cultural characteristics were combined in

bacilli studied by Passet, Kreibohm, and others. Hence

a definite diagnosis of these organisms is only possible

by experiments on animals; and even in this respect

the distinction is difficult, because other organisms also

•show similar pathogenic action to that of Friedliinder's

bacilli (for example, the bacillus isolated by Schou).

The allied pathogenic bacteria which have been as yet

isolated in a similar manner show, however, difi'erenccs
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•with regard to their growth in gelatine and with regard

to the species of animals susceptible to their action, and

these differences enable us to distinguish them from

Friedlander's bacilli. But the diagnosis of the latter

can only be made by the aid of elaborate comparative

cultivations and experiments on animals. And hence

the establishment of a causal connection of these bacilli

with pneumonia, based on their distribution in pneumonic

processes, is very difficult, because it is not possibly in

every case to employ all the methods which alone enable

us to distinguish these organisms from others which are

constantly present in the sputum and in the bronchi,

and which are therefore frequently found in pneumonic
exudation, although they are of no importance.

The answer to these questions is so much the more
difficult because Friedlander's bacilli are, without doubt,

not the only cause of the pneumonic process. We are

already acquainted with pneumonias which are caused

by aspergillus and actinomyces ; it is a jjno?-i not im-
probable that also among bacteria there are several other

species which can set up pneumonia ; and the probability

of this view is increased by Schou's observations. Further
careful observations, combined with cultivations and ex-

periments on animals, will therefore possibly discover a

greater variety of causes of pneumonia.*
Emmerich has demonstrated the presence of Fried- Occurrence of

iiinder's bacilli in the soil of a room in which there were tlie pneumonia
bacilli outside

many pneumonic patients ; the diagnosis was rendered tiie human

certain by inhalation experiments with cultivations on
18 mice, of which 8 died of pneumonia ; hence the soil

seems to be one of the places where the pneumonia
bacilli can be preserved, and whence, in suitable cases,
they may pass into human beings. Possibly also there
are a number of other places in our surroundings which
play a similar rdle. But as the result of our present
knowledge as to their occurrence and their properties,
we cannot make any more definite statement with regard
to the mode of spread of these pneumonia bacilli.

. * Friinkel has isolated a bacillus which is much more often associatedwith pneumonia than the above-mentioned organism.
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Doraonsti'R-
tion of the
inoculability
of tiibor-

culosis.

Method of

donionstrat-

ing tlio

tubercle
bacilli micrO'

soopio.xlly.

Bacillus tuberculosis.

Klencke, and at a later period Villemin, were the

first to show that the affected organs from tuberculous

human beings, and from animals suffering from perl-

sucht, set up tuberculosis when inoculated on animals ;

they thereby proved the infective nature of tuberculosis,

and provided a justifiable basis for the supposition that

in this disease also the exciting agent was an organised

living body. The infective experiments were subse-

quently repeated in a convincing manner, more espe-

cially by Cohnheim and Salomon sen, and later by

Damsch, who employed the eyes of rabbits as the seat

of inoculation, and were able to set up tuberculosis of

the .iris by inoculation of tuberculous material into the

eye, the disease spreading from thence to other organs.

In spite of these experiments the nature and the ulti-

mate cause of tuberculosis was for a long time obscure,

as the attempts to fi^d, even with the most careful

microscopical examination, any organised bodies in

tuberculous organs , which could be looked on as the

exciting agents of the disease were not successful, and

as also experiments on the cultivation of the sup-

posed organised virus did not lead to any definite

result. It was not till a few years ago that by means

of Koch's, classical investigations we obtained a com-

plete insight into the etiology of this disease ; a result

which BO much the more deserves our most complete

admiration, because entirely new and special methods

were necessary as well for the microscopical examina-

tion as also for the cultivation of the micro-organisms,

and because the whole investigation was laid before

us in such a complete form that in respect of this

question the points as to the etiology of tuberculosis

are scarcely capable of any further important expansion.

The following description is consequently in the main

based only on Koch's work on tuberculosis.

In the first place Koch succeeded in demonstrating

the presence of .peculiar bacilli in the most various

tuberculous affections by means of a special method of

stnininf. While no micro-orgnnisms could be demon-
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strated by the aniline stains as ordinarily employed,

nor by the other nuclear stains, organisms at once

became quite evident when a small quantity of alkali

was added to the solutions of the aniline colouring

matters. As later investigations showed, the substi-

tution of anilin, toluidin, turpentine, carbolic acid, or

ammonia, for the alkali acts in a similar mannner in

enabling the staining material to penetrate into the

tubercle bacilli ; even without any such addition to the

staining fluids, the bacilli may be successfully stained

if only the action of the staining material is sufficiently

intense to show quantitative differences with respect to

the taking up of the colouring matter. It is also of

special advantage that the staining material once it has
penetrated into the bacilli is held very tenaciously;
Koch found that on treatment of sections stained in

the alkaline colouring material with strong nitric acid
or hydrochloric acid the colouring matter is extracted
from cells, nuclei, and all other bacteria, while the
tubercle bacilli alone remain stained. In the tissue,
which is now colourless, the individual bacilli are re-
markably easily recognised on account of their stain

j

and the picture may be further improved by treating the
section, after the employment of the decolourising means,
with an ordinary nuclear aniline stain, the tone of which
presents a good contrast to the solution first employed
for the staining of the tubercle bacilli. The cell nuclei
and also the other bacteria (not tubercle bacilli) take on
this second stain, so that, for example, the tubercle
bacilli appear red, the cell nuclei and other bacteria
blue, or the former violet, and the latter brown. (As to
the modifications and the technique of the method of
staining tubercle bacilli, as well as with regard to the
exceptions to the exclusive staining of the tubercle
bacilli, see the chapter on "Methods,"
The bacilli found in tuberculous organs by the aid Morphologic

01 tUis extremely sharp and sensitive method are rods "^^"^^'^^t^'s-

1-5-3-5
M. in length; their breadth is constant when

tlie same staming methods are employed, and corre-
sponds to that of the bacilli of mouse septicaemia. For
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Situation of

the tubercle
baeilli.

Fig. 72.—Sputum containing
tubercle bacilli X 600.

the most part the bacilli are shghtly bent, or even more
frequently curved. They are often spore-bearing, the

number of the spores being usually 2—4 or even 6. By
the ordinary method of treating the preparations the

spores do not take up the colouring matter, and hence
the spore-bearing bacillus when stained presents the

appearance of a dark thread, interrupted by clear egg-

shaped spaces. At times it seems as if the spores pro-

jected laterally beyond the con-

tour of the bacillus. If the

specimen is examined with in-

sufficient magnification one

readily obtains the impression

that such a spore-bearingthread

is composed of a chain of cocci

;

if the preparation is badly

stained, too much heated, or too

long treated with acid, this ap-

pearance is increased. Neverthe-

less it is always possible, in carefully prepared specimens

and with the aid of good lenses (Zeiss Winkel ^),

to convince oneself that the supposed chain of cocci does

not exist, but that the delicate contour of the baciUus

can be for the most part traced through its whole length,

and that it is only within this contour that the alter-

nation of stained and unstained zones gives the deceptive

appearance of stained cocci separated by narrow inter-

mediate spaces. The assertion made by some observers

that the tubercle bacilli also occur in the form of cocci

can only be referred to this and other errors of obser-

vation. In all cases the tubercle bacilli appear

to be non-motile. fj^
The bacilli are most readily found where the ^

(J

tubercular process is commencing or spreading.

At first the bacilli are single, and then almost Fig 73.—

always lie in the immediate neighbourhood of a baciiu x
nucleus and in the interior of the cell to which

this nucleus belongs ; later they occur in closely packed

small masses. The cheesy centre of the mass shows

only broken down nuclear substance, which no longer
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takes on the nuclear stain, and, in which there are very

few or no tubercle bacilli; from the infectivity of the

Pig 74.—Miliary tuberculosis
of the lungs X 700.

Fig. 75.—Tuberculosis of the
intestine X 700.

cheesy centre the conclusion may, however, be drawn that
the bacilh have here passed into the spore stage, which
cannot be demonstrated by staining.

As soon as giant cells appear in the tubercles, tubercle
bacilli are almost al-

ways found in them.

They often contain

only one bacillus,

and then a peculiar

antagonism is fre-

quently evident
between the nuclei

of the giant cells

and the enclosed

bacillus. The latter

takes up a position

opposed to the
nuclei, and lies as

Fig. 76a.—Giant cell from a case of miliary
tuberculosis X 700.

lar as possible in the part of the cell which is free from
nuclei (fig. 76b). If the number of tubercle bacilli
which develop in the giant cells increases markedly, they
finally break through the wall of nuclei, and the giant
cell then apparently dies.
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Distribution
of the bacilli

affections.

The bacilli are probably first introduced into tlie

diseased tissue by wandering cells which take up and
transport the bacilli, which are not themselves capable
of independent movement ; it is possible that this trans-
porting wandering cell becomes then transformed into
an epithelioid cell and afterwards into a giant cell. In
many infective experiments wandering cells containing
tubercle bacilli can be directly demonstrated in the blood
and tissues.

examined in man 19 cases of miliary tubercu-
lin the various losis, in none of which the bacilli were missing from the
tubercular . ^ , , ,

tubercular nodules :

29 oases of phthisis

of the lungs (8 com-

plicated with intes-

tinal tuberculosis) ;

here also the bacilli

were constantly
found, and apart
from the sputum

they were most
numerous in fresh

cheesy infiltrations

and in the interior

of cavities where the

walls were rapidly

breaking down. In

tuberculous ulcers

of the tongue, in tuberculosis of the pelvis of the kidney,

of the uterus, of the testicle, &c., the bacilli were con-

stantly found ; likewise in 21 cases of tuberculous glands.

Further, they were present in 13 cases of tuberculosis

of the joints and 10 cases of tuberculous affections of

bones ; in 4 cases of lupus, where the bacilli were only

found in giant cells, and only one organism in each; iu

7 cases of bovine tuberculosis ;
finally, in various animals

inoculated with tubercular material (273 guinea-pigs,

105 rabbits, 44 field mice, 28 white mice, 19 rats, 13 cats,

AS well as dogs, marmots, fowls, pigeons, &c.). Further,

sputa and organs iu a very large number of other non-

Fig. 76b.—Giant cell containing a
tubercle bacillus

; section from lupus
of the skin X 700.
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tuberculous affections were examined
; here, however,

the characteristic bacilli were invariably absent. . ^ :.J

From all these microscopical investigations it follows

with certainty that the tubercle bacilli occur constantly

and exclusively in tuberculosis, that they precede the

pathological alterations which are peculiar to tubercu-

losis both in place and time, and that their number, their

appearance, and their disappearance, stand in direct

relation to the course of the disease. These results

evidently imply an etiological relation between the

tubercle bacilli and the tubercular process.

The cultivation of the tubercle baoilK was also ac- Cultivation of

companied, like their microscopical demonstration,
by special difficulties, and required new and special

methods. No growth occurred on the ordinary nutrient
media. The tubercle bacilli evidently lead a parasitic
existence, and saprophytic growth can only occur when
the conditions under which they flourish in the animal
body are copied as accurately as possible ; as also the
whole development of the tubercular process only goes
on very slowly we can only expect a diflacult and slow
growth of the bacilli, even under conditions which
to some extent correspond with those which are present
in the animal body. As a matter of fact Koch only suc-
ceeded in obtaining cultivations when he employed
bbod serum, gelatine, or solidified blood serum kept at
the body temperature, and when also these nutritive
media were so prepared that they could be kept for U
days or longer at the body temperature without drying
up, or becoming contaminated with other organisms.
It was found that blood serum kept in test tubes, and
sterilised, was the most suitable material, especially
when the tubes were kept in an oblique position while
the blood serum was solidifying, and thus a larcve
surface was presented for the growth of the cultivation.
(More accurate details as to the preparation of this
nutrient medium will be given in the chapter on
Methods.'

) During solidification of the blood serum
the condensed water collects in large drops at the lowest
part of the obliqne sui-face of the serum, and this reser-
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Yoir of water is in so far of importance for the cultiva-
tion, as by means of it the surface of the serum is kept
sufficiently moist, and preserved from drying during the
long time that it is kept in the incubator.

If tubercular masses are placed on such nutrient

substrata (care being taken completely
to exclude other bacteria), and kept
permanently at 37° C, distinct multi-

plication of the tubercle bacilli can be
seen after about 14 days. The greatest

care must of course be employed to ex-

clude other bacteria, more especially

because the saprophytes as a rule grow
much more rapidly at the body tem-
perature, and, starting from a very small

number of individuals, may completely

occupy the surface of the soil before the

tubercle bacilli have even begun to

multiply. According to Koch, it is best

to commence the cultivations from the

lymphatic glands of a guinea-pig which
has been inoculated with tubercular

sputum or tubercular organs, and has
been killed after about three or four

weeks. The skin is purified with cor-

rosive sublimate, and one of the swollen

lymphatic glands is exposed, a series of

heated knives and scissors being em-
ployed for the purpose.

Finally, the gland is cut through and

a portion of the interior is rubbed over

surface of the blood serum. In
on blood semm. ^p-^^ ^j^^^^ precautions, it is always

well to inoculate a considerable number of tubes, for

some always become contaminated and useless. In the

incubator the tubes remain unaltered for 7 to 10 days
;

after this time, sometimes not till the fourteenth day,

dull white points and small flakes are formed on the

surface of the serum, these flakes having the appearance

of dry scales with a dull surface. At times they unite

Fig. 77.—Cnltivation
of tubercle bacilli the
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to form a thin, dull covering over the surface of the

serum. On further inoculation of these cultivations on

new blood serum the growth takes place more readily

;

later cultivations give more luxuriant growths, which

also spread over the surface of the drop of fluid present

at the lower part of the tube. When
examined under a low power of the

microscope (80 diameters) the appear-

ance of the colonies is seen to be

very peculiar and characteristic. After

five to six days very peculiar and

delicate figures are seen on the

surface of the blood serum, forming

finely curved and S-shaped lines
; 7a^Coionies of

these gi-adually spread and form tubercle bacilli from
1 . , , , . , , , a cultivation, dried

masses which ultimately become and stained on a

united with one another. These cover glass x 700.

colonies can be obtained by pressing a cover glass on
the surface of the serum, and they can then be stained

and the individual bacilli recognised under high powers
of the microscope.

Koch has made in all 43 cultivations from tubercular
material

; several of these being from bovine tuberculosis,
scrofulous glands, fungous disease of joints, and lupus.
Some of these cultivations have been now kept up
through more than forty generations for over three
years

; but the bacilli have in no way lost their viru-
lence.—Another soil on which they can grow is a mix-
ture of infusion of meat with agar, but the growth on
this material is by no means so good. Koch was only
able to obtain a cultivation in neutralised meat infusion
under special conditions, and in this material the
bacteria formed, after four or five weeks, a white,
granular deposit at the bottom of the clear fluid. No
growth could be obtained on any vegetable substance.
The development of the bacilli completely ceases below
28° or 29° C; at 30° C. it is very slow; it is best
between 37° and 38°, and completely ceases at 42°
The difficulty of cultivation and the narrow limits with- Cultivation
.m which growth occurs has been confirmed by other S^'folmo?'

observers.
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observers, and this fact shows that the supposed pure
cultivations of tubercle bacilli carried out by earlier

authors, and not under the conditions mentioned above,

were not pure cultivations, but were cultivations of some
accidental saprophyte.

Esperiments From these cultivations Koch has infected numerous
on animals. .

animals, and thus completed the necessary proof. In
the first place he has in many cases repeated the former

infective experiments with tubercular tissues. For
example, 179 guinea-pigs, 35 rabbits, and numerous
other animals were inoculated with nodules from

miliary tuberculosis, with phthisical sputum, with pus

from tubercular abscesses, with the material from

fungous disease of joints, with scrofulous glands, with

lupus, and with nodules from bovine tuberculosis, and

in all the cases tuberculosis occurred.

Inoculation The infection occurs most easily by introducing a

la^^putimi!^^" little sputum into a pocket in the skin over the

. abdomen of guinea-pigs. The wound is closed with a

stitch, soon heals, and usually shows no reaction.

After two to three weeksj however, swelling .of the

nearest lymphatic glands occurs ; at the same time the

seat of inoculation becomes hard, and a nodule is

formed. This nodule subsequently ulcerates, and

becomes covered with a dry crust, under which is a

shallow ulcer with cheesy base. The animals become

thin, they have difficulty of respiration, and generally

die-in from the fourth to the eighth week.—In rabbits

the course of the disease after such an inoculation is not

so definite; it is best here to inoculate into the anterior

chamber of the eye.

Infection by Koch has further made numerous inoculations with

ti^^oftube'r- pure cultivations. For this purpose animals freshly

cie bacilli. bought were employed ;
they were kept in a special

cage, killed in the early stage of the disease, and in

order to exclude, as far as possible, all suspicion of

accidental tuberculosis, uninoculated control animals

were always kept beside them. The pure cultivations

were inoculated in a variety of ways ; in the first place

subcutaneously. -As a result, all the guinea-pigs and
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field mice died also one marmot. Fowls were in part By subcutano.
susceptible

; white mice were almost altoo-ether insus inocuia-

^
''''''

f.""''^' °f i^fe^tio^ was°the inocula- B^h^ocuiation
tion ot the pure cultivations into the anterior chamber of
the eye in rabbits. An incision several millimetres in wTet^:
length was made at the upper border of the cornea, and
by means of a blunt hook, a minute fragment of a pure
cultivation was pushed into the anterior chamber or a
mixture of the cultivation in water was injected bymeans of a syringe which possessed a fine, shan.
oanula If by this mode of infection few bacilli we^e
mjected, tuberculosis of the iris occurred somewhat

Tsae'^Tt
' *^^^,f-f^-*-luction of tubercular

the nV f '^'^"^^^ ««««^tion ofth nearest ymphatic glands, and subsequently bytubercular infection
. of other organs. Where lar'equant t of,,,,, I - a

he bulb and general tuberculosis rapidly occurred so

his mode of infection, animals which were Xwfse Sr^'
. ry insusceptible to the disease-such as dogs ilts andwhite mice-died with extensive eruption ?f tuberclesm the abdommal organs. Fourthly, niixtures of ft .
cultivations, M-hich had bppr, flU ,

the By intra-

«n„,,. •
filtered through finpgauze, were injected into the veins (iha i

^ i"i°<=tio°.

aural vein). By this method the most anid'T
''

"I
complete infection was obtained T ^

^
Of tubercular nodules app^ i'nTrcrsZC^^^^^^
than IS ever the case in spontaneous tuberculosis Tthese experiments, therefore, the possibilifv .f
taneous tuberculosis can be excluded Zs ! .1
with the greatest certainty.

^ ''^^^^y' ^"^^

Lastly, Koch attempted to infm/?n«« +1

of bacilli into the anim'als by nS a t t ' «^
the cultivations with watei wa sn a^^^

The mixture of

hand spray into the interioi of a^ box L
'

open air, and in this box 20 to 30 rabb fCO rfu rabbits, guuiea-pigg,
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rats, and white mice were placed. The animals were

then kept in a special cage and well tended ; after 28

days they were killed, and all showed extensive tuber-

culosis.

The inoculations were made on a total of 217 animals.

The more susceptible animals—guinea-pigs, field mice,

rabbits, and cats—died as the result of all the different

modes of infection ; and where large numbers of bacilli

were employed, dogs, rats, and white mice were also un-

able to withstand their action.

Control It must also be mentioned that numerous control ex-

experiments,
pg^ijj^^ents were made with a great variety of cultivations

and mixtures of other bacteria, and that the inhalation

experiments were also controlled by Koch in a similar

manner. Nevertheless, in no case was tubercular

disease observed in these animals.

The proof that we must look on the tubercle bacillus

as the only and all-sufiicient cause of all kinds of tuber-

cular diseases has thus been brought by Koch with a

completeness and certainty which has scarcely ever been

attained as regards the etiology of any other disease.

The results of Koch's experiments have been subse-

quently confirmed completely by several observers ;
thus

the whole series of investigations has been repeated by

Watson Cheyne, Kosenbach, the author, &c. The

constant and exclusive occurrence of the tubercle bacilli

in tubercular diseases has been confirmed by numerous

observers, more particularly their occurrence in

phthisical sputum, and also in the surgical tubercular

affections in lupus, bovine tuberculosis, &c. The

objections which have been raised by Formad, Spina,

and others, against the etiological significance of the

tubercle bacillus, or against certain parts of the proof

furnished by Koch—for example, against the specific

applicability of the methods of staining, against the ex-

periments on animals, &c.—have been shown to be

badly founded in every respect, and have for the most

part arisen only from imperfect employment of Koch's

methods.
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From the knowledge which we have ohtained, as the Doductions as

result of experiments, with regard to the biological
Jp^J^^^^f"^^

°^

relationsof the tubercle bacilli, important conclusions may tuberculosis,

be drawn as to the mode of spread of these bacilli, and of
the disease caused by them. In our ordinary surround-
ings the conditions necessary for the multiphcation of
the tubercle bacilli are, without doubt, never present

;

in other words, they do not possess a saprophytic stage
of existence, but they always behave as true parasites
under the conditions which are present in nature.
Hence the spread of tuberculosis could only occur by
infection from individual to individual, were it not that
the bacilli can retain their vitality and all their virulent
characters for a considerable time outside the body. This
preservation of the organisms is aided to a great degree
by the presence of spores, which have proved, as the
result of direct experiments, to be very resisting.
Sputum, containing spore-bearing tubercle bacilli, was Length of life
still virulent after six weeks, although it was kept moist, of the tubercle

and although putrefaction occurred in it ; such sputum
when dried retained its virulence up to 186 days, as was
proved by the inoculation of guinea-pigs. Hence we
may assume that our ordinary surroundings must be
frequently much contaminated with virulent bacillus
spores, and that infection can occur not only directly
from the patient, but also by means of the most various
objects from his surroundings, often in a very indirect
manner and after a relatively long time. The most Distribution
important source of the contamination of our surround h

^"^"'^

ings with tubercle bacilli is undoubtedly phthisical StEal°'
sputum; as almost one-seventh of mankind die of'^''*''"
phthisis of the lungs, and as a large portion of the^
sputum IS constantly dried in the clothes and on other
objects, and thus is able to pass into the dust the
distribution of the virulent material must be compara-
tively great.

^

Nevertheless numerous experimenters have failed to
discover any tubercle bacilli in the air, even of placessuch as wards in which phthisical patients were con-
stantly present (Celli and Guarneri, Bollinger), and only
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Futile at-

tempts to
demonstrate
tubercle
bacilli in tlie

Eeasons for

the negative
results.

Modes in

which the
tubercle
bacillus
fintfiTB the
body.

one observer ("Williams) was able to demonstrate, by means

of the microscope, tubercle bacilli in the air obtained

from the ventilation shaft of a consumption hospital.

These failures are, however, by no means sufficient to

cause us to modify our convictions as to the wide distri-

bution of virulent tubercle bacilli or spores ; our methods

are, on the contrary, much too imperfect to enable us

to demonstrate with certainty bacilli in air, which,

nevertheless, when inhaled, might introduce a number

of these organisms into the body sufficient to produce

infection. The examination of air with this xiew can be

carried out by means of microscopical investigation, by

caltivation, or by infection experiments. As regards the

first method, we have already learned in the case of

other fungi that by means of it we can only recognise a

very small percentage of the bacteria which are really

present, aiid that a negative result is obtained even in

those cases where we are able to demonstrate the presence

of numerous individuals by means of cultivation. With

regard to the tubercle bacilli also, the investigation by

means of cultivation, which is otherwise very useful and

much more sensitive, cannot be employed for these

experiments, because, as the result of the slow and

difficult growth of the tubercle bacilli, the soil is always

completely occupied at an earlier period by other unavoid-

able bacteria, and also because for infective experiments

we require larger numbers of bacilli, and more especially

a more concentrated material than is obtained by these

investigations of the air, and hence it is not correct to

conclude that because infection has not occurred the air

investigated has been free from tubercle bacilli. Where

a long'er time is spent in rooms contaminated by

phthisical sputum, &c., and where the air of these

rooms is breathed for some time, the entrance of the

respiratory tract comes into contact with many more

bacilli than can as yet be demonstrated by means of any

mode of aeroscopic investigation.

The tubercular virus without doubt enters the body

most frequently with the inspired air, and this is the

mode in which healthy persons are most commonly
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infected with tuberculosis ; in rare cases the tubercle
• bacilli may also penetrate into the body through wounds
of the skin. At times tubercular animals are the source

of the infection ; but the disease seems only to be carried

by the milk of tubercular cows when the mammary
glands are themselves affected with the disease.

In apparent contrast to the influence of the local

spread of the tubercle bacilli, we have the experience
that as the result of living in the neighbourhood of

tubercular individuals by no means all the healthy
persons are infected; indeed, the percentage of infections
is only slightly greater than where there is, as far as we
can judge, much less opportunity for infection. The Important

predisposition evidently plays a very important role in IheSSai
the occurrence of tubercular infection; it practically P.'^^^'^'^i^o'^^-

<'ontrols the mode of spread of the tuberculosis, and is

more especially important because it has the greatest
influence on the treatment of the disease. What this
individual predisposition consists of is a question which
has been as yet very little investigated as regards its
relation to the infective agents which have as yet been
recognised. We know that there are certain protective
arrangements in the body which, along with the very
limited conditions of life of the tubercle bacilli, render it
difficult for the latter to obtain a foothold; in this respect
we may point out the moist and sticky lining membrane
at the entrance to the respiratory tract, the mode in
which elements which have passed further are expelled
by the ciliated epithelium and by coughing, and the
resisting power of the normal cells, more especially of the
e-pithehal cells (Veraguth), towards the individual para-
sites. It IS only when, for example, as the result of
obronic catarrh, there are lesions of the epithelial coverino-
or when there is stagnation of the secretion in certaS
parts of the lung, or when the nutrition and the energy
of the epithelial cells is defective, that the bacilli which
have entered can develop and multiply undisturbed

; and

n whom the horax is abnormal or where the nutrition
13 bad, or m those who do not breathe sufficiently deeply,

18
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or again in those where, as the result of their employ-
ment, there is constantly irritation of the respiratory

mucous memhrane. In how far, however, these supposed
predisposing causes can be experimentally proved, or
can he brought into unison with clinical experience,

must be for the present left in doubt.

Bacillus lepra.

In all forms of leprosy (Lepra tuberculosa, maculosa,
and anjEsthetica), and quite apart from the country ia

which the disease has been acquired, whether in the
• East, in Norway, or in other places where it is endemic,

we find in the aiFected organs numei-ous characteristic

bacilli, which were first described by Armauer, Hansen,
Occm-rcnee of and Neisser. These bacilli have been demonstrated in
the lepi osy
bacUli. the leprous tumours of the skin, in the mucous mem-

brane of the mouth, palate, and larynx
;
further, in the

peculiar interstitial affections of the peripheral nei-ves,

of the cornea, cartilage, and testicle ; in the lymphatic

glands, spleen, and liver ; in the anresthetic form of

leprosy, for example, in the thickened ulnar nerve ; and
lastly, on several occasions, in the blood of lepers. On
making sections through the cutaneous nodules we see

that the tissue is infiltrated with numerous small roitncl

or oval cells, which are more or less completely filled

with bacilli ; the latter often lie in a thick mass in

various directions, they often appear arranged in a more

or less ray-like form radiating from the centre of the

cell ; at times they form parallel bundles. In the older

tumours the so-called true lepra cells are present in

large numbers, these cells being large, multi-nucleated,

and similar to giant cells, and also containing very

numerous bacilli in their interior. In part, however,

the bacilli also lie outside the cells in the lymphatic

spaces. Kecently Unna states that he has convinced

himself, from the examination of dry sections, that the

supposed cells containing bacilli are only masses of

bacilli which are held together by gelatinous material,

and that the gi-eater number of the bacilli are free, and
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lie usually in globular masses in the lymphatic channels
;

but these statements require further proof in view of the

unusual mode of investigation employed by Unna.—The
epidermic laj'er of the skin is

always free from bacilli ; Babes
alone has pointed out the presence

of bacilli in the hair follicles, and
in the sebaceous glands of the

hair, and has thus shown that it ^^i^^n^bS""m"
is possible that the organisms may
in this way reach the surface of the skin.

The bacilli are 4 to 6 ix. in length, and less than Morphologies

1 M. in breadth, resembling on the whole the tubercle
^-^I'^'Cters.

bacilli, but not so irregular as regards length as these,

nor so often curved. Spores seem to be generally present,
but they are not so distinct as in the case of the tubercle
bacilli. The leprosy bacilli can be distinguished from
the latter by the fact that they take up the ordinary
aniline stains and the nuclear stains much more readily
than the tubercle bacilli. They can, however, be stained
in the same manner as the tubercle bacilli ; like these,
the leprosy bacilli alone among all the bacteria hold an
alkaline aniline stain, or one containing aniline oil, so
energetically that it is not removed on treatment with
strong acids. Hence in the case of the leprosy bacilli
we can employ the same method of double staining as-m the case of the tubercle bacilli. The bacilli can be
stained red and the tissue blue, or violet and the tissue
brown. This is the best method of staining sections of
leprosy, and it shows most distinctly the individual
organisms. If we wish to distinguish between leprosy
bacilh and tubercle bacilli we place a dried cover glass
preparation for six to seven minutes in a dilute alcoholic
solution of fuchsine, decolourise for a quarter of a minutem acid alcohol, wash in distilled water, and stain with
niethylene blue. When treated in this way the leprosyba

1 1 appear red on a blue ground, while the tubercle
bacilli have not taken up the red stain in this shorttime (Baumgarten).

AH attempts at cultivation of the leprosy bacilli have
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eSf^lnl ^^^"^ i^'^f^in- Even after being kept for fourteen

mmit^on'''
^^^^'^ °^ Solidified blood serum at 37° C. no growth can

animals. observed.—In like manner, attempts to communicate
the disease to animals have met with great difficulties,

although on several occasions a slight spread of the
leprous process from the particles introduced to the
normal tissue has been seen. Thus Damsch observed,
in the case of two rabbits after inoculation of a piece of
a tumour into the anterior chamber of the eye, that
after five weeks in both animals the iris and the ciliary

body were infiltrated with dense lines of large cells con-
taining bacilli, and that deposits appeared on Descemet's
membrane, and on the anterior capsule of the lens, which
consisted of round cells containing bacilli. In like

manner a successful attempt has been made to inoculate

the leprous tumours into the peritoneal cavity, and under
the skin of two cats. In the latter case the cats were
killed after 120 days; on making an examination it was
seen that the tumour had become flattened and shrunk in

the subcutaneous tissue, and that it was surrounded and
fixed to the skin by a brownish tissue of new formation,

which contained numerous cells filled with leprosy

bacilli. Vossius repeated the experiment of introducing

pieces of tumour into the anterior chamber of the eye in

rabbits, and likewise observed multiplication of the

leprosy bacilli, and their penetration into the iris and
--cornea. But in none of the cases did the process spread

further, nor was the clinical picture of leprosy produced ;

. and in many other experiments even the infection of the

neighbouring tissue has failed. Thus attempts which

were made by Damsch to inoculate the disease sub-

cutaneously in mice and rabbits, by Vidal in a pig, by

K5bner in frogs, eels, &c., were entirely without result.

—

In the case of man also, the spread of the disease by

infection is extremely rare, and is evidently only possible

.under very special predisposing circumstances.

In spite of the great blanks in our knowledge with

regard to the leprosy bacilli, we must look on these

organisms as undoubtedly the cause of the disease,

because they occur constantly and exclusively in this
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afFection, and because also they are present in enormous

numbers, and practicalJy form the greater part of the

alfected tissue in the leprous organs.

Bacillus mallei.

{Glanders, Rotz, Morve.)

Although several observers have described the occur- Historical

rence of micro-organisms in cases of glanders, nothing discovery°of'^

certain was ascertained as to their etiological significance
^.'^gj^jjf"'^'"''^

till Loeffler and Schiitz succeeded, three years ago,

in completely clearing up the etiology of this disease by
the demonstration of characteristic bacilli in the glanders

nodules, by the cultivation of these bacilli on artificial

substrata, and by the inoculation of the cultivations on
various animals with the production of the typical

disease. Almost at the same time Bouchard, Capitau
and Charrin made cultivations in broth from an abscess

in a man suffering from glanders, and from the ulcers of

a horse, and, after several generations, inoculated these

cultivations with success on asses, cats, and guinea-pigs
;

but these observers found in their cultivations only
round organisms, at times occurring in chains, and they
looked on these as the active exciting agents of the
disease. About the same time also Israel made culti-

vations on blood serum from the glanders nodules of three
horses, and was able to set up glanders in rabbits by
means of these cultivations ; Israel obtained bacilli in
his cultivations corresponding with those isolated by
Loefflei- and Schiitz. At a later period Kitt and Weich-
selbaum have made cultivations and inoculations of the
glanders organisms, and both of these observers were
able to confirm, in the main, the statements made by
LocfUer and Schiitz ; Welchselbaum obtained the
material for his cultivations from a man suffering from
acute glanders.

The bacilli which have been described by all the Morphologic ,!

observers—with the exception of the French investi-
'''''^I'lctors o"f

gators before mentioned-are thin rods, similar to the bacifl^"''''''

tubercle bacilli, but more uniform in size, and somewhat
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broader; like these they are often slightly curved. One
can almost always observe in stained preparations that

the individual bacilli are composed of dark and clear

zones, so that under a low power they may resemble a

chain of cocci; but when higher powers are employed
this impression is seen to be incorrect. The clear un-
stained spaces are probably spores. The bacilli lie in

part singly, in part they are united in bundles of 4 to

8 parallel rods, in part they lie in confused masses.
It is by no means easy to stain these organisms well in

sections ; the glanders bacilli take up the aniline stains

Fig. 80.—Glanders bacilli.

a, section from a glanders nodule X 700.

b, bacilli of glanders stained with methylene blue X 1,500.

with some difficulty, and further the dense accumulation

of strongly staining nuclei in the glanders nodules

renders the discovery of the bacilli difficult. The best

plan is to stain with alkaline methylene blue for 12

to 24 hours, then to treat the specimen cautiously

with very dilute acetic acid till the decolourisation has

so far advanced that the bacilli can be distinctly seen.

After such treatment we find, here and there, clearer

parts in the tissue where the masses of glanders bacilli

can be seen particularly sharply defined.

The best situation for finding the bacilli are fresh

nodules which have not yet ulcerated ; in old ulcers, in

pus, in the secretions of the nose, &c., it is often impos-

sible to demonstrate bacilli, possibly because they have

passed into the spore stage. Weichsclbaum has sue-
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ceeded in demonstrating the bacilli microscopically in the

blood of a patient suffering from glanders, and Philipo-

wicz was able to set up the disease in healthy animals

hj injection of the urine of a guinea-pig suffering from

glanders.

For the cultivation of the bacilli fresh nodules are most Cidtivation.

suitable; nevertheless, pure cultivations have been obtained

from abscesses.—On slices of boiled potato kept at 35°

C, they form within 2 or 3 days a brownish, slimy, but

Bot very thick layer. The cultivations can be best pre-

served by inoculating mashed boiled potatoes, kept in

Erlenmeyer's flasks, in the form of a layer on the

bottom 1 to 2 cm. in thickness ; in these circumstances

a chocolate-brown layer is formed on the surface, which,

if protected from drying, contains for months living

bacilli or spores. Potatoes are the best nutrient

raedium, and next to them comes solidified blood serum.
On serum kept at 37° C. we see, after three days, small

transparent discrete drops, which scarcely differ in colour

from the surface of the serum, but which distinctly pro-

iect above it. According to Weichselbaum and Kitt the
glanders bacilli also grow at about 25° C, although much
more slowly. On nutrient agar they form drop-hke, soft,

greyish-white colonies ; in liquid nutrient jelly a tenacious
whitish mass is developed.

Under the microscope the cultivations show the same
bacilH which we find in the glanders nodules ; as the
result of differences in age and development there arfe

greater differences in the length of the bacilli ; as a rule
spore formation can be distinctly seen.

If the cultivations were inoculated into house-mice, no Exporimouts
result followed

; rabbits were partially susceptible, but in °^ animals,

some only local ulcers formed, and these subsequently
healed up. On the other hand the inoculation was always
successful in the case of field-mice, guinea-pigs, horses,
asses, and also in one sheep.—Field-mice die after
subcutaneous inoculation with small quantities of the
cultivation within 8 days, and show on post-mortem'
examination numerous small greyish-yellow nodules
full of bacilli in the spleen and liver. In the case of
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guinea-pigs an ulcer develops 3 or 4 days after inocu-
lation, and this is followed by swelling of the nearest
lymphatic glands. If small quantities are inoculated
the process may remain for weeks in this stage, in other
cases acute nodular swellings form in the testicles,

the ovaries, the vulva, or the feet, and ulcerative pro-

cesses occur in the nasal cavities. In the case of
horses and asses the typical picture of glanders was
obtained.—The most susceptible animals, and hence
the animals best suited for the diagnosis of glanders, are,

according to Molkentin and Griinwald, young dogs.

From these results we can no longer doubt that the bacilli

described above are the true cause of glanders. The obser-

vations made by Bouchard and Capitan, which differ as to
the morphological characters of the causal micro-organisms,
have evidently been due to their defective method of culti-

vation
; for they made their inoculations into fluid nutrient

media from open ulcei's, containing of course other bacteria,

and thus they must always have had a great excess of tht-

more quickly growing saprophytes in their cultivations ; the
majority of these may, as Bouchard describes, have consisted

of cocci, and the few glanders bacilli which were present, and
to which the virulence of the cultures was due, may have been
masked by them.

Bacillus diphther'ue.

(Loeffler.)

D'.ffioixities in As to the etiology of diphtheria, more especially of

SvettiJatTo? epidemic diphtheria of the throat, little that is trust-

of diphtheria, worthy is as yet known, although recently Heubner has

made out some important facts with regard to the more

intimate process of the origin of the diphtheritic mem-
brane, and with regard to the ultimate part played by

the bacteria in the formation of the membrane. The

difficulties which stand in the way of the knowledge

of the ultimate causes of this disease are evidently

particularly great and manifold. As the result of our

recent investigations the possibility presents itself that

in the case of diphtheria wo have to do with organised

infective atrents which cannot be rendered visible by our

)
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present means, and perhaps require ei^tirely new methods
for their recognition. Expert microscopists, such as

Eberth, Weigert, Heubner, Fiirbringer, Loeffler, have
been unable to find any micro-organisms, either in the
deeper parts of the aflfected portion of the throat, in

sections of the uvula and tonsils, in the internal organs
in cases where there has been marked general infection
of the body (especially in the kidneys), or in the blood.
When we take into account the great number of negative Negative vc-

resalts, we must conclude that in the few cases in which
e^*i^i°4tion

bacteria have been demonstrated in the kidneys, or in of the mternal

other organs, we have to do with bacteria which have
entered accidentally.—Unless we conclude from these
negative results that we have not as yet been able to
render the infective agents of diphtheria visible, there
remains as a second explanation of the facts, the
assumption that in the case of diphtheria, even in the
cases where the morbid process is spread over parts of
the body far removed from each other, we have only a
local development of the infective micro-organisms in
the diphtheritic membrane, that some soluble noxious
materials are produced in that situation by certain
micro-organisms, and that these products cause the
other symptoms of disease. Even on this assumption,
however, we meet with great difficulties in our attempts
tj discover the specific bacteria which furnish these
I.0X10US products. At the primary seat of disease,
and m diphtheritic membranes, there is, it is true no
want of micro-organisms

; but since we have begun 'not
to see the cause of the disease in the presence of any
sort of bacteria, but to require that for each well-
characterised disease there must also be specific well-^
chai-acterised infective agents, we have the further task
of discovering which of these various species of bacteria

of importance etiologically. We know now that n .number not only of saprophytic bacteria, but dto of -^-^^^^^^^

inhabit the cavity of the mouth of healthy individuils
i^^'^'^'^'"^^--'^"'-'-

and these find a good nutrient soil in the diphtlicH cinombrane
;
without doubt, also, one of these ktds ml;
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grow better there than the others, and hence, in all

probability, wo shall see one or other species in largest
numbers in the great majority of cases, thus leading us
to^ the erroneous conclusion that they have a specific

etiological meaning. It is evident that here we can only
attempt to isolate the true infective agent with extreme
caution, and with care that full weight is attached to
all the sources of error.

bifllyoTihe
^^^1-tlier difficulties arise from the behaviour of the

lower ajiimals. animals ordinarily employed for experiments. These
are much less sensitive than man to the infective agents
of diphtheria; infective experiments with diphtheritic

membrane have been carried out very extensively in

various kinds of animals, but very often without
any corresponding effect, although the membranes were
placed directly on the mucous membrane of the open
trachea (Trendelenburg, Francotte, and others). In
some cases it is true that illness of the animals, for-

mation of false membranes in the trachea, &c., have
been observed, but there has never been a development
of typical diphtheria, with all its various symptoms, and
those morbid phenomena which were observed could

also be caused by inoculation with non-diphtheritic

putrefying material (Hueter, Marcuse, and others), and
also with various species of bacteria evidently not in

etiological connection with human diphtheria, but never-

theless occurring at times in the normal secretions of

the mouth. Such morbid conditions in animals re-

sembling diphtheria cannot be of themselves utilised

for the recognition of the infective agent of human
dijihtheria, and thus there is increased difficulty in

experiments made for the purpose of clearing up the

etiology of this devastating disease.

VariouH kinds Finally, many clinical and epidemiological facts iudi-
of (lii)htlieua.

^^^^ there arc various forms of diphtheria caused

by different infective agents. If this idea is confirmed

it is evident that a further complication of the investiga-

tions is unavoidable.

Former investigators have, without doubt, paid too

Httle attention to these dangers and difliculties, and the
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repeated supposed discoveries of the diphtheritic bacteria

rested on errors.—Of late Loeffler has attempted to clear

up the etiology of diphtheria by the employment of

better methods, and by bearing carefully in mind the

sources of error. He found in sections of diphtheritic

membranes that, in addition to what were evidently

accessory organisms, two kinds were present which were

of special interest ; on the one hand, cocci which were Streptococci.

arranged in the form of chains, and chiefly occurred in

the diphtheritic throats in cases of scarlet fever. These
had their starting point usually in a loss of substance of

the diseased mucous membrane, and extended from that
point into the tissue in the form of wedge-like or tongue

-

hke masses, leaving necrosis of the tissue behind them
;

they penetrate into the lymphatic vessels, and at times
spread through the whole body. That these chains of
cocci play a secondary role in diphtheria is probable
from the fact that in other diseases accompanied by
lesions of mucous membranes we can observe a similar
growth of streptococci ; and further, they were not so
much characteristic of typical cases of diphtheria, with
a definite membrane in the throat and with spread of
the process to the air passages, as of cases of scarlet
fever, in which the process remains limited to the throat.
As to the characters of these cocci on cultivation, and
in experiments on animals, see page 194.

The other bacteria found by Loeffler in the majority Loeffler',.

of the cases of typical diphtheria are rods with peculiar
morphological and biological characteristics

; they are
probably identical with the form of bacillus which was
also found by Klebs in diphtheria, and was looked on
by him as the infective agent of the disease, although he^
did not succeed in obtaining pure cultivations o'f the
organisms. Loeffler found these bacilli, which stain
markedly with methylene blue, in the false membranes
at a deeper level than the masses of other bacteria
which covered the surface, namely, at the inner margin
of the layer of exudation

; they also occupied the oldest Portion oi tho
portion of the membrane, and penetrated deeper than "^^SZt
all the other bacteria. Cultivations could not be made
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Mode of com
mcncing' the
cultiYations.

Growth 0)1

agar plates

on the ordinary gelatine plates, but Loeffler succeedeil
in growing them by diluting a small portion of the
material taken from the diphtheritic membrane, and by
inoculating drops of the diluted material on solidified
blood serum

;
in this way pure cultivations of the bacilli

were obtained. Wyssokowitsch recently succeeded in
isolating the same rods from a piece of diphtheritic
membrane which had been coughed up, employing agar
plates for the purpose, and keeping the material at
35° C. In order to render the isolation of the organ-
isms certain one must always employ a large number of
plates, as a large proportion of them are generally com-
pletely overgrown by the rapidly growing saprophytes—
Loeffler found that the best medium was a solid material
composed of three parts of calves' or sheep's blood
serum, and one part of neutralised veal broth, to which
one per cent, of peptone, one per cent, of grape sugar,
and a half per cent, of common salt were added. On
this soil the bacilli grew at 37° C. in the form of whitish
opaque drops, or of a thick white layer, which attained

the acme of its development within two days. Agar
jelly forms an almost equally favourable soil ; on nutrient

jelly growth also occurs at about 22° C, but it is slow

and imperfect; no growth appears to take place on
potatoes.

On agar plates the youngest colonies lying in the

substance of the material appear, when magnified 80

,r<s«5>55% diameters, as round or oval, dark

II^I^M brown, coarsely granular, and not

sharply outlined discs. Several

^r"' colonies often run together, so that

rig. 81.—Colonies of irregular figures are formed. The
diphtheritic bacilli r> • i i . • i

on agar plates X Superficial colonies arc greyish-

.
yellow, with granular, rough,

f, colonies lying in the , ,., „ i -ii

substance of the almost net-like, surfaces, and withsubstance of the
agar.

b, those situated on the
surface.

a delicate Avavy border.

The rods are immobile, theMorphological

SrSiiii. majority of them are slightly bent. They vary much in

length, being on an average of much the same length as

the tubercle bacilli, but they are considerably thicker than
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the latter. It is not uncommon to find one end and
often even both, swollen; here and there there .ve
distmct club-like forms. In an un- ^
stained condition the pole, and often ^""^
also other portions of the bacilli, ^\(|L^\
present a highly refracting appear-
ance. When stained with methylene ^^
blue these portions of the rods take ""'facfiii-^a*'"''"
on the stam markedly, and thus there f'^o™ a fresh

is not uncommonly an appearance as h inrolSnTo™.
It the bacillus were composed of short pieces with ir-
regular outhnes. In the case of some bacilli, more
especially when they are taken from cultivati ns on
soil which was not very favourable for their growth

IS distinctly thickened, or the rod is divided into larc^ei-oundish or oval bodies. These deviations from Lnormal form of the bacilli, the club-like swell ngT andthe fragments which arise by fission, evident i''^^he occurrence of involution. In favour of this view we

oomme„cem«t of the t^^l.^o771l:^'CZ'^''
was able to show thi(- fli« i

''P^ies, out Loeffler

large .UMbsrs of thes t d™ ^^T
after being exposed for h. f W ,of 00° 0. Nor ia thsr.

"o"' the temperature

these bodies ^ae Ztt r^ ^
™to uot til, we have soZ eXeelt'T'" °'

greater resisting p„,ver to „ov "

bacilli in which this cha„™ b° r '•"«»

temperature of the room Tbe T Ir T""'^—^'
vitality for .bout thr e Inl "™"°"'
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Kxporimcnta As the resulfc of experiments on animals wliicli wero
on anima s.

^^^^q ^jj-j^ cultivations of Loelfler's bacilli, it was found

that mice and rats were immune against their action

;

guinea-pigs and small birds died after subcutaneous in-

oculation, with the occurrence of a whitish or hajmorr-

hagic exudation at the seat of inoculation, and extensive

oedema of the subcutaneous cellular tissue. No micro-

organisms were found in the internal organs of these

animals. If the cultivations were applied to the trachea

of rabbits, fowls, and pigeons, characteristic and often

very extensive false membranes appeared. These formed

in like manner on the scarified conjunctiva of rabbits,

and at the entrance of the vagina of guinea-pigs.

Besides the false membranes, there also occurred a

bloody oedema, haemorrhages into the tissue of the lym-

phatic glands, and effusions into the pleural cavity.

Young animals, as a rule, succumbed to the infection

more readily and more quickly than older ones.

Ol)joctions to The symptoms caused by the bacilli are thus very

SniSSf similar to the morbid phenomena which are set up in

these bacilli.
^^^^ diphtheritic virus. Nevertheless, Loeffler

has hesitated to assume as a matter of certainty that

these bacilli are the sole specific exciting agents of

diphtheria, because they were not found in the false

membranes in a number of typical cases of diphtheria

;

because they were not present in the false membranes

developed in animals in the same typical arrangement

as was observed in man, but were, on the contrary,

either entirely absent or only present in small numbers ;

and, thirdly, because they could not be inoculated on

the healthy mucous membrane of susceptible animal?,

but required the presence of small injuries before they

could cause infection. Nevertheless, it is quite possible

that the bacilli, whose great tendency to involution was

mentioned above, had already died in many of the

membranes, or had been eliminated, and were hence no

longer found; further, that even in the case of man

trivial injuries of the mucous membrane may be necessary

to enable them to enter, and that thus these objections

do not exclude the possibility that these bacilli play a
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causal part in the disease.— Of greater weight is anollicr
objection which also arises from an observation made by
Loeffler. On examining the secretion of the mouth in

20 children and 10 adults by the aid of cultivation,
Loeffler obtained in one case colonies, which consisted,
as shown by the microscope, by cultivation experiments,
and by experiments on animals, of these diphtheria
bacilli. Nevertheless, it is not impossible that the
pathogenic bacilli may at times be present in the secre-
tions of the mouth without setting up symptoms of
disease, either because there are no points at which it can
enter the body, or because, for some other reason, the
patient is immune, and this assumption hardly seems to
be too unlikely when we remember the characteristic dis-
tribution of these bacilli, and the striking result of the
experiments on animals, which seem distinctly to imply
that at least for a certain group of diphtheritic diseases
these bacilli axe the causal agents.
As regards the bacteria of diphtheria in pigeons and

calves see below.

published m the proceedings of the Hygienic Congress, at dipMheria
-Hagiie, that the exciting agents of diphtheria are short, thick

H
as broad, and whicli growInxnnantly on nutrient jelly in the form of round, whitish

m the form of a thick, whitish-yellow layer. The cultivation

s

77hA Tf""" ^'"^ ^PP""'^ *° membraneof the trachea of a rabbit, it was found after death whichoccurred about 60 hours later, that the mucous memb i c

fuXThere'w ^r^^"^'
^'^'^ S-^-'-Iollow membrl^turther, there was fibrinous inflammation of the pericardium ^

and fibrinous deposits on the lungs The baciSrw! ^0% found in the false membrane aStl^J^llTrr^ZZhut wore more or less numerous in the blood and ntorn nl'

S::' '''''''' ^"^ ospeS y"
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cannot accept the identity of pigeon diphtheria with human
diphtheria; the abnost constant presence of numerous bacilli

in the internal organs, and more especially in the kidneys of
the animals experimented on, when contrasted with the nega-
tive results obtained in man, seem to show that the disease
caused by Emmerich's bacilli differs in an important manner
from human diphtheria; as to the distribution of his bacilli

in sections of human diphtheritic membrane, Emmerich
makes no statements, although it must surprise the reader
that Emmerich has obtained such markedly contradictory

results to those obtained by Locffler in his careful investi-

gation, and that he has assigned to other bacteria which were
not at all thought of importance by Loeffler, a gi-eater

rule than Loeffler's streptococci and bacilli.—It is possible

that the method employed by Emmerich, which is one by no
means to be recommended, led to erroneous conclusions.

Emmerich introduced pieces of mucous membrane and par-

ticles of the false membrane into nutrient substrata, allowed

impure cultivations to grow, and then at once inoculated

these on animals, with the view of separating the pathogeuic

from the non-pathogenic bacteria. By this mode of procedure

it was almost unavoidable that septic bacteria which arc

almost always present in the secretions of the mouth, and in

diphtheritic membranes, should infect the animals, and thus

obscure the true diphtheritic bacteria.

The following bacilli, which are pathogenic on man,

are only imperfectly known, and require further investi-

gation :
—

SifphiUs,

Lustgarten's During the course of the last few years numerous

bacim.'^ authors (Hallier, Lostorfer, Klebs, Aufrecht, Birch-

Hirschfeld, and others) have made statements which are

evidently eiToneous as to the discovery of the infective

agents of syphilis, but lately Lustgarten has succeeded in

demonstrating micro-organisms in the syphilitic new for-

mations, by the aid of a special method of staining. These

organisms may with considerable probability be looked

on as the specific infective agents of syphilis, on account

of their characteristic behaviour with regard to staining

solutions, on account of their constant presence, and on
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account pf the mode in which they are arranged in the
diseased (issues.

The method of staining successfully employed by Lust-
garten consists in staining the sections in aniline gentian
violet solution, and subsequent decolourisation by means
of a solution of permanganate of potash, the dioxyde of
manganese—the product of the reduction process—being
subsequently removed from the sections by sulphurous
acid; after this treatment the sections appear quite
colourless, with the sole exception of the syphilis bacilli.

Lustgarten's method may be shortly described as Method of
follows :— staining.

The sections remain in a mixture of 100 parts of aniline
water, and 11 parts of concentrated alcoholic gentian violet
solution for 12 to 24 hours at the ordinary temperatm-e,
or for 2 hours at the body temperature; they are then
washed m alcohol, then for about 10 seconds in a 7^ per cent
watery solution of permanganate of potash ; in that fluid the
preparations become covered with brownish flakes of dioxyde
of manganese. By placing them for a short time in a watery
solution of sulphurous acid, the dioxyde of manganese is
reduced, dissolved, and washed away; the sections are thenwashed m distilled water, and if they have not been suffi-
ciently decolourised, the process is repeated; as a rule it ison y after repeating it three or four times that a good result isOb a,ned. Finally the section is dehydrated inalcohoW

P ?
"""""^^ ""'^ °* Canadabalsam. Cover glass preparations are treated in like mannerwith the exception that, after the action of the violet, wateraiid no alcohol IS employed as the first decolourising agentNot only is the tissue decolourised by this plan, but also aba tena with the exception of the syphilis bacilli, and thebacilli of leprosy and tubercle; the syphilis bacilli may, hot-ever, be distinguished from the latter by the fact that tW

" nSid!" ^^^^ hydrochloric acid ^

J aii^uiiy D snapea, and on an averacfe 44- character.*..

L ends tl'''" f '
''''''' '^"'-^"^^ ^-"4 attue ends

,
their contour is not quite uniform bnf ,•

more or less wavy, or indented at parts. Wh;n
magnified we can see, in the dark blue «fn i^ S

19
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Ofclier methods
of staiiiinsr.

placed at equal distances ; these spots are, in all proba-
bility, spores.

The bacilli do not occur free in the tissue, but are for

the most part present

in large oval or

polygonal cells, in the

interior of which they

often lie in groups of

two to eight, often

crossed or twisted

round one another. As
a rule there are only

relatively few bacilli in

the affected parts, so
Fig. 83a.—Sypliilis bacilli. Group from that at times Several
a chancre X 1050. (After Lustg-arten.) ,. , ,

sections must be ex-

amined before a cell containing bacilli is found.

Lustgarten has been able to demonstrate these bacilli

in each of 16 cases of syphilis examined by him. They
were also found in a periosteal gumma in a case of

congenital syphilis ; on the other hand, they were absent

in two cases of soft chancre, and in numerous specimens

of normal and pathological organs which were examined

for purposes of control.

De Giacomi, in demonstrating these bacilli, has

,5^

Fig. 83b.—Wandorinff cells con-
taining syphilis bacilli X 1050.

(After Lustgarten.)

Fig. 83c.—Cover glass preparation

from the pus from a chancre

showing sj-philis bacilli X 1050.

(After Lustgarten.)

employed a solution of chloride of iron to decolourise

the sections and cover glass preparations ; this method

has been tested and recommended by Gottstein. In
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this method the sections are stained for 24 hom-s in

fuchsiue, washed in water, then placed for a few seconds

in pure or diluted solution of chloride of iron, washed in

alcohol, and then transferred to oil of cloves. The
syphilis bacilli remain red or reddish-violet, the tissue

and the other bacteria—with the exception of tubercle

bacilli—remain unstained. Double staining can also be
employed, both after this method and after Lustgarten's
plan, but it does not add much to the distinctness of the
picture.

Doulrelepont and Schiitz were able to demonstrate
Lustgarten's bacilli by placing thin sections for 24, to
48 hours in a 1 per cent, watery solution of gentian
violet, then for a few seconds in dilute nitric acid (1 to

35), and then for about ten minutes in 60 per cent,
alcohol

; the tissues were afterwards stained in a dilute
Avatery solution of safranin. After this treatment the
tissues and nuclei had a bright-red appearance, while the
syphilis bacilli were blue.

An investigation which has been recently made for Similar bacilli
pui-poses of control by Alvarez and Tavel in Cornil's
laboratory, throws doubt on the exclusive applicability of
Lustgarten's method of staining to the syphilis bacilli.
These authors found bacilli in the smegma of the prepuce
and of the vulva, which presented the same characters,
as regards staining, reaction, and morphological appear-
ance, as Lustgarten's bacilli. Hence further investi-
gations are required to demonstrate the causal connection-,
of these bacilli with syphilis, although their distributionm the tissues is decidedly against the idea that they ara-.
only accidental.

Hhinosderoma.

In this disease, which has been observed a i •

t.;.,-, a„<, CenW A,.eric., a„d .i^ :lC^:^^°'
l.y h.cke,„„g of the skin a»d mucous membmuo of flogion of the aose and the formation of noM

°
l«stic mic,o.organisms were iirst dllhed rS."
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and later by Pellizari, Cliiari, Alrarez, and Cornil*
On examining sections of the affected skin we find a
small celled infiltration of the cutis, sclerosis of the
small vessels, and a considerable number of large

spherical cells, most of them containing several small
nuclei

; the protoplasm of these cells contains very large

numbers of bacilli, which are also present in the
surrounding tissue and in the lymphatic- vessels. The
bacilli are short rods, 1-5 to 3 /x. in length, and '5 to S
11. in breadth; their ends are rounded, and in their

interior are three or more markedly stained granules.

In order to render the bacilli visible, the sections are

best stained in methyl violet for 24 or 48 hours, and
then placed in iodine water. If we employ a strong

violet solution, and leave the specimens in it for 48
hours, and then decolourise for 48 hours in absolute

alcohol, we often see that each bacillus is surrounded

by an oval resistant capsule of a light bluish violet

colour. Cultivations, and attempts at inoculation with

these bacilli, have been, as yet, without result. For
further details, see Cornil and Babes "Les bacteries."

Malaria.

(Fievre intermittente, Paludisme.)

For a long time it has been supposed that malaria is

isaused by an organised virus, and that it might be possible

to obtain this virus by cultivation on artificial substrata.

From the mode of spread of malaria it is evident that

this disease is not contagious in the ordinary sense, and

does not require the presence of a person suffering from

the disease for direct or indirect transmission ; on the

contrary, it seems to be chiefly connected with a certain

constitution of the local surroundings of man, and is not

dangerous to man in other places. Hence we may

jissume that, in the case of malaria, we have not to

do with a true parasite, which can only develop with

difficulty, or not at all, outside the human body, but

* Frisch, Wien. medic. Wochenschr., 1882.—Pellizari, // Rhinosckromn

,

Florenz, 1883.- Chiari, Tfien. medic, .li.lirb., 1882, sec p. 26.
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with an organism wliicli can live, and probably also IuHhohcc of

multiply under certain conditions, on the dead nutritive deTdopment

'

substrata in our ordinary surroundings, and vi'hicli only °^ the vims o

at times takes on a temporary parasitic existence.

As to the substratum which is necessary for the insufficient

development of the virus of malaria, vv-e have as yet the^local^pie-

very few facts which are trustworthy or of use in disposition,

connection with artificial cultivation experiments. As
a rule in former times it was thought that a warm, very

moist, or marshy soil, containing a large amount of

organic, and more especially vegetable materials, was a

source of permanent danger in any particular region.

As the result of the careful investigations of Tommasi-
Crudeli, made within the last few years, which have

shown that endemics of malaria may occur also in high-

lying and by no means marshy districts, and also in

regions which have been rendered dryer by planting

eucalyptus trees, it is evident that the amount of

moisture of the soil which is necessary for the deve-

lopment of malaria is very much less than was
formerly supposed ; the other factors of importance have
been so difiicult to define more precisely that we evi-

dently require further elaborate investigations in this

direction.

On the other hand, attempts at isolating and cultivating inoculabiiitv
the virus of malaria are the more encouraging because, malaria.

'

as the result of recent experiments, the possibility of
the existence of a true miasmatic virus has been dis-

tinctly disproved
; because, therefore, we do not have to

do with an unorganised something not capable of multi-
plication but produced by a particular soil. Cuboni,
Marchiafava, Dochmann, and quite recently Gerhardt;^
have demonstrated that malaria is inoculable from man
to man. Gerhardt was able to set up a distinct quotidian
ague with temperatures up to 41-1° C. in two healthy
men who had been under observation for a long time
and in a locality quite free from malaria, by inoculating
them with blood taken during the attack from patients
suffering from malaria.

As the result of the assumption, justified by those
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Attempts to observations, that malaria is caused by an organisedrecogmso and . -iie- >! t>

isolate the virus, Capable of multiplying on dead nutrient substrata,

malaria. iiumerous bacteriological investigations have been set

on foot, the majority of which, however, have been too

Klobs" bacilli, much influenced by preconceived ideas. Thus Klebs and
Tommasi-Crudeli found bacilli in the marshy ground in a

malaria] region, and described these organisms as "ma-
laria bacilli "; " rods 2 to 7 in length, which gi-ow and
form convoluted threads; these either become segmented
by the appearance of clear intervals in their protoplasm,

more seldom by distinct divisions, and then ultimately

form, when exposed to the air, bundles of threads com-
posed of short segments, or they develop resting spores

in their interior either before or only after fission has

commenced. In the rods these spores appear either

at the centre, or at one end, or they may be both central

and terminal." These bacilli were ciiltivated in isinglass

jelly, in solutions of egg-albumen, in urine, &c. ; they

only grew in the presence of the air, and when they were

inoculated on rabbits they set up a febrile affection which

Klebs looked on as malaria. The statement with regard

to their morphological characters, the results of the

cultivations and the characters of the disease produced

in animals do not, however, furnish any sort of guarantee

that Klebs was dealing with pure cultivations of specific

bacilli, and not with other infective organisms of the

Bacilli ill the soil. Shortly after this communication as to malaria

patients suf- bacilli, Cuboni and Marchiafava announced that they had

malana^°°^
found iu the blood of patients suffering from malaria,

and at the period of commencement of the fever, mobile,

short bacilli, usually containing spores at each end, and

on the whole corresponding with the bacilli obtained by

Klebs from the soil. Cuboni and Marchiafava, however,

also demonstrated the same bacilli in the blood of persons

not suffering irom malaria, although in smaller numbers.

Then followed observations by Ziehl, who found bacilli

in the blood of three patients suffering from malaria,

the organisms being hammer- shaped, 4 m. iu length,

and "7 m. in breadth, and with spontaneous movement
;

the author looked on these as identical with the rods
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described by Klebs ; be found them botli during tlio

paroxysms, and also in tbe afebrile period. Ziebl

examined tbe blood of 25 patients suffering from other

diseases without finding these bacilli
;
they were, how-

ever, obtained in the case of a patient suffering from

diabetes.

About the same time Laveran stated that he had Lavoran's

found in the blood of patients suffering from malaria, of thoTlood.

micro-organisms of a totally different appearance. Ac-

cording to him these organisms belong to the class of

protozoa, and in the fully developed state they form

transparent spheres of the size of red blood corpuscles,

and shoot out fine mobile filaments ; dark red pigment

granules, in active movement, are enclosed in the

interior of the spheres. Kichard has confirmed these

observations, which, however, were made without the

aid of the microscopical means now employed.

Finally, in the year 1883, Marchiafava and Celli Maroliiafava"s;

observed in the blood of malarial patients, taken during examination
the period of fever, dried in a thin layer on the cover of blood,

glass, and then stained with methylene blue, peculiar

alterations of the red blood discs. Bluish stained bodies

of various size and form were present in a greater or

less number of the blood corpuscles; at first these

bodies resemble micrococci stained of an intense blue

colour, and in addition to these there are larger round
or oval bodies, in the interior of which are granules, or

masses of black pigment. At times the whole blood
corpuscle is converted into a faintly blue stained round
mass, which is filled with small clumps of pigment.
On examining the fresh blood, without any addition to

it, the larger bodies appear as colourless patches in the.

red blood discs ; these patches usually contain pigment
granules, and gradually increase in size, till ultimately
the whole red blood corpuscle is composed of a colour-
less substance enclosing a large number of pigment
granules.

Von Sehlen confirmed these observations, finding in
blood taken from malarial patients during the febrile
stage, and prepared with all ordinary precautions,
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round granules staining with methylene blue, '5 to 1 , .

in size, partly enclosed in the red blood corpuscles,
partly lying free between them; in addition to those
granules, there were ring-shaped bodies of almost
double the size. When this blood was inoculated on
nutrient agar, he obtained a pure cultivation of a
species of micrococcus, growing in the form of a white
gelatinous mass

; in addition, in one case he obtained
yellowish growths of micrococci. No positive results

were obtained by experiments on animals with either of
these species; these experiments have, however, only
as yet been made on rats, and are not concluded. The
method employed by Von Sehlen for making the cultiva-

tions affords no guarantee of the exclusion of accidental

micro-organisms. Examinations of soil and air made
by Von Sehlen in malarial regions and in regions free

from malaria led, in both cases, chiefly to the isolatioQ

of two species of bacilli and cocci, the latter of which
grew in a similar manner to those cultivated from blood,

and were likewise without any marked action on the

animals experimented on.

Criticism of A Consideration of these various facts leads us to t'ie

tionrwhlch^ couclusion that the cultivation experiments have not as

mTde^p to
yielded any trustworthy results as to the organisms

the present which take part in the malarial infection. The obser-

vations as to the presence of large bacilli iu the blood

of patients suffering from malaria are undoubtedly

erroneous, as shown by the control investigations which

have been subsequently made. We cannot at once say

the same as regards the results obtained by Lavci-aii,

by Marchiafava and Celli, and by Von Sehlen, which

agree with regard to the constant occurrence of peculiiir

bodies in the interior of the red blood corpuscles ; wc

can only say that Laveran evidently obtained a number

of forms, as the result of errors in preparation, and mis-

took these forms, as well as the altered blood corpuscles,

for stages of the development of a micro-organism. As
the result of the investigations made by Marchiafava and

Celli, the alteration of the red corpuscles seems to bo,

to some extent, a constant occurrence in malaria ; it is.
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however, as yet doubtful whether the granules and
bodies observed are to be looked on as parasitic forms,
or only as secondary products of the breaking up of
blood corpuscles arising under the influence of micro-
organisms as yet unknown.

This last assumption, which is nevertheless equally
justified, would open up the prospect that we must
search for the true infective agents of malaria with other
technical means than have as yet been tried ; and it is

probably advantageous to remember that these agents
may not necessarily belong to the class of fission fungi,
but to some other class of micro-organisms.

In the case of yelloiv fevei-Bsihes demonstrated in two
cases short rods, similar to the typhoid bacilli, with
large spores, usually at one end, and present in the
mucous membrane of the small intestine. As regards
the presence of cocci in this disease, see page 203.

In the case of whooping cough, Letzerich (Virchow's
Archiv, 1874) looks on the infective agents as cocci
iiud Burger {Bed. hUn. Woch., 1883) as short rods
otten constricted in the middle, and present in the
sputum of the patient

; nevertheless there is no sufficient
support for either of these views.

In some cases of lichen ruber, Lassar observed on
stummg with fuchsine, the tissue at the same time
l»emg stamed brown, distinct and extremely fine bacilli
which are aggregated in thick masses, and can only be
recogmsed as individual rods under very high powers,
ihey he chiefly in the lymphatic channels of the aftected

^

parts m the form of tube-like masses.
lu the case of xerosis conjunctic<c, Leber, Kuschbcrt

and Neisser and Schleich found micro-organisms
Leber describes them as short rods, often resemblin<^
cocci, which grow readily on nutrient gelatine andwhen inoculated in large numbers on the conjunctiva olrabbits (the eyes of the animals being kept d fdlorty-eight hours by means of superfictal sutures) I d to
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necrosis of the epithelium of the cornea, and to suppura-

tive inflammation of the cornea. According to Kusch-

bert and Neisser, the bacilli are about as long as those

of mouse soptictemia, and are of varying breadth, accord-

ing as the sheath which surrounds the bacillus like a

capsule is stained or unstained. If a small portion of

the deposit on the surface of the conjunctiva is stroked

over the surface of blood serum jelly, dry, fatty whitish

streaks grow, at the temperature of 37° C, these streaks

consisting of bacilli similar to those found on the con-

junctiva. Neisser observed the production of spores,

forming small spherical swellings at each end of the

bacillus. At times the terminal joints break up into

broad plates, or become swollen like a pear (formation

of involution forms). Experiments on animals with the

cultivations gave entirely negative results. As, how-

ever, the methods of cultivation employed were not

devised with sufficient care to exclude accidental bacteria,

which were so apt to be present on account of the exposed

seat of the disease, the question as to the significance

of the bacteria, which have as yet been found, for the

etiology of xerosis cannot be regarded as completely

settled.

In the case of caries of the teeth, which is probably

due to the action of one or several species of specific

bacteria, different bacilli have been isolated, which, how-

ever, seem chiefly to play a saprophytic part, and at the

most to prepare the tooth for the occurrence of caries.

As regards these organisms, see below.

As regards lc2>tothrix and other bacteria of the mouth,

see later. As regards jequirity, see the following

chapter.
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B. Bacilli Pathogenic in Animals.

Tlie following bacilli have been recognised as the

exciting agents of infective diseases, partly in the case

of domestic animals, and partly in animals used for

experiments :

—

Bacillus of Ranschbrand.

(Bacterie du Charbon symptomatique.)

In the case of Eauschbrand of cattle, Bollinger and
-beser, and later Arloing, Cornevin, and Thomas, have
found large rods, resembHng anthrax bacilli, but never-
theless distinctly different, and have come to the con-
clusion that they are the exciting agents of the disease.
This disease, which chiefly attacks young cattle, a half Symptoms of
to four years old, and lambs, and which often runs
through herds in the form of very fatal endemics, begins
with loss of appetite, followed chiefly by the formation
of an irregular swelling in the skin at some part
or other of the body; this swelling rapidly increases
m size, and distinct crepitation can be felt at its centre.
Death occurs 36 to 48 hours after the commencement
of the symptoms, the temperature rising at first and
then sinking to. an abnormal degree. On making a Post-mortem
post-mortem examination we find, at the seat of the

"^PP^'^^'^^ces.

swelling in the subcutaneous cellular tissue a collection
of gas, which chiefly consists of a mixture of cabornic
acid and Jnethane

; the muscles and cellular tissue are
soaked with a large quantity of sero-sanguineous fluid,
and the surface of the muscles are of a black colour;
the lymphatic glands in the neighbourhood of the part

^

affected arc markedly hypertemic. In the internal
organs there are no characteristic or constant alter-
ations. In the serous fluid between the fibrilJffi of the
muscle, and in the subcutaneous cellular tissue there arc
large numbers of bacilli; these may also be found in
cover glass preparations made from the liver and spleen
and m the blood vessels and capillaries, though this is
vai-e, and they are only found in these situations iu
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considerable numbers when the post-mortem examination
is not made immediately after death. Inoculation
with the organs or the serous fluid from the tumours
causes the same or similar phenomena and a fatal
result, in calves, sheep, goats, rabbits, and guinea-
pigs; horses, asses, and white rats are but little

M /?d
susceptible; swine, dogs, cats, ordinary

\^ i"ats, and fowls are completely immune.
" ^ In the case of guinea-pigs, the sub-

Fig. 84. -Eauscli- cutaneous injection of the serous fluid

8^0^^* extensive oedema of the sub-

cutaneous tissue ; the animal dies after

two or three days, and then it is found that the sub-

cutaneous tissue is infiltrated with a large amount of

sero- sanguineous fluid, and that the muscles are

discoloured. If too small a quantity is injected, only a

local tumour is formed in the animal inoculated, and
this tumour heals and leaves the animal immune against

larger doses.

Morphological The bacilli arc 3 to 5 ju. in length, "5 to 'G /x. in

the'bacilli.
° breadth, with distinct spontaneous movement, and thus

at once distinguished from the anthrax bacilli. They

often show at one end a round swelling, so that their

form resembles that of the clapper of a bell, and in this

swelling an oval refracting spore, exceeding the rod in

diameter, is gradually formed.

Ciiltivations. Arloing, Cornevin, and Thomas were able to cultivate

the bacilli, but only by the exclusion of oxj'gen. The

organisms grow best in fowl-broth, to which a little

glycerine and sulphate of iron have been added, the

vessels employed being exhausted of air, or filled with

carbonic acid. In cultivations in other nutrient media

the virulence of the organisms diminishes very rapidly.

Artificial The Same observers were also able to obtain an artificial

attemiatiou of attenuation of the rauschbrand bacilli by another method,
the rausch- ^ mt i

brand bacilli, and On inoculatiou of these attenuated baculi they were

fnoculTtfon*!^^ able to produce immunity of the animals against the

virulent bacilli. They found in the first place that local

aflections, which left immunity behind, arose after sub-

cutaneous inoculation of small quantities of the serous
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OGclematous fluid containing the bacilli ; that immunity,
however, was obtained with still greater certainty when
small quantities of the (Edematous fluid (in the case of
cattle, 3 to 5 drops) were injected into the veins, with
such precautions that none of the material passed into
the subcutaneous tissue. At a later period another
method proved to be more trustworthy and more prac-
ticable

: the virulent a-dematous fluid was dried quickly
at 82° to 35° C. ; the dried mass was rubbed up with
water and heated to 100° C, and this formed the first
vaccme material; another portion heated to 85° C.
formed the second vaccine. The dry vaccine, which can
be sent Mhere required, is rubbed up before use with
100 parts of water, filtered, and injected to the amount
ot 1 c.c. m. into the animals ; the second vaccine, which is
less attenuated, is injected from 9 to 14 days later than
the first. The inoculation is made in the case of cattle
at the tail, and in the case of sheep on the inner surface
of the thigh. The animals so inoculated ought to be
completely immune against artificial and natural infection
with virulent rauschbrand bacilli. The accuracy of these
statements has been confirmed by numerous experiments,
and It IS probable that the protective inoculation against

• rauschbrand may be practically and advantageously era-
ployed. Thus Strebel states that in the course of 1884m 7 cantons in Switzerland 2,200 cattle were vaccinated!
of which only a few developed a local tumour, from which
they recovered and of which a much smaller percentacre
died of rauschbrand acquired in the natural manner th^n
was the case with uninoculated cattle kept under the
sanie conditions. The experiments which have beenmade with other protective inoculations seem, however

^

to mdicate that we must maintain a certain reserve with
regard to the first favourable reports of the results ofrauschbrand inoculations.

Rauschbrand and the bacilli which cause it show ^reat Diffo,resemblance with malignant oedema and its c^re ^^^-^^^e.

hieads while the rauschbrand bacilli are always in ihlform of isolated short rods; further, from th7end^mic
"
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aud epidemic occurrence of rauschbrand we must assume
that the distribution of the infective agents is different

to that of the oedema bacilli, which occar everywhere in

our surroundings, Kitt has also observed that while

rauschbrand is always fatal after inoculation, a calf

inoculated with malignant oedema became very ill, but
recovered. It is probable that cultivations on solid

nutrient substrata may show marked differences between
the two organisms ; but as yet Ave know nothing trust-

worthy with regard to the mode of growth of the colonies

of the rauschbrand bacilli.

Neolsen and Ehlei-s found that the i-auschbraud organisms
formed in the animal body only bacilli and spores, but that, on
the other hand, on cultivation on blood serum cocci developed.

They stated also that on other nutrient substrata the culti-

vation of the bacilli taken from the affected animal did not

in the first place succeed, but that after they had become
accustomed to life outside the body by cultivation on blood

serum they then grew on nutrient jelly, &c. These state-

ments, which are opposed to the results obtained by all other

authors, and which are quite unlikely, arc proliably due to

errors in the methods employed.

Bacilli oj swine erysipelas.

(Eouget du pore, Mai rouge. Hog cholera. Pig typhoid.)

Within the last few years various investigators have

directed their attention to the erysipelas which occurs

epidemically among swine, and which leads to great loss

of life; and as the result of the investigations of Thuillier,

Pasteur, Loeffler, Schiitz, Lydtin, and Schottelius, the

exciting agent of this disease has been discovered in the

animals affected ; it has been cultivated on artificial

nutrient substrata, and the original disease has been

again produced by inoculation of the cultivations on

animals, and thus the chain of evidence necessary to

demonstrate the etiological significance of the infective

agents has been completed.

Symptoms of The symptoms of swine erysipelas as a rule commence
tho disease.

^^^^ suddenly. The swine attacked become suddenly

dull, they creep about, and cease to eat ; the voice
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becomes hoarse, and tliero is often evacnaliou of blood

iind slimy ffeces. The temperature (which in normal

yountr swine is between 39° and 39-5° C) rises at times

as high as 43° C. Sometimes, even in the commence-

ment, but usually not till the height of the disease, rod

patches appear at the lower surface of the belly, breast,

and neck, which gradually extend and run together and

ultimately assume a dark red or brown colour ;
swelling

of the reddened portions of skin is not noticed^ nor does

there seem to be pain, nor is the temperature of the

part apparently above that of the surrounding skin.

Death occurs with increase of the listlessness, at times

wuth paralytic symptoms of the hinder extremities, at

times with convulsions. The duration of the disease,

from its first appearance until death, varies from a few

hours to four days. Where it ends in recovery, 6 to 20
days pass before the animal is quite well. Fifty- five to

sixty-six per cent, of the animals attacked die ; of those

which survive the acute attack a considerable number
ultimatelydieof chronic wasting. Older animals-are never
attacked, those which are affected are aged from three

mouths up to at most three years. Different races show
great differences in their susceptibility; the ordinary swine
are almost without exception insusceptible, while the
more noble races—more especially the English Suffolk
swine—show a very great susceptibility to the disease.

According to the observations of veterinary surgeons Mode of

the infection occurs almost entirely from the digestive
track, the fxces of the diseased animal getting into the
fodder, or infected mice being eaten. -At Lydtin's
suggestion it was on several occasions shown ex-
perimentally, during the inquiry as to the causes and
the mode of protection from swine erysipelas, in the
Duchy of Baden in April, 1885, that swine can be
infected by eating the intestines of other animals which
have died of swine erysipelas. In some of the experi-
ments which gave negative results, the above mentioned
insusceptibihty of certain races seems to have come into
play. In some cases also infection was caused by sub-
cutaneous injection. According to the most trustworthy
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veterinary reports, the disease never recurs a second

time.

Post-mortem On making a post-mortem examination of the swine
.ippoarance>.

^-^^^^ ^^^^ ^-^^ ^^^.^ ^j^^ reddened parts is found to be

infiltrated with cedematous and bloody fluid ; the

muscular tissue is soft, and of a greasy pale red

appearance ; the lymphatic glands, especially the glands

of the mesentery, are swollen, of a dark-red colour,

and show on the cut surface punctiform haemorrhages.

The peritoneum is of a dirty-red colour, or covered

with ecchymoses ; the same is the case with the serous

membrane of the small intestine. The mucous mem-
brane of the small intestine is much reddened and

swollen, and the summits of the folds are deprived of

their epithelium and covered with blood ; the solitary

follicles and Peyer's patches are very prominent, and

here and there, especially in the neighbourhood of

the ileo-caecal valve, their place is taken by ulcers of

considerable size. Liver and spleen are moderately

enlarged. The lungs contain air and a large amount

of blood. There are small haemorrhages in the serous

layei-s of the pericardium, and constantly in the epicar-

dium of the auricles of the heart.

Morphological In cover glass preparations of fresh blood, and also in

thrbacflli
°^

i^^^^ various organs, in the lymphatic glands, and

in the muscles, we find large numbers of delicate bacilli.

These resemble most closely the bacilli of Koch's

mouse septicaemia, but they are somewhat larger and

thicker ('6 to 1'8/i. in length),

and they also resemble the

^ . ^^ti latter in that they lie partly

4^'^'f\ ^ ' between the blood corpuscles,

cr -5^^^
'

• either singly or in pairs or

W^^^^ groups of four, and partly in

'""ii^^^P the swollen white corpuscles,

^ leadmg evidently to dege-
Fiff. 85.—Pigeon blood containing . „„ii„ t-I./^

the bacilli of swino erysipelas neratiou of these cells. ihe

X 600. (After shutz.) bacilli stain well with the

ordinary colouring materials ;
they also retain their

colour on treatment by Gram's method. In sections the
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bacilli are found in largest numbers in the capillaries,

especially of the spleen and kidneys ; the walls of the

capillaries are for the most part thickly covered with
bacilli, while the lumen remains more or less free. The
most beautiful preparations are obtained by means of

Gram's method, or by double staining, in the first place

with gentian violet, which colours the bacilli violet, and
afterwards with picrocarmine, which gives the tissue a
rosy-red hue.

These bacilli grow readily in alkaline meat juice, in Cuitivatious

blood serum, and in the ordinary nutrient jelly between
18° and 40° C. ; their growth is extremely like that of
the bacilli of mouse septic£emia. On plate cultivations
small round patches appear after two or three days,
which have a cloud-like character, and are of a bluish-
grey colour

; these patches gradually increase in size,

and under a low power of the microscope present the
appearance of finely branching bundles of threads, not
at all unlike the lacunas and canaliculi of bone. The
surface of the gelatine remains smooth, and the growth
of the colonies only occurs in the deeper layers. A
puncture cultivation in jelly shows, after three or four
days, bluish- grey cloudy bundles, projecting into the
gelatine on all sides at right angles to the line of
moculation, so that the cultivation resembles a glass-
brush, such as is usually employed for cleaning test
tubes. This cloudy appearance remains more or less
limited to the neighbourhood of the line of inoculation
and IS not so delicate as in the cultivations of the
bacilli of mouse septicemia. Growth does not occur
on the surface. In meat infusion these organisms
cause slight opacity of the fluid, and, at a later period
a whitish-grey deposit at the bottom of the vessel which
on very slight movement of the vessel rises in the form
of very fine clouds. There is never any scum formed at
the surface.

togethe ,n threads of various lengths. According toSchottehus the shorter bacilli show distinct, althoughnot veiy active, spontaneous movement; othe; obse™
20
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Spore fornw-
tion.

Inoculation on
animals.

Pastonv'w
protoctiyo
inoculation

.

liave, however, failed to observe any movement. In

cultivations in meat infusion vi^hich have stood for three

days at the temperature of the room, or for 24 hours at

40° C, we can observe the formation

of small spheres which probably repre-

sent spores, although, on account of

the minute size of the object, no accurate

observations have as yet been made as

to the formation and sprouting of these

bodies. In old cultivations the ordinary

involution forms, such as club-shaped

swelli]igs of the threads, drum-stick

forms, &c., appear.

These cultivations, after being carried

for a series of generations through

gelatine or meat in-

fusion kill with great

certainty the ordinary

house mice in the

course of two to four

days, and on examin-

ation numerous fine

bacilli are found in the

blood and in the capil-

laries of all the organs. Pigeons are very susceptible,

and die within three or four days. Babbits are less sus-

ceptible ; after inoculation on the ear of a rabbit an

erysipelatous inflammation occurs in the first instance,

just as after inoculation with the bacilli of mouse sep-

ticaemia. As a rule general infection follows and causes

death in five to six days, nevertheless not uncommonly

complete recovery takes place. Sheep, and perhaps also

young cattle, are susceptible; on the other hand guinea-

pigs and fowls are completely immune. The cultiva-

tions have also been repeatedly inoculated with success

on swine belonging to susceptible races, and at a sus-

ceptible age.

Swine erysipelas has quite recently excited special

interest because Pasteur has recommended a special

mode of protective inoculation which has been experi-

Fig. 86a.—Cultivation of the bacilli of

swine erysipelas in gelatine,

o, puncture cultivation.

b, colony on a plate X 80.
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mentally tested in a large number of animals by Lydtin

during April, 1885, in the Duchy of Baden.

Pasteur found that the virus of this disease was more

virulent for swine when it had passed through the

bodies of several pigeons in succession, and had attained

the maximum of its virulence in the case of pigeons ;

that, on the other hand, the danger of the virus as

regards swine was markedly diminished when it was

inoculated through a series of rabbits. If Pasteur in-

oculated the erysipelas bacilli into the thoracic muscle

of a pigeon, the latter died in from six to eight days,

having previously exhibited the external symptoms of

chicken cholera. If, now, the blood of the first pigeon was
inoculated into a second, the blood of the second into a

third, and so on, the latter animals died much more
quickly than the first, and the blood of the last pigeon

Avas much more virulent for the swine than was the

most poisonous product from a swine which had died

of spontaneous erysipelas. On the other hand, by re-

inoculation from rabbit to rabbit, an increase of the
virulence of the virus in these animals was observed, and
ultimately the animals died without exception, and more
quickly than after the first inoculation. If now Pasteur
inoculated the bacilli thus acclimatised in rabbits, on
swine the latter became ill, but did not die, and were
jji-otected, after recovery, against the most virulent
erysipelas poison. (Pasteur always speaks in his papers
of a round microbe, which, when taken from the blood
of rabbits, was larger than in swine, and which had the
form of the figure 8.)

Acting on these principles Pasteur has prepared two Control cx
vaccines with which young swine—the age is from P<:rimonts

8 to 11 weeks—are inoculated by subcutaneous injection vaccine!
^

on the inner surface of the thigh at an interval of
twelve days. By this means an immunity is obtained
which lasts about a year— in other words, is sufficient
to enable the animal to pass through the period of
hfe when it is most liable to the e]-ysipelas infection.
These vaccines have been recently examined bacterio-
logically by Schiitz and Schottelius, and their action on
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auimals has also been tested. Besides some indifferent

bacteria mixed witli them, both authors found chiefly

the characteristic erysipelas bacilli, and they were able
to convince themselves by experiments that these organ-
isms were as a matter of fact attenuated as regards the
virulence of their action on swine ; in like manner they
were able- to ascertain that the pigs inoculated with
these vaccines, and which, after being ill, had agiiiu

recovered, were immune against inoculation with virulent

material. Thus the accuracy of Pasteur's experiments,

and the possibility of attenuation and protective inocu-

lation for swine erysipelas, is proved. This result was
a priori not improbable, as Loeffler had formerly shown
that the bacilli of mouse septicaemia, which so much
resemble the erysipelas bacillus, cause a mild disease in

rabbits, as the result of which these animals are rendered

completely immune; and as also it was known that

sv.ine erysipelas h.elongs to the class of diseases which
do not recur, one attack protecting against a later

infection.

Practical Nevertheless the result of the vaccination experiments
value ot tlie . , . , . t-, -,

protectiyo carried out in large numbers m Baden cannot be re-

garded as being particularly favourable from a practical

and economic standpoint. Of 119 animals inoculated,

6, or 5 per cent., died of erysipelas as the result of the

inoculation, while the average loss fi'om the ordinary

disease is at most only 2 per cent.
; however, the animals

which died as the result of inoculation wera, on account

of their youth, of much less value than the animals

^vhich died of erysipelas. It was also ascertained that

Ihe animals which were rendered ill by the inoculation

were able to infect other animals with the fatal disease

;

and, finally, we do not as yet know whether the inocu-

lated swine are protected against the natural infection.

From these considerations it is evident that the final

-judgment as to the practical value of Pasteur's protec-

tive inoculation must be deferred till more accurate

experimental evidence has been obtained.

Klein has claimed the discovery of the crysiijclas bacillus,

ljut from bis statements that these bacilli may be confounded

inoculation.
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wifch bacterium termo, that the transverse diameter of tlie

er^-sipelas bacilli is the same as that of the hay and anthrax

bacilli, fiu-ther that a superficial scum, as well as a deposit at

the bottom is formed in the fluid cultivations, and, finally,

that the bacilli taken from the cultivations move as actively as

bacterium termo, we may with certainty assume that Klein

has not recognised the true erysipelas bacilli, and, at most,

has dealt with them in impiu-e cultivations.

Pasteur also has at first probably not recognised the true

infective agents, and has evidently worked with impure cul-

tivations ; and it is a matter of surprise that, nevertheless,

he has obtained these interesting results with regard to pro-

tective inoculation, now confii'med on all sides. Baillet

and Jolyet {Revue Veter., 1884) also describe the erysipelas

organisms incorrectly as microbes of the form of the figure

of 8, at times arranged in chains, and—in opposition to all

other observations—virulent in guinea-f)igs.

LoeSlei- in a case of a pig, which had died of so-called

swine erysipelas, but in which the disease was evidently

different from the epidemic form, found other bacteria which
caused in guinea-pigs sero-sanguineous infiltration of the sub-

eiitaneous tissue and htemorrhagic affections of the muscles.

Further facts as to this discovery will be mentioned later.

Of special interest is the observation made by Schottelius, A second
that in almost all cultivations made from animals which had ^P°9jj^.s.°^

died of this disease, the cultures being made in some cases erysipelas
a very short time after death (within 20 minutes), other larger cultivations,

bacilli also grew which formed light yellow spherical colonies
in the gelatine. This bacillus, which is described in detail

below, breaks up the gelatine with the formation of a foul
smell, and is thus evidently one of the exciting agents of

putrefaction, and probably comes from the intestine, in the
contents of which Schottelius was also able to demonstrate it.

Hence it is probable that these bacilli are able to penetrate Entrance of
into the body even before the death of the animal, cnterino- these bacilli

through those parts of the intestinal mucous membrane Jji^i^p^^
which are denuded of epithelium and ulcerated ; this view is intestine,

directly supported by the observation that these bacilli are
present in largest numbers in the organs in the neighbour-
hood of the intestine (not only in the intestinal wall itself,

but in the mesenteric glands, and in the spleen), while, on the
other hand, they ga-adiially diminish in numbers in the organs
further away from the intestine, and tlras only occur rarely
in the lungs and the muscular tissue of the heart. This dis-
covery enables us to draw important conclusions with rcc>-ard
to the entrance of fungi secondarily in other diseases accom-
])unicd with injury of the intestinal epithelium.
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Bacillui nmrisepticus (Kocb).

(Bacillus of Mouse Septicncmia.)

Baciliuaof These organisms, first discovered by Kocli, and very

sepbicsemia. closelv resembling the bacilli of swine erysipelas, occur

not uncommonly in all sorts of mixtures of bacteria.

If small portions of putrefying fluids, which have been
exposed to the entrance of all kinds of bacteria, are

taken during the early stage of putrefaction and inocu-

lated subcutaneously into, say, twenty mice, one or other

of these animals generally dies of a septicaemia Avhich is

caused by the bacilli of which we are speaking.

The early symptoms of the disease are increased

secretion from the conjunctiva and adhesion of the eye-

lids, lassitude, &c. ; the animal sits quietly with the back

arched, and death occurs in this position 40 to 60 hours

after the inoculation, coming on almost imperceptibly

and without any convulsive movement. Even after

death the mouse generally remains in this position,

while the mouse which has died of anthrax, for example,

lies on its back or its side with its extremities stretched

out. On making a post-mortem examination slight

oedema is sometimes found at the seat of inoculation,

and there is also considerable swelling of the spleen, but

no farther alterations. Delicate bacilli are present in

the neighbourhood of the seat of inoculation, in all the

blood vessels of the body, in the blood of the heart, and

more especially in the capillaries of the kidneys and

spleen.

Morphological These bacilli are '8 to 1' /i. in length, and about
ehavaoters. ,2 thickness. They often occur in pairs or in

fours, forming short threads
;
they frequently form small

groups ;
they have no spontaneous movement. They

can be rendered distinctly visible by treatment with the

aniline colours, which they readily take up ; cover -glass

preparations of blood are best stained in alkaline methy-

lene blue, and then decolourised by momentary immer-

sion in very dilute acetic acid ; Gram's method also

gives very distinct pictures. For sections the method
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of double staining used for demonskating the bacilli of

swine erysipelas can be employed.

In the preparations from the blood of the heart the

bacilli show a very characteristic arrangement : they lie

in part in the interior of the white blood corpuscles.

When this is the case the latter are generally much

swollen ; in some of the cells the protoplasm takes on the

stain only very feebly, and the outlines are indistinct ; in

other cases the whole body of the cell consists solely of

thickly aggregated bacilli, which here and there project

from the surfaceof the disintegrating cell mass. By exami-

nation of the various stages which can usually be recog-

nised in the same specimen we obtain the impi'ession

that the cells are destroyed by the bacilli in their interior,

and not that the bacilli undergo destruction in the cells.

Fig. 87.—Bacilli of mouse septicBBmia (after Kocli) X 700.

A, blood of a septicsemic mouse, red corpuscles -mth. bacilli between
them.

B, white corpuscles containing bacilli.

The bacilli can be readily cultivated, and grow on the CultiTations.

various nutrient substrata exactly in the same manner
as the bacilli of swine erysipelas (except with the slight

differences mentioned above). On gelatine plates they

form bluish-grey cloudy flakes lying underneath the

surface, which are resolved, under a low power of the

microscope, into a network of delicate threads ; in

jelly puncture cultivations a very delicate bluish-grey

cloud forms around the track of the needle, and this

cloud gradually extends outwards from the line of

puncture till it almost reaches the wall of the vessel

(fig. 86).

The minutest trace of blood containing bacilli or of a Inoculation oi

cultivation is sufficient to set up the disease in mice.
Field mice and guinea-pigs are completely immune

;
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sparrows and pigeons are, on tlie other hand, Busceptiblc.

Rabbits sometimes, but not always, die after inoculation

;

often they only show a local reaction, such as an ery-

sipelatous formation on the ear, which can be traced

over the ear to the parts beyond ; after inoculation on
the cornea an intense inflammatory process occurs in the
eye. Loeffler has made out that rabbits which have
ouce recovered from this inoculation on the ear, or on
the cornea, are completely immune against any new-

attempt to introduce the bacilli, however large the dose
employed.

Bacillus ciuiicidicida (Koch).

(Koch's Rabbit Septicemia.)

Uacteviii of This septicemia was obtained by Koch* by inoculation

^piicMinia. rabbits with impure river water (the water of the

Panke), and on another occasion with flesh that was
undergoing putrefaction. Numerous other attempts to

obtain the same morbid agents from putrefying materials

were unsuccessful, so that the distribution of this

organism seems to be limited, both as regards place and
time.

Microscopical These organisms present the form of short rods some-
characters, pointed at their ends ; when stained the ends take

up the dye, while the central portion of the rod remains

unstained ; there is no constriction in the middle, but the

peculiar distribution of the colouring matter readily

leads to the erroneous idea that the organism consists

of two micrococci lying side by side. They do not stain

by Gram's method. Their length is 1"4 ^i. and their

breadth to '7 m- Two and more bacteria often remain

united after division, and thus form ai)parently longisli

rods ; under these circumstances they frequently present

the form of a figure of 8, and are surrounded by a some-

what clear area. Spontaneous movement has not been

observed.

Growth on The bacilli grow readily in broth, in blood serum, and
plates. nutrient jelly. On gelatine plates small white points

* MUtheil. a. d. KaU. Ges. A., vol. i., p. 94., ff.
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appear on the third day, and these under a low power

present the form of circular discs, with a sharp, dark

outline not quite regular, and of a yellow colour, lighter

towards the periphery. At a some-
what later stage the dark yellowish ^ ' 0^^^
brown central zone and the clearer §' '

'

peripheral zone are often sharply >

marked off from each other, so that Fig.88.-BacciUusof
the colony appears to consist of con- I's^bbit aepticoDmia

1 iTri T ,

(after Kocli)X 700.
centric layers. When it spreads at

,
the surface, which only occurs to a showing the nuclei

very slight extent, and does not corpuscles ^th
extend further than a millimetre, brvXthem*°""
the outline remains sharp, dark,

and for the most part fairly circular, though often
somewhat irregulai-. The colony presents a finely
granular appearance at this stage. In the puncture In pmicturo

cultivations a thin deposit forms along the line of
^"i*^^^*^""*-

puncture, and this deposit does not become confluent in
many places, but presents the appearance of discrete
spherical colonies of a somewhat transparent yellowish
white colour. On the surface it spreads in the form of
a flat and limited layer ; in stroke cultivations it forms
a thin layer somewhat thickened at the borders, which
are irregular and serrated ; here and there the line is
interrupted by isolated colonies. The cultivations only
retain their vitality for 4 or 5 weeks.

If the minutest portion of a cultivation is inoculated Inoculation on
into a rabbit (a prick in the cornea suffices) the body
temperature becomes elevated after an incubation period
of 10 to 12 hours, and the breathing becomes slow and
laboured; ultimately the temperature falls below tlie
normal, and after the occurrence of some convulsive
attacks the animal dies 16 to 20 hours after the inocula-
tion. On post-mortem examination, the spleen and
lymphatic glands are found enlarged, and the lungs
present a strikingly marbled appearance

; there arc iw
extravasations of blood, and no peritonitis. The charac-
teristic rods are equally distributed everywhere throucrh-
out the blood

;
on sections of the various organs they
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are found in the blood vessels and capillaries ; llie best

appearances are obtained from sections of lung, stained

with gentian violet. Mice and birds (sparrows, pigeons,

fowls) are as susceptible as rabbits
; guinea-pigs and

white rats are immune
; dogs do not react on inoculation

of small quantities, but after subcutaneous injection of

larger amounts an extensive oedema of the subcutaneous
cellular tissue occurs, and the animals die after two or

three days. No experiments have as yet been made as

to the attenuation of these bacilli ; in successive cultiva-

tions even continued for a long time they retain their

full virulence.

Bacillus cholcrce gallinamm.

Chicken
cholera.

Clinical

symptoms.

(Bacteria of Chicken Cholera, or Fowl Typhoid

;

Microbe du Cholera des Poules.)

In the epidemic disease which occurs in poultry yards,

and which has been Imown and dreaded for a long time

in France under the title of chicken cholera (although

the symptoms show very little resemblance to those of

human cholera), bacilli were found in the first instance

by Perroncito, then by Toussaint, and later by Pasteur,

and these have proved to be the causal exciting agents

of the disease. These observations have been con-

firmed and extended by Eivolta, Marchiafava and Celli,

and Kitt. Petri has also found bacteria in an epidemic

in a poultry yard, which are probably identical with the

bacilli of chicken cholera.

The disease begins by the fowls attacked becoming

very helpless and tumbling about, the wings hang, and

ultimately the animal sits quietly rolled up in a ball,

with erected feathers. The animals are very somno-

lent; if they are compelled to open their eyes they

appear as if they had awaked from a deep sleep

;

they soon close the eyelids again, and usually

after a slight convulsive attack, die without having

moved from the spot. Very frequently at the height

pf the disease there is a slimy diarrhoea, the stools
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containing very num'»rous bacilli. The whole course

of the disease is oL. a very rapid, lasting only a few-

hours.

On post-mortem examination the spleen and liver are Post-moitem

found to be enlarged, there is also intense inflammation

of the intestinal mucous membrane, especially of the

duodenum, with numerous hjemorrhages, and at times

with ulcerations, hemorrhagic infiltration in the perito-

neum, hsemorrhagic pneumonia, and numerous ecchy-

moses in the pericardium, in the pleura, and in the

brain.

Large numbers of short bacilli, very similar to those Mioroscopioal

described before in rabbit septica3mia, but somewhat the™acniT

shorter and thicker, are found in the blood of the heart,

and of all the other organs. They have been described

by Pasteur as cocci, but when highly magnified there is

no doubt as to their rod character. The fuUy-groAvn

individuals attain a length of about 1 to 1"2 /x., and
usually show, when stained, an aggregation of the

colouring matter at the ends, as in the case of rabbit

septicemia, the dark poles being se-

parated by an unstained central portion. ^The bacilli are usually in a state of /w*^*^
active division, and thus many forms ^
are found which are constricted in the

middle, not unlike a diplococcus, and ^cfickeiTcholem x
also numerous young individuals in ^'^^^

which the length is only very slightly ^Zn toZTZ:^
greater than the breadth. We can cultivation,

always see, however, with good lenses that even the
youngest individuals are not round, but more quad-
rilateral with parallel contours—in other words, that
they are short bacilli. In sections of the organs the
rod character is usually much more distinct

; they arc
found there in varying numbers within the blood vessels,
sometimes only a few examples, sometimes in dense
masses.

The bacilli of chicken cholera can be readily cul- Growth in
tivated. On plates of nutrient gelatine they appear on cultivations,

the second day as whitish-yellow points, which are seen
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under a low power to be discs of a yellowisli-brown

colour with sharp outlines, finely granular, seldom

circular, but as a rule with irregular boundaries.

The centre is of a lightish-yellow colour, towards the

periphery there is a narrow brownish ring, and then a

light border. The superficial colonies form small moder-

ately prominent, transparent drops of a yellowish-white

Fig-. 90.—CHcken cliolera.

Section from the liver of a hen X 700.

colour, they show less of a circular form and are dis-

tinctly granular ; but the zones above mentioned can

still be recognised, and have only become correspond-

ingly broader. In puncture cultivations they form

partly discrete and partly confluent colonies along the

needle track ; on the surface they spread out in a flat

layer, which is somewhat more marked than in the case

of the bacilli of rabbit septictemia.—On blood serum the

cultivations form a dull, white, thin layer. On potatoes

a wax-like transparent greyish-white and only slightly

prominent layer is formed, which grows slowly and only

at a temperature of about 28° C. Growth of the bacilli

also occurs on hurd-boiled white of egg. In neutralised

broth they grow luxuriantly, and cause slight turbidity

of the fluid.—According to Pasteur they soon lose their

vitality in neutralised urine ;
they do not grow at all in

yeast water.
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Subcutaneous inoculation of the smallest quantity of inDculatiou on

, - animals.

a cultivation sets up in healthy fowls the symptoms

described above, and death occurs in 24 to 36 hours.

Pigeons, sparrows, pheasants, mice, and rabbits are

likewise very susceptible to the disease ;
guinea-pigs,

sheep, and horses do not as a rule die, but abscesses

form at the seat of inoculation, the pus of which con-

tains large numbers of bacilli. Mice, fowls, and rabbits

can also be infected by feeding them with the cultiva-

tions
;

dogs remain healthy even when fed for a long

time with the bacilli. It is probable that the natural

mode of infection in the poultry yards is that the' dejecta

of the diseased animals which contain the bacilli con-

taminate the food, and are then swallowed by the healthy

animals.

Pasteur failed to set up a fatal disease in fowls when Filtration of

he filtered the cultivations in neutralised chicken-broth tions"^^^^

through plaster or porcelain, but after large doses of the

filtrate there occurred in the first place a short period of

excitement and then moderate somnolence, Avhich after

a few hours ended in recovery. This result is probably

to be explained by the presence of toxic products of the

bacilli in the filtered cultivations. Marchiafava and Colli Transfcrciico

have found that the bacilli of chicken cholera can pass
*°

from the mother to the fcetus ; such a transference is in

many cases a jviori probable, because in chicken cholera

hfemorrhages and lesions of the vessels occur in all the

organs, and in this way the organisms pass out of the
blood vessels.

The bacilli of chicken cholera have excited special Attcmiationo

interest because Pasteur carried out with them his first indlioStivc
experiments on attenuation and protective inoculation, inociilatiin.

Pasteur observed that old cultivations which had stood
for several months in vessels plugged with cotton wool
had diminished in their virulence, as he concluded, as
the result of the influence of oxygen ; at any rate this
attenuation did not occur when he preserved the cultiva-
tions in sealed vessels containing only very little air.
The bacilli when attenuated retained the degree of
virulence at which they had arrived, even wheu'fnrthner
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cultivations were made in broth, and carried through

several generations. If Pasteur inoculated fowls in the

subcutaneous cellular tissue over the muscles of the

breast with these attenuated bacilli, only an inflam-

matory swelling of the cellular tissue, especially of the

muscle, occurred ; the aflfected portions of the muscle

soon became separated from the healthy by an abscess

wall, so that a sequestrum of the muscular tissue was

formed. This was absorbed with greater or less

rapidity, and usually had completely disappeared some

weeks after inoculation. The fowls which had thus re-

covered were then found to be immune against inocula-

tion with the most virulent bacilli.

Discrepant re- The results of Pasteur's experiments could not be

obseryei?''^'' Confirmed byKitt and others. Cultivations on potatoes

and gelatine five or six months old, and always exposed

to air, showed the same virulence as fresh cultivations.

It is possible therefore that Pasteur's cultivations, which

were always made in fluids, were gradually overgi'own

by other bacteria, and that thus the diminution in

activity was produced.

Bacillus septicus agrigenus.

Septic earth These bacilli were first obtained by Nicolaier in the
bacilli.

author's laboratory, and at a later period on several

occasions from the earth of manured fields. These

bacilli agree, as regards their size, for the most part

with the two forms before mentioned, but they are usually

Micrcscopical somewhat longer ; the same pecuHar distribution of the

harr.cters.
colouring matter is also at times seen, although not so

frequently, nor so well marked. Rapid division occurs

in cultivations, and hence, as a rule, there is only a trivial

Cultivation?, excess of the longitudinal diameter.—On gelatine plates

the colonies present the appearance under a low power

of circular discs, with sharp oiitlines and of a finely

granular character ; the centre is yellowish-brown, and

the margin greyish-yellow, these two parts being sepa-

rated from each other by a dark ring. These differences

in colour gradually disappear at a later period, so that
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ultimately there are no distinct zones to be seen ; on the

other hand, the granular appearance becomes more

marked ; the circular outline for the most part remains.

In puncture cultivations a thin and but slightly charac-

teristic layer is formed.—Mice inoculated with small

quantities of the cultivations die after 12 to 22 hours, as

also do field mice ; rabbits die after inoculation on the

ear in from 24 to 86 hours. On post-mortem examina- Action on

tion no special abnormalities are found ; the bacilli
^^^^^ ^"

above described are present in the blood of the heart

and in the capillaries of all the organs, but always in

decidedly smaller numbers than in the two diseases just

described. Further, the bacilli show a special tendency
to adhere to the blood corpuscles ; the border of a blood
corpuscle frequently has two, three, or four bacilli

attached to it; but the bacteria do not seem to penetrate
into the interior of the cells.

A number of short, fine bacteria, which are similar to Sep*i«

the three species of bacilli just described, have been seSung the

observed by various authors in the deposit on the human seXin the"
tongue, in the secretions of the mouth, and in the ^^o^^^^io^^f

sputum. In the Hygienic Institute in Gottingen, Krei-
bohm found two bacteria which were chiefly distinguished
from the above mentioned forms by the "fact that they
could not be cultivated on any of the ordinary artificial
substrata.

The first species was obtained on two occasions from First species,
the deposit on the tongue by the inoculation of some
mice with this deposit ; the animals died after a few
days, and large numbers of these bacilli were found in
the blood. The rods resemble very closely those of
rabbit septicasmia, but they are somewhat longer and
more pointed at the ends; they do not show any
constriction in the middle, but take up the colouringma ter only at the poles, leaving a clear zone in the
middle. In the blood they occur singly or in small
groups, seldom m the form of threads composed of two
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Inoculation
from aiiiinftl

to animal,

Fiiihu-c of

onlbivatiou
experiments.

Second
f:])ecic3.

or three members.—The blood contamiug the bacilii

when inoculated on mice in the quantity of about one
drop always produced the same disease in 30 inoculations

continued in series : on the first day no alteration could

be observed in the animals inoculated ; on the second
day they were lazy, they sat quietly with erected back,

and the ej'elids were stuclc together ; death occurred as

a rule after two or three days, at times, however, not
till after five days. On post-mortem examination nothing
abnormal was found, except very marked enlargement
of the spleen, and slight enlargement of the liver. In

sections of the organs small groups of bacteria were

found within the capillaries, but they were not particu-

larly numerous
;
they were only present in very large

numbers in the lungs. Babbits are relatively but little

susceptible; after inoculation with small quantities of

blood only a transitory illness resulted ; after subcuta-

neous injection of larger quantities of blood the animals

died after two or three days, and the bacilli showed the

same distribution as in the case of mice. Field mice

were very susceptible ; inoculation on a fowl was without

result. Cultivations were frequently attempted with the

most varied solid and fluid substrata, and at various

temperatures ; nevertheless they all failed, while control

experiments with the bacteria of rabbit septicjemia were,

without exception, successful.

The second species was isolated in a similar manner

by the animal body (mice) from a deposit on the human

tongue. These organisms consisted of short rods rounded

at the ends, and slightly constricted in the middle

;

when stained they resemble a figure of 8, the stain being

more intense at the poles
;
they are also surrounded by

a clear area, and on the whole they most closely resemble

the bacilli of chicken cholera. The rods were present in

large numbers in the blood of the heart of mice ; in sections

of the organs they were found inside the capillaries, but as

a rule in isolated masses, and not more numerous in

the lungs than in the other organs. The inoculation of

the disease on mice was carried on successfully through

40 or 50 generations with minute quantities of blood

;
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death occurred much more quickly than in the case of

the first species, often even after 18 hours, at the latest

after 40 hours. Eabbits were completely immune.
Cultivation experiments showed at most a multiplication Cultivation

of the bacteria in the blood inoculated on the first sub-
experiments
iiKewise

Stratum
; lurther attempts at inoculation were always unsuccessfni.

unsuccessful.

The following bacteria isolated from saliva by other
authors are either identical with one or other of these
species, or it may be different from them, but this can-
not be decided on account of the absence of sufficient

characteristic distinctive points.

Pasteur obtained a microbe from the saliva of a child Pasteiir's

which had died of hydrophobia. Eaynaud and Lanne- hydrophobia
longue had discovered that the inoculation of such saliva
on rabbits caused the illness and death of the animals ;

Pasteur confirmed these experiments, and cultivated
a micro-organism from the blood of the rabbits in
veal broth, this organism being rod-shaped and some-
what constricted in the middle in the form of a figure
of " 8 "

; the organism was only 1 in diameter, and
was surrounded by a gelatinous substance like an
aureole. In the cultivations these rods were said to be-
come converted into chains of cocci. Fowls and guinea-
pigs were not susceptible to the action of the microbe.—
Although at first Pasteur supposed that he had ob-
tained the infective agent of hydrophobia, he succeeded in
setting up the same disease, and found the same organ-
isms in rabbits inoculated with the saliva of healthy
human beings. In like manner Vulpian was able to set other similar
up, by moculation of normal saliva on rabbits, a disease ^P^cies.

which ended fatally in two days, and which could be Kkin?^'°''

transmitted from animal to animal by small quantities
^^^"^"^-^ '

of blood.—Fraenkel also obtained a similar result by the
moculation of his own saliva. (See Literature, p. 87.)

Klein has set up infective diseases in rabbits and
mice by the sputum of patients suffering from pneu-
monia and he has described the infective agents of
these diseases as belonging to various species of micro-

21
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cocci. It is possible that in these cases also the bacteria

belonged to the group here described.—In like manner
the septiciT3mia formerly described by Davaine, which is

fatal to rabbits and guinea-pigs but not to pigeons,

seems to have been due to similar bacteria.

Group of Another smaller group of bacteria is formed by short,

i^esembling^he ^^^^^ cells, egg-shaped when young, and resembling

bacilH°"^"^
the pneumonia bacilli; like these they are often sur-

rounded by a sheath which can be stained, and in punc-

ture cultivations in gelatine they give rise to nail-shaped

gi'owths, and on potatoes to thick gelatinous deposits.

It is at times impossible to distinguish the species

belonging to this group from each other either by the

microscope, or by the appearance of the cultivations,

and this can only be done by experiments on animals.

Bacillus crassus simtigeims (Kreibohm).

Kreibolim's These Organisms were obtained by Kreibohm on two

bacUli.^^^*"'^^ occasions from sputum, and on one occasion from the

Microscopical
f^j. on the toDgue. They present the form of short,

characters. o j i

thick bacilli, or oblongs with rounded corners ; they

are often bent like a sausage, or twisted. Immediately

after division the longitudinal diameter is only about a

haK greater than the transverse, but later on the

difference is more marked, so that before new division

takes place the bacilli are three or four times as long as

thick. The bacilli are often seen to be connected

together, either while division is going on, or after

division has occurred, but longer threads do not occur.

The bacilli, both from blood and from cultivations,

frequently present abnormal forms, often showing

swollen ends or irregular contours, and here and there

converted into shapeless masses. The bacilli stain

readily, and retain the stain on treatment by Gram's

method ; at higher temperatures (35° C.) they appear to

Cultivations, form spores.—The bacilli can be cultivated on a number

of different substrata. In gelatine plates they form

distinct greyish-white points after about 36 hours,
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these points soon rising above tlie surface and then

spreading out in the form of greyish-white round gela-

tinous drops, which project considerably above the

surface of the jelly. Under a low power the youngest

colonies appear circular, of a greyish-brown dark colour

with dark points, or with short dark lines over the

whole surface. The superficial larger colonies appear

distinctly lighter, irregular in outline, and the surface

—

more especially at the border—is distinctly granular.

In puncture cultivations the organisms grow very

quickly, in about 24 hours, and show the typical nail-

shaped appearance. On potatoes they form a thick,

Fig. 91.—Bacillus craasus spiitigeniis (Kreibolim) X 700.

Cover glass preparation from the blood of the heart of a mouse.

greyish-white moist and shining layer, similar to the
cultivation of the pneumonia bacilli, but somewhat
flatter and tougher, though as a rule scarcely distinguish-
able from the latter.—Mice die after inoculation with Experiment
small quantities of the cultivation in about 48 hours • °" '""imals.

numerous bacilli are found in the blood of the heart,'
and in all the capillaries, in largest numbers in the
liver. Eabbits are not markedly affected by small doses,
if introduced by inoculation, but after intra-venous
injection of small doses they die within 48 hours, laro-e
masses of bacilli being found in the blood. Large Action of
quantities of the cultivation injected into the veins

^^^^'^^

cause in rabbits, and to a still more marked decree in
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dogs, diarrhoea, with at times bloody stools, and death

within 3 to 10 hours ; on post-mortem examination all

the appearances of an acute gastro-enteritis are found.

Bacillus pseiidopneumonicus (Passet).

Microscopical
characters.

Pseudo- These organisms have been cultivated on two occa-
pneumonic . , _ <. i n i • «
bacteria. sions by Passet irom the pus of abscesses m man.'^

They are oval or round, seldom elongated, cells resem-

bling those of the pneumonia bacilli, but with a greater

tendency to the formation of rounded forms. Their

transverse diameter is '87 /x., their longitudinal 116.

In preparations which have been taken from the animal

body, or from cultivations grown at the body tempera-

ture, the bacteria are seen to be surrounded by a sheath

which takes up the colouring matter.

T'Tiltivations. In gelatine plates white points appear after 24 hours,

and under a low power present the form of round, finely

granular, grey, and later often very dark discs, with

regular sharp outlines. On the surface the colonies

form greyish-white prominent nodules of about the size

of half the head of a pin ; the pneumonia colonies are

somewhat thicker and whiter. In puncture cultivations

the pseudo-pneumonia bacillus grows only on the sur-

face, being a pure aerobe, and forms on the surface

greyish-white hemi-spherical glistening nodules ; it does

not grow at all along the track of the needle. On

blood serum it forms a thin greyish-white layer; on

potatoes kept at 37° C. a thick white shiny moist layer

appears in 24 hours, without any development of gas,

or formation of bubbles.—In mice, rats, guinea-pigs,

and rabbits the injection of Passet's bacteria into the

pleura causes pleuritis, and into the abdomen, peri-

tonitis ; subcutaneous inoculation kills mice from

septicaemia, but as a rule only causes the formation of

abscesses in rais, guinea-pigs, and rabbits; 43 mice

treated by inhalation of the cultivations remained well.

* They are described by the author as cocci, but on account of the

analogy with the pneumonia bacteria, and for the reasons given with

regard to the latter, these organisms have been included hero under

the bacilli.

I^xperiments
on iinimala.
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Bacilltis septicics sputigenus (Fraenkel).

These organisms have beeu repeatedly observed by Fraenkei's

A. Fraenkel * in the rust-coloured sputum of patients bacteria,

suffering from pneumonia. These microbes have the

appearance of cocci, resembling very much the pneu-

monia bacteria, and like these they are surrounded by a

broad capsule. They do not grow on gelatine at the

ordinary temperature, but they grow on agar and blood

serum at the body temperature ; in the latter they form

a veil-like almost transparent layer, or a deposit like

drops of dew. Eabbits die after subcutaneous inocu-

lation in 24 to 48 hours, with the symptoms of acute

septiceemia.—Fraenkel thinks it probable that these

bacteria have a causal relation with human pneumonia
and with the empyemata which develop after pneumonia.
A more detailed description of these organisms has not as

yet been furnished.

Bacillus pneimonicus agilis (Schou).

These organisms were cultivated by Schou on three Bacteria of

occasions from the lungs of rabbits which had become mo^L^'^^'^'
affected with pneumonia after section of the vagus nerve.

They present the form of short thick rods, or more
elliptical cells often occurring in pairs, or, seldom, in

chains of three or four members. They do not stain by
Gram's method. When examined in drop cultivations

they show very active spontaneous movements ; in

gelatine plates the colonies of the bacilH appear under a
low power as round, dark, granular discs, with a slightly

rough surface and borders. After 20 to 24 hours
liquefaction of the gelatine commences, and even under
a low power we see very marked movements in the middle
of the colony. At this stage the borders appear as if

surrounded by a small crown of rays, but soon after-
wards the gelatine becomes entirely liquefied. On soli-

dified blood serum the bacillus grows very slowlj^, and
leads to slight liquefaction of the serum; in broth it

forms a plentiful yellowish deposit at the bottom of the
* Lit., p. 37.
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vessel ; on potatoes it forms a reddish cliamois-coloured

flat layer, which extends very quickly.—Cultivations

introduced into the lungs of rabbits through the wall of

the chest, or by injection into the trachea, or by inhalation

into the lungs, set up a violent pneumonia, which presents

exactly the same appearance as the vagus pneumonia,

in which the bacilli were originally found.

Bacillus diphthcrice columbarum (Loeffler).

BaciEi of
pigeon
diphtheria.

Symptoms of
the disease.

Microscopical
characters of

the bacilli.

Cultivations.

In fowls and pigeons we not uncommonly find epi-

demics of a disease resembling human diphtheria, which

begins with hyperaemia of isolated spots of the mucous

membrane ; at a later period these spots become covered

with a thick light yellow deposit. In the case of pigeons

the base of the tongue, the mucous membrane of the throat,

and the angle of the mouth, are more especially attacked
;

in fowls the usual seats are the tongue, the palate, the

nasal cavities, the conjunctivae, and the entrance of the

larynx. The temperature of the affected animals is

somewhat elevated. The disease runs its course as a

rule within two or three weeks, and may at times

last for some months with repeated exacerbations ; 80

per cent, of the fowls affected die ; of the pigeons, how-

ever, a smaller proportion. Young animals, and these

belonging to pure breeds, are more especially predisposed

to the disease.

Loeffler* was able to isolate, from the exudation of a

pigeon which had died with these symptoms, bacilli

which were only slightly longer and somewhat narrower

than the bacilli of rabbit septicaemia, and were rounded

at the ends, and usually occurred in groups. In sections

of the lungs, and more especially of the liver, the rods

were found in the interior of the blood vessels, forming

masses similar to those of the typhoid bacilli.—On

nutrient gelatine they form at the deeper parts whitish

spheres, on the surface whitish layers ; under a low

power the colonies present a yellowish-brown appear-

ance. On blood serum they form a greyish-white

* Mitth. a. d. Kaiserl. Ges. Amt., vol. ii.
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semi-transparent layer ; on potatoes a deposit which is

only distinguishable from the surface of the potato by

having a somewhat greyer colour.—Pigeons inoculated Experiments

subcutaneonsly with pure cultivations of these bacilli °^ ^'^^'^is.

are attacked by inflammations ending in necrosis ; after

inoculation on the mucous membrane of the mouth
a morbid process develops, which completely coincides

with the natural infective disease.—Sparrows and rabbits

are susceptible to the action of the bacilli
;
fowls, guinea-

pigs, rats, and dogs are immune, or only show a tran-

sitory local affection. Mice show very characteristic

effects
;
they die as a consequence of subcutaneous inocu-

lation in about five days, and the short bacilli, described

above, are found in the blood, and in all the organs,

most numerous in the liver
;
they lie everywhere in the

interior of the blood vessels, and often also in the interior

of colourless blood cells. To the naked eye the peculiar Characteristic

character of the liver is most striking in the mice, as ^ppe^aS
also the marked swelling of the spleen, and the patchy in mice,

redness of the lungs; the liver has a marbled white

appearance, due to the fact that in the pale red liver-

tissue numerous white irregularly limited patches were
present. Under the microscope no liver-tissue can be
seen in the neighbourhood of these patches, and the
nuclei do not stain at all ; in the centre of the patches,

however, there are dense masses of bacilli within the
vessels, which have evidently led to the death of the
surrounding tissue of the liver over a considerable area.

—

As this post-mortem result is found in all the mice
inoculated, we have in the inoculation of mice with these
bacilli the best means of recognising them.

These bacilli must therefore be looked on as the ex-
citing agents of pigeon diphtheria. As they were not
found in human diphtheritic membranes, even after the
most careful microscopical examination, we must con-
clude that the two forms of diphtheria are not etiologi-
cally the same. The view that human beings can
become affected with diphtheria from infection from
diseased pigeons and fowls has been re])eatedly ex-
pressed, but has been objected to by a number of
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Eolation of
pigeon diph-
theria to
hiiman
diphtheria.

autliors (for example, Magnin*). Eecently Gerhardt and
Stumpft have published cases of infection of man from
pigeon diphtheria ; but in none of these cases has it been
shown that the disease in man was true contagious
diphtheria; on the other hand, it is probable that
milder affections of the mucous membrane were present.
It is possible that these affections might be caused by
the diphtheritic bacteria of pigeons or fowls, especially as
we know from the experiments on animals that many
kinds of bacilh can set up diseases of the mucous mem-
brane of the most various intensity, and even diseases
accompanied by the formation of membrane, and yet
these affections cannot be included under the term con-
tagious diphtheria; and further, severe diphtheritic at-

tacks would be of much more frequent occurrence in
man, in association with epidemics in poultry yards and
among pigeons, if the infective agents in the two cases

were identical.—Further, according to Loeffler's experi-

ments, the diphtheria of fowls is apparently different

from that of pigeons, and the etiology of the former is,

as yet, not at all made out.

Bacillus cliphtheri(Z vitulorum (Loeffler).

Bacilli of the The diphtheria which occurs in calves in an epidemic
diphtheria of p . , .in t ,

calves. lorm IS characterised by great lassitude of the animals,

flow of saliva, yellow exudation from the nose, imperfect

Symptoms and attacks of coughing, and diarrhoea. On the mucous mem-

appearanceTin ^^rane of the cheeks, of the tongue, and of the hard palate,

the diphtheria we find yellow deposits extending deeply into the tissue

;

Ox G8(iY6S>

the entrance to the larynx and the nasal cavities are

often affected at the same time ; and similar infiltrations

have also been observed in the skin between the toes of

the fore-feet. Death sometimes occurs on the fourth or

fifth day, usually, however, the disease lasts for several

weeks. On post-mortem examination we find besides

these deposits similar alterations in the mucous mem-
brane of the large intestine, and deposits in the lungs

* Magnin, Gaz. des Iwpil., 1879.

t Gerhardt, Lit., p. 18.—Stumpf, DetUsch., Arch. A kUn. Med., vol. 36.
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varying iu size from a pea to a nut, of a greyish-yellow

colour, and in part suppurating.—On microscopical ex-

amination of the deposits in the mucous membrane

Loeffler* found, quite at the surface, numbers of all

kinds of bacteria, more especially of micrococci ; then

follows a broad, unstained zone, the structure of which

is unrecognisable, and in which there are no bacteria,

and it is only close to the tissue itself that we find at

first single, and then as we go deeper numerous long

bacilli, ultimately arranged in long wavy bundles and

dense masses, separated from the tissue by a narrow un-

stained zone on the further side of which we see a dense

nuclear infiltration of the tissue. The majority of these Microscopical

bacilli are united together to form longish threads ; the the bacilli,

individual segments are about five or six times as long as

broad ; their thickness is about half that of the bacilli

of malignant oedema. As Loefiler was able to demon-

strate the presence of these bacilli with the same
characteristic arrangement in seven cases of diphtheria

in calves, we are justified in drawing a conclusion as to

their causal connection with the disease from the

constancy with which they occur.—Cultivation experi- Cultivation

ments have as yet led to no result ; nutrient jelly, ^thou't''"*^

sheep's blood serum, &c., have remained entirely sterile '^e^nlt.

after inoculation; in calves' blood serum a whitish

rim is formed around the pieces of organs which are

planted on it, this ring consisting exclusively of the
long bacilli, but attempts to inoculate fresh serum from
this rim failed.—On the other hand, the fresh diph-
theritic deposit was inoculated with success on mice,
while guinea-pigs and rabbits did not show any charac-
teristic disease. The mice died after 7 to 30 days ; Inoculation on
a greyish-yellow speckled infiltration extended from the

^'^^^^^l^-

seat of inoculation, involved the whole of the wall
of the belly or back, reached often as far as the peri-
toneal cavity, and enveloped kidneys, liver, and intestine
in yellow masses of exudation. Other mice could be
successfully inoculated from this infiltration. In all the
affected animals it could be shown by the microscope

* Mittli. a. d. Kaiserl, Ges. Amt., vol. 2.
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that, as in the case of the calves, the infiltration was
occasioned hy the long bacilli.—Further proof of the

etiological rdle of these bacilli must be furnished by
more extensive cultivation experiments.

Group of
bacteria
which set np
gastro-
enteritis.

EarKererperi
ments with
mixtures of
bacteria.

Later experi-

ments with
pure cultiva-

tions.

Another group of bacteria characterised by similarity

in their pathogenic action is formed by those bacilli

which set np a more or less severe gastro-enteritis in

the animals ordinarily employed for experiments, such

as dogs, rabbits, and guinea-pigs, the disease occurring

when the bacteria are injected in relatively large numbers,

either into the veins, or subcutaneously. Similar symp-

toms were formerly often obtained experimentally hy

the employment of mixtures of bacteria, and Virchow*

observed, as long ago as 1847, vomiting and diarrhoea

with ultimate collapse, in animals after injection of a

fluid obtained from putrid fibrin. Among more recent

writers we need only mention Popofi",t who obtained

similar results by the injection of a mixture of yeast,

and also of putrid Pasteur's solution ; and Blumberg,^

who worked with putrefying dog's blood, and with

the water employed for the maceration of dog's flesh,

and set up violent vomiting and rapid death after intra-

venous injection, and milder and less constant symptoms

after injection subcutaneously. On post-mortem ex-

amination of the animals, the severe cases showed the

appearances of a hemorrhagic gastro-enteritis with

marked swelling, and often deep ulceration of Peyer's

patches. In milder cases there was only hypertemia of

the stomach and intestines, and swelling of the follicles.

After the elaboration of the methods for the pure

cultivation of organisms, experiments have been made

with different species of bacteria, and cultivations

of these bacteria have set up the same morbid

symptoms and the same anatomical appearances after

intravenous, and sometimes after subcutaneous in-

jection, as was done by the mixtures formerly employed.

* llandh. der spec. Pathol, u. Therapie, vol. i., p. 242.

t Berl. klin. Woch., 1872, Nr. 43.

X Vircli. Arch., vol. 100, p. 377.
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The effect obtained is, however, not uniform, hut

varies according to the virulence of the individual

species, as well as according to the number of bacteria

introduced and the seat of their application.
^^^^^^^^j^^^jg^"

tile injection of large quantities into the veins the
^^^i"!'^^-

animals become collapsed in a very short time and

die in from one to three hours. Where smaller

quantities are employed vomiting sometimes occurs,

followed by profuse diarrhoea, the stools being often

mixed with blood, and ultimately collapse, and death

occurs after 12 to 24 hours. Some species of bacteria

cause a passing diarrhoea, without any further bad

result, after intravenous injection of very small doses

or after the subcutaneous introduction of medium

doses.—We cannot as yet properly explain this action

of the bacteria. We do not usually find, either in the

acute or in the protracted cases, any sufficient multipli-

cation of the bacteria injected to explain the phenomena,

and it has also been observed on some occasions that

the same results follow the injection of sterilised

cultivations. These two facts seem to indicate that we

do not have here to do with the immediate action of the

bacteria, but with the toxic effect of a substance which

has been produced by the bacteria. More elaborate

investigations will probably give us information as to

this point.

The organisms which act in this way cannot be

looked on in all cases as specific pathogenic organisms
;

some of them are mainly saprophytes, or exciting

agents of putrefaction, while many belong to the

forms of bacteria previously described, which, when
inoculated in small quantities, set up diseases, mostly
forms of septicasmia, which run a slower course, but, oh
the other hand, when introduced into the blood stream in

large doses, lead to the sudden illness just described.

Thus, for example, we obtain these results with the Enumemtion
bacilli of rabbit septicaemia, in a very marked manner blSria be-
with the bacillus crassiis .fpuiigenus, the bacillus of t° t^^^^

pneumonia, and, among the bacteria which are chiefly

saprophytic, with the bacillus ruber indicus. It must
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be mentioned that very many of the other kinds of
bacteria, even the pathogenic kinds, when introduced
even in very large quantities into the blood stream, do
not produce this eflfect ; thus the typhoid bacilli,
baci us tetragenus, the pyogenic cocci, the anthrax
bacilli, and many others when introduced in enormous
doses are either without effect, or set up specific
diseases after they have gradually spread and multiplied
in the body.

The following are some of the bacteria which set
up these intestinal symptoms in the most marked
manner :

—

Toxie lactic

acid bacilli.

Experiments
on animals.

Bacillus oxytocus periiiciosus (Wyssokowitsch)

.

These organisms were isolated by Wyssokowitsch in
the author's laboratory from milk, which had stood
there for a considerable time. They present the form
of short bacilli with rounded ends, somewhat thicker
and shorter than the ordinary lactic acid bacteria. They
form on gelatine plates at the deeper parts small
yellow colonies, which under a low power have a cii-cular

appearance, are sharply outlined, finely granular, and
brownish -yellow in colour. On the surface the colonies

spread to the extent of about 1| mm., they are greyish-

white in colour, round, raised, and show under a low
power a sharp outline, and light brown colour. In
puncture cultivations a nail-shaped growth is formed at

first, at a later period the cultivation extends super-

ficially over the whole surface of the gelatine. In stroke

cultivations a rapidly increasing deposit is formed of a

yellowish-white, or greenish colour.—A small quantity

of the cultivation added to sterilised milk causes co-

agulation and acid reaction within 24 hours. Neither

the milk nor the cultivations have any odour.—Small

doses inoculated on mice or rabbits have no effect at

all. Mixtures prepared from one or two test tubes, and

injected into the aural vein of rabbits, caused in each of

six cases death within three to twenty-two hours. A'"iolent

diarrhoea set in about three-quarters of an hour after
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the injection. On post-mortem examination there was
found in all cases intense and often haemorrhagic inflam-

mation of the intestinal mucous membrane.

Bacillus cavicida (Brieger).

These organisms present the form of very small rods Brieger's

about twice as long as broad; they were isolated by fSlf'^"^
Brieger* from human fasces. They form colonies on
nutrient jelly composed of irregular concentric rings

;

the cultivations present an appearance resembling that
of the scales on the back of a tortoise. On potatoes
they form, pretty quickly, dirty yellow masses. Guinea-
pigs are killed without exception within 72 hours by the
subcutaneous inoculation of the most minute quantities
of the cultivation; rabbits and mice are for the most
part immune

; if guinea-pigs are fed with the cultivation
no bad result follows. Kochf has stated that the guinea-
pigs killed by subcutaneous injection show alterations
in the small intestine, marked injection of the mucous
membrane, and a large quantity of thin fluid contents ; in
short, similar symptoms to those formerly obtained by
the subcutaneous injection of mixtures of bacteria.

Bacillus coprogeyius parvus (Bienstock).

This is an extremely small slowly-growing bacillus, Bienstook'e
ootamecl by Jiienstock on several occasions from human ''^^'^^ baciUus

fjces. They are only slightly longer than broad, so
that It IS only under high powers that the rod form can
bedistmctly seen; they grow very slowly on nutrient
jelly; m the course of weeks the cultivation extends
from the Ime of inoculation to a distance of scarcely
1 mm., and forms a scarcely visible layer on the nutrient
soil.-If white mice are inoculated with a cultivation
marked oedema occurs in the neighbourhood of the
seat of moculation within 10 hours ; the animals die
24 hours later

;
after death the bacilli can bo demon-

* Zeitschr.f. plujsiol. Chem., vol. viii. ]) 308
t Conferenz zur Erortorung der Cholerafrage, 2 Jahr.
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stratecl in small numbers in the blood of the heart. A
rabbit showed after inoculation on the ear erysipelatous

swelling, followed by profuse diarrhoea, and death occurred

eight days after inoculation. On post-mortem examina-

tion catarrh of the intestinal mucous membrane was the

only abnormal condition found.—Further experiments on

animals with this bacillus are desirable.

Microscopical
characters.

Cultivations.

Experiments
on animals.

Bacterium coli commune (Escherich).

These bacilli were obtained by Escherich* from the

faeces of children nourished exclusively with their

mothers' milk. They are short, slightly curved rods,

their length varying from 1 to 5 /x., and their breadth

from "3 to "4 ^. They stain intensely with aniline

colours, but do not retain the stain when Gram's method

is employed. When examined in drop cultivations they

show slight mobility. On nutrient jelly the deeply

seated colonies present the form of yellow granular

discs ; the superficial ones show a white-lateral extension

with a homogeneous granular appearance, or star-

shaped and wrinkled. On agar and blood serum they

grow in the form of white deposits ; on potatoes they

form a soft layer of the colour of maize or yellow peas.

The bacilli slowly coagulate milk with the formation of

acid ; in solutions of grape sugar they set up fermenta-

tion.—When a piece of a cultivation on potato about the

size of a lentil is mixed with sterilised water, and injected

into the veins of the neck of rabbits and guinea-pigs,

the animals die after a few hours, or at latest after three

days, with symptoms of elevation of temperature and

violent diarrhoea. On post-mortem examination the

duodenum and the upper coils of the small intestine

show a rose-coloured hyperaemia, while the ccecum and

colon have usually a normal appearance; Peyer's patches

show alterations similar to those seen in the early stage

of typhoid fever. In some cases we also find injection

of the peritoneum and exudation into the peritoneal

cavity. Subcutaneous injection of larger doses produce

the same effect in guinea-pigs.

* FortschrUte der Medicin., vol. iii., 1885, Nr. 16.
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Bacterium lactis aerogenes (Escherich).

This organism was found, along with the previous A second

one, in the feces of infants. It consists of short
the^ffficfes^of

^

generally constricted rods with rounded ends, on an infants,

average 1*4 to 2 /x. in length, and "5
fx.. in hreadth, as a

rule occurring singly either as rods constricted in

middle, or as pairs of rods ; not motile. These organisms Cultivations,

grow on nutrient jelly like the pneumonia bacteria; in

plate cultivations they form round colonies, which spread

on the surface and form raised points of a porcelain white

colour. In puncture cultivations they grow luxuriantly

along the track of the needle, the needle track being
filled with a number of small white spheres arranged
like a string of beads with, at the upper part, a knob-
like swelling ; at the surface the colonies show a limited

growth, arched like the head of a pin, and of a soft con-
sistence. On potatoes they form a whitish-yellow creamy
layer full of gas bubbles. Milk coagulates with the for- Formation
mation of lactic acid in the course of 36 to 48 hours, at

the ordinary temperature ; in solutions of milk sugar
and grape sugar the organisms cause intense fermenta-
tive action. In sugar solutions they appear to form
terminal spores. When sugar is present the bacteria
are also able to grow when oxygen is excluded, and at the
same time to cause fermentation, while without sugar
they cannot live in the absence of oxygen.—Experiments Need for

on animals gave the same result as with the species °^ysen.

previously mentioned, but the action was somewhat less
intense.

Bacillus Neapolitanus (Emmerich).

A bacillus which appears to belong to this group of BaciUusfound
bacteria was isolated by Emmerich* during the enidemir ^J^mmerich

1, 1 • XT 1 • -. , „ ^ ^'jjiu.i^ixm. at Naples, in
ot Cholera in Naples, in 1884, from the organs and of

later from the intestinal contents of patients who had hadS'S°
died of cholera. This organism presents the form of
short rods, with rounded ends, about "9 ju. in breadth,
» Emmerich, Arch. f. Hygiene, vol. iii., 3 & 4 Hoft.-Buchnor, ibid.
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cha^aSs^*'^'
and at times forming egg-sliaped or even more elongated

cells, without or with very slight spontaneous move-

ment. In certain nutrient solutions (cane sugar, extract

of meat, and peptone) longer rods and threads are formed,

according to Buchner; in glycerine jelly various in-

volution forms appear, characterised by slight thicken-

ing of the rod, and by staining only at the ends.—On
Cultivations, gelatine plates the bacilli form colonies in the substance

of the jelly, which present the appearance, under a low

power, of round, and later irregular, almost egg-shaped

colonies with sharp outlines, of a brownish-yellow colour,

highly refracting, and distinctly granular in the interior.

On the surface of the gelatine the colonies spread to

about ten times the diameter of the deeper ones, and lie

on the surface like scales, of a cartilaginous or ground

glass appearance, showing

i^^^^Sf^. rainbow colours with trans-

mitted light. Under a

^^jSi
||)

low power it can be seen
liNV.Vi.^^^' -that the limiting line is

Fig 92.

«. Preparation from a piece of mucus
from the rice water contents of

the human intestine X 700.

I. Preparation from the peritoneal

exudation of a guinea-pig which

had died after subcutaneous in-

jection of the Naples bacteria

(stained with aniline fuchsine) X
700. (Both after Emmerich.)

markedly irregular or lo-

bular ; the interior shows

two zones, a peripheral

one, clear, colourless,

faintly granular; and a

central one, yellowish-

brown towards the middle,

and equally granular.

Experiments
on animals.

Where the colonies are

more markedly developed, we can also notice radially ar-

ranged, though but shghtly marked furrows (Buchner*).

—On potatoes the bacilli grow at 37° C, in the form of

a brownish-yellow gelatinous layer.

When Emmerich injected large quantities of the pure

cultivations of this organism under the skin, into the

lungs, or into the peritoneal cavity of guinea-pigs, death

occurred in from 30 to 42 hours, and, on examination,

hypertemia of the intestinal and gastric mucous mem-

brane, and even hoemorrhagic erosions and superficial

* Arch. f. Hygiene, toI. iii., 3 Heft.
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sloufjlis on Peyer's patches were found. Where the
<lose was smaller the course of the disease was more
protracted, aud in these cases the ulcerations in the
intestine were more extensive and deeper. If the culti-

vations were injected into the peritoneal cavity death
generally occurred in 8 to 10 hours.—Cats were less

susceptible, relatively larger quantities of the culti-

vation being required in order to cause infection ; and
still larger quantities were necessary in the case of
dogs and rabbits. Of the dogs infected only one died
on the

^

third day, while the others recovered after
being ill for several days. A monkey died after

42 hours, and showed similar alterations in the intes-
tine

;
Peyer's patches were of a dark brownish-red

colour, and distinctly swollen. The guinea-pigs as
a rule passed pulpy motions during life; the cats
suffered from vomiting and diarrhoea ; the monkeys had
also vomiting, with repeated watery stools.—From the
results of the experiments on animals, and of the proof
furnished by cultivation that the bacilli were present in
the blood and in all the organs of nine patients who had
died of cholera, and that they were also present in the
blood of patients in the last stage of the disease,
Emmerich has come to the conclusion that these organ-
isms are the exciting agents of cholera. Nevertheless,
the results of the experiments on animals did not differm any important particular from those obtained by the
numerous forms of bacteria mentioned above and the
method employed by Emmerich to demonstrate the
presence of bacilli in the organs was by no means free
from error. In more recent investigations made on Occm-vcnco of

3illi ill

ostines
- . „„„ v^vj>j<j.i±cj_ii^o ui ujutJBe organ- "1 P'lT'ieiits

isms in the blood and in the internal organs, but found

1^11 1
— ^uvesoij^tiuous maae on Occim-enco o

eiglit cholera bodies in Palermo, Emmerich and Buchner ^^"^^^

were unable to confirm the occurrence of these organ- ofVaSr^

them chiefly or only in the intestines and lungs.
It is evident that the presence of these organisms in

the intestines of cholera patients can only be of sicr.

mficance if it is shown that the same bacillus is not
present m the normal intestine, nor in intestines in
which any other pathological process is going on. Such

22
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proof, however, does not appear to have been furnished

;

Occurrence of in Koch's laboratory, as well as in the author's, a
the same

i -n i i
bacilli in the oacillus has been repeatedly isolated from the intestinal

tosthio/"' contents of man and animals which is absolutely identical

with that described by Emmerich both as regards micro-

scopical characters, growth in cultivations, and patho-

genic action. (The bacterium coli commune obtained

by Escherich from the intestinal contents shows accord-

ing to the description only very unimportant differences,

due probably to differences in the nutrient substratum,

and it is possibly identical with the bacillus of which

we are spealdng.) Hence there is no ground for the

assumption that Emmerich's bacilli play any etiological

role in the cholera process ; on the contrary, they repre-

sent a species of bacterium which occurs frequently in

the intestine, and which corresponds in its pathogenic

action on animals with other intestinal bacteria.

Bacillus necroiphorus (LoeflEler).

Loeffler's This organism was obtained by Loeffler,* by the

SseTewotic inoculation of small particles of broad condylomata into

processes. ^j^g anterior chamber of the eye of rabbits. The bacilli

are of varying length, but of uniform thickness, and

they often form long thin threads, with a slightly wavy

Cultivation Outline. They do not grow on the ordinary nutrient

experiments,
jjjgdia. Only slightly in horses' serum and in chicken

broth, and best in neutralised rabbit broth. A whitish

down is formed after about 3 days around the pieces of

the organs which are placed in the rabbit broth, so that

the particles of tissue appear as if they were enveloped

in cotton wool ; after a few days numerous white flakes

are seen floating in the fluid consisting exclusively of a

dense network of these bacilli, which have grown in the

form of long threads. Here and there swellings are

found in the threads which may be looked on as involu-

tion forms, and there are in addition light stained spots,

Avhich, however, do not, on the whole, give the impres-

inoculationon sion of spores.—If rabbits are inoculated on the ear, or

''"b^it^- # Mitth. a. d. Kaiserl. Ges. Amt, vol. ii., p. 493.
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mice.

into the anterior chamber of the eye, with a piece of the

growth, or with a portion of an affected organ, they die

on an average after about eight days ; at the seat of inocu-

lation necrotic caseous processes are found, and in the
lungs there are deposits surrounded by haemorrhagic
pneumonia, or accompanied by necrosis of the whole of
the affected portion of the lung ; there are also deposits
in the heart. Where these deposits have reached the
surface of the organs they cause exudation on the serous
membranes. The alterations are chiefly limited to the
lungs and heart, and it is only seldom that nodules are
also found in the abdominal organs. In all these
morbid products the same thin bacilli were constantly
present.—White mice die after inoculation in six days

; On
at the seat of inoculation there are greenish-yelloM'
masses infiltrating the muscular tissue of the back over
a large area, extending deeply into the muscles of the
thigh, and ultimately reaching the peritoneum. In
sections of the tissues which are altered in this way,
long bundles of these bacilli are seen.

Bacillus parvus ovatus (Loeffler).

In a pig which had died of a disease resembling Bacilli of
erysipelas, Loeffler * found on microscopical examination r""-""] .of the OBdematous skin, and also of the liver and kidneys

'
°'

large numbers of small ovoid bacteria, sometimes re-
calling m_ form the bacilli of rabbit septicemia, more
especially m those forms which are undergoing division
but distinguished from these organisms b^Z fact

'^=-°^'
the latter are almost twice as large. In sections the
organisms are best demonstrated by staining with^kahne methylene blue, and subsequent treatment
with li per cent, of acetic acid; in the skin they are
arranged m rows following the bundles of the con-

Sra%n"rbbit''^';i^"""/Tf'f nutrient cultivation.

Slv ;r f ' '"'^ ^^'''^ ^^trient
jel y they develop somewhat better at the point ofentrance of the puncture than along the needle track

* Arbeilen a. d. Kaiserl. Ges. Ami, vol. i., 1885, p. 51.
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and around the point of entrance they form a grcyish-

Exiicriments white wall, presenting a dry appearance.—After sub-
on anima s.

cutaneous inoculation, mice die in about 24 hours, and

show on post-mortem examination oedema of the sub-

cutaneous cellular tissue, swelling of the spleen, patchy

redness in the lungs, and the same bacteria in all the

organs, Rabbits also die quickly, and present the same

post-mortem appearances as animals which have died of

rabbit septic£emia. Guinea-pigs die after 1 to 3 days,

and show extensive sero-sanguineous oedema of the sub-

cutaneous tissue, and of the muscles. Fowls, pigeons,

and rats proved insusceptible ; on the other hand, in a

pig the same disease, terminating fatally in 2 days,

was produced as that which had formed the starting

point of the investigation, the disease being charac-

terised by enormous oedema of the skin, bluish-red

colouration of the abdominal wall, and hyperaemia of

the gastric mucous membrane, but without alteration in

the rest of the intestine or the mesenteric glands, and

being thus distinguished from true swine erysipelas.

Tetanus
bacilli.

Dielribiition

in the soil.

Bacillus tetani (?).

In the Gottingen Hygienic Laboratory, Nicolaier made

the observation that when garden earth was introduced

under the skin of mice and rabbits, these animals fre-

quently developed a series of symptoms which may be

shortly designated as tetanic. For the peculiar bacilli

found' in the pus in these animals the name "tetanus

bacilli " may for the present be retained, although it is

doubtful whether these organisms are to be looked on as

the specific exciting agents of that disease.— In all, over

30 different kinds of earth from fields, gardens, and

streets were investigated; the animals frequently de-

veloped mahgnant oedema after inoculation, and died of

this disease in from 24 to 36 hours; at times kinds

of earth were found, the inoculation of which caused

sometimes malignant oedema and sometimes tetanus

;

some kinds of earth, particularly earth taken from the

deeper layers, from the soil in forests, &c., had no hurt-
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ful action ; a larger proportion, more than half of the

specimens investigated, caused always, or almost always,

tetanus. In the case of mice ahout as much as lay on

the point of a pen-knife, in the case of rabbits four or five

times this quantity, was introduced into a small pocket

in the skin, made on the back or thigh ; in rabbits the

wound was closed by one or two stitches.

After an incubation period of 1^ to 2.3 days the Course of the

earliest symptoms of the disease appear, consisting in

slight abduction and stretching of the hinder extremity

which is nearest the seat of inoculation, the limb soon

becoming completely stiff. In the course of a few

hours the hinder extremity on the other side is similarly

afiiected, and then follow the anterior extremities. Ulti-

mately the animals become quite helpless, and generally

lie on their backs, while intermittent spontaneous con-

tractions of the extensor muscles of the neck and back

occur, in which the head is bent backwards, and the

posterior part of the body is raised from the surface on

which it is resting, the body thus describing a convex

line. These attacks can, however, be set up artificially,

and may even be caused by knocking the table, or by a

slight touch. Breathing is difficult in this stage, the

pauses become constantly longer, and finally respiration

ceases, and death occurs. In the case of rabbits well

developed trismus can be observed. Mice die on an
average at the end of 3 days ; rabbits, in whom the in-

cubation period usually lasts from 3 to 5 days, die

from the 5th to the 7th day after inoculation
; guinea-

pigs are also susceptible
; dogs, on the other hand, are

completely immune.

On post-mortem examination of animals which have Post-mortem

died with these symptoms, a relatively small amount of wP^arances.

pus of a pecuhar musty disagreeable odour is found at

the seat of inoculation. Besides this, however, no im-
portant or constant pathological alteration is noticeable
in any organ, in the trunks of the nerves, or in the
spinal cord. Microscopical examination of the blood
and internal organs was also almost entirely without
result

; but in the pus at the seat of inoculation fine
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Morphological
characters of
the bacilli.

Experiments
with sterilised

earth.

Inoculation
from animal
to animal.

Cultivations.

bacilli were constantly present which were somewhat
longer, but scarcely thicker than the bacilli of mouse septi-

CJEmia, which form at times threads, and at times irre-

gular groups, and which show a characteristic mode of

spore formation. In the first place they become more
or less equally thickened, then one end swells more
markedly, finally an oval refracting spore with sharp

outlines is formed at this end, while the rest of the bacil-

lus remains as a thin thread, three or four times thinner

than the spores. Numerous free spores are also usually

present in the preparations. The same bacilli were found

not only in the pus, where they were always mixed with

other species, but also in the immediate neighbourhood

of the seat of inoculation, and in the pyogenic membrane..

These bacilli could not be directly demonstrated in

the earth. That, however, micro-organisms were the

cause of the infective properties of the specimens of

earth was evident from the fact that the same specimens

when heated to 190° C. were completely without efi"ect,

even when introduced in very large quantities. Further,

the disease with all its characteristic symptoms could be

transmitted from animal to animal. The pus proved to

be the most virulent material ; much smaller quantities

of pus than of the original earth were required ; a very

minute loopful of pus introduced beneath the skin was

sufficient to set up a more rapid and intense tetanus in

mice after a shorter incubation period. Under these

circumstances mice died in 24 to 36 hours, and rabbits

in 3 to 4 days.—The disease could also be set up in

healthy mice and rabbits by inoculation with the blood

and organs (liver, spleen, spinal cord) of the animals

which had died; but this was only successful when

larger quantities of the material were employed, and

even then the result was not constant, but only occurred

in about a quarter of the cases. When it occurred,

however, the whole group of symptoms were developed,

and the case terminated fatally.

Nicolaier was able to cultivate the infective organisms

in blood serum at the body temperature, without, how-

ever, obtaining a pure cultivation. The mixture of
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bacteria, wliich developed in the deptli of the blood

serum and not at the surface, proved, even when carried

through nine cultivations, to be very virulent, and when

introduced under the skin of mice and rabbits with a

little wool or with a syringe, to the amount of ^ to 1

drop, set up severe and fatal tetanus. He did not

succeed in purifying these cultivations by the ordinary

methods, but the growth obtained consisted chiefly of

the fine bacilli above described with terminal spores

;

the virulent organisms were typical anaerobes, and could

not be cultivated at all on gelatine or agar plates. In

order to obtain a pure cultivation of these bacilli it was

necessary to employ entirely new methods, in some ways

more complicated, and with regard to which a report will

be shortly published in the Zeitschriftf/ir Hygiene.

Carle and Eattone have recently excised the seat of Transmission

infection shortly after death from a patient who had tetanusTo

died of tetanus, and they injected an emulsion made f^nimals.

from the tissue into the dorsal muscles or into the

spinal canal of rabbits ; 11 out of 12 animals became
afi'ected with typical tetanus after two or three days'

incubation, and this disease corresponded absolutely in

its symptoms and course to that produced by Nicolaier,

and could be transmitted from animal to animal by
inoculation of portions of the sciatic nerve. Thus the

assumption becomes more probable that even in many
cases of traumatic tetanus in man the infective agents

discovered by Nicolaier are concerned in the disease.

We must, however, await further investigations on this

point.

Bacillus alvei (Watson Cheyne).

^

The etiology of the so-called foul brood of bees, a Bacilli of
disease in which an organism has been repeatedly sus-

beei^"^^""''
°^

pected to be the causal agent, has been recently cleared
up in the manner which was to be expected by Watson
Cheyne and Cheshire.* The infective agents were iso-

* Frank R. ChesHro and W. Watso Cheyne Jow-n. of the Royal
Microscop. Sac, 1885, 11, March.
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Morphological
characters.

Metliocl of

studying the
formation of

spores.

lated by first purifying the surface of a diseased comb
containing in its interior affected larvfe with sublimate
solution, and then opening the cells with heated instru-
ments; small portions of the dead and almost fluid

larvJB were then employed for microscopical examination
and for cultivation

;
by both methods a very characteristic

bacillus was found alone and in large numbers.
The bacillus alvei is 3-63 ^. in length, and -88 in

breadth; the length of the organism in cultivations

varied between 2-54 and 5*08 ^. The ends of the bacilli

are rounded or pointed. Slow spontaneous movement
can be noticed in many baciUi.

They form very large spores, usu-

ally preceded by a swelling of the

bacillus in a spindle-shaped form;

these spores are 2*12
fj..

in length,

and 1-07 fi. in breadth, and are

thus broader than the bacillus and
occupy more than half its length.

The spores do not take up aniline

colours, but the bacilli can be

readily stained ; when the spores

are commencing to sprout, which

occurs after they have become

elongated at one pole, they again

take up the colouring matter.

Watson Che}T2e has been able to

study the formation of spores, and

to follow accurately their mode of

sprouting, by setting on foot nu-

merous di'op cultivations, some

from material containing only

bacilli, and some from material

containing only spores, and after

these cultivations have been kept at the body tempera-

ture for varying lengths of time (10, 20, 40, 60 minutes,

&c.), taking off the cover glass, drying and staining it.

The series of permanent preparations so obtained, re-

placed in a more complete manner the continued obser-

vation of one and the same cultivation.

Fig. 93.—Bacillus alvei

X 3000. From a cul-

tivation inblood serum.

At n, we see spores (after

Cheshire and Watson
Cheyne).
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The bacilli grew well at 20° C, on various nutrient CultiTations.

media; in gelatine plates tliey form at first small round

or oval discSj in which, with a low power, peculiar

marldngs, occasioned by the bundles of bacilli, is notic-

able. The colonies become gradually pear-shaped, and

from the pointed end of the pear prolongations begin to

shoot out into the gelatine. These prolongations can

be still better studied in stroke cultivations on gelatine

plates. In that case growth in the first place occurs

Fig. 94.—Ctiltivalion of 'bacillus alvoi.

n, growth on gelatine plates X 80.

6, puncture cultivation in nutrient jelly X 4.

along the track of the needle; but soon small lateral

projections appear, and from these bands of bacilli grow

'

out often in a single row, often two or three bacilli side

by side; these projections gradually curve, and form
well-marked circles; from these circles new projections

proceed; the individual branches also anastomose with
each other. In the immediate neighbourhood of the
bacilli the gelatine becomes at the same time fluid, so
that ultimately there is a netv,-ork of fine canals in the
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gelatine. In puncture cultivations the same growth
appears at the surface, but along the track of the needle
white irregular clumps are formed, from which fairly

coarse branches radiate, often thickened and club-shaped
at the end, and varying much in direction and length.

In the older cultivations the fine branches disappear, so

that the connection between the primary and secondary
centres is apparently lost; ultimately, the gelatine

becomes gradually liquefied all around the colony.

. On nutrient agar the bacilli form a whitish layer, on
potatoes they grow slowly in the form of a yellowish

deposit. They cause coagulation of milk in a few days
;

later on this coagulum becomes gradually liquefied,

while a very small amount of acid is formed. The
various cultivations have a peculiar smell, like old but

not yet ammoniacal urine.

Experiments Cheshire was able to demonstrate that foul brood

could be set up by the introduction of a pure cultivation

of these bacilli into healthy combs ; adult bees could

also be infected by feeding them with pure cultivations.

Flies also seem to be susceptible ; mice and rabbits show
no marked symptoms after subcutaneous inoculation of

small quantities ; but the experiments as to the action

of larger doses have not yet been concluded.

Bacilli ofjeqimity ophthalmia.

De Wecker recommended, in 1882, the employment

of an infusion of jequirity seeds (obtained from Abrus

precatorius, a shrub which occurs in Southern Asia and

in Africa, and which has been transplanted to America,

and belongs to the family of the leguminosa) in order to

set up inflammation and suppuration of the conjunctiva

in cases of granulations and pannus, these troubles being,

as we know, frequently cured by these means. The

views of practitioners are at present divided as to the the-

rapeutic value of this substance ; it has chiefly attracted

attention fi'om the fact that some observers have referred

the action of jequirity to specific bacilli.

The infusion employed is very dilute {h to 1 per

on animals.

Therapeutic
employment
of jequirity
infusion.
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cent.), and is prepared by maceration of the pounded Preparation

seeds with cold water for 24 hours, and subsequent

filtration (at the temperature of the body the infusion

obtained is much weaker) . If a few drops of this infu-

sion are introduced into the eye of man or rabbits

symptoms of irritation commence even after 3 hours ;

after 16 hours all the appearances of a severe ophthalmia

are present, the conjunctiva becomes covered with a

thick, greyish-yellow, firmly adherent membrane, and it

is not till 5 or 6 days that the symptoms subside and

recovery takes place.

Sattler has found bacUli constantly present in the Sattler'a

jequirity infusion, these organisms being 2*5 to 4"5 /i. badiu*^
in length, and '58 n. in thickness

;
they are partly at

rest, partly in active movement
; they form distinct

spores, the spores in the shorter rods being formed at

the poles, and in the longer also in one or two parts of

the middle of the bacillus ; at times longer threads,

containing rows of spores, are found. The bacilli at a

later period become united together in the form of a

scum on the surface of the infusion
;
they are typical

aerobes. The spores are relatively resistant, and with-

stand in the dry state heating to 110° C. for five

minutes. The bacilli can be cultivated on solidified

blood serum and on nutrient jelly, as well as in a
number of other media

; they cause liquefaction of the
gelatine. According to Sattler the cultivations set up
conjunctivitis when inoculated on the eyes of rabbits,

though to a markedly less degree than the jequirity
infusion and without the formation of membrane ob-
served when the latter is employed.

Cornil and Berlioz believe that they were able to infection of
demonstrate infective properties in the iequiritv bacilli ^^s's and
x-L,„„„ ,. • ,

' warm-bloodo
tnese properties appearing after subcutaneous injection animals by
of infusion containing the bacilli into warm-blooded IXSu
animals, and into frogs. In the case of frogs the injec-
tion of one drop of a 2 to 4 per cent, infusion into the
dorsal lymph sac sets up a disease which ends fatally
within a few days with symptoms of increasing muscular
weakness; on post-mortem examination we find sub-
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Disproof of
the reasons
for assuming
the existence
c f a parasitic
action of the
jeqnirity
infusion.

cutaneous oedema, eccliymoses in the intestinal mucous
membrane, and often large quantities of bloody fluid in
the peritoneal cavity. The jequirity bacilli are present in
the blood in large numbers. If such blood is injected
into another frog, the latter animal dies with the same
symptoms. In the case of mice, rabbits, guinea-pigs,
and fowls, extensive oedema occurs after subcutaneous
injection of the infusion, and severe pleuritis or peri-
tonitis, as well as infarcts in the liver and lungs after
injection into the pleural or peritoneal cavities. If the
infusion is injected directly into the veins of rabbits,
the animals die in a short time, often even after one
hour. If the infusion containing the bacilli was filtered

through a porcelain filter, the filtrate was found to he
without efi'ect.

In spite of these apparently convincing experiments,
it has, nevertheless, been most definitely demonstrated
by Neisser, Bordet, Widmark, Klein, Bruylants, and
Vennemann, and especially by Salomonsen and Dirckiuck-
Holmfeld,* that no specific bacteria are concerned in the
action of the jequirity, but that the effect is due to the
presence of a soluble poisonous substance in the seeds.

It was shown that infusions free from bacilli prepared

with sterilised water and with the employment of the

usual precautions exerted the same effect on the eye,

and after subcutaneous injection on the body generally

of frogs and warm-blooded animals; further, neither

microscopically nor by cultivation could bacilli be demon-
strated in the secretions of the afi'ected eyes ; and pure

cultivations of the bacteria which occur in jequirity

infusion either produced no effect on animals, or set up,

when repeatedly applied to the eyes of rabbits, at most

a mild inflammation which could also be produced by

other bacteria not peculiar to the jequirity infusion.

More accurate experiments also demonstrated that the

* Neisser, Forlschr. de Med., Bd. 2, Nr. 3.—Bordet, Le Jcqulriii/.

Lyon, 1883. These.—Widmark, Om Jequirity 0/talmien. Stockholm,

1843.—Klein, CenlralM.f. d. med. Wiss., 1884, Nr. 8.—Bruylants and

Vennemann, Hall, de VAcad. de Med. deBelg., 3 S(5r., Bd. 18.—Salomonsen

und Chrisbmas Dirckinck-Holmfcld, Forlschr. d. Med., Bd. 2, Nr. 15

n. 19.
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jequirity ophtlialmia could not be conveyed to healthy

eyes by pus or pieces of the membranous exudation, that

further the blood of froj^s containing bacilli or the

(Edematous fluid of warm-blooded animals infected with

jequirity by no means always causes infection in other

animals ; on the contrary, it was only possible to

transmit the disease in this way when the animals first

infected were inoculated with such large doses of a con-

centrated infusion that in the second transmission a

considerable portion of the original infusion was carried

over. Cornil and Berlioz, who were the first to observe

the transmission of the jequirity disease from one animal
to another, have worked with these great concentrations,

and hence have obtained an apparent reproduction of

the virus, which, however, does not take place if the

first infection is caused by smaller doses and less

concentrated mateiial.

All these observations imply that the active agent of The action

the jequirity seeds is not a virulent micro-organism, aToluble"''
but a soluble, poison, and, as a matter of fact, Salomonsen poiera,

.

and Dirckinck, and likewise Bruylants and Vennemann,
succeeded in obtaining a poisonous material of this

character in a concentrated form by extracting the
pounded seeds with glycerine. The glycerine extract
was precipitated with alcohol, the precipitate dried,
extracted with water, again precipitated, and then dis-
solved in water or glycerine. These solutions of
jequiritine had an extremely intense action, even the
quantity^ contained in tl^th millegramme of jequirity
seeds being sufBcient to set up marked conjunctivitis in
rabbits, and the extract when injected subcutaneously
rapidly causes the death of mice and frogs. Thus it is
clear that the action of the jequirity seeds is only due
to the presence in them of a poison soluble in water
and glycerine, insoluble in alcohol, ether, benzine, and
chloroform, and completely deprived of its power by keep-mg it for one hour at a temperature of 65° to 70° C

Against the explanation of all the jequirity symptoms
as the result of the action of an unorganised virus we
have only the observation made by Cornil and Berlioz
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Lcngrtli of life

of various
kinds of
bacteria when
injected into
living frogs,
at the same
time that
jequiritine is

introduced.

that numerous bacilli are constantly present in the

blood of the infected frogs, as well as in the pathological

secretions of warm-blooded animals. Salomonsen,

however, was able to demonstrate that we had not here

to do with the so-called jequirity bacilli, and that the

species of bacteria found in the blood may be varied at

will, according as one or other species is intentionally

allowed to develop in the jequirity infusion. Salomonsen

succeeded in obtaining multiplication of bacillus pro-

digiosus of the bacilli of blue milk, &c., in the blood of

frogs in the same manner as of the bacilli ordinarily

present in jequirity infusion. The reason of this

striking preservation and multiplication of bacteria in

the interior of the body must be sought for in the action

of the jequiritine, for it is only when this substance is

at the same time introduced in sufficient amount into

the animals that this multiplication of bacteria in the

blood takes place.

Whether the so-called jequirity bacilli are a separate

species of bacteria, or whether they are identical with some

other well-known saprophyte, perhaps with one of the so-

called hay bacilli, cannot as yet be determined from the

statements which have been made with regard to their

mode of growth and their morphological characters.

Bacilli causing erysipelas in the ear of rahhif-s.—In sections

from an erysipelas of the ear which occui-red in a rabbit after

injection of softened fseces of mice, Koch found large numbers

of thin bacilli, 3 fi- in length, and -3 n. in thickness, they also

formed threads up to 10 fi. in length. No experiments were

made at that time (1878) as to the infective character and

mode of growth of the bacilli.

Bacillar necrosis of the liver (Eberth).—This disease was

only met with on one occasion accidentally in a guinea-pig.

In the liver and spleen small greyish-yellow firm nodules

were found ; the lower portion of the liver was for the most

part of a gelatinous appearance, and in a state of complete

necrosis. In the necrotic tissue there were innumerable

bacilli which stained by Gram's method, were rounded at the

ends, and of an elongated egg-shape ;
tliey often showed the

presence of spores, cither at their ends or in the middle,
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usually ono, but at times two in number, and tbe bacilli con-

taining the spores were swollen in the form of a spindle or

whetstone. Experiments on rabbits were unsuccessful.

C. Bacilli which have no known Specific

Pathogenic Properties.

In tlie course of tlie last few years a very large

number of different kinds of saprophytic bacilli have

been discovered, of which some have been shown to be

without any pathogenic action on the higher animals,

while with regard to others the absence of pathogenic

properties has not yet been tested, or has not yet been

demonstrated with certainty. Hence the possibility must

be kept in mind that in future many of the bacteria

grouped together under this heading will subsequently

be included in one of the preceding groups when their

characters have been subjected to more accurate study.

Among the saprophytic bacilli we know some which Clasaifieation

attract attention at once by the fact that they produce phytes^*^'^"'

pigment ; others set up fermentation in mixtures con-

taining carbo-hydrates ; others are able to split up
albumen, and thus take part in the process of putrefac-

tion ; with regard to others, again, no marked action

on the substratum has as yet been observed. In the

following description certain groups have been formed

in accordance with the above facts, but these are only

temporary, and are employed to simplify their study,

A number of bacilli belong to several of these divisions,

on account of the multiplicity of their functions—pro-

duction of pigment, along with simultaneous decompo-
sition of albumen or sugar—and in the case of others a
similar multiplicity of properties will probably be found.

Hence this classification is more or less arbitrary, and
it must be left to the judgment of the individual in

which group such bacteria should be placed.
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To the bacilli which produce colouring matter
belong :

—

Bacillus 2^J'odigiosiis.

{Micrococcus lirodigiosns, monas 2'>')'odiriiosa.)

^Scte^°^^
These are elliptical cells, about 1 ^. in their greatest

diameter, distinctly rod-shaped before division, and at

times forming pseudo-threads. When the multiplica-

tion is rapid the short egg-shaped cells predominate ;

but their contour is seen under a high power to present

the form of an oblong with rounded ends, and not that of

a circle or ellipse. This circumstance, taken in con-

junction with the observation that when they grow

slowly, distinct rods and threads appear, renders the

previous designation of these organisms as micrococcus

no longer tenable.

Cultivalio Bacillus prodigiosus grows very rapidly in nutrient

jelly. In plates kept at 20° to 22° C, the deeply lying

colonies are evident after 20 hours as light grey points,

the superficial ones as light grey discs of about 1 mm.
in diameter, which are somewhat depressed and sur-

rounded by an area of liquefied, but perfectly clear,

gelatine, about 2 mm. in diameter. Under a low power

the deep colonies are seen to be round or oval with

sharp outlines, of a light reddish-brown colour, clear

and transparent at their margin. The superficial

colonies present an irregular rough outline, a granular

surface, and a light greyish-brown colour in their

middle, darker towards the periphery.—The liquefac-

tion of the gelatine goes on so rapidly that after a few

hours the whole material on the plate is fluid ; this fluid,

as well as filter paper impregnated with it, gradually

assumes a bright red colour; before the gelatine is com-

pletely liquefied, the colonies themselves show only very

little of the red coloration. As the gelatine plates of

the bacillus prodigiosus require great attention in order

that they may be examined before they have become

completely liquid, it is on the whole better to employ

agar. The agar is not liquefied, and on this material
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the colonies, which are at first white, may be allowed to

grow till their surface presents a distinct red colour.

In puncture cultivations in gelatine there is rapid lique-

faction and formation of a reddish deposit ; in punc-
ture cultivations in agar, colourless colonies develop

sparingly along the track of the needle, while on the
surface the growth extends towards the margin of the

material, and gradually assumes a deep red colour.

Bacillus prodigiosus grows very well on potatoes ; on
this material an intensely blood-red, moist layer is formed,
growing with a luxuriance and a production of a bright
colour not found in the case of any other bacterium.
When the cultivation has been kept for some time, the
surface of the red deposit presents a greenish shimmer,
similar to the appearanceof crystals offuchsine.—Growth
also occurs on a gi-eat variety of other vegetable sub-
strata, it also takes place in milk, and in the latter

material the oil globules contain the red colouring matter
in solution.

The bacilli themselves are colourless. The pigment Characters of
is insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol; its solu- P'^'"''''*-

tion shows a characteristic absorption band both in the
green and in the blue portions of the spectrum. By the
addition of acid the colour changes to a carmine red, and
then to violet; when an alkali is added it becomes yellow.
The colouring matter is only formed when the colonies
of fungi are in contact with free oxygen. Hence the more
deeply seated colonies, and those which develop along the
track of the needle in puncture cultivations, are colour-

IwTlf P^^^^^' Shnultaneo,.
tney also set up marked decomposition of albuminous decomposition

media, this change being characterised by the produc- mZ"'"
tion of a smell resembling that of trimethylamine as
well as by the alkaline reaction of the gases which' are
formed; this change has not as yet, however, been
accurately analysed.-BaciUus prodigiosus appears not Distributionuncommonly as a spontaneous infection of articles of
food; the phenomena which were formerly repeatedly
observed of the so-called bleeding bread and the bleedmg host were probably caused by it; in fact it occurs at

28
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times in an almost epidemic manner, as was the case in

1843 in Paris, where it p;rew more especially in the bread

obtained from the military bakehouses. It does not

set up any symptoms in the bodies of warm-blooded

animals, even when it is injected into the blood in large

quantities.

Bacillus inclicus ruber (Koch).

Comparison
with bacillus
prodigiosiis

:

higher
optimum of
temperature.

Colour more
like that of

red wax.

Toxic action
oil animals.

This organism was isolated by Koch from the contents

of the stomach of a monkey in India; it produces a

colouring matter similar to that of bacillus prodigiosus.

The organism has the form of fine very short bacilli,

with rounded ends. In gelatine plates the deeply placed

colonies show under a low power even after 20 hours a

golden yellow colour and a wavy outline ; the superficial

colonies liquefy the gelatine, and form a funnel-shaped

depression, which very soon disappears on account of

the rapidly spreading liquefaction. The liquefied gela-

tine has a distinctly red colour. The optimum of

temperature is higher in the case of bacillus indicus

than in the case of bacillus prodigiosus ; while the latter

grows best at about 25° C, and as the temperature is

increased gradually shows less growth, the bacillus

indicus flourishes best at about 35° C. ; hence luxuriant

cultivations can be obtained on agar, on which it forms

deposits at first of a white colour, but soon assuming a

red hue. On potatoes an intensely red layer is formed,

the colour of which is more of a wax-red colour, while

the colour of the bacillus prodigiosus is darker, with a

slight tendency to violet.

Another important distinction between these two

bacilli is that the bacillus indicus is not without effect

on animals, but, on the contrary, rapidly kills them

when it is injected directly into the blood in large

quantities. Babbits die within 3 to 20 hours, violent

diarrhoea setting in a short time after the injection; on

post-mortem examination we find the appearances of a

severe gastro-enteritis, at times accompanied with exten-

sive ulceration of the intestinal mucous membrane.
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Bacillus ruhcr (Frank).

These are actively moving rods, occurring singly or

united in twos or fours ; iu some of these rods there are

two to four highly refracting granules (spores). The
organisms produce, when grown on boiled rice, a red

colour resembling that of red lead or sealing-wax.

Nothing further is as yet known regarding this organ-
ism.

Bacillus jpyocyaneus.

{Bacteriim aeruginosum, Organism of greenish-bliie pus.)

It has been known for a long time that the greenish-
blue colour which sometimes appears in the dressings
on suppurating wounds is occasioned bymicro-organisms.
More or less pure cultivations have also been made by
numerous investigators, and most recently by Gessard
and Charrin; but nevertheless the majority of observers
do not seem to have obtained the organism quite pure,
for they have described it usually
as a round or oval micrococcus.
The organism can be readily 4^^' '-^

isolated by the aid of gelatine ' '^4^^
plates. It is a thin fine bacillus. Fig. gs.-BTdiii of
of varying length, the average ^reemsh-blue pus chaSs
length being about the same as
that of bacillus murisepticus, the thickness somewhat
greater. Chams of two or three bacilli are observed
but usually they form irregular masses, united together
by a tenacious zooglaea

; spore-bearing bacilli are also
not uncommon, and in that case they are usually some-
^^'hat thickened.-On gelatine plates the colonies form, Cultivations.
alter 24 hours, whitish opaque patches, which under alow pow-er show a round, but not sharp outline, of a
yellowish colour, and with radiating markings

; the whole

Tw!n! f T ^''f
""'^ ' ^''''''''^ ^^^"y appearance,

r.enty-four hours later the deep colonies have a grey
centre, with a dark brownish-yellow zone at the outer-most border, from which delicate radially arranged threads
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pass out; the zones gradually spread, and tlie circle

of fine rays constantly becomes greater. In the super-

ficial colonies the grey centre, and the surrounding narrow-

darker zone are enclosed in one which is much broader,

finely granular, yellow, and highly refracting, and,

towards the outer part, gradually more and more colour-

less, with indistinct outlines ; and from the margin of this

zone fine, radially arranged, and somewhat convoluted

lines run into the gelatine. The gelatine is at the same

time liquefied, so that the original colonies soon sink

below the surface of the material.—In puncture cultiva-

tions the growth is less characteristic
;
complete liquefac-

tion of the gelatine soon occurs with the production of a

greenish colour, which becomes more yellow as the

cultivations get older. On agar material a whitish

deposit is formed at the surface, and the substratum

assumes a bright green colour. On potatoes the organ-

isms form a yellowish-brown moist layer ; if this layer

is completely removed, and the exposed portion is acted

on for a long time by the air, or for a short time by the

vapour of ammonia, the surface of the potato becomes

greenish,—In steriHsed milk the bacilli in the first place

cause the formation of greeniph-yellow flakes on the

surface, they then lead to precipitation of the casein,

which they peptonise gradually, with the simultaneous

appearance of ammonia.

Colouring The colouring matter produced by the bacilli has been

material. investigated by Fordos and Gessard, and has been

called pyocyanin. It is soluble in chloroform, and

crystaUises from the pure solution in the form of long

blue needles ; acids convert the blue into red, reduc-

ing substances into yellow. It is apparently closely

related to the ptomaines because it is precipitated by

chloride of platinum, phosphoric molybdic acid, &c.—

This organism does not cause suppuration, and is

apparently only a harmless inhabitant of wounds.
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Bacillus fluorescens putidus.

This organism occurs frequently in jDutrefying

materials ; it imparts to the latter a greenish hue, and bacillus,

produces at the same time a smell resembling that of

trimethylamine ; it does not liquefy the gelatine.*—The

organism presents the form of small, short, very actively

moving bacilli, with rounded ends. They form in the

deeper parts of the gelatine plates very small dark

colonies (under a low power), Avhich grow better at the

surface, and then present the appearance of round discs,

Avith sharp wavy outlines ; in the centre the remains of

the deep-seated colonies appear as a dark speck ; the

surrounding mass is yellow, light grey, and finely

granular towards the margin. On the third day the

colonies have extended markedly on the surface, they

present an irregular outline and have a greenish shimmer,

in fact the whole plate has a greenish shimmer ; at the

same time there is a strong smell resembling that of

herring brine. In puncture cultivations a faint grey or

milky muddiness develops along the track of the needle,

this muddiness extending much more markedly on the

surface ; from the third day onwards there appears a

greenish coloration of the gelatine gradually extending

from above downwards. On potatoes the organisms
grow rapidly in the form of a brownish, or at the surface

more greyish, thin layer.

Bacillus erijthrosporiLS.

This organism was formerly observed by Eidam, and Fluorescing

afterwards by Cohn and Miflet, in meat infusion, in SSf ^'^^

putrefying albuminous fluids, &c., and was obtained ^t'oxQ^.

from the air.f Since that time it has been often
observed in a great variety of putrefying fluids as well
as in drinking water. It presents the form of thin
mobile bacilli with abruptly rounded ends, often formin<y
short threads. At the ordinary temperature two to eight

* Giittinger hygienisches Institut.

t Cohn's Beilrdge zur Biologic der PJlanzen, vol. iii., part 1, p. 128.
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oval spores, arranged like a string of beads, appear in each

rod ; these spores project in part beyond tlic contour of

the bacillus, and, when brought into accurate focus,

show a distinct dirty red colour. The spores also retain

the red colour after staining the rods, for example, with

methylene blue.—The bacilli form whitish colonies on

gelatine which are circular under a low power, with

irregular but sharp outlines. The opaque brownish

centre is surrounded by a greenish-yellow hghter mar-

ginal zone ; the surface shows faintly marked radiating

lines. As the colonies spread on the surface of the

gelatine their border becomes very irregular and dentate,

and from the dark centre radiating lines, now much

more distinct, run in a wavy manner towards the peri-

phery, implying wrinkling of the layer. At the same

time a greenish-yellow fluorescing colour appears around

each colony.—In puncture cultivations a somewhat

plentiful growth occurs along the whole canal, chiefly,

however, at the surface; the whole of the gelatine

gradually assumes a greenish colour by transmitted

light, and yellowish by reflected light, this colour

spreading from above.—On potatoes a slight deposit is

formed, at first of a reddish hue, and later of a brownish

nut colour.

Bacillus Jiuorescens liquefaciens.

Liquefying This Organism occurs extremely frequently in a great

fluorescing variety of putrefying substrata, in water, itc.—It pre-

bacilliis.
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^.j. ^^^.jg ai-i-auged in pairs,

and constricted in the middle ;
spore formation has not

been seen.—On gelatine plates it forms whitish points

which spread at the surface in the form of fairly large

colonies, attaining even as much as 3 mm. in diameter

;

at the same time a ring-shaped liquefied zone appears

around each colony. Under a low power irregularly

circular, and later sinuate colonies with sharp outUncs

are observed ; the centre is dark brown, finely granular,

and surrounded by a yellow finely granular zone, which

becomes whitish-grey and transparent towards the
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margin. The whole gelatine gradually assunies a

greenish colour.—In puncture cultivations a whitish

layer is formed along the track of the needle, and at the

point of entrance of the needle a small funnel-shaped

depression appears, containing at the lower part liquefied

gelatine, and at the upper part air. The liquefaction

gradually spreads until it reaches the wall of the glass,

and slowly extends downwards ; at the bottom of this

liquefied material, a thick, whitish deposit is formed.

Beneath the area of liquefaction the gelatine has a

greenish-yellow fluorescing appearance ; the liquefied

mass does not show the play of colours so markedly.—On

potatoes a brownish deposit is formed, which, however,

is not chax'acteristic.

Among the bacilli wbich iDroduce greenish colouring matter Greenish

should probably be placed the organism described by Engel-

mann as hacieriuvi cldorinum, and by van Tieghem as bac-

ier'mm viride and bacillus virens, in which the substance of

the cell itself presents a greenish colour. The species in-

vestigated by Engelmaun was an oval, very mobile rod, 2 to 3

ft. in length; the bacilli im'estigated by van Tieghem were
non-motile. It is, however, not impossible that in all three

cases these authors had to do with fission algte ; we must
await a more accurate description.

Bacillus lutcus.^

This is a short bacillus of medium thickness, and Yellow-

apparently non-motile. It forms in gelatine plates

deeply placed colonies, of a lentil or whetstone form (as

seen under a low power), at times with irregular out-

lines, at times with sharp smooth contour, and of a

brown colour. The superficial colonies are 10 to 20
times larger, they measure 2 to 8 mm. in diameter, and
appear round, often irregular in outline, of a light brown
colour, and with a whitish, clear, transparent margin.
Macroscopically, the colonies are yellow and opaque

; in
puncture cultivations a yellow growth is formed both
along the track of the needle and also on the surface,

* Giittingor hyg. Institat.
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but without liquefaction and without staining of the

gelatine.—It occurs very frequently as an impurity on

plate cultiYations, &c.

Bacillus fibscus.^'

{Bacterium hrunneuvi.)

Brown This organism was obtained by Schroter from a
bacillus.

putrefying infusion of maize in the form of mobile rods,

which produced a brown colouring matter, and which

he described under the name of bacterium brunneum.

These organisms are probably identical with a bacillus

which also furnishes a brown colour, and which occurred

in some rare cases as accidental impurities in Gottingen.

—These organisms present the form of long narrow rods

with abrupt ends, and irregular and in parts slightly

projecting outlines. They form on gelatine plates

fairly quickly growing knob-like colonies of a brownish

colour ; under a low power we see in the centre

irregular brownish-black balls which are surrounded by

a highly refracting border. In puncture cultivations

their growth is not very characteristic ; on the surface

they form a fairly thick, and at a later period a wi-mkled

brownish-red deposit around the point of entrance of the

needle.

Bacillus synxanthus.

{Bacterium synxantlmm, Ehrenberg.)

Bacillus of These are actively moving rods which were observed

yellow milk,
Schrotert in milk which had accidentally become

yellow; by inoculating the organism on normal boiled

milk, its colour became citron-yellow. The colouring

matter was soluble in water, insoluble in alcohol and

ether ; acids decolourised it, alkalies again brought back

the colour. Nothing further is known as regards the

micro-organisms which produce these effects.

* Gottinger liyg. Institiit.
_ . o ion

t Cohn's Beiir. zur Biol, d, P/lanzen, vol. i., part i, p.
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Bacillus janthinus (Zopf).

{Bacteriinn janthintim, violet bacillus.)

Zopf observed on pieces of swine's bladder, which Violet

were floating on water containing fungi, violet patches
^

consisting of longer and shorter mobile rods, ultimately

breaking up into short segments.—These bacilli are

perhaps the same as those found by Hueppe, and at a

later period on several occasions in the laboratory at

Gottingen, and which produce an intensely bluish-violet

pigment. These bacilli when grown on gelatine form at

first milk-white layers, which gradually assumQ a violet

colour at the margins, and in the neighbourhood ofwhich

the gelatine acquires the same tint ; it is not till after

several days that the whole surface of the colonies acquires

an intense violet hue. In puncture cultivations the

violet growth only develops at the surface ; on potatoes

a deep violet layer is produced. In sterilised milk the

bacilli produce patches on the cream, at first intense

sky-blue in colour, but gradually becoming blackish-

blue ; at the same time the casein is precipitated and
then peptonised, the fluid acquiring an alkaline reaction,

and ammonia being formed (Hueppe).

Bacillus cyanogemis.

(Bacterium syncyanum, Bacillus of hlue milk.)

The occurrence of blue milk is frequently observed in Bacillus of

many places ; at times its occurrence varies, like that of ^^"^ milk,

epidemics, in accordance with local and seasonal influences.

Great moisture of the atmosphere has generally been
regarded as a favouring factor, while temperature, light,

&c., do not apparently exercise any marked influence.

Fuchs in 1841 asserted that a vibrio was the agent Former
which produces the blue colour, and he demonstrated i^^estiga-

that this production of colour could be set up in good
milk

; these investigations were confirmed and extended
by Haubner, Hermbstiidt, Hosier, and others, and recently
more especially by Neelsen and Hueppe. Ncelsen has
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flescribecl bacilli wliicli undergo an extensive change of

form, and which always ultimately break up into cocci

;

but these observations evidently depended on contamina-

tion of the cultivations with other forms of bacteria, such

a contamination being almost unavoidable with the

methods of cultivation emploj^ed at that time. It is now
quite easy by the help of gelatine plates to isolate the

characteristic bacteria from any specimen of blue milk.

Morphological The bacilli move slowly, they have an average length

of about 2 fjL., but vary between 1-4 and 4 ix. ; their

thickness is about '4 /j.., and in stained preparations it

also shows slight variations. In preparations from milk

their size is more uniform. At the ordinary temperatm-e

spore formation occurs in gelatine, in milk, &c.; the spores

are formed at one end, so that the spore and the remains

of the bacillus often present a club form. In unsuitable

nutrient solutions, for example

^'/'vx' ^/ //N f
ill slightly acid solutions of tar-

^'1^ ^'^yy '/^^"//^^ trate of ammonia, or Cohn's nu-

" trient solution to which nitrate

^''^^''milkxm^^^''' of potash is added, involution

At a we see spore-bearing forms often appear, the bacilli

Sned^lSrS l^eing club-shaped or spindle-

plasma. shaped, or presenting the form

of long threads, with spherical dilatations at intervals.

Caltivations. In gelatine plates small greyish-white points appear

after two days, and these spread out on the surface in

the form of moist drops, 1 to 2 mm. in breadth. The

whole plate assumes a steel greyish-blue colour, so that

the white colonies become gradually more distinct.

Under low powers the smallest deeply-lying colonies

present the form of circular discs with black centre and

brownish granular margin, and with a sharp black

outline. The superficial colonies show a blackish-

brown centre, around this a greyish-brown area, and

further outwards a narrow, yellowish, finely granular

zone with sharp outline.—In puncture cultivations a

whitish deposit is formed especially on the surface, and

from this growth a dark steel blue staining of the gelatme

spreads downwards.—On j^otatoes a yellowish moist
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deposit is formed, and in the neighbourhood the sub-

stance of the potato assumes a deep greyish-blue colour.

At times the gelatine has a more greenish shade ;
distinct

green colour is produced, for example, in solutions of tar-

trate of ammonia, of leucine, asparagine, &c., but this

green pigment only represents a lower stage of oxidation

of the blue, and can be transformed into the blue by oxi-

disins a<^ents.—When inoculated in sterilised milk the

baciUi cause no coagulation and no acidity, but gradually

produce a slightly alkaline reaction ;
further, a slate-grey

colour, which, however, on the addition of acid becomes

an intense blue, appears in the first instance in the layer

of cream, and then spreads downwards through the

whole fluid. In milk which has not been sterilised, and Charaoter^of

in which the lactic acid bacilli are growing at the same

time, the colour is sky-blue from the first.—In milk the

colouring matter seems to be formed at the expense of

the casein, Avhile the milk sugar remains unaltered ; the

bacilli, however, are able to build up the colouring matter

synthetically in fluids which only contain lactate of

ammonia, or tartrate of ammonia without any albumen.

The optimum of temperature for the production of the

pigment is from 15° to 18° C. ; above 25° C. the pigment

production is delayed; at 37° C. no colouration of the

nutrient solution occurs. The pigment is not an aniline

dye, but more accurate investigations as to its properties

and its nature are still wanting.—The bacilli and the

milk in which they are growing have proved to be quite

harmless to animals, even when injected into the veins.

Among the bacilli which cause fermentation of carbo-

hydrates, the following must be mentioned :
—

Bacillus acidi lactici.

{Lactic acid bacteria.)

The phenomenon which has been for a long time well
known, that when milk is kept for some time the milk
sugar becomes transformed into lactic acid, and, as a
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result, the casein coagulates, was first ascribed by Pasteur
to the action of definite micro-organisms. Nevertheless,
Lister seems to have been the first to obtain a pure
cultivation of lactic acid bacteria by the employment of

kctrSby so-called dilution method.-As the result of the
various kinds investigations of the last few years the views advocated
o ac ena.

Pasteur and Lister have in so far undergone an
important modification in that, according to more recent

experience, the power of forming lactic acid from carbo-

hydrates, and more especially from the milk sugar of the
milk, evidently appertains to a large number of species of

bacteria, and differences among these species exist mainly
as regards the quantitative production by each kind.

For example, this property is possessed by all the

pyogenic organisms, more especially by the staphylo-

cocci, then by the bacillus oxytocus j)erniciosus ; the

bacterium coli commune, and bacterium lactis aerogenes

;

further, by a species of bacteria isolated by Miller from

carious teeth
;

lastly, according to Hueppe's experience,

by bacillus prodigiosus, and by a species of coccus

isolated from the secretion of the mouth, and growing

in the form of flat white knobs. Undoubtedly the

number of organisms which are capable of causing lactic

acid fermentation is not exhausted by these 15 species.

Nevertheless, one definite organism seems to have the

right to the designation " lactic acid bacterium," because

it is evidently by far most frequently' the cause of the

spontaneous clotting of milk, and because also it is

marked out from the other bacteria which have a similar

action by its wide distribution, and by the intensity of

Lactic acid its effect. This lactic acid bacillus has been accurately

kot'i^Iox^i/.
described by Hueppe, and is probably identical with

that observed by Lister and Pasteur.

Morphological This bacillus forms short, thick cells, which are at
cJiflVfictcrs

.

least half as long again as broad, and are usually united

in pairs, seldom in fours. Under too low a power the

individual cells may present the appearance of oval cocci,

but when more highly magnified we see distinctlj' that

the outlines are parallel, and that the ends are shghtly

narrowed in the longitudinal direction. The average
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lengtli of these rods is, according to Hueppe, 1 to 1'7 h-.,

their breadth "S to *4 fi., but rods as long as 2*8
fj..

also

occur. The bacilli have no spontaneous movement. In

solutions of sugar they show distinct spores, which are

also formed in milk, but are much more difficult to

recognise in that medium. The spores appear as

refracting globules at the ends of . ^
the bacilli ; if two bacilli are united ' ^ ' 3 J 'i;

together the spores often appear at pig. 97.—Lactic acid

the ends furthest removed from baciUus x 700.

1 ,
, 1 , ni 1 ,1 Cover glass preparation

eacn otiier, but often also at the from a fresh cnitiva-

adjacent ends. Bacilli containing

these spores are not killed when boiled for a short time.

—

The bacilli grow readily on various soils. In gelatine Cultivations,

plates they form on the second day whitish colonies,

which under a low power, and so long as they are deeply

situated, present the form of circular discs, uniformly
dark, and with sharp black outlines ; those which occur
on the surface are surrounded by a somewhat clearer

marginal zone. In puncture cultivations a deposit,

which is at first delicate, and later somewhat denser, and
which forms at parts discrete spheres, appears along the
whole track of the needle. In stroke cultivations the in-

dividual colonies, which are at first circular, run together

and form a narrow white stripe, with irregular borders.

Lactic acid fermentation can be set up with pure cul- Conditions of

tivations of these bacilli in solutions of milk sugar, cane feSntSon.
sugar, mannite, and dextrose. In addition to lactic

acid, carbonic acid is also always formed. When more
than -8 per cent, of lactic acid is present in the ferment-
ing mixture, the progress of the fermentation is inter-

fered with, and hence when it is desired to carry the
fermentation further it is necessary to add chalk in ordey '

to neutralise the acid.

According to Hueppe, free oxygen is necessary for the Necessity for

occurrence of the fermentation; nevertheless, very
small quantities are sufficient in order to permit the
formation of the amount of lactic acid necessary to
cause coagulation of the casein ; but larger quantities of
acids appear to be formed only when there is a corre-
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Inoculation on
milk.

Dehydratinp-
properties of
the bacilli.

Ksnnet-like
precipitation
of the casein
by bacteria.

spoudingly larger amount of oxygen present. The
optimum of temperature lies between 35° and 42° C.

;

at 45-4° C. fermentation ceases.—If a small portion of a

pure cultivation is introduced into milk, previously

sterilised at 100° C, the latter becomes uniformly

gelatinous in 15 to 24 hours at the body temperature.

Here and there small spaces are visible in the coagulum,
containing bubbles of carbonic acid. At a later period

the coagulum contracts somewhat, and clear serum
collects around it. The coagulum does not become
peptonised subsequently.

It appears that the lactic acid bacilli dehydrate the

milk and cane sugar before they cause their fermenta-

tion. They are also able to convert starch into sugar

in the same manner as a diastatic ferment. (See under
" Ferments.")

It must be borne in mind that the casein of milk is

not only coagulated by lactic acid, but also by rennet-

like ferments, and that, as Duclaux first showed, a

number of bacteria are able to furnish these ferments,

and thus without the formation of lactic acid to coaeru-

late the casein ; the reaction of the material is am-
photeric, that is to say, slightly acid, and slightly

alkaline. This property occurs, for example, in the

bacillus butyricus, in the so-called potato bacillus to be

described below, in sarcina lutea, in a large coccus

cultivated by Hueppe from water, and causing liquefac-

tion of the gelatine, and probably also in many other

bacteria. The same bacteria frequently exert a subse-

quent peptonising action on the coagulated casein.

Butyric acid
bacillus.

Bacillus butyricus.

(Clostridium hutijricum, Bacillus amylnhacter.)

In the case of the butyric acid fermentation we must

probably also come to the same conclusion as in that of

the lactic acid fermentation, viz., that several kinds of

bacteria can cause this fermentation of carbo-hydrates,

and this without reckoning those bacteria which form

butyric acid from other materials (for example, the
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bacilli of greenish-blue pus from glycerine, &c.). Pasteur, Butyric acid

Prazmowski, Fitz, and Huepi^e have each described caiiscd*by
°"

bacilli which cause butyric fermentation, but which ™rious
. bactena.

according to the descriptions as yet given are not

the same species in each case, although some of them
have not been sufficiently accurately studied to enable

us to come to a conclusion as to their identity. Accord-

ing to investigations in the author's laboratory the

number of butyric acid bacilli is probably very con-

siderable ; but the majority of these, on account of the

fact that they are anaerobes and cannot be isolated and

cultivated pure by the ordinary methods of cultivation,

present such great difficulties in their diagnosis that

we must await further investigations in order to

obtain an accurate knowledge of these forms. In the

following description we shall take as our basis the

description of the butyi-ic acid bacillus given by Praz-

mowski, which corresponds fairly well with that of

Pasteur and van Tieghem, but which has not been
based on pure cultivations

; secondly, we may describe

for the present as a separate species an anaerobic

bacterium, the characteristics of which have been
studied by Liborius in the author's laboratory—with
regard to its fermentative activity, accurate analyses
are wanting, but it is possibly identical in its mor-
phological and biological characters with Prazmowski 's

organism
; and in the third place we must mention

the bacillus isolated by Hueppe from milk, and which
differs in an important manner from those previously
mentioned on account of its aerobic properties.

Bacillus hutyricus (Pbazmowski).

This organism presents the form of rods 3 to 10 ^. 1. Prazmow-
in length, and 1 or somewhat less, in breadth. It Si^baJiUus
frequently forms chains, or apparently threads, which*""
have not undergone segmentation. It is usually
actively mobile, but at times it is at rest and forms
zoogloea. After some time the rods cease to grow in Morphological
length and increase in thickness ; the shorter rods
increase in thickness chiefly in their middle, and
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assume a spindle form ; the longer are often enlarged

at one end like a tadpole. The swollen rods may attain

a breadth of from 1-8 to 2-6 /x. At the same time the

plasma becomes more highly refracting, and the mem-
brane markedly thickened. When this has taken place

spore formation commences ; the ovoid spores are 2 to

2*5
fj..

in length, and 1 fi. in breadth, they become free

by solution of the membrane of the mother cell. The
spores sprout in the following manner :—At one of the

pointed ends of the longish spore the double contour of

the spore membrane disappears, and the germinating

tube passes out; the longitudinal diameter of the latter

is parallel to that of the spore. The dense spore

membrane does not shrink, and often remains attached

to the young rod for a long time.

Anaerobic This bacillus is a typical anaerobe; its whole vital
properties.

Fig. 98.—Bacillus batyrious (after Prazmowaki) X 1020.

A and B, colonies and chains of bacilli.

C, colonies with swollen, spindle-shaped, and spore-fomung bacilli.

B, germination of the spores ; a to i, successive stages.

functions seem to go on quite independently of the

presence of free oxygen, and, in fact, they are inter-
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fered with when considerable quantities of that gas aro

present. The spore formation and the sprouting of the

spores appears also to occur only when oxygen is

absent. Hence it differs markedly in its physiological

characters from the bacillus subtilis, which in other

respects resembles it. Further, the spores of bacillus

butyricus do not show the same resisting power as the

spores of bacillus subtilis. The boiling temperature

continued for five minutes is sufficient to kill them.

Intense fermentation can be readily set up by the Conditions of

bacillus butyricus. In solutions containing starch, dex-
fermentation,

trine, sugar, or lactates, a considerable quantity of butyric

acid is formed in the course of a few days as the result

of the action of the bacillus butyricus, carbonic acid

and hydrogen being at the same time given off. The
vessels containing the nutrient solutions in which these

fermentation experiments are made should be kept
hermetically sealed, and freed as far as possible from
air before the bacilli are introduced ; the high pressure
which the accumulated gases exert after a short time
does not at all interfere with the development of the
bacillus and the progress of the fermentation. The
same bacillus is the cause of the butyric acid fermenta-
tion which occurs in old milk, and in the ripening of

cheese. In the case of milk this fermentation com-
mences after the active growth of the lactic acid bacteria

has converted a large portion of the milk sugar into

lactic acid, either because the necessary removal of the
oxygen is accomplished by the previous development of
the aerobic lactic bacilli, or because the milk sugar is

dehydrated by the lactic bacilh and thus converted into
good fermentescible material. The best temperature for

the fermentation is between 35° and 40° C. Just as
'

in the lactic fermentation so here we must add chalk
to the fermenting mixture in order to prevent the dis-
turbing effect on the bacillus of the accumulation of
acid.—According to Fitz the bacilli are also able to
dissolve casein slowly, but not to cause the direct
fermentation of sterilised milk, or its coagulation,
because they are not able to break up milk sugar.

24
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Iodine reao-
tiou.

Other fer-

mentative
action.

Distribution.

A property which occurs under certain circumstances,

and which is peculiar to the hutyric acid bacillus, is the

power of forming a material (granulosa) in the plasma,

which assumes a blue or blackish-violet colour with

iodine. This property can be most readily observed

when the bacillus is cultivated in media containing

starch; but the coloration also occurs in the absence

of starch when, instead of it, cellulose, or lactate of lime,

or glycerine is present; it seems to occur seldom in

nutrient solutions containing dextrine and sugar. Young

rods stain of a pure blue colour, older rods of a dark

violet; in some only a few transverse zones are blue,

in others the rods are continuously stained (compare also

Leptothrix, page 392; bacillus polymyxa, page 374;

bacillus Pasteurianus, page 390).

It is possible also that the bacillus butyricus has

another fermentative action, in that it is able to cause

fermentation of cellulose; according to Tappeiner,

methane, carbonic acid, and sulphuretted hydrogen, or

only hydrogen and carbonic acid are formed according

to variations in the composition of the nutrient substrata.

(See the chapter on " Fermentation.") This decomposi-

tion of cellulose has probably a certain technical im-

portance, for example in the preparation of flax, and

is perhaps also of physiological significance in the

digestion of cellulose by herbivora. (Van Tieghem

ascribes the property of destroying cellulose to a special

bacterium called bacterium amylobacter, an organism,

however, which this author stated at a later period

to be identical with the butyric acid bacillus described

by Pasteur).

Bacillus butyricus seems to be extremely widely

distributed in nature; it can be obtained from hay-dust,

from a great variety of putrefying vegetable infusions,

from sauerkraut, from old cheese, from milk which has

been kept for a long time ;
according to Deherain and

Maquenne* it occurs also in the earth of fields. It has

also been observed in the cells of plants which have a

milky juice. Van Tieghem was able to recognise it

* Bull. soc. ckim. (2), d9.—Compt. Rend., 97.
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from its morpliological peculiarities in fossil conifers of

the coal formation.

Bacillus hutyricus (Liborius).

Liborius' butyric acid bacillus presents scarcely any 2. Liborius'

. . 11-1 Dutync acid

noticeable difference from the former m its morphological baciUue.

characters, more especially in its mode of spore forma-

tion. Cultivations in solid nutrient media (nutrient

agar, or nutrient gelatine, best when grape sugar is

added) only succeed when a fairly thick layer is em-

ployed, and in this case a superficial zone, about 3

cm. in breadth, usually remains free from growth;

the organism can also be cultivated in nutrient substrata

from which the oxygen has previously been expelled by

some other gas. Further, it is of importance not to

inoculate the solid gelatine by the puncture method, and

thus to form a canal for the air, but to mix the material

with liquefied gelatine. In this case whitish, but not

sharply defined colonies appear in the course of one or

two days, and after 24 hours more become surrounded

by a narrow line of liquefaction; the extent of the

liquefaction gradually becomes greater, and the whitish

mass of the colony sinks to the bottom; ultimately these

globules coalesce, and at the same time gas bubbles
usually penetrate into the upper part of the gelatine,

drive out the oxygen from it, and thus the growth and
the liquefaction gradually extend upwards.—In nutrient

agar the form of the young colonies can be better recog-

nised; and it is then seen that their outline is irregular,

and even to the naked eye shows a finely branched
appearance; under a low power the delicate ramifj'ing

threads around the margin of the colony form a very
characteristic picture. In the test-tubes containing agar ^

active development of gas also occurs, so that the upper
portion appears as if it had been split. These gases
have a disagreeable smell, often recalling that of pure
butyric acid; other gases, which probably arise from the
simultaneous decomposition of the albumen, are also
often present. A more accurate analysis of the fer-

mentative products is still wanting.
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3. Hueppe'a
aerobic
butyric acid
bacUlus.

Action on
milk.

Bacillus butyriais (Hueppe).

Hueppe was able to isolate large bacilli from milk wbicli

was sterilised suf&ciently to prevent the lactic fermenta-

tion, but in which the casein became precipitated later

the reaction of the medium being at first unaltered, and

later slightly alkaline; these organisms resembled mor-

phologically those described by Prazmowski, but were

much less sensitive to oxygen. They grew in nutrient

ielly, and led to rapid liquefaction of it, and no precautions

•

with regard to the removal of oxygen were necessary.-

These bacilli are unable to cause directly the fermentation

of milk sugar, and only form butyric acid when the milk

sugar has been either dehydrated by other bacteria or

when lactates are present. They also cause coagulation

of the casein like the rennet ferment, and then they spht

up the casein, and produce peptone, leucine, tyrosine,

ammonia, and substances with a bitter taste The

coagulum of casein, which is at first precipitated fiom

steSlised milk by the butyric acid bacilli, P^'e^ents, after

about 8 days, an appearance as if its edges wei-e be^^^^

eaten away, and it gradually disappears almost entuely.

Bacillus caucasicus.

{Dispora caucasica, the ferment of kephyr.)

An intoxicating drink has been -Pef "
from milk by alcoholic fermentation, ^^ ^ ^^^tl b^
the preparation of koumis from the milk of ^^\'^^^
teiSitants of the Kirghiz steppes, and a so - ^e

'

preparation of kephyr fi-om the milk of cows as ha been

the kephyr the ordinary lactic acid bacteiia, ana tn—
• fei-mentation of milk may be

fJl^ Z^^^t^^^^
of lactic acid bacteria and 3 east cells.

Organisms of

kephyr.
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acid bacteria always transform at the same time a portion

of tlie milk sugar into lactic acid, and this leads to the

coagulation of the casein, and thus ultimately a drink

results which contains alcohol, but which also has a very

sour taste, and in which coagulated casein, usually in

the form of finely divided flakes, is suspended. Accord-

ing to Hueppe, other bacteria are also present in the

kephyr which are able to peptonise the casein, so that we

have here a combined action of three micro-organisms.

The ferment of kephyr, which includes two or three Constituents

1 T • T 1 r 01 the keOhyr
active fermentative agents, can be dried, preserved lor a gramJes.

long time, and sent from one place to another. In the

milk the kephyr granules grow and form largish fungus

masses which are composed of numerous microscopic

globules. In these globules, according to Kern and

Krannhals, three structures can be distinguished under

a high power—yeast cells, fairly long rods, and smaller

cells, which are looked on as free spores. The long rods

have been accurately described by Kern, and called Dis-

poixi caucasica.

These bacilli are 3'2 to 8 in length, and "8 yx. in Morphological

breadth. At one end a flagellum can sometimes be seen,
th^^^p'ia''*

and in fresh preparations the bacilli show spontaneous

movement in the form of a slow, pendulous, and see-saw

motion. The spore formation appears to be very charac-

teristic ; on each rod two terminal spherical cells are

formed, and threads containing rows of spores occur,

the spore being always so arranged that each of the cells

contained in the thread has two spores. The spores

which lie in the cells are about "8^1.,

in diameter, those which are free '^^^^^ ^
attain a size of 1 ^i., and those which 0 o ^ />

are sprouting may swell up to about ^ >3c7 a
1"6 /X. The usual mode of sprouting ° ^ S
of the spores is that the thinner c=o

endosporium first projects out of the Fig- 99.—Disporal
,•, . , • ™ Ti n L caucasica X 1000.
thicker exosporium like a small wart, (After Krannhals.)

i

which gradually increases in size, and

develops in the form of a cylindrical tube.—According Cultivation

to Kern a suitable nutrient solution is formed by 5 experiments.
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parts of pliospliate of potash, 5 parts of sulphate of

magnesia, '5 parts of chloride of calcium, 9 parts of

tartrate of ammonia, 44J parts of milk sugar, and

1,000 parts of water
;
according to Krannhals they also

grow in mixtures containing extract of meat, milk sugar,

and gelatine. Investigators have, however, not as yet suc-

ceeded in making out any definite culture characteristics.

The yeast cells which are also present in the kephyr

are round or egg-shaped, 3*2 to 6*4 in diameter, and

occur singly and in various stages of budding
;
spherical

and ovoid spores are also seen.—We must await further

investigations of these organisms, and more especially

pure cultivations, in order to obtain a clear understand-

ing of the peculiar fermentative process which takes

place in the preparation of kephyi". (See under " Fer-

mentation.")

The culture characteristics and the fermentative products

of the following bacilli which act on media rich in sugar are

imperfectly known.
Bacillus polymyxa {Clostridium polymyxa), Prazmowski.

—

This organism exactly resembles bacillus butyricus in size,

shape, and mode of development, and occui's along with it.

The only difference between the two organisms is that in the

case of the bacillus polymyxa we find here and there peculiar

dilated and wavy threads without any distinct segmentation,

and these break up at a later period into shorter segments

;

it is probable that these structures are involution forms.

Further, these bacilli usually require free oxygen for their

growth and spore formation, and do not exert any fermentative

action under normal conditions ; but if the access of oxygen is

prevented they set up intense fermentation, the exact nature

of which is not known, in infusions of potato, lupin-seeds, &c.

The bacilli form a scum on the surface of nutrient solutions
;

on boiled beet-root they form gelatinous masses of large ex-

tent, and of cartilaginous consistence like those of Icuconostoc

and ascococcus.—In nutrient solutions containing starch the

bacilli show a faint blue colour when treated with iodine, but

this reaction is not found when they are growing in solutions

in which starch is not present.

Bacillus dysodes (Zopf).—These arc rods forming threads

which break up into short rods and cocci, and each of these

rods produces an elliptical spore. They cause peculiar fermcn-
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tative changes in bread, forming there fluid substances with a

disagi-eeable smell (similar to that of a mixture of peppermint

and turpentine oil), and the result of their growth is that the

bread becomes greasy in its interior and unfit for use. If the

yeast is washed with a half per cent, solution of hydrochloric

acid, the hurtful action of the organism seems to be prevented.

As to the production of gluconic acid, acetic acid, propionic

acid, &c., from carbo-hydrates as the result of the growth of

bacteria, see the chapter on " Fermentation."

Bacilli whicii are able to split up the albuminous Putrefactive

molecule with the development of gaseous foul-smelling

products, and thus set up putrefactive fermentation of a

more or less intense character, are apparently very

common. Among the bacteria already described, and

which chiefly act in this manner, may be mentioned

bacillus butyricus, bacillus prodigiosus, bacillus fluores-

cens putidus, bacillus fluorescens liquefaciens, and a

bacillus isolated by Miller* from the intestines, but not

as yet more accurately described, and which furnishes

sulphuretted hydrogen and ammonia ; also the bacillus

urese, to be mentioned below; all these organisms are

able to split up albumen or gelatine, with the formation

of foul-smelling products. The following may also be

mentioned as having considerable power in this respect.

Bacillus pyogenes foetidus (Passet)

.

This organism was obtained by Passet from the foul- Passet'sputre-

smelling pus of an abscess. It consists of short rods, ^adllus from
rounded at the ends, with slow movements, 1'45 m. in m^.

length, and -58 /i. in breadth, and frequently arranged in

pairs or in groups. One or two unstained spots can at

times be seen in the interior of the rods ; these are pro-

bably spores. In gelatine plates white points appear .

after 24 hours, which develop at the surface in the form
of greyish-white patches, extending to about 1 cm. in

diameter, and becoming confluent, thicker, and whitish
in the middle, thinner and greyish towards the margin.
In puncture cultivations only fine points appear along
the track of the needle, but on the surface a delicate

* Miller, Deutsche med. Woch., 1885, Nr. 49.
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greyisli-white veil-like growth is formed, which is some-
what thicker, aud irregular at the

^^f'&y?:^'
margin. On potatoes the bacillus

forms luxuriant glistening, light-

brown cultivations ; on blood serum,

"^IS^' whitish lines. In all these
vw^ \ nutrient media a foul smell is de-

Fig. lOO.-Bacillus veloped.—Animals are not affected
pyogenes foetidus , n n , . .

,

(Passet) X 790. by Small doses administered subcu-

taneously, but when the quantity is

larger a localised suppuration occurs.

Bacillus putrificus coli (Bienstock).

putrefactive
^^686 are thin, actively moving rods, about 3 fi. in

bacillus from length, though often shorter, and often arranged in the
faeces. fQj.^ j^j^g threads. When spore formation takes

place a thickening of the rod occurs at one, or, more
rarely, at both ends, and this thickened part becomes
gradually isolated from the rod, and assumes a spherical

Spore forma- form. This spore remains for some time in connection

germination. t^ie rod, giving it thus the form of a drum-stick,

and the rod continues to move about with the spore

attached to it, that end of the bacillus being in front.

As the result of the gradual disappearance of the rod

the spherical and very highly refracting spore becomes

free ; if this spore is introduced into suitable nutrient

material it becomes narrower and gradually elongates

to form a rod. From these freshly formed rods

chains of very short rods arise, these shorter bodies

gradually growing to form longer rods and threads.

—

The growth of the bacilli on nutrient gelatine has

at first a mother-of-pearl aspect, but as it becomes

older it acquires a yellowish colour, and presents a

homogeneous appearance without any striped arrange-

ment. More accurate statements as to the cha-

racters of growth are as yet wanting. Bienstock was

able to demonstrate by careful analytical fermentative

experiments that the bacilli can split up albumen ener-

getically ; when small quantities of a cultivation of
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these bacilli are introduced into Cohn's nutrient solu- Chemical

tion containing fibrine in suspension, the following produc^^s^of

substances are produced, namely, peptone, ammonia, fermentation.

amine bases, fatty acids, amido fatty acids, tyrosiu,

phenol, paraoxyphenyl-

propionic acid, paraoxy- > ; | j/
benzoic acid, indol, scatol

; .vivr
[ A/f f ? 9 ^

further, when the bacilli
/// / * ' I i

act on these individual ' '/

products the lower series Fig. lOl.—Bacillus putrificus coli

of decomposition products
(Bienstock) X about 1000.

are produced ; for example, tyrosin gave rise to paraoxy-
benzoic acid, the latter to phenol, &c. Albuminates
of the alkalies are either not at all or only very gradually
broken up. When air is excluded the whole process Necessity for

runs its course somewhat more slowly, but otherwise °^^sen.

in a similar manner.—The bacillus appears, accord-
ing to Bienstock, to be constantly present in faces, and
is only absent in that obtained from infants fed exclu-
sively on milk.

Bacillus saprogenes, No. 1 (Rosenbach).

These organisms have been repeatedly obtained by Eosenbach'.s

secretions or as an accidental finf
contamination, &c. They are fairly large bacilli, which
produce a large spore at one end. Stroke cultivations
on agar show a greyish-yellow, opaque line, which, how-
ever, is still transparent when viewed by strong trans-
mitted light

; it is about 1 mm. in height, and of a
tenacious, soupy consistence

; at a
later period a sort of wavy bloom is

™ ^
formed, so that the surface presents ^'^rf p
a shell-like appearance. The bacilli % '

^ V*^
also grow on blood serum (nutrient ^sSX^ll'S*'^'
jelly was not tried), and on both of „. ^

these nutrient soils an intense sVwJno'^1"'
putrefactive odour is produced. x 962.

Egg albumen and meat are rapidly decomposed by the
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bacilli when air is present, with the production of
foul smell, while in the absence of air only a slight
effect is produced.—Fluids containing these bacilli
when injected into rabbits or dogs, either subcutane-
ously or into the joints, or into the pleura, caused no
bad effects.

Bacillus saprogenes, No. 2 (Roseubach).

This organism was isolated by Eosenbach from foul
smelling sweaty feet. The organisms are bacilli, thinner
and shorter than those just described. "When inoculated
on agar rapid superficial growth occurs ; if a fine stroke
has been made the whole surface appears on the next
day as if sprinkled with minute drops, the growth
gradually spreading over the surface in an equally thick
layer, which at first has a watery appearance, but later is

whitish-grey and of a tough, gelatinous

,^f, isf^ consistence. The cultivations give oft"

iik' ^ the foul smell of sweaty feet. Egg
Fig. 103—BaciUus albumen and meat are rapidly decom-

(irreXdo' x'eel P°^^*^ presence of air with the

formation of stinking gases ; when
oxygen is absent distinct, though delayed, putrefaction

occurs.—When the cultivations were injected into the

knee and pleural cavity of rabbits these animals died

from suppurative inflammations.

Bacillus saprogenes, No. 3 (Eosenbach).

In two cases of suppuration of bone accompanied by

septic symptoms Eosenbach obtained, among other

^ bacteria, a short, thick bacillas, with

rf^^^ rounded ends. When stroked over agar

a layer about 3 mm. in breadth is de-

rig. 104.—Bacillus veloped in about 8 days at the temper-
saprogenes, No. 3 , j. ,^ ±1

'•

i i • p
(Rosenbaoh) X 962. ature of the room, this layer being of

an ashy grey colour, and almost fluid
;

at the same time the material gives off a foul putre-

factive odour. Egg albumen is rapidly broken up and
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undergoes putrefaction after infection with cultivations

of the bacilli in the presence of air ; when air is absent

there is at first violent decomposition, which, however,

soon ceases.—Suppuration occurred in rabbits after

injection of the bacilli into the knee joint.

Bacillus coprogenes foetidus (Schottelius).

In the course of investigations on swine erysipelas SchotteUus'

SchotteHus found that in all cases some of the puncture ^cuS^^
cultivations in nutrient jelly, where the infective material
was taken from the organs, more especially from the
mesenteric glands and the spleen, contained, besides the
characteristic colonies of the erysipelas bacilli, also a
few light yellow spherical colonies, composed of larger
bacilli. These rods are about as thick as the hay bacilli Morphological

but shorter
; but the length of the individual bacilli

differs markedly, according to the nutritive conditions.
They are non-motile. The ends of the rods are
rounded. In cultivations spore formation occurs after
3 or 4 days at the temperature of the room ; the spores
are arranged in rows ; when they germinate the long
axis of the new rod is at right angles to the long axis ol"

the spore, so that from a row of spores six or eight small
rods may grow out, lying with the long diameter parallel
to each other. The spores are only formed when air is
present, and do not appear in the animal body. In the Cultivations,
deeper parts of the nutrient jelly the
bacilli form pale yellow closed colonies
which do not liquefy the jelly ; on the
surface they produce a fine, transparent,
greyish layer. The cultivations give
off an intense putrefactive odour. On Fig. 105.-Baciiiu

^

potatoes a light gi-ey dry layer, about TcKifuTx

'

'5 mm. in thickness, is formed.—Sub- ^ob.

cutaneous injections of small quantities of the cultiva-
tion produced no effect on mice and rabbits ; but very
large quantities produced a toxic effect in rabbits, but
none on swine.

The same organism could be demonstrated by Schot-
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Penetration telius in tlie intestinal contents of the swine; and as in

from the
^ cases investigated these bacilli were always most

the^internal*°
^^''i^erous in the organs lying in the immediate neigh-

organs in bourhood of the intestinal canal, while they became
swine affected p i r • j.i ^ ^ 4-„

•with lewer and fewer m the organs which were more remote
erysipelas. from it, it is probable that they enter the body by the

intestinal ulcerations which usually occur in this disease,

and that they are purely secondary, and on the whole

without any important significance.

Proteus vulgaiis (Hauser).

Hanser's Hauser has shown that in putrefying animal sub-
putrefactive , -11 i_ • e • • J.^ L J.

bacilla. Stances, m all putreiymg meat miusions, m the contents

of putrid ulcers, &c., three species of bacteria almost

always occur which show many characters in common,

Morphological but also some constant differences.—The most common
characters.

these varieties—Proteus vulgaris— forms rods on an

average "6 /x. in thickness, and of very varying length

;

according to the conditions of their life they are some-

times very short, forming almost spherical bodies, some-

times they have the appearance of bacilli 1"25 to 3*75 ii.

in length, sometimes they appear as threads. These

threads are sometimes twisted and convoluted, some-

times they present an appearance like plaited hair.

Hauser designates these formations as spirilla and

spirulina
;

they, however, give the impression of acci-

dental twistings caused by a variety of external con-

ditions, and not of a characteristic type of gi-owth

recurring in successive generations (see p. 175).—Many

of the rods are in active movement; in some distinct

long cilia can be seen. Involution forms are frequently

observed, large, for the most part spherical bodies, on an

average 1*6 /x. in diameter.

The growth of these rods in 6 per cent, nutrient jelly

is extremely characteristic. At the temperature of the

room round depressions, containing liquefied gelatine and

whitish- grey turbid masses of fungi, appear on gelatine

plates, even after 6 to 8 hours. Under a low power we see

that the gelatine around these depressions is covered by

Involution
forms.

Cultivations.
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a narrow zone of bacteria two or three layers in thickness, Superficial

this zone being at the outer part surrounded by a single

layer of bacteria. From the latter tongue-like branches

and projections pass outwards, and these projections,

which consist of groups of rods and threads, constantly

Yary their position, become separated, and pass with a

slow gliding movement over the surface of the gelatine,

forming isolated islands and anastomosing threads ; after

some time and at a favourable temperature (20° to 22° C.)

Fig. 106.—Swarming islands of proteus vulgaris (Hanser) X 285.

active changes of situation can be seen to be going on in

all these islands and threads, and circular movements
are more especially evident. Gradually the whole sur-

face of the gelatine becomes covered with wanderiu"-

colonies
; fi-om that point rapidly progressing liquefac-

tion occurs, which, after 24 to 48 hours, affects the
whole surface to a depth of about 1 mm. At the same
time there is a foul smell and a marked alkaUne reaction.

While these phenomena are observed in the superficial Character.s of

colonies, a ray-like arrangement, composed of chains of p^aced^^'^
rods, is formed around the deeper zoogltca masses • colonies-

these chains as a rule run outwards in a radiatiuo-
manner, and show a peculiar movement in that they
often shoot out and then again retract. They gradually
bore more deeply into the gelatine, the ray arrangement
becomes more markedly developed, and the area of the
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liquefaction of the gelatine extends further ; in the peri-

phery of this area actively moving rods are found, and
also some which show distinct cilia, as well as convoluted

Zooglssa threads which are called spirilla and spirulina. Peculiar

zoogltea formations often extend from the circle of rays

in the form of clubs or screws, or of spirules twisted

like corkscrews.—In 10 per cent, gelatine the migration

of the colonies is no longer observed. In meat infusion

there is active growth and the development of foul smell ;

on the other hand, in Niigeli's and Cohn's nutrient solu-

tions there is only slight multiplication of the organisms.

Necessity for If the oxygeu is expelled from the vessels employed for
oxygen.

cultivation and replaced by hydrogen, the growth takes

place only very slowly, and the liquefaction of the gelatine

is likewise very gradual, though ultimately complete.

—

The temperature optimum is between 20° and 24° C.

Spore formation is never observed
;
nevertheless, di-ying

of the cultivations in a thin layer does not destroy the

Production of Organisms. The bacilli set up putrefactive decomposition

putrefaction, fresh meat, and also in boiled and sterilised meat;

this, however, does not occur when the fluid added to

the meat has been filtered through plaster cylinders.

—

Experiments In animals small doses produce no pathogenic effect,

on animals, gomewhat larger doses often cause abscesses at the seat

of injection, large doses injected into the veins or sub-

cutaneously produce symptoms of poisoning in rabbits

and guinea-pigs. As the same effect was brought about by

cultivations which had been filtered through plaster of

Paris, it was evident that liquid poisonous materials

were the cause of the pathogenic action.*

Proteus mirahilis (Hauser).

Morphological ThesB are rods -6 in breadth and of very various

cliaracters. length
;
they are sometimes almost round, sometimes in

the form of rods 2 to 3-75 /x. in length. This form is

distinguished from the preceding variety more especially

by the much more frequent occurrence of involution

* That this is not the whole truth is evident from Mr. Watson

Cheyne's paper on " Some Conditions of Infection," Brit. Med. Journal,

July, 1886.
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forms, large spherical or pear-shaped or spermatozoa- More frequent

like structures 8-75 to 7 /x. in diameter. Further, the forS*'""
liquefaction of the gelatine occurs much more slowly
than in Proteus vulgaris. After 12 hours a roundish, C^iltivations.

whitish deposit 2 to 3 mm. in diameter has formed on
the jelly plates, and under a low power this presents a
finely granular brownish appearance, diminishing in
thickness towards the periphery in a stair-like manner,
and showing an irregular or wayy outline. As in the
case of Proteus vulgaris, projections pass out from the

Fig. 107A.-Proteus mirabiHs (Hauser), swarming
islands, X 285.

border and these gradually become detached and moveaway; but m this case the movements are on the whole
less active, and the network which is formed at the
surface is characterised by the presence of threads ofenomous length. In the moving islands we find themost marked involution forms. In the depth of thege atine well-developed convoluted zoogJa mas!::

Siv Klb^^^'T'"' P^-oducedia-ecall thoseound by Klebs m the organism which he looked on astne contagium of syphilis, and which he termed
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Zooglasa
formation.

comonas. At tlie outer margin of the puncture a ring-

like zone appears which is filled with a network of

Fig. 107b.—InTolution forms of Proteus mirabilis X 524,

bacilli and] threads, and which shows numerous spirilla

and spirulina forms. After about 48 hours the superficial

colonies become confluent, and form a thick, moist,

shining greyish layer,

which presents a

markedly sieve - like

appearance. Total

liquefaction of the

gelatine does not begin

till after 2 to 8 days.

—

The growth in stronger

gelatine, and in the

other nutrient ma-

terials, presents the

same characters as in

the case of Proteus

vulgaris ; but in cul-

tivations in which
oxygen is absent no

liquefaction of the

gelatine occurs even

after a long time.

Proteus mirabilis is

also similar to the

foregoing form in its

fermentative action on egg albumen as well as in its

pathogenic action.

Fig. 108.—Zooglaaa forms from a cnltiva-

tion of Proteus mirabilis X 95.
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Proteus Zenkeri (Hauser)

.

These are bacilli '4 /i. in breadth, and of an average

length of 1-65
fj.. ; sometimes the forms are rounder, at

other times longer. After inoculation on gelatine a

layer, which towards the periphery becomes thinner like

the steps of stairs, is formed around the point of inocu-

lation, and from the margin of this layer numerous
threads and rods begin to pass out ; after 24 hours we
find large numbers of moving islands, composed of rods
and threads, presenting exactly the same appearance as
in the case of Proteus mirabilis. The deposit becomes
gradually thicker and opaque ; but liquefaction of the
gelatine does not occur (or only quite at the surface).
The formation of spirilla and spirulina are seldom
obsei-ved.—Cultivations in gelatine and blood serum do
not show any marked development of smell ; meat in-
fusion, on the other hand, is decomposed with the pro-
duction of a strong smell. In its other effects Proteus
zenkeri resembles the species previously described.

Anaerobes lohich excite loutrefaction.

'hi a great variety of putrefying mixtures, as also in
the intestinal contents, in the buccal secretions, &c.,
a peculiar want of correspondence is observed between
the numerous bacteria which are evident under the
microscope, and the species which can be isolated by the
ordinary methods of cultivation. As a rule, by the
latter methods only a few colonies are obtained, or the
nutrient soil remains completely sterile, even after
several days, and in spite of all sorts of variations in the
composition and temperature. This absence of bacteria Partplayedbv
winch can be cultivated appears to be due to a consider anaerobes

able extent to the fact that many of the species of facSe'^''*''"

bacteria which usually take part in the putrefactive pro-
cess are anaerobes, and hence do not grow under the
ordinary conditions of cultivation. The spores of these
bacilli are probably very widely distributed, and almost
always enter putrefying mixtures. As soon as the

25
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.

oxygen which is present has. been used up by the pre-

liminary development of the aerobes, and as soon as the

nutrient medium has become loaded with the products

of tissue change and of the fermentative action of these

bacteria, with carbonic acid, hydrogen, and other gases,

the most favourable conditions conceivable for the

growth of the anaerobes are produced, and from this

point they multiply rapidly. If the access of air and

the amount of oxygen in the nutrient substratum is

from the first limited, as is the case in the interior of

dead animals, and more especially in those which have

died of asphyxia, the anaerobes occupy the foremost

place from the beginning.—Up till recently only the

bacilli of malignant oedema of symptomatic anthrax, of

tetanus, and of the butyric acid fermentation, have been

known as typical anaerobes. Some other anaerobic

bacilli have been isolated in the course of the last few

years in the author's laboratory, and among these are

some which break up egg albumen energetically, and

Methods of which produce intensely foul-smelling gases. These
^ ^' can be obtained pure by the aid of the ordinary gelatine

or agar plates if kept permanently in an atmosphere

of pure hydrogen. They also develop if a thick laj-er

of a solid nutrient material is employed, in which case

an upper portion, several centimetres in breadth,

remains completely free from colonies.

The organisms which have been as yet isolated are

for the most part large bacilli which form large, highly

refracting spores in the threads, or after preliminary

development of Clostridium forms. At times they pre-

sent the appearance of fine rods with large terminal

spores. The majority do not produce dense and cir-

cumscribed colonies, but branched and luiotted masses
;

gelatine and blood serum are liquefied, and the cultiva-

tions give ofi" a foul smell varying in degree and

character in different cases. An accurate description of

some of the bacilli which belong to this group will be

shortly published.
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The hacterium termo was formerly looked on as the true Bacterium
cxcitmg ageut of putrefaction, and it was defined in the termo
following manner :— 1°™^,!^'''

Cells short, cylindrical, oblong; 1-5 fi. in length, "5 to 7 fi.
the exci«ng

in breadth; the contents either light or dark, according to the
focussing

; the membrane comparatively thick. It occurs in
P'^*"'^^'"''*^^"'^-

1 Tegular dense masses, often arranged in rows, and forming
clumps, or in dense grape-like spherical zooglfea. Flagella
were observed in bacterium termo by Dallinger and Drysdale.
Its mode of movement does not differ in any important par-

"

ticular from that of any other bacteria; "the cells twist'
around their long axis, and
swim forwards, and then

\ N T''"
again, without turning i ' -

* '

round, they go backwards" '/ / '
''^

or else move in a curved ^ % \ \ \ ^ t

direction through the ^ / J**
water, as a rule not very ^

"""/

quickly, with a trembling ^"^ / \
or oscUlating motion, but

"
a

^

sometimes making sudden Fig. 109.—Bacterium termo X 650.
forward movements, a, isolated bacteria,

sometimes rotatino- ffroup of bacteria.

around the transverse axi^, and then again remaining quiet

ZZrds" (cZ^r^
""'^^'"'^^ moving backwards and

mode^ o?T* ""^^^ statement as to the

halbe, tT °* ^^^''^^^^ t-mo in the moist

tW \ ? ""f'
'^"^ i« ^t'^t'^'i) grew to form

lencv to'f " -it^-t any tei"

Sact n 'l"*""^
rnjceliam., in the threads small,

eiZrZT ^^ "I
'P'"'" ^^'"^ threads, and lie

basis';: LVetrStef som T^^lr ^^^^^^
small ^^r^r.^ ,

^^'^ spi'o^^t and form

aivision. The accompanying drawings, however show thnf

prccoa,,.g<,».,ip,i„„
i, e.Mc„t„ applicable to a ,a,.g. T..w „.

imperfect one.
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number of bacteria which are now known, and the name at

that time employed cannot be limited to any one of these

species. Hence it is better to give up entirely the

designation "bacterium termo," as it can only be regarded
as a collective name for an inconstant mixture of different

species. According to Eidam's experiments, the bacteria

which were formerly grouped under the term "bacterium
termo " have apparently no relation to the process of putre-

faction ; hence it is probably about time that we should cease

to designate the species which are concerned in putrefactioji

as bacterium termo, although this term is still frequently

employed in text-books and scientific papers.

The same statements hold good as regards bacteriTim lineola,

which was formerly characterised as follows :—
Bacteriu/m lineola.—Cells 3"8 to 5 2 ijl. in length, 1'5 /i. in

breadth; occurring singly, or in pairs, but never forming

longer threads ; at times arranged in

^ ^ § § zoogleea form. The contents of the cells

ft, ^ are highly refracting, and contain fatty

\ particles. Their movements resemble
^ those of bacterium termo. They occur

Fig. 110.—Bacterium in water from wells, &c., in slimy masses

^^fi?n^
^^^^^'^ on the surface of potatoes, &c.

The following are some bacteria which occasion other

fermentative processes, or which dehydrate certain

chemical substances :
—

Bacillus FitzianiLS.

Fitz's Fitz has been able to set up fermentation in fermen-

fetS?''''" tescible mixtures consisting chiefly of glycerine, the pro-

baoteria. ducts of the fermentation being in the main aethylic

alcohol ; the organism present is a bacillus which he

looks on as bacillus subtilis, and which he obtained from

How to obtain the dust of hay. Buchner constantly obtained these

this organism.
^^^-^^^ ^j^g^ he allowed unboiled hay infusion to stand

in a room for some days, and when he transferred a

small portion of the scum which was then formed to a

sterilised mixture containing 2 per cent, of meat ex-

tract with 5 per cent, of glycerine, and about 10 per

cent, of carbonate of lime. According to the same author

these bacilli have a breadth of 1 M., hut their length
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varies considerably from 1"2 /x. upwards ; where the Morphological

rods are longer they are frequently bent at their ends.

Spore formation takes place in a similar manner to that in

bacillus subtilis.—On nutrient jelly they form brownish- Cultivation,

yellow colonies, with sharp outlines and with dark, almost

opaque, centres ; the superficial colonies have the ap-

pearance of brownish-yellow, gelatinous drops lying on

the surface of the gelatine.

Bacillus aceticus.

(Mycoderma aceti, Mycoderme du vinaigre, Essigpik.)

According to Hansen's investigations the bacteria Bacteria of

which have the specific property of transforming the fermentation,

alcohol of fermented liquors into acetic acid can be

obtained with the gi'eatest certainty by placing lager

beer (for example the Copenhagen Carlsberg beer, con-

taining 4 per cent, of alcohol and 5 per cent, of extract)

in open vessels at a temperature between 80° and
34° C, best at 33° C. ; after two or three days a scum
is formed which con- „ .

sists almost entirely

of acetic bacteria,

while the fluid has

become muddy and

strongly acid. The
bacilli are short
rods, somewhat con-

stricted in their

middle, the ends of

the rods being cut

off at right angles

to the long axis

;

their size is about

the same as that of

the lactic acid bacteria. A characteristic appearance
is their arrangement in long chains, which often ex-
tend through several fields of the microscope. Some
of the members of these chains show more or less
distinct variations

; they assume cylindrical, hour-glass,

(AfterPig. 111.—Mycoderma aceti.

Hansen.

)

o, two normal chains X 1180.
4, chain with involution forms X 1180.
c, abnormal chain X about 2000.
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or spherical shapes, or form loug thread-like and irregu-
larly swollen cells. After treatment with iodine solu-
tion, all these forms take on the same yellow colour.
It is not as yet possible to say with certainty whether
some of the cells with thicker walls and of rounder
shapes are to be looked on as arthrospores, and whether
they are, as a matter of fact, much more resistant than
the other growing cells, or whether all these variations
from the ordinary form of the chains are in reaHty in-

volution stages. Nothing trustworthy is as yet known
as regards the mode of growth of this organism on
solid nutrient substrata.

Bacillus Pasteurianus (Hauser).

(Mycoderma Pasteurianum.)

This organism does not differ morphologically from
the foregoing one ; it forms similar chains and involu-

tion forms, but on treatment with iodine all the cells

take on a blue colour. It was first observed by Hansen
in sweet Copenhagen double beer, and develops best in

beer which contains a large amount of extract, and a

small amount of alcohol, and also in beer wort.

Bacillus u/rcea (Leube).

Bacilli of the These are plump rods with rounded ends, usually

fermentation ^
fj..

in length, and 1 /i. in breadth. On gelatine plates

of urine. ^ small, almost transparent, patch appears after 2 days,

and extends in the course of 10 days to about the size

of a farthing ; the colonies have the appearance of a

ground glass plate which has been breathed upon ; the

growth extends from the point of inoculation in the

form of circular irregular zones, so that at a later period

a number of concentric rings are seen ; the outermost

zone shows a dentate outline. Growth occurs exclusively

at the surface ; the gelatine is not liquefied. In punc-

ture cultivations the track of the needle appears after

10 days as a very thin grey prolongation, and it is only
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rarely that, at its uppermost part, tlie growth is some-

what broader. Older cultivations have a distinct smell

of herring brine.—It was frequently found by Leube in

old urine. The bacilli are able to convert urea into

carbonate of ammonia, and they do this more energetically

than the micrococcus urese.

Leube was able to demonstrate a similar energetic other bacilli

dehydrating action on urea in the case of two other ^mfiar action,

bacilli, and also of a species of sarcina. The first

bacillus formed thick oval rods, 1'2 to 1'5 /x. in length,

and '7 to '8 fi. in thickness ; on gelatine they form

superficial dull grey colonies with sharp margins, which

descend rapidly to the level of the nutrient soil, their

marginal zone being narrow, transparent, and finely

granular. The second bacillus was 1"2 to 1"4 /x. in

length, '6 n. in breadth, had sharply truncated ends,

and formed circular, highly refracting, fairly high

colonies, of a pale greyish-yellow colour, and tough

consistence.

Bacteria in Dental Canes.

The numerous organisms which are constantly present
in the secretions of the mouth and in the deposit on the
tongue and teeth, set up in part very various fermenta-
tive and putrefactive processes, and in part they play a
role in the etiology of dental caries. According to Miller Etiology of
the first stage of dental caries consists in a decalcifica- "Cental caries,

tion of the dental tissue by acids, these being chiefly

formed in the mouth by a process of fermentation ; and
the second stage must be regarded as a simple destruc-
tion of the softened tissue of the tooth by micro-
organisms.

Formerly the most important r6le in these processes Leptothrix

was ascribed to a particular genus—the Zej^toi/irix—
which were defined as long thin threads, '7 to 1 (x. in
breadth, apparently without any segmentation and often
united in dense bundles or felt-like masses ; the forms
which occur in the buccal cavitymixed with micrococci and
other fission fungi, were designated leptothrix huccalis.
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Morpliologioal
hxracters.

Eeaction with
iodine.

Other situa-

tions in which
leptothrix is

found.

Leptothrix
gig:anteB.

Basrausscn'a
species of

leptothrii.

It was regarded as characteristic of the latter form that
the threads were mixed with dense masses of micro-
cocci

; further, according to Leber, the threads of lepto-

thrix buccalis show a special reaction : they assume a
violet colour under the action of iodine and acids

;

iodine alone does not cause this coloration, acids must
be added at the same time ; but it is not necessary to

employ sulphuric acid (if it were so the reaction would
have a great resemblance to that of cellulose), very

dilute hydrochloric acid, acetic acid, or lactic acid, act

even better than sulphuric acid. If the medium is

already acid the addition of iodine alone is sufficient to

produce the colour. It is

not the sheath which

stains ; on the contrary

it remains colourless, and

only the contents become

violet ; the septa of the

threads remain unstained,

and hence can be dis-

tinctly seen.

Leptothrix has alsobeen

found in the concretions

in the tear-ducts, as well as in the sputum in cases of

gangrene of the lungs (Traube, Leyden, and Jaffe)

;

and Leber has recently demonstrated that Leptothrix

buccalis, when inoculated on the cornea, causes severe

suppuration, and that during the course of this process

very fine, long, jointed threads and chains of rods are

developed, which show the characteristic iodine reaction.*

Miller has described a form, under the name of

Leptothvix gigantea, which occurs on the teeth of sheep,

cattle, and other animals, and which forms very long and

thick threads, and may also appear in the form of rods,

cocci, and spirilla.

Rasmussen isolated from the human saliva by the aid

of nutrient jelly and potato cultivations a number of

bacteria, of which he reckons three as species of lepto-

thrix, because they form in nutrient solutions (urine, meat

* Arch, f. Ophthalmol, vol. 15.

Fig. 112.- -Leptothrix buccalis

X 1000.
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infusion) long threads, which break up into short

segments

It is evident, however, that the designation lepto- The existence

thrix" cannot be employed as a generic term, for the " leptottinx
"

most various kinds of bacilli may produce these thread- maintained

.

like formations, and the threads which occur in the

buccal secretions and in the deposit on the teeth are

probably nothing more than the thread form of various

Avell known, or still unknown, and widely distributed

bacilli. It is possible, for example, that bacillus

butyricus not uncommonly takes part in the formation

of leptothrix in the mouth ; it is probable, however, that

many other bacilli, more especially anaerobic bacilli, do

the same. Since we have been able to work with better

microscopes and with staining methods it is easy to

convince ourselves, from the marked morphological

differences, that the leptothrix threads of the mouth do

not belong to one individual species ; the threads show

very great variations in thickness, at times they form

spores (or the early stages of spore formation) arranged

in a characteristic manner ; some threads are stiff and

readily broken, others are flexile, &c. The species of Frnitless

bacteria which have as yet been isolated by cultivation c^tiration of

from the buccal secretion do not appear to be identical bacim forming:

1 • 1
leptotlirix

with those bacilli which form the marked threads which forms,

have led to the designation leptothrix ; as a matter of

fact we only obtain by cultivation a small fraction of the

numerous species which we find by the microscope in

the secretions of the mouth. Miller also states, in his

most recent communication, that the leptothrix buccalis

has not as yet been cultivated pure.

As regards the other organisms found in the mouth. Miller's

Miller has isolated, during the last few years, 25 different
the^depofit on

species, 12 cocci and 13 rod forms. Some of these have teeth,

been already mentioned ; we may refer here to the

organism described by Miller under the symbol e.

This forms small curved bacilli, often S-shaped from the

union of two individuals ; it grows on gelatine, and causes

its liquefaction, and is probably identical with the spiril-

lum of Finkler and Prior. The characteristics of the
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other species isolated by Miller have not as yet been-

published in detail.

- With regard to the pathogenic bacteria present in the

buccal secretions, see pages 319, 322 and 325 ; as

regards Spirochsete denticola, see below.

Bacilli lohich are not knozvn to produce Specific

Fermentations.

Bacillus suhtilis.

{Hay bacillus.)

Hay bacillus. These are cylindrical rods, up to 6 /i. in length, and on

an average about three times as long as they are thick.

Morphological They grow and divide very rapidly; the length of time

characters. between one fission and a second is, at 21° C, about an

hour and a quarter, and at 35° C. about 20 minutes.

Pseudo-threads frequently appear, which can be fre-

quently seen to be made up of rods, by the fact that

they soon become bent in a zig-zag manner; in other

cases, however, they do not present this appearance.

The individual members of a thread are as a rule m
different stages of growth and subdivision, and are

therefore of different lengths. Under various conditions,

which have not as yet been accurately ascertained, the

rods begin to swarm; the movements are active and

snake-like. At each end of the rod a fairly long and

twisted flagellum can be seen, especially after treatment

with hematoxylin (Koch).—When the substratum

becomes poorer in nutrient material the continued

multiplication of the rods by fission gradually ceases.

Spore form:- and then as a rule spore formation commences. At one

part of the rod which has now ceased to move a dark,

shaded part becomes evident, sometimes more in the

middle, sometimes more towards one end, and ultimately

this portion becomes converted into a highly refracting

spore with dark outlines. The rods swell up at the

same time in some cases in an almost unnoticeablc

manner. At the same time that the spores are formed

the contour of the rods becomes dull and indistinct, and
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they soon disappear entirely, so that the spores hecome

free, as a rule, during the course of one day. The

spores are 1-2 /i. in length, and '6 in breadth; when

they are looked at from above they appear round.

Around their dark centre there is a distinct light area,

which is also seen when several spores are lying together.

The sprouting of the spores- often does not begin at the Sprouting cf

T , the ispores.
ordinary temper- n

ature of the room
till after 12 hours;

it occurs most

quickly when the

spores are boiled

for five minutes

in the nutrient

solution, the
material being

then allowed to

cool slowly; under

these circum-
stances sprouting

occurs even after

two to three hours.

When this takes

place the spores

lose their dark

appearance, the

clear area disap-

pears at the same
time, and a

B

abed n f^
000 p H

B.

C.

Fig. 113.—Bacillus subtilis (after Prazmowski)
X 1020.

colonies of bacillus subtilis.
spore formation

—

a, in a pseudo-thread.
b, in individual rods,
germination of the spores.
«—A, successive stages.

lighter zone appears in the middle of the spore. This
zone becomes larger, and then on one side a distinct pro-
jection is formed, at the apex of which the spore membrane
is ultimately ruptured in order to permit the sprouting
portion to pass out. The latter elongates and forms a
rod, but for a time the end still remains sticking in the
opening in the empty spore membrane as if a bladder
were attached to it. The spore membrane can often be
distinctly seen, even after repeated fission of the rods,
and it accompanies the moving bacilli in their wanderings!
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The newly formed rod always stands at right angles to
the long axis of the spore; but the long axis of the
newly formed spore is the same as that of the rod in

which it develops; hence, as the result of the spore
formation, there is an alteration in the direction of

growth of the bacilli.*

Disti-ibnlion. Bacillus subtiHs is very widely distributed; its spores
are present in the air, in dust, on the surface of all

kinds of articles, and they occur only too often as un-
desii-ed impurities in cultivations of other organisms.
It forms a white efflorescence on the dung of herbi-

vorous animals; on liquid dung it forms thick wrinkled
skins. This organism grows on a great variety of

nutrient substrata, even when they only contain a Httle

organic material ; it grows in fluids just as well as on

solid but moist substrata ; a markedly acid reaction of

the media interferes, however, markedly with its develop-

ment. A cultivation of this bacillus, to some extent

pure, is most easily obtained by infecting the ordinary

nutrient solutions with a little dust from hay, or by

employing an infusion of hay as a nutrient solution; in

the latter case the fluid is boiled for about a quarter of

an hour; as a result almost all the other fission fungi

are killed, and only the extremely resistant spores of

bacillus subtilis retain their vitality.

According to Buchner, in order to obtain bacillus

subtilis with certainty, it is best to allow hay to stand

at 36° C. for four hours with extremely httle water, then

to pass it through a fine sieve, to dilute the water to a

specific gi'avity of 1004, and then to raise about 500 cm.

of this mixture to the boiling point in a vessel closed

vsdth cotton-wool, the heat being continued for one hour,

and only very little steam being developed ; after it has

been boiled the fluid, if kept at 36° C, shows a scum

on the surface after 48 hours, consisting of bacillus

subtilis. It is only when the reaction is very markedly

acid that it is necessary to neutralise the material before

boiling it.

fi^tt^tion""
gelatine plates bacillus subtilis forms small whitish

* After Brefeld, Botan. Unters., Part 4, and Prazmowski, Lit., p. 47.
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colonies, which, under a low power, have a yellowish-

brown colour, and an irregular margin, with numerous

hair-like processes projecting from it. At a later period

a narrow clear zone appears around the dark centre,

and beyond this there is a greyish layer consisting of

a circle of rays. At the same time the gelatine is

energetically liquefied.—On agar a thick wrinkled skin

is formed. On potatoes thick yellowish-white deposits

appear, which, on the second day, have a moist satin-

like appearance, with dry, whitish spots at parts of the

surface, soon extending over the whole extent of the

layer
;
ultimately the cultivation appears as if powdered

with a white granular mass.

These bacilli require plenty of oxygen, and growth. Necessity for

multiplication, and spore formation only go on in a

normal manner when there is no hindrance to the

access of air; in vessels devoid of air no development

visible to the naked eye takes place.—Under unfavour-

able conditions of life the bacillus subtilis forms the

most various kinds of involution forms, flasklike

swellings, &c,, which, under the microscope, show
a peculiar fatty appearance. According to Buchner Involution

these involution forms appear especially when the

amount of sugar in the nutrient solutions is markedly

greater than the amount of nitrogen. The same author

found that even slight variations in the composition of

the nutrient substratum occasion certain alterations in

form, and more especially alterations in thickness of the

bacilli.

Bacillus subtilis does not appear to exercise any Action on the

special fermentative action, more especially with reference stmtum
to the carbo-hydrates ; the reason why such properties

were formerly ascribed tobacillus subtilis was evidently be-^

cause it was confounded with bacillus butyricus and other

bacteria. Vandervelde has recently asserted that bacillus

subtilis can set up fermentation when it is compelled to

exist without oxygen. Vandervelde tried to show this

by careful analysis of the nutrient substratum" in which
a pure cultivation of bacillus subtilis had grown for a
considerable time ; he found that glycerine or grape
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sugar M'ere used up, and that lactic acid, volatile fatty
No^fermenta- acids, carbonic acid, and hydrogen, were produced ; but

these substances were formed in such small quantities,

and after such a length of time (1 to 2 months) that we
cannot speak of a true fermentation ; on the contrary,

these products only indicate the result of the assimila-

tion and tissue change of the growing bacilli within

ordinary limits. Further, in Vandervelde's experiments
the absolute quantity of gases produced was not deter-

mined, and there was no certainty as to the purity

of the cultivation, and for this reason the experiments,

which are nevertheless interesting as regards the

tissue change of bacteria, cannot be regarded as definite

proof of the fermentative activity of bacillus subtilis.

—

Peptouising As the only energetic transformation of the substratum

caused by the bacillus we have its peptonising power on

albumen (also on blood serum) and on gelatine, as indi-

cated by the mode of its growth in cultivations. As to

the supposed transformation of hay bacilli into anthrax

bacilli, seepage 241.

Bacillus aerophilus.

bacmu°
This organism was found by Liborius in the hygienic

laboratory at Gottingen as an accidental impurity. It

Morphological presents the appearance of thin rods, |rds of the thickness
characters.

q£ bacillus subtilis ; these vary in leng-th and frequently

hang together, forming straightor zig-zag pseudo-threads.

In the unstained preparations we can at times see a

delicate sheath around the bacillus. They form on agar

Cultivations, oval, highly refracting spores.—On gelatine plates fine

punctiform colonies appear after 40 hours, which under

a low power show sharply defined borders, are of an

oval or pear shape, and have a yellowish green colour.

Energetic liquefaction of the gelatine soon commences ;

while the colonies have only slightly increased in size,

and have otherwise remained unaltered, the surface of

the gelatine is liquefied over the whole plate.—In

puncture cultivations a broad sac-like liquefied area is

formed, the upper part of which is greyish-yellow and
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opaqiie, while the lower part is clearer, {incl is only

rendered somewhat turbid by the presence of a few

flakes.—On potatoes the bacilli form yellowish layers

with a flat surface and a dull parafl&n-like appearance ;

later on the surface at the margin becomes drier, faintly

granular, and assumes a striped appearance as the result

of unevenness of the surface.—The bacillus requires the Necessity or

presence of oxygen to a greater degree than any of the

other organisms as yet examined ; it only grows on the

surface, and ceases to form visible colonies, even when
there is a relatively trivial interference with the supply

of oxygen.

Among the so-called potato bacilli, which readily grow

on the surface of potatoes, and which are often observed

as accidental contaminations, we have

—

Bacillus mesentericm fuscus*

This organism occurs in the dust of hay, in the air. Brown potato

on the surface of potatoes, &c; ; it is very widely distri-
^^^"^^^"^^

buted. The bacilli are small and short, often occurring in

chains of two to four members, and actively mobile
; they

form irregularly arranged, small, refracting spores.—On
gelatine plates roundish, whitish colonies appear with
sharp contour under a low power, and later with delicate

processes of a yellowish brown colour, and finely granular
surface

; liquefaction of the gelatine rapidly occurs. In
puncture cultivations a whitish opacity is formed at first

along the track of the needle, and at the same time
there is a funnel-shaped area of liquefaction at the point
of entrance of the needle, this area extending within 4
to 6 days till it reaches the wall of the glass ; in this
way an upper layer of fluid is formed, in which whitish
grey flakes are floating.—On potatoes smooth yellowish
deposits appear on the first day, the surface of which,
however, become very quickly wrinkled and brown ; this

* Gottinger hyg. Institut.
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membrane is relatively thin, and does not extend deeply

into the substance of the potato. The growth rapidly

spreads over the whole surface of the potato.

Bacillus mesentericus vidgatus*

This organism is very widely distributed in nature

;

it is usually, though badly, described under the name
"potato bacillus." The bacilH are thick and large,

often forming pseudo-threads and spherical spores
;
they

have an oscillating movement. On gelatine plates the

colonies present a bluish-white appearance, they are

almost transparent, but later the centre acquires an

opaque white colour ; the superficial colonies can attain

the diameter of almost 1 cm. These colonies sink to

some extent into the liquefied gelatine; under a low
^

power they present the appearance of dark, distinctly

granular discs, with rough borders. The gelatine is

energetically liquefied. In puncture cultivations a

funnel-shaped area of liquefaction is formed at first, but

later the whole of the upper part of the gelatine becomes

fluid ; in the fluid there are numerous grey flakes, and

on it there is a delicate greyish-white wrinkled skin.

At the bottom of the area of liquefaction a thicker floccu-

lent mass is present; from that point downwards we
still see, for the next few days, the remains of the line

of puncture, clothed with a thick whitish deposit.—On
potatoes a whitish thick growth is formed which is

almost from the first markedly wi-inkled, and which

spreads rapidly over the whole surface ; if we attempt

to pick up a portion of this skin it is seen that the

colonies have grown deeply into the substance of the

potato ; the raised portions of the skin remain in con-

nection with the substance of the potato by a tough

mucous mass, so that long threads may be drawn out.

According to Hueppe the bacilli are not able to form any

ropy substances from sugar, but they have an energetic

diastatic action; they also cause coagulation of casein

* Qottingcr hyg. Inetitut.
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in milk in a similar manner to rennet, and cover the

coagula, -which are again gradually but almost entirely

dissolved, with a thick tenacious envelope.

Bacillus lioclcrmos.^'

These are small, short bacilli, with rounded ends, and Potato
. . . rrn J? 11- bacillus forir

With very active movement. ihey lorm on gelatme ^ smooth

plates colonies with irregular outlines which float on

the surface of the liquefied gelatine in the form of

small white flakes. In puncture cultivations liquefaction

occurs in the whole of the upper zone, and at the bottom

of the fluid greyish-yellow flocks are deposited ; in the

lower part of the track of the needle there is a greyish

growth.—On potatoes a smooth, shining layer is formed,

which spreads rapidly over the whole surface, and gives

to it an appearance as if it had been painted over with

yellov/ish-white syrup. It is not till after several days

that the smooth surface becomes opaque and slightly

wrinkled, but in any case the wrinkles which are formed
are never so marked as in the foregoing species.

Bacillus multijjedicuhts.f

These are long thin non-motile bacilli. The colonies Bacillus with
on gelatine plates present under a low power the appear-

^J^nies^^
ance of round or oval, sharply outlined, dark discs, from
the periphery of which small, relatively broad processes

shoot out in various places ; these processes are jointed,

consisting of round balls arranged in rows, and gradually
becoming smaller, and they have usually a radiating

direction ; at times, however, they curve, and present a
concentric arrangement. After 2 or 3 days these pro-
cesses are visible to the naked eye in the superficial oval
white colonies ; as these processes only occur here and
there, and are usually only in considerable numbers at
one of the pointed ends, the colony recalls the form of an
insect with numerous feet and antcnnfe.—In puncture

* Giittingor hyg. Institut. f Gcittinger hyg. Institut.

26
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cultivations the growth is not so characteristic, but there

also a row of short isolated processes is very gradually

formed, these processes passing out from the whitish

layer which appears along the track of the needle. On
potatoes a dirty yellow layer of moderate extent, and
with a smooth surface, is produced, and the portions of

the potato around the borders of this layer show a dark

colour.—It occurs not uncommonly as an accidental

impurity on potatoes.

Of other bacilli not unfrequently met with in Gottin-

gen the following may be mentioned :

—

Branciied
funnel-
forming
bacillus.

Bacillus ravwsiis liquefaciens.

These are fairly large, slowly moving bacilli with

blunt ends. They form on gelatine plates very charac-

teristic colonies ; the youngest, when lying deeply in the

material, present under a low power the appearance of

roundish dark discs, the borders of which seem as if

surrounded by hairs ; the same appearance can also be

seen in the superficial colonies, which are for the most

part oval or pear-shaped. With the naked eye we also

observe that a sharply defined funnel-shaped depression

has been formed by a limited liquefaction of the gelatine.

Even after several days this liquefaction has not extended

any further, but the sharply defined, deep circular funnel,

2 to 3 mm. in breadth, is surrounded by several concen-

tric zones of varying breadth and distinguished from

one another to some extent by their colour, these zones

having on the whole a greyish-white ground glass appear-

ance. On a black base these various zones can be par-

ticularly well seen.—In puncture cultivations a slight

funnel-shaped depression, accompanied by liquefaction,

forms at the entrance of the needle ; beneath this funnel

the track of the needle shows a number of branches

which pass off at right angles, the uppermost extending

furthest into the gelatine; as we pass deeper these

branches become shorter. At a later period the lique-
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facfcion extends very gradually over the whole surface, and

affects an upper zone of constantly increasing depth.

—

This organism was found by Praussnitz as an accidental

contamination ; it is rare.

Bacillus mycoides.

(Earth hacillus.)

These are fairly thick mobile bacilli approaching in Earth bacillus

size the anthrax bacilli, and often forming long pseudo- Zy^^^^
threads. Jn the threads oval, highly refracting spores

appear at regular intervals, and this is also the case in

the individual bacilli ; the spore lies about the middle
of the bacillus.—In gelatine plates a whitish turbidity is

formed in which fine whitish threads of irregular inter-

woven and branched appearance are seen. This net-

work of threads attains, even after 12 to 20 hours, an
extent of about 10 mm., and resembles the mycelium of

a fungus so much that one may be in doubt whether it

is that, or whether it is a colony of bacteria. The threads
remain delicate and fine so long as they lie in the depth
of the gelatine, but they increase markedly in breadth and
lose their sharp outlines when they reach the surface.

The individual colonies soon run together as the result of
the growth of this network of threads. Under a low
power the threads are seen to be composed of bundles of
bacilh, which usually lie loosely beside each other, but
are at times densely matted together, and have on the
whole a very curved and convoluted course. When the
threads reach the surface liquefaction of the gelatine
occurs in the uppermost layer, which has already become
diffusely opaque as the result of the growth of the

^

colonies.—In puncture cultivations minute hairs spread
in the first place from the line of puncture into the
gelatine in dense rows ; later the accompanying lique-
faction obscures the characteristic growth. On potatoes
a whitish tenacious layer is formed which slowly extends
over the surface.-These bacilli are almost always pre-
sent m specimens of earth taken from the surface of
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fields or gardens, if these specimens are either directly

dusted over gelatine plates, or if a watery extract of

the earth is made and mixed with the gelatine.

The following hacilli have also heen more or less

accurately described :

—

Bienstoc¥s hacilli from fceces.

Bienstock's These organisms were constantly found in the faeces

tfflces bacilH. ]by Bienstock. They resemble bacillus subtihs in size

and general appearance, but they do not possess spon-

taneous movement; they often form longish threads.

The spores appear in these threads, or even in the

individual rods, usually one in each rod, rarely two, the

spore being generally somewhat nearer one end than the

Morpliological other. The size of the spore is about the same as that

characters. ^j^g spores of subtilis ; the whole substance of the

spore can be stained with warm aniline fuchsine, and is

not decolourised by nitric acid ; with methylene bluo

only a faint staining of the periphery takes place. When

the spore sprouts the ellipsoid form becomes gradually

cylindrical, and the substance of the rod which com-

mences to form at each end gradually extends towards

the middle of the spore, and there becomes united

Cuitiyation. together.—One of this species of bacilli grows out

from the line of puncture in the nutrient gelatine

like a mesentery ;
[main branches of a whitish-yellow

colour run out into the gelatine in all direcdons,

these branches being united together by smaller anasto-

moses.—The second species grows in the form of white

glistening colonies, at first smooth, but later somewhat

uneven on the surface, the margins of these colonies

showing projections like bunches of grapes; in the

course of 10 or 12 hours it extends over the whole

surface of the nutrient substratum.
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Bacterkm Zoiifii.

This organism was isolated by Kurth from the intestine gurth's baU-

of fowls. It presents the form of bacilli S to 1 fi. in baciUus.

breadth, and 2 to 5 in length, usually in active move-

ment. These bacilli form long threads, which, when

growing in gelatine, show numerous bends ;
in fact

regular spiral forms may occur, or in some cases felted

structures or circular patches; all sorts of other bondings

and twistings may also be seen. In fluids bacterium

Fig. 114.—Bacterium Zopfii (after Kurth^ X 740.

a, threads with commencLng formation of balls.

b, breaking up into rods.
c, breaking up into round segments.
e and/, spiriUa and spirulina threads.

Zopfii always forms straight threads, and this has led

Kurth to the conclusion that the origin of the beudings

in the gelatine cultivations is a mechanical effect, and
he supposes that, given a certain length of thread,

and a corresponding rapidity of growth, the resistance

which the gelatine offers to the penetration of the thread

is greater than the rigidity of the rod. After some time Ball forma-
tion.
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dense balls are formed ; in these balls the threads become

broken up into short or long pieces, varying from 6 to

50 n. in length ; the short portions grow and bend almost

always laterally from the original direction of the thread.

Formation c£ After some time growth ceases, and the organism be-

bodils^''^ comes broken up into spherical individuals, described

by Kurth as cocci. The rows of cocci remain in the

gelatine united in the form of balls; when sown on new

gelatine, rods and threads are again formed within 16

hours. The round forms appear when the nutrient ma-

terials are becoming exhausted
;
they are not able to

multiply by fission, but they can under favourable cir-

cumstances sprout out in the form of short rods.

Biscuit-shaped pairs of cocci also occur, which are,

however, regarded by Kurth only as a more or less

advanced stage of the subdivision of a rod into two

cocci. These biscuit-shaped pairs at times show swarm-

ing movement. The behaviour of the cocci when

dried appears to be especially important; while the

rods die in the dry state after 52 to 108 hours these

Ave these COCCUS forms live for 17 to 26 days. The cocci also

spherical
^
retain their vitality for a very long time, for even more

bo ie& »pores

^^^^ ^^^^^ exhausted nutrient solution. From

the biological characters mentioned above, and in corre-

spondence with our previous definition of micrococci

and spores respectively, Kurth looks on these spherical

forms as spores. On the other hand, we have the fact

that the round cells of this bacterium are not much more

highly refracting than the bacilli, that they stain intensely

with aniline brown, and that there is no difference between

them and the bacilli in their resisting power to high

temperatures. Nevertheless a higher refracting power,

difficulty in staining, and resistance against heat have

not as yet been looked on as indispensable for the

assumption that any given cell is a spore, and as a

matter of fact such an assumption cannot be made so

long as the general characters have been studied on only

a MBvj small proportion of the existing spores. The only

two iiTiportant criteria which must be required on the

part of a spore are a certain resistance against external
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influences which favours the maintenance of the species,

and more especially a resistance against the effect of

drying ; and secondly, the fact that these cells do not

multiply, but can give rise to an organism resembling

the mother organism. These two requirements are

completely fulfilled in the case of the round cells of

bacterium Zopf ii, and hence we have in this case un-

doubtedly a spore formation which only differs from the

other spore forms as yet known in that the resistant

properties depend less on a thickening of the cell con-

tents than, probably, on an alteration of the cell mem-

brane.

These bacilli grow well on nutrient jelly (2 per cent. Cultivations,

meat extract and 2^ per cent, gelatine). After 24

hours a thick, whitish-yellow layer is formed along the

line of inoculation, and in the course of the following

24 hours white anastomosing lines develop, and pro-

ject from the original line in radiating directions, so

that the appearance of the colony when looked at super-

ficially is that of the mycelium of a fungus. The
growth, however, only occurs on or under the surface,

and never extends above it; on the other hand

the organism requires a large amount of ox3'gen, and

does not grow therefore in the deeper layers of the

gelatine. No growth occurs on blood serum ; a diffuse

turbidity occurs at first in a 2 per cent, solution of

meat extract, and later a thick, whitish deposit is

formed at the bottom. The optimum of temperature

seems to be about 20° C. ; the swarming movements
of the rods cease at from 33° to 37° C. ; from
37° to 40° C. involution forms appear, and when this

temperature is continued for some time the bacilli lose

their vitality.—Experiments on animals show that tha
bacilli are harmless saprophytes.

Bacillus megateriim (de Bary).

This organism was first observed by de Bary on Morphological

boiled cabbage leaves. It presents the form of rods
'^^''''"•^t'^i's-

2-5 /I. in thickness, and cylindrical in form, with rounded
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Spore forma-
tion.

Germination
of the spores,

Cultivation.

ends ; it elongates till it is four to six times as long

as broad, and then divides transversely into two halves
;

when acted on by alcohol or tincture of iodine the rods

are seen to be composed of short segments. They are

slightly bent; at times they form chains, which, however,

rarely consist of many segments. The rods are in con-

stant, though relatively slow, movement ;
flagella have

not been observed. At a later period it can be seen

that each rod is composed of four to six isodiametric

cells, separated from each other by delicate transverse

divisions ; a small, round, highly refracting body soon

appears in the cell, this body iacreasing in size while

the surrounding protoplasm gradually disappears

;

after a few hours it be-

comes converted into a

longish cylindrical spore.

The latter is very highly

refracting, of a bluish ap-

pearance ; the membrane

of the mother cell gradu-

ally disappears ; and the

spore becomes free.

During the process of

formation of the spores

the movement of the

Fig.llS.-BaciUnsmegaterinm. (After rods beCOmeS slower, but

de Bary.) ^qq^ ^ot entirely cease.

a, chain of rods X 250. When the spore germi-
0, short rods X 000.

-, , .t
2), their appearance after the action of xiates itS dark OUtune

e-/,B°p^M formation. and its highly refracting

g-m, germination of spores X 600.
gj^aracter disappear, and

it gradually increases in size till it has attained the normal

breadth of the rod. When this has occurred a dehcatc

membrane, which is torn transversely or obliquely, is

suddenly separated from the surface, and the rod

passes out of this membrane.—The bacilli grow at

20° G. in solutions of grape sugar and meat extract, or

in meat extract alone with or without gelatine. The

gelatine is liquefied as the result of the growth of the

bacilli.
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Bacillus tumescens (Zopf).

This organism was observed by Zopf on boiled carrots kept

fairly moist ; it forms there a tough, wrinkled whitish skin,

which consists of small disc-like gelatinous masses. The skin

contains narrow rods arranged in zooglasa forms, these rods

forming at a later period shorter joints, and in these shorter

joints spores. Its other characters are not as yet known.

Bacillus ulna (Cohn).

This organism was first observed by Cohn, and then by Praz-
mowski, in. decoctions of boiled egg albumen, and also under
the shell of an egg. They are rods 1-5 to 2-2 in breadth and
of varying length, attaining at least 3 fi. ; they are mobile. As
regards the formation of threads and spores, they resemble
bacillus subtilis ; the spores are 2-5 to 2-8 /j.. in length, and
over 1 fi. in breadth. This organism only grows on soil which
is rich in albumen, for example, in decoctions of boiled egg
albiimen. These fluids become turbid on the day after inocu-
lation, and cloudy masses are formed, which after some time
collect on the sm-face of the fluid, and there run together to
form a thick, but dry skin ; the latter consists of very long
matted bundles and balls of pseudo-threads. There is no
formation of any gelatinous material. Fructification occurs
in the skm on the thu-d or fourth day. The pieces of albumen
are not attacked to any marked degree by the growth of the
bacilli

;
they retain their consistence and do not give rise to

any putrefactive odour.

Bacillus Sansenii (Easmussen).

Motile rods 2-8 to 6 /x. in length, and -6 to S /j.. in breadth.
They form spores l"? /x. in length and ll ^. in breadth.
They give rise to a whitish-yellow skin on meat infusion,
malt decoction, &c., at a temperature of 31° to 33° C. On
potatoes the gi-owth is of a chrome-yellow colour ; at a later
period it becomes drier and orange-yellow, or yellowish-brown
in colour, and gives off a fruity odour. The pigment is in-
soluble in all the ordinary media (water, alcohol, chloroform
lyes, acids).

Bacillus tremulus.

Shorter and thinner than bacillus subtilis, with a flagellura
at each end. It hasa peculiar tremulous or rotatory movement
ihe spore is thicker than the body of the bacillus, and it pro-
jects from the bacillus like a bladder; the completely formed
•spore usually appears on one side of the rod. When the c^rowth
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is luxuriant, there are usually two or three completely formed
spores and some imperfect ones.—This organism was found
by Koch on putrefying vegetable infusions, on which it forms
a thick gelatinous skin.

Bacteriwn merismojpedio'ides (Zopf).

This organism was found by Zopf in a decoction of stinking

mud from the Panke river. "It forms threads which are

not constant as regards thickness, but vary between 1 and
1'5

fj..
They divide in the first instance into long I'ods, then

into short rods, and finally into cocci. It is clear that as the

threads have varying diameters so the cocci must varj'

correspondingly in size. The latter become free, and then

show active movement. When they come to rest they form
on the surface of the water masses or superficial scums, as the

result of continued division in one direction ; and later, as the

result of division in two directions, the very characteristic

' tafel ' colonies are produced, which are morphologically quite

similar to the little tablets of the merismopedic state of the

phycochromaceffi. These colonies consist of 64 x 64 cells or

more. Their walls become gelatinous as time goes on. When
the colonies are numerous, and in close contact with each

other, their gelatinous sheaths run together, and thus we
have a continuous zooglsea which always forms a thin scum
on the surface of the water.—The cocci swarm under suitable

nutrient conditions (in fresh mud decoction) out of the tablet

zoogleea, and again develop to rods and threads." The de-

scription given by Zopf, and the fact that the cultivations

were exclusively carried on in fluid media, give rise to the

suspicion that the observations depend on the presence of

a mixture of various kinds of bacteria.
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III. SPIRILLA.

Spibillum Cholbe^ Asiatics.

{Kommabacillus, Bacille-virgule cholerigene.)

Numerous investigations formerly made with the view
of finding the causal organism of cholera, which was
long suspected to exist, led to no certain results ; the
discovery of micro-organisms by Pacini in 1854, and by
Klob in 1867, were of no value. It was not till 1884 Koch's dis-

that Koch succeeded in discovering as the causal agent chole7a°*
of Asiatic cholera a peculiar species of bacteria which bacilli,

can be constantly demonstrated in the intestinal con-
tents and in the dejecta of those suffering from cholera,
and which is never found in the intestinal contents in
healthy persons, nor in those suffering from other
diseases

; it is exclusively hmited to the cholera intes-
tine, and is present there in largest numbers the more
violent the disease. These bacteria are very srnall,

generally bent like a " comma," but at times forming
long screw-like threads, and they grow in nutrient gela-
tine, on plates and in puncture cultivations, in the
form of characteristic colonies which slowly hquefy the
gelatine.

On examination of numerous cases of cholera, Koch Condition of
was unable to find, in the blood or organs, in intestine

spite of the most careful investigations, any bacteria
^

which could be suspected as taldng part in the infec-

'

tion; this result might have been expected, as the
important pathological alterations only occur in the
intestine, and not at all, or only to a subordinate degreem the hver, spleen, kidneys, &c. (Virchow*). In the
intestine Koch found various alterations accordinc^ to

* Verhandl. d. ChoL-Conferonz., 2 Jahr, 1885.
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In acute un-
complicated
cases of
cholera.

In more pro-
tracted cases.

In typhoid
cases.

Methods em-
ployed for the
demonstration
of the cholera
bacilli.

the intensity and duration of the process. In some
cases running a very acute course there was only slight

swelling and rosy red coloration of the mucous mem-
bnvne of the small intestine ; and the contents of the
intestine were colourless like rice-water, or better, like

gruel. In these cases the comma bacilli were usually

present in very large numbers in the intestinal contents,

often almost in pure cultivation. If the morbid process

had lasted longer the mucous membrane showed some-
what more marked alterations ; more especially there

was a patchy redness, which was particularly noticeable

at the margins of the follicles and of Peyer's patches.

At the same time it was found that the comma bacilli

had penetrated into the mucous membrane ; in sections

the comma bacilli were found in the tube-like glands,

and had to some extent penetrated between the epi-

thelium and the basal membrane. Nearer the surface

other bacteria were also frequently present, usually

thicker or finer bacilli which had passed more or less

deeply into the mucous membrane ; but this had evi-

dently occurred after the entrance of the comma bacilli,

which always lay most deeply, and which had, as it were,

prepared the way for the other bacteria.—In a third cate-

gory of the cases all sorts of secondary alterations had

occurred in consequence of the longer duration of the

disease ; the lower portion of the small intestine was of

a dark brownish red colour, the mucous membrane

showed superficial htemorrhages, and at times it had

undergone a superficial necrosis, and was covered with

diphtheritic deposits. In correspondence with this, the

intestinal contents were no longer colourless, but con-

sisted of a bloody stinking fluid, and in it the comma

bacilli were often difiicult to recognise on account of

the presence of numerous other kinds of bacteria.

—

In all these cases Koch found that the following was the

best method for discovering the bacilli. For their

demonstration he employed either fresh dejecta, where

possible those of a soupy character ; or the contents of

the ileum obtained on post-mortem examination ; or

clothes which had been soiled with dejecta. Koch has
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observed that the comma bacilli usually multiply rapidly

on moist liuen or moist earth, and that it is not till

after 2 or 3 days that other forms of bacteria have

gained the upper hand. Hence shirts and bed-clothes,

even when they have been kept for some time, are as a

rule still suitable for the discovery of the comma bacilli.

—

The microscopical investigation was made by spreading Microscopical

out on cover glasses a drop of the dejecta, or, better, one
of the small mucous flakes which are usually present in

large numbers in the turbid fluid, and which contain

the largest numbers of the comma bacilli ; these cover

glasses were then dried, heated, and stained for 1 to 5
minutes with warm methylene blue or fuchsine solutions.

It is often difficult to recognise the comma bacilli with Modification

certainty among the large number of other bacteria
; by^LTteUus.

according to Schottelius it is of advantage in these
cases, after mixing the dejecta with double the quantity
of faintly alkaline meat infusion, to let it stand in an
open vessel for 12 hours in a warm place (30° to 40° C).
Under these circumstances the comma bacilli multiply
chiefly at the surface of the fluid, and by takmg a speci-

men from the surface, preparations are obtained which
contain almost exclusively comma bacilli in such numbers
as are only otherwise found in the typical soupy dejecta.

—

It is more difficult to demonstrate the comma bacilli in Demonstra-
sections of the intestinal mucous membrane. In cases °/ comma

which follow a very aicute course the bacilli scarcely fens^orthr"
seem to penetrate into the mucous membrane at all : in
Old cases the bacilli which have passed into the mem- "lembrano.

brane have long since died, and only other bacteria
which entered afterwards are found. The comma bacilli
are best demonstrated in sections of intestinal mucous
membrane which is in the state of patchy redness de-
scribed above

; under these circumstances they can be
almost always found in sections through the red border
of the follicles. They are best stained with alkaline
methylene blue

; a suitable method of double stainin^r
has not as yet been found, and this is so much the
more to be regretted as it is by no means easy to see
the comma bacilli in the midst of the cells and nuclei

27
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Difficulties of
their demon-
stration in
sections.

Demonstra-
tion by
ctiltivation.

Constant
presence of
comma bacilli

in all cases of
cholera.

which are stained in a similar manner. An additional

difficulty is caused by the fact that the bacilli only

rarely lie in the same plane, and seldom show the

"comma" form distinctly; as a rule the curve is

directed more or less upwards or downwards, or the

comma may stand almost vertical ; in all these cases a

form results which differs markedly from that of the

comma bacilli in cover glass preparations, where they

are as a rule lying horizontally in one plane. Hence

isolated comma bacilli cannot be recognised in the

tissue with certainty; but where small groups are

present there are usually some which show a distinct

comma form, and which thus lead us to a correct con-

clusion as to the other individuals which are less favour-

ably placed. If these difficulties are borne in mind, the

comma bacilli can be demonstrated in the intestinal

mucous membrane with complete certainty.

Much better than the microscopical examination for

the demonstration of the comma bacilli is the method

by cultivation, which, in fact, never fails for the dis-

covery of other bacteria also, such as typhoid bacilli,

even when a large number of microscopical specimens

have failed to show any organisms. The cultivation is

made in the usual manner by introducing a small

mucous flake from the dejecta, or from the soiled linen,

into a vessel containing liquefied gelatine (5 or 10 per

cent.) ; from the original vessel two dilutions are usually

made; the contents of all the three vessels are then

poured out on glass plates, and after 24, or at most 48

hours, characteristic colonies appear, which are so typical

that the diagnosis of the presence or absence of the

comma bacilli can be made with certaintj'.

By the aid of these methods it has been demonstrated

that the comma bacilli are constantly present in every

distinct case of Asiatic cholera, and also that they are

only found in this disease, and never under normal con-

ditions nor in the case of any other disease. Koch has

investigated the dejecta or the intestinal contents in

about 100 cases of cholera in Egypt, India, and

Toulon ; Nicati and Rietsch have investigated 31 cases
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in Marseilles, Pfeiffer 12 cases in Paris; cholera patients

have also been examined by Babes and Watson Cheyne

in Paris, by van Ermengem in Marseilles, by Armanni

and Fede in Naples, by Schottelius in Turin, by Ceci

in Genoa, and also by Klein, Buchner, &c. In all these

cases comma bacilli have been demonstrated in the

dejecta, or in the intestinal contents. In microscopical A few negative

observations the comma bacilli were distinctly recognised microscopical

in by far the greatest majority of the cases. Some observations,

observers never failed to find them by this method of

investigation ; the majority have, however, here and
there obtained negative results. The number of these

negative results will probably be still further reduced by
the general use of Schottelius' method.—On the other Constant dis-

band plate cultivations have never failed in the hands of V
, , means of
the observers mentioned above. It is true that the comma cultivation,

bacilli were not found in every specimen of the dejecta,

more especially in old or complicated cases ; but the
examination of several specimens of dejecta during the
course of the disease, or of the intestinal contents after

death, always yielded positive results. It is probable
that greater difficulties will be experienced in demon-
strating the bacilli in very mild cases, such as frequently
appear to occur during cholera epidemics in individuals
but slightly predisposed to the disease. It may be that
in these cases the number of the bacilH is so small, and
their presence in the dejecta so temporary, that a certain
diagnosis will not be always possible. Hence in this
direction the capabiHties of the method have as yet to
be determined.

Comma bacilli have only been found in the vomit in Occurrence of
small numbers, on two occasions by Koch, and on three ^=^01111

occasions by Nicati and Kietsch, but in these cases it is &o
possible that the material vomited was the intestinal
contents which had passed into the stomach. Nicati
and Eietsch also found comma bacilli in a few instances
in the bile duct and in the gall bladder.—The blood and
the other organs, even the mesenteric glands and liver
were always free from comma bacilli.

'
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Emmerich's
denial of the
constant pre-
sence of
comma bacilli,

Exclusive
limitation of

the comma
bacilli to the
cholera pro-
cess.

Similar bacilli.

It is necessary for the demonstration of the comma l)acilli

that the observer must be thoroughly acquainted with the
methods employed by Koch, and where the first experiments
of an observer give negative results, they by no means prove
the absence of the comma bacilli. Thus Emmerich in his

investigations failed at iirst in two cases to find the comma
bacilli, while in eighteen further cases he was able to demon-
strate their presence; as the result of this fact, which evidently
quite harmonises with the above-mentioned positive results,

Emmerich* raises one of his fundamental objections to Koch's
views, by statiiig that the comma bacilli are not constantly

found in cholera patients. In further confirmation of this

assei-tion Emmerich brings forward erroneously the evidence
of Schottelius, who, like all other authors, and like Koch him-
self, was not able to demonstrate the comma bacilli in all

cases by microscopical examination, but who distinctly states,

in the A^ery paper cited by Emmerich, " that according to his

experience the plate method always gives a positive result

even in those cases in which, as the result of microscopical

examination of numerous siDecimens, no comma bacilli could

be found with certainty in the dejecta."

f

• In order to demonstrate that the comma bacilli were

exclusively limited to the cholera process, Koch has

made very numerous control investigations. He has,

however, never been able to find these organisms in

normal intestinal contents, in diarrha3ic stools, or in

patients who had recovered from cholera. In like

manner the very numerous investigations made by other

observers in this direction have given without exception

a negative result ; nowhere except in the dejecta of

Asiatic cholera, or on objects which had been soiled

with these dejecta (clothes, the water of a tank), have

the characteristic comma bacilli described by Koch been

found.

On several occasions similar comma-shaped bacilli

have been seen, and at first these were erroneously iden-

tified with Koch's comma bacilli ; but on more accurate

study, although morj)hological differences could not

be made out, biological distinctions were nevertheless

found between these various species and the true cholera

bacilli, these distinctions being sufficient to allow of

* Arch.f. Hygiene, vol. iii., p. 298.

t Deutsche vied. Woch., Nr. 14, 1885.
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their differentiation from each other. This was the

case, for example, with the spirilla observed by Finkler

and Prior in dejecta, by Deneke in cheese, and by Lewis

and Miller in the deposit on teeth. (See below.)

Even KocK's opponents have had to admit that their efforts

to find Koch's comma bacilli elsewhere than in the dejecta of

cholera patients have completely failed. Klein was compelled

by Watson Cheyne's objections to make such an admission;

and Buchner says in his most recent publication, " Koch's

assertion that the vibrio found by him in the cholera process is

exclusively limited to that process has as yet been unshaken." *

In peculiar contrast to this statement of Buchner's is one Admission of

made by his fellow-worker Emmerich in the same number of
^^g'^^^gjuj

the Archiv fur Hygiene, p. 358 :
" The markedly alkaline exu- to cholera,

dation, rich in oxygen, washes out the intestine and removes
the numerous micro-organisms which live there, while, on the

other hand, it forms an admirable nutrient medium for Koch's
vibrios, which also occur in limited numbers in the normal
intestine, and which multiply enormously in cholera, and in

many cases awake the suspicion that they are causally con-

nected with the alterations." In support of this assertion. Unfounded
which is of such extreme importance with regard to the ohjection^by

etiology of cholera, Emmerich has brought forward no proof,
either from those portions of his experiments as yet published,
or from those of any other investigator, and hence the state-

ment is simply incorrect.

Hence we can no longer doubt that Koch's comma Deductions-
bacilli occur constantly and exclusively in Asiatic ^'""^

cholera; further, that they are found in the intestine in occurrence's

numbers which are larger according as the cholera runs bacilTiTnd
a purer and more typical course, and they are present
• i-i, • L L- -1, 1 • tion to them tJae intestine m largest numbers at those parts where cholera

the cholera process has set up the most marked altera-

tions, namely, in the lower portion of the small intes-

tine. This coincidence cannot be an accidental one;
on the contrary, the two phenomena, the cholera
process on the one hand, and the appearance of the
comma bacilli on the other, must stand to each other
in the^ relation of cause and effect. In explana- Necessity for
tion of this constant concurrence we have only two "•ssuming an

possibilities. Either the cholera process is the cause cSS£
of the presence of the large numbers of the comma comma bacTiii

* Arch.f. Hygiene, vol. iii., 1885, p. 438. cholera.
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bacilli, or the comma bacilli cause the cholera process.
On the first assumption there are again two explana-
tions of the appearance of the comma bacilli : either
these organisms multiply to a great extent as the re-

sult of the cholera process from a few comma bacilli
CLolcra can^ Constantly present in the normal intestine : against thisnot be tne -i , ,

' o
cause of the nowever, we liave the constant negative results of

the commT
°^ ^^^^i^erous investigations of normal intestinal contents,

bacilli. along with the other necessary assumption that if this

view is correct the comma bacilli must be distributed in

a very remarkable manner, and must be constantly pre-

sent in the normal intestine of Indians and Egyptians,
as well as in that of Europeans ; and further, that as

the result of any disease we have never as yet observed
a similar constant and exclusive development of a de-

finite form of bacteria under the favouring influence

of the disease. It is evidently quite erroneous to bring

forward as an analogous case the constant presence of

oidium lactis in sour milk,* in which from the con-
stancy of its presence (though as a matter of fact it is

not constantly present) one might come to an erroneous

conclusion as to the etiological rdle of the oidium, for in

this example the second condition necessary to prove an
etiological connection between the comma bacilli and
the cholera process is absent, namely, the exclusive

limitation of the occurrence of these organisms to cases

of cholera ; on the contrary, in the case of oidium lactis

we have to do with an organism which is extremely

widely distributed everywhere, and which can be demon-

strated in other places than in sour milk, and without

any production of acid, and hence it is very easy to see

that it does not stand in any etiological relation to the

formation of acid. There is exactly the same objection

to the other organisms, such as the aspergilli, which

have likewise been brought forward by Buchuer as

evidence against the etiological significance of the

comma bacilli. On the other hand, we do not know a

single example in the whole range of mycology where the

constant and exclusive occurrence of a definite species

* Bucliner, MUnchner drzll Ini. Bl., 1885, Nr. 50.
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of bacterium in any process does not at the same time

imply an etiological relation between the two.

The second hypothesis of the occurrence of comma

bacilli in cholera is still more unlikely, namely, that

Koch's comma bacilli have been developed as the result

of the influence of the cholera disease from other species

of vibrio which are normally present in the intestine.

Such a transformation of one species of bacteria into

another which is well characterised, and which has

remained unaltered in its properties for years when

cultivated under a great variety of conditions, has as

yet never been observed, and certainly not in such a

regularly recurring and exclusive manner, under the

influence of a definite morbid process. Such an hypo-

thesis is without any foundation, and directly contradicts

all the facts which have been obtained as the result of

observation and experiment.

Hence in the present state of our knowledge we can A.s a conae-

come to no other logical conclusion than that Koch's ^^^^^^^^^^^

comma bacilli are the cause of cholera. With the same

right with which we infer the etiological significance of cause of

the spirilla of relapsing fever, of the leprosy bacilli, of

typhoid bacilli, &c., from their constant and exclusive

occurrence in these diseases ; with the same right

with which we must look on the syphilis bacilli as the

cause of the disease as soon as their constant and ex-

clusive occurrence in syphilitic new formations has been

certainly proved, we must also recognise that the comma
bacilli, on account of the proof of their constant and

exclusive presence, are the only and sufficient cause of

Asiatic cholera.

The following facts have up to the present time been Morphological

ascertained with regard to the morphological and bio- J'^'^^'-'^cters of

I'll , n-TT , , , comma
logical characters of Koch s comma bacilli :— bacilli.

The comma bacilli usually present the appearance of
short curved rods, which, under certain circumstances
remain in connection with each other, and form long
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screw-like twisted threads, and therefore in their simplest
form may bo looked on as fragments of spirilla. The
average length of the individual curved bacillus is about
1*5 varying between '8 and 2 m. ; the average
thickness is from i to i of the length. The youngest
individuals either show a very slight curve or no curve
at all

;
the more fully formed ones generally show in

fresh unstained specimens a distinct curve, sometimes
only a slight bend, sometimes a full half circle ; in the
dried and stained specimens a larger number show a
less curve or are even straight, the difference being due
to the method of preparation. After division the two
mdividuals often remain united together, and thus,

• r

Fig. 116.—(After Koch. ) Cover glass preparation
from the border of a drop of meat infusion con-
taining- a pure cultivation of the comma bacilli.

Long screw-like threads {a) X 600.

according to the age and degree of development, they

form short and slight, or longer and more markedly

bent and S-shaped figures ; when examined in drop cul-

tivations it may be seen that the two component parts

of the " S " do not lie in one plane, but represent the

commencement of a screw. As the result of the pre-

paration we not uncommonly find in stained preparations

e-shaped forms ; it is probable that in this case the

rods have become bent and displaced in the middle, so

that the concavities, which were originally opposed to

Spirilla. ^ach other, now look in the same direction.—In drop

cultivations there is almost always a formation of long

screw-like threads or true spirilla, which may consist of

] 0, 20, or 30 narrow turns ; this continued adhesion of

the newly developed individuals, to which the spirilla
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owe their origin, is only observed in cultivations which

are kept moderately warm. It is only relatively seldom

that these spirilla can be well demonstrated in stained

Fig. 117.—(After Koch.) Cover glass

preparation.

Cholera dejecta on moist linen (two
clays old). Marked multiplication
of the comma bacilli among which are
S-shaped forms (a) X 600.

Fig. 118.—(After Koch.) Cover glass

preparation from the contents of the
intestine in a case of cholera.

Nuclei of the dead epithelial cells (a).

Semicircular comma bacillus (6).

Very characteristic arrangement of the
comma bacillus (c) X 600.

cover glass preparations ; as a rule the turns appear

more or less opened out, so that we find almost straight

threads ; or the threads become torn, and we only

obtain short fragments.—Hence the morphological

characters of the comma bacilli are best studied in

drop cultivations ; in order to prepare these cultiva-

tions a drop of alkaline meat infusion (for the method,
see the last chapter) is placed on a cover glass infected

with a minute quantity of a cultivation of comma bacilli,

and then so fixed on a hollow slide by the aid of vaseline

that the drop hangs into the depression in the slide.

The preparation is now kept at from 25° to 30° C, and
the further development of the spirilla is watched from
time to time by means of a high power (oil immersion).
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Movement of
the comma
biioilli.

By the employment of this method we also see that

the comma hacilli are motile. The movement is as a

rule very active, either turning round their axis or shoot-

ing forwards; in the case of the longer spirilla it is

slower, and more of an oscillating character. The

movement is, as a rule, most active at the margin of the

drop, in the neighhourhood of the air.

The comma hacilli multiply very rapidly.—When the

maximum of development has occurred in a drop culti-

Tnvolxiticn

forms.

jijg ii9__(After Koch.) Section of the intestinal

mucotis membrane from a case of cholera.

A Brunner's gland (a) cut transversely.

In the interior (b) and between the epithelinm and the

basal membrane (c) are numerous comma bacilli X
600.

vation involution appearances generally commence, at

first in a few, and later in numerous individuals. The

dying bacilli lose their characteristic form, shrivel up or

swelf out, and in such a state take up the colouring

matter only slightly or not at all. In the swollen

plumper rod there is often such a subdivision of that

portion of the plasma which takes on the stain that, on

treatment with aniline colours, an unstained spot remains

in the middle of the rod which recalls the appearance

of the spores of other bacteria, and has in fact been

erroneously looked on as spores. Further, according to
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Babes, longer and broader spirilla are formed in nutrient

media containing alcobol, and at tbe end of tbese

spirilla large round bladder-like dilatations appear ; tbe

latter tbeu become detacbed, and may remain visible

for a considerable time wbile tbe tbread breaks up.

Tbese spberes, as well as tbe spindle and flask-sbaped

forms wbicb also occur, are in reality sterile involution

structures.

As yet no multiplication of tbe comma bacilli by

means of undoubted spores bas been observed. Against

tbe probability of spore formation we bave tbe observa-

}

Pig. 121.—Easting forms of tte cliolera

spirilla according to Hueppe.

a, breaking up of a comma bacillus into

two spheres.
b and c, formation of spheres in spirilla.

d and e, groups of spheres.
Fig. 120.—^Involution forms f, spirilla with spheres from an old cul-

ofthe cholera spirilla (after tivation.
Ermengem) X 700. g, germination of the spheres.

tion made by Kocb tbat in dejecta, linen, soil, &c.,

impregnated witb cultivations no living comma bacilli

can be demonstrated if tbe objects bave been tborougbly

dried for a sbort time.

Tbe involution forms just described, and tbe peculiar Apparent

distribution of tbe colouring matter as tbe result of tloT
degeneration of tbe rods, bave frequently led to tbe

erroneous assumption tbat spores were formed. Tbus
Carillon* and Ferranf bave described tbe spberical

dilatations, and CeciJ tbe formation of tbe unstained
portions as processes of fructification

; Ferrau, in fact,

* Semaine midicale, 1884, Nov.

t Gazeta medica Catalana, 1885, Jan.

X Semaine medicale, 1885, March.
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thinks that he has proved that the comma bacilli form part

of the cycle of development of a mould fungus (Perono-

spora).—Kecently Hueppe* has described a resting form

of the comma bacilli. As the nutrient soil becomes

exhausted long twisted threads are in the first place

formed ; then at one part of such a thread we have the

production of two spheres which are only slightly larger

than the diameter of the thread, and are more highly

refracting. After a little two or four other spheres appear

along the thread, and at times actual zooglsea heaps,

composed of numbers of spheres, are observed. These

spheres, which are immobile, do not multiply by sub-

division, but, according to Hueppe's direct observations,

they gradually lose their refracting power and elongate

to form a short rod, which then after further growth

assumes the comma form, and subdivides when it has

attained the " S " shape.

Even if this observation of tlie sprouting of these bodies

were correct,—and Hueppe has only succeeded in observing

it three times, and it is not impossible that in these cases

he was deceived on account of the great difficulties of the

investigation,—it would not necessarily follow that we have

here to do with a spore or with a resting form. It is quite

conceivable that in the course of the involution of the

spirilla a portion of the plasma retains its power of develop-

ment, although this portion cannot be looked on as a spore ;

such an idea would only be justified when it was clearly

shown that this body was distinctly more resistant, and

hence of service for the maintenance of the species, and that

it could resist drying and concurrence with saprophytes

f
better than the comma bacilli. Such qualities have, however,

any proof of not been demonstrated, either in the case of Hueppe's

greater resist- spheres, or in the case of the resting forms of the author^;

ing power.
^^g^io^giy mentioned. Hueppe, it is true, says shortly

that the spheres observed by him are more resistant against

drying than the bacilli ; but on account of the great importance

of such a fact this assertion ought to have been accompanied

by detailed proof, and this was so much the more requu-ed

as Koch and his pupils have made very numerous experiments

by drying a great variety of cholera cultivations, and among

these, doubtless, some which contained Hueppe's spheres,

without having met with any exception to the slight resisting

power of the bacilli.

Fortschr. der Mcdlcln, 1885, Nr. 19.
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Fi"'. 122.—Colonies of cholera spirilla

X 100.

a, after 20 hours.

„ 30 „
c, „ 36 „
d, „ 48 „

At c there is commencing liquefaction

of the gelatine ; at d the colony has
sunk to the bottom of the funnel-
shaped liquefied area.

The comma bacilli cau be readily cultivated in very Behaviour of

various nutrient media. On gelatine plates they form bacillTin'"'

after 24 hours at 22° C. very minute white points which cultivations.-

under a low power present the appearance of small round

whitish-yellow refracting discs, without any sharp out-

line, and with an ir-

regular and wavy
margin. These discs

become gradually
larger, they retain their

faint yellow colour,

which only becomes a

little darker at the

central part, but with-

out any formation of

zones, and the irregu-

lar outline becomes

more distinct; the same irregularity and roughness ex-

tends over the whole surface of the spherical colony, and

as a consequence it pre-

sents a distinctly granular

or furrowed appearance.

The highly refracting
character of these colonies

gives them a clear shiny

appearance, and the sur-

face of the plate looks as if

it had been sprinkled over

with small bits of glass.

The gelatine now begins

to undergo gradual lique-

faction ; even with the

naked eye the gelatine on
the plates appears some-
what depressed at the parts

where the colonies lie ; a

small, sharply- defined

funnel, containing fluid,

is gradually formed at this place, the colony lying at the
bottom of the funnel. The liquefaction only extends

Microscopical
appearance of
the colonies in
nutrient jelly.

Pig. 12,3.—Puncture cultivation of
Koch's comma bacillus.

two days old.
b, four days old.
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slowly. Where there is sufficient space between the

individual colonies the funnels measure at their surface

scarcely 1 mm. in diameter after 48 hours growth at

22° C, and even after 72 hours their extent is not

markedly greater.—Under the microscope the appear-

ance is less characteristic after the commencement of

the liquefaction. The margin of the area of liquefaction

is circular, and has, for the most part, a sharp outline

;

further inwards a grey circular zone is formed which

contains fluid and small fragments of the colony ; in the

centre the latter appears as a yellowish-hrown, dull,

irregularly granular disc with indistinct outline.

FuBctnre Puncture cultivations in gelatine show, after 24 to 48
oultivations.

^^^^^^ ^ whitish turbidity along the track of the needle,

and around this a slight amount of liquefaction. In

this way a thin tube is formed, which contains at its

peripheral part almost clear fluid, and at its central

part the original whitish thread. Towards the surface

of the gelatine this tube dilates in a funnel shape, the

upper diameter of which has attained the extent of

about I cm. after 48 hours. This funnel is also filled

with fluid, the level of which is often markedly lower

than the surface of the gelatine, so that the upper por-

tion of the funnel only contains air ; this gives rise to

the impression, on cursory examination, as if an air

bubble filled the uppermost portion of the funnel.—This

appearance, however, is not observed in every tube;

slight variations from the above description are found

according to the concentration of the gelatine, the

temperature at which it is kept, the mode in which the

puncture is made, and the amount of material intro-

duced. In like manner the one or the other culture

characteristic is found in other species of bacteria, and it

is only the sum total of the characters mentioned which

enables us to differentiate with certainty the comma

bacilli from other species.

After three or four days the puncture cultivation snows

a moderate extension of the funnel and of the tube, and

thus a slow increase of the liquefaction ;
it is not till

after 4 to 6 days that the liquefaction has occurred
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to such an extent that it has reached, at the surface,

the margin of the glass ; after 8 to 14 days the upper

two-thirds of the gelatine is liquefied throughout its

whole extent.

On nutrient agar the comma bacilli form a superficial ^^'j^^^*^'^
T'eii\

greyish-yellow, folded gelatinous layer, without any substrata/

liquefaction of the substratum. These agar cultivations

etain their vitality for a considerable length of time.

—

On potatoes kept at the ordinary temperature no growth

can be observed, but at from 30° to 35° C. a light

brown, and later a more greyish-brown, mucous layer is

formed.

The comma bacilli grow very luxuriantly in neutralised

meat infusion, in blood serum, and in milk, the latter

medium not undergoing any noticeable alteration. In

none of these cultivations is there any development of

putrefactive gases, nor any disagreeable odour ; there

is at most a peculiar aromatic and sweetish smell.

(Buchner alone has observed a development of foul

smell in his cultivations of comma bacilli in meat
infusion.)

On the whole the comma bacilli are not very fastidious Behaviour in

as regards the composition of the nutrient substrata. tions\Td in

It is not till the nutrient solutions become very dilute '^^^.ter.

that the growth ceases. As a rule no multiplication of

comma bacilli takes place in infusions of the strength

ordinarily employed for cultivations if diluted with 40
parts of water, while with somewhat greater concentra-

tion active growth occurs ; in the former case there is a

gradual diminution in the number of the organisms in-

troduced. In water,* even when it contains a relatively

large amount of organic and inorganic material in solu-

tion, there is never any multiplication of the comma
bacilli. It is only where, at the margin of stao--

nant water, there is a local accumulation of nutrient
materials from the presence of a variety of solid particles
in suspension and of pieces of mud that development
occurs, and this takes place especially on the floatinfr
solid pieces, and thus for example we have the explana"^

* According to experiments by Bolton, Zeilschr/. Hygiene, vol. iv.
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.

Eelation to

oxygen.

Influence of

temperature.

tion of the observation made by Koch, which will be

referred to again, as to the multiplication of comma

bacilli in a tank in India.—The comma bacilli are also

sensitive as regards any acid reaction of the nutrient

medium ; the meat infasion, nutrient jelly, &c.,

employed for cultivations must be accurately neutralised,

or, better, slightly alkaline.

The comma bacilli belong to the aerobes in so far as

they only develop with great activity at the surface of

fluid or solid nutrient substrata, where they are in con-

tact with the oxygen of the air; it also appears as if they

only moved actively in the presence of a certain amount

of oxygen. Nevertheless their necessity for oxygen is

by no means so great that they cease entirely to multiply

where that gas is limited in amount or entirely absent

;

on the contrary, in that case the colonies only grow

somewhat more slowly and to a less extent than those

which have developed in the presence of au-. Thus in

gelatine plates which are covered with thin plates of

mica, and in gelatine tubes from which the oxygen has

been expelled by means of hydrogen, a delayed growth

of the comma bacilli occurs, though ultimately one

quite visible to the naked eye;* and it is this sHght

sensitiveness with regard to oxygen that enables the

comma baciUi to multiply to a great degree under all

circumstances, and even in the varying and often rela-

tively slight amount of oxygen which they find in the

intestinal canal.

The temperature has an important influence on the

growth of the cultivations. According to Koch's experi-

ments no growth occurs below 16° C; at 16° or 17° C.

growth is slight, and it does not begin to be active till

about 17° or 18° C; much better culture results are

obtained, however, with temperatures between 22° and

25° C, and this is the temperature at which the gelatine

cultivations should be kept if possible; the optimum of

temperature is considerably higher, namely, between 30°

and 40° C, a temperature at which the gelatine becomes

completely fluid.

* Liborius, Zeitschr.f. Eygiene, vol. i.
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Koch lias also made numerous observations with Conditions

regard to the action of various inhibiting and destructive

agents on the comma bacilli. As regards those hurtful

factors, which most frequently cause the death of patho-

genic bacteria in nature, namely, drying and overgrowth

by saprophytes, it has already been mentioned, when
discussing the question of spore formation, that the

comma bacilli in all their stages of development die

with extraordinary rapidity Avhen dried. If a culti- Drying,

vation is spread out on a cover glass and exposed to the

action of the air at the ordinary temperature the bacilli

are found to be dead after 2 to 3 hours, so that no
development occurs when such a glass is placed in

nutrient jelly. If care is taken to have the culture fluid

in a thicker layer it may be somewhat longer, but never
more than 24 hours before all the comma bacilli are

found to be dead. It follows from the fact of this great

sensitiveness with regard to drying, which is present in
all the stages of development of the comma bacilli, even
in cultures which have been made under the most vary-
ing conditions, that no true resting spores are formed.

—

Further, as the result of these experiments, we must
di-aw the important conclusion that no living comma
bacilli can be contained in any material which is in a
dried or dust-like state; and as it is only from completely
diy surfaces that particles of dust can be detached and
carried to other localities by currents of air, it follows
that a transport of living comma bacilli by the air, and
the production of infection in this way, is impossible.
Comma bacilH which are capable of development can Conclusions as

only be transported through the air for short distances tVcuSJof
when mfective fluids are agitated and bubbles are
detached, as for instance when waves strike against a
quay or on the wheels of a water-mill, or in washing
cholera linen

; in these cases small bubbles of the fluid
containing bacteria may be brought by currents of air
mto contact with predisposed individuals.

The comma bacilli are also very easily injured by the Destruction of
second factor, namely, the overgrowth by saprophytes. hZmlhTWhen mixed with other bacteria they can, if they are '''P^"°i'^yt'^3.

28
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present at first in considerable excess, and if the condi-
tions as regards nutrition, temperature, reaction, and
presence of oxygen, are especially favourable, gain the
upper hand in the first instance, and thus form those
pure cultivations which have been observed on the
clothes of cholera patients, on moist soil impregnated
with dejecta, and in the culture vessels prepared by
Schottelius' method; but after two or three days a

complete alteration in the character of the cultivation

occurs in these cases ; the comma bacilli die, and other

bacteria gradually occupy the whole of the nutrient

substrata. If the saprophytes are in excess in the first

instance, or if the sum total of the conditions of life are

not very favourable to the comma bacilli, the latter do

not multiply at all, but the saprophytic bacteria lead

rapidly to the death of the comma bacilli present, either

by using up the nutrient material, or by producing

poisonous products. According to Koch's experiments,

comma bacilli when added to sewage could no longer be

demonstrated after 24 hours; in the water in the Berlin

Canal they died at the latest after 6 to 7 days. In

impure water also they do not retain their vitahty as a

rule for a longer time, except when they are introduced

in very large quantities.

Length of life If the two hurtful influences above mentioned are

bLmi in'pnre absent the vitality of the comma bacilli may be of

cultivations, long duration. They can be kept alive for months in

fluid, or, at any rate, moist, pure cultivations ; in gela-

tine cultivations they have been found living after 3 to

5 months, in agar cultivations after about 6 mqjiths (in

one case mentioned byHueppe after almost 10 months).

It is evidently not impossible that an equally long pre-

servation of living comma bacilli may at times occur in

linen which is kept moist, on various parts of the soil,

or on some object which is protected from drying and

from the entrance of other bacteria. But under normal

conditions cases of this kind must be of extreme rarity,

for the comma bacilli are almost always destroyed either

by drying or by the presence of such a large quantity of

water that the substratum is overgrown by other bacteria.
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Among other noxious influences the following have Eeiation to

been investigated by Koch, and by Nicati and Eietsch. fnfluence8.°

Low temperatures did not interfere with the vitality of

the comma bacilli, (even—10° C.,) the cultivation having

been completely frozen. On the other hand, high tem-

peratures were very active ; exposure for half an hour to

a temperature of 60° C. caused death with certainty, as

did also boiling of the fluid for a short time. Their
growth is also hindered when, for example, 10 per
cent, of alcohol is added to the nutrient substratum

;

or 2 per cent, of sulphate of iron ; or i per cent, of
carbolic acid ; or per cent, of hydrochloric acid ; or

5 0 per cent, of quinine ; or per cent, of bichloride

of mercury ; the presence of 2 per cent, of common salt

does not interfere with development. With the excep-
tion of bichloride of mercury, these organisms are most
certainly killed by carbolic acid, which renders the
comma bacilli incapable of development when employed
in h per cent, concentration for a few minutes.

_

In order to demonstrate with certainty the etiological Experiments
significance of the comma bacilli it was desirable, if

'^^l^-

possible, to set up the choleraic process in animals by
inoculation of pure cultivations. Nevertheless from the
first there was but little expectation that this mode of
direct experimentation could be employed with success.
For It has been distinctly demonstrated that no animal
of any species is ever naturally attacked with symptoms
similar to those of human cholera, even although they
live m intimate association mth mankind and come in ^

contact with the infective material of cholera in all sorts
of ways and in places where the disease is endemic or
epidemic.

Numerous experiments on animals made formerly
and also in recent times with the dejecta and vomit ofcho era patients with the intestinal contents of cholera
bodies, &c., led to no noteworthy result. On some
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occasions it seemed as if a positive result liad been
obtained, but this was due to error in the experiments

;

thus in Thiersch's experiments white mice became ill

after having been fed on filter paper impregnated with
decomposing cholera dejecta, hut they also became ill

in the same manner if the cholera dejecta were omitted
from the experiments; in like manner in the experi-

ments made quite recently by Kichards in which swine
were fed with very large quantities of cholera dejecta

and died in from J to 2| hours, we may assume with
certainty, from the suddenness of the action, as well as

from the circumstance that the resulting disease could

not be transmitted in any way to other animals, that in

these experiments he had to do with poisoning from
poisonous products contained in the dejecta, and not

with an infection.

Notwithstanding this slight prospect of success the

experiments on animals have been again taken up by

Nicati and Eietsch, Van Ermengem, Koch, &c., since

the discovery and cultivation of the comma bacilli
; and,

as a matter of fact, these authors have succeeded in

finding a mode of infection by which a process at any

rate similar to cholera can be set up in animals by

means of pure cultivations of these organisms. Accord-

ing to the facts mentioned above as to the immunity of

these animals to every sort of natural infection, it could

hardly be expected that more than a similarity in the

symptoms would be obtained, and even this result could

only be looked for by the employment of an artificial

mode of infection. In view of these unfavourable pros-

pects of experiments on animals it is more correct to lay

the greatest stress in the proof of the etiological rdh'

of comma bacilli on the demonstration of their constant

and exclusive occurrence in cholera, and not on the

experiments on animals; their constancy has been so

completely shown that as a matter of fact the experi-

ments on animals can be dispensed with.

Injection of Starting from the supposition that the seat of the

fnto the'°°^ action of the comma bacilli is the small intestine, but

duodenum. ^-^^^ infection by the mouth must be a difficult matter.
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because the acid in the gastric juice can kill the bacilli

introduced, Nicati and Eietsch tried in the first instance

to inject dejecta of cholera patients and pure cultivations

of comma bacilli directly into the duodenum of guinea-

pigs. In order to exclude the possible influence of the

bile they also tied the bile duct ; it was, however, soon

evident that this was an unnecessary precaution, for the

bile did not in any way interfere with the growth of the

comma bacilli, even when the half of the nutrient

substratum consisted of bile.

On the other hand it has been made out as the result

of Koch's experiments that the result depends very much

on the mode in which the operation is carried out, and

on the greater or less irritation and maltreatment of

the intestine. If the abdominal cavity of guinea-pigs is

only opened to a small extent, and if the injections are

made into the nearest part of the small intestine instead

of into the deeply lying duodenum, so as to avoid dis-

turbance of the intestine, the guinea-pigs die only very

exceptionally (of six animals only one died). If, on the

other hand, the duodenum is drawn forward and fixed

for a considerable time with forceps ; if in short the

intestine is treated in such a manner that hyper£Emia

and alteration of the peristaltic action results, and if

then i to 1 drop of a pure cultivation of comma bacilli

is injected into the intestinal canal, by far the greater

number of the animals die after from 12 to 48 hours

with symptoms resembling those of cholera. After

death, which occurs with great depression of the body
temperature, hyperasmic swelling of the mucous mem-
brane of the intestine is found, and the intestinal

contents are transformed into a very plentiful thin

mucous fluid, which contains enormous numbers of

comma bacilH almost in a pure cultivation.—Other Control
kinds of bacteria injected in a similar manner into the raperimonts.

intestine did not cause death in any case, even though
numerous control experiments were made, with the
exception of the organisms isolated by Finkler and
Prior, which caused three fatal results among ten guinea-
pigs treated in this way. The large number of negative
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control experiments shows at once that the operation
per se, when properly carried out, does not place the
animals in any serious danger.

Infection of Koch has however attempted to avoid this operationtne animals titI-.,'^!-, i, • •
'

by the mouth. ^^^^^ by no means msignificant, and to ohtain infec-
tion of guinea-pigs by the mouth, and he has succeeded
by neutralising the gastric juice in the first instance by
means of soda solution, and subsequently administering
substances which cause slowing of the peristaltic action,
and thus enable the comma bacilli to remain for a longer
time in the small intestine. The following is the mode

P^-eparation in which an experiment of this kind is performed. In

animals ^^'^^ pl^ce 5 cc. of a 5 per cent, soda solution are
introduced into the stomach of the guinea-pigs by means
of a catheter passed downwards from the mouth (it has
been shown that as a result the intestinal contents have
an alkaline reaction for several hours), and some time
afterwards 10 ccm. of fluid, to which one or several drops
of a pure cultivation of comma bacilli have been added,
are introduced; if only a very little of the cultivation,

one-third of a drop or less, is employed the result is

uncertain. After the injection a dose of opium is ad-

ministered to the animals ; if the opium is introduced into
the stomach of guinea-pigs it scarcely produces any efi"ect,

and hence it is better to inject it directly into the abdo-

minal cavity by means of a syringe, the dose being 1 ccm.

of tincture of opium to every 200 grammes of the body
weight ; the back of the animal is grasped with the left

hand in such a manner that the abdomen is projected

forwards, and then the syi-inge is rapidly pushed into

the middle of the abdominal wall ; when the operation is

performed in this manner the intestines are pushed to

one side so completely that they have almost never been

injured, nor have any other bad consequences been

observed.

Eesults. After the administration of the opium narcosis occurs,

lasting from ^ to 1 hour, after which the animals seem
quite well. On the evening of the same day, or on the

following day, the animals lose their appetite and seem
ill ; a paralytic weakness of the hinder extremities
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gradually develops, tlie respirations become weak and

sloNY, and death occurs with symptoms of severe

collapse and with marked coldness, more especially of

the head and extremities. On post-mortem examination

the small intestine is seen to be much reddened, and

lilled with a watery colourless fluid containing flakes

;

the stomach and caBCum also contain a large quantity

of fluid, and not, as is normally the case, solid masses.

The contents of the small intestine are found in these

cases, both by microscopic examination and by cultiva-

tion, to contain almost a pure cultivation of comma

baciUi.—Infective experiments of this kind were made

by Koch on about 100 guinea-pigs. He also succeeded

in setting up the same fatal disease by employing,

instead of cholera cultivations, the intestinal contents

of an animal which had been infected and had died.

The force of these experiments is somewhat diminished Control

by the observation made by Koch that some other species
experiments,

of bacteria, as, for example, the vibriones which morpho-

logically resemble the comma bacilli, and were isolated

by Finkler, Deneke, and Miller, when introduced into

the small intestine in the same way at times set up

a fatal disease ; as a matter of fact, however, only 12 out

of 51 animals infected with these bacteria died, while in

the experiments with cholera bacteria the mortality was

almost 90 per cent., and when the dose Avas larger all

the animals were killed. Employed in the same manner

the anthrax bacilli and the bacteria isolated by Brieger,

us well as a number of other organisms, showed a distinct

pathogenic action, while in the case of a large number of

other species, for example the pyogenic cocci, the bacilli

of rabbit septicaemia and of chicken cholera, &c., no bad

effect resulted.—The opium could be almost completely'

replaced by alcohol ; other substances gave less satis-

factory results.

In considering how far the attempts made in these expcvi- Diffeveiioos
ineiits to set up a disease similar to human cholera have been botwoon ho

successful, it is necessary to bear in mind that in any case in perimTntallv
•guinea-pigs, which seem to be the most susceptible animals, produced and
vomiting and profuse diarrhoea are very seldom or never

cholera.
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observed, while in these animals after infection with comma
bacilli the enormous distension of the stomach and intestine
with fluid material shows a great transudation into the intes-
tine similar to that which occurs in man, and which leads to
excessive diarrhoea and vomiting. It must further be expressly
pointed out that the pathological anatomical alterations in the
organs, and more especially in the intestines of the animals
correspond entirely with the appearances found in rapid and
uncompUcated cases of cholera; extensive alterations, ulcera-
tions, and losses of substance are, according to the best
authors, not characteristic so much for pure acute cholera
cases as for cases in which the course is protracted and com-
phcated.—It is perhaps possible that in the coiirse of further
investigations means will be found to obtain a simpler and
more natural mode of infection in these or in more susceptible
animals. In any case it is right, bearing in mind the above
facts as to the immunity of animals from cholera, not to place
our expectations too high, but rather in the case of cholera
to assign a subordinate importance in the etiological proof to
the experiments on animals.

S^cLolilr*'^
Where large quantities of claolera cultivations are

cultivations employed toxic effects are produced in the animals. Ifm large doses, p^^.g cultivations of the comma bacilli are injected into
the peritoneal cavity of rabbits or into the veins, or in
very large doses into the subcutaneous tissue, paralytic

wealmess of the hinder extremities, slowing of the
respiration, and gastro-enteritis set in, and as a rule

death occurs after 1 to 3 hours ; where the material is

applied subcutaneously these results are inconstant ; at

times the animals recover after a few hours and then

remain well ; in the case of starving guinea-pigs a

similar intoxication occurs when the material is intro-

duced into the stomach, and in this case the toxic pro-

ducts seem to be absorbed with especial rapidity. Mice
also die after the injection of large doses into the peri-

toneal cavity. Nicati and Eietsch* were able to demon-
strate that cholera cultivations when at least 8 days old

caused toxic effects even after filtration through a

Pasteur's filter ; in no case did fresh cultivations pro-

duce any effect. It must also be determined by further

experiments whether, and to what degree, this produc-

tion of poison is influenced by differences in the nutrient

* Compt. rend., vol. 99, p. 123.
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substrata, and by the other conditions of hfe, and also

what is the nature of the toxic substance.

Some experiments have been made on man with Exi^erimeuts

cholera dejecta or cultivations, partly intentionally and

partly unintentionally. Thus during the last cholera Exp^orimen^^^^^^

epidemic in Paris Bochefontaine swallowed pills con-
taine and

taining cholera dejecta, and Klein in Bombay drank a Klein,

fluid said to contain comma bacilli. In neither case did

illness follow ; but in neither was there any proof that

living comma bacilli were present in the material taken.

And besides, the negative, like the positive, result of

these two experiments was of no value in reference to

the etiology of the disease, as it is well known that by

no means every man who swallows the infective material

suffers from cholera, but only those who are predisposed

to infection ;
and, on the other hand, had illness followed

these infective experiments it might quite well have

been objected that it was due to some other cause, for

the experiments were made in a place where cholera was

prevalent.

On the other hand, another experiment unintentionally Infection of

. , ,
. man by cul-

made on man furnishes a further support tor the etio- tivations of

logical significance of the comma bacilli. One of those comma bacilli,

who took part in the courses on cholera, which were

held in Berlin in November, 1884, under Koch's direc-

tion, became ill with somewhat severe symptoms of

cholera. At this time there was no case of cholera

either in Berlin or in Germany ; the only possible source

of the infection was the pure cultivations of comma
bacilli with which the physician in question was work-

ing ; and this physician was more predisposed to infec-

tion by these cultivations than any of the other students,

because for some days he had suffered from gastric dis-

turbances and slight diarrha3a. After the appearance of

the symptoms of cholera the watery dejecta of the patient

were examined, and were found to contain very large

numbers of comma bacilli which coincided in all respects

with those obtained by Koch from cholera dejecta in

India.

There is, as yet, no definite proof that the virulent
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properties of these comma bacilli can be artificially

attenuated, a thing which is by no means improbable,

when we take into consideration the results obtained in

the case of other pathogenic bacteria. According to a

preliminary communication by Nicati and Rietsch, the

virulence of cultivations of comma bacilli is diminislied

to a certain extent when the cultivation is carried on for

a long time in meat infusion or nutrient jelly kept at 20

'

to 25° C. The protective inoculations which were made
in Spain by Ferran with supposed attenuated cholera

bacilli are so entirely wanting in the necessary experi-

mental and statistical support (as is evident from the

description given by Ferran himself, as well as from the

reports of others,) that they require no serious discus-

sion. As regards the bacilli found by Emmerich in the

bodies of patients who died of cholera, see page 335.

Mode in which In accordance with the facts made out by Koch as to

infectioir'^
the biological characters of the infective agents of

occurs. cholera, we may suppose that the infection takes place

somewhat in the following manner :

—

Distribution ^^^^ cholera process arises when living bacteria gain

of the cholera admission to the small intestine, remain there for a
bacilli m the _ , . ^ n • i • i a xi i

patient. considerable time, and multiply actively. As the result

of their growth toxic materials are formed, which in

the first place cause the death of the epitheHum, and

ultimately of the superficial layers of the intestinal

mucous membrane. If they multiply rapidly, and if

large quantities of toxic materials are produced, the

latter are absorbed in large amount and set up general

symptoms, and ultimately paralysis of the organs of

circulation. If in this way death occurs at an early

period there are no deep alterations of the intestinal

mucous membrane, and the appearances on post-mortem

examination correspond to what has been described

above in typical cases, viz., there is a pure cultivation

of comma bacilli in the intestinal contents but no other
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noticeable morbid appearances. If, however he foima-

tion and absorption of the toxic products of the comma

bacilH do not take place so rapidly, and if the patient

survives this stage, the results of the local poisonmg, the

necrosis of the mucous membrane, become more marked

;

bleeding occurs, there is enormous multiplication of

luitrefactive organisms which grow to the exclusion ot

miy comma bacilH not yet expelled; the absorption ot

putrefactive poisons sets up typhoid symptoms which

are not a necessary part of the cholera process itself,

and post-mortem examinations made at this stage show

those deep alterations of the mucous membrane which

have been often erroneously looked upon as characteristic

of cholera.—As can be readily demonstrated, the comma

bacilK do not spread into the organs of the body, nor

are they excreted in the secretions at any stage of the

process. Further, direct experiments on animals show

most distinctly that comma bacilh, when they enter the

blood stream, unless when they are in enormous

numbers, and unless toxic materials are injected at the

same time, die very rapidly and do not pass from the

blood in a living state into any organ, or into the

intestinal canal or the urine.*

From these facts, as well as from what has been Sources

previously pointed out as to the vital properties of the
^

comma bacilli, we may draw some important conclusions

as to the mode in which cholera is transmitted. In the

first place the comma bacilli leave the body of the patient

evidently only in the dejecta of the first few days of the

disease (quite exceptionally in the material vomited, see

page 419), and hence it is only these dejecta, and the

objects infected by them, as for example the bed and

body linen, vessels, soil, water-closets, earth on which

these dejecta are deposited, well-water into which the

dejecta may pass, &c., that can serve as sources of

infection. The greater the number of things contami-

nated the more numerous will be the sources of infection,

and the greater the danger of contagion.—These sources

* Wyssokowitacli, Zeitsclir.f. //y.7., vol. i. Soe chapter on the pro-
duction of disease.
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of infection are more especially limited by tlie fact that

the comma bacilli so readily die, either as the result of

drying or of overgrowth by saprophytes. As a conse-

quence it is, as a rule, only fresh dejecta, and objects

which have been recently soiled, that are dangerous ; all

materials which are completely dry, such as dry linen,

rags, letters, various kinds of wares, &c., maybe excluded

at once as possible carriers of infection. Where the

materials are moist, and in the case of fluids, the dura-

tion of the vitality of the comma bacilli which have reached

them depends upon their number, upon the number and

kind of saprophytic bacteria present at the same time, and

on various other external conditions ; but in any case it is

only rarely that it lasts for more than a few days. But it

is always possible that some materials, if kept moist and

in which the comma bacilli are preserved in a state of

almost pure cultivation, may act for some weeks as sources

of infection; for example, this is conceivable in the case of

moist cholera linen which is tightly packed, of moist

earth, &c., more especially when the temperature is low.

From the mode of distribution of the comma bacilli in

the body, and from the experiments as to their fate

when they are injected into the veins or subcutaneously,

we must draw the inference that natural infection occurs

as a rule only by the mouth.

In infection, therefore, we have to deal with two fac-

tors: on the one hand the sources of infection, which,

as we have seen, vary greatly in number and are limited

as regards resisting power; and on the other hand this

one point of entrance. All the conceivable ways are

evidently, however, not equally suitable for infection; on

the contrary one or other mode of communication may

be completely excluded, while other modes vary as

regards their power under the influence of external con-

ditions. Currents of air are entirely unsuitable for the

transport of the infective agents, as by them only di-y

particles are detached and carried away, while the comma

bacilli do not retain their vitality in the dry condition.

The only exceptions in this respect are bubbles of water,

which may be carried through the air.—Hence a mode
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of infection which is eviclently'of great importance in other

contagious diseases, namely, by the respired air, may he

left out of account in cholera, and in this fact we have

a further reason for limiting the point of entrance to

the commencement of the alimentary canal.

As connecting links between the sources of infection
^ffjj;^^*,,y

and the point of entrance we have left therefore : in the contact,

first place, contact between the dejecta or between objects

soiled by dejecta, such as linen, soil, furniture, &c., on

the one hand, and the mouth on the other. This mode

of infection is by no means so uncommon as would at

first sight appear to be the case; where cholera patients

are nursed by attendants who are inexperienced, and who

are not very cleanly in their habits, it must very fre-

quently happen in handling the soiled bed and body-

linen, &c., that infective material adheres to the hands,

under the finger nails, clothing, &c., and that in the

course of the next few hours, before it has become com-

pletely dry, it is brought into contact with the mouth by

unintentional and often unconscious movements.

In the second place, the infective organisms may pass 2. Infection of

from some of the sources of infection mentioned to food,

articles of food, and may then reach the point of entrance

along with these. The transmission to articles of food By contact,

happens by contact with soiled fingers or with other

objects containing dejecta; further, it will not uncom- By insects,

monly take place by the intervention of insects, more
especially flies. The infective material will frequently

multiply to a great extent on these nutrient substances,

and thus the sources of infection may be increased to

a dangerous extent.

A third mode of infection, which is especially worthy 3. Infection of

of notice, is by means of water employed for drinking Shor water'^

purposes, for the preparation of food, for cleansing plates,

&c. This water may be contaminated by comma bacilli,

either because dejecta are intentionally or unintentionally

poured out in the courts of the house and reach the wells
by gutters, which are not unfrequently present, or by the
water employed for rinsing the cholera linen taking the
same course. In contrast to the other articles of food
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we must, however, assume that in the case of the water

ordinarily used for drinking and other purposes multi-

plication of the comma bacilli never occurs, and that there-

fore they can only be present in wells for a relatively

short time. (Compare the investigations by Bolton in

the Zeitschrift fur Hygiene, vol. i.) In the case ot

stagnant water, however, in the bilge water of ships, in

the water in harbours, which is often so extremely dirty,

ifec, it is probable that the comma bacilli may retain

their vitality for a much longer time, and in the case of

a tank in India, where the small amount of stagnant

water was not only employed for bathing, drinking, and

cooking, but also for washing the linen and for the

reception of the contents of the water-closets, Koch was

able to demonstrate such a large number of comma
bacilli that it seemed likely that they had multiplied to a

great extent in the tank, and that their presence was in

all probability the source of infection of a number of

cases of cholera which occurred at a later period among

those persons who lived in the neighbourhood.

Influence of
^'^^ factors which are concerned in infection by

the individual cholera are not exhausted by the varying capabilities of
predisposition.

i^iodes of transport. We are also compelled to

assume that cholera does not by any means constantly

occur on every occasion when the comma bacilli have

passed the point of entrance and have reached the com-

mencement of the alimentary canal ; on the contrary, a

further condition comes into play, namely, the so-called

Protective individual predisposition. In a perfectly healthy person

arrangemeiits jg evident from what we have learned from experi-
m the healthy „ _ i -n- i

body. ments as to the destruction of the comma bacilli, and

from experiments on animals, that the comma bacilli

may be destroyed in the stomach, more especially by the

hydrochloric acid present in the gastric juice ; it is also

conceivable that the food may pass too rapidly through

the small intestine, and that also the digestive fluids or

the products of digestion may interfere with the growth

and development of the comma bacilli ; and finally the

energy of the cells and their resisting power towai-ds the

toxic products of the bacilli come into play. According
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to the greater or less perfection of the protecting and

regulating arrangements of the body the same infective

material will in one case cause no disturbance, in

another only slight diarrha3a, which leads to rapid

removal of the multiplying bacilli, and the rapid victory

of the body, and in a third to serious illness.-We

have also the experience that one attack of cholera pro-

duces immunity for a considerable period of time. The

milder or severer course of the disease does not in this

instance appear to make any difference ; the cases also

where the regulating arrangements of the body are in

such good condition that the reaction to the infection is

so slight as scarcely to be designated as disease, ap-

parently acquire this immunity. It has not as yet

been definitely ascertained how long this immunity

lasts ; it is probable that it may last on an average for

3 or 4 years, at any rate it usually lasts for several

months, so that an individual is seldom attacked twice

during the same epidemic.

On the other hand we must assume that the body is
^q'^^'^j^J'"^"*^

more susceptible to infection when dyspeptic conditions

and slight gastric disturbances or overloading of the

stomach are present, also when the digestive process

has arrived at the stage where the acid reaction of the

intestinal contents is slight : and likewise when large

quantities of food can pass into the small intestine after

a relatively short delay in the stomach, and when, on

the other hand, the onward progress of the food in the

small intestine is abnormally slow. The exact value of

these and other assisting factors cannot as yet be

accurately determined, but that as a rule factors of this

kind come into play is clear from the fact that most
cases of cholera occur on Mondays and Tuesdays, after,

there have been excesses in eating and drinking on the
Sunday ; and also from the observation made by
Virchow that on post-mortem examination of very acute
cases of cholera there are always signs that digestion
has been going on actively.—Another predisposing
factor seems to consist in the general weakening of the
body, such as is occasioned by poverty, hunger, and
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external
influences.

Results of
practical
experience.

disease, whether it be that in this case there is a want
of resistance on the part of the whole body, or some
weakening of the digestive organs.

?oXSon 0^ t^ie Avhole, the occurrence of infection

depends to a great extent on external influences, which
either favour its development or the reverse. The
number of sources of infection is sometimes larger,

sometimes smaller, the modes of transport are some-
times numerous, sometimes few, and may ultimately be
entirely absent ; and it is possible that if the infective

material enters the body it may pass through it without
setting up disease, thanks to the protective arrangements
present.

The question arises whether these views deduced
from the chief facts which have been ascertained as to

the biological characters of the comma bacillus coincide

with the results which have been made out empyrically

as to the mode of spread of cholera. Numerous facts

have rendered it absolutely certain that cholera can be

carried by contagion, the virus being transmitted from

the sick to the healthy. Typical cases of contagion

occur in almost every epidemic
;
they are most definite

when the epidemic is only commencing and has not yet

spread widely, while at the height of the epidemic, or in

an endemic area, it is impossible to trace the origin of

the individual cases.—As a classical example of un-

doubted transmission in this way we may mention the

case observed by Virchow in the department of the

Charite Hospital in Berlin, set apart for prisoners, where

three individuals to whom the nursing of a cholera

patient was entrusted became ill of cholera after a few

days, while no case of cholera occurred among any of

the other healthy or sick inhabitants of the hospital.*

Many well-observed epidemics in ships and houses, in

which the reproduction and the transmission of the

disease may he distinctly followed through a number of

patients one after the other, can also only be explained by

contagion.—But for a long time the conclusion drawn

Contagious
cases of
cholera.

* Weissbach, Virchoio's Arch., vol. 55,

Verhandlungen der Ckoleracon/erenz., 1885.

P. 249.—Virchow in th
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from the facts as to the mode of spread of cholera has Differences in

been that the mode of infection in this disease is ousness of

essentially different from, and more dependent on, ex-
gJ^°Jnypox"'^

ternal influences than in the case of other infectious

diseases, for example in small-pox. And this experience

is quite intelligible if we bear in mind that in small-pox

there are none of those marked limitations in the

mode of spread of the virus which are seen in cholera.

In the case of small-pox we have a much greater

multiplicity of the sources of infection on account

of the fact that the virus is given off from the whole

skin in the remains of the pustules, and that it is con-

tained in the various secreta ; we have also to do there

with much more resistant infective agents, which evi-

dently withstand drying, and can be carried by currents

of air and dry objects ; hence the facilities for the

penetration of the contagium into the body are very

gi-eat; apparently also the protective arrangements in

the body which render the poison inactive even after

its entrance have much less power. Hence the

spread of small-pox by contagion is so very different

from that of cholera, and the mode of spread of cholera

acquires a special character from the fact that so many
external influences render its diffusion difficult in certain

cases.

In the dependence of cholera infection on external Value of

influences we have the explanation of the fact that in-
P'^op^^yi'^ctic

clivicluals can be so easily and completely protected against

against this disease, much more easily than against
scarlatina and small-pox. While in the latter cases all

the numerous and permanent sources of infection can
scarcely be attended to, and while the usual mode in
which the virus enters, namely, by the respired air,

cannot be controlled or influenced, it is by no means so
difficult to exclude completely the possibility of the
transmission of cholera. If the dejecta and the objects
soiled by them are cleansed and disinfected all the sources
of infection are got rid of ; if the hands, food, and drinking
water are kept quite clean the most important contami°
nated sources are shut off ; if all gastric disturbances are

29
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avoided the most dangerous cause of predisposition on
the part of the patient is avoided. In correspondence

with these facts we learn from experience that those in-

dividuals who are in a better position of life, who are the

most cleanly and moderate in their habits, are attacked

by cholera in much smaller numbers than those who
pay no attention to cleanliness, moderation, or the

digestibility of their nutriment. Hence the English who
are resident in India, and who are able to bestow great

attention on the selection and preparation of their food,

are almost entirely protected against cholera even in the

regions where it is endemic,

'^'jif i'^m^iiiity In harmony with this we have also the fact that
of doctors and
nurses. doctors and nurses are very seldom attacked by cholera

;

they are accustomed, by having to deal with other con-

tagious diseases, to habits of precaution and cleanliness

in handling the patients on the one hand, and in their

mode of feeding on the other. Here and there, it is

true, there are incautious or dirty nurses, or the arrange-

ments of the hospital in question are such that the

number of sources of infection is multiplied, and con-

tagion rendered more easy ; and as a result we have in

some epidemics a greater number of cases of the disease

among the attendants. Experience has also shown that

it is on the whole a rare occurrence for other patients

and convalescent persons to be attacked in the same

hospital ; and this is easily intelligible, because these

individuals are usually kept clean, and their food is pre-

pared with a care such as they do not usually employ in

Ch6lera on their own homes. In like manner in the case of ships,

•^^P^- where as a matter of experience it is relatively seldom

that severe cholera epidemics occur, there is decidedlj-

less opportunity for the transmission of the contagium

than in private houses; on board ship the passengers

between decks are compelled to be cleanly, at least to a

certain extent, and as they do not take part in the pre-

paration of the food there is never such a close relation

between the sources of infection, the modes of contagion,

and the predisposed individuals, as is seen in the houses

of the poor. Nevertheless, there are naturally certain
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possible modes of transmission in large institutions and

in ships.

Hence it is undoubtedly possible, by rigid and properly

applied cleanliness, to exclude a very important portion

of the modes of transmission of the cholera contagium.

And I may refer to the marked influence—an influence

which will be discussed more in detail afterwards

—

which is exercised on the spread of the disease by the

introduction of a good and plentiful supply of 'O'ater,

and by proper arrangements for the prompt removal of

dejecta.

Having thus arrived at certain definite ideas as to the The epidemic

mode of transmission of cholera to the individual, and choYera!*'"""'^

as to the factors which come into play, ideas founded

partly on the study of the biological characters of the

comma bacilli and partly on the results of experience

with regard to cholera, we may attempt by the aid of the

same factors to explain also the mode of the peculiar

epidemic distribution of cholera.

Cholera epidemics present a series of very striking Eiuiemic

phenomena, and phenomena very difiicult to explain.
-

We see that cholera is constantly present in an endemic
manner only in Lower Bengal; in the rest of India,

and more especially in Europe, it occurs only at intervals

in the form of devastating epidemics, and then again
completely disappears from these regions. The starting
point of these epidemics must always be sought in Lower
Bengal

; from thence the disease is evidently carried
into other regions. From what has been said above, Transmission
it is evident that this transmission seldom occurs by any ?ho°S"^

''^

other materials than the fresh dejecta of the patients,
whether the disease be mild or severe. Hence the
disease can only be carried over long distances when a
patient passes over the whole distance very quickly, and
at the end of his journey still furnishes dejecta 'con-
taming bacilli, or when a continuous chain is formed,

I
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of wliicli the individual patients who receive the

infective material from one another, reproduce it, and

pass it on, represent the links. The whole distance

from India to Europe could not in former times he

traversed by one and the same cholera patient ; a chain

of patients was always necessary, this chain stretching

without interruption along the overland route; or the

disease was carried by ships sailing from India to

Europe, the chain being in that case shorter, correspond-

ing to the shorter time required for the journey. These

two chains were evidently not easily established ; even

the shorter one which suffices for the sea journey was

difficult to obtain, because on ships the opportunities for

the propagation of the disease are relatively unfavourable.

It is, moreover, evident that any interruption of the

chain, any failure in the transmission of the contagium

to a new individual, must lead to failure of the spread of

Present mode the disease. At the present time the spread of cholera

cliolera"^^
°^

is rendered very much easier, seeing that the network of

railways in Lower Bengal communicates with the various

ports of India, so that one and the same patient can be

transported to any of the cities on the coast ; and further,

because a very small number of patients is sufficient to

carry on the disease during the journey from Bombay to

Egypt, and the active contagium may he carried from

Egypt to the nearest European ports by one and the

same patient.—In Europe also cholera can be distributed

by travellers, and we must remember that even a slight

attack of cholera which scarcely causes any noticeable

disturbance of the general health, but in which never-

theless there is multiplication of the comma bacilli and

their deposit in the dejecta, is quite sufficient to transmit

the disease. Striking examples, showing to what

distances the cholera contagium may be carried at the

present time by means of the railway, are furnished by

the case observed by Yon Pettenkofer, where a child

suffering from cholera carried the disease direct from

Odessa to Altenburg, and the case published by Biermer,

where the cholera contagium was brought directly from

Piome to Zurich.
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Nevertheless ^ve notice the very striking fact that

cholera does not necessarily develop in an epidemic form butioii^of

in the region to which it gains access ; that all the regions "p^mics.

which lie along the main channels of trade, and to which,

in the case of cholera spreading over Europe, there is no

douht that cholera patients and cholera dejecta frequently

gain access, are not attacked by an epidemic ;
hut that,

on the contrary, large tracts of territory and numbers

of towns remain completely free, while neighbouring

provinces and cities are violently attacked. Even within

the same town similar local differences may be found.

There are also a number of places where trade is great, Localjn-edLs-

Avhich even during the repeated epidemics which have

come into Europe have always remained immune, for

example Lyons, Stuttgart, Hanover, &c. These facts

give rise to the impression that in addition to the intro-

duction of the contagium there are some other local

conditions necessary for the epidemic spread of the

disease—in fact a local predisposition.

In like manner there is a peculiar seasonal distribu- Seasonal

tion of the cholera epidemics. As the result of careful
Pi^"^i®P°*i*i°"-

statistical calculations it has been shown that the cholera

epidemics which have attacked the northern part of

Germany always attain their highest point in the latter

part of summer and harvest, while during the spring

months—from February to May—the number of cases

is very few.* In other regions the maxima and minima

as regards season are different: thus in Calcutta the

constant minimum is from June to October, and the

maximum in April ; in Bombay also the cases diminish

in number from June to November, and rise again from

November to June ; in Lahore there is a marked rise

from July to October, which attains its height in August,

and an almost complete absence of cholera during the

rest of the year. These numbers give rise to the im-

* Of the 167,000 fatal cases of cholera which occurred in Prussia
between 1848 and 1859, the following was the relation to the various
months :—January, 1'4 per cent.

;
February, March, April, and May

together 1 per cent.
;
June, 2'G per cent.

; July, 5 per cent.
; August,

20 per cent.
;
September, 34 per cent.

;
October, 21 per cent. ; Novem-

ber, 10 per cent.
;
December, 5 per cent.
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pression that the epidemics are dependent on some
factors which vary according to the season—on a seasonal

predisposition.

Extinction of A third striking fact with regard to the mode of spread
the epidemics, pit.,. ,

'

01 cholera is that m one place the epidemic is often

extinguished, while in other and neighhouriug situations

it continues, and that this extinction is observed both

after a short and moderate amount of disease, and after

a long continued and violent outbreak of the plague.

The question arises whether these puzzling facts as

regards the epidemic spread of the disease, which have

excited the greatest interest during the last few years,

may not possibly be solved by a more accurate analysis

of the mode of infection on the same lines as that above

given in explanation of the transmission of cholera fi-om

individual to individual.

What are the It
.
is a priori probable that the peculiar local and

factors which Seasonal distribution of cholera epidemics is brought

distribution^
about by the action of several factors varying according

of cholera to local and seasonal conditions, and depending partly
epK cmics.

sources of infection available for the spread of

the epidemic, partly on the paths of transport from these

sources to the exposed individual, and partly on the

susceptibility of the latter. In studying the infection of

an individual we become acquainted with a number of

influences by which the sources of infection could be

multiplied or reduced in number, the paths of distribu-

tion enlarged or narrowed, and the individual suscep-

tibility increased or diminished. These factors are also

undoubtedly of equal importance in the epidemic dis-

tribution of the disease ; for we must remember that

an epidemic only originates and spreads when a chain

of new cases follows the first in a continuous series,

and that it disappears when this chain is broken.

Just as the inoculation of the individual requires

certain favourable chances, just as all those infections

which serve for the continuance of the chains arc

influenced by chances of all kinds, so the epidemic

will come to an end, chiefly because, owing to external

circumstances, the sources of infection become less
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numerous or are entirely removed, or because the usual

paths of transport have become too few, or because the

exposed individuals are immune against the infection.

Accordingly those external factors which can act to a

great extent on the sources of infection, on the paths of

distribution, or on the exposed individuals, will probably

furnish an explanation of the local and seasonal dif-

ferences in the spread of cholera ; and hence we must

study more closely these external factors. We find these

factors partly in meteorological conditions, partly in the

soil, and partly in the habits and customs of difi'erent

races. The most important are the following :

—

1. Meteorological influences. High temperatures 1- Meteoro-
° „ , logical

approaching the optimum of the temperature oi the influences,

comma bacilli might favour the spread of the disease by

enabling the comma bacilli to multiply as saprophytes,

and by thus multiplying the sources of infection. And Temperatui'e.

the less energy of tissue change, and the less resisting

power of the body by which excessively high temperatures

are apt to be accompanied, appear to increase the indi-

vidual predisposition to a certain degree.—On the other

hand, epidemics are by no means absent in winter, be-

cause these favouring influences of temperature are not

so important that they cannot be completely replaced by

other predisposing factors. It must also be remembered

that in winter we usually employ in our immediate sur-

roundings artificial heating, and thus produce tempera-

tures which are quite sufiicient to enable the comma bacilli

to multiply ; and that on the other hand, in summer and

in warm climates sources of infection which may be pre-

served for a long time at a low temperature are more

readily rendered inert by drying, or by the quicker

growth of saprophytic bacteria. On the whole, therefore,

it is only rarely that temperature has a decisive influence

on the spread of cholera.

Very great dryness of the air must render the trans- Moistm-o of

mission of the disease more difiicult, in that it occasions

rapid death of the comma bacilli in the sources of infec-

tion. Cholera linen, soil contaminated with dejecta, &c.,

are under these circumstances only infective for a very
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short time, and the chances of spread of the disease are
correspondingly smaller. Further, the nutrient media
are rendered unsuitable for the multiplication of the
comma bacilli by drying of the surface, as well as for the
development of other bacteria which might possibly in-

fluence the individual predisposition. Finally, insects,

which are of such assistance in transporting the infection,

are absent. This result however will only occur where
there is a very great deficiency in the saturation of the
air with moisture, for example in a desert; moderate
differences in the degree of moisture of the air can only

with difficulty exert a noticeable action. Diminution of

the moisture of the air, such as occurs, for example, in

Calcutta during the so-called " dry season " of the year

(November to April), can coincide very well even with

an increase of cholera if the paths of transport and the

individual predisposition are at the same time favourably

influenced by other factors. On the other hand, it is

conceivable that in a desert climate, such as is present

in Multan and Lahore during the greater part of the

year, and where everything dries up, as it were, under

one's eyes, the conditions favourable for the spread of

the cholera may only be present at most during- the

somewhat moister or so-called "rainy" season (July to

October).

Eain. Very excessive and constant rains will, as a whole,

cause a diminution in the number of the sources of in-

fection and of the paths of distribution. Where, as in

certain parts of India, and also in many villages and

habitations of the poor in European cities, all sorts of

filth and all infective dejecta are collected in the courts

and in the immediate neighbourhood of the houses, and

where attempts are never made to cleanse these surround-

ings, heavy rainfalls, which are powerful cleansers of the

surface of the earth, must lead to diminution and re-

moval of the sources of infection. Where, on the other

hand, the rainfall is slight and of short duration it can

hardly exert any direct action, and will at all events

occupy a secondary position as compared with other

important factors.
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2. The nature of the soil is in the first place of im- 2. Influenco^

portance in so far as, according to the dechvity and of tho soil,

porosity of the soil, the rain, the house, and the washing-

water, the outflow from water-closets, &c., can be readily

carried oft', or is retained in stagnant superficial collec-

tions, or in the uppermost layers of the soil. Where,

as in the suburbs of Calcutta, we have the presence of

tanks, and the artificial elevation of the foundations of

the houses, the conditions are very favourable for the

collection and preservation of infective material during

the dry season of the year. A similar accumulation of

filth and of sources of infection also occurs not uncom-

monly with us in narrow streets and courts.—The influ-

ence of the soil may also vary according to the season.

The chances are evidently favourable for the spread of Dryness of

. , , . ,, •
i.

• ii the uppermost
cholera when a so-called ' drying zone exists m tne layer of the

uppermost parts of the soil, so that all fluids and rain

which reach the soil remain in the uppermost dry layer

(see Part VI.) ; where there is no drying zone the impuri-

ties and any infective agents present are as a rule carried

to such a depth that they are no longer present at the

surface, and thus many chances of transport to man and

dwellings are removed ; when however a drying zone is

present all infective organisms, which usually reach the

soil in considerable numbers with the dejecta, with the

contents of the night-stools, with the water from washing

clothes, &c., remain for a considerable time in this

upper layer. There the conditions are favourable for

the preservation of the comma bacilli as well as other

bacteria ; and hence a source of infection is furnished

from which the infective material may be carried either

directly to man or to articles of food and other things in

a great variety of ways, e.g. by man, animals and objects,

and also by insects ; and this source of infection is so

much the more dangerous the longer it continues to

exist.—The presence of a drying zone, which is best indi-

cated in our neighbourhood by lowering of the level of

the ground-water, is therefore under certain conditions

an important seasonal predisposing factor for the spread

of cholera, while under other circumstances, such as an
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3. Influence of
drinking'

water.

Insects.

r). Habits of
life.

Cleanliness.

unsuitable character of the soil, cleansing of the surface

of the soil, &c., it is much less important than many other

factors.

3. The mode in which the population obtain their

drinking and household Avater is at times of great impor-

tance. If the water has in the first instance become
contaminated with comma bacilli it forms for a short

time a dangerous source of infection, which leads in the

simplest and most direct manner to the exposed indivi-

duals.—The establishment of this source of infection

may be greatly favoured by the situation of the well, and

its mode of formation
; especially where water is carried

to it from the surface of the soil, or where canals or

gutters from cesspools, &c., lead to the well. The more

of these badly constructed wells there are in a town the

more readily will cholera be spread by the water. Open

and stagnant collections of water are naturally the most

dangerous ; in Lower Bengal such collections form the

source of the water supply, and appear, as a matter of

fact, to be one of the most frequent and dangerous

sources of infection. Where the wells are deep and

well constructed, so that they cannot be contaminated

from the surface of the soil ; or where the water is carried

by well-constructed pipes, this mode of spread of the

infective material is practically absent.

4. Insects deserve especial mention, as they vary

extremely in numbers according to place and season,

and form in all probability a by no means unimportant

mode of conveyance of the poison, a mode which increases

or diminishes according to the number and varieties

of the insects. No quantitative estimate can be formed

with regard to this factor.

5. Certain habits of life can in the case of one nation

furnish greater opportunities for the spread of cholera

than in that of another. The average cleanliness of

the population has the greatest influence in this respect.

The more cleanly the method of handling the sick and

the infected clothes, the more carefully contamination

of the soil, of the water, and of various other objects with

the dejecta is avoided, the fewer will be the sources of
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infection. The more carefully the hands are cleansed

and the articles of food prepared, the more will the paths

of spread from existing som-ces of infection be dimmished.

It is evident that in this respect marked differences must

exist between more or less civiUsed countries ;
between

new and well-built, and old and narrow cities ;
between

poor and wealthy neighbourhoods ;
between the portion

of a city inhabited by the poor and that in which the

better class dwell.

As a special example of the action of general clean-
.^^^"f-^^^l^;;

liness we have the effect, often confirmed, of a good of water and
_ 1 .1 removal or

supply of water and drainage. Formerly these arrange- dejecta,

ments were supposed to produce their good hygienic

results chiefly by keeping the soil and ground water free

from all putrescible materials, and thus withdrawing the

necessary nutrient substrata from any infective germs

which may have reached them. This interpretation is

no longer sufficient in accordance with our present know-

ledge as to the conditions of life of the pathogenic fungi,

but the good effects of these arrangements for cleanli-

ness still exist as they did formerly, for they lead to

marked diminution of the sources of infection and to a

limitation of the paths of spread. They act by remov-

ing as quickly and completely as possible all the dejecta

and the water employed for cleansing linen, utensils,

&c., without allowing them to come in contact with the

surface of the soil, with wells, &c. ; and farther, by pro-

viding an ample and convenient supply of water, so that

cleanliness in every form is favoured, and thus infection

is limited to contact, nutrient materials, and so on.

But even with these arrangements we must not under

all circumstances expect a complete protection against

the spread of cholera, for at certain places and at given

times it is evident that other sources and paths of

infection may develop, and thus the disease may spread

quickly and over a wide area in spite of these sanitary

arrangements.

The mode in which linen is cleansed may be especially cieansiii>r of

referred to as another of the habits of life which has an «ioti^cs> ••"o"-

important influence on the spread of this disease. Koch
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has pointed out tliat in Lyons, for example, the custom
IS not to wash the linen in the house, hut on boats in
the quickly-flowing water of the Rhone, or further down
the stream, for example, in the village of Craponne.
Clothes are soiled with dejecta in almost every case of
cholera

;
the infective material retains its vitality under

these circumstances for a relatively long period; the
linen is a valuable material, which is treated with care
and subjected to many manipulations ; it is handled the
more incautiously in that the cholera dejecta do not
betray their presence by stink, or by any other disagree-
able character. Hence linen is evidently one of the
most dangerous sources of infection, and thus a very
great part of the chances in favour of the distribution of

cholera is removed when, as in Lyons, the linen is with-

out exception cleansed outside the house ; while on the

other hand the greatest chance of infection is furnished

when the linen is kept in the house, washed in leaky

wells, or, as in India, in stagnant tanks.

«. Influence of 6. An important factor which hinders or favours the

predisposi- ^o^^l seasonal spread of cholera is, finally, the indivi-

dual predisposition of the population. Such a predispo-

sition can in the first place be based on the habits of the

population with regard to food, habits which show marked

differences in different places and at difi^erent seasons.

Mode of In one country the people live relatively sparingly, in
nourishment. , . , . , • i p ,i

other countries or towns, orm certain classes of the popu-

lation, a very large amount of food, and more especially

of fluid food, is swallowed. It is further worthy of

notice that in our countries the food is almost always

cooked during winter and spring, while in summer and

harvest raw fruits and vegetables often form a consider-

able portion of the dailynourishment ; these raw materials

often set up mild gastric disturbances, and are also very

suitable for the transport of bacteria. In other countries

a much larger proportion of the food is constantly used

without any preparation. It can easily be understood

that by employing raw food the paths of infection are in

the first place increased in number ; that also as the

result of the gastric disturbances, as well as of the

tion.
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habit of overloading the stomach, any comma bacilli

Avhich may have entered can the more readily obtain a

footing and multiply in the alimentary canal.

The general nutritive condition, and the energy and

resisting power of a whole population may also show

marked differences, and may under certain circumstances

influence the seasonal or local spread of cholera. Starva-

tion as well as great assemblages of human beings, feasts,

pilgrim festivals, &c., favour an epidemic outbreak,

partly on account of the slight amount of care employed

in the selection and preparation of the food, partly by

the frequent excesses, and partly by the weakening of

the whole body.

A population is apparently in especial danger in Predisposing

which at the time of the first cholera cases gastric dis-
disturbance?,

turbances are prevalent. Such seasonal prevalence of

mild or severe gastric disturbances, as shown by

diarrhoeas, dysenteric or even choleraic attacks, &c.,

are observed in Germany almost exclusively during late

summer and harvest. It is unfortunately as 3'et not

possible to understand thoroughly the etiology of this

great increase of gastric disturbances at particular

seasons ; it is conceivable, for example, that the use of

raw fruits or the low temperature so frequent during the

night at this period of the year, and the consequent

liability to cold, are of causal importance : or it may be
due to some forms of micro-organisms for the preserva-

tion, distribution, and reception of which the circum-
stances during these months are particularly favourable

;

for example, these are the months during which in our
country a dry zone is present in the upper layers of the
soil, in which numerous bacteria may remain, and may
be carried as dust by the winds, and further during
these months bacteria are most frequently taken in by
articles of food. Whatever may be the ultimate ex-
planation, we may assume as certain that these autumnal
gastric disturbances, in whatever way they have arisen
have a special favouring influence on the epidemic
spread of cholera.

Lastly, the individual predisposition of a population influence of

epidemics.
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may be influenced by the fact that a larger or smaller

proportion of the individuals have been rendered

immune for a time by a previous attack of cholera. As
has been previously stated, we must assume that even

the mildest attack can produce this immunity, so

that after a considerable epidemic a relatively high per-

centage of the population has been attacked. This

circumstance must diminish to a great degree the

chances in favour of the spread of a second epidemic

;

and in India, where there are almost always insuscep-

tible districts which have been recently attacked along-

side of the susceptible ones, the mode of spread of the

epidemics must consequently show peculiar interruptions

and leaps. Koch has called attention to the fact that

by this acquired immunity of certain tracts we can

understand the remarkable distribution of cholera when
it spreads from one of the large pilgrim resorts as a

centre ; the line which the disease takes does not

correspond to all the radii, although all have undoubtedly

been brought in contact with cholera patients ; the

cholera spreads only in those directions where this

acquired immunity is wanting.

Increase of
the effect of
these in-

fluences as
the result of
continued
infection.

Differences in
the effect of
the first case
of cholera.

As the result of these numerous influences, varying

according to place and season, variations in the epidemic

spread of cholera are the more readily produced because

the disease is not always carried from one individual to

another, but often attacks a large number of individuals

ab the same time. Hence the differences in the effect

in cases where the chances in favour of its spread are

plentiful, and in those where they are few, are still

more strikingly manifested. We have only to consider

how completely different the mode of spread is according

to the circumstances under which the first case of

cholera is introduced into a town. In the one place the

patient may be nursed in a well-to-do family, or in a

suitably arranged hospital with trained nurses ; in the

other place the first case may occur in a narrow, poor
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quarter of tlie town where numerous individuals come

in contact with the patient and with the dejecta, where

the methods of cleanliness are by no means sufficient,

where the food is prepared and eaten in the same room,

where there are numbers of flies which aid in the

transport of the germs, and where consequently it is

only rarely that direct contamination does not take

place. It is evident that in the latter case the chances

of a sudden and great extension of the disease are

present, and hence the effect is so very different from

that of the former case, in which at most only an

isolated further infection occurs.

If now the disease has attacked several individuals Difeerencedue... totnesucceed-
these unequal chances continue to act m an increasing ms cases,

degree, because from every new case where the chances

continue favourable there is a marked multiplication of

the number of individuals affected, and along with this

an enormous increase in the number of sources of

infection. In the one town the primitive arrangements

for the removal of faeces, badly constructed wells, small

dwellings, poverty of the population, bad nutritive con-

ditions, &c., can readily so act that almost every new
case forms a source of infection and a means of trans-

port, and that susceptible individuals are constantly

present in the neighbourhood of the sick. In other

towns or at other seasons, on the contrary, a very

much smaller number of cases may occur, on account of

the presence of a drainage system, a good supply

of water, well-built houses, well-to-do, cleanly popula-

tion, or on account of the fact that the individuals in

contact with the sick are in great part insusceptible or

immune ; in this way the chances are against the further

spread of the disease, and favour the interruption in

the chain.

Circumstances which are apparently trivial aAd Influence of

accidental, and which readily escape observation, may triviaf"*^^
often exert such an influence on the spread of a cholera accidents,

epidemic that the presence of local and seasonal pre-
disposing conditions may be of absolutely no impor-
tance. Thus to mention some examples of these
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accidental conditions we not uncommonly find in the
smaller towns in Mid and North Germany that the

relatively pure water flows through the streets of the

town in open gutters, and that this water is not only

employed for household purposes but also

—

per nefas,

but nevertheless very frequently—for carrying away the

refuse from houses. If a case of cholera occurs in the

higher portion of such a town, and if dejecta or water em-
ployed for washing the linen gain entrance to this run-

ning water a sudden extensive spread, a sort of explosive

epidemic, may be the result, whatever be the state of

matters as regards the other factors which are of im-

portance in the production of an epidemic, Koch
observed another example in Marseilles ; in that town the

market women who offered vegetables for sale were wont
to sprinkle their wares from time to time with water in

order to keep them fresh, this water being taken by

means of a broom from a gutter which ran past the

market. The comma bacilli could very readily enter

this gutter water ; and hence, by means of the infected

vegetables and fruit, the germs might be distributed to

such an extent that a violent epidemic could result.— A
similar occurrence can take place when one of the first

cholera cases occurs in a dairy, and when comma bacilli,

though only in very small numbers, enter the milk by

one of the modes described, for milk is a very excellent

soil for the growth of the cholera bacilli.

Such accidents maynowand then exert an important in-

fluence on the course of the epidemic, and as it maybe very

difficult to trace them subsequently, we may have the oc-

currence of a number of so-called "inexplicable" cases.

If we review the whole series of factors which arc

here mentioned, and which can influence, both as regards

place and season, the commencement and the course of

a cholera epidemic, we must admit that a local and

seasonal distribution of cholera, varying much at

diff'erent places and times, undoubtedly exists.
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But even as regards the peculiar laws wliicli seem to

govern the local and seasonal spread of the disease,

\ve may easily find, among the important factors

mentioned above, some which completely explain the

repeated or permanent insusceptibility of some places,

or the constant preference for a definite season of the

year.

Thus the occurrence of cholera in Germany in late Explanation

, .
T T . T , , . of the seasonal

summer and harvest can be explamed by the presence oi predisposition

various predisposing factors during these months. It is
<^ermany.

during this season, as Pettenkofer has pointed out, that

the level of the ground-water is lowest, and that conse-

quently the upper layers of the soil are driest ; the exist-

ence of a definite drying zone has, aswas pointed out above,

a markedly favourable influence on the preservation and
increase of the sources of infection. The cholera months
are also those in which the largest numbers of insects

are present, and these undoubtedly take part in the
transport of the germs; they are also the months in

which people eat the greatest quantity of raw food, which
is also well suited for the transport ; but above all in
those months there is a marked individual predisposition
on the part of a relatively large portion of the population
on account of the frequent gastric disturbances, the
causes of which have been previously referred to. It is

easy to understand that where this dry zone is absent
and with it a number of sources of infection, where the
various means of transport referred to are wanting, and
where there is no wide-spread individual predisposition,
the chances for the spread of cholera are very unfavour-
able, and that therefore in our climate it does not
usually spread at all during winter and spring, or at
most only a few individuals are affected. At times,
however, in spite of the unfavourable season of the

^

year, some of the other predisposing factors may bo
so markedly developed that an exceptional epidemic
may occur even in the middle of winter or in sprino'.

There are also a number of factors which explain the Explanation
extmction of an epidemic after its longer or shorter dura-

°* extinc-

tion. In this respect one important point is, that soon eSc.nio..

80
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after the first appearance of the epidemic the treatment

of the individual cases is better carried out, that those

who are in contact with the sick take greater care as

regards cleanliness and other precautions, that the

majority of the inhabitants take less raw food, that

greater care is employed in providing pure water, that

the individual predisposition is diminished as far as

possible, partly by the avoidance of excesses, partly by
early treatment of gastric disturbances, and partly, in

the case of another portion of the population, by recovery

from a previous mild or severe attack ; and finally, that

at times, with the change of the season of the year, one
or other of the external influences are removed, and thus

the sources of infection, and the ease with which the

germs are transported, are diminished.—The more com-
pletely and quickly all those factors which tend to the

extinction of the epidemic come into play the earlier

will further infection cease; the longer the one or the

other favouring condition continues the further will the

epidemic spread. It is evident that in order that cholera

should become permanent or endemic in the neighbour-

hood other very favourable conditions must be present,

especially as regards the climate, and probably still

more as regards the habits of life of the population.

It would lead us too far to explain the various striking

phenomena which occur in the epidemic spread of cholera

by the factors which come into play, and which have

already been mentioned in detail. This much is evident,

that the sum of the external factors furnishes a sufficient

explanation of numerous epidemiological laws, and also

of numerous exceptions; whether it be that in the one

case several of these factors act together, and thus

increase the effect, or whether it be that one or other are

in opposition to, and thus neutralise each other, there

are a number of possible explanations which may corre-

spond to as many variations in the occurrence of cholera.

For many persons the extraordinary multiplicity of the

factors which furnish the explanation of the local and

seasonal distribution of cholera is self-evident; this is

more especially the case since Virchow drew attention so
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markedly to this point in the iiroceeclings of the last

cholera conference. But during the last decade the

tendency to draw up a scheme of cholera epidemics, and

the desire to find a single causal factor in explanation of

the peculiarity of its course, has come to the front so

exclusively that it seemed necessary to draw especial

attention to the multiplicity of the factors which come

into play, and to point out in detail what factors can

produce regular local and seasonal variations in cholera

epidemics, and what factors may lead to irregular and

accidental variations.

view.

These deductions are chiefly based on the biological

peculiarities of the comma bacilli as we have learned

them from Koch's investigations, and on the assumption
that cholera is contagious, and that the contagium is

contained in the comma bacilli.

These views are, however, not as yet accepted by all Views of the

cholera investigators; on the contrary, the " localistic
"

view brought forward by von Pettenkofer, Cuningham, and
their followers, is opposed to this " contagionistic

"

standpoint. Cuningham assumes that in order to origi- Cuningham's
nate a cholera epidemic it is not at all necessary that a

""""

patient suffering from cholera should enter the place
where it begins, but on the contrary that cholera occurs
everywhere sporadically, and that favourable local condi-
tions are alone necessary to lead to the outbreak of an
epidemic. This peculiar view is only a possible one on
the arbitrary assumption that every case of violent
diarrhoea is a case of true Asiatic cholera. This view
was not easy to upset in any individual case so long as
we had only symptomatic and pathological anatorJical

^

differences to enable us to distinguish between cholera
asiatica and cholera nostras ; it is, however, quite un-
tenable, since we have found a marked difference between
the two diseases, in that the characteristic cholera bacilli
are always present in the one and never occur in the
other.
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Von Pettonko- Von Petteukofer admits that in the case of cholera
tcr s view

we have to do with a virus which is carried from place

to place, but he lays chief stress on the facts as to the

peculiar local and seasonal distribution of cholera, and

he assumes that in addition to the virus introduced,

other factors, dependent on the locality, must come into

play in order that an epidemic should occur. If we
call the virus which proceeds from the patients " x"
and the something due to the locality " i/j" cholera only

spreads when x and y occur together ; x alone can only

quite exceptionally cause a single case of the disease,

but never an epidemic. On the contrary, in a place

where y is absent we may swallow cholera dejecta with-

out any harm ; while an infection would follow under

these circumstances if y was present in the same

locality.

Pettenkofer has attempted to ascertain the nature of

y by an accurate investigation of the local and seasonal

distribution of a large number of cholera epidemics, and

he has come to the conclusion that the nature of ?/ is a

certain character of the upper layers of the soil. A soil

which predisposes to the disease must be porous and

penetrable by air and water, it miist be contaminated

with dejecta, organic substances, &c., and it must be to

a certain extent moist. The moisture of the soil is the

factor which chiefly varies with the season ; too great

moisture diminishes the predisposition in the same

manner as too great drought. The degree of moisture

of the soil is in the majority of cases most accurately

shown by the variations, in the level of the ground-water,

in other cases it is better determined by the amount of

rainfall.

Hence those localities are permanently immune where

the ground is composed of rock or dense clay, also those

where the soil is quite clean, and those where the sur-

face of the soil is always either very dry or very moist.

A temporary immunity is occasioned chiefly by too

great or too little moisture of the soil.

According to Pettenkofer's view the relation between

the virus x and the factor y, which depends on the pre-
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disposition of the soil, is either that y so prepares man

that he becomes susceptible for x, or that x is altered

under the influence of the y properties of the soil, and

is only then capable of producing infection in man.

Pettenkofer looks on the latter alternative as the

most probable, and he is also of opinion that a; is a

species of bacterium, the development or distribution

of which is much influenced by these y properties of

the soil.

Pettenkofer holds that Koch's comma bacillus is not Pettenkofer's

the proper x, because its characters show that it cannot the comim*°

be favourably influenced by the y properties of the soil ;
^'acilh^p.

the comma bacillus dies as the result of drying, while a

relatively dry soil furnishes the best seasonal predis-

position for cholera. The comma bacillus further rapidly

dies in putrefying substrata, while a soil contaminated

with dejecta is one of the predisposing factors in favour

of cholera.—Neither of these objections are, however,

valid. Where the moisture of the soil diminishes the

degree of dryness is almost never such that the comma
bacilli which reach the soil must at once die. On the

contrary, the conditions for the spread of the infection

are, as was shown on p. 457, more favourable under these

circumstances. In like manner the rapid destruction

of comma bacilli in putrefying substrata has reference

to their behaviour in fluids where there is active multi-

plication of saprophytes, but does not apply to the soil

in which the multiplication and hurtful influence of the

saprophytes are practically of no moment.—It is, there-

fore, evident that Pettenkofer's opposition to the comma
bacillus is in reality not at all justified ; while the fact

of the constant and exclusive occurrence of the comma
bacilli in cholera has led him to the assumption, which ^

certainly does not seem by any means probable, that the
virus of cholera is an organism as yet unknown, that
this virus becomes altered in an as yet unlmown
manner under the influence of a porous, impure, and
somewhat moist soil, and can then cause the infection,
and that after the occurrence of infection the vibriones,
which are present in small numbers in the intestine,
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become transformed into the enormously multiplying
comma bacilli.

^

The peculiarities of the local and seasonal distribu-
tion of cholera are undoubtedly facts which we must all

recognise. Pettenkofer 's observation that the condition
of the superficial layers of the soil frequently plays a
causal part in these peculiarities is likewise undoubtedly
correct

; but it has been previously shown that this con-
dition of the soil can exert an important influence, even
though we admit the etiological significance of the
comma bacillus. But also to an unbiased mind it is

evident that the nature of the soil, to which Pettenkofer
gives such prominence, is by no means of itself suffi-

cient to explain all the peculiarities in the spread of the

epidemics. There is no doubt that Pettenkofer's ex-

planation is not applicable in many cases; that, for ex-

ample, cholera epidemics in the eastern part of Prussia

have occurred on dense clayey soil, and in Bombay on
non-porous rock, while, on the other hand, porous soils

have been passed over. We must at all events regard

Pettenkofer's views only as hypotheses, and must not

ascribe to them the value of a firmly established theory,

which must be used as a basis on which to test the

results of present and future investigations. ^Ye must,

on the contrary, admit the possibility that numerous
other causes come into play in the peculiar mode of

spread of the epidemics, and we can only take the

proper course if we also take into account the other

possible explanations. If we base our investigations on

the known biological characters of the comma bacillus,

Ave are at all events on firmer ground, and are more

likely to find out the truth than if we stubbornly hold

to the view of an unknown x, and a still more un-

Imown y.

Prophylactic The practical prophylactic measures to be taken
regulations against cholera differ also in an important manner
against °

.

cholera. according as the localistic or the coutagiouistic view is
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the one held. The localists throw aside all quarantine

regulations, all arrangements in order to afford protec-

tion against infection, and all disinfection ; on the other

hand they pay special attention to the diminution of

the y properties of the soil, of which the contamination

of the soil is that which is most easily avoided and

altered
;
drainage, or a proper method of removing the

sewage, is supposed to lead to such a condition of the

soil that it is no longer suitable for the epidemic spread

of cholera.

From the standpoint of the contagionists all the

measures discussed above which can protect the indi-

vidual from infection are of the first importance. Hence

the prevention of the introduction of the disease is the

first protection against an epidemic of cholera. As

cholera is generally brought to us over the sea from

India by patients suffering from the disease a strict

medical inspection of ships coming from India in the

Suez Canal is of immense importance. It is only in

sea-porfc towns that any good result can be hoped from

quarantine. If cholera has once broken out on the

Continent nothing more can be expected from quaran-

tine regulations. In that case each town must take

care above all that the first case of cholera is quickly

brought to the notice of the authorities, and is diagnosed

with certainty. The latter can be almost always done

by means of plate cultivations, and the sanitary autho-

rities must therefore know how to make them. A great

deal also depends on proper treatment of the first case

or cases. These should be nursed wherever possible in

hospitals, or at any rate by trained nurses ; the linen

and clothes of the patient should be disinfected with

steam in an institution for the purpose which should be

present in every town ; the dejecta should be rendered

innocuous, and all other suspicious substances should

be disinfected with carbolic acid, sublimate, or concen-

trated hydrochloric acid ; the sick-rooms are most
readily freed from infective germs by opening the

window, and shutting up and heating the room for

some days ; in this way the comma bacilli will be
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killed by drying. The population should also be

instructed as to the circumstances which favour or

hinder infection, more especially as to the influence

of careful cleanliness, as to care in preparation of the

food and in the selection of drinking water, and as to

the hurtful influence of excesses and of even the mildest

gastric disturbances. Drainage, proper removal of

waste materials, and a good water supply, are also,

from the contagionistic point of view, excellent prophy-

lactic measures for a town, the basis of these regulations

being, however, somewhat difi'erent from that of the

localists ; the chief advantage of these arrangements is

not that they lead to cleansing of the soil from putre-

fying materials, or freeing of it from materials which

could nourish the lower organisms, but it is the prompt

removal of the infective agents, and the diminution of

the opportunities for infection.

Sioirillmi Finkler and Prior.

(Vibrio proteus.)

Finkler and From the dejecta of patients suffering from cholera

TiSua. nostras which had been kept for some time, Finkler

and Prior isolated a spirillum which resembles the

comma bacillus of Asiatic cholera, but can nevertheless

be very readily distinguished

from it, more especially by

means of a number of dif-

ferences in its mode of

^;>->^i; yV^o^, growth.

Morphological As a rule the individual

. haraoters. ^v^jf curvcd baciUi, which when

united together form the

Fig. 124—Spirillum of Finkler grjii-iHa, are the chief forms
and Prior X 700. ^ [ j U„«;i1,-

present. The curved bacilli

are somewhat longer and thicker than Koch's comma

bacilli ; their thickness is not so regular as the latter,

but on the contrary they appear oftener somewhat pointed

at the ends, and thicker in the middle. Not uncommonly
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Ave find " S " forms similar to those of the cholera bacillus,

and also longer screw-like threads, which, however, do

not occur so frequently in gelatine cultivations, and do

not show so many twists as in similar cultivations of the

cholera bacilli. When examined in drop cultivations

they show active movement.

According to Buchner, Finlder's bacilli have a great I^jo^^^*'

tendency to alter their form -when the state of the

nutrient medium is unfavourable (Buchner has there-

fore proposed to give the bacillus the name Vibrio

proteus). Under these circumstances they form some-

times spheres, sometimes spindles, and sometimes

monad-like bodies ; the latter may present an oval

form as much as 4
fj..

in breadth, or may appear as

large spheres, or as very broad and fat portions of

twisted threads, and they are obtained very easily by the

addition of 5 per cent, of sugar, or 2 per cent, of

glycerine, to the gelatine. These structures can only

be looked on as pathological or involution forms.

On gelatine plates Finkler's bacilli form after 24 Cultivat

hours white points, which under a low power present

the appearance of circular yellow or yellowish-brown

discs ; in contrast to the young colonies of Koch's

comma bacilli the outline of Finkler's colonies is very

sharp, dark, and almost absolutely circular, while in the

case of the cholera bacilli a wavy irregular outline is

observed ; the colour is also distinctlj' darker, and the

surface does not present such /^SX

Liquefaction of the gelatine Fig:. 125—Colonies of Finkler

the colonies loses its sharp- ' " "

ness, the periphery often appears dentate or as if

eaten away, while, on the other hand, the external

zone of liquefaction has a sharp border. One can
often observe at this stage zones of different colour
in the colony ; a darker central zone, then a lighter,

a highly refracting, granular

appearance as in the case of

the true cholera colonies.

begins very early ; as soon

as this occurs the outline of

and Prior's spirilla X SO.

o, after 16 hours.
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Puncture
cultivations.

Growth on
potatoes.

and then again a darker marginal zone. The j'oung

colonies can be distinguished from those of cholera

bacilli without any diflSculty by means of the above

mentioned characters ; at a later stage, more especially

when the cholera colonies are older than Finkler's, the

diagnosis is not so easy, but it can always be made when
a considerable number of colonies are examined.—At a

still later period Finkler's bacilli liquefy the gelatine

very energetically ; a funnel, 1 cm. in diameter or

more, is formed, and as a rule the whole plate very

soon becomes entirely liquid.

In puncture cultivations in gelatine Finkler's bacilli

arc also characterised by the greater energy with which

they liquefy the gelatine.

When cultivated under the

same conditions as Koch's

bacilli they lead, even with-

in 48 hours, to the forma-

tion of a comparatively wide

sac-like tube which is filled

with muddy fluid ; after 24

hours more the liquefaction

has usually reached the wall

of the test-tube and has in-

volved the uppermost por-

tion of the gelatine, while

the lower end of the sac has

correspondingly increased

in breadth.—When culti-

vated on nutrient agar the

bacilli form yellowish-white

deposits without liquefac-

tion, and without any definite characters. Blood serum

is rapidly liquefied.—On potatoes kept at the tem-

perature of the room they form within 48 hours a

greyish-yellow gelatinous coating, which is marked off

from the substance of the potato by a white border.

This growth on potatoes forms the most striking con-

trast to the behaviour of Koch's comma bacilli, which do

not grow at all on potatoes at the ordinary tcmpera-

1

Fig. 126.—Cultivation of Finkler
and Prior's comma bacillus.

c, 2 days old. d, 4 days old.
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ture, and at liiglier temperatures only give rise to a tbin

brown coating

In all tbe cultivations of Tinkler's spirilla a some-

^vbat foul smell is developed. In nutrient substrata

containing sugar, fermentation and tbe formation of

acid take place, according to Bucbner.—Finkler's bacilh

seem, according to tbe experiments made by Fmkler

and Prior, to be mucb more resistant towards drymg

and overgrowth by otber saprophytes tban tbe cbolera

bacilli. A cultivation wbicb bad been dried and kept for

two months over phosphoric acid free from water grew

when planted on fresh nutrient substrata.

If a pure cultivation of Finkler's bacilli is injected Experinicnts

directly into tbe duodenum of guinea-pigs a certain
"^"^^

proportion (3 out of 10) die according to Finkler and

Prior and numerous bacilli are found in the intestinal

contents, having apparently multiplied there ;
Koch's

control experiments also showed that about 30 per cent,

of the guinea-pigs which had previously received soda

solution and tincture of opium, as in tbe experiments

with cholera cultivations mentioned above, died after tbe

administration of cultivations of Finkler's bacilli by the

mouth.—Injection of considerable quantities of cultiva-

tions, either subcutaneously, into the veins, or into the

stomach, set up no disease in the animals experimented

on. Pathogenic action seemed only to occur under such

complex conditions, and then only so rarely that, as the

result of the experiments on animals alone, Finkler's

spirilla must be reckoned among the saprophytes.

It is still doubtful, however, whether these organisms Habitat of

play a pathogenic rSle in man (this would be quite con- ^htua.''

ceivable when we bear in mind the similar though much
more aggressive behaviour of Koch's bacilli on animals),

and whether they stand in any etiological relation to

cholera nostras. Finkler and Prior state that they

found the same spirilla on microscopical examination in

five cases of cholera nostras ; nevertheless these organisms

could not be recognised with certainty by otber observers,

and more especially by Koch, in Finkler and Prior's

preparations. Finkler and Prior have only isolated
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these organisms by cultivation (a plan that is necessary

in order to render their identity certain) in the case of

dejecta from cholera nostras which had been kept for a

long time, and which had undergone putrefaction.

—

Relation to Other authors have, however, sought in vain for

nostras. Finkler's bacilli in a large number of cases of cholera

nostras. Thus Koch examined a considerable number

of cases, and among them several which ended fatally,

with negative results ; and investigations by Ermengem,

Watson Cheyne, Biedert, and others, have in like manner

yielded negative results.

On the other hand, Miller has found curved baciUi in

a hollow tooth, and these must be looked on as identical

with Finkler's, from their microscopic characters, and

their behaviour on cultivation and on animals ; and

Kuisl* has obtained Finkler's spirilla in a nutrient

solution containing peptone, meat infusion, and 2 per

cent, of potash soap, from the contents of the caBCum of

a patient who had committed suicide.

Hence from the mode of distribution of these bacilli

we cannot find any evidence of pathogenic properties,

nor any relation to cholera nostras, and they must

therefore be reckoned among the saprophytes till better

evidence of their pathogenic character has been fur-

nished.

Trom Fiiikler and Prior's first publications, in wliicli thoy

held that their bacilli were identical with Koch's comma

bacilli, it is evident that they made their experiments at that

time in complete ignorance of the usual and necessary methods

of cultivating and isolating bacteria ; and in their paper

they also speak of a mode of development of their bacilli in

which "alternation of generation," "mother cells" whicli

burst at a later period, " spore bearers," &c., play a part,

and which has no analogy in the developmental history of

other bacteria. In their last commuuication,t it is true,

these authors give a very detailed description of Koch's

method of investigation, with which they have apparently

become acquainted subsequently; but they attempt to bolster

up their former standpoint with only slight modifications, and

* branch, arztl. Inielligembl., 1885, 36.

t Centralblf, allg. Ges. Erganzungshefie, vol. i., Parts 5 and 6.
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to defend, without any new and better reason, those origina

expressions which they have introdnced into the science o

bacteriology.

S2yinlUtm tyrogenum.

(Cheese spirilla.)

These organisms were isolated by Deneke in the Cheeso

author's laboratory from cheese which had been kept for

a long time ;
morphologically and on cultivation they

show a greater resemblance to Koch's comma bacilli than

do Finkler's spirilla, but like the latter they can be

definitely distinguished from the cholera bacilli by

certain culture characteristics.

The individual bacilli are somewhat smaller than Morphologica

Koch's bacilH, and often show very long spirillar threads

with somewhat narrower twists and smaller screws. In

drop cultivations they show active movements.

On gelatine plates the youngest colonies form small Cultivations,

white points after 24 hours, and under a low power they

present the form of circular discs with sharp outlines,

Pig. 128.—ColonipR of cheese
spirilla X 80.

o, after 16 hours.
Pig. 127.—Cheese spiriUa b, „ 24 „

X 700. c, „ 36 „

and of a dark, greenish-brown colour. At a later period

the margin appears somewhat lighter, the centre of a

dark yellow colour ; at the same time liquefaction of the

gelatine commences, and the sharp outline of the colony
not uncommonly disappears. The liquefaction of the
gelatine is more energetic than in the case of the cholera

bacilli, but does not occur so quickly as in Tinkler's.

This fact is seen also in puncture cultivations, where a
sac-like liquefied tube is formed within 24 hours, and at

a later period there is complete liquefaction of the
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gelatine. On agar the cheese spirilla form a yellowish-

white layer
;
they liquefy blood serum energetically.

No growth takes place on potatoes, either at the or-

dinary temperature or at higher temperatures,

on anVinals*^
By the ordinary modes of application no pathogenic

action is exerted on animals. In two experiments in

which the cheese spirilla were injected directly into the

duodenum of guinea-pigs Deneke observed no morbid
phenomena. Of fifteen guinea-pigs which were treated

by Koch in the same manner as in his experiments with

cholera bacilli, by previous introduction of soda solution

and tincture of opium, and then of pure cultivations of

these spirilla, three died.—From these results, as well

as from the habitat of the spirilla, we must regard this

species of bacterium as a pure saprophyte.

Deneke's experiments on animals were limited to one

experiment on six guinea-pigs ; into two of these cholera

spirilla, into two Finkler's spirilla, and into two the cheese

spirilla were injected into the duodenum. The two first

animals died, the other four remained alive. It may be

remarked here, in answer to an objection by Finkler, that

these experiments on animals were not done on a larger scale

because the author knew that the same experiments were

being carried out at the same time in larger numbers in

Koch's laboratory, and because in the case of the cholera

bacilli more especially the results of Nicati and Rietsch and

of Ermengem had already been published. The result of this

comparative experiment permitted a judgment as to the

pathogenic or saprophytic nature of Tinkler's and Deneke's

spirilla, so much the more readily because all attempts to

injure animals by these bacteria by the ordinary modes of

infection failed, and because in this case the habitat and mode
of spread of the organisms did not, as in the case of the

cholera organisms, point to a pathogenic role which required

to be still further confirmed by experiments on animals.

Spirillum sputigenum.

Curved bacilli In the deposit on the teeth and in the saliva of man

mouth'^° curved bacilli not uncommonly occur which have a certain

resemblance to the cholera bacilli, but are somewhat

larger, thinner, and more pointed at the ends. Where

the staining with aniline dyes is not too dark, it can also
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be seen that the colouring matter is irregularly distri-

buted in the rod, being less plentiful at the ends. Lewis *

has nevertheless held that these

organisms are identical with cholera

bacilli; but they differ very dis-

tinctly from these, in that the

spirilla of the saliva cannot be

cultivated by any of the ordinary

methods of cultivation. Hence

the isolation of these bacteria and the study of their

characters has not as yet been possible.

Fig. 129.—Spirillum
sputigenum (after

Ermengem) X 700.

They grow on
none of the
ordinary
nutrient sub-
strata.

Spirillum {Spirochete) Obermeieri.

These organisms were first observed by Obermeier in Spirilla of

the blood of patients suffering from relapsing fever, fever.

They have the form of long, wavy, flexile threads, with

10 to 20 convolutions ; their length varies between 16

and 40 m., their breadth is from \ to \ that of the comma
bacilli. In fresh preparations the spirilla are seen to be

motile
;

they move quickly, and

also show undulatory movements,

which pass in a wavy manner

through the whole length of the

thread. Colouring matters, more
especially fuchsine, alkaline methy-

lene blue, and Bismarck brown, are

comparatively readily taken up;

nevertheless, on account of their

fineness, it is only possible to dis-

cover these spirilla, when present in small numbers,

with high powers, and good illumination. Larger

numbers of the bacilli, which in many cases fill the

blood, are on the other hand readily recognised, both

in fresh and in stained preparations.

The spirilla are found exclusively in the blood of the Occurrence,

patients, never in the secreta; further, they are only
present during the febrile attack, but not in the interval

between the attacks, or at moat only for two days after

» Lancet, 183 i, 20 Sept.

Fig. 130.—Spirilla of
relapsing fever in
blood X 500.
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the attack of fever. Their numbers vary very greatly.

Outside the body, when kept in blood serum or in i per
cent, salt solution, the spirilla retain their movement
for a considerable time; but as yet we have not succeeded
in obtaining any decided multiplication in any sort of

nutrient substratum, nor can a cultivation be carried on
through several generations,

luoonlation of On the other hand the disease, characterised by its

moukcyr^
°" attacks of fever and by the appearance of the spirilla, can
.be inoculated on monkeys, by means of human blood
containing spirilla. Koch and Carter were able, in the
case of long-tailed macaques, to set up a typical attack

of fever by subcutaneous injection of a small quantity of

defibrinated blood, containing spirilla, after an incuba-

tion period of several days; during the attack of fever

the blood showed large numbers of spirilla, while the

organisms were never found either before or after the

appearance of the fever. Numerous spirilla could also

be demonstrated in the organs of the animals killed at

the height of the febrile attack. True relapses, such as

are characteristic in man, did not occur in monkeys; the

most that took place was that, a few days after the crisis,

the temperature was again for a short time elevated, but

without any appearance of the spirochaete in the blood.

—

The disease can be inoculated from one monkey to

another, but only by means of blood containing spirilla.

Relapses. Monkeys are not protected from recurrence by one attack

of the disease ; Koch and Carter were able to set up the

same typical attack of fever when the monkeys which had
recovered from the first attack were inoculated again, after

some days or weeks, with blood containing the spirilla.

From the constant and exclusive occurrence of these

peculiarly-shaped bacteria in relapsing fever, and from

the fact that the disease can only be set up in healthy

monkeys by blood which contains these spirilla in the

living condition, we may with certainty conclude that the

spirilla are the causal agents of this disease, even although

we have not as yet succeeded in cultivating the organisms,

.and in studying their characters more minutely.
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All the other spirilla are as yet very incompletely incompletely

I 1 T . ii 1
'

r ij.- J.' known speoioS!
known, and we do not possess methods of cultivatmg of spiriHa.

them in a state of purity, and of observing their mode of

development. They appear to grow by preference on

fluid substrata, and to accumulate more especially at the

surface; a situation in which they are usually found in

enormous numbers is in the ordinary cesspools (Miihl-

hauser). Resting forms have not as yet been described

with certainty in the majority of the species which have

been observed, the only exception being spirillum rugula;

but it is possible that at a future period spore-like struc-

tures will be found in other of the bacteria belonginsr to

this almost unknown class.

Geddes and Ewart* state that they have observed the
following facts as regards the mode of development and spore
formation of spirilla; the spirilla have alternately a motile
and a resting stage

; they ultimately grow in the form of a
small thread without any definite coils ; this thread becomes
longer and thicker, and spores appear in it. These spores
divide rapidly and become glistening and brown, while the
threads become again motile and break up sooner or later.
The spores thus liberated become encysted, and divide into a
number of capsules which become motile after a period of
rest

;
the " sporul© " contained in the capsules escape, sprout

in a comma form, and soon grow to the ordinary spirillum.—
These observations have evidently not been made on pure
cultivations, and are of no value.

^

The following are the spirilla which have as yet been
distinguished from one another, but which require more-
accurate study:

—

Spirochcete plicatilis.—Threads thin with numerous
narrow turns, 110 to .

225 in length. As aS\ f i. ^
a rule the threads form I /

'

a double wavy line
; c^I'^S.-

the primary turns are
"'"

of the same size in all j
the examples ; the se- , . , ,

Fig. 131. n
condary turns .re''p£^\&1!i^t^
often unequal in size. B^^^to from the tooth x 500
The ends are blunt. The organism moves with extreme

* Proc. of the Roy. Sac, vol. 27, p. 481.

31
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rapidity.—It occurs frequently during the summer in

marsh water in which algae are putrefying, in gutters,

&c.*

SpirochcBte denticola (Spirochsete of the saliva).

—

These organisms are much shorter than the foregoing,

as a rule 10 to 20 p.. in length ; the threads have a

simple wavy outline, and are pointed at both ends. It

occurs very frequently in the deposit on the teeth, and

along with Leptothrix buccalis in the contents of carious

teeth, f

Spirillum rugula (Vibrio rugula).—Cells 6 to 8 /i.

in length, "5 to 2"5 fx. in thickness, with a single bend,

or at most with flat spiral turns ; at times united in

longer chains, often matted together in considerable

numbers (fig. 55a). They are motile, with active

rotation around their long axis. Koch has observed

distinct flagella. Before spore formation takes place

a b <-•

Fig. 132.—Vibrio rugula (after Prazmowski) X 1020.

a, young rod.s. b, thicker rods. spore-bearing rods.

the threads become thickened throughout their whole

length ; a spherical swelling then occurs at one end, so

that the rod has the appearance of a comma; this swell-

ing ultimately becomes a spherical spore.—The

organism occurs in marsh water, in the deposit on the

teeth, in fceces, &c. It is often associated with bacillus

butyricus, and is hence in all probability an anaerobe.

According to Prazmowski ^ Vibrio rugula occasions

energetic decomposition of cellulose. In decoctions

* Koch, Colm's Beiir. s. Biol. d. Pflanzen, ii., p. 420.

t Ibid., p. 432.

X Untersuchungen, &c., Leipzig, 1880, p. 44.
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made from vegetable tissues (portions of potato, &c.),

Prazmowski was able to observe that the rods of Vibrio

rugula collected around the cell walls of the tissue, and

that they broke up in a short time (3 or 4 daj-s) into

swarms of Vibrio rugula. The intimate nature of the

fermentative action has not as yet been ascertained.

Spirillum serpens (Vibrio serpens).—Threads thinner,

3 to 4 regular and permanent bends, 11 to 28 /i. in

length, "8 to 1*1
fj.. in thickness ; at times united in

chains. Actively motile ; often in dense masses.—Occurs

frequently in various stagnant fluids.

^^^^
Fig. 133.

A, Spirillum (vibrio) serpens. B, Spirillum tenue.
C, Spirillum undula X 650.

Spirillum tenue.—Threads very thin, at least 1^ turns

of a screw, at most, however, 2 to 6 ; the space

between the individual turns is from 2 to 3 /n., the

length of the spirilla being therefore 4 to 15 fi.; they

move with lightning rapidity. It often occui-s in dense

masses in decoctions of plants.

Spirillum undula.—Threads 1'] to 1*4 ju. in thickness,

8 to 12 fi. in length, turns wider, 4 to 5 fi. in height.

Each thread has 1^ to 3 turns. Eapid simultaneously

turning and shooting movements ; a flagellum can be
distinctly seen at each end in the form of a long,

slightly arched, and powerful thread, becoming thinner

towards its end.—It occurs in the most various kinds of

putrefying fluids.

Spirillum voliitans.—Threads, 1*5 to 2 n. in thick-

ness, 25 to 30 iJ-. in length, somewhat thinner and
rounded at the ends, with thick, dark, granular contents.

Each thread has 2^ to 3| turns, the interval being thus
from 9 to 13 /x. Sometimes motile, sometimes non-
motile

; a distinct flagellum at each end.—It occurs in

marsh water, and it has been founi in a decoction of
dead fresh-water snails.
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Spirillnm sanguineum (Ophidomonas sanguinea) (according

to Zopf belongs to the Beggiatoa, see page 488).—Threads
3 /i. or more in thickness, with 2 to 25 turns, 9 to 12 /i. in

width. A flagellum at each end. The spirals, which have a
reddish shimmer, present a dark granular appearance, owing
to the presence of numerous highly refracting reddisli

granules. Found by Warming and Cohn in putrefying

brackish water. In such water, which occurs in harvest iu

Fig. 134.—(After Cohn.)

A, Spirillum volutans X 650.

B, Spirillum sanguineum (Ophidomonas sang.) X 600.

many lakes on the Danish coast, and in which many algae and

salt water phanerogams decompose with the simultaneous

appearance of red patches and masses. Warming found some

other forms of spirilla, which as a rule contained granules of

sulphur in their cell contents, and which he distinguished

under the names Spirillum violaceum, Eosenbergii, attenua-

tum, &c.*

Spirillum leucomelcenum.—A form of rare occurrence

fobserved in water on the top of decomposing algae), but which

is noteworthy from the fact that alternate black and clear

spaces occur in the spirillum, occasioned by the accumulation

in the interior of the rod of dark granular substances at

regular intervals.f

IV. Fission Fungi -with Variable Vegetative

Forms.

A considerable variation in form Las been recently

demonstrated by Zopf 's investigations in the case of the

* Warming, Vidtnshahdige Meddedeher fra den naturhisf. Forming i

Kjobenhavn, 1875, p. 398.—Cohn, Beitriige, vol. i., Part 3, S. 169.

t Kooh, Mink. a. d. Ges. Amt., i., p. 4S.
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organisms arranged together in the following pages,

these organisms differing from the bacteria as yet

described in their natural habitat, in their size, in their

morphological characters, and in many biological

characters; these organisms were, up till a few years

ago, reckoned by most authors among the algae. Zopfs

results are reproduced here without any commentary,

although they have not as yet been confirmed by control

investigations. A repetition of his observations is,

however, so much the more desirable, as the methods

employed offer no sort of guarantee that he was dealing

with trustworthy pure cultivations, and also as the mode

in which the various vegetative forms of each variety are

designated does not always appear to be sufficiently well

founded.

To this group belong the organisms included in

groups 3 and 4 of Zopf's classification, the leptothrix

and the cladothrix forms. In the series of leptothrix

varieties, the genus leptothrix has been omitted here for

the reasons mentioned on page 180, so that the genera

crenothrix, beggiatoa, phragmidiothrix, and cladothrix

are alone described. For the generic characters see

page 180.

Crenothrix Kiihniana.

Crenothrix. This organism was discovered by Kiihn, and has been

investigated by Cohn, and later by Zopf. It is one of

the most frequent aquatic fungi, and occurs in stagnant

and flowing water ; it is sometimes present in such

large quantities in the water pipes in many places

(Berlin, Lille) that the water is quite unfit for use. It

can be artificially cultivated in decoctions of dead algff,

or in decoctions of animal substances, such as swine's

bladder.

Morphological According to Zopf the fungus shows coccus, rod, and
characters.

iovms. The coccl are spheres 1 to 6 in

diameter; their membrane becomes gelatinous, and

they multiply by fission. By this mode of multiplica-

tion, and by the gelatinous character of their membrane,
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irregular masses of zoogtea of very various sizes are

formed ; these masses often form very large clumps, and

may have a red, green, or brownisli-black colour, from

the deposit in them of oxide of iron. When cultivated

in marsh water

the cocci grow

to form rods,

which again

form threads by

continued fis-

sion, these
threads project-

ing from the

surface of the

zooglsea mass in

all directions.

At a certain

stage they show

a distinct forma-

tion of sheaths,

and the oxide

of iron is often

deposited in

these sheaths.

Within the
sheaths the rods

continue to di-

vide transverse-

ly, and isodia-

metric pieces

are formedwhich

become rounded

at the ends and

then represent

the cocci, which

are, as a rule,

fairly largo (ma-

crococci). In the broad threads, however, the transverse

division may go still further, so that the isodiametric

portions are split up into quite small cylindrical

Fig. 135.—Crenothris Kiiliniana X GOO.

Thread forms with cylindrical discs and
(a) cocoi. (After Zopf.)
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plates. In the latter longitudinal divisions appear

usually parallel to the axis of the thread, and thus each

cylindrical plate becomes broken up into two or four

small cocci. In these crenothrix threads, therefore, the

individual joints divide in two or three planes.

By continued elongation and division of the segment

within the sheath so much pressure is brought to bear

on the apex of the sheath that it opens at that point

and permits the escape of the rods or cocci. It some-

times happens that the sheath becomes gelatinous at an

early stage, and the cocci and rods remain in this

gelatinous substance. In that case they sprout and

burst through the gelatinous sheath, forming rods and

threads, and thus the original thread has numerous

secondary threads projecting from it like a brush.

Biology. Very little is known as to the physiological characters

of the fungus ; it requires oxygen for its vegetation, and,

as the result of the presence of the gelatinous sheath, it

is very resistant to variations of temperature.

Beggiatoa.

These organisms occur everywhere in stagnant and

flowing impure waters, in sulphur springs, and in a

part of the bay at Kiel ; the organism forms milk-

white, grey, red, or violet deposits on the mud, or

on animal and vegetable bodies. It may be artificially

cultivated in infusions of animal tissues, or of algte,

with marsh water. The fully formed threads (the free

threads only represent fragments of complete threads)

show a distinct contrast between their base and apex,

in that they gradually increase in breadth towards

the apex, and at the lower part show a distinct trans-

verse segmentation. Spiral threads and fragments are

also formed under certain nutrient conditions ; the

latter pass, under certain circumstances, into a swarm-

ing stage. In the cells of beggiatoa sulphur is present

in the form of highly refracting granules with dark

outlines. The fungus is able to break up sulphur com-

pounds, more especially sulphate of soda, and to cause

J3eggia,toft.

Habitat.

Presence of

Snlphnr.
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the development of sulphuretted hydrogen ;
as a result,

water in which these fungi are developing readily

becomes uninhabitable by

fish. The beggiatoa are

but little sensitive to the

influence of temperature,

and they can develop lux-

uriantly even at 55° C.

—

Zopf distinguishes the fol-

lowing varieties :

—

Beggiatoa alba.—^This is the

most widely distributed va-

riety. It occurs more especi-

ally in tliewaste water of sugar

factories, of tanneries, and in

sulphur wells (baregine or

glairine). The threads grow

on putrefying plants, dead

iasects, &c. ;
they vary in

thickness between 1 and 5 fx.

Sulphur particles are not

always present. On exaniin-

iag the threads, with or with-

out the action of reagents, it

can be seen that they are

segmented into long or short

rods or cocci. In the thicker

threads a further subdivision

of the cocci can be observed.

Under certain conditions of

nutrition the cocci pass into

a swarming stage. After some
time they again come to rest,

and become attached to algse,

&c., multiply by continued

fission, and form irregular

zooglsea. Under certain con-

ditions they grow and form
rods which may likewise have

a swarming stage; when these

rods come to rest they gi'ow to

form threads. Further, the

Beggiatoa
alba.

Morpholog'ica
characters.

Fig. 136.—Beggiatoa alba X 540.

Group of attached threads.
(After Zopf.)

Spiral th
(Ophi"
nas).

threads may partially or wholly assume a spiral form, and the
j^P^*'^'""'^-

pieces of the spii'al which become free may, under certain con-
ditions, swarm, their movement being caused by the presence
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Beggiatoa
roseo-

persicina

.

Identical with
the species
formerly de-

scribed as
Clathrocystis
roseo-

persicina.

Beggiatoa
mirabilis.

of cilia at each end. These swarming spirals were formerly

described as ophidomonas (see page 484). The spiral threads

show the same division into rods and cocci as the straight

threads, but this is more difficult to demonstrate, and can only

be done by the aid of reagents.

Beggiatoa roseo-persicina.—Frequent in impure ditches and

ponds, covering the substratum with a red or violet deposit.

Often observed on the Danish sea-coast. In the thread stage

it can only be distinguished from B. alba by the reddish-violet

colour. The cocci formed in the threads develop by con-

tinuous subdivision into peculiar zooglfua, which are lobulated,

branched, or in the form of a network. Eods develop under

certaincircumstances from the cocci in these colonies, andafter

solution of the gelatinous sheath the rods and cocci can

swarm. The rods form threads, and these may show a partial

or a total spiral formation like B. alba.

The retiform zooglaea formation of B. persicina was formerly

described as Clathrocystis or Cohnia roseo-persicina, and by

Lankester as "peach-coloured bacterium."* The cells are

spherical or oval, of a reddish colour, and as much as 2-5 /j..

in diameter
;
they form at first solid famihes bound together

by gelatinous material; at a later period hollow bodies appear,

filled with watery fluid, and as much as 660 /i. in diameter

;

in these bodies the cells form a single peripheral layer. The

bladders are often torn or riddled with holes, and then they

have the form of a delicate network, which ultimately breaks

up into irregular bunches.

The red colouring matter which is present in the cells

differs from other colouring materials and is termed bacterio-

purpurine ; the same pigment is also contained in some of the

species of monas mentioned below, but it is quite different

from the colouring matter of micrococcus prodigiosus.

Bacterio-purpurine is of a peach-red colour, is insoluble in

water, alcohol, &c., and shows under the spectroscope gi-eat

absorption in the yellow and less in the green and blue, and

also cloudiness in the more highly refracting half of the

spectrum. No chlorophyll substratum is contained in the

colouring matter. In the cells, especially in old cells,

dark granules cau be observed wdiich consist of reguline

sulphur.

Beggiatoa mirabilis.—This organism occurs in sea-water,

forming whitish deposits on decomposing algis, sea-weed, &c.

It is distinguished from the other beggiatoa by its large

transverse diameter-30 The threads show segmentation,

at first into almost isodiametric pieces, and then into short

* Eabenhorst-Winter, Lit., p. l.-Cohn, Beitriige, i., Part 3, p. 157.

Lankester, Quart. Jovrn. of Micr. Sc., 1873, vol. 13, p. 408.
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cylindrical plates. Its mode of developmeut is as yet other-

wise unknown.
Phragmidiothrix multiaeptata.

Phraemidic-

Found by Bugler in the salt water of the bay at

threads are 3 to 6 in thickness, and are subdivided by

transverse divisions into very short cylinders; m these

cylinders longitudinal division then occurs m two or more

directions. From the minute coccus-like portions threads,

at first very thin but constantly becoming broader, are

formed.

Cladothrix dichotoma.

Very common in impure waters, in the waste waters Cladothrix.

from manufacturing places, &c. It may be artificially Occurrenoc

cultivated in decoctions of decomposing algae, mud,

Fig. 137.—Cladothrix dichotoma. (After Cohn.)

Apparent dichotomous threads X 100. At a these are
more highly magnified (X 600), and the false dicho-
tomous divisions are distinctly seen.

flesh, &c. It forms floating flakes and deposits on solid

substrata 1 to 2 mm. in height. The threads were

ormerly described as a species of leptothrix
;
they form

pseudo-branches, some of the rods bending to one side

and elongating to form threads by continued sub-

division. This system of branches often attains great
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Zooglaaa
ramigera,

Myconostoc.

dimensions. The threads become segmented into long

rods, later into short rods, and finally into cocci ; but

this structure is at times only visible after the employ-

ment of means which kill the organism. The segments

of the threads as a rule pass out of the sheath ; at

times, however, the cocci grow to rods and threads in

the interior of the sheath. Under certain conditions

broken off portions of the branches are able to swarm,

and show cilia. At times the fungus forms branches

with regular spiral turns ; from these also portions may
be separated, and ultimately take on swarming move-

ments. According to Billet,* spores are formed in the

interior of the threads which compose the false branches.

Zopf reckons the Zooglaia ramigeraf to the cycle of develop-

ment of the cladothrix ; this is a zoogtea branched like a

tree, containing in the first place cocci, later short rods, then

long rods, then leptothrix-like threads, which at times become

spirally twisted, and by the branching of which the typical

cladothrix structure is ultimately formed.

According to Zopf also, the fungus described by Lankester

and Cohn,J under the name Myconostoc gregariiiin, represents

portions of the threads of clado-

thrix. Myconostoc consists of

thin, colourless tkreads which are

grouped together in the form of

knot-like, loose turns, and are sur-

rounded by a transparent gelatin-

ous sheath 10 to 17 in diameter.

Multiplication occurs, as in the

case of ascoccus, by transverse

division of the gelatinous capsule.

A zooglsea is often formed by the adhesion of gelatinous

capsules. According to Zopf the spiral forms become broken

up at a later period into rods, and ultimately into coccus-like

fragments. As the result of the swelling of the jelly, the

enclosed rods become more and more separated from each

other, and ultimately escape from the jelly, and pass into a

swarming condition.

Fig. 138. — Myconostoc
gregarium (after Cohn)
X 600.

gelatinous ball contain-

ing a roll of threads.

iJ, individual threads.

Appendix In the case of the following lower organisms, which may be

Doubtful —_
varieties * BiWat, Compt. rend., vol. 100, p. 1251.

t Itzigsohn, Sitzungsber. der naturf. Ges., Berlin, 1867.—Koch, Cohn'.

Beilr., ii.. Part 3, p. 414.

I Cohn, BeUriige, i., Part 3, p. 183.
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added here in the form of an appendix, their cycle of develop-

ment is quite unknown, and it is doubtful whether they

should bo classed among the fission fungi.

Streptothrix Foersteri is the name given by Cohn to a thread- Streptothnx

like fungus which he found in the concretions m the tear-

ducts of the human eye. This organism consists of fine

colourless threads, usually straight, but also sometimes

twisted, these threads showing at times, though seldom, dis-

tinct branching. The threads of leptothrbc buccalis are

thicker, straighter, stifEer, and unbranched, and thus difler

from streptothrLx. Nothing is as yet known as to the position

and the mode of development of this organism.

Sphterotilus natons.-Cells 4 to 9 in length, 3 in thick- Sphsrotilus.

ness, roundish or elongated; they occur united in rows in

large numbers in the interior of colourless gelatinous sheaths,

forming long threads which appear as floating flakes, densely

felted itke a tress of hair. Multiplication occurs by isolated

vegetative cells which develop new threads by continued sub-

division. They reproduce themselves by means of spores

which are formed endogenously in the vegetative cells. It

occurs in stagnant and flowing water ; the younger flakes are

colourless, the older yellowish-brown ; when spore formation

is taking place they are sometimes milk-white in colour, and

sometimes red.*

Sviromonas—Cells flat like a leaf, twisted around an ideal Species of

long axis. Multiplication by transverse division.

Spiromonas volubilis.—Colourless, transparent ;
rapid move-

ments and rapid turning around the long axis
;
length, 15 to

18 ,1.

Spiromonas C'ohnii.—Colourless cells very pointed at each

end, with a flagellum, and with 1^ turns. Breadth of the cells

1-2 to 4 fi. It occurs in very putrid water.f

In very foul watery fluids a number of minute organisms Eed putrefao-

frequently develop in addition to the Clathrocystis roseo-
organisms,

persicina described above, these organisms being also charac-

terised by their reddish colour, and possibly belonging to the

cycle of development of that fungus. They form red flakes

on all sorts of detritus at the bottom of the water, but they

swim at times on the surface ; even in the most marked

putrid condition of the water they do not die, but on the con;

trary apparently take part in the putrefactive process. They
are grouped together under the general name of the "peach-

red putrefactive organisms." No chlorophyll substratum

can be recognised in the colourmg matter, and hence these

organisms are more properly classed with the fission fungi

* After Eabonhorst-Winter, Lit., p. 1.

f Deitrdfje z. Biol, d, Pflanzen, vol. i., Part 3.
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than with the lower monads, with which they have, however,

certain morphological resemblances. Common to them are

also the dark granules which are present in the pale red cell

substance, and which probably consists of sulphur (compare

Beggiatoa) ; and also their active movement caused by flagella.

Cohn has distinguished the following varieties :*

—

Monas vinosct.—Spherical or oval cells about 2'5 ft. in

diameter, often united in pairs. Cell substance pale red with

dark granules. Active swarming movement; flagella not

observed.

Monas Okenii.—Short cylindrical cells, 5 n- in breadth, 8 to

15 fi. in length, rounded at the ends, slightly curved. Actively

mobile ; a flagellum at one end twice as long as the cell. Pale

red cell substance with dark granules.

Bhabdomonas rosea. — Spindle-shaped cells 3'8 to 5 m- in

breadth, 20 to 30 /i. in length ; slow trembling movement ; a

) flagellum at one end. Very pale-coloured cell substance with

dark granules.

Fig. 139.—Monads. (After Cohn.)

ji Monas vinosa. B, Monas Okenii.

C] Monas Warmingii. -D, Eliabdomonas rosea.

Monas Warmingii.—Similar to Monas Okenii, but more

robust ; 15 to 10 fi. in length, 8 /x. in breadth ;
tumbling

movements ; a flagellum at one end. The pale red cell sub-

stance only contains dark red granules at each end ;
the ends

are roimded.

* Beitrage z. Biol d. Pflanzen, vol. i., Part 3.
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PART III.

Biology of the Micro-organisms.

Even at an early period, wlien elaborate experi-

mental investigations on the subject of the vital

peculiarities of the fungi were wanting, and wlien the

attempt was made mainly by philosophical speculations

to satisfy the already existing active interest in the signifi-

cance and mode of life of the fermentative organisms, a

definite and very important role in the economy of nature

was ascribed to the class of the fungi, and efforts were

made to bring the vital phenomena of the fungi, in so

far as they had been observed, into unison with this rdle.

These earlier views have latterly been confirmed in their

essential points by recent investigations and experiments

;

but in certain details marked differences have been

found.

The view as to the teleological function and signi- Former views
- _ p fli8 to uIlG

ficance of the fungi rests chiefly on the absence oi biological re-

chlorophyll; and this at once brings the fungi into

marked contrast with all other plants characterised by plants an.l

. , . . the lungi.

the presence of chlorophyll. While the latter, including

the algae, which are so closely allied to the fungi, obtain

the necessary carbon and nitrogen from the carbonic

acid, ammonia, and nitric acid which surround them,

and build up from these simple compounds with the aid

of the chlorophyll, the complex nitrogenous and carbona-

ceous materials which they contain; and while these

plants are consequently able to assimilate their nutrient^

materials from water, for example, which contains the

necessary mineral substances, and from the air, which

contains carbonic acid and ammonia; the fungi, on
,

account of their want of chlorophyll, cannot live in the

same manner, but require previously formed organic

substances in order to replace the waste products, and
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to build up new tissue. Hence they cannot exist in

pure water containing only mineral substances; they

grow, on the contrary, only on dead organic matter, rich

in carbon and nitrogen, especially on dead plants and

animals; or they live as parasites, withdrawing from

their vegetable or animal hosts the organic substances

necessary for their life and growth.

Teleological From these facts we can at once understand the signi-

lowe°^fSigi ficance of the fungi in the economy of nature. In order

to supply the necessary simple nutrient materials to the

chlorophyllous plants, it is essential that the sub-

stance of dead plants should be continually broken up

and reduced to these simple compounds.

The whole of the vegetation, which is yearly produced

and again dies, must be so altered in a relatively short

time that water, carbonic acid, and ammonia may be

again formed from albumen, carbo-hydrates, cellulose,

&c. ; and it is only under these circumstances that a

constant and increasing renewal of vegetation is con-

ceivable.

A portion of this destructive work is performed by

the animal organism; the animal cells split up the

vegetable materials which have been taken in, and pre-

pares them for oxidation. The energy which had be-

come stored up in the complex chemical compounds of

the plant, from the conversion of the energy of the light

rays into a chemical energy by the aid of the chlorophyll,

is used up by the animal organism, and employed for

the production of heat, and for the various functions of

the body. This consumption of vegetable materials by

animals is, however, by no means sufficient to equalise

the production of vegetable substances and to keep the

amount of the simple nutrient materials of plants at such

a level as to suffice for the constant nutrition and growth

of new vegetation. It is evident that some other factor

must come into play in the economy of nature by which

a much more extensive destruction of dead vegetable

substances and a much greater formation of carbonic

acid and ammonia is brought about than by the vital

processes of animals; and this necessity has become
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more apparent since we have learned that a scarcely

noticeable oxidation occurs when organic materials and

the oxygen of the air are simply in contact with each

other at the ordinary temperature, and that on the con-

trary it is the living cells which furnish the necessary

conditions for a rapid destruction and oxidation of

organic materials. , Further, it must be pointed out that

the substance of the dead animal body must also be ex-

posed to destructive influences in the same manner as

dead vegetable materials ; for we also see in the case of

animal organic materials that the atmospheric oxygen

alone is relatively powerless to convert these compounds

into carbonic acid, ammonia, and water.

This dangerous gap in the constant process of re- The fungi^
^

generation in nature is made good by the action of the organic^'

lower fungi. They form the necessary factor which ™ a^^^i^nier*^

renders a rapid destruction and oxidation of dead organic them of use

materials, whether of animal or vegetable origin, possible, plants.
°

and which reproduce the simple carbon and nitrogen

compounds which are necessary for the nutrition of

living and growing plants. The fungi are able to per-

form this role because they do not, like the chlorophyl-

lous plants, utilise the energy of the sun, nor obtain

their nutriment from carbonic acid and ammonia, but,

like animals, feed on the complex chemical compounds,

and utilise the energy so liberated for the performance

of their functions. They are the better able to do this

on account of the wide limits within which their ex-

ternal conditions of existence can vary without injury; also

on account of their extraordinarily rapid multiplication,

for which they use up a considerable amount of nutrient

materials in a short time ; and further, because under
such circumstances they only utilise a relatively small
proportion of the nutrient materials for their own growth,
while a much larger proportion is decomposed by their

peculiar fermentative actions, and thus prepared for

further oxidation. Lastly, it is as it were only a slight
alteration of their function when they at times settle as
parasites on living plants and animals, and lead to their
destruction by breaking up very rapidly the organic con-

32
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stituents of their host and converting them into simple

chemical compounds.

In correspondence with this view of the function and

the significance of the fungi, we must look for their

most important physiological peculiarities in the fact

that they obtain their nutriment from complex organic

substances, and are unable to assimilate the carbon and

nitrogen from carbonic acid and ammonia. This charac-

teristic therefore formed the basis of former investi-

gations.

Pasteur's in- Pasteur was the first who made exact experimental

vestigations investigations as to the biology of the fungi ; these ex-
ns to the °

. . , .

nutritive perimcuts led to results which differed m many respects

o^thelT^?.' from the views which had been held up till that time.

Pasteur showed more especially that yeast and mould

fungi Avere in so far able to live in a similar manner to

the higher plants in that they could assimilate the

nitrogen from ammoniacal salts, and even from nitrates,

and thus, like the chlorophyllous plants, could build up

the complex albuminous materials of their body from

simple substances. It was also found that different

fungi showed great differences in their conditions of life
;

that one required oxygen and led to rapid oxidation, that

another could live without oxygen, and then often

caused extensive though superficial decomposition of the

nutrient material ; that only certain fungi could tolerate

an acid reaction and great concentration of the nutrient

medium ; that different organisms grew most luxuriantly

at very different temperatures ; that one preferred this,

and the other that kind of nutrient material, and that

they were not all equally capable of utilising the nitrogen

of ammonia, or of nitric acid ;
that, lastly, even one and

the same organism behaved very differently as regards

their tissue change and energy under varying external

conditions.

Fungi do not It is true that the former views as to the significance of

ueoossariiy
^jjg fungi in nature were not completely upset by these

piex organTc results of experimental investigation. For it was still

matcSil certain that all the lower fungi were able to live on com-

plex chemical materials—that, in fact, these materials
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were preferred as nutrient substances, and that therefore

the destruction of dead organic substances was chiefly

caused by fungi; further, that carbonic acid could not in

any way be utilised either for assimilation or for growth.

But the physiological characters by means of which they

were able to play their peculiar rale no longer appeared

to be so simple, and could no longer be defined in a few

words, but were made up of a number of processes

which required separate consideration, and which varied

markedly according to the species of the fungus and the

external conditions which surrounded it. Hence we
can no longer content ourselves with a general formula

if we would obtain an insight into the vital manifesta-

tions of the fungi; but we must proceed by the inductive

method, and seek to understand the life of the lower
organisms from a large number of individual observations

and experiments. In this place we must therefore enter

into a minute and detailed discussion as to the biology

of the fungi, and we must do this the more thoroughly
because this side of mycological investigation is of very
great importance for hygiene.

The various biological phenomena which we observe
in the fungi can be subjected to experimental study in
the same manner as the vital phenomena of more com-
plex living beings, e.g., of animals or of the higher
plants. If we take the latter as our basis, we must
proceed from the more complex to the simpler, but it is

probable that many biological problems which have
proved insoluble in the case of the more complex organ-
isms, in spite of very numerous investigations, will be
much more readily solved in these simple beings, and that
thus at a later period the biology of the fungi will throw
light on the biology of higher plants, more especially
when we employ the methods of investigation which
have been found good in the case of the former.

If we wish to study the tissue change of any of the
more complex organisms we generally attempt in the
first place, by a number of variations in our experiments
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on nutrition and tissue change, to determine tlie kind

and quantity of material which is taken up by them,

and to ascertain the normal relation of the other external

conditions which are necessary for the regular progress

of life; further, we investigate the fate of the materials

taken up, and how they are used in the body, also the

excretory products, and finally the functions of the

organs; and we are thus in a position to form an

approximate idea as to the alterations of the tissue and

of the energy which form the basis of the life of that

organism.

We must study the biology of the lower fungi in a

similar manner. In the case of these also we must in the

first place ascertain experimentally the necessary condi-

tions of life; we must learn what solid nutrient materials

must be supplied to the fungi, what role is played by

oxygen, and whether temperature, atmospheric pressure,

light, &c., exercise any noticeable influence on the gi-owth

and the multiplication of the fungi. Where multiplica-

tion occurs by means of spores, we must ascertain what

are the conditions necessary for this act, and also on

what external circumstances the germination of these

spores depends.

In the second place, it is necessary to study the results

of the life of the lower fungi. Among these we learn, in

the first place, the assimilation of the nutrient materials,

the tissue change in the cells, and at the same time the

various manifestations of energy—for example, growth,

multiplication, and fructification; further, we find that

the fungi excrete various products of tissue change which

are of special interest; and finally, that they exert under

certain circumstances two peculiar actions which require

more minute study, viz., fermentative action and the

production of disease.

The study of the conditions of life also implies a dis-

cussion of the influences which are hurtful and destructive

to life. It is, however, advisable to consider the pheno-

mena of involution and of the death of the lower fungi

in a separate chapter, as well as the description of those

means by which we can interfere with the growth or life
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of the fungi. These means are identical with the disiu-

fdcting agents which have recently hecome of so much

importance.

Finally, the investigations as to the biology of the

lower fungi must not be limited to the individual; the

behaviour of a continued series of individuals must be

taken into consideration. More especially we must direct

our attention to the occurrence of modifications—to the

formation of varieties, races, and species.

The discussions in the following pages are limited

to those fungi which are of importance from a hygienic

point of view (mould fungi, yeast fungi, and fission

fungi); with regard to the other fungi and micro-

organisms which were mentioned in studying the mor-

phological chai-acters, we must refer to de Bary's

excellent description of the morphology and biology of

the fungi.

I. Conditions of Life of the Lowek Fungi.

In order to understand the nutritive processes, it is in Conditions of
llIG

the first place necessary to take a short survey of the

chemical composition of the fungi. We must then ascer-

tain the importance of the individual nutrient materials,

in the first place of the nitrogen, and then of the carbon,

hydrogen, and combined oxygen, of the mineral sub-

stances, of the water, and, finally, of the free oxygen.

Special attention must also be paid to the concentration

and reaction of the nutrient mixture. Of less import-

ance is the influence of atmospheric pressure, light,

electricity, and mechanical movement; while the action

of various temperatures, the fermentative action, and the

concurrent growth with other fungi are of very great

importance in the development and growth of the indivi-

dual micro-organisms.

In almost all these points the mould fungi, yeast

fungi, and fission fungi show such difi'erences that each

must be separately studied.
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{a) Conclitioyis of Life of the Mould Fungi.

\nJ\-^'^
1- Chemical Composition of the Mould Fungi.—15x\ii\

chemical recently we had no complete analysis of the mould
consbitution.

f^j^gj . nevertheless it was assumed that their composi-

tion was similar to that of the higher fungi. In the

case of the latter, the following numbers represent the

average result of various analyses :

—

88 per cent, water, 3 per cent, nitrogenous and 5

per cent, non-nitrogenous organic materials, 1 per cent,'

ashes; when dried in the air—17 per cent, water, 25 per

cent, nitrogenous and 45 per cent, non-nitrogenous

substances, 8 per cent, ashes.

Sieber* has recently made some analyses of the mould
fungi, but, as it appears, without sufficient precautions

as to the purity of the materials used. The following

was the result— (1) of a cultivation of penicillium and

mucor in a nutrient solution of gelatine and sugar:

—

Soluble in Ether 18"7 per cent, of the dry substance.

„ Alcohol... 6'9 „ „ „

Ashes 4'9 „ „ „

Albumen 29'9 „ „ „
Cellulose 39*6 „ „ „

(2) Of a cultivation in a saccharine ammoniacal solu-

tion, consisting mainly of Aspergillus glaucus :

—

Soluble m Ether 11-2 per cent.

„ Alcohol 3"4 „

Ashes 07 .,

Albumen 28-9

Cellulose 557 „

As compared with the analysis of the yeast and fission

fungi (as given below), the marked excess of non-nitro-

genous substances is specially noticeable; this in the

main depends on the fact that in the case of the mould

fungi a large amount of cellulose is present, and that it

is only in the contents of the cells that albuminous sub-

stances exist ; and also on the fact that soluble saccharine

matters are present in recognisable quantity.

* Jotirn.f. prakt. Cliemie (2), 23. 412.
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The mineral constituents in the case of the higher

fungi have the following average composition :

—

50 per cent, potash, 1*5 per cent, soda, 1 per cent,

lime, 2 per cent, magnesia, 1 per cent, oxide of iron,

30 per cent, phosphoric acid, small quantities of silicic

acid and hydrochloric acid, and very varying quantities

of sulphuric acid.

According to this analysis, potash and phosphoric acid

seem to be of most importance.

Stutzer* has found that mould fungi washed in water,

and dried over sulphuric acid, showed a total of 3*776

per cent, of nitrogenous materials, consisting of 3 '026

per cent, of proteids, and 1*539 per cent, of nuclein.

2. The Nutne7it Materials of the Mould Fungi.—Cor- Nutrient

responding to the chemical composition, a large amount

of water is necessary for building up and maintaining

the constituents of the mould fungi; also organic sub-

stances containing carbon and nitrogen, and of the

mineral constituents, chiefly potash and phosphoric acid.

The chemical compounds which these nutrient materials

furnish, and the relative amount in which the latter must

be present, can however only be ascertained by special

experiments.

A series of experiments in this direction were formerly Eaulin's
made by Pasteiir, and have been carried out in a very thorough experiments,

manner by Eauhu,t wlio proceeded as follows :—He cultivated

Aspergillus niger in a nutrient solution wliich, as the result

of numerous experiments, he had reason to believe was par-

ticularly suitable for tbe nourishment of the fungus, and which
may be regarded as tbe normal solution. It was composed of

—

1500 grms. of water.

70 „ „ Candy-sugar.

4 „ „ Tartaric Acid.

4 „ „ Nitrate of Ammonia.
0"6 „ ,, Phosphate of Ammonia.
0"6 „ „ Carbonate of Potash.
0"4

,, „ Carbonate of Magnesia.
0'25 „ „ Sulphate of Ammonia.
0-07 „ each of Sulphate of Iron, Zinc Sul-

phate, and Silicate of Potash.

* Zeilschr./. physiol. Cheiii., vol. vi., 573.

t Eaulin, Compt. rtnd , T. 50, p. 229.
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Nageli's
experiments.

Substances
suitable for
supplying the
necessary
nitrogen.

If Eaulin sowed spores of Aspergillus niger in this fluid,

•wliicli was kept at a temperature of about 35° C. in shallow

covered vessels in a layer 2 to 3 ctm. in depth, a fructifying

mycelium was formed after three days ; this was removed, and

from the remaining fluid a new crop was obtained after three

days more. After the removal of this second crop the nutrient

materials of the fluid seemed to be almost entirely exhausted.

The weight of the total growth when dry was determined, and

was found to amount to about 25 grms. This result was

compared with that obtained when one or other of the con-

stituents of the normal nutrient solution was omitted.

Eaulin found that the absence of phosphoric acid had the

greatest influence, the resulting growth being reduced to

part of the normal ; that the absence of ammonia diminished

the growth to and of potash to ^. No constituent of

Eauhn's fluid could be omitted without harm; even the

omission of the zinc had a marked influence on the result.

More complete experiments of a similar character

have recently heen made by NageH. He showed that

there Avere certain sources of error in the former experi-

ments ;
that, for example, sufficienb care had not heen

taken to secure pure cultivations and to exclude all other

organisms ;
that, further, the access of air, the reaction,

the most favourable concentration of each of the nutrient

materials (the so-called "optimum of concentration"),,

and, finally, the alteration of the nutrient solution by the

growth of the fungus itself, were not sufficiently taken into

account. Nageli's* numerous and exact experiments

led to the following results :

—

The necessary nitrogen cannot be obtained from free

nitrogen, nor from the nitrogen which is in combina-

tion with carbon in cyanogen ; in like manner nitrogen

in combination with oxygen seqms to be unsuitable, at

any rate nitro-compouuds, such as picric acid and nitro-

benzoic acid, were very bad nutrient materials. On the

other hand, the best forms seemed to be the NR.

groups; the NH group was less suitable. In corre-

spondence with this, the best materials for the nourish-

ment of the fungi were : ammoniacal salts (sal ammoniac,

phosphate of ammonia, nitrate of ammonia; acetate,

oxalate, succinate, and tartrate of ammonia, &c.)
;

also

* Nugoli, Vnlersuchungm iiber niedere Pike, Munich, 1882.
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liydroclilorate of methylamine and fethylamine, tri-

methylamine ; leucine, asparagine ;
acetamide, oxamide ;

and urea. The best nitrogenous nutrient materials

were the soluble albuminates and peptone. Nitrogen

can also be assimilated by the mould fungi from

nitrates ;
probably in this case there is a gradual

reduction of the nitric acid to nitrous acid, and ulti-

mately to ammonia ; but these reduction products have

not yet been demonstrated. In comparative experi-

ments no marked difference was found between the

nutrient value of the nitrates and the salts of ammonia ;

urea was better than either, and peptone was better

than urea.

The necessary carbon can be obtained from the Forthe supply

groups CH3 or CH2, and in that case it is of advantage, °^ carbon,

and under certain circumstances necessary, that several

carbon atoms should be united in one molecule. No
carbon can be assimilated if in any given chemical com-

bination there is only a union of carbon with nitrogen,

oxygen, or carbon. Hence the following substances are

not suitable for yielding carbon : carbonic acid, cyanogen,

formic acid, urea, oxalic acid, and oxamide. Of course,

also, those combinations which are not soluble in water

are unsuitable as food, such as the higher fatty acids

and the insoluble humine substances. Apart from the

number of the carbon atoms, the ease with which the

compounds can be decomposed seems to be of import-

ance ; the more readily the compound can be broken up
by other agents, such as by oxidising substances, the

more easily can it be assimilated. Ntigeli has formed
the following empirical table of the nutrient value of

various organic compounds with regard to carbon : 1.

Various kinds of sugar. 2. Mannite, glycerine ; the
carbon group in leucine. 3. Tartaric acid ; citric acid

;

succinic acid ; the carbon group in asparagine. 4. Acetic
acid

; sethylic alcohol
; quinic acid. 5. Benzoic acid

;

salicylic acid
; the carbon group in propylamine. G.

The carbon group in methylamine
; phenol. Pyrogallic

acid and tannic acid were also fairly good sources of
carbon; and finally we may mention the observa-
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tion made by Pasteur in 1858, that racemic acid,

which is a combination of two forms of tartaric acid,

the one rotating to the right, and the other to the left,

was able to nourish the mould fungi, in the form of

racimate of ammonia, but that it was only the form

which rotated to the right which is taken up by the

fungi, while the other is left in the nutrient fluid.

Nutritive It is very difficult to compare the nutrient value of

combiiiecf^° the various sources of carbon, because they evidently

carbon and yarv in their action in accordance with variations in the
nitrogen „ .

sources. sources of nitrogen ; and again, if we take care that the

nitrogenous materials are the same it becomes a ques-

tion whether they may not be assimilated in another

way when the carbon sources are different. Hence we

would apparently obtain a more exact mode of comparison

if we combined the sources of carbon and nitrogen, and

then subjected some of these combinations to compara-

tive experiments. In this way Nageli has constructed

the following scale, proceeding from the best to the

worst nutritive materials: 1. Albumen (peptone) and

sugar. 2. Leucine and sugar. 3. Tartrate of am-

monia, or sal ammoniac and sugar. 4. Albumen (pep-

tone). 5. Leucine. 6. Tartrate of ammonia; succinate

of ammonia ;
asparagine. 7. Acetate of ammonia.

Thus albuminous materials, and those belonging to

the group of carbo-hydrates, seem to be the normal nutri-

tive sources of the mould fungi, and it is chiefly these

materials on which they feed under normal circum-

stances. But, on the other hand, it is noteworthy how

widely the nutrient materials may vary, the fungi sub-

sisting with ease on very different chemical substances,

and also how the mould fungi seem to be able to main-

tain their existence as the result of their ability to

obtain nutriment from the most different sorts of

chemical substances.

Supply of The supply of hydrogen and of combined oxygen is

oxygef and Partly provided for by the above-mentioned carbon and

sulphur. nitrogen compounds, and partly by water and free

oxygen.—Sulphur also takes part in the composition of

the organic constituents of the mould fungi, and is
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probably contained in all true albuminous materials.

According to Ntigeli's experiments, it can be taken from

the albuminates, and as well, or better, from sulphates,

sulphites, or hyposulphites ;
sulpho-acids may also act

as substitutes, but not sulpho-urea compounds or the

sulpho-cyanides. Exact experiments, however, as to

the su]3ply of sulphur are very difficult to carry out,

because the small quantities necessary for suitable

nourishment commonly adhere as impurities to the

other nutrient materials, as for example, to the sugar.

Water and mineral substances are of great importance Supply of

for the nourishment of the mould fungi. A large

quantity of water is necessary for the nutriment of the

mould fungi; in part it enters into the complex sub-

stances which are built up by the fungi, in part it forms

the chief constituent of the newly formed tissue of the

fungus, and in part it acts as a dissolving and trans-

porting medium, and thus enables the materials to

move in the cell, just as in the case of the higher

organisms. It is of special interest, as regards the
necessity for water, to ascertain the smallest quantity

necessary for the mould fungi to obtain sufficient

nourishment. As regards this question we shall enter
into further details when considering the subject of
nutrient materials with reference to their concentra-
tion.—According to Niigeli's more recent researches. Need of

a relatively small quantity of mineral substances are ^^,\™neo.s
necessary. While the chlorophyllous plants require,
besides phosphoric acid, sulphuric acid, and alkalies,
also calcium and magnesium, and in addition iron,
siHcic acid, and chlorine, the mould fungi are satisfied
with sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, potash, and calcium
or magnesia. The potash, however, cannot be replaced
by sodium, although it may by ctesiura and rubidium.
In the place of calcium we may have, besides magnesium,
also barium or strontium. One element from the group
of the alkalies, and one from the alkaline earths, must
however, always be present ; each of these representa-
tives of the two groups appear to have different functions
which are probably the following: the earthy com-
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Free oxygen.

pounds in part in the form of earthy phosphates, only

form deposits in plasma and in the cell membrane, while

the alkaline salts are chiefly present in solution in the

free fluid of the cell in the form of primary and secondary

phosphates of potash (KH^ PO4 and K. H P O4, the first

having an acid, and the second an alkaline reaction).

In addition to the solid and fluid nutrient materials

which have been already mentioned, the mould fungi

require for their normal development and growth the

presence of free, gaseous oxygen. Pasteur found

that like the higher plants, the mould fungi (penicil-

lium) take oxygen from the surrounding atmosphere.

The need of the mould fungi for oxygen is also

shown by the places in which they occur; they are

limited to those situations which are in immediate

contact with free oxygen. Hence they grow only on

the surface of fluids (in like manner on the external

surface of animal or human bodies, in the air-passages,

&c.), and then only in so far as they can obtain the

oxygen dissolved in the fluids. The quantity of oxygen

necessary is, however, small; and, according to Brefekl,

the mould fungi which do not cause fermentation will

grow when placed in an atmosphere of carbonic acid,

unless it contains less than of its volume of air.

If the mould fungi are immersed in fluids free from

oxygen their normal growth ceases; and some fungi

(such as mucor) can only form yeast-like buds, and

in this way, according to Brefeld, provide for the main-

tenance of'the species. Under these circumstances, how-

ever, the yeast-like cells set up fermentation, with

plentiful development of carbonic acid and the stream of

bubbles of carbonic acid again brings the elements of

the funcri to the surface where they are able to grow and

Growth in the fructify in a normal manner.-The growth of the mould

animal body,
^^^^g- ^-^^ animal body apparently forms an exception to

the*\bove rules. It has been recently proved, as a result

of numerous experiments, that the spores of aspergiUus and

mucor can sprout in the kidneys and in the internal organs

of the living body, and grow to form a mycelium. As yet

however, only a limited formation of mycelium has been

Behaviour
when oxygen
i.s absent.
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obtained under these circumstances, and the production

of fruit-bearing mycelium and spores has never been

observed ; hence the relation of the fungi to oxygen may

be stated by saying that normal growth with fructifi-

cation can only occur in an atmosphere containing free

oxygen, while on the other hand, only a formation of

mycelium occurs where (as in many animal bodies)

there is no free oxygen at their disposal. This view

corresponds also on the whole with the facts as to the

occurrence of the parasitic mould fungi in the lower

animals ; the pathogenic species of empusa, cordyceps,

botrytis, and isaria form in the bodies of the caterpillars

and insects which they attack well-developed mycelium,

and ultimately the so-called cylindrical gonidia ; true

fructification, however, only takes place by means of

fruit-bearing hyph£e, which have burst through the

surface and come in contact with the air.

Thus far we have discussed the question of the quality Quantity of

of the nutrient materials which are required by the mould mate5ai'.°"'^

fungi. In addition to the quality we must now allude

to their quantity. It is evident that either too small or

too large a quantity of any of the nutrient materials

will have an unfavourable effect, and that there must be

an optimum of quantity as regards each individual com-
ponent at which nutrition goes on best ; this optimum,
however, will depend on the general composition of the

nutrient mixture, and will vary according to the amount
of the other substances which are present at the same
time. On this subject very little is as yet known, and
only as regards two points are the experiments suffi-

ciently numerous and precise to admit of their discussion
at the present time—namely, in the first place, the
amount of water which is necessary for a suitable nutri-.
tive mixture, or, in other words, the concentration of the
mixture

; and, in the second place, the quantity of free
alkali or free acid, i.e., the reaction of the nutrient mixture.
As regai-ds the concentration or the amount of water Limits withinm the nutriment, it may vary very considerably without

completely preventing the growth of the mould fungi ; the ""may
mould fungi are in this respect much less sensitive 'than
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the 3'east or the fission fuugi. Some mould fungi can

grow in extremely dilute nutrient mixtures which only

contain traces of the necessary nutrient materials, (This

has heen especially observed with regard to penicillium.)

While, however, in this respect the vital activity of the

yeast and fission fungi is almost the same, the mould

fungi, on the other hand, have the advantage when we

come to deal with a small amount of water and marked

concentration of the material. Under such circumstances

they are by no means sensitive ; nutrient mixtures from

which a great part of the water has been removed by

evaporation, or by the addition of salt or sugar, and

which have therefore become unsuitable for the nutrition

both of the budding and fission fungi, will still be avail-

able for the growth of various mould fungi. We have

not yet gained exact information regarding the upper

and lower limits of the amount of water, and such in-

formation is very difficult to obtain, because the quantity

varies according to the other constituents of the nutrient

medium, and according to the varying species of the

mould fungi. In preserving articles of food, we have

learnt by experience that salted or smoked meat,

for example, which contains 50 per cent, of water,

is no longer a suitable soil for fission fungi, but

it may, nevertheless, become mouldy; in order to

prevent the formation of mould, the amount of water

must be reduced to only 10 to 12 per cent.; if,

however, sugar is present at the same time in large

quantities, mould formation is prevented, even with

as much as 30 per cent, of water.—These numbers

indicate the lowest limit as regards the amount of

water ; the optimum is much higher, perhaps 80 per

cent., so far as the dependence of the optimum on the

quantity of the other nutrient materials permits us to

give definite numbers.—All the mould fungi, however,

are not in like manner indifi'erent with regard to great

concentration of the material on which they grow.

Certain fungi appear to be much more sensitive, espe-

cially some which lead a parasitic life, and which only

occur in moist seasons and in moist localities.
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The reaction of the nutrient mixture has a most im- Influence of

portant influence on the growth of the mould fungi, of the nutrient

They seem to be most sensitive to an excess of alkali, "material,

although some forms occur on substrata which have a

marked alkaline reaction ; an excess of acid is not nearly

so hurtful. Free tartaric acid may be present in the

nutrient mixture up to 5 per cent., and free phosphoric

acid up to 1 per cent., or more, without preventing the

development of mould fungi. This point is of great

importance, because in this respect, also, there is a

difference between the mould fungi and the majority of

the fission fungi, which are very sensitive to excess of

acid, and because by the reaction of the nutrient

material alone the kinds of fungi which obtain the
mastery when growing together can be influenced.—But
on this point also we can give no definite figures which
take into account the difi'erences in the nutrient solution,

a,nd the specific properties of the various forms of fungi.

As has been mentioned, there must be a most favour-
able proportion for all the other nutrient materials, and
increase or diminution of the quantity will exercise an
unfavourable action. Further, any admixture of foreign
materials which are not nutritious must render the
nutrient mixture to a certain extent unsuitable, even
when such materials are not poisonous for the fungi, and
do not hinder their growth even when present in great
concentration. Finally, poisonous materials which have
a specific noxious action on the growth of the mould
fungi may be present in the nutrient substratum or in
the surrounding air. The action of these substances
will bo discussed in the chapter on "Disinfection."

_

At times the mould fungi can convert insoluble mate- Fermentative
nals mto soluble, substances which can be absorbed '^ctipn of the

and this is done by the formation of suitable ferments'
For mstance, in the case of. penicillium and aspercrillus
niger, the production of a ferment which inverts cane-suo'ar
and maltose * has been demonstrated, and Van Tie-hem
showed that penicillium and aspergillus niger °were
aole to split up tannin into gallic acid and glucose; the

* Bourquelot, Compt. rend., vol. 97, p. 1322.
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IrflnGncG ot

external
factors.

Temperature

solution of cellulose, also, lias been frequently noticed as

a result of the penetration of mould fungi into the tissues

of plants, and is only explicable by the agency of

ferments.

The parasitic existence of the mould fungi, in which

they take the necessary nutrient materials from the host

on which they grow, will be considered at greater length

further on.

3. Other Conditions of Life of the Mould Func/i.—

Increased and diminished atmospheric pressure, light

and electricity, have not yet been exhaustively studied as

regards their influence on the growth of the mould fungi

;

in so far as existing observations enable us to draw con-

clusions on this subject, they appear to have no marked

effect. Nothing is known as regards either a disturbing

or favourable influence of movement of the nutrient mix-

ture; and with regard to a favourable or inhibitory

action of fermentation on the growth of the mould fuugi

there can be no question whatever, for with the above-

mentioned exceptions they do not cause fermentation.

There remain, however, some conditions of life which

may influence the growth of the fungi, more espe-

cially temperature, and concurrent growth with other

fungi.
. . „

Temperature only requires consideration m so lar as

it varies within medium limits. The extremes of cold

or heat will be considered among those conditions

which may cause the death of the fungi. In the case

of those temperatures which come into play under

normal conditions, the same points are of importance

as were mentioned with regard to the concentration

of the nutrient materials. In the case of the mould

fungi there exists an optimum of temperature at which

the? grow most quickly and flourish best; but this

optimum differs according to the species of fungus, and

a so according to the other conditions of life and _nuh-i-

ment in any given case. The optimum for pemcilluim

"
quite diffe'relt from that for aspergillus andtheyboth

differ from that of mucor. Penicillium glaucum appears

t grow best at a temperature of about 20° C.
;

it grows
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also, however, at relatively low temperatures (at +2-5°

C), which are but little above the freezing point; as

the temperature rises, so does the energy of their growth
increase, till the optimum is reached; it then again

diminishes and ceases entirely at about 43° C.

In the case of Aspergillus glaucus the optimum of

temperature lies between 10° and 12° C; of Aspergillus
flavus about 28° C. ; of Aspergillus niger from 34° to

35° C. ; of Aspergillus fumigatus between 37° and 40°

C. (Siebenmann) ; of Oidium lactis between 19° and
30° C, &c.—From these figures we may draw the
important conclusion, as regards the spread and the arti-

ficial cultivation of the mould fungi, that the temperature
must often determine what species develops and obtains
the mastery in any given nutrient material.

The simultaneous occurrence of other kinds of fungi Concurrence
in the same solution exerts a very important influence
on the growth of a cultivation of mould fungi. While it

is easy to obtain a luxuriant growth of the mould fungi
in solutions in which they alone have been sown, and
which are protected against the entrance of other orgau-
isms,^ there may be no growth of mould fungi in such a
solution if bacteria have entered at the same time,
and if the nutrient solution in question permits the latter
organisms to multiply most rapidly. Under these cir-
cumstances, those conditions of life which differ in the
case of the mould fungi, the budding fungi, and the
fission fungi are of special importance; of these con-
ditions the chief are the concentration and reaction of the
nutrient material. In a mixture which contains only h
small quantity of water, and which has a marked acid
reaction, but few kinds of fission fungi can develop •

where, therefore, these conditions are present, the soil ^

belongs exclusively to the mould fungi and the yeast
lungi. Thus, the mould fungi can obtain the mastery
in a soil where, if it were less acid and contained
more water, the fission fungi would certainly ^aiu
the upper hand, because they could assimilate the
nutrient materials more energetically and take themaway from the mould fungi. This concurrence between

83
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tliiferent classes of fungi is important, and must be

noted under various other circumstances. A similar

concurrence naturally occurs also among the species

of one and the same class; in that case, however,

other factors come into play, and lead to one or

other species gaining the upper hand. Temperature

has a very marked influence; if, for example, we

employ a nutrient medium at 15° C, in which the spores

of Aspergillus fumigatus and of penicillium have been

sown, only the latter fungi will develop well, and they

Avill grow to such an extent that growth of the aspergilli

cannot occur, although this would have taken place

had there been no penicilHum spores in the material in

the first instance; and conversely, where both species

are sown together in a medium kept at 35° C. only the

aspergilli ultimately develop. Other nutrient conditions

also act in a similar manner, and hence the resulting

cultivation and also the presence of any given mould

fungus in nature does not rest alone on the various con-

ditions of life which are present, but also depends in a

very important manner on the other species of fungi

which may have reached the nutrient soil at the same

time and may be growing in concurrence with it.

Conditions of 4. Conditions ofSpore Formation and Spore Germi na-

sporc forma- ^ j^/i.—In the case of the mould fungi, the formation of

spores is such an essential part of the life of the fungus

that we cannot regard the formation of mycelium with-

out fructification as a normal and complete development.

The conditions of life described above hold good not

only for the growth of the mycelium, but also for fructi-

fication and the formation of spores; it has already been

pointed out how necessary the presence of oxygen is for

the latter process, and in this place we need only mention

the few facts that are known with special reference to

Conditions of the act of the germination of spores. For this process

spore forma-
^^.^ ^s a rule absolutely require the presence of

any particular nutrient material, with the exception of a

large quantity of water. The formation of the germi-

nating tube takes place at the expense of the nutrient

materials which have been stored up in the spore, and it
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is not till development has reached a certain stage that

the above-mentioned nutrient materials become necessary.

Hence the sprouting of moistened spores can be observed

even on glass plates. In the case of some fungi how-

ever, for example Mucor mucedo, it is true that the first

sprouting can only occur on suitable soil.—Besides

water the presence of oxygen and a suitable tempera-

ture are also necessary for the process of germination.

Here also the minimum, optimum, and maximum of

the temperature differ in the case of different species of

fungi. In the case of penicillium spores the former is

about +0-5° C, the latter about -h43° C, and the

optimum about +22° C; in the case of Aspergillus

fumigatus, on the other hand, the minimum, according

to Lichtheim, is 15° C.—The presence of light is not

necessary for the germination of the spores of the fungi.

Between the point when the conditions necessary for

germination come into play and the formation of a germi-

nating tube a certain period of time is necessary, the length

of which is dependent on the species of spore, and pro-

bably, above all, on the thickness of the spore membrane,
and varies from a few hours to several days. Similar

variations also exist with regard to the duration of the

vitality of the spores. In the case of the uredo and Duration of

lEcidium spores of the rust fungi, as well as in the the Ipoi^es^

'

case of peronosporete, the duration of vitality is only

a few weeks, while the spores of Penicillium glaucum
are able to sprout after a year and a half, those of

Aspergillus niger after more than a year, those of

Mucor stolonifer after a year, of Aspergillus flavus

after six years, of Aspergillus fumigatus after ten years,

and of Tilletia caries and Ustilago carbo after about
eight years.* There is a further peculiarity in con-
nection with the spores, namely, that they are only

'

able to sprout after a considerable period of rest.

* Quoted from de Bary.
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h. Conditions of Life of the Budding Fungi.

1. Chemical Composition of the Budding Fungi.

TBucWmg As regards the budding fungi, very numerous experi-

cai^'composii ments have been made, which enable us to obtain a

fairly acrarate idea of their chemical composition and of

their tissue change. These experiments have almost

entirely been limited to the ordinary yeast of beer,

which on account of its value in the preparation of food

has always excited special interest. It is seldom that

other species of these fungi, such as Mycoderma vini

(A. Schultze, in Mayer's Chemistry of Fermentation),

have been chosen for investigation.

Complete analyses of yeast have been pubHshed by

the following authors: Schlossberger, Mulder and

Wagner, Mitscherlich, Payen, Liebig.* The foUowing

was the average result in washed and dried yeast,

freed as much as possible from ashes :

—

48 per cent. C, 9—12 per cent. N, 6—7 per cent.

H, 0"6 per cent. S.

More recent analyses by Niigelif liave led to the

following results in the case of yeast used for loa-

fermentation :

—

Cellulose and mucoiis material of cell wall 37 per cent.

Albuminous materials

Peptone

Fat
Extractives (glycerine, leucme, &c.)

Ashes

Yeast which has been carrying on fermentation for a

considerable time contains, according to Pasteur and

others, a markedly less amount of nitrogen (only S'O to

5-5per cent.) .—Schlossberger and Mulder
have attempted

to isolate the albuminoid materials, either by treatment

with potash lye or with acetic acid ;
and they made out

that the isolated materials had a composition closely

* Seo Mayor, Lehrhuch der Cuhrungschemie, 1879, p. llO.-Scbiitzen-

bereor, Giihrungserschdnungen, p. 58.

\ Sitzungsber. d. bay,: Acad. d. IKtw. 1878, May.

4

7
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allied to that of the proteicls. More recently an albu-

minoid material has been obtained from the yeast cells

by boiling with dilute hydrochloric acid and precipi-

tating with rock salt; this material is termed myco-.

protein, and plays an important role in the composition

of the fission fungi. The amount of myco-protein has

not as yet, however, been ascertained in the case of

yeast (Nencki*). If the material remaining after the

action of potash lye is treated with acetic acid and

water, a substance is obtained, which, on analysis, gives

44-9 per cent. C, 6" 7 per cent. H, 0*5 per cent. N
(according to later analyses by Niigeli and Low 41*4

per cent. C, and 6 6 per cent. Hf), and thus it seems to

be fairly pure cellulose. These substances can be

transformed, by boiling with sulphuric acid, into

fermentescible sugar, and do not dissolve in ammoniacal

oxide of copper, being therefore somewhat different

from ordinary cellulose.— Stutzer;]: found in yeast

which had been extracted with alcohol and then dried

by means of sulphuric acid, 8'648 per cent, of total

nitrogen, 5*519 per cent, of prdleid nitrogen and 2*257

per cent, of nuclein nitrogen.

The amount of water in fresh 3'east which is able

to grow is 40 to 80 per cent. If there is a greater

or less quantity of water the yeast is no longer intact

or capable of multiplication.

The mode in which the relation between non-nitro- Eelation be-

genous cellulose-like constituents and the proteid sub- aXiitTogmu
stances undergoes alteration, as compared with the

mould fungi, is worthy of note; in yeast we find

37 per cent, of cellulose, and 47 per cent, of albuminous
materials

; in the mould fungi there is about 50 per
cent, of cellulose, and 29 per cent, of albuminous
materials.—However, it is not quite correct to reckon
the quantity of nitrogen found as belonging entirely to

albumen
;
part of it belongs to other substances, such

as leucine and tyrosine, which can be obtained in

* Nencki, Beitrage zw Biologic der Spaltpilze, 1880, S. 48.
t Journ./iir prakt. Chein., No. 5, vol. 17.

X Stutzor, Zeitschr.f.phjsiol. Chemie, vol. vi., p. 572.
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Yeast aelies.

certain quantities from yeast by extraction with ice-

water (with regard to this point see below). In like

manner, besides cellulose, we find gum-like bodies,

glycerine, succinic acid, &c., which are also carbonaceous

and non- nitrogenous materials ;
usually, however, these

substances occur in too small quantities to exert any

marked influence on the relation between proteid and

cellulose.

Of the several analyses of the ashes of yeast, the

following results seem the most trustworthy (Mit-

scherlich) :

—

Potash
Phosphoric acid

Calcium

Magnesia
Silicic acid

Ashes of Yeast.

High Fermentatiou.

38'8 per cent. .

53-9

1-0

6-0

Traces

Ashes of Yeast.

Low Fermentation.

... 28-3 per cent.

... 59-4

... 4-3

... 8-1

The ashes are therefore chiefly distinguished from

those of the mould fungi by the much larger quantity

of phosphoric acid present, this difi'erence corresponding

entirely to the larger amount of albumen.

Nutrient
materials.

2. The Nutrient Materials of the Budding Fungi.

In investigating the mode of nutrition and the nutrient

materials of the yeast fungi, it is necessary to note that

these terms are not identical with fermentation and

fermentescible materials. Fermentation runs its course

to a certain extent independently of the nutrition of the

yeast ; it is not a necessary part of the tissue change of

the cells, but only forms an extension and compHcatiou

of the same, which it is better to disregard for the present

in attempting to ascertain the nature of the necessary

nutrient materials, and the mode in which they are

used up by the yeast cells. This separation of the two

processes has only been properly carried out in the more

recent experiments, while on the other hand former

investigators always linked fermentation and the growth

of yeast together. The more recent investigations made
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by Niigeli, and more especially by Hansen, are also more

free from objection because they have paid great attention

to the purity of the cultivations of the yeast*

As regards the nutrient materials required, the yeast ^ource^of

fungi agree very closely with the mould fungi, so that

what was mentioned with regard to the latter applies

almost entirely to the former. A larger amount of

nitrogen is requisite for the yeast fungi in correspondence

with the larger quantity which they contain. The most

favourable source of nitrogen is the soluble and easily

diffusible albuminoid materials, and more especially

peptone ; but the place of the proteid substances may be

taken by ammoniacal salts, substituted ammonia, and

the other nitrogenous compounds mentioned in the case

of the mould fungi ;
if, however, ammoniacal salts are

the only source of nitrogen the yeast cells appear to

undergo degeneration, their substance becoming richer

in fat and poorer in nitrogen ; and this degeneration

occurs still more readily if other conditions of life, such

as the presence of free oxygen, are also wanting (Niigeli).

Under circumstances otherwise equal peptone is about

four times better as a source of nitrogen than, for

example, tartrate of ammonia. "With regard to the

nitrates there is an important difference between the

mould fungi and the yeast cells ; the nitrates are quite

unsuitable for the nutrition of the yeast, and cannot

serve as sources of nitrogen.

Carbon has the same relation to yeast fungi as to Necessity of

mould fungi ; the best source is sugar, and then mannite,

glycerine, tartaric acid, &g. In the case of mycoderma
viui, alcohol appears to be an almost necessary nutrient

material, and can at most be replaced by malic acid

(Schultz f).—With regard to the hydrogen, combined

oxygen, and sulphur there are no marked differences

* Compare Pasteur, Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., (3) vol. 58.—Dwclaiix,
Thhes present, d la /'iic. de nc. de Paris, 1865.—Dubritnfaut, Compt. rend.,

vol. 73.—Schiitzenborger, Cumpt. rend., vol. 78.—Mayer, Untersuchungen
iiher die alholwlUche Gahi-unr/, &c., 18G9.—Landioirllisck. Verstichsslat..

vol. 14.—Mach, Anal, de Oenologie, vol. 4.—Niigeli, Theorie der Gahrung,
181d.—Untcrsuchuni;en iiber niedtre Pih.e, 1882.—Hansen, Meddedelser
I'm Cnrlsberg Laboratorlet : Kopenhogen, 1879—1884.

t Cit. in Mayer, Gilhrungschemii.
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between the yeast and mould fungi. Of mineral sub-

stances, potash, phosphoric acid, and calcium are indis-

pensable
; the presence of a considerable quantity of

acid phosphate of potash (about 20 per cent.) has a

markedly favourable influence on growth.

ferently as regards oxygen. On the whole the presence

of free oxygen exerts a very favourable influence on the

growth and multiplication of the yeast-cells ; when
brought into contact with water containing oxygen or

with oxy-hjemoglobin the yeast, as Schiitzenberger has

shown, takes up the oxygen very greedily ; and under

otherwise similar circumstances the largest quantity of

yeast is obtained when a continuous stream of air is

passed through the nutrient fluid. Multiplication of

the yeast can, however, occur without the access of

oxygen, but only when the other nutrient materials are

furnished in a suitable form, and when the yeast-cells

are able at the same time to cause fermentation. Thus

yeast grows actively without the presence of air in a

solution of peptone, or in a decoction of yeast containing

1 to 10 per cent, of sugar^ and '5 per cent, of phosphoric

acid; its growth is less energetic when, instead of

peptone, meat extract, urea, or ammoniacal salts are

mixed with sugar ; and growth does not occur, or

only to a very slight extent, when no sugar is present,

or when its place is taken by other bodies, such as

glycerine or mannite, which do not so readily undergo

fermentation. In all cases the multiplication of the

yeast in the absence of oxygen goes hand in hand

with fermentation of the sugar, and the fermentative

activity seems to replace the action of the free oxygen.

This possibility of living without oxygen naturally in-

fluences also the occurrence and the habitat of the yeast

:

thus it can vegetate in the interior of fruits, provided

only that these contain ' fermentescible sugar, and that

the other conditions necessary for a development of its

fermentative activity are present.

Influence of With regard to the concentration and reaction of the

the concentra- material there are also some differences between mould
tion of the
material.
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and yeast fungi. The latter do not bear such marked •

concentration of the nutrient mixture as do the mould

fungi ; the optimum of the amount of water is, however,

equally dependent on the nature of the other nutrient

materials. Nutrient materials which are not very suit-

able require as a rule a great dilution (salts of ammonia

must not be present in more than 1 per cent.), while

sugar, for example, may be present in the nutrient

mixture up to 35 per cent, without leading to cessation

of the gro-ni;h.

With regard to the reaction, the yeast fungi resemble
^

the mould fungi in that they can bear a fairly markedly mixture,

acid reaction without harm ; but the upper limit of the

excess of acid is lower than in the case of the mould
fungi, so that by increasing the acidity of the material

(the addition of 5 per cent, of tartaric acid, or 1 per cent,

of phosphoric acid) the growth of the mould fungi, as

compared with that of the yeast fungi, is favoured.

Yeast seems to be very sensitive to an excess of alkali,

so that even traces of alkali can hinder growth. (Dumas,
Mayer.)

3. Other Conditions of Life of the Yeast Fimgi.

Some of the other factors which can influence the energy

of growth of the fungi have also been investigated in the

case of yeast.—Light and electricity are, so far as ex- Action of liigh

periments have gone, without influence on the growth Pressure,

of the yeast : in like manner, according to experiments
by Certes and Cochin,* a pressure of 300 to 400 atmo-
spheres maintained for several days did not injure yeast

;

under these circumstances, in fact, it was still able to

break up sugar into alcohol and carbonic acid. Hoppe- Action of

Seyler has observed that mechanical movement of the movement
nutrient solution acts in an unfavourable manner on
yeast

; but this investigation was limited to the question
of the fermentative activity of yeast, and besides, the
cultivations were much contaminated with bacteria. On
the other hand, Hansent has demonstrated, in a series of

* Compt. rend. soc. biol, 1884.

t Afeddeddserfra Carlsbcrg Lab., vol. i., part 2.
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IiifliK nee of

temperature.

Infliienec of

fermentation

Concurrence
with other
funci.

experiments wbicli arc much less open to objection, that

the beer yeast multiplies more readily when constantly

shaken than when kept at rest. The temperature has

an important influence on the development of the yeast.

The optimum appears to lie between 25° and 30=' C.

;

but it depends to a certain extent on the composition of

the nutrient solution. Above the optimum the rapidity

of growth rapidly diminishes, and ultimately ceases at

about 53° C. ; below the optimum the diminution of the

growth occurs more slowly, and even slight vegetation

may take place a little above the freezing point.

The fermentative activity of those yeast fungi which

are able to excite fermentation forms a special factor of

considerable importance. It is a matter of experience

that the development of the yeast cells runs parallel

with the energy of the fermentation; further, yeast

appears to multiply much more rapidly when sugar is

present in the nutrient solution than when materials,

such as glycerine, which cannot be broken up by the

yeast, are present. On the other hand, the latter sub-

stance is quite as good a nutrient material as sugar in

the case of other species which cannot excite fermenta-

tion ; and hence we may draw the conclusion that the

fermentative activity itself is able to supply a certain

amount of energy to the yeast cells which can be utihsed

for their vegetative life (Niigeli.)

The simultaneous presence of other fungi, and the

concurrent growth with these, plays an important part

in the cultivation of the yeast fungi. The bacteria

more especially can, as the result of their more rapid

multiplication, very readily limit the development of the

veast fungi ; here, however, the result is also dependent

on the sum total of the conditions of life which may be

more favourable for the yeast fungi, and may thus form

a substitute for the less energy of their growth. The

concentration and reaction of the nutrient medium is

here also of the greatest importance ;
at tunes also the

temperature, higher degrees of which, for example, may

protect the yeast against many mould fungi, such as

penicillium. Fermentative activity also seems to exert
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a special influence on the concurrent growth of the

yeast. For example, if a very minute quantity of yeast

is introduced into a neutral saccharine nutrient solution,

and if no care is taken to exclude bacteria, the latter

generally multiply readily, and a very impure cultivation

of yeast is obtained, or one in which the bacteria are

in greatest numbers. If, however, we increase the

amount of yeast introduced up to a certain point—1'7

grammes of dry yeast, or 10 ccm. of thick yeast, for

every litre of nutrient solution—the yeast alone multi-

plies, and the bacteria scarcely develop at all. It can be

shown that this phenomenon does not depend on the

excretion of materials hurtful to the bacteria by the

yeast, and we must therefore suppose that it is the

fermentative movement which hinders the multiplication

of the bacteria. In accordance with this we have the

observation that we are the more likely to obtain a

relatively pure cultivation of yeast the quicker and more
completely the fermentation occurs after the organisms

are introduced, and that it is thus independent of the

number of the fission fungi which have obtained

admission at the same time. Thus we have the ex-

planation why the ordinary beer yeast is usually fairly

.

(but never quite) free from bacteria, and why, when the

brewing process is properly carried out, we need not fear

disturbance by the development of bacteria (Niigeli).*

4. Conditions of Spore Formation and SjJore Gcrmina- Conaitions of

tion.—In contrast to the higher plants, and also to the ^1°^^

mould fungi, the yeast and fission fungi are distinguished

by the possession of a very great tendency to utilise the
nutrient materials for the continuous production of
purely vegetative cells without the formation of any true

fructification. In suitable nutrient media the yeast fungi
constantly form new cells by budding, and the bacteria
divide continuously like an enormously developed tree

without fruit. It is only when the nutrient conditions
become markedly unfavourable, and when one of the
most important nutrient substances begins to disappear,
that there is an interruption in the ordinary mode of

* Niigeli, Theorie der Cahrung, 1879, p. 77.
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multiplication; tlae fungus then converts the remains of

the nutrient material at its disposal into a more durable

cell, which can survive after the exhaustion of the

nutrient material, and can grow again in new nutrient

soil even after a long interval.

In the case of the yeast, the conditions necessary for

the formation of spores are famished when the nutrient

substratum is very poor in nutritive materials, more

especially in sugar, or is very dilute, while at the same

time (as in the case of the mould fungi) free access of

. the oxygen of the air is permitted, and evaporation is

• limited. If yeast is spread out on thin slices of boiled

carrot, or on moistened plaster, and then kept in a moist

chamber, the formation of spores in the cells, as described

on page 147, occurs in the course of a few days; the

same result is obtained if a solution of sugar containing

yeast is more and more diluted by the daily addition of

Avate)-. According to Hansen,* spore formation is readily

observed on microscopic slides covered with a layer of

nutrient jelly, if the temperature is not too high; in

like manner yeast water containing air is also a favour-

able nutrient medium.—The minimum of temperature

at which spore formation has been observed is between

+ 1° and 3° C, the maximum at 37^° C—The spores

can be kept for a long time, and can be dried without

losing their power of sprouting.

Germination The conditions of the germination of these spores are

of spores.
similar to those mentioned in the case of the spores of

the mould fungi. The presence of nutrient materials is

not necessary for the commencement of germination; on

the other hand, moisture and free oxygen are absolutely

essential, so that in respect of the latter there is a

marked difference between the vegetation and the fruc-

tification of yeast. Further, the temperature has an

important iniluence, but this has not as yet been quanti-

tatively determined.!

* I. c, vol. ii., part 2.

t Russ. Annalen der Oenologie, vol. n.—Botan. Zeil., 1S73.
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((•) Conditions of Life of the Fission Fanrji.

1. Chemical Composition of the Fission Fungi.

In order to isolate the fission fungi from the nutrient Cliemical com-

fiuid, it is well to follow Nencki's* method, by render- ttssionhingi.^

ing the fluid acid by the addition of 2 to 3 per cent, of

free hydrochloric acid, and then boiling it. The bac-

terial masses are thus coagulated, and may be easily

obtained by filtration ; we must, however, avoid nutrient

solutions, from which albumen might be precipitated

by this method. In a 2 per cent, solution of gelatine

(and also in a solution of mucate of ammonia) Nencld
found the following composition, in the case of the

bacteria, corresponding to the difi'erent stages of their

development, beginning with the formation of a very

gelatinous zooglea :

—

Water.
Pure zooglea

mass,
Zooglea mass
with bacteria,

Adult bacteria

84'81 per cent. S4'26 per cent.
83-42 per cent.

In the substance free from water.

Albumeii
Fat

85"76 per cent.
7-89 „

87'46 per cent.
6-41 „

84'20 per cent.

6.04 „
Ashes 4-20 „ 3-04 „ 4-72
Undetermined 2-15 „ 3-09 „ 5-04 „

The albuminous material is to a great extent formed
of a body which differs from other proteid substances
in some of its reactions—for example, it is ngt precipi-
tated by alcohol—and especially in its elementary com-
position; it has been called by Nencki myco-protein.
This substance contains 52-32 per cent. C, 7-55 per
cent. H., 14-75 per cent. N. ; no sulphur, and no phos- SSStoin.
phorus. On heating it with caustic potash, the following
substances were obtained: phenol, skatol, iudol, lar^e
quantities of fatty acids especially valerianic acid ami
leucine.t

'

* Nencki, Beitrage zur Biologie der Spaltpitze, 1880
t Nencki's Journ.fiir prakt. Chem., N.F., vol. 23.
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In the case of some pathogenic organisms, numbers

have been obtained which differ considerably from the

above. Spores of the anthrax bacilli cultivated in nu-

trient gelatine in large vessels, containing 1 to 2 litres,

and collected after three weeks growth, showed,

according to Nageli, no myco-protein, but a peculiar

albuminoid body, which he has called anthrax-protein,

readily soluble in alkalies, but quite insoluble in water,

acetic acid, and dilute mineral acids; it contains no

sulphur.*

Brieger f has obtained the following results with regard

to Friedlaender's pneumonia bacilli, which he culti-

vated on nutrient gelatine. He found 84*2 per cent, of

Avater; 1"74 per cent, of fat in the dry substance; in

the dry substance free from fat 30"13 per cent, of ashes ;

and in the dry substance free from fat and ashes

9 "75 per cent, of nitrogen.—The organic substances

gave on the whole the reactions characteristic of protein,

but they were not identical with Nencki's myco-protein.

—VandeveldeJ found on analysis of bacillus subtilis

no cellulose, but nuclein.

Eelat.on According to these results the relation between the

botwem albuminoid substances and the material resembling cellu-
nitrcgcn and , . , n ,^ , , • i-

cai-bcn. lose, which m the case of the yeast lungi was in lavour

of the former, is still more altered in the same direction in

the case of the fission fungi, so that the non-nitrogenous

materials pass completely into the background, and

albuminoid substances form almost the whole substance

of the fission fungi. There are, it is true, analyses of

other fungi by Nageli and Low, which differ markedly

Contradictory in part from the above results. A growth of micrococci^

analyses. cultivated in tartrate of ammonia gave 10-65 per cent, of

nitrogen and 6*94 per cent, of ashes; on the other hand,

the vinegar plant, which consists of a tough jelly, in

which short rods are embedded, yielded 98-3 per cent,

water, and in the dry substance only 1-82 per cent.

N, and 3"37 per cent, ashes, so that in this case also

* Chem. her., vol. xvii., p. 2605.

t Zeitschr./'. plii/siol. Chem., vcl. ix.

X Ibid., vol. viii.
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the chief hody present must be the non-nitrogenous

celhilose material.

Duvin and Scheibler* also observed that the mem-

brane of Leuconostoc mesenterioides chiefly consisted

of a hydrocarbon closely allied to cellulose. Further

analyses must show us in what way we are to explain

these marked analytical differences, and what their

value is.

The ashes of the fission fungi have not as yet been Ashes,

accurately analysed. Brieger found in the ashes of the

pneumonia bacilli phosphate of lime, phosphate of mag-

nesia, sulphate of sodium, and chloride of sodium. As
a whole, the ashes of the fission fungi have probably an

analogous composition to those of the j'east.

In some species of fission fungi chemical substances

are always, or at times, present which do not belong

to the ordinary constituents of the bodies of these

organisms. For example, substances resembling gran- Rarer

ulose occur in bacillus butyricus and in Vibrio rugula Gran|*ioso^*'

before the formation of spores, also in bacillus Pasteur-

ianus (Hansen) and in Leptothrix buccalis, and these

may be demonstrated by their blue colouration by iodine.

To this class of substances belongs the ruguline Sulphur,

sulphur found in some species of beggiatoa
; further,

some specific dyes, the majority of which, however, do
not appear to be deposited in the wall or cell contents

of the organisms.

2. The Nutrient Materials of the Fission Fungi.

As a whole, the nutrient materials and conditions of Nutrient
life of the fission fungi resemble those of the mould
fungi; the different species, however, difier in their

requirements so much, that much more detailed investi-

gations are necessary. We must therefore await further
researches before wj can write a complete account of
this subject.

As a rule these fungi obtain nitrogen best from diffu- Sources of

* Quoted from deBary.
^itvo^^^^.
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sible albuminoid materials.* Ammoniacal salts are not

so suitable, but are better borne than in the case of tbo

yeast fungi. The remaining nitrogenous compounds

appear to have the same relative value as in the case of

the mould fungi
;
according to Niigeli, the nitrogen can

also be obtained from nitrates, and in the experiments in

question it was possible to follow the gradual reduction

of the nitric acid to nitrous acid, and finally to ammonia.

Eeduction of This reduction of nitrates by bacteria has been recently
mtiates.

observed by Gayon and Dupetit, Deherain, Maquenne,

and Springer. Anaerobic organisms similar to or iden-

tical with bacillus butyricus when they set up a fermen-

tation, combined with the development of hydrogen,

seem to cause reduction of nitrates with formation of

oxide of nitrogen. This was also the case with certain

aerobes, and to a less extent with the bacilli of chicken

cholera, anthrax, &c.t In all these experiments, how-

ever, it is probable that the nitrates did not suffice to

provide the necessary oxygen for the fission fungi, but

that reduction was a secondary phenomenon, caused by

other products of the tissue change or fermentation, and

only accompanying the true tissue change of the bacteria.

Soi^rces of The supply of carbon is obtained not only from sugar
cai on.

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ hodies similar to it, from glycerine, and

especially from the various salts of fatty acids, such as

the alkaline salts of tartaric acid, citric acid, malic acid,

mucic acid, lactic acid, acetic acid, &c. ; even those

compounds which act, when markedly concentrated, in

a decidedly poisonous manner on the bacteria can be

utilised in a very dilute state as sources of carbon

supply, for example, carbolic acid, salicylic acid ; further,

aethyiic alcohol, which forms the most favourable nutrient

medium for the vinegar fungus, and which can be present

in the nutrient solution up to 10 per cent. It is remark-

able that, according to Pasteur's observations, it is only

* See more especially Niigeli, I.e.—Cohn, Beitrage, vol. i., Heft 2.—

Bucholtz, A,-ch./. Exper. Path., B. 7, S. 81.-Mayei- u. Knierim, iMndw.

Vermchs.'^lat., vol. IG (Esaigpilz).-v. Jaclcscli (Harnstoffpik), Zeitsch:

f. physiol. Chemie, vol. 5.

t Gayon and Dupetit, r-ompf. Renrl vol. 95.-Dplicrani and Ma-

quenne, j6«rf., and vol. Ql.-Bull soc. clum, 2, 33.-Springer, Chew., Ba

vol. IG.
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that form of tartaric acid which turns the polarisation to

the right which can he talcen up by bacteria.

In the case of some bacteria, the most favourable

nutrient conditions have been more accurately deter-

mined ; for example, by von Jacksch* for micrococcus

urea, and by Hueppef for the lactic acid bacilli. Micro- Nutrient

coccus ureje can, for example, obtain the necessary necessary for

nitrogen and carbon from nutrient solutions containing ^j^g™""""^^

succinate, lactate, malate, tartrate, or citrate of ammonia,

from glycocoll, leucine, asparagine, salts of asparagine,

creatine, benzoate of ammonia, hippurates, and peptone.

On the other hand, the following were useless as sources

of nitrogen and carbon : formate, acetate, butyrate,

oxalate, and salicylate of ammonia, and acetamide.

In the case of bacterium lactis, carbon is best obtained For bacterium

from milk sugar, cane sugar, mannite, and dextran
;

the best source of nitrogen was peptone, or among the

salts, tartrate of ammonia. Nitrates were quite unsuit-

able as sources of nitrogen. The most favourable pro-

portion of the nutrient salts was 0'2—0'5 per cent, of

acid phosphate of potash, +0'05 to 0"1 per cent, of

sulphate of magnesium -t- 0*015—0"025 per cent, of

chloride of calcium ; this mixture could be replaced by
1 per cent, of extract of meat.

These numbers are, however, only applicable to these Difference as

special cases. The more accurately the various species nuteient^re^-

of bacteria have been studied during the last few years, quirements of

the more have differences in the nutrient requirements species o^f*^"*

of the different species been observed. Some require
large quantities of certain albuminoid substances, and
only permit a variation in the composition of the nutrient
material within very narrow limits ; others permit a
greater variation in the nutrient materials, which, how-
ever, must be fairly concentrated and composed of
complex molecules. Others, finally, prefer very dilute
and simple solutions in which ons can scarcely recoo--
uise anything of nutrient value. Among the "bacteria Contrast
which are most sensitive in this respect are chiefly the "^^t^^oon the

^ pathogenic
bacteria and

Zeilachr.f.phjaiol. Chem., vol. 5. those which

t Mitth. a. d. Kais. Ges., vol. ii.
multiply in

water.
84
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Formation of

ferments by
bacteria.

Necessity for

free oxygen.

Pasteur's
division into

aerobes and
anaerobes.

pathogenic forms, which can only grow on certain

hosts, and which refuse to live on any other living

or dead substratum (such as the spirilla of relaps-

ing fever, or the bacilli of leprosy), or which, at any

rate, require blood serum, or mixtures containing soluble

albumen, peptone, and salts. The greatest contrast to

these bacteria is formed by those which have been

described by Bolton* (bacillus erythrosporus, micro-

coccus aquatilis, &c.), which find sufficient nutrient

material to enable them to grow in enormous numbers

even in pure distilled water. As in all their other vital

functions, so here, the bacteria present conditions which

render it impossible to treat them in a schematic manner.

The number of suitable nutrient materials is increased

in the case of many species of bacteria by the fact that

they produce ferments which can transform insoluble

substances into soluble and diffusible ones. Coagulated

albumen, solidified gelatine, starch, and di-saccharates

can be transformed by means of peptonising, diastatic,

and inverting ferments into soluble and assimilable

nutrient materials. As regards this production of

ferment also the various species of bacteria show great

differences both qualitatively and quantitatively.

The bacteria also behave very differently with regard

to oxygen. Pasteur was the first to observe that there

were bacteria which did not require free oxygen for their

life and multiplication, but, on the contrary, could carry

on their vital functions in the absence of oxygen, and,

indeed, the presence of that gas might interfere with

their multiplication and their vital phenomena. Pasteur

crave effect to this distinction by his division of the bac-

teria into " aerobes " and " anaerobes." The surpnsmg

fact that life could occur without oxygen was also soon

confirmed by other observers, such as Nencki, Praz-

mowski, Eosenbach, &c., and though Gunning asserted

that in none of these experiments was the oxygen

sufficiently removed, and thus no complete anaerobiosis

existed, nevertheless these objections cannot hold ground

against the recent experiments by Nencki and Lachewicz

;

* Gott. liyff. Institut. Mitgetlieilt in Zcitschr.f. Hygiene, vol. i.
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Nencki convinced himself that in the cultivation appara-

tus ferrocyanicle of iron and reduced hiBmoglohin remained

unaltered, and that thus we had to do with complete

absence of oxygen so far as this can be confirmed by

chemical means.

Niigeli has drawn especial attention to the great im- Replacement

portance of the fermentative activity in reference to the by the
"^"''^^'^

need for oxygen on the part of the fission fungi; if ^^'j.^®"*^*'''®

fermentative action is going on the access of oxygen
becomes unnecessary ; if the bacteria in question are

unable to excite fermentation, or if it so happens that

they live under conditions in which no active fermentation
can occur, free oxygen becomes absolutely essential for

their development.

Engelmann has further shown that the motility of
influence of

the bacteria is influenced to a very great degree by the oxygen on°

tension of oxygen in the nutrient medium. Spirilla are in
this respect much more sensitive than any other species
of motile bacilli ; the latter assemble at the margin of
any air bubble which may be present within a drop
of nutrient fluid; spirilla, on the other hand, remain
at some distance from the margin of the air bubble,
and only approach it when the amount of oxygen
in the nutrient solution has become diminished. *^In
this species of bacteria too great a quantity of oxygen
has also a similar efi"ect in causing the cessation'' of
movement. The lower limit of necessary oxygen was
very low in this species of spirilla ; if they were placed,
along with micro-organisms containing chlorophyll in
a medium which was free from oxygen but illuminated
with white, red, or yellow light, the spirilla at once
collected at those parts where traces of oxygen were
developed by the chlorophyllous cells.

More recent investigations by Liborius* have added to
our knowledge as regards the need for oxygen by the
bacteria, and have more especially shown that the
anaerobic organisms can live and multiply without
exercismg any simultaneous fermentative activity
According to Liborius' investigations we may divide the

* QGtt. hyg. Inst. See ZMv.f. Uygiene, vol. i.
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Obligatory
anaerobes.

Facultative
anaerobes.

bacteria into three groups, which differ in an important

manner as regards their necessity for oxygen. In

the first place, we have a group of what may be

termed " obligatory anaerobes," which only grow when

the oxygen is removed as completely as possible from

the nuti-ient medium, at any rate when it can be no

longer demonstrated by the ordinary chemical means.

To this group belong, for example, the bacilli of malig-

nant oedema, bacillus butyricus, bacillus muscoides,

bacillus polypiformis, &c. Some of these organisms

have the property of exciting fermentation in certain

fermentescible materials, and then they are able to

multiply in large numbers in correspondence with the

intensity of the fermentation. In the case of other

species no fermentative activity has as yet been made

out. The fermentations set up by these anaerobic

organisms can be arrested by the admission of oxygen,

just as is the case with the growth of the same orgamsms

in non-fermentescible substrata.

A second group is formed by what we may term the

- facultative anaerobes." These bacteria grow best and

most quickly when the entrance of air is permitted, but

they are also capable of developing slowly when air

is excluded. The degree to Avhich the growth is m-

fluenced by the exclusion of oxygen vanes very much m

the different species. On the whole an artificial increase

in the tension of the oxygen is injurious to the bacteria

belonging to this group ; but here also the degree ot

sensitiveness varies in the different species. Among the

very numerous organisms which belong to this group

we may mention more especially the various pathogenic

organisms, for example, staphylococcus, streptococcus,

bacillus septicus cunic, bacillus sept, crassus, bacillus

anthracis, bacillus typhi, abdom., bacillus pneumoniae

spirillum choleras asiaticre. In this group also the

majority of the "bacteria do not requii^ to exercise fer-

a^e^itative activity in order to live withou oxygen. In

Tany of them their behaviour, when fermentescible

xnaterials are absent, has not as yet
^^f^.^^^f

theless simultaneous fermentative activity favours tlie
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anaerobric growth of these bacteria to a marked degree.

In the case of some organisms, for example, bacillus

lactis aerogenes (Escherich), it has been demonstrated

that they can only exist without air when fermentescible

material is present, and fermentation is going on.

—

The fermentations set up by these organisms are ap-

parently not injuriously affected by the access of oxygen,

but on the contrary are favoured.

In contrast to these groups we have a third, which is Obligatory

composed of "obligatory aerobes" ; these organisms can- aerobes,

not grow when air is excluded, even though they could

otherwise excite fermentation. Their growth is inter-

fered with by any marked diminution in the amount of

air, and under these circumstances one or other of their

functions may cease (for example, the production of

colouring materials, of ferments, &c.) ; on the other

hand, their life and growth is much favoured by artificial

increase in the tension of the oxygen. To this group

belong, for example, bacillus subtilis, bacillus aero-

philus, &c. Nevertheless, within this group there are

marked difl'erences as regards the quantity of oxygen

necessary, so that we can only lay down a general law,

viz., that each of these species of bacteria requires a de-

finite amount of oxygen. The fermentative action of the

bacteria belonging to the group of obligatory aerobes is

without exception favoured by the access of air ; for ex-

ample, the lactic, and more especially the acetic, fermen-

tation. According to Hoppe-Seyler,* a continued and
marked impregnation of the nutrient medium with air

has a favourable action on the development of many
putrefactive bacteria, as well as on the course of the

putrefactive fermentations set up by them, and hence
we may conclude that some of the bacteria which can
excite fermentation belong to the group of aerobes, while, ^

on the other hand, many obHgatory aerobes also take-

part in this process.

We can say very little which is of general appli- eoncontration
cability as regards the most favourable proportions of "^^^"""trieut

the individual nutrient materials, on account of the

* ZeiUchr.f.phydol. C/ian., vol. 8, p. 214.
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Eeaction.

very great differences in tlie requirements of the dif-

ferent species of bacteria. On the whole, the amount of

water in the nutrient material must be very great, and

the concentration slight. Fermentescible substances

can be protected against the invasion of bacteria by the

removal of a relatively small quantity of water, while

they still remain a favourable soil for the growth of the

yeast fungi, and more especially of the mould fungi.

Very little has been ascertained as to the limits of con-

centration, for this must vary according to the nature

of the nutrient materials ;
quite as little is known as

regards the optimum of the amount of water. That the

latter can as a rule vary within wide limits is evident

from the fact that bacteria can be cultivated equally

well on semi-solid nutrient soils containing about 80

per cent, of water, in concentrated fluids containing

5 to 10 per cent, of solid constituents, and in very

dilute solutions containing scarcely more than traces of

nutrient substances.

Excess of acid or alkali may be either injurious or

favourable to the development of the bacteria ; the first,

however, interferes most readily with the growth. In

this respect there is an important difference between

many of the bacteria and the mould and yeast

fungi ; and hence in the acid reaction of the nutrient

medium we have an excellent means of protecting the

cultivations of the latter organisms against the entrance

of numerous species of bacteria. Many bacteria, for

example, bacillus subtilis, anthrax bacilli, &c., are very

sensitive to slight excess of acid ; but on the other

hand there are bacteria, such as bacillus butyricus or

the acetic bacterium, which can bear a very marked acid

reaction without injury ; indeed, many only grow when

there is a certain excess of acid in the nutrient medium

(for example the bacillus of blue milk, and the bacterium

of acetic acid which only grows when at least 2 per cent,

of acetic acid is present). Hence an excess of alkali is

hurtful to these particular bacilli, while as a rule it has

by no means such an injurious effect on bacteria as the

free acids; indeed, some organisms, for example the
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micrococcus urero, can bear an extremely high degree of

alkalinity. Some bacteria show such indifference with

regard to the reaction of the nutrient medium that they

may commence their development on a markedly acid

soil, then convert the reaction by the products of their

growth into an alkaline one, and continue to growin the

presence of a marked excess of alkali.

3. Other Vital Conditions of the Bacteria.

According to the experiments which have as yet influence of

been made light does not appear to be one of the

general conditions of life of the bacteria ; the observation

made by Engelmann that in the case of one species

of bacterium (bacterium photometricum) the swarming

movements were dependent on the light does not

with certainty refer to a bacterium but more pro-

bably to a fission alga.* With regard to the injurious

action of sunlight, see Part 5. In like manner elec- Electricity,

tricity, so far as it comes into play under normal

conditions, is without any influence ; strong currents,

however, interfere with the development of the culti-

vations, t Alterations in the pressure are borne by High pressure,

many bacteria in a remarkable manner, as has been

shown, for example, in the case of the bacillus butyricus
;

Certes has also observed that putrefactive processes

go on even under a pressure of 350 to 500 atmo-

spheres, and that anthrax bacilli retain their virulence

after exposure for 24 hours to 600 atmospheres.

To a certain extent rest and the absence of mechanical Mechanical

movement appear to be of some importance for the

fission fungi, although the experiments made in this

respect have not given entirely uniform results. A con-

tinuous, gentle, flowing movement of the nutrient media .

does not appear to hinder the development of the fission

fungij ; on the other hand, it was observed that con-
tinuous and marked shaking of the fluid, such as is set

* Pfliiger's Arc/i., vol. 26, p. 537.—So<an. Zeitff., 1882.

t Cohn and Mendelssohn, Cohn'a Beitriige, vol. iii., part 1.

X Hoppe-Seylor, Feslschrijl u. s. w. "Uobor die Einwirkung des
Saueratofifs auf Gahrungon," 1881.
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up by a special motor,* or by sounds of sufficient intensity

conducted through the nutrient solution,! have a distinct

disturbing influence on development. More recently,

however, somewhat different results have been obtained

in a fresh series of experiments. J
Influenco of Further, a certain medium temperatui-e is a necessary
temperature.

f^^. ^-^^ development of the bacteria. Never-

theless, the optimum of temperature, as well as the

upper and lower limits, are quite diflerent in different

species of bacteria, and are also dependent on the other

conditions of life, more especially on the composition of

the nutrient material. According to Eidam's experi-

ments, with regard to the development of bacterium

termo in Cohn's nutrient solution, growth begins at

+ 54° C, increasing at first slowly as the temperature

rises, and then quickly from 10° C. upwards, attains

the optimum between 30° and 35° C, and very

rapidly diminishes, and ultimately entirely ceases at

40° C.§ In the case of the acetic bacterium the

optimum lies between 20° and 30° C. ; below 10° C.

growth goes on extremely slowly, and it diminishes

rapidly above 35° C, and ultimately ceases a few degrees

higher.li The tubercle bacillus grows, on the other

hand, only between 30° and 41° C, best at 37° to

38° C. in the case of the bacillus subtihs Brefeld

found that the growth was very slow at 6° C. ; at 12-5° C.

4 to 5 hours elapsed between each new sub-division of

the rods; at 25° C, i-hour; at 30° C, i-hour. From

these examples it is sufficiently evident that the various

species of bacteria vary markedly with regard to their

relation to temperature, and it can only be said with

regard to the relation of temperature to the mould and

yeast fungi, that as a rule the most favourable tem-

perature is less than in the case of the bacteria, in

which the optimum lies nearer the temperature of the

human body.

* Horvath, Pfliiger's Arch./. Physiol, vol. 17.

t Eeinke, Ebenda, vol. 23.

% Tumas, Petersbiirger med. Wock., 1881.

§ Eidam, Cohn's Beitriige, i.,
3^, p. 209.

y Mayer, Gdhrungscliemie, p. 178.
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The fermentative activity in all probability plays the
M'^^^J'^^^";^.

same part with regard to the life of the bacteria as it tive activity,

does in the case of the yeast fungi. In the case of the

bacteria which can set up fermentation, the fermentative

activity appears to favour the growth of the organisms as

soon as a certain intensity of the fermentative action has

been attained, while the development of other bacteria

which may be present at the same time is hindered.

Hence a certain intensity of fermentative activity exerts

a marked influence on the concurrent growth of various

species of bacteria, and on the production of pure

cultivations.

As a rule, in concurrent growth with mould and yeast Concurrent

fungi, the bacteria have an advantage in their ex-
otlm*ba^cteria

tremely rapid multiplication, and in the very energetic

manner in which they use up the nutrient materials.

It is only when some of the conditions as regards the

nutrient substratum are selected in such a manner that

they exert an unfavourable influence on the development

of the bacteria, while they at the same time permit the

unhindered growth of the other classes of fungi, that it

is possible for the latter to take possession of the

nutrient medium and to exclude the bacteria. As has

been mentioned, the concentration and reaction of the

nutrient material are the chief means by which the

growth of the yeast and mould fungi, as compared with

that of the bacteria, may be favoured.—Among the

bacteria themselves various factors, more especially

reaction, temperature, relative amount of the individual

nutrient materials, and more especially of the nitro-

genous compounds, the tension of the oxygen, &c., are

the chief means by which one or other species may
succeed in growing in excess, and ultimately in almost
entirely gaining the upper hand.

4. Conditions of Spore Formation and Spore

Germination.

To a still higher degree than the yeast fungi the Spore

bacteria appear able to utilise suitable nutrient materials
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for the simple multiiilication of cells. What the con-

ditions are which must he present in order to set up the

phenomena of spore formation, a process on the whole

of rare occurrence, have not as yet been fully worked out.

From analogy we may suppose that the exhaustion or

vitiation of the nutrient medium forms the necessary

condition for the commencement of this act ; and as a

matter of fact this seems to be the case in many species.

Apparent exceptions have as yet been observed in bacillus

butyricus, bacillus subtilis, anthrax bacilli, &c. ; never-

theless, in the spore-bearing cultivations of these bacteria

it is possible that one or other of the nutrient materials

has become diminished to such an extent as to suffice

for the introduction of the process of spore formation,

or the nutrient substrata may have become sufficiently

saturated with the noxious products of tissue change of

the bacteria to render them imperfect as nutrient media.

It is possible that further observations will enable us

to formulate the conditions of spore formation in the

bacteria in a similar manner to those of the yeast fungi

;

in that case, however, the marked differences between

the individual species of bacteria must of course be

taken into account. The oxygen exerts a peculiar effect

on the spore formation of the bacteria. ^Yhi\e in

the case of the mould and yeast fungi oxygen must have

free access, the bacteria are divided in this respect into

two groups. The majority also appear to require

oxygen for the formation of spores, and Prazmowski

pointed out that it is characteristic of these forms that

they are non-motile during the stage of fructification.

The true anaerobes,however—this has been demonstrated

with certainty as regards bacillus butyricus—can only

fructify in the absence of oxygen, and continue to move

during the stage of fructification.

The temperature exerts a marked influence on the

process. Koch* has shown, in the case of anthrax bacilli,

that a temperature of at least 16° C. is necessary for the

formation of spores; and under these circumstances

limited formation of spores did not occur till after seven

* MUtheilungen a. d. Kais. Ges. Anti., p. 65.
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clays. At 21° C. spores had formed after 72 hours, at

25° C. after 85 to 40 hours, and between 30° and 40° C.

after about 24 hours ; the best and strongest cultivations

were obtained between 20° and 25° C. In the case of

bacillus subtilis spore formation did not occur below

6° C, at 18-75° C. it required two days, at 22-5° C.

one day, and at 30° C. 12 hours.

As regards the germination of spores, and the neces-

sary conditions for that act, we have as yet no detailed

observations. A certain amount of water and a fairly

high temperature, differing, however, according to the

species, must be reckoned as absolutely essential con-

ditions. In the case of bacillus subtihs, the optimum

of the temperature for germination lies between 30° and

35° C, and in the case of anthrax bacilli at about 35° C.

As regards oxygen it has been made out in the case of

the spores of some bacteria, for example of bacillus

butyricus, that it may actually hinder the occurrence of

germination ; while, as a rule, the entrance of oxygen is

just as necessary for the sprouting of the great majority

of the spores of bacteria as it is for those of yeast and

mould fungi, and as it is for the other functions of the

same bacteria.
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PAET IV.

VITAL ACTIONS OP THE LOWER FUNGI.

The vital HAVING discussed the conditions necessary for the

life of the fungi with special reference to the nutrient

materials which must always be present in their sur-

roundings, it is the object of this part of the work to

show how the nutrient materials are taken up, the trans-

formations which they undergo in the body of the

organisms, in what manner growth takes place, and how

the energy, which is necessary in order to enable the

fungi to carry out their other functions, is obtained

from transformation of the material. It is evident that

this subject, which has also to do with, and to explain as

far as possible, the special activity of the fungi in ex-

citing fermentation and disease, forms one of the most

important chapters on the subject of the fungi.

Proposed plan The tissue change and development of energy of the

subject!''^ mould, yeast, and fission fungi agree in their essential

points to such an extent that it has not appeai-ed

necessary to treat of the three classes separately in this

chapter. The behaviour of the fission fungi, as being

the most important group from a hygienic point of view,

is taken as a groundwork, and it is only at certain

places that attention is specially directed to differences

in the behaviour of the other chief groups.

In the first place, we shall make a short general review

of the tissue change and development of energy of the

lower fungi, closely following what is laiown as to the

biology of the higher plants. We must then discuss

the individual phases of the vital activity of the fungi,

the assimilation of nutrient materials, and the changes

which they undergo in the body, the development of
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energy, and the products of tissue change and the

excreta. Among the latter the isolated ferments and

the ptomaines require a more detailed consideration.

Closely allied to these we have those two peculiar, and

for hygienic purposes important, phases of the vital

activity of the fungi, viz., the fermentative activity and

the development of disease.

1. Review of the Tissue Change and Development of

Energy in the Lower Fungi.

For the development of those movements and

alterations of material particles, which make up the

life of the vegetable cell, a certain amount of energy

must in the first place be set free ; without this these

movements, and therewith the life of the plant, would

cease. A small fraction of the necessary energy is

obtained by osmosis; by far the greatest portion is,

however, supplied to the plant by the splitting up of

complex chemical compounds, and by regrouping of

the atoms in more stable compounds, in other words

by similar transformations to those which occur in the

animal body, and which then give rise to the energy

which is necessary for the various functions of the

animal economy. The vital processes in vegetables Tissue change

and animals differ only in the fact that the compounds ^ent^oZenerg-y

to be broken up are taken up by the animal bodies in ^" t¥ i"8^^or

. lower
an unaltered condition, while in the case of vegetables plants,

they must first be built up from more simple materials by
means of the chlorophyll apparatus ; in the lowest forms

of plants, viz., in the fungi, however, this preparative

apparatus is absent, and the materials are taken up in

the form of relatively complex molecules. What, how-
ever, is absolutely necessary, and common to the life

of the cells of animals, vegetables, and fungi, is the

decomposition of complex organic compounds accom-
panied with the liberation of energy.

These decompositions are carried out by means of the Docomposi-
living protoplasm. The latter can apparently, like a *roto?iaS°
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Intra-molecu-
lar respira-
tion.

Decomposi-
tion when
oxygen is

admitted.

ferment, gradually split up large quantities of suitable

complex compounds. We do not yet know accurately

the nature of the chemical bodies directly concerned in

this action of the protoplasm, nor in what way decom-

position takes place ; it is probable that the compounds

are nearly allied to the proteid materials, but are more

complex. As products of decomposition we constantly

observe carbonic acid, and also some other materials

which will be mentioned below. We may, however,

conclude from the amount of heat which becomes free

at the same time, although it is trivial, that the trans-

formation chiefly takes place in such a way that a more

complete union of the atoms and greater saturation of

the af&nities, with consequent liberation of energy,

results.

This whole process, which is evidently the primary

and true cause of life, is usually spoken of as "intra-

molecular respiration." For this process the access of

oxygen is unnecessary, on the contrary it is characteristic

of it that all vegetable cells can continue to live and

breathe for a time without oxygen, and split up carbonic

acid and produce heat. If substances capable of under-

going decomposition are still present in the living

protoplasm, their decomposition is sufficient to furnish

the necessary energy for the other processes which

take place in the protoplasm, and it is only after a

considerable time that there is such a deficiency of

energy as to lead to the cessation of movement and

life.

Although, therefore, the intra-molecular respiration

is the chief and primary cause of developmeiit of energy

in the plant, the energy so obtained does not suffice

permanently to supply the whole amount required.

This is usually only obtained when oxygen has free

access, and when it takes part in the respiratory process.

The compounds broken up in the protoplasm furnish,

in addition to carbonic acid, a series of other products

which readily enter into combination with oxygen. Thus

extensive oxidations occur, and accordingly a more

marked development of vital energy which completely
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aud permanently suffices for the vital processes. The

amount of energy is, however, regulated much less hy

the amount of oxygen present than hy those processes

of decomposition in the protoplasm by the intra-

molecular respiration, which sets up and governs the

respiration by means of free oxygen.

The whole respiratory process, whether occurring Destructive

with or without oxygen, is evidently of a destructive tive tissue

character, and it is absolutely necessary that a constant change,

supply of new material should repair the deficiencies

which occur as the result of the decomposing activity of

the protoplasm and the oxidising action of the oxygen,

processes which furnish for the most part gaseous and

combustible products. As, however, those materials

which can be broken up in the protoplasm never

exist nor are taken up as nutrient materials, it is

evident that there must be a special process of assi-

milation, which consists in the absorption of the nutrient

materials present, and their transformation into com-

pounds suitable for decomposition, and which thus

stands in marked contrast to the destructive respira-

tory process. As a rule the part played by the

assimilatory process is in excess of the destruction,

and thus leads to the deposit of new protoplasm, and
the gi-owth and multiplication of the cells. This is the

portion of the tissue change which usually alone strikes

the eye, and leads us very readily to overlook the fact

that, apart from the new formed material, large quan-
tities of the nutrient substances taken up undergo de-

composition in the protoplasm, and are burned up by the
oxygen.

The tissue change of the lower fungi must evidently

go on in an exactly analogous manner to that of the
higher plants. Here also we have a continuous destruc-
tion of organic materials, usually in the presence of
oxygen, and in that case presenting the character of a
complete combustion. Here also an assimilation of the
new nutrient substances must provide the destructible
material, and at the same time must supply the require-
ments as regards growth and multiplication, and it is a
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totally secondary matter that the assimilatory process

in this case runs its course without the aid of a chloro-

phyll apparatus, and that thus certain simple materials,

such as carbonic acid, cannot he utilised as nutrient

Tisstie change materials.—As in the case of the higher plants, so also in

fiin^f
1°^'^^' fungi, a certain amount of energy is set free by

these tissue changes, and this energy is employed for

the functions of these minute organisms, for their pro-

cesses of growth and movement, for the changes in their

tissue, and for the molecular processes.

It is true that by the recognition of these essential

agreements between the tissue change and the develop-

ment of energy in the higher and lower plants the whole

of our insight into the biological processes of the lower

fungi are pretty nearly exhausted. More especially we

can scarcely at the present time form any quantitative

idea as to the relation between the destructive and the

assimilatory tissue change, how far the assimilation and

the formation of new protoplasm is as a rule in excess,

or what amount of the nutrient material is taken up to

serve for the destructive tissue change. Hence in most

matters provisional hypotheses as to the tissue change

and development of energy in the lower fungi must take

the place of facts and certain results.

Differences as There is only one difference between the bacteria and

compared with ^]^q ]iio-her plants to which we need draw attention.

p^anS' While the activity of the protoplasm, the intra-molecular

Ssity /or' respiration, and the respiration by means of oxygen, with

oxygen. their development of energy and the assimilation of very

various kinds of nutrient materials, are common not

only to the higher plants but also to the fungi, there is a

marked difference with regard to their relation to oxygen.

As has been mentioned, the higher plants cannot be

deprived of oxygen for lengthy periods without injury,

because it is only by means of the process of oxidation

that a sufficient amount of energy is produced; many of

the lower plants, however, can live and multiply for a

long time without the presence of oxygen. In this case

the°small amount of energy which is furnished by the intra-

molecular respiration either suffices for the whole of the
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vital functions, and this is the more intelligible the Source of

more correct are our conclusions as to the absolute case of the'"*

relations of weight and energy in these minute beings ;
anaerobes,

or these organisms can take oxygen from certain nutrient

materials and employ it for the oxidation of other com-
ple.\ substances. In the majority of cases the intra-

molecular respiration does not permanently suffice to

supply the necessary amount of energy for the bacteria,

on the contrary they can only bear the loss of oxygen if

a suitable substitute is present in its place. This sub- Substitution

stitute is furnished by the fermentative process, in which the°fY^entI-
a lai-ge amount of material present in the nutrient medium tive process,

is broken up superficially, but nevertheless in such a
manner that a quantity of energy is set free which is

about equal to that obtained by the process of oxidation.
Thus fermentation may take the place of the oxygen,
and the respiration by means of oxygen and the fermen-
tative activity may be looked on as of equal significance
as regards their relation to the vital processes in the
fungi.

The little that is known as regards this peculiar mode
of tissue change and development of energy in the lower
fungi, may be put together in the following imperfect
description, in which the outlines of the picture which
will ultimately be constructed as the result of future
investigations are probably scarcely recognisable.

2. The Absorption and Assimilation of the Nutrient
Materials by the Loiver Fungi.

nlie' t\CT'^T.^ .^'^^ Absorption ofplace m the case of the fungi, just as in that of every the nutrient

vegetable cell, by means of diosmose through the ceil
wall and the plasma, it is evident that only those sub-
stances can be taken up which are diffusible and presentm a watery solution; where the fungi apparently feed on
solid materials, these substances are previously dissolved
by the secretions of the organisms. In these preparatory
pi^cesses the chemical ferments produced by the fund
take paa-t

;
for example, those which peptonise solid

35
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albumen, or which hydrate the saccharine material and

make them available for the use of the fungi, or which

dissolve cellulose, and thus enable those organisms

which live as parasites on vegetables to obtain an

entrance.

The chemical nature of the materials taken up may,

as has been above mentioned, be very various. That

a transformation of these materials, a process of

assimilation, must occur on their entrance into the cells

of the fungi is probable, because it is not at all likely

that these different compounds are of equal value as

regards the different operations which occur within the

cell. It is true that the assimilation of the carbon is

not so marked as in the case of the chlorophyUous

plants, and more especially that carbonic acid cannot be

utilised. Nevertheless methylamine, acetic acid, alcohol,

benzoic acid, tartaric acid, leucine, &c., can without doubt

be converted into more complex substances if they are

offered as the only source of carbon; and this first product

of assimilation must be built up with a certain expenditure

of energy, which is, it is true, not so great as in the case of

the assimilation of carbon from carbonic acid by green

plants, but which is net replaced by energy obtained from

the sun's rays, but by energy which must be set free as the

result of other transformations occurring in the mterior

Assimilation ofthecells. For the present WO Can Only form hypotheses

of carbon.
^-^^ ^^^^^^ ^f^;^^ fi^.gt garbon assimilation product.

In the case of the higher chlorophyUous plants starch is

frequently one of the first products ;
in the case of the

lower fun^^i, however, this substance is appai-ently

with few "exceptions entirely absent (only in some

species of bacilli and in leptothrix, see page 370). From

the varying nutritive value of the carbon compounds we

may perhaps come to the conclusion with Nagcli that

the first product of assimilation consists of three carbon

atoms, with which hydrogen and oxygen atoms ai-e com-

bined, and which can then unite with a similar complex

of three carbon atoms to form a larger molecule of six

carbon atoms; the more nearly the nutrient materials

approach this hypothetical body the less are the difficul-
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ties in their assimilation, and the more suitable are

they for the nutrition of the plant.

Without doubt also the nitrogenous bodies are built Assimilation

up to a very large extent in the cells ; and not only
"^^-I'^sen.

those which constitute the protoplasm, but also those
which are broken up in the intra-molecular respiration

are probably always of more complex structure than
the nutrient materials. Even the peptones undergo a

transformation during assimilation, and where ammo-
niacal salts and amides are the only sources of nitrogen
a complex process must result, and more especially a
union with assimilation products rich in carbon. The
vaiying expenditure of energy which is necessary for
building up the assimilation products according as the
material offered as food is closely allied to these products
in composition, or differs much from it and is much
simpler, explains in part the varying nutritive value of
these compounds. The more active the growth and the
new formation of protoplasm, and the more heterogeneous
the nutrient materials, the greater is the amount of
energy which must be set free by the respiratory
processes.

The salts, likewise, do not always appear to be taken R6ie of the
up trom the nutrient mixture in the same form in which "^T-'^^
they are present within the cells. Here and there -SLs.
transformation and decomposition must occur under the
influence of the organic acids which are formed • further
sulphur, phosphorus, and magnesium, and possibly also
calcium and potash, enter into combination with the
complex molecules of the proteid materials of the proto-
plasm. For the production of the phosphorus, phosphoric
acid seems to be alone suitable ; the union of the
phosphorus with proteid bodies must occur within the
J^ell. These transformations of the inorganic materials

^

however, are much less extensive, and require much less
energy, than those of the organic substances

oi\o't^^" P^^^'^ composition
ot the salts may vary very greatly. Often excessive
quantities of the necessary nutrient salts are Ike,
"P, BO that the relation of the individual constituent"
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to the ashes varies very greatly ; elements are also often

absorbed which do not in reality possess the signifi-

cance of necessary nutrient materials, and they can pass
through the plant or be deposited in various parts of

it without exercising any function (for example silicon,

aluminium, manganese, &c. ; silicic acid may at times
form 50 per cent, of the ashes). It is still uncertain

whether anything similar occurs in the case of the

fungi ; the analyses which have been as yet made are not

sufficiently elaborate to enable us to draw conclusions as

regards this point.

As, according to Nageli's experiments, potash cannot

be replaced by calcium or magnesium, it is probable that

the alkalies and the alkaline earths play very different

parts ; the latter only appear to form deposits in plasma

and in the cell wall, while the alkaline salts are in part

dissolved in the free cell fluid. That the potash com-

pounds cannot be replaced by sodium or lithium is pro-

bably not due to diosmotic differences., but to the less

affinity of potash for water ; we may perhaps assume

that the salts of sodium and lithium when in a state of

solution are surrounded by firmly united molecules of

water, which render them unsuitable for contact (Nageli).

3. Alterations which the Nutrient Materials undergo,

and the Functional Activity of the Loiver Fxingi.

Eeiationbe- The materials assimilated undergo within the cell a

pkTstic*^^ series of transformations, in that they are either employed

materials and the manner described above for the formation of plastic

of thedestrlic- material, and thus for building up new cell substance; or

chante™*^" ^^^1 undergo the destructive tissue change in which they

are destroyed by the respiration, and in part converted

into materials which can no longer serve as nutrient

material, and which must be got rid of as excreta. Just

as in the tissue change of animals, it is not by any means

necessary to assume that all the assimilated materials

form in the first place cell substance and afterwards

undergo destruction; it is, on the contrary, probable that
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only a small fraction is employed to replace the cell

substance which has been destroyed, and that the greater

part remains in the juices of the cell, and is subjected to

the decomposing action of the protoplasm while it is in con-

tact with it in a soluble form; finally, a very varying por-

tion is employed for the formation of new cell material,

and thus meets the demand for growth and multiplication,

A more accurate insight into the quantitative division

of these respective rSles is however impossible at the

present time. It is, indeed, frequently doubtful whether

a body which is found by analysis to be a constituent part

of the organism should be looked on as a plastic material

suitable for its future functions, or only as an excretory

product. It sometimes happens that substances which

are split up from more complex compounds by intra-

molecular respiration and excreted by the cells, can still

act as nutrient materials, and can be employed by other

—

or it may be the same—cells for the formation of plastic

material; and in this case it is more or less a matter of

choice whether these bodies are reckoned among the

excreta or among the plastic materials. This difficulty,,

however, is present to a much less degree in the lower

fungi than in the higher plants ; for in the former we
may look on the gaseous bodies, such as carbonic acid,

with certainty as excreta, whilst the higher plants can

assimilate them again.

As nitrogenous plastic materials, we have chiefly the Nitrogenous

whole group of proteid bodies ; these are present in maWials.
solution in the juices of the cell, and then either undergo

decomposition in the protoplasm, forming for example
new cell substance, or are deposited in an insoluble

condition in the cell protoplasm. Nageli was able to

make out the surprising fact that yeast cells excrete

albumen and peptone; the peptone being produced in

non-fermenting neutral or acid nutrient media, and
albumen in fermenting or non-fermenting fluids with an
alkaline reaction. In addition to the proteid substances
numerous amides and amido-acids, especially asparagine
and glutamine, are found in the higher plants. These
may be looked on partly as forerunners, and partly as the
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products of the decomposition of the proteid materials.

In the same manner amides, such as leucine and tyrosin,

also guanine, xanthine, and sarcine, are found in the yeast

and fission fungi. More especially in the so-called self-

fermentation of the yeast numerous comhinations of this

kind occur, while asparagine and glutamine have not as

yet heen demonstrated in the lower fungi.

These amido bodies are for the most part good nutrient

substances; there is no doubt that in the case of the

lower fungi the necessary nitrogen can be obtained from

them alone, and that they suffice for building up the

proteid material of the protoplasm
; while, on the other

hand, where the nutriment is exclusively albuminous, or

in the self-fermentation of the yeast, it has been shown

that they arise from the splitting up of proteid-like

bodies. These serve at the same time as plastic material

and as excreta; and it is typical of the economical manner

in which as regards nitrogen the functions of the fungi are

performed, that in the decomposition of these substances

portions as a rule remain, which can again be utilised.

Abseuco of Those nitrogenous substances which readily appear

cxcrementi- id a gaseous form, such as trimethylamine and various

rials'
compounds of ammonia

—

e.g., carbonate of ammonia,

sulphate of ammonia, &c.—cannot on that account be

looked on as excreta. These also can, under conditions

otherwise favourable, act as satisfactory nitrogenous

nutrient materials, and it appears not improbable that

they may be again employed as plastic substances.

Accordingly, it is only free nitrogen, uitro bodies, and,

in the case of some classes of fungi, the nitrates, which

can be reckoned as under all circumstances excretory pro-

ducts; and as these apparently only occur under special

circumstances, there is almost never a separation of

undoubted excrementitious nitrogenous products. Hence

it follows that a colony of fungi may exist and multiply

for an extremely long time on a very small quantity of

nitrogenous material, because the products of the decom-

position of the proteid materials constantly recombinc

with non-nitrogenous compounds, and thus form new

proteid substances which may again be utiUsed.
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It has, however, been shown, more especially m the

case of yeast, by the investigations of Pasteur, Schut-

zenberger, Mayer, and others,* that the amount of

nitrogen gradually diminishes when yeast is cultivated

in a pure saccharine solution ; and this is true not only

as regards the percentage quantity of nitrogen, but also

as regards its absolute amount; it therefore follows that

nitrogenous materials are separated as excreta, and

disappear in a gaseous form. Such a loss of nitrogen

often occurs, when there is a relatively quick and copious

formation of volatile nitrogenous substances which is not

compensated for by the assimilation of nitrogen by the

cells. Further, if those nutrient materials which can

furnish carbon to the cells are absent, all those nitro-

genous products of decomposition which do not at the

same time contain utilisable carbon in their molecules

(for example, ammonium salts, urea, oxamide), must

remain as useless excreta; and in such a case, the

diminution of the nitrogenous material is very readily

noticeable, but in reality only because the carbon is not

used up in such a sparing manner, and because the

continuous loss of the carbonaceous gases leads to the

exhaustion of this element. Finally, the amount of

other nitrogenous substances in the nutrient material

exerts an influence; if numerous highly nutritious

nitrogenous bodies are present, nitrogenous molecules of

an excrementitious character will appear much sooner,

and, being less suitable as nutrient materials, will not be

further used up. In cases of necessity, however, part

of the nitrogenous decomposition products may probably

again form nutrient material, and in this way there is a

very parsimonious circulation of the material.

These facts enable us to some extent to under- ^^j^^^V^'^''

stand Bolton's experiments, referred to above, in which nitrogenous

some forms of bacteria can live and multiply rapidly in

pure distilled water, i.e., where an extremely minute

quantity of nutrient material is present. These experi-

* Pasteur, Ann.Chim.2>h!/s.,{3) 58, 507.—Schiitzenbergor, Compt.rcnd.,

1874, Tol. 78.—Mayer, Unters. iiber die alkoKol, Gahvung: Heidelberg,
1809.
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ments showed an equally marked multiplication of the
organisms if the growth was allowed in the first place to

attain its maximum, and if the water was then sterilised

and again sown with individuals of the same species of
hacteria; this occurred on several repetitions of the
process. In this case it is evident that the products of

tissue change must have been to a great extent excreted
in a form which could again be utiHsed, and that the
dead individuals could in like manner serve as nutrient

material. It is only by some supposition of this kind
that we can conceive the continuation of the life of these

fungi with such a slight diminution of the organic

materials, and the repeated development of new genera-

tions on the same substrata,

^ou^nitroger- Non-uitrogenous plastic materials seem to play a

materials. much less important part in the life of the fungi than

in that of the higher plants. Starch is only found in

exceptional cases, and of the other carbo-hydrates we
find, in the case of mould fungi, trehalose and glucose,

and in some cases also the alcohol mannite, which is

usually reckoned among the carbo-hydrates. Of organic

acids, tartaric acid, malic acid, and citric acid are usually

reckoned as plastic materials, but as regards their destiny

in the fungi nothing is as yet known
;

fatty oil seems,

however, to be a frequent constituent of the cells of

the fungi. Along with these mobile matters, corre-

sponding in so far to soluble albumen, we have also

cellulose, which is deposited in the cells and constitutes

in the case of the mould and yeast fungi almost the

whole of the cell membrane, but in the fission fungi

only a small portion (see p. 526).—These materials

are taken up from the nutrient substrata only to a

slight extent in a prepared and utilisable form. As a

rule, they arise in two ways, which very probably Jire

often combined. We either find that they ai-e built up

of more simple compounds, as is, for example, certainly

the case when relatively simple compounds (acetic acid,

alcohol, leucine) are the sole source of carbon, or the

non-nitrogenous plastic materials arise by the splitting

up of more complex molecules, and more especially of
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the proteid substances, and this is, in fact, the only

mode of origin when the fangi are fed, for example,

only on peptone or albumen.

We must imagine, then, that the further fate of the

non-nitrogenous substances is that they are in part

employed for building up portions of the organisms

(cellulose, fat) ; in part they combine with the nitro-

genous molecules, and thus furnish the proteid-like

materials ; in part, lastly, they are split up in the

protoplasm, chiefly in the form of carbo-hydrates, and

further destroyed by the oxygen, thus furnishing true

excretory products. Some of them can, like the nitro- Non-nitrogen-

genous materials, act on the one hand as plastic material, products^.*°^

and on the other hand as excreta ; for example, the
organic acids (which are scarcely utilised when better

carbonaceous nutrient materials are present at the same
time) are made use of and given off if the nutrient
material be poor in carbon, but otherwise suitable.

Among the non-nitrogenous constituents of the fungi
there are, however, some which must be looked on as
true excreta, and which always act as such. Thus,
oxaKc acid, formic acid, &c., cannot again play a part
as nutritive compounds ; and carbonic acid more espe-
cially cannot be utilised by the fungi, and hence must
m all cases be looked on as excrementitious matter.
As, however, carbonic acid is always produced by all

the fungi, we have in its separation the chief reason
for the gradual impoverishment of a nutrient mixture.
Some aromatic products appear also to be formed
to a slight extent in the tissue change of the fungi

;

for example, phenol, skatol, indol, &g. As a rule,'

these bodies are bad nutrient materials, and indeed,'
at a certain degree of concentration, can act as
poisons, and hinder the development of the fungi,
even when other nutrient compounds are present ; thus
they for the most part behave as true excretory
products.

Oxygen is the element which, in addition to the Ti.suo change
materials mentioned, takes the most active part in the
changes which occur in the bodies of the fungi, j^^''
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the result of its action there is at first a complete

combustion, and therewith a production of active energy

which suffices for the functional activity of the organism.

The most various groups of atoms fall a prey to the

oxidising action of the oxygen, nevertheless it is chiefly

those which have been formed in the protoplasm as the

result of the intra-molecular respiration, and which are

more easily attacked by the oxygen thaii the materials

which are taken up by the food and formed by the

process of assimilation. The absorption of oxygen, and

the respiration by means of oxygen, go hand in hand

with the energy of the decomposition which takes

place in the protoplasm, and therefore with the

activity of assimilation and growth, and thus they

render a large amount of energy available for the active

tissue change.—External influences, especially the pres-

sure of oxygen in the surrounding medium, appear

relatively indifferent as compared with the powerful

influence of the protoplasm ; it is only the temperature

of the nutrient materials which seems to exert a more

marked influence on the amount of respiration, but it

acts only by influencing the protoplasm and the decom-

position occurring in it. In the case of the higher

plants^ it has been found that as the temperature rises,

the extent of the respiratory process continually increases

in such a manner that its curve rises from zero until

the temperature at which death occurs is almost reached,

and then it suddenly falls to zero . Whether a similar law

holds good in the case of the micro-organisms is not yet

Imown, but it is, a priori, probable.

Tissue change If oxygen is absent, decomposition in the protoplasm

iSsenf" still continues for some time, as has been ascertained

by investigations on higher plants, and more especially

on fruits, but the tissue change differs both as regards

its products and its energy. Atomic combinations

which would otherwise at once enter into union with

oxygen, either remain unaltered after they are once

formed, or enter into combinations with other bodies, so

that all sorts of products result, which are not observed

when plenty of oxygen is present. Carbonic acid and
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water are chiefly formed when oxygen is present, and

beyond this only slight quantities of compounds which

are not so completely oxidised ; where oxygen is ex-

cluded we still find a production of carbonic acid, which

is by no means insignificant in amount, hut, nevertheless,

is much less than that produced by the respiratory pro-

cess (282 grammes of pears furnished, for example, in

5 months 1762 ccm. of carbonic acid) ; in addition,

alcohol, organic acids, and at times hydi-ogen, are

formed.* Only a very minute quantity of energy is set

free by the formation of these products from the more
complex molecules ; so that on the whole it is only for

a short time, and under otherwise favourable circum-
stances, that the requirements of the living cells as

regards energy can be supplied.

Although this intra-molecular respiration, as has been
mentioned above, suffices for the complete supply of the
energy required in the case of the anaerobic fission

fungi, we have no facts with regard to the more intimate
processes in these cases, nor with regard to the products
formed. The tissue change of these organisms is more
easily analysed when they can at the same time excite
fermentation in the nutrient materials. In this case
they are under particularly favourable circumstances as
regards life, in that they have a substitute for the supply
of the necessary energy in the absence of oxygen. Under
these circumstances they are able to supplement the
decompositions which take place in their protoplasm in
such a way that a very large quantity of fermentescible
substances—much more than the cells are usually able
to decompose in their interior—is superficially broken
up Avith the liberation of energy ; and the latter is then
utilised by the living and growing cells to supply the
energy they require. At the same time, the substances
which undergo this decomposition cannot be completely
burned up; on the contrary, relatively complex pro-
ducts result, which diff-er much according to the fer-

lol'^^^'""'*'^''
''"'^ Bollamy, Compt. rend., 1869, T. 69 • 1872 T 7--,
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mentescible materiul, and are in part similar to those

which usually arise when the respiration is exclusively

intra-molecular.

Qi^tita'tive^ If We attempt to estimate quantitatively the tissue

the tissue change of the fungi in the manner usually employed in
change.

j^j^g ^^^^ q£ Other organisms, viz., by placing on the one

side the quantity of material taken in, and on the other

side the amount which is destroyed, and also that

employed for building up new tissue, we soon find that

we are not as yet in a position to make any such

estimation. If fungi settle in a nutrient medium the

nutrient materials are consumed very quickly, the fungi

multiply rapidly, and a large portion of the nutrient

materials consumed is contained in the newly formed

colonies of cells which are distinctly visible to the naked

eye. Another portion has, however, been used up in

the respiration and in the destructive tissue change,

volatile products escaping and other excretory sub-

stances being dissolved in the nutrient medium. It

often happens that the elementary constitution of the

latter is completely altered, because the products of

the tissue change have set up changes which destroy

the nutrient qualities of the remainder of the nutrient

solution (formation of excess of acid or of an alkaline

reaction with precipitation of earthy phosphates, &c.).

Hence it is very difficult by analysis of the nutrient

substratum to estimate the relative results of assimila-

tion and of destruction, and we require more numerous

investigations before we can obtain an insight mto

the quantitative relations of the tissue change of the

fungi.

If we only pay attention to the process of assimilation,

and if we take into account the enormously rapid multi-

plication of the fungi, we can understand as the result of

this process alone the remarkably rapid consumption of

a nutrient medium (especially where fission fungi are con-

cerned). As above stated, we may assume that the

complete growth and the division of a bacterium into two

organisms occurs on an average within one hour; a single

bacterium introduced into a nutrient solution furnishes
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after 48 liours (where there is no iuLerference with

gi'owth) a colony consisting of two hundred and fifty-

six billions of individuals ; and this colony will, accord-

ing to Niigeli's estimation, represent a weight when Eatimation of

dry of about eight grammes, which consist chiefly of
^utriSent"*

°^

albuminoid substances. During the next hour sixteen required,

grammes, and after a second hour thirty-two grammes
of the nutrient solution will be transformed into

fungus tissue; and in the course of the third day,

more especially where we commence with a number
instead of a single individual, we have truly colossal

numbers which as a matter of fact are only not
usually met with, because the close aggregation of the
fungi and the production of noxious materials as the
result of their growth hinders their free development.

Finally, as regards the interchange of energy, which interolmiige

accompanies the tissue change of the fungi, we do not as
t^e low^

yet know anything directly, but can only draw conclusions fungi,

from analogies with the higher plants. As regards the
amount of energy taken in, the state of matters in the
lower fungi differs somewhat in that it is practically
only the chemical transformations of which we spoke
above which furnish the necessary energy. In the case
of the higher plants the rays of hght supply the energy
necessary for the assimilation of carbon ; but the fungi
which do not contain chlorophyll are unable to utilise
this source of energy, and the whole assimilatory process
takes place at the expense of the energy which has been
liberated by chemical decomposition.

The energy which has been obtained by the respiratory
process is used up partly in the process of assimilation
and partly in the further combinations of the materials

;

also in the process of growth and germination
; in loco-

motion
;
and finally in the production of heat and light.—

^

As regards the consumption of energy in the processes
first referred to, we have no precise knowledge. In the
process of growth, more especially in the case of the
fission fungi, a .largo quantity of energy is often used up •

rapid growth will therefore always go hajid in hand with
free respiration and the production of carbonic acid A
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considerable expenditure of energy is also necessary for

the process of the germination of spores, and this energy

is only obtained in the case of most of the fission fungi

by the respiration with oxygen, or by a vicarious intense

fermentation. The movements of the fission fungi arc

swimming movements in fluid media, and are generally

or always produced by cilia. The mode of movement
varies much (see p. 159), and it is usually associated with

simultaneous rotation around the long axis. The energy

of the movement seems to be dependent especially on the

temperature and on the supply of oxygen.

Influence of Too low a temperature, like too great heat, leads to a

onmovement Condition of arrest of movement, and the intermediate

temperatures which favour movement most, vary very

Of oxygen. markedly in the different species of bacteria. Accord-

ing to Engelmann's experiments cited above the tension

of the oxygen also influences the individual species

in very varying degrees, and very slight alterations

Of nutrient in it often interfere with locomotion.—Pfefi'er* has
iiiiitevials.

further indicated the presence of suitable soluble nutrient

materials as an exciting cause of movement ; where the

nutrient material is introduced into the fluid containing

the bacteria at one side, the bacteria move towards this

part; and if a capillary glass tube containing nutrient

solution is placed in the fluid, the bacteria move towards

the orifice of the tube and pass into its interior. If the

nutrient materials are inadequate these movements do

Of light. not occur.—Whether, finally, hght exerts an influence

on the mobility of the fission fungi, in a similar manner

as it does in the case of certain swarming spores, must

remain for the present undecided, because too few species

have as yet been tested in this direction.

t

Another form of movement is presented by alterations

of shape in the protoplasm without any true locomotion;

the dancing movement of the micrococci may be ascribed

to changes of this land.

Production of
' A distinctly noticeable production of heat, similar to

heat.

* Unters. des hotan. Instituts zu Tiilingen, i., 3 Heft,

t See Strasburger, Wirkung dcs Lickis und Ser Wiirme auf Schciirm-

fporen, 1878.—Engelmann, Botan. Zeitg., 1882.
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that seen in the higher plants, can also be observed in

the lower fungi. This is minimal in amount if the

intramolecular respiration alone is going on, and if

there is neither access of oxygen nor the occurrence of

fermentation ; under these conditions an elevation of

temperature of '2° C. over the surrounding temperature

was found in yeast (growing in hydrogen) ; when air

was admitted the elevation of temperature increased to

1-2° C, and when fermentation occurred, to 3-9° C*
These numbers, of course, only apply to the particular

circumstances under which they were obtained. Eleva-
tion of the temperature of the nutrient medium has also

been observed in the case of the fission fungi, though
chiefly during the fermentative action.!

Lastly, a development of light sometimes accompanies Development
the vital processes of the fungi. In the case of some of °^

the higher fungi, especially of species of Agaricus, this

phenomenon has been known for a long time
; quite

recently the phosphorescence which putrefying fish or

pieces of flesh at times show has been ascribed to lower
fungi, especially to micrococci, which, however, only
occasion this phenomenon when a free access of oxygen
and a temperature not too low, permit an energetic
respii'ation.

4. The Prochicts of the Tissue Change of the Loiver

Fungi.

The number of the products of tissue change which Produota cf
are from time to time observed in cultivations of fungi

change,

is extremely great
;
gases, such as carbonic acid, hydro-

gen, marsh gas, sulphuretted hydrogen, ammonia;
nitrates; water; sulphur; also volatile bodies, such as
trimethylamine, alcohol, formic acid, acetic acid, pro-
pionic acid, butyric acid ; fixed acids, such as lactic
acid, malic acid, succinic acid, oxalic acid, tartaric acid;
sulpho-acids, such as taurin, amides of the fatty acids^
especially leucine, alanine, &c. ; bodies of the aromatic

* Eriksson, UiUcrs. b. dem botan. InstUut. in Tubingen, 1881 Heft 1
t Popoff, BoUm. Jahresb., 1875.-Womich, OrganidrU KnmhhdUgifie.
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' series, such as tyrosine, phenol, cresol ; reduction pro-

ducts, such as indol, hydro-paracumaric acid
;
complex

molecules, such as carbo-hydrates, peptone, hydrolytic

ferments
;

finally, colouring materials and alkaloid-like

poisonous substances. According to the species of the

chief fungus present, and according to the external con-

ditions of the nutrient medium, sometimes the one,

sometimes the other of these products appear, and a

particularly large number of them is observed when we

have to do with fermenting or putrefying substrata.

Among these products of tissue change we can sepa-

rate a group which generally occurs in the vital processes

of all, or at any rate of numerous fungi ; and we can place

in opposition to this the group of the rarer and more

specific products, the occurrence of which is limited to

one or a few species. It is also of special interest to

ascertain in how far the number and the quality of the

products of each individual species of fungus undergo

variations according to differences in the composition of

the nutrient substratum, and whether, on the other

hand, when the nutrient substratum is the same, the

same products are always furnished by the same species

of bacteria ; in other words, whether the pow^ of each

species of breaking up a given nutrient substratum in a

particular manner is constant and special. It is clear

that the answer to these questions is of extreme

significance for the diagnostic value of the products of

the tissue change.

Carbonic acid. Carbonic acid alone is of constant occurrence; water

and a nitrogenous body also undoubtedly always appear

as products of decomposition, but they do not, like the

carbonic acid, come under observation as excreta. The

life of the lower fungi seems never to go on without

separation of carbonic acid ; hence it is always present,

although in very varying quantities, whether it arises

only as the result of intra- molecular respiration, or

whether oxygen has been present, or fermentation has

occu.rrG(i«

Fatty aoida A production of fatty acids and oxy-acids (acetic acid,

comro^ndB. propionic acid, butyric acid, lactic acid, succmic acid,
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as well as of their amiclo compounds, occurs very

often. We find one or other, or it may be a mixture of

them, in most of the cultivations of fission fungi even

^vhen there has been no fermentation, but merely simple

consumption of the nutrient material and the multipli-

eatiou of the fungi
; they are present, however, in much

larger quantities when fermentation has occurred.

More seldom, but perhaps also equally widely distri- Aromatic
buted, we find aromatic bodies (phenol, paracresol, &c.)

Pi-o'^^^^ts.

as products of the tissue change of the fission fungi ;

these have as yet been found chiefly or only in ferment-
ing and putrefying mixtures.

Further, numerous fission fungi produce ferments, ptomaine:-,

others produce substances which act like poisons and
resemble alkaloids, and are commonly grouped together
under the term ptomaines. These two products of
tissue change require, on account of their special im-
portance in hygiene, a special discussion in the follow-
ing pages.

Colouring materials are in some cases very common. Colouring
in others they are among the rarer products of the
tissue change. Red pigment is, for example, formed by
the pink yeast, by micrococcus cinnabareus, by bacillus
prodigiosus, by baciUus indicus

; green colouring matter
by bacillus pyocyaneus, bacillus fluorescens putidus,
bacillus erythrosporus, bacillus fluorescens liquefac,
&c.

;
blue colouring matter by bacillus cyauogenus, and

in putrefying mixtures (Brieger, Rohmann) ; violet by
bacillus janthinus

; brown by bacillus fuscus
; yellow by

very numerous micrococci and bacilli.—These pigments
are very rarely present in the cells or in the ceU walls
(these are usually colourless), and it is only the sub-
stratum on which the fungi grow that is impregnated
with the pigment. It has been further observed

^

and has recently been ascertained by Liborius in the
case of a large number of pigment bacteria, that the
colouring matters are only formed when free access
of air is allowed, while if the access of air is even only
moderately hindered (by covering with oil, &c.), the sub-
strata and the colonies remain completely colourless,

36
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although otherwise the growth of the fungi is not

Deponcloiico affected. Hence the probability is that these pigments

tio?of?™''' are not produced as such by the fungi, but that the latter

colouring-
fQj^.j^ ^ chromogenic substance which becomes converted

^ntaTnce o?''' into the colouring matter only as the result of the action

Influence of of oxygen. Not uncommonly we notice different shades

the nutrient pigment, and at times even marked differences in

on thrforma- the colour when the organisms are grown on different

fimlt nutrient substrata ; this is evidently due to the influence

of the different substrata, and of their reaction on the

chromogenic substance. Such variations in the pigment

are well seen in connection with the bacilli of blue milk.

Very often a difference in the colour of a cultivation^ is

due to contamination with other fungi ; and this point

must always be carefully tested before we refer the

difference to the influence of the nutrient substratum.

Chemical But little has been ascertained as to the precise nature

menS 0^ t^^^se pigments ; with regard to most of them we only
pigmen s.

^ reactions which have aheady been referred

to in the systematic part of this work. The colouring

matter, which has been most completely investigated, is

that of greenish blue pus, pyocyanine ; Gessard ascer-

tained that chemically this substance was a base which

was closely related to the ptomaines; the sulphate

and chloride salts crystallise in the form of reddish

needles, a crystalline precipitate is also deposited

from their solutions by chloride of gold, chloride

of platinum, iodide of potash, and mercury, further

by tannin, chloride of mercury, and phosphoric molybdic

acid. From a mixture of ferro-cyanide of potash

and chloride of iron pyocyanine gradually throws down

a precipitate of Berlin blue, but more slowly than

morphine. j i. r

Products of We have further to consider the specific products ol

fermentation fermentation which are limited to certain bacteria.

Many of these, such as lactic acid, butyric acid, fethylic

alcohol, &c., occur, it is true, very frequently as products

of tissue change and of fermentation, but nevertheless,

when we take into account the quantity of these products

and their relation to each other, we must look on them
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as specific products of the action of certain species of

bacteria
; they are only formed in large quantities under

the influence of a few fungi, and they then go hand in

hand with the best development and growth of these
species. It is more seldom that we meet with other
alcohols containing more carbon, such as mannite, vis-

cose, &c.
; these appear almost entirely to be specific

fermentative products of a few species of fission fungi.—
In like mtinner we have, as rare and limited products of
the tissue change of the bacteria, the grauulose of the
fangi, which become blue on the addition of iodine, and
the sulphur of the species of beggiatoa.

These various products of tissue change are not, how- Variation, in

ever, so hmited to the species of fungi which produces S tissn?''*'them that each species only produce one of the products ohange'L the

belonging to the same group ; on the contrary, we very XSn. in
frequently observe that the same species of bacteria can
at the same time produce carbonic acid, fatty acids,
ferments, ptomaines, and colouring matters

; that they
can also excite fermentation, and eventually can, as the
result of their parasitic growth, setup disease in animals
or vegetables attacked by them. We have already on
page 351, referred to this matter in the case of many
nssion lungi.

As regards the answer to the questions as to the
constancy and specific nature of the products of the
tissue change, it becomes clear from numerous observa-
tions that the individual species of bacteria cannot on
every nutrient soil furnish all the materials which it is
capable of producing, but that, on the contrary, many
products require the presence of special constituents in
the substratum, these constituents not, however bein^r
necessary for the life of the fungus.

'

The variation in the shades of the pigment according
to the nutrient substratum points to some such influence
of external conditions

; and this influence is still moremarked, for example, in the case of the bacilli ofglanders and cholera, which only produce a browncolouring matter on potatoes and n^t on any Theother ordinary nutrient substrata
; and it is also sh ow.i
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by the fact that the occurrence of definite products of

fermentation is absolutely dependent on the presence of

definite fermentescible substances, without which, how-

ever, the Hfe of the bacteria in question can go on very

well. We have also to bear in mind the marked influence

exerted by the presence or absence of oxygen on the

nature of the materials formed ;
farther, that the com-

position of the nutrient medium and the excess of nitro-

genous or non-nitrogenous substances determine the

relative quantity in which the various products usually

appear. Finally, in some cases abnormal alterations in or

mere accidental admixtures with the nutrient medium

lead to the transitory appearance of unusual products.

In the same way we can observe in the higher plants

the formation of large quantities of amides when there

is no assimilation of carbon ;
further, the formation of

benzoic acid when hippuric acid is given to the plants

as the nitrogenous nutrient material. In like manner,

the mould fungi, for example, are able to form gallic

acid and glucose from tannic acid, and it is probable

that the above-mentioned (p. 528) sphtting up of the

nitrates occurs in the same way. More elaborate

researches will, without doubt, lead to the discovery of

many of these more or less accidental products of tissue

-change occasioned only by deviations in the nutrient

medium, and disappearing again with alteration in the

nature of the soil.

Constancy of These differences in the excreta do not in the least

SXti'st prevent us from utiHsing certain characteristic products

change where ^-gg^g change as a means of recognismg the difterent

cond'S species of bacteria. For so long as the external con-

samf'*' ditions remain the same, the same products of tissue

change constantly accompany the specific form. V^ e

do not find that other fungi suddenly acquire the power

of yielding products which are characteristic of a certam

species of bacteria ; and where normal conditions are to

some extent maintained, it happens just as seldom that

this species of bacteria loses its characteristic properties,

and furnishes other products of tissue change instead.

Thus we find that the production of colouring matter,
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the formation of peptonising ferments, or the specific

fermentations, so constantly accompany the same species

of organism that we can employ these facts as diag-

nostic means for distinguishing and recognising the

species. In the diagnostic key given above the possi-

bility of peptonising gelatine and the production of

pigment form a basis for the differentiation of bacteria

otherwise very difficult to distinguish from each other.

Even when, under the influence of abnormal external

conditions, these characteristic products, and along with

them the most important means of recognising the

species of bacterium, have disappeared, the property of

the fungus in question can still be always regained as

soon as it is cultivated under those conditions under
which this property is usually observed. For even when Eetention of

the temporary unfavourable conditions were so abnormal t^i^ constancy

that some of the individuals died, or were pathologi- section of hnri-

cally altered, it usually happens that if any individuals
i^^'^ences.

retain their power of development, the same products of

tissue change which are normally observed constantly

reappear under the same normal conditions. The
bacteria evidently behave in this respect as a whole like

the higher plants, which do not acquire or lose the
power of producing this or that specific product of
tissue change ; the hemlock, indeed, loses its power of

producing conium, and the plants which furnish indigo
cease to prepare indigo, when they lead a morbid exis-

tence under abnormal conditions, but both these func-
tions are resumed when more favourable conditions
permit the surviving examples or their offspring to
exercise fully their vital functions, and thus under all

circumstances this power remains as a specific property
of each specific species.—It is only with regard to some With regard
of the properties of the lower fungi, viz., the production *? pioiluc-

of fermentation or disease, that there is a peculiar tXnS™'""'"
deviation from the behaviour of the higher plants

; the
fission fungi may permanently lose these properties
under the action of abnormal external conditions, and
this loss may then be transmitted to the offspring
through a number of generations even when the con*^
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ditions of existence have again become normal. This

matter of attenuation is more fully entered into in the

following chapter on the conditions affecting the death

of the organisms.

injvu'y onte The products of the tissue change of many of the

the products fission fungi appear to exercise a remarkable inhibitory

tissurcha^^e
^^^^^n On the growth and multiplication of the same

organisms. This has been definitely ascertained in the

case of certain fermentations; thus, as is well known, in

the alcoholic fermentation, alcohol when present in

the nutrient substratum in the proportion of 14 per

cent, interferes with the vital activity of the yeast

cells
;

similarly, the ammoniacal fermentation of urine

ceases when the amount of carbonate of ammonium

lu fermenting has risen to about 13 per cent.; in like manner the
mixtures.

lactic acid and the butyric acid, which are formed in

the corresponding fermentations, must be neutralised

by the addition of carbonate of lime or of oxide of zinc,

because otherwise the constantly increasing amount of

free acid is injurious to the life and the fermentative

activity of the bacilli which are at work (lactic acid is in-

in growths jurious evon in the amount of 0*8 per cent.).—Analogous

tementatiou. actions have also been often suspected with regard to the

products of the tissue change of many bacteria where no

fermentation is going on, but in these instances it has

not been demonstrated with complete certainty. The

relatively rapid death of these bacteria in nutrient sub-

strata which still contain a large amount of good nutrient

materials is usually explained by the hurtful action of

the accumulated products of their own tissue change.

Suppositions have also been frequently made as to the

more precise nature of the materials which come into

play in this action ; attention has been chiefly paid to

the aromatic products (phenol, paracresol, &c.), which

are found in numerous putrefactive processes, for these

as a matter of fact exert an energetic inhibitory action

Nature of the oveu in very small quantities. But even for these views

iniurions
f g^.jQ wanting, because from the occurrence of

products. i "
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aromatic substances in certain fermentations we cannot

without further evidence draw conclusions as to their

general presence in the tissue change of other fungi, and

because perhaps in this direction also the individual

species of bacteria have a different and specific behaviour.

—Buchner thinks that he has recently observed a totally

different influence of the products of tissue change in

the case of the cholera spirilla; these organisms are

thought to develop particularly well, and better than

other forms of fission fungi, in a nutrient solution which

contains the products of the cholera spirilla obtained

from a previous cholera cultivation.*

A further effect of the products of tissue change is Injurious

their supposed action on the development of other the^roducts

species of fission fungi. The observation that some °l
tissue

°
. . 1 • f>

cnange on
species, more especially the sensitive pathogenic forms, other bacteria,

rapidly die, when, at the same time, saprophytic

fungi have established themselves in the same nutrient

medium—death occurring much too quickly for any

hurtful action by the withdrawal of nutrient material

—

can scarcely be explained otherwise than by supposing

that the products of the tissue change of the saprophytic

fungi have exerted a poisonous action on the other organ-

isms. Here, however, we also require more precise

facts, and more especially with regard to whether the

group of aromatic products which is common to many
saprophytic fungi is the important one, or whether

in the case of different fungi different products take.part

in the action against the concurrent organisms.

5. The Ptomaines.

In investigating putrefying mixtures the discovery Ptomaine?,

was first made that, under the influence of bacteria,

nitrogenous bases arise which are, in many respects,

similar to the vegetable alkaloids ; some of tlbese bodies
are innocuous to the higher organisms, others, however,
like the alkaloids, exert a poisonous action. These basic
bodies were found when putrefaction had gone on for some

* Miinch. ar.-tl. rnlell. Bl, 1885, Nr. 50.
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time in human dead bodies, and the whole group of these

materials was consequently included by Selmi under the

designation "cadaveric alkaloids or ptomaines" (from the

Greek word irrwfia, a dead body). It is well to retain

this term still, although recent investigations have

shown that nitrogenous bases with specific action

appear not only in the putrefactive process but also

among the products of tissue change of pathogenic

bacteria.

It would lead us too far to give here an accurate

historical statement of the investigations which have

been devoted during the last few years to the demonstra-

tion and analysis of the ptomaines.* The credit of

having first drawn attention to the occurrence of poison-

ous putrefactive bases belongs to Panum ; at a subse-

quent period Bergmann and Schmiedeberg, Zuelzer and

Sonnenschein, Hager, Otto, Selmi, &c., obtained from

putrefying substrata poisonous extracts, which usually

resembled conium in their poisonous action or in their

chemical reactions, but at times also atropine, curare,

delphinine, or morphine. None of these investigations,

however, led to the isolation of definite chemical sub-

stances from the toxic extracts.

Nencki t was the first to succeed in separating and in

ascertaining the elementary composition and the con-

stitution of a putrefactive alkaloid. He obtained from

putrefying gelatine a crystallisable body which had

the composition CsHnISI, and perhaps the structure

C.h/S& nvTTT This base is isomeric with coUidine,

but diff"ers from it by its behaviour on heating, &c.

Gautier and Etard, at a later period, isolated fi-om

putrefying fish two substances, of which the one appears

to be identical with that obtained by Nencki, while the

other had the composition C9H13N ; further, Guareschi

* See Husemann's Reports in Arch./. Pharmacie, 3 R., Bd. 16-22;

Otto, Anhiiung zur Ausmiitbmg dcr Gljle, G Aufl. Braunschweig, 1885 -
Briegcr Ueber Ptomaine, Berlin, 1885, imd Weitere Untersuchungen uber

Ptomaine, Berlin, 1885. See the rest of the litemtui-o there, and in

Maly's Jahresber. f. Thierclumie.
_

t Nencki, Ueber die Zersetzuvg <ler Gelatine und des Etwetsses, Bern,

1876
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and Mosso obtained, from putrefying fibrins, an oil of

the composition CioHi,N, which has a similar action to

cm-are; and E. and H. Salkowski obtained by the

putrefaction of flesh and fibrine a crystallisable base,

which on analysis seemed to differ a little in its compo-

sition, aHnNOa or C.Hi.NO., and hence probably was

not quite pure.

Briefer has, during the last few years, taken up the Briog-cr's
o > o "

1 • • investigation

study of the ptomaines with great success ; to his in-

vestigations we already owe a number of very important

results.

Brieger isolated numerous nitrogenous bases, partly l. Pnti-efac-

from putrefying fibrine, meat, fish, cheese, gelatine, and ptomaines,

yeast
;
partly from putrefying human bodies ; and partly

from pure cultivations of pathogenic fungi ; some of

these proved to be non-poisonous, others were distinctly

poisonous.

To the non-poisonous, or, at any rate, to bases which

only act in a poisonous manner in large doses, belong

:

1. Neuridine, very widely distributed ; obtained from Non-poison-

the putrefaction of meat, cheese, gelatine (in very large

quantities), and from decomposing human organs from

the third day onwards. Composition, C5H14N2, a

diamine which breaks up into dimethylamine and

tri-methylamine. Characterised by the formation of

a compound with picric acid, which is not readily

soluble.

2. Gadinine, obtained from putrefying torsk, has the

formula C7H1JNO2 ; constitution still unknown.

3. Cadaverine, from decomposing bodies, found in

traces from the fourth day upwards, plentifully from
the tenth to the twelfth days. CjIIieNa; has a disagree-

able odour, recalling that of conium.

4. Putrescine occurs along with the former, C4H,oN2.

5. Saprine, likewise a cadaveric alkaloid ; it has the

same percentage composition as cadaverine, but it is

distinguished from it by the characters of its compound
with hydrochloric acid, and of its gold salt.

6. Brieger also found cholin during the first few
days of the putrefaction of dead bodies, and after the
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Poisonous
Peptotoxine.

Neurin.

disappearance of the cliolin, trimethylamine, also di-

methylamine and trisethylaniine.

The formula of cholin is, CsHi.r.NOa, and it must be

looked on as trimethyloxsethylammonium oxyhydrate

{GB.,)„ N, OH, C.,H„ PH. It occurs very widely

distributed in the body, united in lecithin with di-

stearylglycerinephosphoric acid, and appears at the com-

mencement of the putrefaction of dead bodies, probably

by the splitting up of lecithine. Chohn only acts in a

poisonous manner in very large doses.

To the poisonous bases belong :

1. Peptotoxine, the poisonous constituent of many

peptones ; it is formed, for example, in the digestion of

fibrine by artificial gastric juice. It can be in part ex-

tracted from peptone by tethyl- and amyl-alcohol ; com-

position as yet unknown. Frogs and rabbits are killed

with symptoms of paralysis and insensibility.—This

first poisonous product of the splitting up of albu-

minous bodies can probably be also obtained as the

result of the peptonising action of bacteria, although

this has not yet been directly proved.

2. Neurin^ obtained from flesh which had putrefied

for five or six days, was formerly frequently confused

with cholin, but is distinguished from it by the absence

of one molecule of water. It has the composition

CsHigNO, and must be looked upon as the oxihydrate

of trimethylvinylammonium (CH3)3, C2H3, N, OH (the

CH, A
. .

vinyl group =
||

— Neurin is poisonous in smau
" CH-/

doses to frogs and mammals ; for cats five milligrams

per kilo-weight is the poisonous dose. The symptoms

observed are, salivation, dyspnea, in the first place

quickening, then lowering, of the heart's action
;

also

violent peristalsis of the intestine, with diarrhoea; finally,

convulsions and collapse. The group of symptoms

most resembles those produced by muscarine ;
atropine

appears to be the most active antidote.

Neurin is probably formed from the cholin of the

lecithin by the withdrawal of water, and this separation
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of water seems to occur under tlie influence of many

putrefactive bacteria. It is possible that it occurs also

under many other circumstances, and especially as the

result of the action of chemical agents.

3. A base similar to, and isomeric with, £ethylen-

diamine, of the formula C2H4 (NH2)2. It has been

recently shown to be distinct from aethylendiamiue

;

obtained in the putrefaction of fish.

4. Muscarin, long known as the poison of the fungus

of flies (muscardine), an oxidation product of cholin

;

CsHisNOs ; was likewise found by Brieger in putre-

fying fish.

5. In the putrefaction of human bodies Brieger

obtained, after seven days, the first traces of toxic bases,

and they were got more plentifully after two to three

weeks. Two ptomaines could be recognised, of which,

however, the quantities obtained did not suffice for more

accurate analysis. One of them set up marked diarrhoea

in rabbits ; the other, called mydalein, caused in the

first place dilatation of the pupils, injection of the

vessels of the ear, elevation of the temperature of the body,

marked flow of saliva and diarrhoea, and finally death,

with panting respiration and depression of temperature.

From pure cultivations of specific pathogenic bacteria 2. Ptomaines

Brieger was able to isolate the following bases :— cultivations

The bacilli of typhoid fever, when grown in meat in-
f4f<^*'^°^'^""'

fusion, gave rise to no putrefaction, no development of From typhoid

sulphuretted hydrogen, indol, or phenol ; on repeated

occasions, however, a new ptomaine was obtained from
these cultivations, the gold salt of which was most
easily purified; but a more exact analysis of this sub-

stance has not yet been published. This ptomaine
caused, in guinea-pigs, flow of saliva, frequent respira-

tion, dilatation of the pupils, and diarrhoea. On post-

mortem examination the heart was found in a state of
systolic contraction.

Cultivations of Staphylococcus aureus in meat in- From
fusion which was kept at a temperature of 30° to 50° C,

^t'''r''.vlococci.

for about four weeks, gave a non-poisonous base which
did not enter into combination with chloride of gold,
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but formed, with chloride of platinum, a crystalline

compound which could be analysed. More accurate

details are still wanting with regard to this base.

The toxic action of pure cultivations has further been

observed in various kinds of bacteria, without any

attempt having been made to isolate the poisonous sub-

stances. For example, in the case of the spirilla of

Asiatic cholera (see page 440) ;
further, in a whole group

of bacilli which cause a similar toxic effect with special

involvement of the intestine, such as bacillus crassus

sputigenus, bacillus oxytocus perniciosus, &c. (see

page 331). Other pathogenic bacteria have been in-

vestigated for similar products of tissue change, but as

yet with negative results; thus, Nencki has in vain

examined cultivations of anthrax bacilli for nitrogenous

bases, and Marme has arrived at the same result with

cultivations of anthrax bacilli made in the author's

laboratory.

The facts which have as yet been made out with

regard to the occurrence of ptomaines are evidently of

very great importance. In the first place, they are of

importance in medical jurisprudence, for medical jurists

must, in investigating cases of poisoning, proceed in a

totally new direction, and with the most extreme care.

Hygienic Hygiene also has an interest not less intense in the

theSomaTni accurate investigation of these peculiar products of

the tissue change of bacteria. It appears that the

Avholesale poisoning of people so often observed, and

which resembles severe epidemics of contagious dis-

eases in its mode of appearance, is commonly caused

by decomposing nutrient materials in the early stage

Poisoning by of putrcfactiou. In cheese, sausages, meat, or fish,

Sg ptoSnes to which these cases of poisoning are usually referred,

(cheese, fish, ^j^g bases described above, or others as yet unknown,
meat, SCO.).

^^^^^ probably been formed under the action of bacteria

from the albumen of the nutrient materials in question,

and have occasioned these toxic symptoms. A circum-

stance which favours the occurrence of these accidents,
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the base's occur in the commencing stage of putrefac-

tion, before any disagreeable smell is noticeable (only

in the slow putrefaction of human tissues was Brieger

unable to discover any poisonous ptomaines during the

first few days), and that, on the other hand, a more

advanced stage of putrefaction seems to destroy them

;

at any rate, Brieger failed to find, on the eighth day

of the putrefaction of meat, bases which were present at

an earlier period.*

The ptomaines also play an important part in certain The ptomaines

infective diseases of wounds. For a long time surgeons putrid

have held the view that "putrid intoxication " arises as
intoxication,

the result of the growth of certain saprophytic fungi on

the surfaces of wounds ; these form ptomaines, which are

absorbed and then set up their poisonous action in the

body. Similar phenomena occur, in all probability,

on the wounded surface of the puerperal uterus as the

result of the growth of saprophytic fungi. Further,

intoxication can also occur from the intestine, where it

is not uncommon to find putrefaction of the intestinal

contents and production of poisonous bases
;
here, how-

ever, absorption is on the whole slower, and occurs in

smaller doses, so that the intoxication is not so intense.

It is also of importance for the production of these

ptomaine actions that the formation of the poisonous
bases may begin in a very early stage of the decomposition
of albumen by bacteria, even before true putrefaction.

Further, the discovery of specific ptomaines in the Specific

cultivations of pathogenic fungi evidently gives us the the'^ctiyr'
key to the mode of action of these bacteria in the human cholSa°and^
body; we have every reason for believing that the most typhoid'

important morbid symptoms of typhoid fever, cholera,
and many other infective diseases are duo to -the produc-

* In a case of poisoning with mussels, which recently occurred in
Wilhelmshafen, Brieger's investigations have shown {Deutsche vied.
Woch., 1885, No. 53) that ptomaines, and, among them, a poisonous
base which has been already analysed (CoHi^NO.,) and called mytilo-
toxin, were the cause of the disease. The mussels wore not in a putrid
condition, but even in the fresh state exerted their poisonous action.
In this case, therefore, there must have been either a production of
ptomaines by the mussels themselves, or else they must have taken up
from the surrounding water poisons produced by bacteria.
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tion of specific poisons by the bacteria which 'are the

cause of the disease, and as the result of this knowledge,

we may entertain the hope that important indications for

a rational treatment of these diseases may result from

the discovery of the specific ptomaines.

A number of important questions with regard to this

matter still require solution. Thus it would evidently be

of great importance to learn whether the putrefactive

alkaloids are formed in the same quantity and with the

same poisonous qualities by different bacteria in the

same material, and conversely by the same bacteria but

under varying composition of the putrefying material and

Influence of under varying external conditions. As regards the latter

materials on Vo'mt, a larger amount of lecithin and choliu may, for

the formation example, favour the formation of the poisonous neurin

;

o ptomaines.
^^^^ regards the various species of bacteria which set

up putrefaction, researches, which are as yet incomplete,

but which are being carried out in the author's laboratory

by Henrigan, have already shown that certain anaerobes

can, in the course of putrefaction without the presence

of oxygen, furnish poisonous products much more quickly

and energetically than any of the other putrefactive

fungi which have been as yet tested.

Varying re- It seems in fact as if, as in the case of the higher

sSrophytSf i^^gh the production of poisonous substances by different

bacteria to the kinds of bacteria can show very marked qualitative and

SoSeT °'
quantitative differences, so that an early and detaUed

knowledge of their vital actions is the more desirable m
the case of the individual species of bacteria.

6. Chemical Ferments.

Ferments. By "ferments" or "enzymes "we understand corn-

Definition.
^^^^ materials which readily undergo alteration,

and have the power, within certain limits of tempera-

ture, of transforming relatively large quantities of other

organic materials in such a way that bodies arise with,

on the whole, less heat-producing power than the mate-

rials from which they were formed.
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Such ferments play an important rSlc in pliysiologicial

processes, especially in the nutrition of the body.

Stated generally, they have the power of so transforming

materials which, as such, cannot enter an organism, nor

perform any function in it, that they become soluble,

diffusible, and capable of being utilised as nutrient

substances. Insoluble albumen is converted into peptone ; importance

starch and cellulose into soluble dextrose; fat is broken cesses of

^°

up; cane-sugar, which cannot be decomposed in proto- iiTit"tion.

plasm, is converted into glucose, which is readily acted

on. The most highly organised animals require these

ferments just as much as the most lowly organisms ; the

former prepare them in special glandular organs, but

even in the lower fungi, in which no organs can be

distinguished, ferments are nevertheless a very common
product of tissue change, and one necessary for nutri-

tion.

As regards the mode of action of these ferments, the

most strildng point is that a relatively small quantity

suffices to transform a large quantity of the body which
is being broken up ; the whole chemical action, therefore,

seems to run its course without the ferment itself playing

an active part or becoming altered. This circumstance
led to the use of the term " ferment," as applied to the
chemical bodies of which we are speaking, and to the

inclusion of the processes set up by them in the same
class with the fermentative and putrefactive processes.

Indeed, many investigators look on it as probable that

all the fermentative processes may be referred to such
chemical ferments, and believe that it is only by such a
view that it is possible to understand aright the processes
of fermentation.

Nevertheless the investigations which have been made
as yet, compel us to take the view that the true fer-

'

mentations, and the action of isolated chemical ferments,
diifer so much from each other that they must both be
treated separately. As a rule, however, the chemical
ferments play a part, and, in fact, set agoing many
complex fermentative and putrefactive changes; and
they play an important rdle in the nourishment of'many
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of the exciting agents of fermentation. For these

reasons the chemical ferments require to be considered

more in detail in this place.

We distinguish the following kinds of chemical fer-

ments :

—

Diastatic 1. Diastatic ferments. These convert starch into
feriBents.

^^^^^^ glucose (maltose, dextrose, &c.), and, as a rule,

they only act where the reaction is neutral or slightly

acid, but not where it is alkaline. They occur fre-

quently in animals and plants. Of animal ferments we

have, belonging to this group, the ptyaiin of the saliva

;

the ferment of the pancreatic juice, which, when the

reaction is alkaline, converts starch into glucose; the

ferment contained in the liver, which acts ou glyocogen ;

two ferments present in the urine (Selmi,* Bechamp

and Baltust), &c. We find the diastatic ferments very

widely distributed in plants; they occur in specially

large quantities in germinating wheat, in malt, and also

in the most various organs of plants, in young seeds,

leaves, &c. (Brasse|')-

As products Diastatic ferment has been frequently demonstrated

cLSgeS the during the last few years as a product of the tissue

biicterin. change of bacteria. Marcano§ found a ferment of this

kind in bacteria which frequently occur in the external

sheath of maize; Hueppe|| demonstrated a diastatic

action in connection with the bacterium lactis ;
Miller IT

isolated a species of bacteria from human intestinal

contents which was able to dissolve starch. Wortmann**

was also able to demonstrate energetic diastatic action

in a mixture of bacteria which he obtained from decom-

posing beans or potatoes, and which he cultivated in a

mixture of nutrient salts and wheat starch.—That the

solution of the starch in these cases really depends on

the production of a ferment can, however, only be

* Selmi, Atli del Lined, vol. v.

t Bechamp \md Baltus, Compt. rend., vol. 92.

X Brasse, /bid., vol. 99.

§ Marcano, Ibid., vol. 95.

il
Hiioppe, Milih. a. d. Kais. Ges. A., vol. ii.

1 Miller, Dcutsch. med. Woch., 1885, Nr. 49.

** Wortmann, Z.f. phjsiol. Client., vol. vi.

re-
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garded as proved when we have succeeded in separating

the active ferment from the bacteria. As a matter of Isolation of

fact, the experiments which have been made in this

direction by Marcano and by Wortmann, have led to

an imperfect isolation of the ferment ; the former found

that the cultivating fluid filtered through porcelain, or

treated with chloroform, still showed a diastatic action ;

and Wortmann was able to demonstrate an isolated fer-

ment by extraction of the mixture of bacteria and pre-

cipitation with alcohol; this ferment was soluble in

water, converted starch energetically into glucose, acted

better in faintly acid solutions, and also exerted its

diastatic action when oxygen was excluded. Wortmann
found that this ferment was only produced by the

bacteria in question when they had at their command
neither albumen nor any other source of carbon;
usually they furnished a peptonising ferment, but
instead of this they produced a diastatic ferment when
they were in a starving condition, and were unable to

obtain the necessary nutriment in any other way than
by solution of starch

; further, the ferment was only
formed when the bacteria had plenty of oxygen.—Wort-
mann's observations are, however, not completely con-

vincing, because he worked with an unknown mixture of

bacteria, and also because the possible action of the
living bacteria, in addition to that of the supposed
isolated ferment, is not entirely excluded in the re-

searches, especially as the activity of the solution of the
ferment only appeared after a longish incubation period.

Nevertheless, taking into consideration all these experi-

ments, it is very probable that renewed experiments free

from these objections will lead to similar results as re-

gards the diastatic ferments of bacteria.

2. Inverting ferments. These convert cane-sugar, invertin.

milk-sugar, and maltose into forms of glucose (dextrose,

laevulose, galactose). They occur in the digestive track
of animals, but they have not yet been demonstrated in
the higher plants. A similar ferment has, however,
been demonstrated by Gayon* in species of penicil-

* Gayon, Bull. 30c. cMm,, 35, 58.

37
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Hum and aspergillus (not in mucor); and Bourquelot*

found in Aspergillus niger, a ferment whicli he was able

to extract, and which inverted maltose and cane-sugar,

The same ferment is also constantly, and in large-

quantities, produced by the ordinary yeast, which can only-

cause fermentation of cane-sugar by virtue of this ferment.

According to Kjeldahlf the invertin of yeast extract

does not act on maltose. The action on cane-sugar

occurs best between 53° and 56° C, and when the

reaction of the fluid is slightly acid. All the species of

yeast do not produce invertin
; thus, Roux J found a

small round torula, which caused intense fermentation

in solutions of glucose, but which was without action on

Occurrence in cane and milk sugar.^—Bacteria also not uncommonlj
bacterin,. appear to have the power of inverting these substances ;

this is asserted to be the case by Hueppe, for example-,,

in the case of the bacillus of the lactic fermentation ;
this-

organism causes fermentation of cane and milk sugar

only after an alteration of the fluid—as regards the invert-

ing property—has occurred, which alteration is probably

caused by hydratisation. Bourquelot, on the other

hand, concludes from his experiments that the bacteria

of the lactic fermentation can cause the fermentation o£

maltose and cane-sugar directly and without preliminary

inversion. This contradiction is perhaps explained by

the circumstance that the two authors were not working:

with the same species of bacteria. In the case of the-

butyric acid bacilli, it is unanimously agreed that it does,

not possess any inverting power ; on the other hand, in

the case of some other species of bacteria Miller has.

made positive statements.

Cellulose 3. A ferment which dissolves cellulose is produced
ferment.

presumably by the bacillus butyricus and by vibrio

rugula, probably also by various other bacteria. Accu-

rate investigations on this matter are wanting.

Peptonisin- 4. Peptonising ferments, which convert albuminous
ferments.

^^aterials into soluble diffusible forms. In addition to

* Bourquelot, Compt. rend., vol. 97.

t Kieldahl, Meddedeherfra Carkberg Labor., vol.i., Parts 2 and 3.

X Ronx, Bull. soc. chim., vol. xxsv.
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the ferments of the gastric juice and of the pancreatic

secretions which helong to this group, hodies possessing

a similar action also occur fairly widely distributed

in plants. Thus, from Carica papaya we have papain,

which acts like the pancreatic juice in alkaline solutions
;

then we have a ferment similar to pepsin, which acts when

the reaction is acid, and occurs in those plants which

feed on flesh, and in ^thalium septicum.—Ferments of

this class are evidently extremely common in the lower

fangi. The large number of species of bacteria now Occm-fenco ii

known which cause liquefaction of the nutrient gela-

tine, appear to cause this liquefaction only by the pro-

duction of a ferment which dissolves albumen and
gelatine. As the liquefaction usually occurs when the

reaction is alkaline, these bacterial ferments approach
the pancreatic ferment, trypsin and papain, rather than
pepsin. Attempts at isolating these ferments, and
accurate investigations as to the action of the pepton-
ising bacterial ferments on various albuminous materials,

are as yet wanting. The fact that many bacteria liquefy

gelatine, but not solidified blood serum, seems to show
that the various albuminous bodies are not all rendered
fit for assimilation in the same manner, viz., by means
of this production of ferment.—Many bacteria do not
produce peptonising ferment under all circumstances;
this production seems especially to cease when oxygen
IS excluded, just as was observed by Wortmann in the
case of the diastatic ferment of the bacteria.*

5. Rennet ferment. This causes an alteration of Ferment
the albuminoid materials of milk, which shows itself in

^^'semblingr

the coagulation of the casein. A similar ferment is, as
is well known, present in the stomachs of calves ; and
we may further assume that it is at times produced by
the milk glands, for Meissnerf found that the milk of

^

goats, even when bacteria were completely excluded,
became coagulated, evidently from a ferment which had

t;k
details with regard to this eubjeet see the Paper bv

thtri^ ^"'^ 1^ ^'^^^h has appeared whilethis book was passing through the press.
t Meissner, Deutsche Zeiisehr.f. Chi,:, vol. 13, p. 334.
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Ferments of

giucosides.

Decomposi-
tion of fat.

Urea ferment

already appeared in the milk glands. Then Duclaux,*

and, later, Hueppe,t have pointed out that numerous

bacteria show a fermentative action by means of which

they cause the coagulation of the casein of the milk,

where the reaction is amphoteric, i.e., slightly acid, and

slightly alkaline ; afterwards they usually peptonise the

precipitated casein by means of a ferment similar to

trypsin, and ultimately break it up still further. To

this group belong, for example, the butyric acid bacilli

;

and also, according to Hueppe's observations, bacillus

pyocyaneus, bacillus mesentericus vulgatus, sarcina

aurantiaca, &c.

6. rerments wliicli break up giucosides. These act on

bodies which have arisen by the ether-like combination of

two component elements, in other words, by the loss of water,

one of these components being glucose. By the fermentative

action water is taken up, and the molecule is spKt up mto its

original component elements, hence glucose, and also another

body of very varying composition are formed. The best known

example of this process is the action of the ferment emulsme

onamygdaline,and alsothat of myrosine on myronate of potash;

a similar decomposition is also known in the case of salicme,

of arbutine, of coniferine, of tannic acid, and various other

giucosides. With regard to these, it has not yet been with

certainty made out whether several giucosides can be split up

bv the same ferment, for example by emulsm, or whether

here also we must assume the action of specific ferments ;
and

nothing is accurately known as regards the occurrence of such

ferments in the lower fungi.

7 A ferment which splits up fat into fatty acids and

glycerme is probably present in pancreatic secretion, pre-

sumably also in many plants and lower fungi.

8 The ferment of urea, which breaks up certain

amide combinations in urine with the absoiTtion of

water; urea is converted into carbonate of ammomum,

hippuric acid into glycocoll and benzoic acid. Formerly

this action was exclusively ascribed to the micrococcus

urese, and Musculus isolated, as he supposed from these

bacteria the active enzyme which was soluble m water.

According to Ladureau,i this ferment is active in vessels

* Dnolanx, Compl. rend., Yol.dU

t Hueppe, Deutsche med. Woch., 1884, Nr. 48 and 49.

X Ladureaii, Compt. rend., vol. 99.
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from which the air has been exhausted, also under the

pressure of three atmospheres, and also when oxygen,

hydrogen, or nitrogen are present. According to the

more recent investigations made by Leube, the pro-

perty of splitting up urea belongs to various other

bacteria ; and pure cultivations of the micrococcus ureas

proved to be inactive when they were freed from living

micro-organisms by filtration through plaster. It is

possible, therefore, that the ferment isolated by Musculus

did not come from bacteria at all (see page 214).

All the ferments which have been mentioned here are Method of

produced by the organs of higher animals, or by lowly
fg^^^^^^g^

organisms, but are not so intimately connected with the

life of the producer that it is impossible to isolate and

separate the ferments from the living cells ; when this

is done the products so separated show the same activity.

In the case of numerous ferments such a separation has

been already successfully effected, and we may draw the

conclusion from analogy that, as regards the separation

of the ferments which have not yet been isolated, the

difficulties are chiefly technical, and not insurmountable.

They are usually obtained by precipitation from their

solutions by such means as alcohol, or by carrying them
down with precipitates, and then extracting them from

the precipitate thus obtained by means of solvents

(glycerine, water). The results of chemical analysis

have given the following numbers :

—

Sulphur. Ashes. Chemical
. — ... f).] composition.

. 1-3 ... —

As regards the analyses as yet made, however, it is

probable, that the ferments were far from pure
; by

cleansing them as far as possible, more especially from
dextrine and gum-hke bodies, Loew * obtained ferments
which approach albuminoid bodies in their composition
much more than those which had been previously

* Loew, PJlilger's Arch., vol. 27.

Carbon. .Hydrogen. Nitroge:

Diastase 45-7 ... 6-9 .. 4-6

Tnvertin 40-5 ... 6-9 .. 9-5

Emulsin .. 48-8
,... 7-1

. 14-2

Papain .. 52-2 ... 7-1
.

16-4
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Analysis of analysed. Thus Locw found in the case of the pan-

temrats. creatic ferment, which in a pure condition occurs as a

snow-white powder, carbon=52'75 per cent.
;
hydrogen

= 7"51 per cent.
;
nitrogen = 16"55 per cent.

;
oxj^gen +

sulphur= 23*19 per cent. ; ashes= l'77 per cent.

Selmi* states that he has obtained from urine two

crystalHne diastatic ferments, the one crystallising in

the form of microscopic dice, the other like a fern leaf.

Mode of action The mode of action of these ferments may be generally

ferments. characterised, by saying that they produce hydrolytic

decompositions; that is to say, every molecule of the sub-

stance which is being split up breaks up into two or more

molecules by taking up one or several molecules of water.

In correspondence with this, the decomposition in the

case of some of the ferments mentioned above would

occur in the following manner :

—

(1) Diastase : C,^H,„0,„ + 3 HoO = C6H,..0, + 3 CeH.oOs.

Starch. Dextrine. Dextrose.

or, according to more recent views

:

C,,Ha,0,„ + 2 H.,0 = 2 CeHioO, + 2 (C,,H.,.,0„ + H,0).

Starch. Dextrine. Maltose.

(2) Invertin: C,,H,.,0,, + H.,0= C6H,oO, + C,H,.,0,.

Cane-sngar. Dextrose Lsevnlose.

(3) Emulsin : C,,„H.,,NO
, ,
+ 2 H,0=2 C,H,„0„+ CeH^.COH+ CNH.

Amygdalin. Dextrose. Oil of bitter Hydro-
almonds, cyanic

acid.

C,3H,A + H.,0 = C,H,,0, + C,H, OH, CH, OH.

Salicine. Dextrose. Saligenine.

C,,K.,fi, + H,,0=C,E„0, + C,H3
{OjjCH., jc3H„0H.

Coniferin. Dextrose. Coniferyl alcohol.

(4) Ferment of m-ea : CO.NH,, NH,+ 2 H,0= CO, (NH.) 2.

Urea. Carbonate of ammonia.

In the case of some of the other ferments, for

example, the peptonising one, we cannot make anything

like an accurate formula for the transformation ;
but it

is probable that in all, the decomposition takes place in

a similar manner by the taldng up of water.

Similar action Numerous other chemical agents are also capable of

of chemical
playing the same part as we have observed in these

ferments. When boiled with dilute sulphuric acid,

* Selmi, AUi dei Uiicei, vol. 5.
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starcli undergoes a similar transformation to that caused

by the action of diastase ;
cane-sugar, the same transfor-

mation into dextrose and Itevulose as by invertin ;
super-

heated steam splits up fat; continuous boiling with

water peptonises albumen. As a difference between the

action of these chemical agents and that of ferments, it

has been suggested that the latter take such a slight

part in the decomposition that they can split up un-

iimited quantities of the fermentescible bodies ; but as

a matter of fact such an unlimited action does not, by

•any means, appear to be the case. On the contrary, in

the case of pepsin, ptyalin, diastase, &c., there are dis-

tinct limits to the action
; thus, diastase can, at most,

act on two thousand times its quantity of starch. Under
ordinary circumstances it is scarcely likely that all of

this power will be employed, because the ferment becomes

injured by the alteration of the substratum, or is par-

tially precipitated in most fluids by the occurrence of

precipitates.

The sensitiveness of the ferments towards external Dependence

influences is comparatively great. As regards the tem-
^l^^l Action""

perature, in the first place every ferment has an optimum, on external

which, however, is not constant in all cases, but depends

on other circumstances simultaneously present. In the Temperatarc.

case of diastase, the optimum is about 63° C. (Kjeldahl,

ioc. cit); in the case of emulsin about 50° C. ; in the

case of ptyalin about 46° C. Diastatic action has been

observed even at +5° C. ; from that point it increases

with increasing temperature till it reaches the optimum.
Between 65° and 75° C. we usually observe a complete

cessation of the fermentative action, and a permanent
loss of the fermentative power; the longer the heat is

•continued, so much the lower degrees of temperature

suffice for this action. The addition of glycerine raises

the degree of the hurtful temperature ; the addition of

alcohol acts in a converse manner. These numbers,
however, are only valid as regards moist prepara-

tions ; in the dry state the isolated ferments can be
heated from 120° to 160° C. before they are injured.

Among other circumstances which influence them mav
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Action of be mentioned the reaction of the medium. Excess of

alkali is injurious to most of the ferments. A slight

degree of acidity is very well borne by some ferments

—

diastase, invertin—and their action is, in fact, increased

by a slightly acid reaction; the pepsin-like ferments

absolutely require a certain excess of acid for the develop-

ment of their action. Other ferments, such as emulsin,

are hindered in their action even by '15 per thousand of

hydrochloric acid (Falk*). Larger amounts of acid are

always injurious.—The salts of the heavy metals, and

other substances which precipitate albumen, act of course

Carbolic acid, after the manner of poisons. Carbolic acid interferes

with the fermentative action of emulsin and ptyalin;

other ferments, and more especially diastase, are, on the

contrary, scarcely affected; according to Kjeldahl (loc.

cit.) the addition of "2 and '4 per cent, causes a scarcely

noticeable diminution. On the contrary, on the addition

of '03 per cent, of salicylic acid a marked diminution of

the diastatic effect is observed, and on the adition of "1

per cent, the action entirely ceases.—Peroxide of hydro-

gen, which hinders all the fermentations dependent on

the presence of living organisms (Bert and Regnardt),

and also hydrocyanic acid, chloroform, ether, benzole,

and oil of turpentine, scarcely injure the isolated ferment

at all ;
and, for example, by the salts of ammonia (up

to 10 per cent.) and by alkaloids, such as veratriu and

curare, the inversion of cane-sugar is much favoured.

Most of the ferments act only on a certain class of

chemical bodies; it is only combinations which are

closely allied to each other which are, as a rule, broken

up by the same ferments. Thus emulsin splits up

several glucosides; but, on the other hand, invertin, for

example, does not act on dextrine, maltose, or starch

;

nor does diastase act on cane-sugar, or on glucosides.

If several chemical ferments are present in the same

solution they may destroy each other; thus pepsm

digests trypsin and ptyalin. This, however, does

not hold good in the case of all ferments, for diastase

* Falk, Virchow's Arch., vol. 93.

t P. Bert im& Eegnard, Compt. rend., vol. 01.
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and rennet, for example, do not interfere with each

other at all.

As to the mode in which the soluble ferments act, we Attempts to

can make no definite hypothesis. We may perhaps action'of^the

suppose that the ferment acts as a carrier of the water ferments,

to be taken up ; that it, in the first place, takes up the

water itself, and then hands it on to the molecules which

are breaking up. Or, according to Bunsen-Hiifner we
may picture the contact and fermentative action by

supposing that the ferment, like sulphui'ic acid in the

formation of ether, has a greater afl&nity for certain

atoms or groups of atoms of the molecule which is being

broken up than the remainder has, and thus brings

about a new grouping of the atoms, after the com-
pletion of which it is again regenerated. Both these

hypotheses want the support of any actual demon-
stration that water is taken up, or that any such

combinations of the ferment occur. A third \dew,

put forward by Nageli, is closely allied to that last

mentioned, but also harmonises with the hypothesis

put forward by Nageli as to the process of fermenta-

tion, which will be referred to below; according to

this view the ferments do not themselves enter into

combinations, but only act on definite groups of atoms
by the condition of movement of their molecules, and
thus cause a transformation and new grouping of the

elements.

In whatever way the action of ferments may be Distinction

ultimately explained, it is clear that we have here to Jctiorof*^'"
do with another kind of process than that which occurs

fe™^^^*^'?'"'^
in the true fermentations. The ferments are soluble

^

chemical bodies, not necessarily u.nited with living

organisms which are only able to set up hydrolytic
decompositions, while in the true fermentation com-
plex alterations of groups of atoms occur which
require the constant presence and the immediate action
of living organisms. The great difference in both
these processes is most clearly evident from a com-
parison of the external conditions which favour or
injure them; the soluble ferments act best at o,
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temperature of aLout 00° C, and when the reaction is

acid and comparatively large quantities of peroxide

of hydrogen, carbolic acid, oil of turpentine, &c.,

hardly weaken their action, while under the same

conditions we constantly observe a complete cessation of

the life, or, at any rate, of the fermentative activity of

all micro-organisms.

7. Fermentation.

Definition of Under certain circumstances we find a deviation in

fermentation,
^.^g biological behaviour of micro-organisms, which is

accompanied by a very thorough decomposition and con-

sumption of the nutrient material, and the formation of

special products, characterised by their quality and

quantity. Among these products, volatile gases usually

take a prominent place ; and in addition bodies are con-

stantly formed of less heat-producing power than those

materials from which they are derived, and thus in the

process of decomposition there is constantly a liberation

of vital energy. The sum total of these jjhenomena is

usually designated by the term " fermentation."

Fermentation must also, at any rate ultimately, be

referred to decompositions in the protoplasm, to the

intramolecular respiration. We may suppose that the

act of fermentation was evolved from this respiration, and

that it originally only represented an act of self-preserva-

tion due to the continued absence of oxygen. Without

active combustion by the aid of oxygen, the internal

respiration alone is not able to furnish sufficient energy

for the purposes of the organism. When oxygen is

absent, the nutrient material is split up superficially, it

is true, but so much the more extensively, and thus

the energy which is requisite for the complete life of the

micro-organisms is obtained. In the course of their further

evolution the organisms become divided into two great

groups : in the one, the fermentative action only
occurswhen

there is necessity for it owing to the absence of oxygen ;

in the other, the fermentative action which corresponds

to those special conditions has been gradually developed
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into a constant property, and these organisms excite

fermentation even when the presence of a plentiful

supply of oxygen does away with the necessity for tho

act, tiie fermentation occurring whenever they are pro-

vided with fermentescible materials.

A sine qua non for the occurrence of fermentative
^jl'^^^g^^^^l^"^

action is the presence of fermentescible material. tations ac-

Only a limited number of chemical bodies form suit-
^°;^^7te\°?

able materials, and it is not every one of the substances ble material.

which are capable of undergoing fermentation which

can be broken up by all of the fermentative agents;

on the contrary, each substance is only decomposed by

one or a few organisms, and every species of bacteria is

limited to a few suitable substances. In the case of

many micro-organisms no body is as yet Imown which

they are able to split up by fermentation. It is possible

that the functions of these organisms are always limited

to the ordinary respiratory tissue changes ; but it is

possible that, in the case of one or other of these

bacteria, the necessary fermentescible substance will yet

be found.

It is only by the consideration of individual cases that

we can recognise and understand the nature and pro-

perties of the material suitable for fermentation, as well

as the mode in which it is split up by the fermentative

action. We differentiate a large number of specific

fermentations, which receive their names either from
one or a few characteristic products, or from the nature

of the fermentescible material, or, finally, from the fer-

menting agent. In what follows we shall describe, in

the first place, fermentation by the yeast fungi ; then
the various fermentations caused by bacteria, which may
be divided into five groups, viz., a. Fermentation of

carbo-hydrates; /3. Fermentation of the higher alcohols
(glycerine, erythrite, mannite)

; y. Fermentation of the
fatty acids ;

S. Putrefaction ; e. The formation of acetic

acid from alcohol.
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A. Alcoholic Fermentation of Sugar by Yeast.

Fermentesoi- The fermentescible material is furnished by the
ble material,

gi^coses of the formula CeHijOe, namely, dextrose,

Isevulose, lactose, or galactose ;
further, by maltose, to

which the formula GisS-siOn is given, and which, there-

fore, only acquires the same composition as glucose by

taldng up water. Dextrose forms the most favourable

material ; if it is exposed to fermentative action in a

mixture along with other forms of glucose, for example,

Iffivulose, the dextrose is the first to undergo fermenta-

tion—Cane-sugar and milk-sugar only undergo fermen-

tation when they are converted into glucose ; the former

can be converted into dextrose and Isevulose by means

of invertin (therefore by yeast), the latter is transformed

into galactose and dextrose by means of a ferment pro-

duced by some fungi ; further, they can both be converted

into these glucoses by boiling with dilute mineral acids.

—Other carbo-hydrates also, such as starch, gum, and

cellulose, can be converted into glucose by ferments, or

by treatment with acids; starch is transformed into

dextrose by means of ptyalin and also by acids, and into

maltose by diastase (malt).—All the carbo-hydrates last

mentioned can therefore, in like manner, serve for fer-

mentation, if only ferments which transform them into

glucose are at the same time present in the fermenting

mixture ; and as these ferments are usually produced in

large quantities by the same organisms which cause the

fermentation (invertin by yeast, the ferment which trans-

forms milk-sugar by bacteria), the incapacity of cane-

sugar, starch, &c., to undergo fermentation directly is

practically of little account, and fermentation frequently

occurs when these substances are present, and when the

directly fermentescible glucoses are absent, being at

most somewhat delayed in its commencement. By

being provided with ferments which form glucose, the

area^'of the vital and fermentative activity of the fer-

mentative agents is markedly enlarged.

Forms of The specific decomposition of glucose into alcohol

ye°a^ capable and carbonic acid is limited to yeast, but all the species

f^ftatfon. of saccharomyces are not able to set up an equally
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energetic fermentation. Two species, beer and wine

yeast, act most powerfully. Tlio former is constantly

cultivated in beer wort ; fresh fermentation is set up by

the addition of the yeast from fermenting wort to fresh

fermentescible fluid. According to the more or less

violent progress of the fermentation, high or low yeast

is obtained; in the former the budding takes place more

rapidly, and we thus obtain groups of cells which are

readily taken up by the stream of carbonic acid and

carried to the surface. The wine yeast— S. ellipsoideus

— is the form which is most widely distributed in

nature ; it establishes itself spontaneously in the most

various saccharine solutions when exposed to the

entrance of air, or it is introduced into these, for ex-

ample, by the skins of the grapes, on which it is con-

stantly found. The other forms of yeast, S. apiculatus,

exiguus, &c., appear to possess a less degi-ee of vegeta-

tive energy and fermentative action. In the case of

some, as, for example, pink yeast (rosa liefe), no fermen-

tative action has, as yet, been noted
; mycoderma only

excites a temporary and trivial fermentation when it is

artificially compelled to grow at the bottom of fluids.

The yeast-like growths of some of the mould fungi Fermontative

have a more powerful fermentative action than the forms and
of yeast last mentioned, in that, when immersed in sugar fission fungi,

solution, they set up a fairly energetic decomposition of
the sugar, with the formation of alcohol and carbonic
acid

; at the same time they approach true yeast in
their conditions as regards form and growth. These
properties are most marked in Mucor racemosus, M.
cercinelloides, M. spinosus

; they are less developed in
Mucor mucedo, and hardly at all in Mucor stolonifer.

Other mould fungi are also able to produce traces of
alcohol and carbonic acid when they grow in saccharine
solutions in the absence of oxygen

; but the amount
produced cannot be at all compared with that formed by
the species of mucor and by the true yeasts, and only
depends on the intramolecular respiration, by means of
which also the cells of any of the higher plants can
form alcohol and carbonic acid.—Further, in the fer-
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Chemical
processes in

this fermen-
tation.

mentation of carbo-hydrates by bacteria, we have not

uncommonly a plentiful formation of alcohol and

carbonic acid (see below) ; but, in this case, numerous

other products constantly arise, so that the amount of

alcohol is relatively unimportant. Hence the produc-

tion of alcohol and carbonic acid is not of itself

characteristic for the fermentation by yeast. What is

characteristic is the enormous and almost exclusive for-

mation of these bodies from definite kinds of sugar, and,

in contrast to the organisms which only have a similar

action when air is excluded, the circumstance that the

presence of oxygen does not hinder the formation of

these substances, but rather favours it.

The mode in which glucose is broken up in the fer-

mentation by veast was formerly represented by a very

simple chemical formula. It was believed that the

glucose molecule was split up into two molecules of

alcohol, and two molecules of carbonic acid : GJlr^Oa

(glucose) = 2 aH5, OH (methyl-alcohol) +2 CO^.

Pasteur, however, showed that a number of other sub-

stances constantly appeared, even when the fermentes-

cible materials and the yeast were, as far as possible,

pure ; on an average 2-5 to 3-6 per cent, of the ferment-

ing sugar appeared in the form of glycerme (C3H5

(0H)3) and '4 to -7 per cent, in the form of succinic

acid (OA (COOH).) ; and further, there were con-

stantly traces of acetic acid, and often of other alcohols,

such as amyl-alcohol. The attempt has been made

to include these side products by the formula
_

49

(CHioOe) (glucose), +30 H.0=12 C.HoO, (succinic

add), ;72 C3H3O3 (glycerine), + ^0. (Pasteur)

,

or by the formula 4 C„H,A +3 H.O=C,H«0,

-f 6 CHsOs -f2 COo +0 (Monoyer) ;
but this attempt

has not been successful in giving a comet view of

the quantitative conditions.-The same bye-products

are also found in the fermentation by the yeast forms

of mucor ; at any rate Fitz was able, m this case,

to demonstrate succinic acid with certainty. Further,

Brefeld found that the bye-products were the more

plentiful the more unfavourable were the nutrient con-
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flitions for the fermentative agents. Towards the end

of the fermentation these materials seera to accumulate,

and those fermentative agents which are only able to set

up the fermentation with difficulty, and which in reality

require other conditions of existence, furnish bye-pro-

ducts in especially large quantities ; for example, Mucor
mucedo furnishes more than Mucor racemosus, and

Mucor stolonifer more than Mucor mucedo.

We may, perhaps, suppose that in succinic acid, .SigDificauco

glycerine, &c., we have represented the special products products,

of the tissue change of the yeast. As a matter of fact

we must assume that, in addition to the splitting up of

the sugar, there also occur decompositions, and, where
oxygen is present, oxidations of the complex molecules

of the protoplasm of the yeast, which are composed of

nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous groups of atoms ; as a

consequence the ordinary products of the destructive

tissue change appear in the nutrient mixture. It

is, however, difficult to identify these products with
those bye-products which appear in fermentation ; the
quantity of the latter is much too great, and their

quality also is too peculiar. Further, in this case, tbe
amount of the bye-products must be proportional to the
amount of the active yeast cells which are present, and
must also, in the first place, depend on the quantity
which has been sown. But as yet nothing has been
observed as regards any such relation. We must there-
fore either assume that the decomposition of the sugar in
the fermentative action in reality occurs, at any rate as
regards the largest amount, according to a more com-
plicated formula, in which there is a constant formation
of glycerine aud succinic acid ; or that the appearance
of these bye-products is caused by impure fermentcsciblo
material, by the admixture of bacteria, and by their
decomposition of the nutrient materials. The possi-
bility of such impurities must be admitted in the case
of the experiments which have been as yet made, in
spite of the great precautions which have been taken
by various authors since the time of Pasteur, because it
^va3 not possible, in the earlier methods, to isolate pure
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Employment species of yeast. It is only within the last few years

yea^^n"^*^ that Hansen has heen able to obtain a completely pure
previous material, by using Koch's solid nutrient media, and we
experiments. °

. ^ ^ , ...
must await the results obtained by chemical analysis, m
the experiments made with this yeast.

Self ferment- Very special attention has been paid by many investigators

ation of yeast, so-called " self-fermentation " of yeast. This occurs

when large quantities of fresh, active yeast is left to itself in

the presence of a plentiful supply of water, insufficient

entrance of air, and a favourable temperature (25° to 30° C).

Under these circumstances a large amount of carbonic acid

and alcohol are formed, the yeast becomes soft, and gives with

warm water an extract containing numerous substances,

which must be looked on as products of tissue change and of

decay. According to the investigations of Bechamp and

Schiitzenberger the water contains albuminoid substances,

gum, a ferment rotating to the left, a substance called zymase,

pseudo-leucin (with which a varying quantity of sulphur is

mixed), tyrosui, butalanin, carniu, xanthin, guanin, sarkin.

—

The substances last named are evidently derived from the

decomposition of albuminoid materials; the production of

carbonic acid and alcohol, however, can only be explained

either by the presence of fermentescible sugar in the yeast, or

by the ready conversion of some constituents of the yeast cell

into sugar ;' in that case the substance from which the sugar

is derived will belong either to the group of carbo-hydi-ates,

such as cellulose or gum, or to the group of proteid substances.

According to Pasteur, material resembliug sugar is always

present in yeast, this material being very difficvilt to extract

as such, but becoming converted into sugar by mineral acids,

for example ; and it is this, along with the cellulose of the

cell wall, which furnishes, according to Pasteur's view, the

fermentative products which arise in the self-fermentation.

Another important view was, however, advocated by Liebig

;

he found, in some experiments on the self-fermentation

of yeast, such large quantities of alcohol and carbonic acid

(8 to 13-5 per cent, of alcohol, of the total weight of the

dry yeast), that the whole amount of cellulose and other carbo-

hydrates contained in the yeast was not sufficient to furnish

this amount of fermentative products ; hence in order to ex-

plain the amount of these substances it was necessary to

assume the occurrence, to a large extent, of a decomposition

of albuminoid substances. Liebig laid the greatest stress on

this decomposition of albuminoid substances because he saw in

it the really essential and constant process which took place

m fermentation; according to his view, the essence of the
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fermentative process is that a complex proteid substance,

when in a state of decomposition, transmits its chemical
movements to other molecules, such as sugar.

Nageli's more recent researches, however, show most dis-

tinctly that, in the self-fermentation of yeast, the process
which takes place is not limited to, and only dependent on^

the yeast ; but that, in the former experiments, without doubt
bacteria also acted and took part in the decomposition of the
substance of the yeast. In fact the very circumstances under
which the self-fermentation was observed were such that of
necessity an active development of bacteria must occur ; these
lived and multiplied at the expense of the dead yeast cells, and •.

probably also set up fermentative processes in certain of the
constituents of the yeast substance which had been rendered
soluble by ferments given off by them. A portion of the
nitrogenous derivatives found in the extract may result from
the activity of these bacteria, which can probably also take
part in the production of carbonic acid and alcohol. Nageli
so arranged the experiments that when, for example, by the
addition of citric acid, the development of bacteria was
rendered diiBcult, only minimal traces of alcohol were found,
probably derived from the small quantities of saccharine sub-
stances which are contained in the yeast cells, and which
underwent fermentation when no saccharine nutrient material
was at the disposal of the yeast. This process would be quite
analogous to the decompositions which occur in starving
animals. But we have no grounds for believing that the
proteid substance of the exhausted yeast cells can be utilised
hy other living yeast cells ; because the ferments necessary
for the solution of these substances are not found in yeast
-burther experiments, in which attention is paid to the
purity of the cultivation, are therefore required to give definite
information as to the real extent of the self-fermentation of
the yeast, and as to the products of tissue change.

Cochin* has attempted to ascertain the time required The tin,,-ior lermentation, by continuous measurement of the '•eq^red for

amount of carbonic acid developed. He found that in
the first instance ten to twenty minutes always elapsed ^

before active fermentation commenced; and the time
wag still longer in dilute solutions. From that timeonwards the course of the fermentation may be expressedby a steeply ascending line, which finally ends in theform 0 a parabola. This period of incubation does not

"

mean tlmt the saccharine solution must first penetrate
* Cochin, Cumpt. rend., vol. 90.

88
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Influence of
various con-
ditions on the
quantitative
result.

Amount of
sugar.

Quantity of

yeast.

Acciimulation
of alcohol.

Temperature.

into the interior of the yeast cells, and that for this a

certain time is required ; for the same phenomenon is

observed when the yeast is implanted in a new solution

directly from a solution in active fermentation.

The quantitative result of the fermentation undergoes

marked variations according to the composition of the

fermenting material, according to the quality of the

yeast, according to the length of time, and according to

various external influences.

The amount of sugar in the solution must not exceed

35 per cent., for otherwise the yeast cells sufi"er for want

of the proper quantity of water ; the best proportion of

sugar seems to be 2 to 4 per cent., and then 20

to 25 per cent. (Wiesner), hut this striking fact of

two optima requires confirmation. The quantity of

yeast added is, within certain limits, irrelevant for the

progress of the fermentations. Dumas found that one

gramme of sugar was completely broken up at 24° C.

by 20 grammes of yeast within twenty-four minutes

;

the addition of 100 grammes of yeast did not alter this

result in the slightest. Where a large amount of yeast

is added intense fermentation occurs, even in pure solu-

tions of sugar, which ultimately ceases, leaving behind

a yeast which is exhausted and poor in nitrogen ; if it

is desired to keep up a permanent fermentation with

relatively small quantities of yeast, the addition of other

nutrient materials, more especially of nitrogenous

materials, is necessary.—Further, the continuation of

the fermentation is limited by the accumulation of the

alcohol ; the presence of 12 per cent, of alcohol hinders

the growth of the yeast, and when more than 14 per

cent, is present fermentation ceases entirely. In the

case of the mucor yeast this limit is much lower

—

about 34 to 4 per cent, (in the case of Mucor stolonifer

even 1*3 per cent.) ; this form of yeast is also much

more sensitive to great concentration of the sugar solu-

tion, for a satisfactory fermentation only occurs in

solutions containing less than 7 per cent, of sugar

(^it5,)._0f the external influences the temperature is

of chief importance; as a rule '25° C. seems to be
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the most favourable temperature, but this optimum

varies under the influence of various factors. Further,

the influence of the aeration of the fermenting mixture,

its impregnation with oxygen, is of importance. Accord- Oxygen,

ing to Ntigeli, the access of oxygen favours fermenta-

tion in all cases
;

chiefly when, at the same time,

materials which ofier good nutriment for the yeast are

present in the fermenting mixture, because in that case

a much more active multiplication of the cells can occur.

In investigations recently made by Hansen,* it was
found that the same quantitative results require a longer

time when air is absent, and that, at the same time,

fewer yeast cells are formed and take part in the fer-

mentation ; on the other hand, by continued aeration

the same result is reached in a shorter time, and there
is a much more extensive multiplication of the cells.

Therefore, under the influence of the presence of oxygen
the formation of the cells and the occurrence of fermen-
tation takes place more quickly, but the action of the
individual cells is not, on an average, so great as when
air is absent.—Of chemical agents which disturb or
hinder fermentation may be mentioned free alkalies, also
sulphurous acid, sublimate, chloroform; while sul-
phuretted hydrogen, arsenious acid, carbolic acid, sali-

cyHc acid, strychnine, hydrocyanic acid, only hinder the
fermentation of yeast when markedly concentrated, or do
not afi'ect it at all.

As regards the fermentation of bread, kephyr, koumiss,
see page 607.

B. Fermentation hy Bacteria.

(a). Fermentation of Carho-hydrates.

The carbo-hydrates furnish, under the influence of Fermentation
various bacteria, a lactic fermentation, a mucous or ?^ f
mannite fermentation, a butyric fermentation, a dextran
lei-mentation, and, finally, some fermentations in which
jcthyhc alcohol and various other products are formed.

* Hansen, Meddelelserfra CarUba-g Lab., vol. i., Part 2.
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Lactic Fermentation.

fementation
materials necessary are grape-sugar, cane-sugar,

milk-sugar, manuite, sorbite, inosite. Cane-sugar and

milk-sugar are probably in the first place converted into

glucose. Spontaneous fermentation is most frequently

observed in milk ; it probably also plays a part in the

preparation of bread and leaven, and frequently occurs

in the fabrication of starch, and in the saccharine juice

of beet-root. We can artificially obtain a lactic fer-

mentation either by leaving milk to stand at about

30° C. for three or four days, or by mixing a weak sugar

solution with somewhat old cheese and with purified

chalk, and keeping the mixture for several days at

30° to 35° C. ; in the latter case the lactate of lime

which is formed can be easily obtained (see Schiitzen-

berger, page 172).

Fermentative The bacillus acidi lactici is in most cases the exciting

agent of the fermentation. But the lactic fermentation

is by no means confined to this one species of bacterium,

but, on the contrary, a large number of cocci and bacilli

which have been mentioned above, share with it the

fermentative power, and are only distinguished from it

by the fact that the quantitative result of their action is

much less, and that they are by no means so widely dis-

tributed as the ordinary lactic acid bacillus. Hence in

all spontaneous fermentations we find that the lactic

bacilli usually take part, and generally in much the

largest numbers.
Nature of the The nature of the chemical decomposition has not yet
decomposi-

^^^^ completely explained. Formerly the attempt was

made to explain the decomposition of sugar in the lactic

fermentation by the simple formula, CbHi.Ob (glucose)=
2 (aH4, OH, COOH) (lactic acid), and Miller also

states that he has obsei ved in the case of some bacteria

this simple decomposition of the molecules of sugar.

Such a process, without any development of gas, and

without any more marked alteration in the molecule,

could not be regarded as formentatiou according to the
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definition given both in this work and also by various

other authors.

As a matter of fact, development of carbonic acid is

always observed in the ordinary lactic fermentation ;
and

Bontroux, as well as Hueppe, has observed the develop-

ment of carbonic acid in fermentation set up by pure

cultivations of lactic acid bacteria. Former observers incomplete-

have also found, besides carbonic acid, other fermentative p^-eTious

products (alcohol, butyric acid, mannite, gum) . It is formula,

probable that these substances often owe their origin

only to the simultaneous presence of adventitious

organisms which stand in no relation to the lactic fer-

mentation
;
nevertheless, it is not by any means a priori

impossible that the various bacteria which are capable of

setting up lactic fermentation can occasion decomposi-

tions which are dissimilar, and combined with a larger

number of bye-products. In any case, however, the

above formula is incorrect for the lactic fermentation by
the bacillus acidi lactici, because no account is taken iu

it of the carbonic acid which is constantly observed.

The course of the fermentation and its dependence on
various external conditions has been already discussed

on page 365.

Butyric Acid Fermentation.

The materials for this fermentation are furnished by Butyric acid
starch, dextrine, inuline, cane-sugar, and dextrose ; and fermentation,

also by milk-sugar, but only after hydration. The
butyric acid fermentation occurs spontaneously, and
is very widely distributed; thus it is found in milk
which has stood for a long time, in " sauer-kraut," in
cheese, in the ripening of which it probably jilays a
part, &c. In order to obtain it artificially it is well,
according to Fitz, to mix together 100 grammes of
potato starch (or dextrine), one gramme of sal ammoniac
and the ordinary nutrient salts, with two litres of water,
and to add 50 grammes of carbonate of lime, in order to
neutralise the butyric acid as it is formed. According
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to Deherain* aud Maquenne the exciting agents of tlie

butyric acid fermentation are found in largo numbers in
the earth of fields and gardens ; hence it is best to infect
the fermentescible mixture with this, or with old cheese,
or with cow dung. The vessels are then kept at 40'^ C.

Sentr*''*'''''
^^^^^ formerly it was only supposed that one species

of bacterium had the power of exciting the butyric fer-

mentation, it has been recently demonstrated that several
species of bacteria are capable of this act, and that the
fermentation with one or with some forms of bacteria

can occur in the presence of air, while for the activity

of others the exclusion of air is a necessary condition.

Besides the species mentioned on page 367, it seems,
according to Fitz,f that a short cylindrical bacillus,

described by him, is capable of setting up butyric fer-

mentation, this bacillus possessing a moderate amount
of spontaneous movement, not forming spores, and not

becoming blue on the addition of iodine. It belongs to

the class of aerobes, and causes fermentation of all carbo-

Nature of the hydrates except starch and cellulose.—The formula for
decomposi-

^-^^ decomposition is probably different for the various

different species; in any case, carbonic acid and hydrogen

seem to be constantly formed in large quantities. Fitz

has also found on analysis of the products obtained from

a hundred grammes of starch, 34'7 grammes of butyric

acid, 5'1 grammes of acetic acid, and 1 gramme of

aethylic alcohol. As, however, it has, as yet, been

scarcely possible to cultivate the butyric acid bacilli

perfectly pure, no experiment with absolutely pure

cultivations has been subjected to accurate analysis,

and therefore we must not lay too great weight on

these numbers. See page 369.

Viscuits or Mannite Fei mentation.

The materials which furnish this fermentation are

dextrose and invert sugar ; as regards the ferment, the

micrococcus viscosus, see p. 216. The fermentation

* Ddh^rain ct Maquonne, Bull. soc. cliem. (2) vol. 29

—

Compt. rend.,

vol. 97-

t Fitz, Chem. Ber., vol. xvii., P. IISS.

Viscous fer-

mentation of
wine.
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often occurs in certain kinds of wine, more especially in

white wine, also in the saccharine juices of turnips,

carrots, onions, &c. ; the fluids attacked become viscous

and can be drawn out in threads. The fermentation is

best obtained artificially by using a decoction of beer

yeast, which is filtered and mixed with sugar, or by

employing starch, rice, or barley-water containing sugar

;

the optimum of temperature is about 30° C. Among
the products of fermentation is always a kind of gum,

which is closely related to dextrine, and has been recently

termed by Bechamp " viscose "
; mannite and carbonic

acid are also formed. Viscose is soluble in cold water, Viscose,

is precipitated by alcohol, does not reduce Fehling's

solution, shows the same composition as starch, and

rotates in the same manner as soluble starch.—At times,

and probably owing to the action of other ferments,

lactic acid, butyric acid, acetic acid, and hydrogen are

formed. Under the most favourable circumstances 100

parts of sugar yield 51*1 parts of mannite, 45*5 parts of

gum, and 6'2 parts of carbonic acid ; hence the fer-

mentation can be expressed by the formula, 50 (G6Hi20(;)

(dextrose) = 12 (C12H20O10) (giTm) + 24 {GJIM (man-

nite) + 12 CO2 -I- 12 H2O. Schmidt-Miilheim supposes

that, in this fermentation of wine, there are, in fact, two

fermentations taking place together ; the one which pro-

duces mannite and carbonic acid, and the other as the

result of which the gum-like substance arises.—Schmidt-

Miilheim observed the formation of the latter substance

alone without simultaneous production of carbonic acid

and mannite in the so-called tenacious milk as the result Viscoiis fer-^

of the growth of the micrococcus described on page 216. milk.

This fermentation is not a fermentation of the albuminoid

materials of milk, but is due to splitting up the milk-

sugar, or it may be also cane-sugar, grape-sugar, or

mannite. The viscous substance formed is precipitated

by alcohol as a M'hite sticky precipitate, which only swells

up slightly in water, much more freely in potash lye,

readily reduces Fehling's solution, and is stained brown
by iodine and iodide of potash.—The optimum of tem-
perature for this fermentation lies between 30° and 40° C.
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Dextraii Fermentation.

fermentation. "^^^ ^'^^y tlirectly suitable material is grape-sugar ;

cane-sugar does not ferment directly, but, as tbe ferment-
ing agents furnisli large quantities of invertin, tbe
decomposition of the cane-sugar is only slightly delayed.
It not uncommonly occurs spontaneously in the juice of
beet-root, and hence is much dreaded in sugar factories.
The fungus which causes the fermentation is leuconostoc
mesenterioides. The decomposition results mainly in
the formation of large quantities of a jelly-like sub-
stance—the dextran. We have no accurate knowledge
as to the process of the fermentation; as to the morpho-
logical characters of the fungus, see page 214.

Cellulose Fermentation {Marsh Gas Fermentation).

SSStation
Cellulose, in the form of dead plants, straw, paper, or

cotton-wool, frequently undergoes solution and fermen-
Materiais and tation by bacteria. Hoppe-Seyler * was able to set up this

agents, fermentation by all kinds of mud, and also by earth from
fields, meadows, and woods; according to Deherainf and
GayonJ it often occurs in dung; on the whole, it seems
to be extremely widely distributed. Tappeiner has
shown that cellulose is dissolved and broken up by the

same fermentation in the intestinal canal of the rumi-

nants.—The bacteria which set up this fermentation

have not, as yet, been cultivated pure. As to the

chemical processes, Tappeiner has made several inves-

tigations, and found that there are two kinds of fermen-

tation of cellulose ; the first occurs in neutral extract of

meat solution containing 1 per cent, of extract of meat,

in which purified cotton-wool or paper pulp is suspended;

under these circumstances, carbonic acid and marsh gas

escape (in the first few days the marsh gas is in much
greater excess than at a later period); further, small

Course.
First kind.

* Hoppe-Soyler, Chem. Ber., vol. xvi.

t DehtSrain, Compt. rend., vol. 98. X Gayon, ibid.
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quantities of sulphuretted hydrogen, aldehyde, isobutyric

acid, acetic acid. The second fermentation occurs when Second kind,

an alkaline extract of meat solution is employed; in that

case only carbonic acid and hydrogen are formed, along

with the same bye-products as in the former fermenta-

tion.—Tappeiner* has ventured to conclude from his

researches that the solution and decomposition of cellu-

lose in the intestine of ruminants only occurs as the

result of this fermentation, and that therefore the cellu-

lose is of no nutrient value for the organism. According

to the experiments and calculations of Wilsingt and

Henneberg and Stohmann, J however, this view does not

seem to be accurate, and only a part of the cellulose

which disappears in the intestine is lost by fermenta-

tion.

Oiher Fermcnlations.

In the case of various carbo-hydrates, Fitz observed a for- Various other

mentation in which Eethylic alcohol was formed as the chief fermentation.^,

product. From 500 gi-ammes of starch he obtained 10 grammes
of ffithylic alcohol; from the same quantity of dextrine 22
grammes

; milk-sugar also furnished chiefly the same alcohol.

Bontroux found a transformation of milk sugar into gluconic
acid by a species of bacterium similar to themycoderma aceti.

To Brieger we owe the knowledge of a number of fermenta- Fermenta-
tions of carbo-hydrates caused by pathogenic bacteria. Ac- by

cording to this author bacillus cavicida splits up solutions of organfCs!
grape-sugar in such a way that propionic acid is the chief
product. Bacillus pneumoniai causes a marked development
of gas in five per cent, sugar solutions to which a little

nutrient gelatine has been added, and in the fliuid there is

acetic acid as the chief product of the fermentation, and, in
addition, small quantities of formic acid and asthylic alcohol.
Typhoid bacilli formed from grajic sugar or starch aithylic
alcohol, acetic acid, and lactic acid. A non-pathogenic
coccus, obtained from fasces, which forms on gelatine flat
pyramids of a glistening white colour, decomposes three pci'
cent, grape-sugar or cane-sugar solution in such a way tliat
Hithylic alcohol along with traces of acetic acid is formed.

* Tappeiner, Chem. Ber.. vol. 16.—Zd/schr. /". Biol toI 20
t Wilsing, ibid. X Henneberg nnd Stohmann, ibid.', vol. 21.
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(0). Fermentation of the THglier Alcohols.

FermGntalion While no fermentations have been with certainty
of the higher

i i •
i

alcohols. Observed m the case of the diatomic glycol, various

fermentations caused by bacteria have been demonstrated
in the triatomic alcohol, glycerine, the tetratomic alcohol,

erythrite, the pentatomic alcohol, quercite, and the hexa-
tomic alcohols mannite and dulcite.

Glycerine.
^ In the case of glyceriue, Fitz observed four fermentations.
Under the influence of the baciUus Fitzianus—the morphology
and source of which vre have discussed on page 388—glycerine
furnishes considerable quantities of sethylic alcohol (for ex-

ample, 29 grammes from 100 grammes of glycerine), and, as

bye-products, capronic acid, l)utyric acid, and a little acetic
•Acid.

In order to set up the second fermentation, which chiefly

furnishes butylic alcohol, solutions of hay-water and glycerine
are mixed and kept at 40° C. M-ithout being previously boiled.

A bacillus is found in the fermenting mixture which is 2 fi.

broad, and 5 to 6 ^i. long, and which is actively motile while
the fermentation is going on. In stronger solutions of glycerine

(above 10 per cent.) the fermentation soon ceases, and the
bacillus forms spores. If fresh cow-dung is sown in the

glycerine nutrient solution, Eethylic and butylic alcohols are

formed in about equal quantities (also a little propylic alcohol),

and, in correspondence witli this, the nutrient solution is

peopled by two forms of Ijacilli.

Thirdly, Fitz was able to set up a fermentation in glycerine

by means of the bacillus pyocyaneus in which large quantities

of butyric acid, along with isthylic alcohol and succinic acid,

were obtained.

Fourthly, as the result of the growth of small thin rods,

often united together in pairs, which ai'e also able to set up
fci'mentation in malate of lime, sethylic alcohol (21 grammes
from 100 grammes of glycerine), and also formic acid and

sucCiiiic acid were obtained.—A fermentation of glycerine was

also caused by other bacteria
;
thus, as the result of the

groAvth of micrococci, alcohol, butyric acid, formic acid, and

acetic acid were found; Hoppc-Seyler found, on the addition

of putrefying fibrine to a glycerine solution, chiefly butyric-

acid, acetic acid, and succinic acid as products of fermentation.

Vigna* observed the formation of aetliylic and butjdic alcohol

* Vigna, Cliem. Bet:, vol. xvi.
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from glycerine, and was dealiug therefore probably with the

combination of the two fermentations first mentioned.—In all

these decompositions of glycerine, with the exception, perhaps,

of the fermentation by bacillus Fitzianus, which has been more

accnratcly studied by Buchner, the methods employed do not

furnish a sufficient guarantee for a thoroughly pure gi'owth,

and the morphological characteristics of the fermenting

agents have not been sufficiently attended to, and thus the

value of these careful chemical investigations is diminished.

In the case of crythrite Fitz also found a number of fer- Erythrite.

mentations ; one bacterium caused a decomposition in which

two molecules of erythrite were split up into one molecule of

butyric acid, and one molecule of succinic acid, with a loss of

2II.,0 and 1 H; another bacterium caused a fermentation

with only slight traces of succinic acid.

Mannite, in the first place, gives rise to the lactic fermenta- Mannite.

tion above mentioned. According to Fitz also, a bacteriiim

causes in a three per cent, solution of mannite the formation

of normal butylic alcohol, eethylic alcohol, succinic acid, and
lactic acid ; and a club-shaped bacillus obtained from boiled

hay infusion furnished aethylic alcohol (26 per cent.), formic

acid (5'6 per cent.), and a little succinic acid.

Dulcite behaves very similarly to the carbo-hydrates as Dulcite.

regards the lactic fermentation. According to Fitz, dulcite

also gives rise to a fermentation with a little alcohol and
much butyric acid. Quercite gives rise to a fermentation

with the almost exclusive formation of normal bvityric acid.

(y). Fermentation of the Fatty Acids.

Numerous acids belonging to the group of fatty bodies Fermentation

form a suitable fermentescible material when tbey are ^^^^^

given to bacteria in the form of neutral salts. The lime

salt of these acids seems to be the most suitable, and
with it almost all the experiments on fermentation have

been made. The following are capable of undergoing
fermentation: formic acid (HCOOH), acetic acid (CH3,
COOH); further, a number of oxy-acids, namely:
lactic acid (C2H.,, OH, COOH), glycerinic acid (QH.,
(OH)^, COOH), malic acid (C.Hg, OH, (COOH)^), tar-

taric acid (C2H2, (0H)2, (COOH)^), citric acid {GJI^, OH,
(C00H)3).

Formate of lime furnishes, according to Hoppe-Seylor,
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when mixed with sewer-mud, carbonate of lime, carbonic acid,

and hydrogen; acetate of lime, treated in a similar manner,
gives carbonate of lime, carbonic acid, and marsh gas.

Lactate of lime undergoes, according to Fitz, four different

kinds of fermentation ; in the first place, under the influence
of a thin bacillus, which often forms long chains, it gives rise

to the propionic acid fomentation, in which acetic acid, suc-

cinic acid, and alcohol appear as bye-products ; the process
may probably be expressed by the formula 3 C-iH^ OH COOH
(lactic acid) = 2 O^Hs COOH (propionic acid) +OH3 COOH
(acetic acid) +€0^ +H2O.—In the second place, the acetate

of lime under other conditions furnishes, along with propionic

acid, large quantities of normal valerianic acid ; from 3

kilogi-ammes, 126 grammes of propionic acid and 101 grammes
of valerianic acid wore obtained.—Thirdly, as the result of the

action of the short aerobic butyric acid bacilli discovered by
Fitz, butyric acid and propionic acid were chiefly formed.

—

Fourthly, Pasteur (Comptes rendus, 1861) long ago observed
the butyric acid fermentation of lactate of lime ; Fitz obtained

in this fermentation, from 500 grammes of lactate of lime,

about 34 gi'ammes of bvityrate of lime, and also 3'6 grammes
of asthylic and butylic alcohol. This fermentation may be

represented by the formula 2 (C2H4 OH C00)2Ca (lactate of

lime) = COaCa (carbonate of lime) +3 CO2 +i +iC3R^
C00)2Ca (butyrate of lime).

Glycerinate of lime gives, when fermented by longish micro-

cocci, chiefly acetate of lime, along with a little succinic acid

and sethylic alcohol ; the pure fermentation probably occurs

according to the formula (C2H3 (0H)2 C00)2Ca (glycerinate

of lime) = (CH3 C00),Ca (acetate of lime) +2 CO. +2 H,.

The same material can also be fermented, by means of fairly

large bacilli, to formic acid, with a little methylic alcohol and
acetic acid as bye-products.

Malate of lime can likewise undergo several fermentations.

Under the influence of thin bacilli—the same which caused

the fermentation of glycerine—succinic acid (about 60 per cent,

of the material) and a little acetic acidai'e formed ; with other

shorter bacilli propionic acid is the chief product, along with

a little acetic acid.—In the third place, there is, at times, a

formation of butyric acid, with the development of hydrogen;

and finally, according to Schiitzenberger, the malate of lime

is split up with the formation of lactic acid and carbonic

acid.

Tartrate of lime gives rise either to the propionic acid fer-

mentation found by Pasteur, and also obtained by Fitz, which

probably takes place according to the formula 3 C^HsOo (tar-

taric acid) = C..Hr, COOH (propionic acid) +2 CH3 COOH
(acetic acid) ^ 5 CO-j +2H.jO ; or butyric acid fermentation
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results; or, in the third place, a decomposition occurs, in which

acetic acid is chiefly formed (from 100 grammes of tartrate of

lime ritz obtained 45 grammes of acetate of lime), and, in

addition, tethylic alcohol, butyric acid, and succinic acid.

According to Koenig* there is obtained from a solution of

tartrate of ammonia together with nutrient salts, on the

addition of a drop of putrid fluid, a slight development of gas

(carbonic acid and hydrogen), a large quantity of succinic

acid, and a little formic acid and acetic acid. From tartrate

of lime infected with the same material (which, however,

forms an unknown mixture of bacteria) there results no suc-

cinic acid, but carbonic acid, acetic acid, formic acid, pro-

pionic acid, and a little butyric acid.

According to Fitz's experiments, citrate of lime fuimishes

large quantities of acetic acid, under the influence of small,

thin bacilli (from hay-water), while as bye-products we have

oethylic alcohol and succinic acid.—Mucic acid also is, ac-

cording to Schiitzenberger, readily split up into acetic acid,

carbonic acid, and hydrogen.

Finally, we may mention here the fermentation of quinate

of lime, which has been observed by Loew, from which, when
air is present, there results protocatechic acid ; but when
oxygen is absent, acetic acid and propionic acid.

Although the progress which has been made during Incompiete-

the last few years, as regards the method of performing experiments

these experiments on fermentation, in that attention
°^fs™enta-

has been paid to the purity of the organisms sown, is

very marked, we must accept with a certain reserve

all the decompositions which have been referred to in

the foregoing paragraphs, because in almost all the

experiments the purity of the cultivations is not abso-

lutely free from question. In order to obtain a really

trustworthy result, it is evidently not only necessary

to cultivate the fermentative agents pure, and to sterilise

the fermentescible substratum carefully, but it is also

well, after the termination of the fermentation, to examine
the remaining fluid with the aid of the recent bacteriologi-

cal methods in order to ascertain that no other bacteria

than those that were sown are present, and have taken part
in the decomposition observed. It is absolutely necessary
to require these precautions on account of the danger,
never completely avoidable, of the accidental entrance

* Koonig, Chem. Ber., vol. 14.
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of saprophytes. This test, however, has almost never
been employed.

tionTlm^'
"^^^^ yfh.oh we have very few certain facts as

ployed in tho *° mocle in which the decompositions are brought
preparation of about by certain species of bacteria. Hence it is that

we are, as yet, very imperfectly informed as to many
of the most frequent fermentative processes which spon-
taneously occur, or are artificially set up in our surround-
ings, for example, in the preparation of food, in many

fermentation manufactures, &c. Even as regards the cause, the
course, and the products of the fermentation of bread,

we know very little that is trustworthy. It is very pro-

bable that the rising of the leaven is not caused by a

pure yeast fermentation, for, especially in leaven,

bacteria are present in preponderating numbers. Ac-
cording to the more recent investigations of Chicandard,*
yeast does not play any part, or only a very secondary

one, in the fermentation of bread, and the true agent

seems to be rather a species of bacterium. Marcanot
also sees in the mobile bacteria the true cause of the

fermentation of bread, while Bontrouxij: is of opinion

that in this process several Idnds of organisms, varieties

of yeast, and bacteria play an active part.—It would be

very desirable to obtain information as to this daily

fermentative phenomenon by means of accurate experi-

ments made with the aid of the more recent bacterio-

logical methods. §

In some cases combinations of fermentations are em-
ployed in the preparation of nutrient materials, especially

in order to obtain the formation of aethylic alcohol by

means of yeast from materials which are not in reality

fermentescible, for example, from starch, dextrine, milk-

* Cliicandard, Compt. rend., vols. 96, 97. t Marcano, ibid.

X Bontroux, ibid., vol. 97.—Moussotte, ibid., vol. 96.

§ Duclaux has made minute investigations as to the bacteria which

grow in milk and in cheese, and whicli take part in the decompositions

which occur; he designates them under the generic name tyrothrix,

and distinguishes T. scaber, T. tenuis, T. filiformis, &c.—Unfortu-

nately the papers in which these results are given in detail {Annals de

I'lnslit. agron., and Duclaux's Chimie biologique) could not be obtained

in the libraries in Gattingen and Berlin, and only became kno^vn to the

author at too late a period to be utilised in this work.
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sugar. Such combined fermeutations probably occur in

tlie preparation of cliiclia from maize, as well as of the

Japanese kosi from rice (Marcano*) ;
further, in the two

kinds of milk wine which have been already mentioned

on page 372—koumiss and kephyr.

Kephyi- is, without doubt, the most important of these pre-
jfepijyi..

]-)arations as an article of diet.f The method ordinarily Native mode

employed in its preparation by the inhabitants of the °^

Caucasus is very simple ; the fresh cow or goat milk is

collected in a flask, a small quantity of the kephyr bodies is

introduced, the flask is closed and placed, in summer in a

shady place and during the cooler part of the day in the sun,

in whiter in the dwelling rooms, and frequently thoroughly

shaken. The drink is ready after one or two days; it is then

poured off ; over the remains of the kephyr bodies left in the

flask new milk is poured.—Elsewhere, two methods are

employed in its preparation. According to the first, the dry, Preparation
brownish kephjrr bodies, which are sold in this condition, are from dry

placed for five or six hours in lukewarm water, till they swell
'zephyr bodies,

up. They are then carefully washed, and introduced into

fresh mUk, which is changed once or twice daily till the
kephyr bodies become of a pure white colour, and in fresh

milk rapidly rise to the surface (after twenty to thirty

minutes). On a table-spoonful of granules so prepared about
a litre of milk is then poured, and the whole introduced into

a flask which is allowed to stand open for five or six hours,
then tightly closed and kept at about 18° C, being shaken up
about every two hours. After eight to twenty-four hours the
fluid is passed through a fine sieve into another flask (this

must not be more than four-fifths full) ; it is then corked and
shaken from time to time. After twenty-four hours the so-

called one-day-old kephyi- is obtained, which contains only
little carbonic acid and alcohol ; as a rule it is the two-day-old
which is drunk, and which, after standing at rest for some
time, divides into two layers—a lower, whey-like and trans-
parent ; and an upper, formed of extremely fine flakes of
casein ; when it is shaken up it has a cream-like consistence.
Three-day-old kephyr is still thinner and very sour. What
remains after filtration through the sieve can be added to
fresh milk after being thoroughly washed with water.
The second and more simple method can be emi^loyed wlicrc Preparation

a good two or three-days-old kephyr is obtahiable. Of this f»"oni active
' kephyr.

* Marcano, Compi. rend., vol. 95. <

t After Krannhalls.—Kephyr was introduced into Germany at t'lc
establishment of Dr. Stem in Kissingen.
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one part is added to three or four parts of fresh cow milk, it

is then introduced into flasks and allowed to stand for about
forty-eight hours, being shaken from time to time. Of the
drink so prepared, from one-fifth to one-third is left behind
in the flask, as a ferment for new milk which is added to it.

—

The temperature must, as a rule, be about 18° C. ; it is only
at the commencement that a higher temperature is desirable.

—The kephyr granules which are being employed must be

cleansed carefully from time to time, and broken down till

they are about the size of a pea. The cleansed granules can
then be dried on blotting pajoer in the sun or in the neighbour-
hood of an oven ; in the dry state they retain their power of

growth for a very long time—for several months, and even
years.

Chemical The chemical investigations have as yet added as little

eomposition knowledge as to the course of the kephyr fermentation

as have the cultivation cx])eriments. It is certain that the

most important products of fermentation are aethylic alcohol,

lactic acid, and carbonic acid; small quantities of glj'cerine,

succinic acid, acetic acid, and butyric acid are also formed.

The amount of lactic acid in prepared kephyr is usuallj- about
1"5 per cent. ; the amoiuit of alcohol 1° Tr. ; both have been

shown to arise only from the milk-sugar. During the first

twenty-four hours the greater proportion of the milk-sugar is

utilised for the formation of lactic acid, while during the

following days the formation of alcohol is greater. When
the temperature is high (25° to 30° C.) the lactic fermentation

is too greatly favoured as compared with the alcoholic fer-

mentation, and it is only at a definite low temperature that the

two fermentations follow a normal course.—The amount of

albumen in the milk is, according to the analyses as yet made,

apparently not altered in the kephyi- fermentation ; but the

casein undergoes an alteration in that it becomes suspended in

the milk in extremely fine flakes, so that the whole fluid

assumes an almost cream-like consistence. It is probable that

the dietetic value of the preparation is largely due to this

alteration in form of the casein. Peptone cannot be demon-

strated.

(S). Putrefaction.

Putrefaction. Under the term putrefaction, or putrefactive fermenta-

tion, we understand the rapid and intense decomposition

of nitrogenous and chiefly albuminoid substances by

certain bacteria in which gaseous, foul-smelling products

are formed in large quantities.
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The material for this fermentation is, in the first Material,

place, furnished by the albuminous substances them-

selves ; these never seem to undergo the decompo-

sition directly, but first become converted into peptone ;

as, however, a peptonising ferment is usually pro-

duced, by putrefactive and many other bacteria, there is

practically only a difference as regards time between

the putrefaction of soluble and insoluble albuminous

materials
; by the addition of peptonising pancreatic

ferment the putrefactive process is, however, hastened.

Further, gelatinous materials, and materials which give

rise to gelatine, are liable to undergo putrefactive fer-

mentation ; then the peptones
; finally, some nitro-

genous bodies, which are, however, more removed from
the proteid materials in their composition and in their

characters, but which are closely allied to them in that

they must be looked on as components of the albuminous
molecule ; more especially leucine, perhaps also tyrosin,

indol, &c.

In accordance with our present views as to the com- Nature of the

position of the albuminoid bodies, and in accordance tion!"^^"^'"

with the analogies with the decomposition which these
bodies undergo as the result of the action of acids and
alkaHes, we must, as a whole, assume that in the decom-
position of the albuminoid molecule as the result of
putrefaction, amido derivatives of the fatty acids (amido
acids), nitrogenous bodies of the aromatic series, sulpho-
acids (taurin), and perhaps also peptone-like bodies
are formed. As a rule, however, the products which
first appear are rapidly broken up further, so that they
scarcely attract attention ; for example, the amido acids
are broken up into ammonia and fatty acids, of which
the latter are still further decomposed according to the
formulEB given above, usually with the liberation of
carbonic acid, hydrogen, and marsh gas. Thus, in the
case of leucine a fermentation has been found which
seems to take place according to the formula C H
NH, COOH (leucine) +2 H,0=aH, COOH (valerianic
acid) + NH,, + C03-f 2H,. Glycocol and other amido
acids probably also undergo a similar decomposition.

89
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In the case of tyrosin also we must assume that a

further rapid decomposition takes place, because it is

only found in considerable quantities at the commence-

ment of putrefaction
;
according to Nencki this fermenta-

tion can occur according to the formula : C0H4 OH

-fCOa-i-HaO 4-H,. According to Baumann, in the

putrefaction of tyrosin, when the entrance of oxygen is

not completely hindered, hydroparacumaric acid, paroxy-

plienylacetic acid, paracresol, and phenol are formed in

that order ; in this decomposition paraethyl, phenol,

and paroxybenzoic acid probably form intermediate

stages, carbonic acid, water, and ammonia being set

free. Other observers have demonstrated the formation

of hydrocinnamic acid from tyrosine.—Among the tran-

sitory products we have also succinic acid, which breaks

up into carbonic acid and propionic acid, likewise phenyl-

amido-propionic acid, which furnishes phenylacetic acid,

and phenylamidoacetic acid, which gives rise to small

quantities of amygdalic acid, along with other products

of decomposition.

The following are the numerous bodies which arise in

putrefactive processes': carbonic acid, hydrogen, free

nitrogen, sulphuretted hydrogen, phosphuretted hydrogen,

methane ; formic acid, acetic acid, butyric acid, valerianic

acid, palmitic acid
;

acrylic acid, crotonic acid
;
glycolHc

acid, lactic acid, valerolactamic acid ; oxalic acid, succinic

acid ;
leucin, glycocoll, glutaminic acid, aspartic acid,

amidostearic acid; ammonia, carbonate of ammonia,

sulphide of ammonia ; numerous amine bases, propy-

lamine, trimethylamine, &c. ;
indol, scatol-carbonic acid,

scatol ;
tyi-osin, and the bodies belonging to the aromatic

series which have been above mentioned as originating

from it
;

finally, the ptomaines referred to on p. 569.

The number and multiplicity of these products lead

to the conclusion that their formation docs not always

occur to the same extent in every putrefactive fermenta-

tion. As a matter of fact we by no means always find

all the products mentioned ; on the contrary, the decom-

/CH = CH (indol)
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position of the albuminous molecule runs its course in

a varying manner, and leads to the production, some-
times of these, sometimes of those, products in largest

amount. This varying course of putrefactive processes Varying

can be in part occasioned by differences in the fermen- pXefacti^J^
tescible material, in part, also, by differences in the processes,

external conditions ; but the cause of the greatest and
most important variations is differences in the kinds of
bacteria which set up putrefaction. According as one
or other species of bacteria, or a varying mixture of
them, gain the upper hand in the putrefying mixture
we have a qualitative or quantitative difference in the
nature of the products.

Since we have been able to employ the methods of MultipHcity
pure cultivation for the organisms which excite putre- a^itTof
faction, we have good grounds for believing that we shall P^^t^'efaction,

be able to obtain definite proof of the fact that various
kinds of bacteria are capable of splitting up albumen,
and, at the same time, obtain an insight into the mode
of action of each of these kinds. Even now we know
a large number of species of bacteria which can, in pure
cultivation, occasion a rapid decomposition of the albu-
minous molecule, with the formation of foul-smelling
gases, but the action of these is very various, whether
we look at the nature of the products, or at their quantity.
In the case of the majority of these products we require
a more accurate knowledge of their chemical nature ; in
the case of many it is only the development of foul-
smelling gases, the chemical composition of which is
not more accurately known, which leads us to assume
that a putrefactive decomposition of the albuminous
molecule has occurred. The following are examples of
these kinds of bacteria :

—

Species of bacterium.

Bacillus putrificus coli

Putrefactive products as yet
demonstrated.

peptone, ammonia, fatty acids,
tyrosine, phenol, indol, sca-

•n -11 (sec p. 377).
Bacillus saprogcnes, I, II, III.

|
foul-smelling gases.
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Species of bacterium.

Bacillus coprogenus foetidus

Proteus vulgaris, mirabilis,

Zenkeri

Bacillus pyogenes fcBtidus ...

Micrococcus fcetidus

Miller's Bacillus (p. 375)

Bacillus flviorescens lique-

faciens (bacterium termoP)
Bacillus butyricus, Hueppe...

Bacillus ureae

Bacillus prodigiosus

Bacillus pyocyaneus
Bacillus fluorescens putidus

Bacillus janthinus

Various anaerobes

Bacteria from mud or the in-

testinal contents of rumi-

nants (Tappeiner)

Putrefactive products as yet
demonstrated.

foul-smelling gases,

peptone, foul-smelling gases.

foul-smelling gases,

foul-smelling gases,

sulphuretted hydrogen, am-
monia.

peptone, volatile fatty acid.s,

green colouring matter.

peptone, leucin, tyrosine, am-
monia, substances with a

bitter taste.

trimethylamine.

trimethylamine.

peptone, ammonia.
trimethylamine.

peptone, ammonia.
foul-smelling gases.

carbonic acid, marsh gas, sul-

phuretted hydrogen, &c.

It must be further mentioned that Salkowski has

found very various quantities of indol and scatol in his

analyses of putrefying mixtures, and that he refers these

variations to differences in the prevailing kind of bacteria

;

Tappeiner's observation must also probably be interpreted

in the same manner. He has found that, in the paunch

of cattle, scatol only occurs, and not indol, which is

otherwise very widely distributed in the intestines of the

herbivora.

Different Hence we must come to the conclusion that numerous

Iction of
kinds of bacteria are capable of splitting up albumen,

diffe^'ent but that they are not all able to furnish representatives

onanisms!" of the various groups of putrefactive products in such

a complete manner as Bienstock's bacillus putrificus

coli, for example; but that many can only break up

certain parts of the molecule, leaving considerable por-

tions unaltered. Hence we cannot attempt to form

general formula) for the decomposition of albuminoid
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materials as the result of putrefaction. We can only

employ definite cliemical formulee for each kind of putre-

faction occasioned by a definite micro-organism.

The putrefaction which occurs spontaneously shows Spontaneous

very great differences, according to the bacteria which
are accidentally present, and according as the conditions

of existence are at the time more favourable for one

or other species. The kind of organisms which gain

the upper hand at the commencement of the process

depend on the concentration, the chemical composition,

the reaction, and the temperature of the putrescible

materials; in the course of time, and under the influence

of gradually extending putrefaction, these external con-

ditions alter completely; from neutral bodies others can
arise which cause an acid reaction ; by the decomposition
chiefly of nitrogenous molecules and the formation of

ammonia the alkalinity of the material may be increased;

the relation of the individual chemical materials alters,

because one kind is broken up to a greater extent than
another. Thereby the most favourable conditions of
existence are again provided for other kinds of bacteria

;

and thus the spontaneous putrefaction consists of a series

of decompositions, not as a rule following any definite

order, but dependent on individual conditions which
cannot be controlled, these decompositions being caused
by various different kinds of bacteria, and kinds which
act in the most various ways. At the commencement
of putrefaction we usually observe several kinds of micro-
cocci and also large bacilli ; in the later stages we find
in addition masses of short bacteria ; on the surface of
the mixture forms seem to predominate which were for-
merly described under the name of bacterium termo,
and of these it appears from plate cultivations that bacil-
lus fluorescens liquefaciens forms the largest numbers.
Nor must we forget that numerous forms of bacteria
which have no fermentative action, or which do not find
a suitable material for the development of their fermen-
tative activity, establish themselves in putrefying mix-
tures, though it is true that at a later period, when
energetic fermentation is present, the organisms which
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vievf.

play an active part in it usually hinder the development

of other forms. All these accompanying micro-organisms
must complicate the putrefactive process, in that the

specific products of their tissue change become mixed
with the products of the fermentation.

Influence of Oxygen exerts the greatest influence on the course of

course of^the^ the putrefactive process. Et has been long known that

process"*^^^''
^^'^^ putrefaction, with foul-smelling gaseous products,

occurs only when the amount of air is limited. When
air is freely admitted these odours are absent, and a

rapid and very complete oxidation of the putrescible

materials takes place, this form of putrefaction being

therefore designated under the special name decay.

Pasteur's Pasteur was the first to indicate more clearly the differ-

ence between putrefaction in the presence of oxygen, and

putrefaction without oxygen; according to Pasteur, when

air is excluded, the oxygen contained in the fluid is, in

the first place, used up completely by certain micro-

organisms (monas crepusculum and bacterium termo).

As soon as the oxygen is removed these bacteria die, and

fall to the bottom of the vessel in the form of a deposit.

Tlie true After this has occurred the true putrefactive bacteria
putrefactive i • j i -1.1.
organisms are appear; they can only exist where oxygen is absent;
anaerobes.

^-^^^ gg|. putrefactive fermentation, and absolutely

require the preparatory action of these aerobes. If, on

the other hand, the fluid is freely exposed to air, the

aerobic bacteria develop continuously at the surface and

form a scum, which at times falls to the bottom in

masses, but is constantly regenerated. This scum pre-

vents the access of the oxygen to the fluid, and thus it

is possible that vibriones, which can only live when

oxygen is absent, but which cause the fermentations, can

develop in the fluid, as it were under the protection of

the bacterial cover. The somewhat complex fermentative

products thus formed serve as nutriment to the aerobes

at the surface, and the latter then break them up into

the simplest compounds, water, carbonic acid, ammonia,

and thus the products which are ordinarily characteristic

of putrefaction are not found.

In this way Pasteur sought to explain the difference
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between putrefaction in the presence and in the absence Putrefaction
filso occurs ill

of oxygen, in correspondence with his theory of fer- the presence

mentation based on the absence of this gas. This view °^ own-

is, however, evidently not quite correct. As the result

of more recent investigations, it has been shown

beyond doubt that, as well in the presence as in the

absence of oxygen, certain kinds of bacteria are able

to split up the albuminoid molecule and furnish the

products characteristic of putrefaction. Further also,

we have in the chemical processes which occur in putre-

faction a partial explanation of the influence of oxygen.

When oxygen is absent extensive reduction processes

occur, which, for the most part, arise directly in the pro-

cess of fermentation
; fatty acids are formed from oxy-

acidsj marsh gas, sulphuretted hydrogen, sulphur (for

example in the beggiatoa) appear ; above all, however,

hydrogen is formed in the various fermentations. As is
\a,rious

chemical
evident irom the formulae given above, hydrogen is processes

liberated in the fermentation of formic acid, lactic acid oxygmi if

(butyric acid fermentation), glycerinic acid, malic acid, P'-'^^"'^*-

tartaric acid, erythrite, leucin, &c. ; this hydrogen must
at times lead to further reduction effects. Nitrates must
be converted by this hydrogen into nitrites, indigo blue

into indigo white, invert sugar into mannite
;
sulphates

can also probably be reduced by it. On the whole, how-
ever, the alteration of the fermentescible material and of

the products of fermentation, as the result of the action of

the hydrogen, is only slight, and it is characteristic of the
course of fermentation without oxygen that the true fer-

mentative products appear in the main in an unaltered
condition without having undergone further destruction
and oxidation ; and also we can understand that in this

process of putrefaction only those bacteria can exist ^

which are able to act without the presence of oxygen, so
long as they have fermentescible material at their
disposal.

The case is otherwise when there is free access of R6ie of the
oxygen. In this case the same hydrogen which in the^dro'^n
former instance only performed a secondary function,
probably now plays a much more important part!
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Hoppe-Seyler lias tried to show that when oxygen is

present the nascent hydrogen hreaks up the molecule of

oxygen and thus renders the latter active ; the nature of

the process heing that, as the hydrogen is gradually

formed, two atoms of it constantly take up one atom of

the oxygen molecule and thus form water, while the

other atom of oxygen is capahle in the free state of

causing the most powerful oxidations, Hoppe-Seyler*

has recently shown that hydrogen arising in other ways

also possesses this power of rendering oxygen active

;

thus it is possible to set up energetic oxidation pro-

cesses by means of palladium hydrate by gradual dis-

sociation of the hydrogen in the presence of oxygen

;

and the action of phosphorus on oxygen has a similar

explanation.

On this view we can understand how it is that in the

presence of oxygen putrefaction runs such a completely

Inodorous different course than when ox3rgen is excluded. It is

decay.
^^^^ ^^-^j that the true reduction products, such as hydro-

gen, or sulphuretted hydrogen, do not appear, having

undergone oxidation, but also that a number of other

substances, which at the ordinary temperatures are quite

resistant to the closed oxygen molecule, are attacked

by the active oxygen and converted into the most simple

compounds. Thus the destruction of the putrescible

material occurs in as complete a manner as when it is

broken up in the living animal body, or in that of

bacteria which normally oxidise the nutrient materials

when oxygen is present. Further, it is not uncommon

that, both on and under the surface of the fluid, bacteria

—

or, when the circumstances are favourable, yeast, or

mould fungi—obtain their nutriment from the products

of the fermentation and burn these up to the most

simple compounds ; and we must regard it as at present

undetermined whether the products of putrefaction can be

more frequently and in larger quantities destroyed in

this way, or as the result of the nascent hydrogen, and

its action on the oxygen.

Spontaneous In our normal surroundings, both putrefaction and

putrefaction * Zeiisdir.f.phjsiol. Chemie, ii., 22.—See also Baumann, ibid,, v. 244.

and decay.
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decay constantly occur. Where fluids putrefy for a long

time—in cesspools, canals, gutters, &c.—fermentation

and putrefaction ordinarily occur at first as the result

of the action of aerobic bacteria; as the oxygen is

gradually used up, and as carbonic acid, hydrogen, and

other gases fill the fluid, a condition arises so favourable

for anaerobic bacteria as can scarcely ever be procured

by artificial means in pure cultivations. The anaerobes

then continue the putrefactive process, and more espe-

cially occasion the formation of large quantities of

stinking gases ;
and, in addition to these putrefactive

anaerobes, other bacteria, which stand in no sort of

relation to the putrefactive process itself, such as the

bacilli of malignant oedema and of tetanus, utilise the

favourable conditions of complete exclusion of oxygen,

multiply, and form spores.

A true decay, that is to say a putrefaction vpithout Decay in the

the development of odorous gases and of reduction pro-

ducts, implies an extremely intimate contact of the

putrescible material with the air. The most favourable

conditions for this process seem to exist in soil which is

very porous, and is moistened from time to time ; under

such circumstances mineralisation of organic substances

occurs in such a complete manner that in a short time

neither ammonia nor sulphuretted hydrogen, nor more
complex carbon compounds are present, but on the con-

trary only nitrates, sulphates, and carbonic acid. For
further remarks as to nitrification see the chapter on
"Soil."—We very frequently meet with a mixture of

putrefaction and decay in dead organic materials. In
the upper layers of a fluid, or on the surface of a dead
body, decay can occur, while in the deeper layers putre-

factive processes of such extent and intensity take place
'

that the products of true putrefaction appear side by
side with the products of decay.

In the decomposition in the soil we frequently observe Mouldiness
products which can not as yet be satisfactorily defined ; ( ^'^''moder.

these are more especially seen in the destruction of portions
of plants which chiefly consist of cellulose. In this case
there is a formation of humin substances, and when oxygen
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is absent there is a plentiful formation of marsh gas in
marshes. This decomposition of vegetable substances, poor
in nitrogen, is specially designated by the term mouldiness
( Vemioderuncj) but the chemical meaning of this term is not
yet quite clear. The term decay

( Verwesimrj) is also at present
employed for several different processes ; thus Nageli uses it
for the destruction of organic substances by mould fungi.
In this, however, we have no really marked fermentative
action, but only a gradual consumption of the nutrient
materials, and hence it is better to restrict the term to putre-
faction in the presence of oxygen in which—when the con-
centration and reaction of the medium are favourable—the
mould fungi naturally help in the complete decomposition
of the material. Under special circumstances where suitable
bacteria, or a fermeutescible material, or other conditions
for the fermentative processes are absent, the consumption of
the organic substances by mould, yeast, and fission fungi
plays the chief part ; the destruction must then, however, go
on correspondingly slowly, and furnish the ordinary products
of tissue change of the lower fungi. It would be incorrect
to reckon such a process among the processes of fermentation
or putrefaction.

(e). Acetic Fermentation.

Acetic By acetic fermentation we mean the process by wliicli
fermentation,

ggthylic alcohol is converted into acetic acid, and which
is expressed by the formula, CH3, CHo, OH (jBthyHc

Material and alcohol) +02 = CH3 COOH (acetic acid) 4- H^O. Ac-
cording to Niigeli methyhc alcohol is oxidised to formic

acid in a similar manner. The oxygen is taken up to

a very much less degree when alcohol is exposed to

the air, and spread out over a large surface on filtered

paper, wood shavings, &c.; it occurs to a greater extent

when spongy platinum, charcoal, and similar porous

Fermentative bodies aid the conveyance of the oxygen. It is par-
agents.

, ticularly energetic, however, when the development

of a definite fungus occurs in the alcoholic material,

especially when it is spread over a large surface. As to

the morphological characters of this fungus see p.

389. Along with it there are usually found other

fungi ; saccharomyces mycoderma often develops at the

commencement in greatest numbers, so that this fungus
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was formerly looked on as the exciting agent of the

acetic fermentation. According to Nageli, however,

this form of yeast only prepares the soil for the acetic

fungus by using up the fruit acids when they are pre-

sent in large amount in the fermentescible material, and

the presence of which would hinder the development of

the bacteria ; in this way it neutralises the medium.

But this explanation of the peculiar concurrence of

these two species of fungi, which is so often observed,

is not completely satisfactory, because the acetic

bacterium can bear the presence of acetic acid in the

nutrient fluid in much larger amount than other

bacteria.

The development of the acetic fungus only occurs Conditions of

when the ordinary nutrient materials, nitrogenous sub- fermentation,

stances, and salts, are present. The fermentescible

material (the alcohol) must not be present in too gi'eat

concentration (at most 10 per cent.). The develop-

ment of the acetic fungus occurs best when a certain

quantity of acetic acid (1 to 2 per cent.) is already pre-

sent. The formation of acetic acid ceases below 10° C.

and above 35° C. ; the optimum lies between 20° and
30° C.

;
by heating the fermenting fluid to 60° C. for

twenty minutes, the fermentative action is permanently
stopped unless new bacteria obtain access to it. As to

the other products which appear in the fermenting mix-
ture nothing is known

; according to Nageli, the acetic

fungus forms extremely minute quantities of carbonic

acid and water.

According to the few certain observations which have been Doubtful rule

made as to the acetic fermentation, this process seems to be ?^ organ-

very different from that of the other fermentations. Marked acTtirfoJ-"
decomposition of the alcohol molecule and marked formation mentation,

of carbonic acid does not occur ; the formation of acetic acid
runs its course much less violently than the other fermenta-
tive processes; the same effect is obtained by spongy
platinum and by charcoal. All this has led Pasteur to the
view that the formation of acetic acid is not really a physio-
logical action of the fungus, but that the organisms only act
in a similar manner as spongy platinum, as carriers of oxygen.
Mayer has, however, pointed out, as against this view, that
tlie optimum of the action of the acetic fungus is quite
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different to that wlicre the acetic acid is formed by means
of spongy platinum ; the latter process is increased by an
elevation of temperature which is destructive to the fungus.

Nevertheless, it is evident that the action as oxygen-carriers

must be bound up with a large number of intact fungus-cells,

and that this action must, to a certain extent, run parallel with

the active development of the fungus. And further, the fact

that specific forms are found in association with the formation

of acetic acid can not alter Pasteur's view; for the con-

ditions of existence of the fungi which take part in the

formation of acetic acid are so peculiar both as regards the

amount o E alcohol and the amount of acetic acid in the medium,
that only few forms can enter into concurrence with them.

Whether, however, as a matter of fact, only one or several

forms are involved in the action must be determined by
further pure cultivations.

If, on the other hand, the formation of acetic acid is a

physiological act of certain fungi, we would expect that the

multiplication of the fungi would be intimately connected

with their function, that other products of tissue change

would also be formed, that, at all events, there must be in

part a further oxidation of the acetic acid. And further, it

is a question whether we ought in reality to look on the for-

mation of acetic acid as a fermentative process, or whether

we must not simply regard it in this way that the fungi,

among other nutrient materials, also take up alcohol, when it

is present in particularly large amount, and oxidise it only to

acetic acid. In the latter case Pasteur's carrying of the

oxygen takes place in the cells ; the alcohol acts as nutrient

material, which, when present in smaller quantity in the

nutrient mixture, is destroyed and bunied up by very various

kinds of fungi
;
which, however, when in a more concentrated

form only permits the growth of a few fungi, and is then no

longer burned up to the usual end products. This oxidation

of the alcohol can only be designated as fermentation in the

ordinary acceptation of the term, when it has been demon-

strated that relatively very large quantities of the material

can be acted on in a short time, that almost the whole of the

fermentescible material undergoes this incomplete oxidation,

and that this metamorphosis of the material is sufficiently

different from the ordinary physiological processes to be

looked on as a special function, as compared with the as-

similatory and destructive tissue change.—The solution of

these questions must be given by further investigations. If,

in reality, we have to do with a fermentation, then the whole

process of the acetic fermentation can be best understood on

Nageli's theory, to be mentioned immediatel}-.
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However different the chemical process is in each of General view

, ^ n 1 1 chemi-

the fermentations described, we can nnd some general cai process of

points of resemblance in all the true fermentations, fermentation.

We everywhere observe a marked splitting up of the

fermentescible molecule, and an extensive re-arrange-

ment of the atoms. In all cases carbonic acid is formed,

and for this it is evident that new combinations between

carbon and oxygen are necessary, and these are rendered

possible by the solution of combinations between oxygen

and hydrogen, carbon and hydrogen, carbon and carbon.*

In the fermentation of formic acid H—C\/^ -rr
Wandermgof—-tl trie oxygen

the union of the oxygen and hydrogen atoms in the

hydroxyl group, and also that of the hydrogen and

carbon atoms, is broken up. The liberated hand of the

oxygen atom unites with the hand of the carbon atom

liberated at the same time ; the two hydrogen atoms

which are freed unite with one another, and thus COj

and Hs are formed. In a similar manner, in all fermen-

tations there occurs a wandering of the oxygen atom

from the hydrogen to the carbon
; while, on the other

hand, by the separation of the C—H and C—C union

room is procured for the new attachment of the oxygen

to the carbon. In short, the group carboxyl is formed

while, on the other hand, reducing atomic gi-oups, H

—

H or C—H compounds, appear. In the whole move-
ment stronger affinities are grouped together, and
energy becomes free. Nevertheless, the wandering of

the oxygen atom which leads to the breaking up of

the molecule only occurs when the molecule is not

too large in relation to the number of the displaceable

oxygen atoms. If, as in the case of many benzole

derivatives, and in the higher fatty acids, numerous
carbon atoms are united with each other, while only
one C—H group is present which can form carboxyl,

no such wandering occurs in a molecule; on the
other hand, this wandering is possible when several 0
atoms can enter into new C combinations, as in the fer-

* Hoppe-Seyler, Pliysiohg. Chem., p. m.—Arch. f, d. get. physiol,
vol. xii. 1.

'
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mentation of the glucoses, where three carboxyl com-
binations are present in the six C atoms, and lead to

the breaking up of the relatively large molecule. For the
same reason fermentation of acetic acid is very difficult,

and of propionic acid still more difficult ; for here, as in

the case of formic acid, there is only one 0 atom which
can be utilised for the formation of carboxyl, while the

molecule itself is much larger. On the other hand, fer-

mentation can occur more readily in the oxy-acids

(glycollic acid, lactic acid, &c.), because in these there

exists a second hydroxyl group, and thus a second dis-

placeable 0 atom. Accordingly, the following sub-

stances are not at all capable of fermentation : carbu-

retted hydrogen, amines which do not contain any oxygen

;

further, the large molecules of the higher fatty acids,

and of the benzole derivatives which are poor in oxygen

(the latter only in regard to the benzole portion, while,

naturally, in the side groups, splitting up and wander-

ing of oxygen can occur). On the other hand the fol-

lowing, among other substances, must be capable of

fermentation : the higher alcohols, the lower uni-basic

fatty acids, up to propionic acid, the oxy-acids, and the

multi-basic acids of the fatty series, the carbo-hydrates,

and the albuminoid materials.

The dccompo- Hence without extensive displacement of the atoms,
sitionofthe fermentation is conceivable, and it is bv this in-
molecule m p i <. mi
this case is tenso alteration of the fermentescible molecules that

the a^c^lon of" the true fermentations are chiefly distinguished from
enzymes.

|^]^g hydrolytic decompositions caused by isolated fer-

ments. All fermentations are direct results of the func-

tional activity of micro-organisms, and it is not only

absolutely certain, from the experiments previously

described, that fermentation never occurs without living

organisms, but we must also free ourselves from the

idea that the fermentative action results from the pro-

duction of a ferment which cannot be separated from

the micro-organism without interfering with its life.

The intimate process of fermentation shows so much

that is different from that of the action of enzymes, and

shows, on the other hand, such an intimate connection
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with the other direct vital actions of the micro-organisms, The formenta-

. , , 1 r 1. L- tion IS a
that we must of necessity look on the fermentation as a physiological

physiological function of the living cells. orJanVsm?
We must further assume that the mode in which

fermentescible substances are split up differs very much
according to the species of micro-organism which excites

it. It is true that the former view, that one organism

exclusively possesses the power of setting up a definite

fermentation, is not confirmed by more recent investiga-

tions, but the functional action of the individual fungi

which set up fermentation is none the less a specific

one, and the same fungus always splits up the same
material in the same manner. This specific property Specific

1 .
I J p ,1 • T • fermentative

also remains constant lor the same species, and is activity of the

developed whenever the other conditions suitable for ^^'^^Ti'^^^l

, ,
spGciGS or

the fermentation in question, such as material, tempera- bacteria,

ture, &c., are present. It is only as the result of Constancy of

certain noxious influences which will be discussed under
property,

the conditions of death of the lower fungi that there can
be a loss or a weakening of this property of exciting

fermentation. (Facts of this kind have, at any rate. Weakening of

been observed by Fitz in the case of two butyric acid S exdtin?
fungi.) But these attenuated bacteria cannot occasion fermentation,

some other fermentation ; on the contrary, they retain

their specific character, and they have only lost, as the
result of noxious influences, that peculiar specific physio-
logical function which is expressed in the excitation of

fermentation.

Although it is thus clear that we must look on
the fermentations as the physiological functional acts

of certain micro-organisms, there still remains great
uncertainty with regard to the mode in which we should
define this function, and with regard to its relation to
the other vital actions of the organisms.

In the organisms which are capable of setting up The tissue
fermentation tissue change can run its course in various '"^'""se of the

ways
;

either the organisms are present in a nutrient, Se
but not fermentescible, medium (such as yeast in a
solution of milk-sugar), and in that case they do not
behave like organisms which can cause fermentation

;

rmon-
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they assimilate their nutriment, grow and multiply,

break uj) the nutriment in their protoplasm, and taking

up oxygen form the products of tissue change formerly

described. Or oxygen only may be wanting in the

medium; in that case the intramolecular respiration,

with its insignificant destructive tissue change, can for

some time maintain the life of the organisms. Or, in

the third place, a fermentescible material, suitable for

the organism in question, is present ; in that case

extensive decomposition of the material occurs, along

Avith active multiplication of the organisms ; this takes

place as regards the majority of organisms in every case

where the other conditions of life are favourable, in the

case of some (bacillus butyricus) it only occurs so long

as oxygen is at the same time absent.

The fermenta- The splitting up of the material, as the result of
tive action,

fermentation, differs in many respects from the ordinary

tissue change. In the fermentation very much larger

quantities of material are acted on than are otherwise

necessary for the nourishment of the same number of

organisms. Further, the decomposition is a relatively

incomplete one ; in the respiratory tissue change the

nutrient substances are oxidised to simple compounds,

but in the fermentation the materials of the nutrient

medium remain, for the most part, in the form of com-

plex molecules, and it is only some of the more simple

groups that are broken up. Finally, in the fermenta-

tions the oxygen does not take an important part in the

breaking up of the materials, and more especially in

their conversion into the end products, as is the case in

respiration, but the whole decomposition often takes

place without any aid from oxygen, which only acts

secondarily and then causes oxidation. •

In correspondence with these difi'erences between the

ordinary tissue change and fermentation wc have the

fact that many chemical materials act as nutriment

without being able to act as fermentescible materials,

and vice versd ; thus formic acid cannot serve as nutri-

ment but is broken up by fermentation, while, on the

other hand, the benzole derivatives and the higher fatty
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acids resist fermentation, but are to a certain extent

good nutrient media.

The splitting up of the fermentescible substances never

forms the only physiological act of the organisms which

take part in it. ' It is evident that nutrition, growth, and

multiplication of the cells must go on at the same time,

and for this purpose the fermentescible materials do not,

as a rule, suffice, but salts, nitrogenous substances, and

at times also carbon substances, must also be at the

disposition of the fungi; when oxygen is excluded, the

presence of a particularly good nitrogenous nutrient

material is an absolute necessity for continued growth.

Further, the protoplasm, as the result of its action, must

always be to a certain extent used up, and thus the pro-

ducts of the destructive tissue change must appear, only,

in this case, the want of oxygen must bring about a

conformity of these products with those of the intra-

molecular respiration. It is for the progress of this

assimilating and destructive tissue change that the

necessary energy is obtained as the result of the fermen-

tation, although the sum of the material which is directly

utilised for this tissue change appears to be very small in

relation to the amount of fermentescible substance which
is broken up; according to Pasteur, the amount of the

sugar employed for nourishment, for example in an
energetic fermentation of sugar by means of yeast,

amounts only to 1 per cent, of the fermented mass.
As, in this way, the fermentative processes, up to a is the fer-

cerfcain point, go on alongside of the ordinary tissue materfa?^^''
change, the further question arises whether it is neces- ^'^oken up in

sary for the occurrence of the fermentations that the
fermentescible material, like the nutrient material, must
not only come in immediate contact, but also enter in a
loose combination with the protoplasm, and must pass
into the interior of the cells, or whether the decomposi-
tion can take place outside the cells, and whether less
intimate contact of the protoplasm with the fermen-
tescible materials is sufficient for their decomposition '?

According to experiments made by Cochin* it can be
* Cochin, I'ompt. rend

, vol. 9G.
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demonstratccl that a part of the sugar from a saccharine
solution in which yeast kept without oxygen is sown,
passes into the yeast cells and is there rapidly broken up

;

but this only takes place with regard to a small fraction
of the sugar, and it does not occur in every yeast capable
of setting up fermentation. Hence the question as

regards the seat of the decomposition cannot as yet be
decided with certainty; the great quantity of the material

broken up in a short space of time leads at any rate to

the presumption that in fermentation a chemical combi-
nation between the protoplasm and fermentescible mate-
rials does not occur, but that that process is limited to the

ordinary nutritive and respiratory processes of the cells,

^tory of
Nageli has in fact put forward some very definite reasons

fermentation. believing that fermentescible molecules lying outside

the cells (but it is true in their immediate neighbour-

hood) can be broken up by the movements in the proto-

plasm. This is shown, for example, in the formation of

acetic ether, which frequently accompanies the alcoholic

fermentation; acetic ether is not formed when acetic

acid is present in the fermenting mixture ; acetic acid

and alcohol must, on the contrary, meet in the nascent

state ; if both were produced by the same organisms it

would be conceivable that they arose and combined

within the cells ; but the alcohol is formed by yeast cells,

the acetic acid by bacteria, and thus their combination is

only possible if both the components arise outside the

cells. Niigeli also observed that bacteria were able to

reduce and decolourise litmus colouring-matter, although

it could be shown that the colouring material could not

penetrate into the living plasma of the cells. Further,

numerous observations indicate that the alcoholic

fermentation which occurs in the interior of uninjured

fruits is brought about by yeast cells, which have their

seat on the skin
;

lastly, Nageli explains the fact that in

a sugar solution containing large numbers of yeast cells

bacteria which may have been present gi-adually die, by

supposing that the movements which are communicated

from the plasma of the yeast cells to the sugar molecule

ultimately pass on to the bacteria and thus weaken these
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organisms, which require another kind of movement.
This fact can be utilised for obtaining, to some extent,

pure cultivations of yeast and of other fermentative

organisms.

Nevertheless, the observations made by Niigeli do not

lead us to any certain conclusion as to the occurrence of

the fermentative action. With regard to the formation

of acetic ether, it is always conceivable that the same
bacteria produce both components, because we know that

the formation of alcohol is not limited to the yeast fungi,

and that glycerine, for example—a body always present
in fermentation by yeast— is split up, according to Fitz's

experiments, by bacteria with the formation of alcohol

and acetic acid. Objections may also be made to the
other facts brought forward by Nageli, but, on the whole,
Nageli's view appears, at any rate for the present, to be
the best grounded, and hence the most probable, hypo-
thesis as to the act of fermentation. According to him
the fermentative act occurs in this way, that as the result
of the intramolecular activity in the protoplasm intense
conditions of movement are brought about, and that, on
the other hand, chemical molecules are present outside
the cells, which are set into active movement as the
result of these motions, so that the breaking up of the
molecule results. Those organisms are not capable of
setting up fermentation, in the plasma of which unsuit-
able and insufficient movements arise; only those
chemical substances can be broken up by the fermenta-
tion, to which the movements can be readily communi-
cated.

8. The Parasitic Existence of the Lower Fungi.

The extension of the vital activity of the lower fun^i Parasitismus
which is of the greatest importance to us, is that they
can under certain circumstances grow as parasites on orm the higher living organisms. It does not of necessitv
follow that injury to the host is the consequence of such
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Classification

of the
parasitic

fung-i.

Obligatory
parasites.

a parasitismus ; on the contrary, there are certain para-

sites which can live in a j^lant or an animal for a long

time without in any way influencing its normal exist-

ence, and indeed in many cases the parasitismus can form

an advantageous symbiosis for the host, as, for example,

in the lichens, which consist of a combination of alg*

and fungi, in which the chlorophyl-bearing algae pro-

vide carbon compounds which can be utilised by the

fungus, while the latter takes up mineral nutrient

materials from the substratum, and thus supplies them
for the common nourishment.

As a rule, however, the advent of parasites, and more
especially of the parasitic fungi, is accompanied by more

or less severe injury to the organisms which they attack.

A number of the most devastating diseases of plants,

animals, and man, have been proved with complete cer-

tainty to be due to parasitic fungi, and our chief motive

and real aim in studying the morphology and biology of

the lower fungi is the fact that they can excite disease.

Among the large number of the fungi which are

capable of leading a parasitic life, we notice, when Ave

study them accurately, differences as regards the mode

of the parasitismus which render it easier to understand

this peculiar phenomenon. Many of the parasitic fungi

are only able to lead this kind of existence, and these

can carry on their vital functions, either not at all, or

only in a very limited manner, on dead substrata ; other

fungi, on the contrary, also flourish as saprophytes, and

their parasitic existence is in fact only a continuous ex-

tension of the wide limits within which they can carry

on their life and action.

De Bary has sharply defined these diflferences, and has

based on them the following classification of the parasitic

fungi :

—

1. Obligatory parasites. These require a parasitic

life in order to attain their full development. They may

be divided into two classes, namely, (a) Strictly obligatory

parasites, which only occur in nature as parasites, and

can be cultivated on dead substrata only under con-

ditions artificially produced in the laboratory ; and (b)
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Facultative saprophytes, which as a rule complete their

cycle of development as parasites, but which can exist

under certain circumstances as saprophytes, and can pass

through some portion of their developmental cycle as

such.

2. Facultative parasites. These are species ^^^i*^^
p^^TsitS''^

usually grow as saprophytes, but which, however, at

times find the conditions necessary for their existence in

living organisms, and can then multiply there.

3. Obligatory saprophytes, which cannot obtain any

foothold in the living vegetable or animal organism, but

can only grow on dead substrata.

The mould, yeast, and fission fungi behave so differently in

their roles as exciting agents of disease that they must be dis-

cussed separately. It is not the purpose of the present work
to give an accurate description of the parasitic diseases

caused by the mould fungi
;
they will only be noticed in so

far as they furnish facts for some general conclusions. For
a more detailed description of the diseases of plants we must
refer to the works of de Bary, Hartig, and Frank.*

The natural mode of orighi and spread of the diseases

caused by the bacteria will be discussed in detail in the

sixth and seventh chapters, while in this place Ave shall only

speak of the action and fate of bacteria which have already

])Giietrated into the body.

A. The Mould Fungi as Exciting Agents of Disease, (a) Parasitic
mould fungi.

The mould fungi are dangerous chiefly to the higher Mould fungi

plants. They are able to spread in the tissue of the plants

plant, their germinating tubes and mycelial threads

penetrating into natural openings or through accidental

injuries of the epidermis, and then running between the
cells

; they frequently also bore through the walls of the
cells, and in that case have probably the power of

secreting a ferment which dissolves the cellulose.

The mode of action of the parasitic moulds is very Mode of
' penetration

* De Baiy, Vgl. Morph. u. Biol, der Pilze, Leipzig, 1884, P. 384, ff.— and action.
Hai-tig, /-e/ir6. d. Baumkranhheilen—Vortriige im iirzll. ver. zu Miinchcn,
1881.—Frank, Lie PJIankenkrankhnten., Schcnk'a IJnndb. d. Botanil:
Breslan.
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various. At times they gradually destroy the whole of
the surrounding tissue, so that a mass of fungi, con-
sisting of mycelium and spores, occupies the place of the
original vegetable substances (ustilaginea?, exoascus)

;

or alterations of a more local character arise, for ex-
ample, marked growth of the parenchyma, which leads
to all sorts of swellings and alterations in form (chytri-
diacepe, cystopus, &c.)

; or, finally, local alterations are
less noticeable, but instead a gradual degeneration of the
surrounding tissue occurs, whiah shows itself in dis-
colouration and browning of the cells attacked. In by
far the greatest number of cases the infection leads to
death of the plant, or to death and degeneration of the
fruit.

^rfdil^Mii-o
"^^^^g ^^^'Pi^' number ofmould fungi there are rela-

of the plant" lively few species which possess this pathogenic power,
and we must assume that these species are provided with
particularly powerful means of penetrating the cell mem-
brane. Further, each of the pathogenic forms can only

attack one or a few species of plants, and among plants

which are apparently similar there are often only a few
individuals which are specially predisposed to the action

of the parasitic fungus. Minute differences in the

structure of the epidermis and of the cell walls, slight

variations in the chemical composition of the cell juice,

greater or less energy of growth and of tissue change,

are the conditions to which must be referred the con-

nection between certain parasitic fungi and certain

plants, the immunity of other plants, and, in short, the

individual predisposition to the infective diseases. The
epidermis of the plants seems to oppose an especially

great resistance against the fungi, and hence infection

can often only occur while the parts attacked are in a

young condition and still possess a delicate skin. Thus
the ustilaginese and peronospora inf. only attack young

plants or young seed
;
hypoderma macrosporon only

penetrates into young pine cones. An injury of the

epidermis is often requisite to enable the mycelium

threads to penetrate it
;

species of fumago only develop

on parts which are attacked by aphis ; in the case of
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a species of nectria, which occasions the so-called cancer

of the pine hark, the necessary condition for the pene-

tration of the germinating tube is only furnished where

the bark has been eroded by moths; the spores of

trametes pini sprout only on freshly broken surfaces of

branches, and from that point send their mycelial threads

into the wood. Frequently also it is only certain parts

of the plants which are suitable for the attack and

development of the fungi. Thus claviceps attacks

the flowers, exoascus the fruit, and byssothecium the

roots of the plants which are infected by these fungi.

De Bary gives an interesting example in the parasite

of the white rust of cresses, cystopus candidus, the

germinating tube of which can only develop in the

cotyledons, and can hence only infect those plants

which have just formed cotyledons at the time at

which the spores are being distributed and are ger-

minating.

While these peculiarities in the spread of the parasitic Seasonal and

diseases of plants may be satisfactorily explained by encelllfthe

differences in individual predisposition, we often observe distribution

another series of phenomena which cannot be referred of plants,

to the same cause. For instance, we often see in par-

ticular localities an epidemic spread of a parasitic

disease, while in other places plants of the same species

are only attacked in a sporadic manner ; and in like

manner there are years in which the disease only

spreads to a slight degree, while at other times severe

epidemics occur in the same places.

These differences have their explanation in part in

certain external influences which vary with locality and

season, and which form the so-called local and seasonal

predisposition. A factor belonging to this class which

favours most of the infections caused by mould fungi is,

for example, a continuous and marked degree of moisture

in the air and in the soil, which of itself permits the

sprouting of the fungus spores. The ustilagine®,

claviceps, and many others, require such a continuous

moisture ;
peziza willk., which occasions the cancer of

larches, only forms fruit-bearing hypha3 when the air is
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SfluenciTtiie^
moist. The duration of the period of moisture is often

spread. the important point ; thus epidemics of rosellinia quer-

cina develop only when there is continuous rain ; the fruit

carriers of hypoderma macrosp. swell up and burst only

when rain has lasted for several days. At times also

the temperature must be specially favourable for the

sprouting of the spores, and they can only cause infec-

tion when suitable temperature and suitable moisture

happen to be present together.—The conditions for a

successful infection are still further comj)licated, in that

the above-mentioned factors which predispose to the

penetration of the fungus mycelium into the plant must

coincide with a certain stage of development of the

fungus, and with external conditions which are favour-

able to this development. A moist warm season is

often a predisposing factor which favours the growth of

the parasite when young plants are present, or when, at

the same time, insects have caused injuries of the

epidermis, or when, as the result of storm, &c., fresh

fractures of the branches have been produced. If these

predisposing factors are absent during the moist period,

or if the latter occurs when the plants in question are

older and provided with firmer epidermis, no infection

occurs.—Here and there other more remote factors,

which often seem to be a matter of chance, play a part

in the development, and more especially in the epidemic, '

spread of the parasitic diseases of plants. Thus the

development of the uredinete depends upon the condition

of their second host, which they require as the result of

their alternation of generation, and if the barberry

bushes are accidentally or intentionally removed the

rust of grain ceases ; in many species of fungi suitable

means of transport must aid the spread of the spores,

as in the case of phytophtora fagi, where men and

animals in passing transport the spores. Lastly, in

some cases where infection can only occur in the

immediate neighbourhood from the further spread of

the myceUum, everything depends on the grouping of

the plants which can be attacked ; it is only when these

occur in close contact with each other that an epidemic
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spread can take place, while the latter is impossible as

soon as other species of plants, which are not liable to

the infection, are mixed with the individuals of the kind

that are threatened.—It is evident that by taking into

consideration all these numeroas factors which exercise

an influence on the occurrence of epidemics, the rise

and fall of the parasitic diseases of plants can be

explained, and that at the same time these observations,

which can be made on plants with great certainty, must

be of great advantage in enabling us to understand the

epidemics of animals and man with which they offer

numerous analogies.

Among animals it is chiefly the invertebrata, and. Mould fvmg-i

among these, the insects, which are attacked by para- on ardmals!

sitic mould fungi. The infection always occurs by the

penetration of the mycelial threads into the external

uninjured skin ; in the case of empusa radicans it has

been demonstrated, as the result of experiments, that

infection never occurs from the intestine. In some In insects,

cases the fungus may enter almost anywhere; for ex-

ample, laboulbeuia can penetrate through the back,

head, legs, or wings of flies. In other cases the place of

entrance is limited
;
empusa muscas, for example, can

only enter at the abdomen of the fly, and in the case of

isariae the infection of the caterpillars occurs through the

stigmata of the tracheae.—In some cases the parasitic

fungi cause very little inconvenience to their host ; thus

laboulbenia muscse may exert no injurious action, but

the insects attacked usually die. The mycelium threads,

when they have penetrated into the body, grow through

the muscle and fatty tissue, and usually give off conidia

in the blood, which grow to form an extensive my-
celium

;
during this process there is an almost entire

consumption of the structures of the animal attacked.

Such an energetic growth is only conceivable when the
nutrient conditions which the animal body offers are
particularly favourable to the fungus, when the animal
cells assimilate with very little energy, and when there
is a more or less complete absence of reaction. These
conditions appear to bo present in the insects which arc
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attacked. Here, however, we can also recognise certain

predisposing factors ; thus it has been observed that

botrytis bassiana does not attack all silk-worms equally,

but chiefly young individuals, and more especially those

which are in a weak state as the result of imperfect

nourishment, &c. It is only by careful selection in the

culture of the silk-worms that this disease can be

combated.

In fisii and An infection by saprolegnia has been observed in
birds.

g^j^ . fangus occasions, in the first place and very

gradually, a disturbance of the function of the skin, and

an affection of the gills, and, according to de Bary, the

disease develops only in fish which are already ill from

other causes. In the case of birds, mould fungi occur

comparatively frequently in the respiratory organs;

BolHnger* and Schiitz (see p. 124) have shown that

these fungi do not occur secondarily in organs pre-

viously diseased, but that they are the primary causes of

the disease
;
they develop partly in the trachea and in

the bronchi, partly also in the tissue of the lungs and

in the cavities of the lung, and they cause severe dis-

turbance of the respiration, and ultimately lead to the

death of the animal. The forms which have as yet been

found are species of aspergillus and mucor ;
possibly the

same which grow also in mammals and in man.

In man.
"

In man epiphytic development of pathogenic mould

fungi is frequently met with on the external surface of

the skin, where they set up diseases of the skin (favus,

tinea tonsurans, &c.). Certain species of aspergillus

and mucor also frequently develop on collections of dead

portions of tissue, for example, on the coating of the

tongue, in the contents of a dilated stomach, in cavities

of the lungs, &c. ; also in the external auditory canal

and on the cornea, where they set up inflammation.—-If

spores of saprophytic mould fungi (penicilHum) are in-

jected into the circulation of dogs or rabbits, they stick

on the walls of the capillaries, or in the endothelial

cells, especially in the liver, spleen, and medulla of bone,

and they may remain there for a long time without

* Vortriige im arzll. Venin su Miinchen, 1881.
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sprouting, and without causing any disturbance.

"VVyssokowitsch* was able to demonstrate their presence

in these organs in large numbers even after seven days.

If, on the other hand, the spores of certain species of

aspergillus and mucor were injected into the veins, the

sprouting of the spores occurred at various parts of the

body, and masses of mycelium were formed, which were

visible to the naked eye. If very numerous spores were

injected, and if very large numbers of these mycelium

masses developed, the animals died. As has been above

described (see p. 123), the largest number of the de-

posits after injection of aspergillus and mucor occurred

in certain organs. This apparent choice of certain parts

of the body does not depend only on variation in the

distribution of the spores and on greater deposit of the

spores in certain organs differing according to the species

of fungus injected ; but the sprouting of the spores and

the development of the mycelium in the organs is also

more or less favoured by certain other conditions, so that,

for example, spores of aspergillus glaucus form the most
luxuriant mycelium in the kidneys and in the liver, and
the spores of mucor the most distinct and numerous
deposits in the kidneys, mesenteric glands, and Peyer's

patches, while in other parts the spores either do not

sprout at all or only to a very imperfect degree.

That only a few species of mould fungi occur in the Limited

bodies of warm-blooded animals seems to be chiefly, but oniilTouki
not exclusively, due to the fact that only these forms tlie

can, at the high temperature of warm-blooded animals,
'^"""'^ '"'^-^

develop a sufficient amount of energy to enable them to

live in concurrence with the cells of the animal body
(see p. 136). The limitation of their fructification to

the surfaces of the animal body is explained by the

necessity for contact with free air.

On the whole, among the infective agents of higher
animals the mould fungi play only an insignificant part,

the nutrient conditions which they find there are un-
suitable, the temperature being high, the juices of the
body being highly albuminous and weakly alkaline, and

* Zeitschr.f. Hygiene, vol. i., Part 1.
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farther they are completely surrounded by fluid media,

so that an extensive formation of mycelium or fructifica-

tion can never occur. On the other hand, the chemical

composition as well as the temperature of the juices of

plants furnish better conditions of existence for the

mould fungi, and here, as in the case of insects, they

find an opportunity of quickly penetrating through the

whole mass of the body attacked, and of thus bringing

the mycelial threads into contact with the free air.

B. The Bidding Fungi as Infective Agents.

Parasitic Parasitic budding fungi have never as yet been
yeast fungri.

^j^^gg^.^g^ -^^ plants, and in animals they occur extremely

rarely, and then only as epiphytic parasites. The only

known case of the latter kind is that of the fungus of

thrush, which for a time was looked on as a species of

mycoderma. Large numbers of yeast eells also at times

occur in the stomach and intestines of man, and pro-

bably on account of the plentiful supply of saccharine

nutriment, can keep up fermentation for some time,

and can thus occasion certain disturbances.

C. Fission Fungi as Causes of Disease.

Parasitic In contrast to the mould fungi, the bacteria almost

bacteria.
^^^^^j, higher plants, while warm-blooded animals

In plants. very frequently serve as their hosts. In the aflfectiou

known as the yellow disease of hyacinths in Holland, we

have however, according to Wakker,* an exception to this

rule in that an accumulation of yellow gelatinous bacterial

masses occasions the disease of these plants. The low

temperature and the chemical composition of the vegetable

juices is evidently very unfavourable for the development

of bacteria, more especially as the cell juices are almost

always distinctly acid, and thus protect the plants agamst

the bacteria, which are so sensitive in this respect.

Further, the cellulose which surrounds each individual

* Botan. Centralbl, vol. xiv.
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cell cannot be dissolved or penetrated by the majority of

bacteria ; some forms, it is true, can convert the dead

cellulose into sugar, or can cause it to ferment, but even

these organisms appear to be unable, under the other-

wise unfavourable conditions, to live in concurrence with

the living vegetable cells. On the other hand, in the

warm-blooded animals the bacteria find a substratum,

rich in albumen, faintly alkaline, and at a temperature

of about 37° C, and thus they have the most favourable

conditions for their development and multiplication;

hence the bacteria threaten the living animal with much

more serious dangers.

Nevertheless, it is by no means all bacteria which are in animals,

able to live in the living animal ; on the contrary, we

can here also employ the classification given by de Bary,

of obligatory parasites, facultative parasites, and true

saprophytes. The species belonging to the group of the

saprophytes are much more numerous than the others;

bacteria, such as bacillus subtilis, micrococcus flavus,

bacillus erythrosporus, micrococcus aquatilis, and in-

numerable other forms, can be introduced in enormous

quantities into the veins, subcutaneously by the mouth,

or by inhalation into living warm-blooded animals

without causing any injury to the body.

Among the facultative and obligatory parasites, the Varions
^

different species show the most various degrees of patho- pathogenic

genie action.—In considering this question it must be

remembered that the parasitic bacteria are often limited

to definite species or races of animals as their hosts,

and that not uncommonly the same species of bacterium

which in one class of animals excites a severe disease,

behaves in regard to another class as a pure saprophyte.

"We shall enter more minutely into these important

differences in the chapter on " Predisposition "
; we need

only point out here that we are accustomed to reckon a

species of bacterium among the group of parasites if it

exerts pathogenic action on any one species of animal.

The least amount of parasitic energy is shown by those Bacteria

bacteria which almost never multiply in the interior of i^^if

'

the living body, but vegetate only on the surface, on the means of tUcii-
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ptomaines skin, On the mucous membranes, on wounds, in the in-

H-row over a tcstine, &c., and cause injury to the body by producing

oTfurfaco"*
P^maines which, being soluble, penetrate from the sur-

face into the body and there act as poisons. Many of

the bacteria belonging to this class live as a rule as

saprophytes. Some of them excite fermentation and

putrefaction
; they do not injure the living animal at all

so long as they occur in small numbers on the surface,

and it is only when they can develop in large numbers,

and when they are not removed from time to time, as

occurs under normal conditions, that the production of

ptomaines is so marked that injury to the host ensues.

Bacteria Some bacteria have a more marked pathogenic cha-

poisons in'^^ racter, in that they produce very poisonous ptomaines,

smaller uum- to which the bodies of warm-blooded animals have not

which become gradually adapted. Hence these injure the

penetritlf Organism, even when they are growing only over a shght
into the body, extent of surface. It not uncommonly happens in this

case that the ptomaine action is only the precursor of the

invasion of the bacteria into the interior of the body

;

the latter is so weakened by the poisoning that the

bacteria find less resistance, and can develop in the

blood and in the organs, which previously could easily

have resisted their invasion.

Bacteria A further Stage in the development of parasitismus

penetrate^nto is represented by those bacteria which, without further

SltiJlJinTts assistance, and in relatively small numbers, can establish

interior. themselves in the interior of the living body and multiply

there. These either lead to local morbid processes

(tuberculosis, pneumonia) at the place of entrance, or

they spread through the whole body with the circulation,

and grow in the whole of the capillary vascular system.

The bacteria then occasion either morbid growth of tissue

or necrotic destruction of tissue, or the mechanical dis-

turbances of the tissue change and of the cell life which

results from the distribution and multiplication of the

bacteria leads to grave injury to the animal by means

again of specific ptomaines.

Growth in the The gradual spreading necrosis of the tissue, and the

SaSfed with' spread of the bacterial growth into new territory killed

necrosis of the
tissue
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by the action of the products, is very characteristically

seen in the progressive necrosis of tissue observed by

Koch in the case of mice (see p. 209), also in connec-

tion with the bacilli of pigeon diphtheria, &c. (see

p. 326). It is probable that such bacteria do not

always lead to a progressive destruction of the tissue ;
at

times it is evident that such a violent reaction and such

a great new formation of cells occurs that the develop-

ment of the bacteria and the production of the mjurious

materials cannot keep pace with it; in that case the

inflammation indicates the limit and the end of the

bacterial development.

Another mode of development within the living body Development

1 1 , , „ of anaerobic

is illustrated for example by the bacilli ot mahgnant parasites,

oedema, and of symptomatic anthrax. These bacilli,

belonging to the class of anaerobes, are not able to

multiply in the living blood, nor in open wounds, nor

can they grow when introduced in minute quantities

;

on the contrary, they require the previous occurrence of

an-injury which must furnish at least a certain amount

of dead tissue, and further they must be present in large

numbers from the beginning; or if a wound is present

oxygen must to a certain extent be excluded from it

;

further, the bacilli do not penetrate in all directions in

the various tissues of the body, they only grow where

the smallest amount of interchange of gases renders

their existence easier, for example in the subcuta-

neous cellular tissue, or in the serous coverings of

the organs ; and it is only when the whole body

has become extremely poor in oxygen—as a rule only

after death—that they are able to develop in the blood

and in the various internal organs.

Another mode of spread and penetration is shown by Penetration

the micrococci of erysipelas. These also do not multiply lymphatic

in the blood-vessels, nor, when injected into the veins, vessels,

do they cause any disease of internal organs ; on the

contrary, they only grow in the lymph channels of the

skin, exciting hero a locally limited inflammation, and
furnishing also, in all probability, toxic materials, by
the absorption of which the marked general symptoms
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are produced. They do not show any very great para-
sitic energy, because, as a rule, they are only found in a
living state at the margin of the erysipelas, and appa-
rently very readily succumb to the influence of the living

tissue cells which accumulate there.

£0*^3'°'' Lastly, those species of bacteria which cause the

multiplication numerous forms of septicaemia and pyasmia which have

bloocVvessels. ^^^'^ closely studied in animals, live and act chiefly in

the blood-vessels. They multiply most readily and
rapidly in the free blood current

;
they are found espe-

cially in the smaller vessels and in the capillaries in

such numbers that the vessels are here and there com-
pletely filled with them, or the blood corpuscles appear

embedded in a large mass of bacteria. They form a

thick layer on the %va]ls of the vessels, and their disti-i-

bution is so extensive that, on maldng sections from any

internal organ, almost all the capillaries in every pre-

paration are found completely lined by them. Many
bacteria also attack the colourless blood corpuscles ; in

preparations of such blood large plasma cells are found,

which are quite filled with bacteria, others are met with

in the stage of decay, which has evidently been caused

by the entrance of the bacteria (as in the so-called mouse

septicaemia, p. 310). As the result of this extensive

distribution of the bacteria serious alterations must occur

in the tissue change of all the tissues involved ; the energy

of the nutrient stream which passes into the tissues

from the capillaries, the removal of the waste products

formed in the tissue cells, and the exchange of gases in

the tissue, must all undergo a marked alteration ; in

correspondence with the altered nutrition of the cells

there is an alteration in their functional activity, in the

first place, in that more extensive decomposition of the

material which is present occurs, for which, ou the other

hand, there is no corresponding substitute; in like

manner the new formation of cells, in place of those

which are exhausted or dead, does not occur in a normal

manner. Finally, in addition, we have perhaps also the

production of specific noxious materials ou the part of

the growing bacteria, and thus there results a complete
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disturbance of the tissue change and of the arrangements

which regulate the functions of the body, and this dis-

turbance goes on till severe general morbid symptoms

occur, which usually lead to death.—Some of the micro- Embolism,

organisms which belong to this class may very readily

lead to blocking of the smaller blood-vessels, either by

their accumulation in large numbers, or by the heap-

ing up of materials which have arisen from the break-

ing up of the plasma cells ; in such cases there very

readily occurs, in parts, necrosis of the surrounding

tissue, and subsequent development of the bacteria in

this tissue, which still further degenerates ander the

direct action of the organisms. At times the most active

multiplication of the bacteria in the capillary system

only occurs in one or some organs which are particularly

predisposed, and thus the emboli often show a predilec-

tion for certain organs. Thus it happens that the local

symptoms are often the most striking, and that the type

of the disease varies markedly, according as in the one

case the general phenomena, in the other, these or those

local symptoms are prominent.

The power possessed by a limited number of bacteria Biological

of leading a parasitic existence in the body of warm- of the patho-
blooded animals raises the question to what biological geniclsacteria.

peculiarities of these bacteria this power is due ; what
differences exist between their properties and those of

the saprophytic bacteria ; what are the protective arrange-

ments of the living body which render the multiplica-

tion and development of the latter impossible, but which,

on the other hand, are powerless against these patho-

genie bacteria ?

The attempt was formerly made to explain this rela- Eesistanoe
tion by the aid of some one active factor in the Jivino-

mi .,11 . -, ,
*^ movements of

organism. Thus, it has been pointed out that it is the fluids of

possible that some bacteria can only grow in a quiescent
medium and not in the fluids of the body which are in
active movement, and it has been supposed that

41
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Horvatli's experiments give some support to this view.

But these experiments, and the control experiments

whicli have been since made, do not, as has been men-
tioned above (p. 535), yield any satisfactory results

applicable to the continuous flowing movement of the

fluids of the body.

Resistance The supposition has also been frequently expressed

oxygen? that the bacteria which are able to live in the living

body are only those which find there a sufficient suppl}-

of oxygen, and as Szpilmann had shown that anthrax

bacilli are not destroyed by the action of ozone, while

putrefactive bacilli are rapidly killed, there seemed to be

some ground for this view.—But more accurate experi-

ments which have been made by Liborius,* as to the

requirement of oxygen by the pathogenic bacteria, have

shown that these are obligatory or facultative anaerobes,

and require much less oxygen than a large number of

saprophytes. On the contrary, a certain indiff"erence

with regard to oxygen seems to be a necessary condi-

tion for the parasitic existence of the bacteria ; it is

only thus that they are able to develop a large amount

of vegetative energy in parts of the body in which the

tension of the oxygen is very low.

Eesistance Further, the view has been frequently expressed that

tKm^romThe' the living body tries to prevent the development of

bacteria by continually eliminating any organisms

which get into the blood stream by the kidneys,

and ultimately by other secretory organs, from which

it would follow that only those bacteria are capable of

growing in the body which can multiply in the material

present in it and at that temperature with such an

amount of energy that the continued elimination of a

large number of the bacteria is provided for.—But by

the researches of Wyssokowitsch* it has been definitely

shown that the normal living body does not excrete

saprophytic and pathogenic bacteria. This only takes

place when pathogenic bacteria have become deposited

and have grown in a secretory organ, and when, in con-

sequence of this growth, injury to the tissue of the

* Ztilschr.f. Jfi/giene, vol. i., Part 1.
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organ has occurred.—Besides, it may be easily seen that Pj;^^^^^""^

the nutrient material present in the body of warm- nutrient con-^

blooded animals, and the temperature of the body, are ^0^^°^^
'°

not specially favourable for the pathogenic organisms,

and do not enable them to multiply more rapidly than

the saprophytes ; for in a dead body, kept at 37° C, the

saprophytes obtain the mastery in a short time, even

when they have been introduced in smaller numbers

than the pathogenic bacteria.

This want of influence of the movements of the Resistance t>

fluid, of the tension of the oxygen, of the secretory geiis?

functions, of the temperature, and of the chemical com-

position of the body on the one hand, and on the other

hand the fundamental alteration of the conditions of

existence of bacteria when death of the body occurs,

shows us that it is in the protoplasm of the living cells

that the most important factor, and that which regulates

the differences in the behaviour of saprophytes and

parasites, lies. Only those bacteria can be reckoned in

the latter class which are able to obtain the mastery,

and to multiply in concurrence with the living cells,

while the saprophytes are not able to grow when sub-

jected to the influence of the living cells, but on the

contrary die. Thus the living cells would form the seat

where the body carries on the battle with the invading

bacteria, where the saprophytes are destroyed, and where

the parasitic bacteria gain the victory.

This view of a battle between the cells and bacteria,

for a time only obtained by deduction, seems to have

gained a definite support from the experiments of

Metschnikofl". He was able in experiments with a Metsclmikcff'

s

yeast parasite of daphnis, as well as in experiments with PWo°ytc*-

anthrax bacilli, which he introduced under the skin

of frogs, to observe that bacteria are taken up by

leucocytes ; the bacteria were gradually destroyed in the

substance of the leucocytes, being as it were, digested.

Metschnikofif at a later period made similar observa-

tions in rabbits and guinea-pigs which he had in-

oculated with attenuated anthrax bacilli. Nevertheless,

Metschnikoff's experiments are by no means free from
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They play no
part in warm
blooded
animals.

Wyssolco-
witsch's in-

vestigations.

Fixation of
the bacteria
on the walls
of the
capillaries.

Death of non-
pathogenic
bacteria in the
endothelial
cells.

objection, and a large number of control investigations
which were made in the author's laboratory by Wysso-
kowitsch led to a totally different result, and showed
that after introduction of large quantities of saprophytic
and pathogenic bacteria into the blood stream of warm-
blooded animals the leucocytes did not take them up.
It is only some specific forms of bacteria which are
found constantly in large numbers within the colourless
blood corpuscles, such as the bacilli of Koch's mouse
septicasmia, or of swine erysipelas. In these cases,
however, the leucocytes which occur in all stages of
degeneration give much more the impression as if they
were the attacked and decaying part, and the bacteria,
on the other hand, of which large numbers are found in
the dying cells, as if they were the victorious agents.

Certain other cellular elements of the body seem,
however, as a matter of fact, to play an important part
in the battle with the invading bacteria. According to

the more recent investigations by Wyssokowitsch,
bacteria, both saprophytic and pathogenic, when intro-

duced into the blood of warm-blooded animals are in the
first place very rapidly eliminated fi-om the circulating

blood, in a similar manner as has formerly been shown
in the case of particles of colouring matter. This dis-

appearance from the blood stream is not occasioned by
excretion of the bacteria in any of the secretions, nor by
their destruction in the circulating blood ; but the

bacteria are fixed in the capillaries of various organs,

chiefly of those where the current of blood is slow
; they

adhere to the walls of the capillaries, or are taken up
into the interior of the endothelial cells. These bacteria

are found in largest numbers in the liver, spleen, and
medulla of bone. The fight with the parasites seems to

occur at the seat of deposit chiefly in the endothelial

cells, which results either in death of the bacteria or in

the destruction of the cells which are immediately con-

cerned, and the multiplication of the bacteria. It can

be observed that typical saprophytes die at the seat cf

deposit in a relatively short time—within a few hours

—

and bacteria which are pathogenic for other species of
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animals, within twenty-four to forty-eight hours. It is

only the spores of saprophytes, for example of bacillus

subtilis, which evidently play the part of completely

indifferent foreign elements, that were found alive and

capable of development after about three months in the

endotheHal cells of the capillaries of the spleen and liver.

When the bacteria do not enter in large numbers nor

directly into the blood, but in small numbers through

slight injuries of the skin or of the mucous membrane,

a similar battle between the bacteria and the tissue and

endothelial cells of the immediate neighbourhood,

probably also occurs in the first instance, and thus all

those bacteria are pathogenic for a definite species of

animal which, after their contact with these cells, are

able to grow and multiply, while the cells, on the con-

trary, undergo pathological alterations or die.

We obtain, also, a further insight into the causes of

the pathogenic action of bacteria by some experiments,

which will shortly be published by Wyssokowitsch, in

which he succeeded, by artificially lowering the energy —
of the cells of the body, in enabling bacteria which,

under ordinary circumstances, are not pathogenic for

the animals employed, to multiply rapidly and occupy

the whole of the living body. Such a weakening of the Non-patho-

body resulted, for example, by the employment of high become°[°atio"^

temperatures approaching closely the body temperature
f^^^^'^y^g

by which the tissue change was as much as possible artificially

reduced ;
further, by certain mineral poisons, such as

chromate of ammonia ;
by far the most completely and

rapidly, however, by some of the ptomaines furnished

by bacteria. The products furnished by bacillus crassus Influence of

sputigenus, by bacillus Neapolitanus, &c., act apparently
p*°™'^^'^*'^-

on the walls of the capillary vessels, and alter the endo-

thelial cells in such a manner that small quantities of

micrococcus tetragenus, Finkler's spirillum, bacillus

pneumoniiE, and other species of bacteria, not at all

injurious to normal rabbits, can multiply in enormous

numbers after the injection of these products, are not

completely removed from the blood stream, and do not

die in the endothelial cells.
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It is probable tbat we must explain in an analogous
manner the former experiments by Salomonsen as to the
action of jequirity on frogs (p. 348) ; further, the in-

fluence of papayotin on the number of bacteria in the
blood, as observed by Rossbach. The investigations in

this direction must be still more extended and varied
before we can draw general conclusions from them ; we
may, however, expect that they will ultimately enable us
to obtain definite views as to the more intimate details

of the battle which occurs between cells and bacteria.
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PART y.

CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE DEATH OF THE LOWER

FUNGI.

Various external influences cause injury to the lower Disinfection,

fungi, and aiFect their vital activity more or less pro-

foundly. All these injurious factors are evidently of

great interest, because we must search among them for

the means to enable us to oppose the grave dangers

which threaten us on the part of the fungi, namely, the

infective diseases; and the whole of the influences

which alter the normal life of the lower fungi are

usually considered together under the heading " Modes
of Disinfection."

Very numerous experiments have been already made Difference in

with regard to the mode and the degree of action ofS means ac-

disinfecting means ; these must, nevertheless, be still
cording to the

' species of
greatly expanded. For just as an the study of the fungus,

biological characters of the fungi, so in this case it has
been found that the various species do not behave in

the same manner, but that the one is most markedly
aficcted by this influence, the other by that ; and that,

further, the sum total of the other conditions of life

which are present influences the action of the individual

disinfecting means. High temperatures injure the fungi According to

more readily when bad nutrient materials are present at ditions^ of iffe"
the same time ; the active dose of specific poisons varies
according as the external conditions represent the op-
timum or vary from the optimum. The stage of deve-
lopment of the bacteria has also a marked influence
on their resisting power

; young individuals as a rule
are more resisting, while older individuals which are
approaching the stage of involution can be destroyed
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According to by trivial and transient injuries. The effect of the

development, formation of spores is of very special importance. If

we have to deal with organisms which foi-m these

extremely resisting bodies, means which would greatly

injure, or even destroy, other fungi may be entirely

without effect. Hence in disinfection experiments

spore-bearing and non-spore-bearing organisms must

not be mixed together, each must be tested separately.

Among the means of disinfection we reckon not only

those which kill and destroy the organisms, but also

those influences which only cause a permanent loss or a

diminution in activity of some of their vital phenomena,

and even those which only occasion a temporary delay

in their growth and multiplication. These different

degrees of degeneration and death require a separate

discussion.

I.

—

Inhibitory Means.

Inhibition of

individual
vital pheno-
mena.

iniiibition of The Smallest degree of injury which micro-organisms
development. experience, as the result of external influences, con-

sists in a disturbance of their complete development,

which only lasts so long as the injurious factors are

present, while afterwards under normal conditions the

ordinary vital phenomena can again go on undisturbed.

Minute departures from the normal conditions of

existence often lead to cessation of some one biological

fauction. Thus by alterations in the nutrient substrata,

by diminution in the amount of oxygen, by a tempera-

ture somewhat too low or too high, we may have cessa-

tion of the swarming power, of the secretion of peptonising

ferments, of the fermentative action, of the production

of colouring matter, or of the spore formation ;
whUe

otherwise growth, multiplication, and all other vital

phenomena remain unaltered. Their power in pro-

ducing disease also may be influenced by similar trivial

alterations in the conditions of life, and may even be

temporarily removed ; and it would be a matter of great

interest to learn more accurately the various means—for

example, small doses of specific poisons, alterations in
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temperature, &c.—by the employment of which we might

be able for a certain time to neutralise the superiority of

the pathogenic bacteria over the cells of the animal body.

The cessation of all vital phenomena, and also c^^P^et^^

growth and multipUcation, is only brought about by development,

marked abnormalities in the external conditions. A

partial interference with growth is produced by all those

alterations in the conditions of existence which lead to

a departure from the optimum. These most favourable

conditions of existence have been referred to already m
detail, and it has also been pointed out in what way

every variation of temperature, concentration, &c.,

beyond a certain limit results in interference with the

vital energy of the fungi.

Complete cessation of growth frequently occurs as the Withdrawal
, , °. „,i , L j.'iof necessary

. result of gradual exhaustion of the nutrient materials, nutrient

In every nutrient medium it ultimately happens, as the materials,

result of continued multiplicatioji of the fungi, that

some or all of the colonies no longer find the nutrient

materials necessary for their further development. In

fluids the yeast or fission fungi which have already

formed are deposited in the form of a powdery precipi-

tate on the bottom of the vessel. It depends chiefly on

the species of the fungus in question how long they can

retain their vitality under such conditions without a

fresh supply of nutriment. Some only exist in a latent

condition for a short time, they soon degenerate and

break up ; others are much more resisting. To the

first group belong the majority of the micrococci, to the

latter the spore-forming bacilli, the spores of which

can retain their vitality for years ; but many micrococci

also—for example, Staphylococcus aureus—show a

similar resisting power. It is not necessary that all

the nutrient materials should be exhausted ; on the con-

trary, the loss of a single necessary material is sufficient

to lead to a period of rest.

A very frequent cause of cessation of the growth of withdrawal

bacteria is the diminution of the necessary amount of

water in the nutrient medium. Growth ceases on the

most various nutrient media on the surface of the soil,
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&c., whenever the amount of water has fallen below GO

to 70 per cent, ; more accurate determination of these

limits is, however, wanting.

Light, Among other influences light and pressure seem scarcel}'

electricity, ^-q pj^grt any noticeable effect on the development of tlie
.iiu piessiiie.

^Q^ypj, f^^jjgj_ Certes and Cochin found that yeast could break

up sugar under a pressure of 300 to 400 atmospheres ; in like

manner putrefactive jDhenomena occurred in fluids which

were kept under a pressure of 350 to 500 atmospheres.

—

Electricity, in the form of the constant galvanic current,

causes cessation of the multiplication of the bacteria; this

effect is due to the electrolytic action of the current, which

leads" to the production at the positive pole of a distinctly

acid reaction, and at the negative pole of a distinctly alkalnie

one. No influence is noticeable when the current is weak

;

the effect is not produced till at least two powerful elements

arc employed.

Temperature. Of much greater practical importance is the tempera-

ture of the nutrient medium. At a low temperature as

well as at a high temperature multiplication of bacteria

(and also ofmould fungi) ceases ; but in almost all species

the limit of the low and high temperature appears to be

different. In the case of many organisms these limits

have not yet been accurately determined. In the case of

many saprophytes (the water bacteria, the organisms

formerly grouped under the term "bacterium termo,"

&c.) slight growth may occur at a temperature of + 6°

C, and development only ceases at a temperature of

from 4° to 5° C. On the other hand, the lowest limit of

growth for the spirillum of Asiatic cholera is from 15° to

16° C; for the bacilli of glanders, about 22° C; and

for the tubercle bacilli, 33° C. Cessation of multiph-

cation as the result of higher temperatures occurs : in

the case of the lactic acid bacillus, above 45*3° C; in the

case of bacterium termo, from 40° to 43° C; in the case

of bacillus subtilis, at 50° to 55° C. The higher limit

is difficult to ascertain, because the temperature which

only leads to temporary cessation of vital activity, and

that which—more especially when it acts for a consider-

able time—causes permanent loss of certain properties,

usually lie very close to each other.
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Of great practical importance also is the cessation of Chemk^ai

development as the result of the addition of small quan-

tities of active chemical and specifically poisonous mate-

rials to the nutrient substrata. Here also it is not easy to

ascertain precisely the value of these means, because they

behave very differently according to the composition of the

nutrient substrata. This difference chiefly depends on Difference in

. , •
1 111 tiie action

the fact that when these chemical materials are aciaecL according to

to the nutrient substrata, chemical decompositions fre-
JJ^

^atm^e of

quently occur, as the result of which a portion of the substratum,

disinfecting substance is destroyed or rendered inactive.

Hence it is clear that definite values of the inhibitory

means can only be laid down in the case of one and the

same nutrient solution, while the values will differ where

the composition of the nutrient substratum varies. For

example, Boillat* ascertained that in albuminous sub-

strata chloride of zinc and other metallic salts only

produced a disinfecting action after all the albumen was

precipitated by them, and when a sufiicient excess

remained in the solution for purposes of disinfection.

Further, as mentioned above, various species of fungi

behave differently towards noxious agencies, and in the

same species the degree of the action always depends on

the other conditions of life which may be present at the

same time. Hence a generally applicable scale of the

value of disinfecting substances cannot be given ; and in

like manner trustworthy results are only obtained from

those experiments which have been made with known

and well- characterised species of bacteria.

Of the figures which have been as yet published we Experiments

may mention here only a few, some of which, however,
w"ith blctepr

have not been obtained by the employment of all the in meat in-

above-mentioned precautions. De la Croix tested the

bacteria of meat infusion (that is to say, not a pure

cultivation of a single species), and found that their

development in meat infusion ceased when the following

substances were present in the degree of concentration

mentioned below :

—

* Journ.f. prakt, Chem., N.F., vol. xxv.
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Sublimate 1 : 30,208

Chlorine 1 : 25,250

Chloride of lime 1 : 11,135

Sulphurous acid 1 : 6,448

Bromine 1 : 6,308

Sulphuric acid 1 : 5,734

Iodine 1 : 5,020

Oil of mustard 1 : 3,353

Salicylic acid 1 : 1,003

Permanganate of potash 1 : 1,001

Carbolic acid 1 : 669

Borax 1 : 62

Alcohol 1 : • 21

By EatimofE According to Katimoff, in order to render meat infu-

sion aseptic, the following concentrations were neces-

sary :

—

Sublimate 1 : 13,300

Nitrate of silver 1 : 10,000

Iodine 1: 8,000

Carbolic acid 1 : 400

In order to prevent the development of bacteria on

meat, about 80 times the amount given above was

necessary.

By Miguel. According to Miguel's experiments, development of

bacteria in meat infusion is prevented by

—

Mercuric oxide 1 : 40,000

Peroxide of hydi'ogen 1 : 20,000

Mercuric chloride 1 : 14,300

Nitrate of silver 1 : 12,500

Iodine 1: 4,000

Chlorine 1 : 4,000

Bromine 1 =

Sulphate of copper 1 : IJOO

Salicylic acid 1 : 1>000

Mineral acids 1 : 500 to 1 :
333

Carbolic acid 1 =
318

Permanganate of potash 1 : 286

Arsenious acid ^ '•
^'^^

Boracic acid 1 •

Sulphate of iron 1 :
^'^

Borax 1 =
^4

^thylic alcohol 1 =
^^"^

Iodide of potash 1 •

'
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Koch lias tested the inhibitory action of various poisons Esijf

on non-spore-bearing anthrax bacilli. The results were bacilli,

obtained by filling small vessels with 10 com. of blood

serum or of peptonised meat infusion (1 per cent, peptone,

h per cent, meat extract and water), and then adding the

disinfecting substances. A number of these vessels, and

among them some without any disinfecting substances,

were placed side by side under a bell-jar in the presence

of moisture. A silk thread, impregnated with anthrax

spores, was then placed in each vessel ; in the control

vessels growths of long anthrax threads were always pre-

sent after twenty-four hours, and presented a very charac-

teristic appearance, and one not easily mistaken. In a

similar manner the other vessels were examined under the

microscope in the course of the next few days, and thus

absence of growth or the appearance of thi-eads indicated

the activity or inactivity of the disinfecting means. (In

the case of other species of bacteria nutrient gelatine is

often preferable for these experiments, the chemical

substance to be tested, and also a small quantity of the

bacteria, being added to it, and then the liquefied jelly

poured out on glass plates.) The following are the most

important figures obtained by Koch :

—

Distinct hindering of Complete cessa-

growfch. tion of growth

Occurred when the concentration reached

Bichloride of mercury....

Oil of mustard
Allyl-alcohol

Thymol
Oil of turpentine .

.

Hydrocyanic acid..

Oil of peppermint

„ cloves

Potash soap

Iodine

Hydrochloric acid

Boracic acid

Bromine

Chlorine

Permanganate of potash.

1 : 1,600,000 ,. 1 300,000

1 : 330,000 ,, 1 33,000

1 167,000

1 : 100,000 1 10,000

1 : 80,000

1 . 75,000

1 : 40,000 1 : 8,000

1 33,000

1 • 5,000

1 5,000 1 1,000

1 5,000

1 : 2,500 1 : 1,700

1 : 1,250 1 800

1 : 1,500

1 1,400
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Action of

various
metallic salts

Other
disinfecting

substances.

Distinct hindering of Complete cessa-

g^rowth tion of growth

Occurred when the concentration reached

Salicylic acid . .

.

Benzoic „

Carbolic „

Benzoate of soda

Camphor
Quinine

Alcohol

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Common salt 1

3,300

2,000

1,250

200

2,500, over

830

100

64

1 1,500

850

1,250

625

12-5

A series of experiments by Richet* may also be mentioned

where the fluid employed was a mixture of 900 grammes of

sea-water, 100 grammes of neutralised urine, and 1 gramme
of peptone, the attempt being made to ascertain how much
of the various metallic salts it was necessary to add to this

solution to prevent the development of bacteria. In the

following table the amount of the pure metal has been calcu-

lated from the amount of the metallic salt which it was

necessary to add to each litre of fluid, and also for comparison

those figures are given which correspond to the quantity of

metal per litre which was necessary to kill salt water fish.

From this comparison we see at once the much greater

resisting power of the bacteria, and also the unequal behaviour

of certain metallic poisons in reference to the animal and

vegetable cell.

Amoujit of metal per litre of fluid

To hinder the development To kill fish,

of bacteria.

Mercury 0'0055 gramme

Zinc 0-026

0-00029 gramme
0-0084

'

„

Copper 0-062

Iron 0-24

Barium 3-35

Manganese 7-7

Ammonium 18-7

Calcium 30-0

Sodium 43-0

Potassium 58-0

0-0033

0-014

0-78

0-3

0-064

2-4

24-0

0-1

Of the inhibitory substances not included in the foregoing

tables, but which have been tested and recommended, we may

mention the following :

—

According to the experiments of WassilefEf calomel has an

* Compt, rend., vol. 97.

f Zeitschr.f.physiol. Chem., vol. vi.
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enevgctic action in preventing putrefaction, whilst it does

not interfere with the activity of the digestive ferments-
According to Schulz and Hoffmann organic acids of the fatty

series, citric acid, formic acid, &c., are powerful antiputre-

factive substances; formic acid in the amount of "25 per

cent, is able to preserve Bucholtz's nutrient fluid for months.

According to Donath* chinolin is antiputrefactive m the

percentage of "2, and according to Vigierforthophenolsulpho^

acid is active in a percentage of "5 to 1.—Bert and Eegnard^.

have made experiments as to the antiseptic and disinfecting

properties of peroxide of hydrogen, and Chappuis § on ozone,

but without paying sufficient attention to the dose of the

substance and the species of the bacterium.—Kolbe ||
has

drawn attention to the fact that when kept in vessels filled

with carbonic acid fresh ox flesh can be preserved against

putrefaction for four to five weeks ; mutton cannot, however,

be similarly preserved. More accurate examination of the

antiseptic properties of carbonic acid is desirable.

According to experiments by Kuisl^f potash soap is not

such a good inhibitory substance for other bacteria as for

anthrax bacilli. Even when present in a concentration of 10

2Der cent, it was not able to prevent putrefaction in meat.

n.

—

Attenuation of Pathogenic and Fermentative

Organisms.

By noxious influences of definite but closely limited At'cimation
. of orgamsnii

intensity we may so alter many bacteria that tney lose

certain of their vital functions, this loss lasting for a

long time and even when the cultivation is continued

under completely normal conditions. The noxious

factors which are suitable for this action are less ener-

getic than those which cause complete death of the

bacteria; on the other hand, the effects are more marked

than in the case of the inhibitory means, which only

exert their action so long as they are present in the

nutrient substratum. At times, however, the greater

effect necessary for attenuation can also be produced by
suflficiently long-continued action of the milder means.
When properly regulated, high temperatures and various

* Chem. Bar., vol. 14. f Mem. soc. biolog., 1884.

X ComjH. rend., vol. 94. § Dull. soc. Cliim., vol. 35.

II
Journ.f.jiraht. Chem,, (2) vol. 26.

^ Milnch. urztl. Intelligenzbl., 1885.
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The more
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of the agents
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tion.

Attenuation
of pathogenic
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Anthrax
bacilli.

Attenuation
by high tem-
peratures.

chemical poisons are able to produce a permanent at-

tenuation.

The vital phenomena which are in this way lost are,

as far as has yet been ascertained, only the power of

producing fermentation and that of exciting disease. A
similar occurrence has not been observed in the case of

the other functions and products of the tissue change

(pigment, ferments, &c.). The loss of the fermentative

or pathogenic properties is usually designated shortly

under the term " attenuation of the bacteria." Whether

at the same time there is diminished energy of growth

and of the whole phenomena of tissue change in the

pathogenic bacteria, thus explaining the victory of the

cells of the body, or whether it is only one of the vital

phenomena which is of importance in the warfare with

the cells of the body, namely, the production of a poison,

&c., which is acted on by the noxious agent and destroyed

for a considerable time, can only be decided as the result

of further investigations.

Attenuation of the pathogenic mould fungi has not as

yet been observed ; see the above-mentioned experiments

by Frankel, p 126.

As regards the attenuation of the fermentative bacteria

we have observations by Fitz. The anaerobic bacillus

butyricus could be so altered by heating it for five hours

at a temperature of 90° C, or for seven hours at 84° C,

that it no longer furnished the characteristic fermen-

tative products in suitable materials although it multi-

plied actively. In like manner the agent of butyric

fermentation isolated by Fitz at a later period (p. 388), as

well as the bacillus Fitzianus, lost readily the power of

producing fermentation, but also readily regained it.

The attenuation of pathogenic bacteria has as yet been

successful in the case of baciUus anthracis, the bacillus

of symptomatic anthrax, the bacillus of fowl cholera, the

bacillus of swine erysipelas, and the as yet unknown ex-

citing agent of hydrophobia.

The phenomenon of attenuation has been most accu-

rately studied in the case of the anthrax bacilh. The

employment of high degrees of temperature has proved
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to be a very suitable means ; the temperature may vary

between 42° and 55° C, and the organisms must be ex-

posed to it for a longer time the lower the temperature

employed. Thus according to Toussaint a temperature

of 55° C. was able to attenuate the bacilli of an anthrax

cultivation in ten minutes
;
according to Chauveau a tem-

perature of 52 °C. must be employed for fifteen minutes, of

50° C. for twenty minutes, of 47° C. for one to four hours

after previous exposure to 42° to 43° C. for twenty hours

;

according to Pasteur and Koch a temperature of 43° C.

must be employed for six days, a temperature of 42° C.

for about twenty-eight to thirty days, in order to obtain a

complete loss of the pathogenic action ; where the action

is continued above thirty days death of the bacilli occurs.

According to Pasteur's recommendations, which have Most suitable

been more precisely worked out by Koch, the following
™

is the method best suited for obtaining attenuated an-

thrax bacilli : the cultivations are made in neutralised

chicken broth, which is placed in a moderately deep layer

in Erlenmeyer's flasks. These flasks are then placed in

a D'Arsonval's thermostat kept at 42° C. In spite of

careful regulation the temperature varies somewhat in

the interior ; and hence the individual vessels frequently

show a somewhat varying degree of attenuation. At
times, also, spore formation may take place, though as a

rule this does not occur at 42° C. ; if it does take place the

attempt at attenuation fails. Hence it must always be

borne in mind that some of the cultivations may not have

succeeded. From eight days onwards the vessels must
be tested daily ; and the degree of attenuation of each
specimen is ascertained either by sowing the material in

a vessel containing chicken-broth and kept at 37° C, so

that spores are soon formed ; or by inoculating a mouse
with the specimen, and after its death making culti-

vations from the spleen, and thus obtaining spores. The
cultivations or spores so obtained preserve for a long
time that degree of virulence at which the material had
arrived.

After exposure to a temperature of 42° C. for ten days Various
the anthrax bacilli are so attenuated that rabbits and "degrees of

attenuation.
42
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Eeturn o£
attenuated
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guinea-pigs show almost no reaction when inoculated

;

at a somewhat earlier period, guinea-pigs, but not

rabbits, are killed. From the tenth to the twenty-fourth

day we obtain the so-called " mouse anthrax," that is to

say, a cultivation of bacilli which is only able to kill

mice. These attenuated bacilli behave, according to

Koch, somewhat differently in the body of the mouse

than the virulent bacilli, the capillaries of the lung be-

coming filled with extremely long pseudo-threads in a

manner which is not observed in the case of ordinary

anthrax.

The first and second vaccines prepared by Pasteur for

the protective inoculation of sheep are treated for twelve

and twenty-four days respectively in the manner above

described.

According to Pasteur's view the oxygen of the air

is the chief active agent in this process of attenua-

tion ; while Koch regards the temperature as the most

important factor, its effect being perhaps also aided

by certain products of tissue change of the bacilh. The

results of attenuation experiments at varying high tem-

peratures show most distinctly that the effect depends

almost exclusively on the temperature, and is m fact the

result of the action of a certain temperature, as well as

of the length of time to which the material is exposed to

'^*In the case of anthrax bacilli attenuated in this

manner, researches have been made as to whether they

regain their former virulence when cultivated under nor-

mal conditions, or whether they permanently retain the

attenuated virulence when once it is acquired. On the

whole the experiments have not given an uniform result,

and are as yet too few in number to enable us to deduce

any law which accounts for the return of the viru ence

in some cases, and the absence of such return m others

The virulence appears to be regained most readily and

most regularly where the attenuation has been brought

about, according to Toussainfs method by the shor

action of high temperatures ; the bacilli which hav be n

attenuated by ten minutes' exposure to 55
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their virulence, according to Chauveau, in the first normal

cultivation, and this is also the case where a temperature

of 47° C. has been employed ; on the other hand, where,

in Pasteur's method, a temperature of only 42° to 43° C. is

employed, there is as a rule no return of virulence. Thus

Koch cultivated completely attenuated anthrax bacilli

which had been kept for twenty-nine days at 42° C. for

two years under the most favourable conditions without

the last cultivations being able even to infect mice ; at

the same time, however, the morphological characters of

the bacilli and the appearance of the colonies did not show

any difi'erence from those of the virulent bacilli.—Ac-

cording to Pasteur the virulence can be regained if

anthrax bacilli attenuated according to his method are in

the first place inoculated on a newly-born guinea-pig;

this animal succumbs to the infection, and then an

animal one day old is inoculated from the first, then an
animal two days old from the second, and so on ; and
thus ultimately a gradual increase of virulence is obtained,

till even adult animals are killed. Koch, however, on
repeating this experiment was unable to confirm these

results.

Among other means of attenuating anthrax bacilli we Attenuation

may mention the action of chemical substances which bldlST
are poisonous to bacteria, a method first employed by carbolic acid

Toussaint, and later by Chamberland and Eoux. Ac-
cording to the latter authors carbolic acid of the strength
of 1 to 600 causes complete attenuation of a cultivation

kept for twenty-four days at 35° C. ; if examined after

twelve days the cultivation still possesses its full virulence.

Solutions of bichromate of potash of the strength of 1 By chromic

to 1700 kill anthrax bacilli ; where the dilution is greater

(1 to 2,000 to 1 to 5,000), it only causes such an attenua-
tion that sheep are no longer afi'ected by inoculation,
while guinea-pigs and rabbits still die. If a 2 per cent! Bysuiphur
solution of sulphurous acid acts for eight to ten days on
anthrax spores at a temperature of 35° C, and if the
spores are then cultivated on normal nutrient jelly, a
growth is obtained which is still able to kill guinea-
pigs, but does not kill rabbits.

^

oils
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Buchner obtained loss of virulence in the anthrax

bacilli if he cultivated them outside the body for a

number of generations in certain nutrient substrata,

such as in extract of meat solution, with or without

peptone, to which a very plentiful supply of air was

added by the employment of an apparatus which kept

the solution in constant motion. There were many

objections to this method as first described by Buchner

(p. 240) ; but protective inoculations which have been

made by Frank with Buchner's attenuated anthrax bacilli

show that, as a matter of fact, a gradual loss of virulence

can be obtained by this method.

A diminution of virulence also appears to occur when

the anthrax bacilli are kept for a long time in the same

culture fluid (Koch).

Lastly, according to Arloing,* exposure for three

hours to sunlight, and, according to Chauveau and

Wossnessenski,t increased atmospheric pressure, cause

an attenuation of the anthrax bacilli.

Among other pathogenic bacteria the baciUi of fowl

cholera, of symptomatic anthrax, and of swine erysipelas

show a similar behaviour. In the case of the first-

mentioned bacillus the mode of the attenuation has not

as yet been accurately ascertained (p. 317) ;
in the case of

symptomatic anthrax the attenuation is best obtamed by

the employment of high temperatures (p. 301) .
A special

and new principle has been followed by Pasteur m the

case of the bacilli of swine erysipelas ;
he found that

their virulence was increased by repeated transmission

of the infective agents through pigeons, while, on the

other hand, it was diminished by their acclimatisation

in the bodies of rabbits (p. 807).

Another plan, and one not as yet completely explamed,

has been recently employed by Pasteuri for tl^e~
tion of the virulence of the poison of rabies. Pasteui s

method is shortly as follows :-As the
-^-f̂ Jg-f

of rabies are as yet completely unknown, and have not

been cultivated artificially, a pure rabic poison, and

* Compo-ml, vol. 99. ^ Jbid.,^cl.93.

X Compt. rend., 1885, 26th October.
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one which is practically uniform in its virulence, must

be procured for the attenuation experiments. This is

obtained by continued inoculation of the poison on

rabbits. If one starts from a rabid dog, and inoculates

from this animal a rabbit under the dura mater into the

brain substance, rabies appears in the latter animal after

an incubation period of about fourteen days ;
if the in-

oculations are carried on from rabbit to rabbit the period

of incubation becomes gradually shorter ;
after 40 to 60

inoculations it has fallen to seven days, and up till the

ninetieth transmission there is scarcely any further

alteration to be observed ; hence the poison has become

acclimatised in the body of the rabbit, and has attained

an almost constant degree of virulence.—It has been

further proved that the spinal cord of these rabbits con-

tains the rabic poison throughout its whole extent.

If now the cord is cut up into fragments a few ctm. in

length, and if these are hung up in dry air, the viru-

lence gradually disappears; the length of time which

elapses before complete disappearance of the virulence

varies with the thickness of the fragments, and above all

with the external temperature ; the lower the tempera-

ture, the longer is the virulence retained. If the pieces

are preserved in a vessel from which air is excluded, or

in carbonic acid gas, or in a moist condition, the viru-

lence is retained for months, always provided that the

access of saprophytic bacteria is prevented.—In order to

obtain rabic poison of varying virulence suitable for

protective inoculations a number of pieces of cord are

placed at the same time in a corresponding number of

vessels, the air of which is kept dry by pieces of potash.

The portions of cord which are kept in this manner for

one to two days set up, like the fresh material, rabies in

rabbits after seven days' incubation ; when the pieces

are preserved for six days the length of the incubation

period is increased to fourteen days ; when the pieces are

kept for seven days in the dry air rabbits inoculated no

longer become ill.

Definite facts as to the active agents are as yet want-

ing, nor do we yet possess a sufficient explanation of the
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mode of action. Pasteur has only been able to give

a series of hypotheses, which at the most show how,

with the help of vague speculations, this ingenious in-

vestigator is able to obtain great experimental results.

III.

—

Means for Killing Bacteria .

Means for The means which are suitable for the destruction of

Wefia. the lower fungi have a special interest, because in the

practical work of disinfection the problem is usually how

to injure the infective agents so that they can no longer

grow and multiply even under the most favourable con-

ditions of existence.

Continued Death of the bacteria occurs in the first place when the

nutriment.
°

exhaustion of the nutrient materials, or the withdrawal

of some material important for life and the consequent

state of latent life, are continued for too long a time.

The death of the individuals ultimately follows the pre-

vention of their development, but the period of time at

which this effect is produced varies greatly according to

the resisting power of the individual species of bacteria.

The spores of bacilli are the most resistant, and may

probably survive in a latent state for hundreds of years;

non-spore-bearing bacilli and micrococci, and more espe-

cially numerous parasitic fungi, are the most sensitive

in this respect.

Withdrawal The withdrawal of water plays a particularly impor-

of water. ^^^^ rjj^-g ^^^^ destruction occurs very widely

in nature, and all those bacteria which do not form

resting spores die in a relatively short period of

time. The marked difference in the length of time

during which non-spore-bearing bacteria, and those pro-

vided with spores, can resist the action of drying is a

very useful criterion as to whether any doubtful morpho-

logical structure is, or is not, a spore (pp. 428 and 406).

Spirilla and some species of cocci (streptococci) appear to

be the most sensitive to drying. Differences also exist

between the resting forms of various species, but these

differences have not as yet been accurately made out.
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The other conditions of life of the bacteria do not

produce any such marked effect. Pressure and elec-

tricity only appear to destroy bacteria when carried to

extremes (p. 536); intense sunlight is said to have a

comparatively energetic action, but these experiments

must be repeated with more careful attention to the

possibility of other hurtful factors coming into play.

Aver/active agent for the destruction of the lower High tempera-

fungi is high temperature, while, on the other hand, low

temperatures, even carried to an extreme degree, only

prevent development, but never cause the death of

the organism. The effect of heat depends on the

degree of temperature, and on its duration; con-

tinued action of relatively low temperatures produces

the same result as a short action of high temperatures.

The temperature necessary to cause the death of the Varying

organisms varies also very greatly according to the other power of non-

conditions of life, and more especially according to the ^eJa

3

resisting power of the species in question. The chief of spores,

difference is found between bacteria which do not form

spores and those which are spore-bearing.—The former

are, as a rule, killed when in a moist state or in fluids by

exposure for one to two hours to a temperature of 48° to

60° C. ; where they are dry the temperature must as a

rule be continued for a longer time. Even spore-form-

ing bacteria may be killed by these relatively low

degrees of temperature if the heat is applied on repeated

occasions, and if in the intervals between its applica-

tion the organisms are placed under the most favour-

able conditions of existence, so that any spores that are

present may sprout and form bacilli.—If the latter are

killed by the subsequent application of heat before new

spores are formed, we may be certain that after the

heat has been applied five or six times no living spores

exist, and all the adult organisms are destroyed. For

example, blood serum may be freed from all organisms,

although the heat employed has not been sufficient to

cause coagulation of the albumen ; the material is placed

for an hour daily for five or six days in succession at a

temperature of about 56° C, and is in this way com-
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pletely freed from all living organisms.—It is much

more difficult to kill quickly the spores of the mould

fungi. Hot air at a temperature of 120° C, does not com-

pletely destroy them after half an hour's exposure ;
they

are not certainly killed unless they are exposed to a tem-

perature of 110° to 115° 0. for an hour and a half. The

spores of penicillium appear to be less resistant than the

spores of Aspergillus niger.—The most difficult to kill

are the spores of bacilli, although among these gi-eat

differences exist. Thus anthrax spores are less resistant

than the spores of tubercle bacilli, and these again are

less resistant than those of bacillus subtilis, and more

especially of the bacilli contained in garden earth.

Influence of In the process of disinfection it is very important to
moisture.

remember that dry spores always require much longer

exposure to heat than spores in a moist state. It

appears as if that total alteration of the protoplasm

which leads to death occurs much more readily wben

there is a certain amount of water in it than when it is

completely dry. Hence it is very difficult to destroy

the spores of bacilli by hot air ; even when a consider-

able amount of watery vapour is added to air kept at a

temperature of 100° to 140° C. it acts to a large extent

as a drying medium, and objects exposed to it rapidly

pass into such a state of dryness that it is only with

great difficulty that alterations of the protoplasm occur.

Thus the dry spores of bacilli are only killed by exposure

for three hours to a temperature of 140° C. If it is.

desired to disinfect the interior of large masses which

are bad conductors of heat, a much longer duration of

the heat is necessary in order to obtain the desired

effect. But even an exposure for three hours to 140° C.

irreparably spoils all sorts of clothing.

Action of heat It is much more easy to destroy the spores of bacilli

in fluids.
Anthrax spores are destroyed in boihug

water ^ ithin two minutes ; the spores of the hay

bacillus resist this temperature for about ten or fifteen

minutes (according to Buchner for sixty minutes)
;
after

fifteen minutes the majority of spores are destroyed.

It is, however, often difficult to raise the temperature
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of the whole mass of fluid to be disiufected to 100° C.

;

on the other hand it is easy, as Koch has shown, by

means of a current of steam to obtain the necessary

temperature of 100° C. in all sorts of materials. At the Action^of a

bottom of the apparatus necessary for this purpose stc m.

there is a large vessel, on the top of which a tube of

sheet zinc, 1 to 2 metres in height, is fixed ;
this tube

is gradually narrowed at the top, and finally runs out

in the form of a short tube, only 1 cm. in diameter.

The zinc tube is fixed tightly on the top of the boiler,

and its outer surface is enveloped in some substance

which conducts heat badly. If the water in the boiler

is boiled, the steam passes out of the narrow upper

opening in a strong current, and from that opening

downwards the steam has a temperature of 100° C. If

now the objects to be disinfected are placed inside the

vertical tube they are rapidly penetrated by the steam

and raised to a temperature of 100°, and even in a few

minutes the majority of the spores of bacilli are

destroyed. The duration of the heat must of course be

somewhat varied according to the nature of the materials.

Fresh tubercular sputum is disinfected with certainty in

about fifteen minutes, dried sputum in thirty to sixty

minutes. A duration of sixty minutes is sufiicient to

kill the most resistant spores as yet known, even when

surrounded by a relatively dense mass of material.—The

rapidity of the effect is increased by employing a salt

solution, and thus obtaining steam at a higher tempera-

ture than 100° C.

A number of chemical poisons are also suitable for the Cliemical

destruction of bacteria. With regard to these, we have P°^^°^®-

to note the concentration of the poison, the duration of

its action, the nature of the nutrient substrata and the

other conditions of life, and the specific resisting power of

the species, more especially the presence of resting forms.

—Bacteria free from spores are on the whole destroyed

by very small proportions ; thus carbolic acid kills an-

thrax bacilli when in a concentration of '25 to "5 per

cent. ; 1 per cent, sulphurous acid kills them within five

to fifteen minutes.—In the practical work of disinfection
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a knowledge of tlie proportions necessary for destroying

bacteria free from spores is of comparatively little

importance ; in many cases we have to do with infective

agents which undoubtedly form spores, in other cases

the infective agents are not accurately known, and the

possibility of the formation of resting forms is doubtful.

Complete trust can therefore only be placed in those

methods which can destroy any spores which may pos-

sibly be present. It is therefore of chief practical

importance to test the disinfecting media with regard to

their action on spores.

In this respect a series of experiments made by Koch is

worthy of note, these experiments having been made by

the comparison of various chemical poisons as regards

their action on the same object—for example, on anthrax

spores. The following are the most important results

of these experiments :

—

1. The following substances had no action on anthrax

spores, even after acting for several months :

—

Distilled water

Absolute alcohol

Chloroform

Glycerine

Benzole

Benzoic acid (concentrated watery solution)

Salicylic acid (5 per cent, in alcohol, 2 per cent, in oil)

Thymol (5 per cent, in alcohol)

Ammonia
Salt solution (concentrated)

Chloride of calcium solution (concentrated)

Chlorate of potash (5 per cent, in water)

Alum (4 per cent, in water)

Borax (5 per cent, in water)

Potash soap (2 per cent, in water).

2. The following showed incomplete or slow action

on anthrax spores :

—

Ether (incomplete action after eight days, complete

action after thirty days)

Acetone (incomplete after five days)

Iodine, 1 per cent, in alcohol (incomplete after one day)
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Sulphuric acid, 1 per cent, in water (incomplete after

ten days)

Sulphate of copper, 5 per cent, in water (incomplete

after five days)

Boracic acid, saturated watery solution (incomplete

after six days)

Hydrochloric acid, 2 per cent, in water (complete after

ten days)

Arsenious acid, 1 per thousand in water (complete

after ten days)

Sulphuretted hydrogen in water (incomplete after

five days)

Ammonium sulphide (complete after five days)

Formic acid, 1'12 specific gravity (complete on the

fourth day)

Quinine, 2 per cent, in water (|) and alcohol (|)

(incomplete on the first day)

Quinine, 1 per cent, in water with hydrochloric acid

(complete on the tenth day)

Oil of turpentine (incomplete on the first day, complete

after five days)

Chloride of lime, 5 per cent, in water (incomplete on

the first and second day, complete after five days)

Chloride of iron, 5 per cent, in water (incomplete on

the second day, complete after six days)

3. The following showed rapid and complete action,

all of them destroying the organisms on the first day :

—

Chlorine water freshly prepared

Bromine, 2 per cent, in water

Iodine water

Osmic acid, 1 per cent, in water.

Permanganate of potash, 5 per cent, in water

Bichloride of mercury, 1 to 20,000 in water

A 5 per cent, watery solution of carbolic acid caused

complete destruction of spores between the first

and second day; a 5 per cent, solution in oil or

alcohol had no action on anthrax spores.

We may also mention a series of experiments by Effect of a

Gartner and Plagge* which are more especially of JarboHcldd
*

* Verhandl, der Deutschen Gesellsch.f. Chirurgie, 1885.
'^'^ sublimate
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practical interest to the surgeon. Gartner and Plagge
employed carbolic acid in the strength of 1 per cent.,

2 per cent., and 3 per cent., and also 1 to 1,000 sub-
limate solution. The materials used for the research
were pure cultivations in meat infusion of the following
organisms: 1. Non-spore-bearing anthrax bacilH; 2.

Glanders bacilli ; 3. Streptococci from a case of puer-
peral fever; 4. Pyogenic streptococci; 5. Erysipelas
cocci

; 6. Micrococcus tetragenus ; 7. The bacilli of

diphtheria; 8. Staphylococcus albus ; 9. Staphylococcus
aureus; 10. The cocci of osteomyelitis; 11. Bacillus

prodigiosus; 12. Bacillus of typhoid fever free from
spores

; 13. Micro-organisms from a case of spontaneous
meningitis. The cultivations were mixed with the dis-

infecting fluids for only a very short time—as a rule

eight to sixty seconds—and a small quantity was then

introduced into nutrient jelly or blood serum.—It was
found that the sublimate solution killed all these

organisms even in eight seconds, with the single excep-

tion of the meningitis organisms, which were still living

after sixty seconds. The 3 per cent, carbolic acid killed

all the organisms without exception in eight seconds.

In the case of the 2 per cent, carbolic acid the osteomye-

litis and the meningitis bacteria required thirty to forty-

five seconds ; with the 1 per cent, carbolic acid rapid

disinfection was only obtained in the case of the anthrax

and glanders bacilli.

As regards the disinfecting action of certain chemical

poisons a large number of experiments have been made

which we need not here refer to in detail, but the

following materials which are much employed may be

mentioned :

—

Action of Sulphurous acid was formerly recommended as a

acid!^^^^°^^ good and cheap means of disinfection for dwelling-rooms.

20 grammes of roll sulphur were burned per cubic centi-

metre of space ; in order to render the burning of the

sulphur easier 100 ctm. of sulphur matches and 40 ctm.

of spirit were added to every kilo of sulphur. In

this way an amount of sulphurous acid was obtained

representing 1'4 per cent, in volume. The duration of
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tlie action was at least eight hours.—More recent

investigations hy Koch and Wolffhligel have however

shown that sulphurous acid, even when as concentrated

as possible—a degree of concentration which cannot be

attained in practice—only kills spores imperfectly ;
even

with regard to non-spore-bearing bacteria the action is

uncertain when present in 10 per cent, by volume if the

layers to be disinfected are at all thick.—Further,

sulphurous acid penetrates with considerable difficulty

into the deeper layers of masses of clothing, &c., and

only has a certain amount of disinfecting action when

the objects have been previously moistened, while at the

same time it causes considerable injury to them.

—

Dujardin-Beaumetz has recently again recommended

sulphurous acid, and asserts, as the result of practical

experience and of experiments with cultivations of

bacteria in infusions, that the burning of 20 grammes

of sulphur per cubic metre is sufficient for complete

disinfection. The experimental proofs brought forward

by Dujardin are, however, quite insufficient.

Chlorine and bromine have, on the whole, a very Action of

marked action, more especially when the objects have bromine.'^

been moistened, or when the air is saturated with

moisture. In dry air, and where the material is dry,

even several parts per 100 of these vapours in the air

do not cause complete disinfection. Where, however,

the materials have been previously artificially moistened

the presence of '3 per cent, by volume of chlorine and
•21 per cent, of bromine when acting for three hours is

sufficient to kill all spores ; 'OS to "04 per cent, by volume

also suffices when it acts for twenty-four hours. This

favourable effect has, however, only been obtained in

experiments in laboratories, and not where the experi-

ments were carried on on a larger scale, e.g., in dwelling-

rooms. In the latter case it is very difficult to keep up
the necessary concentration, and to have the vapour
equally divided through the whole room.

In disinfection with chlorine it is best to employ for

every cubic metre of space "25 kilo of chloride of lime

+ -35 kilo of crude hydrochloric acid. The material is
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divided into portions of at most half a kilo in each

vessel, and these vessels are placed at as great a height

as possible, and at regular intervals. In order to pro-

tect the individual engaged in the experiment care must

be taken that the chief mass of the hydrochloric acid

does not gain access to the chloride of lime till the

room has been closed. In this way 1 per cent, per

volume of chlorine is obtained at first, but the propor-

tion very rapidly diminishes. Spores which are exposed

on free surfaces are killed pretty certainly, but if they

are surrounded by various layers of material the result

is doubtful. By this method, however, all sorts of

materials are irreparably damaged.

Bromine is best employed in the form of masses of

silex, impregnated with definite quantities of bromine,

as recommended by Frank. These masses are placed

at the highest points of the room to be disinfected.

According to Frank, 4 grammes of bromine per cubic

metre are sufficient for complete disinfection, if the tem-

perature is kept uniformly at at least 18° C. According to

Fischer and Proskauer, the distribution of the bromine

in the room is still more unequal than that of chlorine,

and hence the disinfection is correspondingly more uncer-

tain. These experiments were, however, made at a low

temperature, and this probably favoured an unequal

distribution. Sufficient proof is still wanting that at

higher temperatures a really trustworthy disinfection is

obtained at all parts of the room. The injury to the

materials by bromine is at least as great as by chlorine.

Action of Corrosive sublimate is, as is evident from the preced-

corrosive figures, the most active bacterial poison. A solution
sublimate. ^ ° , • ,^ ^

of 1 to 5,000 kills all spores m the course of some hours;

a solution of 1 to 1,000 has the same effect in a few

minutes. As such a solution can be scarcely called

poisonous to man, it is the best means for the disinfec-

tion of the hands and of numerous articles in common

use. It must be noted, however, that in the case of

many substrata, for example albuminous fluids, the

action may not occur, because the sublimate is precipi-

tated, and a sufficient quantity does not remain in solu-
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tion- for example, the addition of sublimate to tubercular

sputum has proved to be quite insufficient for disinfec-

tion. Sublimate has been recommended by Konig lor

the disinfection of dwelling-rooms in the form of vapour,

obtained by heating about 60 grammes of sublimate for

a room of about 60 cubic metre space. It has, however,

been shown by Lubbert,+ Heraeus,t and Kreibohm§

that it is only the bacteria which are superficially placed

that are reached and killed by the sublimate, while on

the other hand the very slightest covering of the objects

hinders disinfection.

Carbolic acid is likewise a certain means of disinfec- Auction of

tion when in strong solution, and when allowed to act °
'

for a considerable time ; 5 per cent, watery solutions

destroy resistant spores in a few days. Non-spore-

bearing bacteria are killed by 3 per cent, solutions in a

very short time (see the experiments by Gartner and

Schotte, mentioned above). CarboHc acid often acts

better than sublimate for the disinfection of albuminous

fluids, more especially of fresh tubercular sputum which

is disinfected with certainty in twenty-four hours by the

addition of an equal quantity of 5 per cent, carbolic acid.

As regards the methods of disinfection which should

be employed in practice, see Part VII.

* Centralbl.f. Chirurg., 1855, Nr. 12.

t Milnchen drztl. Intelligenzbl., 1885, Nr. 49.

X Zeitschr. f. Btjg., vol. i., Part 2. § Ibid.
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APPENDIX.

CONSTANCY AND MUTABILITY OF THE SPECIES OF FUNGI.

Arc there SPECIAL importance has recently been attached to the

morphological question whether the species and varieties of the lower

aud physio- fungi, which have as yet been looked on as distinct, are
logical specitc „ „ p 3 i. i
characters for really of constantly distinct form and possess constant

sieclefor physiological characters, or whether the morphological

bacteria? a,nd biological characteristics which are employed for

distinguishing the species are varying and inconstant

attributes, which readily undergo permanent alteration

under the influence of the external conditions of exist-

ence.

For the solution of this question we may possibly

obtain information from comparison with the higher

plants, which form useful analogies as regards the con-

stancy or variability of species and their characteristics.

Behaviour of We cauuot, however, come to a true decision by such

Sfinisms. comparison : this can only be arrived at by direct inves-

tigation.

As a matter of fact, it has long been known that a

number of morphological and biological alterations can

be observed in all plants. In the first place, certain

alterations are constantly seen in all normal plants of

the same species ; these belong to the characteristics of

the species, and only complete its special characters.

To this class of alterations belong those which the plants

show at various stages of their growth and development;

further, the alternation of generation of the fungi, with

its enormous differences in form and physiological cha-

Differcnces in racters. Where the developmental cycle of a species

?vtmenf l^^s not yet been completely ascertained, it may readily
eve opmen

.

^^^^^^^ ^^^^ various developmental forms of the same

species may for a time be looked on as independent
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species, till more accurate knowledge of the relations

between them has been obtained.

Further, some plants show differences in their be-

haviour at times, which may be designated as modifica-

tions, and usually as abnormalities of lesser or greater

degree. These changes are set up by some unusual exter-

nal influence; injuries and mechanical insults, abnormal

nutriment, unfavourable situation, and many other causes

act in this way, either singly or together. The conse- 'N'on-

quences are degenerative and involution changes of the abnormaUties!,

most various kinds visible to the eye, and abnormalities

in their physiological behaviour. The variations in the

jiercentage of ash in the plants, the ofttimes enormous

accumulation of silicic acid, the pallor of plants when
the nutriment is free from iron, the accumulation of

amides in starving flowering plants, the paler colours of

many flowers, and so on, are alterations of this kind set

up by external conditions. But it is characteristic with

regard to these alterations that they are inconstant and

non-hereditary attributes of the plants
;
they only last so

long as the external conditions which produce them are

in action, and they disappear after a few generations if

completely normal conditions have been present. These
modifications are thus so variable that they cannot serve

for the formation of new species, for which, on the con-

trary, constant characters, which are transmissible through

a long series of generations, are necessary.

In the third place, however, it must be admitted that

the characters of the species which appear to us as con-

stant may undergo a change after the lapse of a consider-

able period of time. Ainongmany similar plants exposed
to the same external conditions some individuals at

times show shght differences'; the subsequent genera-

tions of these plants retain these differences ; after a
considerable time fresh differences may be observed
among some of the descendants, and in this way wo
have a gradual formation of new varieties and species.

This ultimate result is attained either when the varia- Mode of origin
tions are of such a kind that the plants affected by them °/ '^eroditaiy

grow more strongly and more quickly under the ordinary

43
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external conditions than the other more normal examples,

or when the cultivator intentionally selects the individuals

which show a certain kind of abnormality, and only employs

these for further cultivation.

In this way, Darwin's hypothesis seeks to explain the

origin of varieties, species, and genera. But it is im-

portant and necessary for the definition of a well-marked

species that the new properties should be relatively con-

stant, and not undergo alteration, under the influence of

The varieties varying external conditions. As a matter of fact it seems

duced by'°" ^0 be impossible, by selecting the external conditions, to

dftkms^^ P^"'^'^'^''^
other species at will ; in experiments per-

formed with this aim the plants always remain the

same, they at most undergo modifications and degenerate,

but they do not acquire any constant and hereditary

abnormalities, provided that there is no tendency to

abnormal growth in the plants themselves. The origin

of all varieties may be referred to a tendency in the

plants towards variation which is peculiar to them and

cannot as yet be explained. This tendency is of very

varying intensity according to the species of plant; some

form varieties extremely readilj^ others extremely seldom,

and the variations occur quite as well when the plants

are all kept under conditions which are as much as

possible the same as when they are subjected to different

influences. It is only the vital power and the power of

development of the varying plants that depends on the

sum total of the external conditions.—Of the most

marked influence on the tendency to variation is the

sexual union of different individuals ; where such a union

occurs variations are usually formed very plentifully.

But even without sexual processes the tendency of many

plants to form new varieties is very great.

Conclusions If now WO attempt from these views as to the origin

IppHe'd ti°^3 and characteristics of the species of the higher plants,

Jower fungi. ^ave been put forward more especially by Niigeli,

to obtain a standpoint to explain corresponding variations

in the lower fungi, we must assume that in these the

formation of modifications, varieties, and species must

as a whole occur in a similar manner. Certain altera-
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tions in form can only be looked on as stages in the

development of the same species, and belong within the

boundaries of the species ;
further, temporary modifica-

tions will arise under the action of definite external

influences
; finally, varieties and new species with con-

stant hereditary characteristics may be formed from

existing species. To what extent the formation of

varieties occurs will probably depend on the tendency of

the lower fungi to undergo variation ; whether this is

great or small can only be decided by direct observations.

As in the case of the lower fungi, and more especially in

the bacteria, sexual processes are absent, and thus one

of the most important factors in the formation of varieties

is wanting, we must a priori expect a greater constancy

in the species, and a slower variation. On the other

hand, the rapid growth and the quick succession of new
generations can lead to more rapid occurrence of varia-

tions than in the higher plants, and to their formation

within measurable periods of time, and, as it were,

before our eyes. Nevertheless, it is a question how we
should define the individual generations of the fungi.

Is every bacteric cell to be regarded as an individual,

and does each individual colony represent an innumer-
able number of generations, or are the cells of such a
colony analogous to those of higher plants, and is it

only when fructification and spore formation occurs that

a new generation is formed ?

We thus obtain only a number of open questions, and Eesults of

arrive at the conviction that from the analojrv with the
•L . 1 1 , , . -, „ vation.
nigJier plants we cannot gam any definite conclusions
as to the behaviour of the lower fungi ; hence it is only
by actual observations and experiments that we can hope
for a definite result.

In so far as observations have gone, we have in the i. Morpho-
first place observed all sorts of morphological dift'erences ^"^'^"^ '^'^^^i-

in the lower fungi. Some of these dift'erences un-
doubtedly belong to those which only help to characterise
the species. In this sense the processes of growth and
development occasion certain alterations in form which
are always the same in the same species. We observe
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that from the most simple spore-cells rods and threads

proceed, and that spores again form in these threads ;

Stages of we observe, further, in the mould fungi, such as asper-

gillus or penicillium, a transition into a completely

different form of fructification—we see the ordinary yeast

pass into spore-bearing cells of a totally different form.

External influences often lead to the formation of the

one or the other form of development ; but under these

circumstances there always arise only the definite forms

Avhich are characteristic of the species, and not all sorts

of variations differing according to the external con-

ditions which have been at work. According to Zopf 's

views there is in the case of many bacteria a particularly

wide cycle of vegetative forms ; but in spite of all these

differences in form definite species can nevertheless be

made. We have only, in this respect, to learn all the

stages of development, and to arrange them among the

characteristics of the species.

Degenerative In the second place, in the lower fungi modifications of

modificatton^^ form also occur under the influence of external agencies.

according to ^ certain degree the nutrient conditions, forexamiile,
nutriment.

n p • • -i • i

can influence the form m a similar manner as m the case

of higher beings. Slight increase or diminution in length

and thickness, a more marked swelling of the cells and

threads, is not uncommonly observed (Buchner) ; and

according to the external conditions of existence, now the

one, now the other stage of development may be most

prominent, and may be observed in a particularly com-

plete form. But on more careful examination we can

ascertain that these variations scarcely ever go far

enough to alter the types of form which are looked

on as characteristic of the individual species. The re-

lation of the length of the rod-shaped bacteria to the

breadth, the form of the ends of the rods, the character

of the thread form, the mode in which the individuals

are grouped together, remain, as a whole, untouched by

such variations. Under the practically abnormal ex-

ternal conditions more marked alterations in form, and

the production of pathological and involution forms, often

occur. These variations in form render it diflicult to
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differentiate the bacteria on the basis of tbeir morpho-

logical characters, more especially as in the case of the

bacteria we have to deal with extremely slight and deli-

cate differences in form ; and hence we must give up the

former classifications based essentially on such differences.

But as a matter of fact these various alterations in form

do not lead to the disappearance of the species, but only

serve, by the use of more complete means of observation,

for a more accurate differentiation of the individual

species.

After the lapse of long periods of time it is probable
J/}'^^.™"®*'''^

that a third kind of morphological alteration may occur

in the lower fungi, and lead to the formation of varieties

and new species ; these alterations, however, appear as

a rule to occur in a similarly slow and inappreciable

manner as in the higher plants. Very distinct evidence

has recently been produced which shows that the form

of certain bacteria has undergone extraordinarily little

variation even in the course of hundreds and thousands

of years. In thin sections of the petrified roots of coni-

fers from the coal period, van Tieghem* was able to

demonstrate the characteristic butyric acid bacillus

;

and Zopf and Miller t found in the tartar on the teeth

of Egyptian mummies the same forms of bacteria which

can at the present time be demonstrated as the ordinary

inhabitants of the mouth. These examples, however,

are only of value for the species in question, and we
cannot without further information draw the conclusion

that all fungi have a similarly slight tendency to undergo

variation.

Nageli, Buchuer, Wernich, and others liavc formerly DifEorencos in

asserted that under the influence of external conditions a views as

very marked variation in form occurs, and that one sjiecies ability^T^"
can be converted by variations in the conditions of its form."

existence into another species, characterised by other mor-
phological characters and other modes of growth (thus the
anthrax bacilli were converted into a so-called transition
form, and then into true hay bacilli, see p. 2-il).—The

* Compt. rend., 1879. t Arch.f. exp. Pathol, u. Pharm., 1882.
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more, however, the metliods of pure cultivation liave Ijeen

perfected, the more has the conviction gained ground that
such variations in their characters probaljlj' occurs to as
slight an extent in the case of the bacteria as in that of

higher organisms, and that the former observations on -which

these statements were founded were not made by methods
which were free from objection. Buchner himself has in liis

more recent investigations pointed out numerous specific

morphological characters. It is no doubt not impossible that

many of the species Avhich have as yet been looked on as

definite forms from examination by incomplete means, and
at an early period of our knowledge, may, when the modes of

investigation have become more perfect, be recognised as

related to each other, and that thus from two species which
have as yet been looked on as morphologically distinct we
may have to form a single species with a somewhat great

variability in vegetative form. But as yet no facts of this

kind have been demonstrated, and if they should be demon-
strated in any individual case they would not afford any
ground for doubting the value of the morphological characters

in distinguishing the species of other bacteria.*

2. Physiologi- In view of the difficulty of the morphological dis-
cal differences.

j^j^g^jQ^j Qf species, we must, as has already been men-

tioned above, in many cases employ marked and specific

physiological characters as means of diagnosis and of

classification. The characters so employed must

naturally be constant and hereditary; it is only then

* Buclmer has recently [Arch./. Ilyg., vol. iii., p. 380) implied that I

confound variability in vegetative form with that of species, and that

I fight against the former, while in reality I mean the latter. But
from various portions of my criticisms of Zopf's hypothesis, as well as

in the first edition of this book, it is very evident that I am by no

means guilty of any such mistake. As a proof I cite the follo^ving

passage from p. 276 of the first edition of this work:

—

"In spite of the view that cocci, bacteria, bacilli, spirilla, only

represent developmental forms which readily pass into each other, it

might nevertheless be still possible to form distinct morphologically

characterised species. We observe in the cocci, bacilli, and spirilla,

many other peculiarities of form which might serve to characterise a

species, and if the chief weight were laid on these peculiarities we

would obtain a classification founded on morphological characters, and

could ultimately attempt to make a diagnosis of the species according

to the external form, even though the same fungus occurred in a coccal,

bacteric, or spirillar form."

According to the view which Buchner and Wernich support, such a

differentiation of constant forms would not, however, bo trustworthy ;

these morphological characters would, as a rule, only bo the product of

the external conditions of lifo.
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that tliey can be of use for the formation of distinct

varieties. Characters which readily undergo alteration

under the influence of all sorts of external conditions,

which are readily lost and acquired, are as little suitable

for characterising varieties as varying differences in

form.

As a matter of fact we have, in the production of

ferments, in the formation of pigment, in the setting

up of fermentation and disease, and in the whole mode

in which the nutrient substrata are assimilated and

broken np by the bacteria, such hereditary and cha-

racteristic physiological attributes of the species of

bacteria.

It has been already mentioned above (p. 563) that Variability

the sum total of the external conditions oi existence of varyiti^

exerts a very marked influence on the quality of the pro-

ducts of tissue change, and that by abnormal external

conditions every individual phase of the characteristic

vital phenomena may be abohshed ;
but, nevertheless,

these variations in physiological characters follow defi-

nite lines and do not go beyond the characters of the

species in question. In correspondence with this fact

those vital phenomena which are constant under certain

nutrient conditions can be very readily employed as

means of distinction; and the loss of the individual

characters as the result of definite external conditions

only serves as a means of increasing the number of

characteristics of the species.

Further, as in the case of other organisms, so also Alteration

probably in the case of bacteria, they may become accli- "JioV™^

matised to abnormal conditions of existence; for example,

to an excess of salts, to a different reaction of the nutrient

medium, to temperature, &c. It is conceivable that

the same abnormal conditions when suddenly employed

cause cessation of development, while M'hen gradually

introduced they still permit the exercise of the vital

functions. More accurate facts, however, are still want-

ing as to the behaviour of bacteria under such conditions,

but it is a priori probable, from what we know of the

behaviour of the higher organisms, that even under
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suitable acclimatisation of bacteria tbe result will be
not a loss or diminution, but a multiplication of their

specific characters, and that the properties thus acquired
will again be lost after a few generations when the
abnormal external conditions are replaced by normal
ones.

NageU's views Nageli, Buchner.Wernich, and others have formerly assumed

mutability of
existence of a very rapid and limitless alteration of the

the bacteria, characters of species of bacteria which had up to that time
been distinguished from each other. " According to my view
each of the species of bacteria could occasion the formation
of lactic acid, putrefaction, and various forms of disease.
Each species has the power of accommodating itself to un-
equal external conditions, and consequently of appearing in
various forms morphologically and physiologically peculiar.
The adaptation or acclimatisation may be more or less com-
plete and more or less permanent, according to the time and
the other factors which are at work. . . . Thus forms of an
unequal degree of development and of unequal constancy
would be produced in accordance with the various external
conditions. The same bacterium would at one time live in
milk and form lactic acid ; at another on meat and cause
putrefaction

;
again in wine, and lead to the formation of a

gummy substance
;
subsequently in the earth without setting

up any fermentation ; and finally in the human body, and take
part in some form of disease. ... It would on a soil which
was equally disposed for various fermentations occasion those
changes Avhich most correspond to the physiological stage at

which it has arrived by its previous mode of life. Bacteria
which frequently change their habitat would of course retain

an indefinite character, and be equally well disposed to

assume different forms and to excite different fermentations "

(Nageli *).

Nageli and Buchner found an experimental support for

these views in the observation that bacteria which caused

milk to become sour lost this property in a saccharine solu-

tion of meat extract, and caused there an ammoniacal fermen-

tation, and it was only after a hundred or more generations

in milk that the property of forming acid slowly recurred.

Hueppe, however, tested this question accurately, and was
unable to make out any such variability in the behaviour of

the lactic acid bacilli, but he showed that an ammoniacal

fermentation could be caused in the milk by butjTic acid

bacilli, whioh, in the form of resistant spores, could rendil}-

* NUgeli die niederen Pilze, Miinchen, 1877, p. 22.
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remain unnoticed in a living condition in milk winch had

been insufficiently sterilised; and thus he showed that it was

probable that in these experiments we did not have to do with

variation in the characters of the same species, but with tUe

effect of different species of bacteria.

The more the methods of pure cultivation of Ijacteria have

been improved, and the more complete oui' knowledge as to

the biology of the bacteria has become, so much the more

certainly do all other experiments lead us to the conviction

that the specific vital characters of the lower fungi can be

retained in a similar manner as in the higher organisms, and ,

are not subject to any extensive variation—Even Buchner

in his more recent investigations recognises the physiological

attributes of the bacteria as sufficiently constant to enable

him to base on them a distinction between the individual

species.

It is true that during a long period of time, just Formation of

as in the case of the higher plants, a real formation of
^'"^""^

varieties may occur in the lower fungi, the physiological

characters being chiefly affected. This variation does

not, however, arise as the direct result of definite ex-

ternal conditions, but is due originally to a certain

tendency to variation which often only leads to an

ephemeral existence of the somewhat abnormal ex-

amples, and thus to no important consequences ; at

times, however, when by chance the external conditions

are such that these abnormal examples are, as the result

of the abnormality in their physiological characters,

especially able to grow concurrently with other organ-

isms, and are not weaker than individuals which have

not these properties, we may have a continuation of

these abnormalities through a series of generations, and

thus the formation of a new variety. In many of the

lower fungi, however, the tendency to this form of

variation is extremely slight ; more especially we must
accept it as undoubted with regard to most of the ex-

citing agents of fermentation that they have retained

the same physiological characters and the same mode
of breaking up the fermenting materials for thousands

of years.

In one respect, it is true, a character of the bacteria

has been observed which does not apparently follow the
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The loss of
the power of
bacteria to
excite disease
and fermenta-
tion.

It would be
necessary to
regard attenu-
ation as a
degenerative
process if it

were not
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laws whicli have been made out with regard to the higher
organisms. The power possessed by many bacteria of

multiplying in the body of Hving warm-blooded animals,
as well as the property of others of exciting fermenta-
tion in suitable substrata, have, as has been above men-
tioned (p. 656), proved extremely labile in many species

of bacteria, and can be destroyed by numerous in-

fluences, such as high temperatures, chemical poisons,

&c., which cause degeneration of the organisms. In-

deed, the repeated passage of certain parasitic bacteria

through more or less suitable hosts appears, according

to Pasteur's experiments, to lead to increase or diminu-
tion in their virulence,* and in the case of glanders, for

example, a cultivation for a certain length of time on

potatoes, which is otherwise the most suitable dead

nutrient material for their growth, suffices to lead to

complete disappearance of their virulence (Loeffler).

This "attenuation" of the lower fungi would not be of

much importance if we had only to doWith a degenera-

tive process which had arisen under the influence of the

abnormal conditions of life employed, and which was

only retained so long as these conditions acted, and

was not hereditary through a long series of genera-

tions under normal conditions, but was rapidly lost.

* A similar alteration of pathogenic properties of the lower organisms

was formerly stated to occur by Davaine as the result of his experi-

ments on progressive -virulence. Davaine thought that he had observed

that the virulence of septicaemia bacilli constantly increases the oftener

they are inoculated from one animal to another; thus, while of an

infective fluid found accidentally several drops are necessarj' to insure

infection in the first instance, yet, when it has been inoculated from

animal to animal for a considerable time it is ultimately found that the

minutest fraction of a drop is sufficient to cause the fatal disease.

Koch and Gaffky {Mitlheil. a. d. Kais. Ge.s. Ami., vol i.) were able to

demonstrate that in the case of several bacteria which occasioned

seijticsemia no such progressive increase in virulence existed ; that it

was only necessary to employ larger doses at first, when the material

used for inocvilation was very impure and only contained a few of the

pathogenic organisms
;
that, on the other hand, when the material was

pure the same dilution was as active at the commencement of the series

of experiments as at the end. More recent experiments of Pasteur as

regards swine erysipelas, hydrophobia, &c., point, however, to the fact

that some species of bacteria undergo marked alterations in virulence

as the result of their passage through the bodies of certain warm-

blooded animals.
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In this case the attenuation would he analogous to the

numerous degenerative processes which have been ob-

served in higher organisms ; the diminution in the

amount of quinine in the species of cinchona, the loss

of the production of conium in hemlock when the plants

are cultivated in unsuitable soil, the diminution in the

amount of chlorophjdl, or the imperfect and slower

growth of the various organisms under unfavourable

external conditions, would then furnish analogous ex-

amples.

But it is remarkable that the attenuated condition of An attenuated

pathogenic and fermentative bacteria cannot as a matter however,
'

of fact be removed, as in the case of these degenerated
to™Xi^e^^^^''

plants, by subsequent cultivation under normal condi- generations,

tions. On the contrary, undoubted facts have been

made out which show that this attenuated condition

can last . for a long time, and through a long series

of generations, more especially when it was set up by
milder means, employed for a long time.

Thus in the case of many bacteria a character has

been made out which must be regarded as a biological

curiosity, and which does not in any way harmonise
with the other biological characters of the bacteria. Tor Thus a

on the whole we undoubtedly observe, as has been stated cwShas
above, a constancy in the hereditary properties of the ^«en proved

bacteria similar to that of the higher plants, and even the bacteria*"

the virulence of the parasitic bacteria appears to corre- TnSly Sm
spend in its laws with those of the other characters, in f^*^*

of

J.1 . • -x p ... . .-, , . . liiffher orffan-
tliatm spite ol numerous variations m the cultivation, no isms,

alteration occurs, or only appears under certain abnormal
conditions, and then affects the one generation alone.

There can, however, be no longer any doubt as to the
remarkable fact of the artificial development of a here-
ditary attenuated condition in some bacteria, and as the
result of this most recent development of our know-
ledge, we must come to the conclusion that wc ought to
be extremely cautious in our judgment when we attempt
to apply laws which concern other organisms to bacteria,
or when we would draw general conclusions with regard
to bacteria from single observations.
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More than in any other scientific department is it

necessary to limit our judgment in the case of the lower

fungi to the particular species in question, and we are

just as little justified in declaring that a hereditary

attenuated condition of the bacteiia is impossible, as

the result of theoretical considerations, as we would be

in deducing from a few instances in which such attenua-

tion has been proved that there is an extensive altera-

tion of virulence as the result of other influences, and

in the case of other species of bacteria, which have not

been tested, or that there is a similar variable condition

of all the other properties of the bacteria.
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PAKT VI.

DISTEIBUTION AND HABITAT OF THE BACTEEIA.

NuMEEOus forms of bacteria grow in the most various General

surroundings of mankind, whenever they meet with ofthe
sufficient moisture, nutritive material, and a temperature bacteria,

of at least 6° to 10° C, and they multiply the more
quickly the nearer the temperature approaches the aver-

age optimum of 20° to 30° C, and the better and more
plentiful the nutritive material. Wherever dead organic

materials, excreta of man and animals, dead bodies, dead
plants, household refuse, &c., accumulate on the surface

of the ground, in stagnant or running water, or within
dwelling-houses, in the presence of sufficient moisture
and temperature, bacterial growth occurs, and ultimately

occasions the complete destruction of these materials,

the place of which is taken by an enormous number of

newly-formed individuals.

In view of the distribution, the enormous capacity for

multiplication, and the relatively great resisting power of

the bacteria, one involuntarily inquires as to the means
which come into play in nature in order to destroy the
masses of bacteria which are being constantly formed,
and to provide against their accumulation in too great
numbers. The cold of winter is not the active agent,
for, as is well known, it only occasions an arrest of de-
velopment, and appears to preserve all the bacteria in a
living state. The natural means of disinfection is in The natural
the first place drying of the bacteria; then exhaustion of Sfect othe nutritive substrata

; at times also high temperatures,
more especially on the surface of the soil from the solai-
heat. These various agents in truth only kill the less
resistant vegetative forms, while the majority of the per-
manent forms retain their vitality in a dry state, and
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also in solutions in which the nutriment is exhausted,
and at the highest temperature reached hy insolation at

the surface of the soil.

Nevertheless, the effect of these means may be great,

and indeed sufficient for the purpose, because oppor-

tunities for the sprouting of the spores often present

themselves in nature, and they thus assume a vulnerable

form; and hence it is chiefly by a constant variation

between good nutritive conditions on the one hand, and
the absence of water and nutritive materials on the other,

that destruction of the various kinds of bacteria and
regulation of the bacterial life are brought about.

Fate of In the case of those forms of bacteria which excite our
parasitic •

i
•

bacteria. Special interest by the fact that they can at times develop

in the bodies of the higher living animals, their continued

existence in our natural surroundings is rendered more
especially difficult, because they are for the most part

very particular as to the quality of their nutriment,

require a favourable temperature, and are often extremely

sensitive to alterations in the nutritive substrata, and to

the amount of water present. Further, all the faculta-

tive parasites are very readily overgrown by saprophytes,

which grow much more quickly under the conditions of

life present in our surroundings; the latter therefore

withdraw from the former the necessary nutritive

materials and also injure them by the products of

their tissue change. If, therefore, it is necessary for

infective agents to grow for a considerable time under

the ordinary conditions, they must evidently have the

opportunity of growing in a sort of pure cultivation ; and

such an exclusive occupation of the substratum by patho-

genic bacteria sometimes occurs on semi-solid nutritive

materials, on floating portions of vegetable or animal

tissue, &c.—In fact the preservation of facultative and

obligatory parasites which have grown in this way out-

side the human body, or which have grown in the human
body, and passed from it into the surrounding world, is

a matter of considerable difficulty. They are most easily

preserved when spore forms are present, which can per-

sist unaltered for a long time in a diy condition, or in
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exhausted nutrient material. Where spore forms are

absent, preservation can possibly still occur if the exist-

ing conditions are such that the sensitive parasitic bac-

teria are not destroyed or overgrown by saprophytes.

Conditions of this kind are furnished, for example, where

the temperature is under +5° C; and also (as will be

described more fully afterwards) in porous and moderately

moist soil.

For the distribution of bacterial life on the surface of Transport of

the soil, it is also of importance that they should not be

restricted to the original place where they developed, but

should be transported over greater or less distances.

Currents of air and flowing water are the most important

means of transport; to a less extent, but in a great

variety of ways, they may also be carried by animals and

by the trade and intercommunication of mankind.

When we examine our various surroundings as to the Occurrence

presence of bacteria, we find them, in the first place, in of biSrST
the air in very varying numbers. By the methods as*^®^^^'-

yet employed for these investigations, from 100 to 500
living bacteria have been found in every cubic metre of

the layers of the air which lie immediately above the
ground; in the air of dwelling-rooms they have been
found in very small numbers when all movement of the
air has been as much avoided as possible for some time,
while they are present in large numbers when the dust
has been raised by movements and other disturbances.
Direct microscopical examination of the collected air

germs, as well as the experiments on filtration of the air
(Hesse), have shown that the micro-organisms floating
in the air do not occur as isolated individuals, but that
numerous individuals of the same kind are as a rule united
together in chains and groups, or adhere to coarse par-
ticles and visible pieces of dust.

The origin of the air germs must almost always be Origin of air
sought m the bacterial colonies on the surface of the
earth, for there is not sufficient moisture to permit
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multiplication during tlieir transport through the air.

Further, bacteria as a rule only pass into the air from
bacterial colonies which are thoroughly dry and are

broken into fragments by external force. Ntigeli has
shown that even strong currents of air are unable to

detach bacteria from moist surfaces; it is only when
there is at the same time a spurting up of the fluid by
waves, or by violent agitation (mill wheels, washing, &c.),

or by the formation of bubbles, that particles of water,

and with them bacteria, can be carried by currents of air

Only over short distances. Even when a colony of bacteria
tUoronglily , . .

dry bacteria cii'ies up it canuot at once become loose, so that portions
pass into the go^ld pass into the air ; on the contrary, the dried bac-

teria generally adhere very firmly to the substance beneath,

and it is only by breakage due to external violence, or to

the effect of temperature, that small light particles are

loosened and can be carried away by currents of air.

Former observers had, it is true, at times obtained evidence
of detachment of bacteria by feeble curreiits of air, and even
from moist surfaces, but those experiments were not made
with pure cultivations of bacteria, nor by the help of solid

nutrient substrata, and hence bacteria entering through in-

sufScient joints might easily cause deception and lead to the
idea that they had become detached from the surfaces of the
fluids investigated. At the present time the experiments
can be readily repeated with completely uniform results if

we work with pure cultivations of the rarer forms of bacteria

and are thus able to distinguish organisms which have come
accidentally from without, from those which were present on
the surface of the nutrient substrata.

Differenco in The bacteria, once they have passed into the air, float

gorms.
°^ '^'^^

or are carried about by currents of air for a varying time.

In addition to differences in the strength of the currents,

the size and weight of the floating particles is of especial

influence in this respect. Gross particles of dust, such

as one sees with the naked eye by any mode of illumina-

tion, soon fall in quiescent air along with the bacteria

adhering to them ; the smaller or so-called solar specks

float more easily, and are carried about by slight

currents. Finally, the minute collections of bacteria or

individual bacteria which are never visible to the naked
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eye, and of which the weight represents the hillionth of

a gramme or less, do not become deposited to any great

extent even in quiescent air. We must also suppose

that these minute bodies are surrounded by a condensed

coating of air consisting chiefly of the vapour of water,

and forming as it were a parachute and mantle which

renders floating easier (Niigeli).

From these observations and considerations we at Local differ-

once arrive at some laws as to the local and seasonal n^^er of' aii

distribution of bacteria in the air. Everywhere where germs,

there is a plentiful development of bacteria on the sur-

face of the soil, and where complete dessication of super-

ficial colonies takes place, there will be a considerable

number of bacteria in the air. Where there is no oppor-

tunity for the growth of bacteria (in deserts, on high

mountains, &e.), or where the surface is always moist

(over the sea), the air will be almost or entirely free from

bacteria. Nothing certain is known as to the distances to

which dry but living bacteria can be carried by the wind ;

from the extraordinary distances over which other par-

ticles of dust can be carried, we may conclude that when
opportunity off'ers the bacteria may be carried over very

considerable areas. This circumstance naturally tends to

destroy to a considerable extent local difi^erences in the

amount of bacteria in the aii- ; nevertheless, by far the
greater number of the air germs will always originate

from local sources.

It cannot be decided, and it is also of subordinate impor-
tance, whethei- the few bacteria which have been found on
high mountains have their origin in winds or in the body,
the clothes and utensils of the observers, or in insignificant
local sources ; and of equally slight importance is the hunt
for bacteria in the air of the highest mountains and on the
most distant seas, which has been carried on for the last few
years, has been enth-ely wanting in proper aim and has more
reference to the sensational public than to scientific interest.

Variations at diff'erent times in the number of air variations at
germs are, apart from the varying quantity of available differeuttiircs

bacterial colonies, dependent in the first place upon the germs.*'''

conditions which favour the passage of new bacteria

44
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into the air ; and in the second place upon the factors

which influence the deposit of floating germs from the

air. Dry winds more especially lead to an increase in

the number of bacteria in the air. Even when the de-

ficiency of moisture in the air is not great, and when the

air is moist, drying of the most superficial layers may

occur at the exposed parts of the surface of the earth,

and dust may he carried into the air along with a certain

number of bacteria
;
great drought lasting for some time

(as in the case of the east winds in our neighbourhood)

leads, however, to a much greater degree of drying ; every

corner of the streets, courts, and houses, the deeper layers

of the soil, &c,, gradually become dry, and many more,

and also greater varieties of, bacteria,—ultimately also

pathogenic bacteria,—pass into the air in these places.

In spite of this markedly favourable influence of dry

winds in increasing the number and kinds of air germs,

it is nevertheless possible that a cubic metre of the air in

our neighbourhood may scarcely show more germs than

in still, damp weather. For the dry winds will possibly

distribute the germs which are taken up over a much

greater area, and more especially carry them to a con-

siderable altitude. A greater amount of water in the

atmosphere, on the contrary, more especially, however,

the occurrence of descending currents of moist air, and

in particular a great condensation of water vapour, must

lead to sinking of the particles of dust, and thus occasion,

in the first place, an increase in the number of germs in

the layers of air close to the surface of the earth, until

continued condensation and rains have eventually brought

back the greater number of the bacteria to the soil.—In

the investigations made up to the present time, but little

attention has been paid to these conditions affecting the

distribution of the germs in the air, and especially to

the possibihty of their deposition by condensation of

water vapour, although it is probable that a more inti-

mate knowledge of the mode of distribution of the air

germs will give us enlightenmont as to the mode in which

many infections (e.g., malaria) occur.

On the whole too great a role was formerly ascribed to

I
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the air in the spread of saprophytic and infective germs, danger of air

By the experience obtained in bacteriological work and in

surgical practice, it has become evident that bacteria but

seldom enter nutrient substrata from quiescent air, that

even a simple cover which keeps off the vertically falling

particles of dust forms even in impure air an extremely

efficient protection, and that the entrance of bacteria

occurs far more frequently from unclean objects, unin-

tentional contaminations, &c., than from air germs. On
the other hand, dusty air in active movement offers an
excellent opportunity for the spread of bacteria ; and it

is remarkable in what numbers they may be deposited
on a cool object—on nutrient materials, &c., placed in

ice—along with the water vapour condensed at the
same time. But even then the pathogenic bacteria _
form only a minute fraction as compared with the sapro-
phytes. In fact in the open air the dilution of the
pathogenic germs soon becomes so very great that a
direct infection is a rare occurrence ; it is only from the
air within dwellings and in the neighbourhood of the sick
that infection occurs at all frequently.

Neither the points of view nor the methods for the in- Defects in the
vestigation of the air are at the present time so precise that InvSigations
it IS possible to make definite statements as to the local °° S'erms.

and seasonal differences in the number of the air germs,
or that well-founded conclusions can be drawn as to the
part played by the air in the spread of one or other of
the infective diseases. Miquel's attempts to draw a
parallel between the results which he has obtained in
his air investigations, and the mortality from the various
infective diseases, are at least premature, and only show
how long-suffering the statistical method is, and how
easily it can be misused in order to prove a deceptive^
causal connection.

_

The distribution and behaviour of bacteria in the soil Oecnrren.-oIS of very special hygienic interest, because for a lon^ beCiour
time, and especially since Pettenkofer's convincing, det&t™'"
ductions, the soil has been regarded as a very important
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factor in the occurrence of epidemic diseases. The
connection proved by statistics to exist between the varia-

tions in the mortality from typhoid fever in Munich and
the variations in the level of the ground water furnished

the chief argument for the view that something took place

in the soil which exercised an important influence on
Petteukofei-'s the spread of a number of infective diseases. The
the relation interesting results of that statistical observation leave it

souTnd iSec-
^o^^ver.in the first place, doubtful whether the alteration

tive bacteria, in the soil, as shown by variations in the ground water,

exercise any influence on the development of the infective

germs ; or whether it is only of special importance for

the transport of the germs present in soil to man ; or

whether, in the third place, there is a direct connection

between the conditions of the soil and the infective

germs, or an indirect one in this way, that the apparently

predisposing condition of the soil and the spread of the

epidemics must be referred to a third causal factor

common to both.—Further, the question arises, sup-

posing that the soil exerts some direct influence on one

or several of the infective agents, whether this influence

must be regarded as absolutely necessary for the epidemic

spread of the diseases in question, so that a necessary and

specific role must be assigned to the soil ; or whether

the spread of the same disease may not frequently occur

in other ways without any connection with the soil ?

The decision of these questions is evidently only

possible when we obtain a more accurate knowledge of

the pathogenic agents, of their vital characters, and of

their mode of spread ; before we possessed any know-

ledge of this kind we could only form hypotheses as to

the more intimate connection between the soil and in-

fective diseases.

View as to a Pettenkofer and his followers formerly sought to show

fluonce'^of the ^^^^ '^^ probable that the soil exercised a peculiar

soil on the and definite influence on the development of the infective
development ,i •

i , i

and spread of germs as well as on their transport to man ; a porous

germ"*^'^^*^^^
soil infiltrated with waste organic materials and moistened

from time to time was supposed to be indispensable

for the development, and, so to speak, ripening of the
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infective agents ; and the same soil was supposed, per-

haps at a definite stage of dryness, to enable the infective

germs to be transported by currents of air.

This view was undoubtedly completely justified by the

state of our knowledge at that time as to the nature of the

pathogenic agents. But since we are now able to set on

foot direct observation and experimental investigations

as to the mode of development and the conditions of

existence of the infective agents, we must subject our

former views as to the occurrence of infective diseases,

and more especially as to the influence of the soil on the

pathogenic bacteria, to revision and criticism. In fact

as to the behaviour of bacteria in the various media in

our surroundings many thorough investigations are

necessary, and we are far from seeing clearly the re-

lations between the soil and the pathogenic bacteria.

But in many directions the more recent bacteriological

investigations have given us valuable facts which compel

us to alter our former views.

If we shortly summarise what we have learned during Results of

the last few years by direct observation and experiment bacTeriologi-

as to the general behaviour of the most various kinds of "al investiga-

bacteria in the soil, we obtain in the first place the ' ^
^

'

unanimous result that, as a matter of fact, the bacterial

life in the soil is extremely active, that the soil is evidently

the chief reservoir for bacteria, into which the greatest part

of all fluids containing bacteria, almost all refuse water,

excreta, &c., pass, and on the surface of which the germs
which have passed into the air are again in great part de-

posited. Enormous numbers of bacteria have always been Eichness of

found in the soil by the most various observers. Infusions

made trom manured field and garden earth, even though °^ bacteria,

diluted 100 times, still contain thousands of bacteria in
every drop, and the ordinary soil of streets and courts also

shows the presence of large numbers. Bacilli are present
in much the largest numbers ; but in the most super-
ficial layers and in moist ground there are also numerous
forms of micrococci. Some species are markedly promi-
nent, and are found in the most varied places and at the
most various times in the soil, while they occur in other
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substrata much less commonly; such are, for example,
the bac. mycoides (p. 403), and some other forms which
have not as yet been more minutely described. Various
kinds of bacilli must also be very often present in the
soil in the form of resting spores, as can be concluded
with certainty from disinfection experiments,

bactorm^nthe
•P^^^'^&^^ic forms are also not uncommonly found,mc enam e

^yeii.jjnown inhabitants of the soil are the bacilli of

malignant oedema, of infective tetanus, the bac. septicus

agrigenus, &c., which are commonly and almost ex-" clusively found in garden or field earth. Pathogenic
bacteria occur with such frequency in the soil that no
material found in nature so easily produces infection as
earth. If mice, guinea-pigs, or rabbits are inoculated

wdth a quantity (not too small) of earth from the surface

of the ground a much higher percentage of cases of

disease is obtained than when the inoculation is made
with some fluid containing bacteria. If large quantities

of the latter are injected a large number, or it may be
all of the animals die of ptomaine poisoning ; but an

Tn mflctive°^
infective disease only results in rare cases. We have

action of the also reasou to assume that the infective diseases caused

by the soil would be more numerous, and would lead to

the isolation of other species of pathogenic fungi, were
it not that these oedema and tetanus bacilli are so widely

distributed that they obscure the other infective agents

and cause the death of the animal before other more
slowly growing bacteria have had time to multiply.

—

- This marked infective property of the soil must evidently

make us a priori inclined to accept the view that the

soil is of special importance in the occurrence of human
infective diseases.

Vital powers We have also obtained some information as to certain

"f the soii*."""^ effects producedby the bacteria on thesoil. Thus Schlosing

and Miintz, and at a later period Warington, showed that

the formation of nitric acid from the ammonia of organic

substances is chiefly caused by lowly organisms ; when
soil has been heated or treated with disinfecting means
it loses almost entirely this power, which is otherwise

constantly observed. In like manner WoUny and Fodor
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were able to sliow that the formation of carbonic acid in

the soil was entirely the result of the life of lower organ- carbonic acid,

isms. Farther, Gayon and Dupetit, as well as Deherain

and Maquenne, have furnished proof that when oxygen is

deficient a reduction of the nitrates to nitrites, ammonia

and nitrogen can be brought about by the bacteria

of the soil. According to investigations made ^J^^f/j^^^^f

Heraeus (Zeitschriftf. Hyg., vol. i.), many forms of bac-

teria (such as bac. prodigiosus, cheese spirilla, Finkler's

spirilla, typhoid bacilli, anthrax bacilli, staphylococci)

are able to oxidise ammonia to nitric acid ; while other

species (for example, two kinds of bacilli cultivated from

water) cause the reduction of the nitrates in a marked

manner. Schlbsing and Miintz held that nitrification was Nitrificatiou
°

. p 1 • 1 • 1 ^^'^ caused
caused exclusively by one species of bacteria which was exclusively by

isolated by them from the soil ; but their description of the
l^ih'''^

°^

bacteria does not at all indicate that they worked with a

really pure cultivation, and the investigations of Heraeus

compel us to adopt the view that a large number of

bacteria are capable of causing nitrification either by

simple assimilation and oxidation, or by a sort of fer-

mentation. In soil the conditions are especially favour- the most

iir. PT . ^ . -, . favourable
able lor some oi these bacteria which act by oxidation conditions for

because concentrated solutions and large quantities of ^ie" resented

organic material further the multiplication of the re- soil,

ducing bacteria, while in more dilute nutrient substrata,

which is usually the condition even of unclean soil, the

oxidising bacteria gain the upper hand. Hence in by far the

greatest number of cases we observe oxidation processes

in the soil, which on account of the marked subdivision

of the material in thin layers, the intimate contact of

au-, and the simultaneous surface attraction of the soil,

lead to an extremely rapid and complete destruction of

organic material.—As to the individual phases of the
decomposition of the soil, and as to the various influences

which act on it, we must await the results of continued
investigation with pure cultivations of bacteria from the
soil under various conditions.

We also possess some observations, although on the Transport of

whole unsatisfactory ones, as to the distribution and ^^O'Ct"""' ^ith-
in the soil.
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transport of bacteria in the soil. The bacteria in the

first place generally reach the most superficial layers

with refuse fluids, from the air, &c. ; and hence in these

layers we find by far the greatest number of bacteria.

Many bacteria also pass at once from cesspools, &c.,

into somewhat deeper layers of the ground, 1—3 metres

under the surface, and impregnate these especially

strongly in the immediate neighbourhood of the cess-

pool. The question is whether bacteria can spread

from these points over considerable distances of the soil

in a horizontal and vertical direction. Currents of

water or air suggest themselves as the chief means of

transport. The former, when they soak through the

soil from the surface as far as the ground water,

ultimately carry the bacteria into the deeper layers and
into the ground water; or again, where there is great

evaporation from the surface, the water rising by capil-

lary action carries bacteria which have collected beneath
By downward into the Upper layers. But on experimental investiefa-
cuiTentsof ,. .

,/ ^
i r . .1 :i ^ i.

water. tion neither mode 01 transport has proved to be prac-

ticable. Numerous filtration experiments on a large

and small scale have shown most distinctly that a layer

of earth i to 1 metre in thickness is an excellent filter

for bacteria, and hence the purification of fluids from

bacteria must be still more complete in cultivated and

especially in clay soil, and where the fluid moves with

extreme slowness. In harmony with this we have the

fact, first ascertained by Koch and later on repeated

occasions in the author's laboratory, that the deeper

layers of soil contain very much fewer or indeed no

bacteria in contrast to the superficial layers which are

almost always rich in them (apart naturallyfrom soil which

has been artificially disturbed). Further, it has been

repeatedly observed that wells which are well protected

against contamination with bacteria from the surface

and from the sides of the well furnish a water almost

entirely free from bacteria; that, further, wells of water

containing bacteria become the purer the more water is

pumped up, and the more ground water comes in from

the deeper layers of the soil.—Hence we can only assume
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that bacteria penetrate to a very limited degree into the

deeper layers of the soil, more especially as it has been
shown from Hofmann's investigations that the passage

even of fluids and of substances in solution only takes

place with extreme slowness, and usually months and
years elapse before the layers in the neighbourhood of

the ground water are reached.

That a current of fluid passing upwards by capillary By upward
attraction can carry bacteria from the deeper layers of the cSnte of
soil to the more superficial has been recently asserted water,

by Soyka* as the result of a series of experiments.
Similar experiments, however, when repeated by
Pfeifi"ert and also in Koch's laboratory, have led to
entirely contrary results. However, even if such a
transport of bacteria by capillary currents were possible
to a slight degree, we could hardly regard this mode of
transport for bacteria as of any value under normal
conditions, for we have evidence that the deeper layers
of the soil are the poorest in bacteria, while the most
superficial layers have the largest numbers

; and, further,
with regard to man, the capillary current as a means of
transport for germs from the soil is scarcely of any im-
portance, because, as we shall see, it is only the com-
position of the actual surface of the ground which has
to be taken into consideration.

Whether currents of air passing through the soil can Bv currents of
carry bacteria along with them was first experimentally
tested by Nageli, and then by Eenk, Soyka, Pfeiffer,
and others

; all these observers obtained the uniform
result that even strong currents of air were unable to
carry a single bacterial germ through a layer of earth
a few centimetres in thickness ; the layer of earth evenm the completely dry state acts perfectly as a filter,
and in ordinary soil, which is alM'ays slightly moist, and
in which the movement of the ground air is very slight
there is so much less possibility of detachment and
transport of bacteria—Lastly, we might also think that Bv continued
bacteria might spread by continued growth. Ttie

* Pra^cv meil. IVochemcIn:, 1885, No 28
t Jlepert. d. anal. Ch., 1886, No. l.-Zeit'schrifl f. TIyr,ihx^^ ^ol. 1, Part 3.
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energetic processes of oxidation in the soil show us that

active life, and in correspondence with that, marked

multiplication of bacteria, occurs in it ; but even were

the growth very active, the vegetation could only spread

extremely slowly over the enoimously large surfaces

which a porous soil offers, and this mode of spread

would not come at all into consideration in the case of

pathogenic bacteria.—Finally, transport of bacteria can

occur in many instances by all sorts of animals which

live and move in the soil, for example, by worms, but

this can only take place to a very limited extent. On
the whole, then, we must regard the bacteria in the soil

as more or less fixed in a particular place, and only

altering their position slowly and over short distances.

Wie^pathogeuic
"^^^ results of the recent investigations as to the

bacteria in the behaviour of pathogenic bacteria in the soil are thus of

great importance. We have to ascertain whether the

soil can in reality exert a specific influence on patho-

genic bacteria, whether such an influence is shown in

favouring the growth and the multiplication of the

pathogenic bacteria, or whether it afi"ects their preserva-

tion and spore formation, or whether, in the third place,

it is only the spread of the infective agents from the soil

to man which depends on definite conditions of the

soil.

1 Do the From our present knowledge as to the conditions of

pathogenic
^

life of the pathogenic bacteria, it seems very improba-

tipiyinthe ble that they are able to multiply in the soil. The low

temperature in the deeper layers is of itself sufiicient

to prevent entirely the multiplication of this class of

bacteria. In those upper layers, which always or at

times show a temperature of at least 16° C, growth of

pathogenic bacteria could occur if suitable nutritive sub-

stances were present, if there were nothing to hinder

the development, and if none of the more rapidly grow-

ing saprophytes were present. These conditions, how-

ever, are almost never fulfilled under ordinary chcum-

Unfavourable stances. Numerous experiments by Bolton, Heraeus,

dTSs^bi the' and others, have shown most distinctly that even the

soil- typhoid bacilli, which are the least fastidious of all
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the pathogenic organisms, absolutely require a small

quantity of the best nutritive materials for their growth

and multiplication. In this respect the pathogenic bacteria

show a marked contrast to some of the saprophytic

forms, which can maintain life with nutritive materials

of almost any quality, and can, therefore, grow actively

in the soil. Better nutritive materials may, however,

be occasionally found in certain localities in the most

superficial layers of the soil, but at the most only tem-

porarily, because rapid destruction and decomposition

is always being brought about by saprophytic bacteria,

and by the surface action of the elements of the soil.

Varidus pathogenic bacteria can, it is true, be cultivated

in pure diluted urine, and Schrakamp has also observed

a development of anthrax bacilli in soil which was pre-

viously steriHsed, and to which urine, blood serum,

nutritive jelly, &c., were added. From this, however,
we cannot draw any conclusions as to the conditions of

the normal soil. The excreta, &c., reach it usually Direct expori-

in a markedly altered condition, and containing nume- jTegSj?*''
reus saprophytic bacteria. As a rule they become very i-esults.

much diluted in the soil by rain, and the layers in

which they are in the first place retained are likewise
full of saprophytes and fermentative agents, and in a
suitable state for rapid decomposition of the material.
Hence manured soil presents very different nutritive
conditions to those of pure fluids, and conclusions as to
the behaviour of the natural soil can only be drawn from
experiments with real manured field and garden earth.
Experiments of this kind have already been made by
Koch. He attempted to grow anthrax bacilli in garden
earth, in very rich mould from the banks of rivers, in
the mud of the same rivers, and also in the mud of
streets, a little water being added to these substances.
Nevertheless no growth occurred.—Praussnitz has also
made mvestigations in this direction in the author's
laboratory, but has not as yet obtained any marked or
jjermanent multiplication of pathogenic bacteria in any

'
"

land of soil, or by any mode of manuring. These ex-
periments are being continued, and it is very possible
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that here and there degrees of uncleanness of the soil

may be found which permit a short-lived and local mul-
tiplication ; but on the whole such a property of the

soil is exceptional, even under the conditions employed
in laboratory work. And these conditions are in so far

very much more favourable for the multiplication of the

pathogenic bacteria than are the natural ones, because

in them earth which has been previously sterilised at

100° C, and freed from other bacteria, and air not con-

taining carbonic acid, are always employed. In reality the

concurrence of the saprophytes which find their most
favourable conditions for existence in the soil, and also

the accumulation of carbonic acid, are in a very marked
degree unfavourable for multiplication of the pathogenic

bacteria.

Multiplication Hence it appears to be of relatively little importance

veryexcep- question of the multiplication of pathogenic
tionally even bacteria in the soil, whether the latter is more or less
in imi)ure . , , . . ...
soil. contaminated, that is to say, impregnated with excreta.

Possibly greater or less contamination may lead to a

certain fluctuation in the prevalent species of bacteria,

but all of these belong to the category of the obligatory

saprophytes, and leave no room for the facultative

parasites which are much more particular as to the con-

ditions of their life. Without doubt it will at times

happen that a pure cultivation of pathogenic bacteria

(for example blood from animals suffering from anthrax)

reaches the upper layers of the soil along with good

nutritive material, and then multiplication of the

anthrax bacilli will occur in the soil so impregnated.

But this is evidently no special action of the soil, for

the same thing might happen on any other substratum.

In a similar manner typhoid and cholera bacilli, which

pass along with the fresh dejecta into a soil contain-

ing bad nutritive materials and numbers of saprophytes,

may multiply to a certain extent for a short time at the

expense of the nutritive materials contained in the

dejecta, in the same manner as would happen under

other very difterent conditions without contact with the

soil. Here there is no sort of favouring and specific
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influence of the soil, and of the impurities of the soil,

but on the contrary rather an unfavourable action.

If, however, we ask whether the soil favours the pre- 2. Are patlio-

servationof pathogenic bacteria, our answer must perhaps preserved*^"'
be somewhat diiferent. This might occur if circum- ^1'° •'^oil

stances were present which favoured spore formation

or long preservation of preformed spores, or of those

formed in the soil, or retention of vitality by non-spore-

bearing bacteria. Soyka* has recently observed, in a

series of experiments with anthrax bacilli, that spores
are formed more quickly when the fluid containing them
is mixed with soil than when they are kept in the
original fluid under conditions otherwise similar (at the
same temperature, &c,). Now spore formation in the No important

case of anthrax bacilli occurs chiefly at the surface ofKp™"
fluids, and hence spores are the more numerous, and formation,

the earlier formed in a fluid the thinner the layer in
which it is spread out. In soil which is not saturated
with moisture, any fluids poured on it are quickly dis-
tributed in very thin layers, and thus ofi'er the best
conditions for spore formation. But these conditions
are also furnished on any substratum when the fluids
are spread out in thin layers on the surface.

According to Soyka, acceleration of the spore forma-
tion is most marked when the soil contains such an
amount of moisture that from 25 to 75 per cent, of the
pores^ are fllled with fluid. This gives a very large
margin, which besides was never sharply defined in his
series of experiments, for numerous spores were found,
and the delay in their formation was only trivial when a
hundred per cent, of the pores were filled, while M'here
the proportion was under 25 per cent, the spores were
so widely distributed that comparison was impossible

Soyka was unable to observe spore formation in the
anthrax bacilli when the temperature of the soil was
below 18 C, or under conditions which would hinder
spore formation in fluids.

From these results it is evident that the soil exercises
no marked or specific influence on the formation of

* Fortschritte d. med., 1886, Nr. 9.
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Ou the other
hand spores
once formed
are well
preserved.

Preservation
of non-spore

-

bearing
bacteria.

spores in the case of anthrax bacilli ; on the contrary, the

bacilli form spores in the superficial and somewhat dry

layers of the soil in the same manner—perhaps here and

there somewhat quicker, but certainly not to any marked

degree—as in portions of the bodies of animals which

have died of anthrax and which are lying on the surface,

in the dejecta of anthracic animals, on nutrient vegetable

materials, in marshy flats, &c.

It is conceivable that in the case of some other patho-

genic bacilli, which are less disposed to the formation of

spores than the anthrax bacilli, spore formation may
occur in a more exclusive manner and much more

favourably under the conditions peculiar to the soil; as

yet, however, we have no evidence in favour of such a

view.

On the other hand, pre-existing spores, or those formed

in the soil, are perhaps better preserved there than in

any other superficial substrata. In the latter, as the

result of rains, or of currents of water and air, which

may bring new nutrient materials, may again moisten

the dried masses, or may carry the spores to other

parts rich in nutriment, the spores may very readily

sprout and form bacilli, which then succumb to the

saprophytes present. In the soil, on the other hand,

the unfavourable nutrient conditions, and the unfavour-

able conditions of temperature, can almost always pre-

vent the sprouting of the spores, and thus we have an

explanation of the fact that existing spores can remain

there for a long time, and that we so often find in the

soil large numbers of resisting spores.

But even without previous spore formation the soil

may possibly preserve various kinds of bacteria, including

pathogenic ones. We saw previously that the chief reason

why non-spore-bearing bacteria so readily died under

natural conditions, was either because they were present

in fluid media, and were then exposed to the danger of

being overgrown by other bacteria, or because the loss of

water and the drying of the nutrient substratum led to

their death.

We can readily conceive that such complete drying of
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bacteria as to lead to their destruction does not readily

occur in the soil, not even in the so-called dry soil,

because the air in it is saturated with moisture, and a

layer of vapour surrounds the elements of the soil ; but
that, on the contrary, as Soyka has suggested, the
arrangement of the fluid in the soil in thin capillary

layers surrounding the particles produces a sort of fixation

of the bacteria, and hinders such free circulation of the
organisms as occurs in thicker layers of fluid, and thus
both their overgrowth by other bacteria and their destruc-
tion by drying are avoided; and these two factors, which
are present in the soil in a very exceptional manner, lead
to preservation of non-spore-bearing pathogenic bacteria
to an extent which occurs much more rarely in other
substrata.

The result that the soil may possibly be a particularly good Explanation
preserving medmm for bacteria, but does not permit their of the marked
multiplication, seems opposed to the experience mentioned i?fectivity of

above that a soil impregnated with putrid fluids sets up
'

infective diseases in animals much more readily than the
putrid fluids themselves. But this fact is easily explained
without assummg a multiplication of these bacteria. In
putrid fluids parasitic bacteria are present in very much
smaller numbers than the saprophytic forms, among which
some are always present which furnish very poisonous
ptomames. On account of these ptomaines we cannot
employ large doses of the putrid fluid if we wish to obtain
an mfecfcion; after the injection of large quantities the
animals only die of intoxication, and when on the other hand
small doses are mjected the chances of an infection are very
slight on account of the relatively small number of the patho-
genic bacteria.-If now the putrid fluids reach a porous soil
the individual bacteria are fixed and preserved, while there is
rapid destruction of the ptomaines. Numerous experiments
tormerly performed, and also those carried on of late by Falkand Soyka, have shown that the soil by its capillary attraction
splits up poisonous organic bases, and also ptomaines, in a

JntL ^ r- ^'"'^ subcutanemisi; .

into animals large quantities of an impure soil without in anvcase causing intoxication, and hence with such a soil infcctivldiseases are mnch more easily produced than with the fluid!

"^ye^Z - usually

The question now arises whether this supposed, but
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se^son^'^
^^^^"^ proved, power of the soil of preserv-

differences in ing pathogenic bacteria is subject to local and seasonal

the sd^^to
° variations

; and whether these variations might suffice

bacteria.
explain the local and seasonal differences in the dis-

tribution of epidemic diseases as understood by Petten-

kofer '?

Although we have as yet no experimental proof of

such a view, it is probable that certain local and seasonal

differences in the preserving power of the soil do in fact

exist. Thus compact rock, which does not permit the

entrance of fluids and bacteria, would be out of the

question as a means of preservation. Further, the va-

rious forms of porous soil would show quantitative

differences according to the size of the particles and the

degree of porosity. Possibly also the greater or less con-

tamination of the soil is of influence, but only in so far

that if the soil contains a large quantity of saprophytes

and of nutritive materials, it will be less suitable for the

preservation of pathogenic bacteria.

As regards time also, certain variations may occur

;

more especially it is conceivable that a very moist soil

presents more the conditions of a fluid, and prevents the

rapid distribution and fixation of the bacterial masses

which are necessary for their preservation, while the

action of the air which is present in the pores of a soil

only partially moistened does not occur, and thus preser-

vation is prevented. As excessive moistening of the

upper layers of the soil is generally accompanied by a

high level of the ground water, the sinking of the ground

water may frequently indicate increased suitability of the

soil for the ]n'eservation of pathogenic bacteria.

The preserva- But in spite of the possible existence of these local

bacteria in
Seasonal variations, the preserving power of the soil

the soil is,
^

would not be in the slightest degree sufficient to exert

necessary for an exclusive influence on the spread of epidemic dis-

^sease^'^^' eases. For wo cannot assume with regard to any species

of bacterium that the condition of preservation in which

it is present in the soil is at all necessary to fit it for

being transmitted to other individuals ; on the contrary,

all infective agents are without doubt capable of causing
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iiirtlier infection without and before coming in contact .

with the soil. And farther, the preservation of the
pathogenic bacteria is certainly not an exclusive property
of soil

; on the contrary, sufficient preservation can occur
m very various substrata, especially when the bacteria in
question can readily form spores, as in the case of the
anthrax bacilli, or are already spore-bearing when they
leave the body, as in the case of the typhoid bacilli.
Many kinds of soil may perhaps in this respect be of
more than average value, and the preservation of the
spores in them may be remarkably long and complete.
But there are always so many other possible modes of
distribution of the pathogenic bacteria that the action or
want of action of the soil in their preservation cannot in
very many cases exercise any marked influence on the
spread of the epidemic.

_

A third question arises, in what way bacteria preserved 3. How do them the soil can spread to man, and whether a definite EacS*^
condition of the soil, varying according to time and place spread from
has much influence on this spread? The following maV?"'

*°

modes of transport may come into play in the case of the
bacteria of the soil :

—

1. Winds, which carry up the dust, and with it the Winds
bacteria, from the most superficial layers of the soil, and
transport them through the air. From what has been
said above as to the organisms of the air and as to the
movement of bacteria within the soil, it is evident that
such a detachment of bacteria is only possible in com-
pletely dry soil, and only from the superficial layers
which are converted into dust. A thoroughly moist soil
does not permit the detachment of bacteria,' nor does a
soil which possesses a superficial dry layer, but the outer-
most surface of which is moistened from time to time bv
slight ruins.

2. The ground water, and the water taken from it for n
drinking and other purposes. Where there is a thick

'"'"'^'^

l^ev of cultivated soil above the ground water this mode
of ranspor cannot come in to play; but where the ..roundwater is only separated by thin layers of loose soil Cmthe surface, and where it can ultimately reach the s^

45
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face if it increases in amount, and also when fissures

and cracks open a communication between the contents

of cesspools and the ground water used in houses, it will

occasionally happen that the bacteria poured into the

soil again return to man and to dwellings,

3. Articles of food which grow in the soil (potatoes,

turnips, roots, &c.) carry particles of earth adhering to

them, and large numbers of bacteria from the upper

layers of the soil, into dwellings, kitchens, kitchen uten-

sils, towels, &c., and thus ultimately to other kinds of

food.

4. Men and animals who come in any way in contact

with the soil, implements which are employed in culti-

vation, &c., can in a similar manner aid in the transport

of the bacteria from the soil to the domestic economy.

5. By digging the soil and laying bare the deeper

layers which may contain bacteria, while at the same

time dry winds prevail, numbers of pathogenic bacteria

may be detached which have reached the soil from de-

fective cesspools, or at a former time from the surface,

but which have been withdrawn from contact with the

outer air by being covered with new layers of soil. It

is possible that we may in this way explain the fre-

quently suggested connection between typhoid epide-

mics and digging up the soil of streets.

As a matter of fact it is evident that these various

modes of transport of the pathogenic bacteria of the soil

do not come equally into action in every soil and at every

season, but that local and seasonal causes of variation

exist, and favour or hinder one or other mode of trans-

port.

The seasonal influences are most distinctly seen in

the first and most widespread mode of transport, viz.,

the spread through the air; and this is due to the

varying degrees of moisture of the upper layers of the

soil.

As to the important conditions of the moisture of the .^oil

in relation to this point wo have obtained clearer information

by Hofmann's investigations.* In porous soil we have to

* Archiv f. Hygiene, vols. i. and ii., Part '.
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aistinguish, in the first place, a superficial zone of evaporation
HI which the degree of moisture of the soil is very variable
and oscillates between complete saturation and marked diy-
ness

;
m this zone, when of great breadth as the result of the

summer heat, the whole of the rain in late summer and
harvest often finds a place, and the filling of the capillary
pores does not reach to its lower border ; in this case there is
therefore always a dry layer between the most external part
jvhich IS temporarily wetted by the rains, and the deeper%ers of the soil in which the water lies. And under these
conditions all the impurities which reach the soil remain inthe upper diy zone.

whTcif fL*^'' -If'' ^ ^^^^^ ^'i^^' but inwhich the capillary pores are always full of water. If this.one receives water from above (when the upper dry layer

i"fo the thi!?'"'' fr/T '^'"'^ downwardsinto the third zone, that of the ground water.

ditions are the most favourable for the detachment andcanymg away of the bacteria of the soil by currents

mode oVf ^ ? '''' i-^Portantmode of transport comes into play. During the wholeof the winter and a great part of the spriL theTe su^ally no dry .one in our climate, and hence'n possi-bil ty for such a passage of germs into the air. In thelatter end o summer and in autumn, on the other hand

to'tir: ^^'^ ^^--^ fr-' -
surfrm:t*'^'~ outer

cestVonoftdlTortL
always results in the T^evai-iation.

thus leads to sTnS^^Vf £ e^^j^^^^ '^^^ ^^^^
we have in tb« .n,- +^ .''"^ level ot the ground water, index of^^e Dave in the variations m the level of the ^vm,,,Aa fairly useful index of the possibiUfv TT °'

the bacteria of the soil by tl^wtd 't/ •

'-'T'^^^'

end months and the cessation in fl,„ ,
'

occasioned iind no exnrcsTo VW of the ground
" "'^ ™™«»- of the

The existence of a dry .„„„ has a farther favonrable
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Fuvtheraction eflfect On the number and variety of the bacteria trans-

zone.°
^^^^^ ported by the wind, because all impure fluids, dejecta,

&c., and with them all bacteria, remain in the most

superficial dry zones. In this way the accumulation of

the most various kinds of saprophytes, and also of patho-

genic bacteria, takes place to a much greater extent than

in the case of a thoroughly moist soil where there is no

drying zone, because the continuous stream of water in

the latter case carries the bacteria to a certain though

moderate depth and removes them from the action ot

the wind.

The other modes of transport are only to a slight

degree subject to influences varying according to season.

Formerly a variation in infective power was ascribed to

the ground water according as its level was high or low,

usually, however, the number of bacteria present in it is

but little influenced by alterations of the level.

The spread by food, man, and various materials can

perhaps be favoured by the presence of a drying zone, in

that when such a zone exists a large accumulation of bac-

teria occurs in the most superficial layers of the soil from

which the transport takes place ; nevertheless a constant

difierence of this kind can only be made out in the case

of those soils which are exposed to continual contamina-

tion, as in the soil of streets, courts, &c. ; while the soil

of fields, for example, which are only impregnated at

considerable intervals with fluid containing bacteria, can

only show seasonal variations in the action of the mode

of transport as the result of a conjunction of accidents.

On the whole, therefore, it is practically only the di-ying

of the surface of the soil which increases the danger of

distribution of pathogenic germs from the soil.

The existence of any influence on the transport of the

bacteria of the soil as the result of the character of the soil

in any given locality is not so evident. Here again it is

only a porous soil, and one which can take up large numbers

of bacteria, which could exert an influence on their dis-

tribution. Further, we may suppose that where the pores

are large the bacteria do not on the whole accumulate in

such numbers, but are more readily distributed over con-

Iiillnciiec of
the local

c )n8titution

of the soil on
the spread of

the bactcra.
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siderable distances than in finely porous soil ; and this

must be the result, more especially when copious rains

thoroughly soak the soil, andwhen there is no drying zone.

In such a grossly porous soil the drying zone assumes
a special importance ; for it is only while it exists that

there is any chance of the bacteria being transported by
winds, or by men or things. Finely porous soil, on the
other hand, keeps back the bacteria in the superficial

layer to a much greater extent, and even possibly when
the dry zone is absent ; in this case the bacteria may be
distributed, not indeed by winds, but in other ways, for

example, by contact with man, &c., even when the sur-
face is moist, and hence the diff'erence between the dry
and the moist stage is not so sharply marked in finely

porous soil.

We must, however, for the present leave it to experi-
mental investigations made with bacteria to confirm or
to correct these ideas, and to give us definite information
as to the special disposition of the individual kinds of
soil for the spread of infective germs.
From what has gone before we can at all events come Jicsimi

to the definite conclusion that the soil does not lead
to any special ripening, or even to active multiplication
of the pathogenic bacteria, but on the other hand, that
it possibly aids in their preservation, and in the distri-
bution of the bacteria so preserved. Both preservation
and distribution are probably subject to local and seasonal
variations

; for it is only a porous soil, and only at a time
when a superficial dry zone exists, and where the ground
water is as a rule sinking, that a preservation and more
especially a distribution of the infective germs can take
l^lace.

_

By this property of preserving the pathogenic agents Inflnoncc ofm an unaltered condition, and allowing their return ^f'lf'""^'""''''"
again under certain conditions in large numbers to the ^l^^^^^of

sm-roundings of man, the soil probably takes part in the dilSS
spread of many infective diseases ; and the dependence
of these properties of the soil on local and seasonal in-
fluences will ultimately find its expression in the local
and seasonal variations of many epidemics. The most
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Sbutfon of^"
^"^P^^"*^^^* ^ode of spread, more especially of such patlio-

the typhoid genic bacteria as reach the soil directly or in a round-

thosoiL'"'" way aloDg with the dejecta of the sick {e.g.,

typhoid bacilli), and which either contain resistant spore
forms in the dejecta as passed, or form these in the soil,

is that in one or other of the ways mentioned they are

again carried into the household from the uppermost
layers of the soil. And this distribution only occurs
from a porous soil, and at a time when a dry zone exists

(in other words when the level of the ground water is

low), that is to say, it depends markedly on local and
seasonal predisposition.

Thoir distri- ^ut even the typhoid bacilli are not always restricted

however, does
^° ^^^^ 0^ spread. We must assume that they

not occur only can cause infection in other ways, and this assumption
l)y means of .

,

the soil. IS Still more necessary m the case of those pathogenic

bacteria which do not reach the soil to the same extent,

or which (like the cholera bacilli) cannot be distributed

from the soil in the most common manner, viz., by
currents of air, for the reason that they cannot with-

stand the necessary degree of drying. In the case of

the majority of the facultative parasites, therefore, their

preservation in and distribution from the soil forms in

reality a rare exception.

The patho- The important difference between our views and those

do'not'^acquh-o Pottenkofer is, therefore, that we (basing om- opinions

twopertfes as P^*^^^^* knowledge of the biology of the patho-

the result of genic bacteria and their behaviour in the soil) can find

«f the soih'"' nothing in the soil which must of necessity act on the

pathogenic bacteria in order to make them capable of

producing infection. The idea formerly held as to a

sort of ripening of the infective agents under the

influence of certain mysterious properties of the

soil cannot be brought into accord with the recently

ascertained facts as to the biological properties of the

bacteria, and must now be definitely abandoned. Nor

can we assume that the multiplication of pathogenic

bacteria takes place exclusively in the soil (perhaps with

the exception of the as yet completely unknown cause of

malaria), because other superficial substrata are as a whole
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much more suitable for such a multiplication ; what the

soil really effects in a marked manner, viz., the preserva-

tion and the distribution of the preserved pathogenic

agents, is, however, not an exclusive privilege of the soil

;

on the contrary, the distribution of these infective agents

can also take place by other means and in other ways,

which are for the most part more available than the

roundabout way through the soil.

Further, the occurrence of local and seasonal varia- The local and

tious in the distribution of the infective diseases, which, pr^^sposition

according to Pettenkofer, are only explicable on the as- is no* only

• 11 n T
explicable by

sumption that the soil exerts an influence, does not by means of the

any means necessitate the idea of a constant connection in other ways,

between soil and epidemics. We see, on the contrary,

that the other modes of spread in which the soil does

not come into question, e.g., the spread by the food, by
contact, &c., are subject to local and seasonal variations

which are quite sufficient to explain the corresponding

oscillations of the epidemics (see the following part).

Bacteria are almost always present in very varying Occurrence of

numbers in water. The varieties observed are almost in
water.

without exception saprophytes. Among these there are

some which are of special interest, because they are able

to multiply markedly in the presence of imponderable

(|aantities of the most simple nutritive materials, and at

a temperature of 8° to 10° C, and hence they are present

in large numbers in the most various kinds of water.

These "water bacteria" of which Bolton* has isolated six Bacteria

varieties, which are very widely distributed, influence the
m^atii ly in

total number of bacteria in any particular water : for '"^"'ter.

where they are present they multiply with such extreme
rapidity, that very soon the number of all the other
bacteria becomes insignificant compared with them. The
quality of the water is quite indifferent for these typical
inhabitants of the water; they multiply quite as markedly

* JJoiton, ZdUchr.f. Hygiene, vol. i., Part I.—See Cramer Die IKa,?-
serwi-sorgung von Zurich. Ziirich, 1885.—Wolffhugol, Arb. a. d. Kai
Ce-f. /lm<., 1885, vol. i.—WolfPhugel and Eiodel, ibid., 188G, vol. 2 —

T, cone, Aid della R. Acad, dei Liricei, Sor. 4 vol. i.

i

•

.
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Beliaviour of
pathogenic
bacteria in
water.

in distilled water which is as pure as possible, as in the
so-called bad well water which is contaminated with
sewage.—Besides these special bacteria we have as
inhabitants of the water those forms which are cha-
racterised by their more advanced morphological de-
velopment, and by the variability of their vegetative
forms insisted upon by Zopf, viz., crenothrix, cladothrix,

beggiatoa. We require more accurate investigations as
to the character of the water which is necessary for the
development of these fungi.

Many of the other saprophytic forms apparently either

do not multiply at all in water, or only to a very limited
extent. Nor can any of the pathogenic bacteria multiply
in water even where the temperature is favourable,

because they absolutely require a certain even though a
small quantity of the best nutritive materials. Typhoid
bacilli require, according to Bolton's experiments, at

least 67 milHgrammes of organic nutritive materials per
litre of water, cholera bacilli require 400 miUigrammes
per litre. Such an amount of organic materials only

occurs extremely rarely in water which is employed for

household and drinking purposes ; and besides, in the

case of the pathogenic bacteria very much depends on
the quality of the nutritive materials, and even the

presence of a considerable quantity of the less nutritious

organic materials which are usually present in water is

unable to replace the necessary but small amount of

peptone and albumen.

On the other hand, the pathogenic bacteria retain their

vitality for a comparatively long time in water. Non-
spore-bearing anthrax bacilli and micrococcus tetragenus

live for about six days, typhoid bacilli free from spores

for fourteen to twenty days, spore-bearing bacilli from

thirty to ninety days or longer. In the case of cholera

bacilli Wolffhiigel and Eiedel have made out a duration

of vitality of about eighty days, and frequently also a

multiplication
; however, in some of their experiments,

the results of which are not completely in unison, they

have probably sown too many organisms, and have

carried over a small amount of nutritive material from
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tte cultivation, -wLich has been able to exert a decided
influence on their multiplication and preservation. In
numerous experiments which have been made in the
author's laboratory multiplication of cholera bacilli has
never been observed in any water when only small
numbers of the organisms were sown ; on the contrary,
they have always died within eight to fourteen days.
In these laboratory experiments the conditions are

particularly favourable for the development and preserva-
tion of the pathogenic bacteria, because sterilised water
has always been employed for the cultivation experi-
ments. Under ordinary circumstances the saprophytes,
which are always present in large numbers in water'
must render the conditions much more unfavourable
for the existence of the pathogenic bacteria. This has
in fact been directly proved by experiments made by
Wolffhugel and Kiedel, who have found that cholera
baeilh disappear in unsterilised water even after two
days, although large quantities are introduced.
The entrance of the bacteria into the water does not Mode of

occur to any great extent through layers of intact soil
of

or through the ground water. The unanimous results
-11^"'"*''

ot the experiments made by Roth,* Bolton,! Heraeus +
and others show that in the majority of wells the numbet-
ot bacteria constantly decreases the more fresh ground
water is drawn into them by continuous pumping
J^ urther, after the pumping has been continued for some
time there are unusually few bacteria in the wells if they
are well covered on the surface and protected, as far as
possible, from fresh contamination from the well wall andIrom the pumping tube; e.g., where we have tubular ironweUs and conducting pipes. Hence we must conclude

ZL I r ''''^ '^"^^^^^^ '-^"^^ ^o^sehold
at r chiefly by currents from the surface, and also byClacks and passages which run through the soil fromcesspools, &c., towards the wall of the well u Zevident that pathogenic bacteria can also reach'wells in

* »;../: ffer vied., N. P., Bd. 43, Heft 2
t /^titschri/tf. Hygiene, Bd. 1, Heft 1
I tInd., Heft 2.
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the same manner. Hence wo have tlio best opportunity

for the infection of drinking water where an imperfectly

covered well stands in the middle of the ordinary dirty

court; as a rule all dejecta and waste water are poured
out on the soil of these courts, and further, the arrange-

ments are frequently such that the superfluous water

employed for washing clothes, for example, flows back
again into the well.—At times, also, the ground water

which supplies the well contains numerous bacteria
;

this is the case, for example, when the distance from the

surface is slight, or when cesspools in the neighbour-

hoods of the wells reach as deep as the ground water, or

when the soil is exceptionally porous.

Factors which The number of bacteria in a water chiefly depends on

numboi- of whether varieties are present which are able to multiply

watc°r
water, and whether the conditions are favourable

for their multiplication. These conditions are the more

favourable the higher the temperature and the longer the

water is stagnant and able to maintain the newly formed

bacteria. Hence we find the greatest numbers of

bacteria in stagnant water and during the summer
months, and the smallest numbers in wells which are

much used and during the cold season of the year.

The other conditions of the water, the amount of organic

material and salts present in it, are not of importance

for the multiplication of these special kinds of bacteria,

nor for the number of bacteria in any given water. It is

only when the true water bacteria are absent, and sapro-

phytes are present, which require a large quantity of

nutritive materials, that the difi'erences in the chemical

constitution find an expression also in the number of

the bacteria.—We cannot, therefore, draw any con-

clusion from the number of living bacteria in a given

specimen of water as to its infective power, or even as to

the degree of contamination ; such conclusions can only

be come to when we ascertain at the same time whether

aquatic bacteria are present, and whether the conditions,

such as the season of the year or the frequency with

which the well is used, are favourable for their multi-

plication before the specimen was taken.
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It is always very difficult to pick out the pathogenic Demonstra-

hacteria from among the large number of saprophytes. pr°esence of

And in attempting to ascertain their presence we have
^actma"''^

also to remember that they do not as a rule live long in

well water ; that as they never multiply in the water,
every withdrawal of water, and every addition of pure
ground water diminishes their numbers ; and it is only
m those cases where there is repeated contamination by
pathogenic bacteria that the chances of demonstrating
them by cultivation are at all favourable.—It is probably
owing to these difficulties that pathogenic bacteria have
never as yet been demonstrated with absolute certainty
in any water.

In addition to the ground water which is chiefl} Running
employed for drinking and household purposes, the Z^IsT
water which flows on the surface of the ground often Sg^?''*serves as a means of transport of saprophytic, and at
times of pathogenic bacteria. In fact the water in
gutters, streams, and rivers is particularly dangerous,
because it not unfrequently serves the double purpose
of taking up and removing waste water of the most
various kinds, and at the same time of supplying water
for household purposes.

Further, stagnant and superficial collections of water. Banks of
die muddy banks of rivers, and fields which are at times Po>^<Js,

submerged, are probably of special importance for the re£s a"°°'
etiology of many infective diseases. These act not only £Serk
as means of transport for all sorts of disease germs, but
they also in nil probability facilitate the growth and
multiplication of the facultative parasites. It has been
shown that anthrax, typhoid, and cholera bacilli can
grow well on moist, dead portions of plants, .uch t^s
olten occur in enormous quanlities on the banks of
nvers, m regions which are flooded. Sec. In these places
the bacteria mentioned find a favourable temperature as
well as the necessary moisture and nourishment, dm^n.^
a great part of the year, and if a saprophytic existence
of parasites is possible anywhere in the natural sur-roundings of man, it must be here. Such a saprophytic
growth xs most likely to occur in tropical clima'es •

it
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vvas Ihere that Kocli succeeded in demonstrating tLe
presence of cholera bacilH in one of the Indian tanks, and
proving that a marked saprophytic multiplication of the
bacilli had occurred on the banks of the tank.

arSrof" .

^""'^^ ^''^'^ ^""'^'^^ ^'^^T large numbers of
iood. living bacteria, not only with water, but also with our

food. To some articles of food—for example, beer,
cheese, &c.—numerous bacteria are intentionally added
in their preparation. In the case of other articles of
food, of which the edible portions are formed beneath
the surface of the soil, large numbers of bacteria adhere
to the particles of earth surrounding them. Others
again, such as fruits, are covered with numerous
bacteria from the air, which are either fixed on their

sticky surface, or are deposited there by the condensa-
tion of watery vapour. Further, it very frequently

happens that articles of food Avhich were originally free

from bacteria, or which were sterilised in their prepara-

tion (milk, meat, various kinds of cooked food), are in-

fected either by contact or from the air, and according

to their nutrient conditions and the prevailing tem-
perature, smaller or larger colonies of bacteria develop

on them.

In all these cases the colonies may consist of com-
pletely harmless saprophytes

; or, on the other hand,

bacteria may be present which are able to set up fer-

mentation, and which are not altogether indifi"erent, for

if taken into the body in very large numbers they may
exert their energies in too marked a manner in the

human digestive tract
; or, again, the bacteria may

belong to a class which usually grow as saprophytes,

but which produce very active ptomaines, some of which
may cause morbid changes in the intestinal mucous
membrane

;
or, finally, pathogenic bacteria may be at

times present in the food,

l)oveloi)mcr.t Thosc bacteria which develop on food kept in the
ot lacultativo
i)ara8ite9 on liouse seem to be especially worthy of attention. Under

f,',o,L^'' tbcsc circumstances the temperature is often very
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favourable for a multiplication of facultative parasites

;

further, the nutrient substrata could scarcely be better

even if they were prepared for the artificial cultivations

of the pathogenic bacteria ; again, many articles of food

are solid, and thus it is not so easy for the saprophytes

to overgrow these bacteria. Milk, broth, and meat are

excellent nutrient substrata for typhoid and cholera bacilli,

and we cannot but suppose that these and similar patho-

genic agents, when they once reach the food, the vessels,

or washing-cloths, &c., either through the air, or from
the earth, or by contact, very readily multiply to such a
marked extent that the greatest dangers may result from
the use of such food.

Not only the facultative parasites, which find here Obligatory

conditions particularly favourable for their development, P'^'^'^'Sites.

but also the obligatory parasites can be carried to man
by the food, and especially those which (like the tubercle
bacilli) are infective for animals as well as for man, and
are at times introduced by the use of meat.
The dangers on the side of articles of food can be

almost completely avoided by the mode of preparation—
by sufficient boiling and roasting—and by avoiding the
use of food which has been kept for a considerable time
after being cooked. But as we know, in all nations and
in all classes of the people part of the food is eaten in a
raw state, or after it has been kept for a long time, and
thus it contains numerous bacteria. The proportion of Local diffcr-

the whole food which is employed in such a dangerous ''"^^^

condition is very variable, and differs according to the baSerTahi

customs and manners of each people. Thus while in
Southern lands there is the greatest carelessness as
regards the food, even the larger portion of it bein<T
used in a raw or half decayed condition, in other-
regions there is such great care in the selection, treat-
ment, and preparation of articles of food that the danger
of this mode of infection is reduced to a minimum.
Hence the number of bacteria in articles of food and

the danger of infection resulting therefrom, is evidently
subject to marked local differences, and seasonal varia-
tions can also occur with equal frequency. Thus in
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Seasonal oiir country tliG Slimmer is naturally the time of the year
1

eienees.
tiu^.jjjg -which those parasites which require a high tem-
perature can most readily establish themselves on articles

of food; further, on account of the presence of raw decay-

ing fruits autumn is a particularly favourable time for

contamination with numerous and different kinds of

bacteria, and it so happens that, at the same time of the

year, the various articles of food are exposed to greater

danger of contamination by the bacteria preserved in

the soil, because the latter are at that time readily

distributed owing to the formation of dust on the sur-

face of the ground. This dust formation is in our

climate almost exclusively limited to the end of summer
and to autumn, because it is only then that a superficial

dry zone is constantly and for a considerable time pre-

sent.—Hence we have various reasons for believing that

at a particular time of the year exceptionally large

numbers of bacteria are taken into the intestine with

the food, some of which perhaps produce ptomaines, and
thus possibly prepare the intestine for more severe

diseases, while others may penetrate as infective agents

into the predisposed intestinal tract.

From what has been said, it is evident that articles of

food probably form such a marked factor in the spread of

the infective diseases that we must in future attempt to

gain a more accurate knowledge of this mode of infec-

tion.

Bacteria in Numerous bacteria of all kinds are also frequently
clothing.

present in the artificial surroundings of civilised man
;

thus the clothing is for the most part very rich in

living micro-organisms, which have reached it partly

from the surface of the body and the excreta, and partly

from without by the dust and rain. Washing clothing

is not uncommonly the means of transport of faculta-

tive and obligatory parasites ; such a rdte on the part

of clothes is well known in the case of those infective

diseases which are localised in the skin (e.g., small-pox),
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also in the case of cholera, where, owing to the fact that infection bv

the linen becomes soaked with the nutrient substances "^"^^^S'-

contained in the dejecta, multipHcation of the pathogenic

agents may occur on it, so long as drying does not take

place. Infective diseases of wounds, diphtheria, puer-
peral fever, tuberculosis, &c., are also without doubt
frequently carried by linen and dressings. Unfortu-
nately we do not as yet know, and must still ascertain

by exact researches, how far the usual methods of

cleansing linen destroys the infective agents, or how
long they may retain their vitality in linen which has
been washed and put away.

The dwelling offers many opportunities for the pre- Occm-rence of
servation and distribution of bacteria, and especially of
facultative and obligatory parasites; a multiplication
within the materials, which in a narrow sense belong to
the dwelling, does not seem to occur. The soil under the In the soil

floors forms, according to Emmerich's investigations, a
particularly favourable reservoir, and often contains
enormous numbers of saprophytic, and not uncommonly
also of pathogenic bacteria. These are present partly
in the original and for the most part very impure
material, and in part they reach it through the medium
of the water used for scouring, which carries with it

sputa, remains of dejecta, &c., and passes through
the numerous joints and seams of the floor into the
porous material beneath. In this way the bacteria of
pneumonia, spores of tubercle bacilli,' &c., can readily
reach the soil. It is probably quite exceptionally that a
multiplication of bacteria occurs here, because as a rule
the material contains very little water. But it is pro-
bable that various forms of bacteria can be preserved in
the porous mass in a manner similar to that which
occurs in the natural soil. The bacteria can be ex-
tremely readily detached and distributed from this
reservoir by the mechanical disturbances to which the
floor of a dwelling- room is exposed

; the large masses of
dust which rise from the seams at every step can be
readily seen m a beam of sunlight.—Where the flooring
IS close and covered with oil colours, more especiall/
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however, where it is waxed and polished, this reservoir

of bacteria with its danger of infection need not be taken

into consideration.

Further, the furniture, curtains, and corners of the

rooms, which are usually insufficiently cleaned, form

places on which bacteria may be deposited and preserved

for a considerable time.

Bacteria in The refuse of houses and of cattle stalls forms also a

favourable place for the accumulation of bacteria. The
intestinal excreta contain at times infective agents mixed
with the large numbers of saprophytes; for example,

typhoid bacilli, cholera bacilli, tubercle bacilli, anthrax

bacilli, the bacilli of swine fever, of chicken cholera, &c.;

further, probably the infective agents of dysentery and of

the epidemic diarrhea of children. Fresh urine seldom

contains micro-organisms, but it is a suitable nutritive

substratum for the most various kinds of bacteria; we must

further bear in mind the kitchen refuse, kitchen water and

washing water, which are for the most part laden from

the first with numerous bacteria, and can also serve as a

settling place for others when it stands for a long time.

Not a good -^l'- these waste materials have up to the present beeji

nutritive Hub- looked OH as the chief nutritive materials for pathogenic
stratum tor

^ , . i i

pathogenic bactena, and m this respect have as a rule been much
bacteria.

over- estimated ; on the contrary, they usually offer such

excellent nutrient conditions for the saprophytes that

they are totally unsuitable for the growth of infective

agents. We see in all Avaste waters, in putrid fluids,

&c., that the facultative parasites, even when they are

sown in them in enormous quantities, die in a few hours,

or at most days ; and it is only in the spore form that

they can be preserved (without multiplication) for a

longer time.

Dangerous on Hence these waste materials are only of importance

account of the for the Spread of the infective diseases in so far as they

dojecta*wliich may at times contain obligatory or facultative parasites

SSlSria! which come from the bodies of diseased individuals ; and

hence the most important hygienic point with regard to

the removal of the waste materials is that the whole

mass, with the infective agents which may be present in
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it, should be removed as quicldy and completely as

possible from the dwellings and from the neighbourhood

of susceptible individuals. This aim will be best fulfilled Their prompt

by a system of drainage which is at the same time com- ^^i^^}^^
bined with a constant and sufficient supply of pure water,

thus rendering the carrying out of cleanliness easier.

The system of removal of refuse by means of pails seems
less satisfactory, especially when by this means the

excrement and the infective agents in it are thrown on
gardens or fields in the neighbourhood of dwellings, thus
leading to the preservation of the germs, and therefore

probably to their re-introduction into the dwellings.

The system of cesspools, by storing up the masses for a

longer time, afi'ords a better guarantee than the pail

system for the death of the infective bacteria before they
reach the ground. A decided disadvantage of the two Disadvan-

last-mentioned methods as compared with the drainage °^ ^^'^

system is, that there is always a danger of infective germs methods,

spreading in some way or other to the surroundings of
man, fi-om dried masses in the exit-tube ; while in the
former system the water-closets and pipes leading there-
from can be readily kept in a clean and moist condition.
And further, stagnant gutters, dirty courts, &c., with
their multifarious dangers of infection, can only be effec-

tively dealt with by flushing with water and by drainage.
The question as to the hygienic value of the methods of
cleansing towns must therefore be reconsidered from the
points of view shortly indicated above ; we must also
trace out more accurately the fate of the pathogenic
agents in each of the systems employed, and of course
we must also carefully weigh other interests before
coming to a final conclusion as to the value of any given
system. At all events the most important hygienic Necessity forpomts ot view from which these matters have up to the ^^'"^^

present been considered are incorrect, because the view
has been acted on that especially good nutrient materials
for pathogenic bacteria are present in the refuse materials
and that it is necessary to keep the soil free from these
substances, and to remove them from human dwellings
in order to prevent a development of disease germs in

46
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them or in the contaminated soil. We must undoubtedly

give up this view, since we have become better acquainted

with the conditions of life of the pathogenic bacteria

;

and we cannot now see in a contamination of the soil

such a great and immediate danger of infection as for-

merly, especially when the water required for household

purposes is not taken from this soil, but is conducted
Significance from a distance by a system of pipes. Of course, how-

tionofthe
' ever, it is very desirable for other reasons to keep the

soil pure, and this is attained at the same time and in

the most complete manner by those methods which keep

prominently in view as rapid a removal of all pathogenic

agents as possible from the dwelling-house. The neces-

sity for and the sanitary effect of drainage thus remain

the same, and it is only the basis on which the precau-

tions are taken which is altered in accordance with the

more recent views.

Infection as The profession and business of the indi-^iduals also in

profession and ^^^7 ^^J^ ^id the Spread or the reception of pathogenic

occupation, bacteria. In former times, for example, the infective

diseases of wounds were undoubtedly often carried by

physicians who did not at that time hesitate to examine

the infected wounds of one patient and the fresh wounds

of another with the same imperfectly cleansed finger.

Infection by Even now infection is frequently carried by the clothes
doctors mid- hands of those medical men who do not rightly

estimate the dangers of infection. In like manner mid-

wives, to whom is almost entirely to be ascribed the

transmission of puerperal fever, nurses, washerwomen,

old clothes men, rag-collectors, &c., very often lead to

Opportunities the further spread of infective agents.—We only require

inVwiSi'' to specially mention further the manifold possibilities of

infection to which children are wont to expose them-

selves ; how they cover their hands now with the soil of

dirty courts, now with the water of gutters, and the most

various objects rich in bacteria, and then the next mo-

ment place them in their mouths, or eat their food with

their dirty hands. It is difficult to understand how

when a child becomes ill from typhoid fever, diphtheria,

&c., the majority of doctors, in spite of these dangers of
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infection which are constantly present and very evident,
always search for the ominous glass of "impure " water
which has in their opinion caused the disease.

Large numbers of bacteria are also present on the Bacteria on
surface of the human body. The most various forms of {J^ Zd^^

°^

bacteria have already been demonstrated on the skin, in
the sweat from the feet and axilla, &c. It is evident On the skin,

from the researches of Forster,* that in spite of appa-
rently careful washing, bacteria still adhere to and
retain their vitality in the folds of the skin of the finger
and under the finger nails ; he found that, even after
cleaning the hands with brushes, water, and soap, if the
fingers were pushed into nutrient jelly a varying number
of bacterial colonies constantly developed.
On the internal surfaces of the body still greater in the mouth,

numbers of bacteria are found. For a long time sapro-
phytes have been known to exist in the mouth, which
excite fermentations, and bear a distinct relation to
caries of the teeth (p. 391) ; various forms of pathogenic
bacteria have also been observed there. Thus Kreibohm
in a relatively small number of cultivations from the
secretions of the mouth has isolated four difi-erent forms,
which cause septicasmia in animals (see p. 319) ; and
also the bacillus crassus sputigenus, which occurs 'com-
paratively frequently in man, which likewise causes
septic infection in some animals, and which produces in
Its cultivations a violent poison, killing those animals
which are not susceptible to infection by intoxication if
introduced in large doses. This state of matters is
readily intelligible when one considers that in the cavity
of the mouth there exists a very suitable temperature
and in the dead epithelium, &c., a good nutritive mate'
nal for the development of pathogenic bacteria. Hence
It is_ readily conceivable that parasitic bacteria, which
require a special point for their invasion of the body can
live for a time .ts epiphytes, till they find an opportunity
of entering the body, and thus the occurrence of an infec-

* Centralb. f. hlin. mid., 1885, Nr. 18.
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tion need not be immediately preceded by tbe reception

of tlie infective agent. Possibly this is the meaning of

the observation made by Loeffler on the presence of the

diphtheritic bacilli in the secretions of the mouth of a

healthy child (see p. 287).

Ontherespi- Various bacteria {e.g., Micrococcus tetragenus) are

iTwmteane!""^ ^Iso found in the laryngeal mucus, and in that of the

trachea and bronchi ; these have been carried in by the

respired air, and have in part multiplied to a considerable

extent in the mucus.

In the Enormous numbers of bacteria are also met with in
stomach.

^j^g intestinal tract. Numerous forms are found even

in the contents of the stomach. It has been erroneously

assumed that the acid contents of the stomach kill most

forms of bacteria ; this is, hovpever, not the case.

Feeble action Experiments which have been made by Mac Fadyan
of the gastric ^j^g author's laboratory have shown that even the

strongly acid gastric juice of the dog can kill only

cholera and anthrax bacilli with anything like con-

stancy, that, however, most other bacteria are not so

susceptible to the action of the gastric juice, and can

pass in a living state through the stomach even when

conditions are as favourable as possible for an energetic

action of the gastric juice
;
among bacteria which

behave in this way may be mentioned micrococcus

tetragenus, staphylococcus aureus, bacillus cuni-

culicida, &c.

In the Hence there is for the most part only a temporary

intestine.
hindrance to development in the stomach, and vegeta-

tive forms such as spores reach the small intestine in a

living condition in large numbers. There they find a

good opportunity for development so long as the reaction

Some prevail- of the chyme remains neutral or faintly alkaline
;

it is

infe' varieties.
^^^^ ^^^^ ^.j^ig multiplication appears to be limited

chiefly to certain definite forms of bacteria, so that in

spite of the multiplicity of forms and varieties which

strikes one at first, there are some which evidently find

in the intestinal contents a particularly favourable soil

for multiplication, and occur there almost constantly.

These prevailing varieties seem to vary according to the
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composition of the food as well as the course and stage of

digestion.—The occurrence of an acid reaction in the

intestinal contents must cause marked alteration in the

bacterial life in the intestine. More esioecially do organic

acids, such as occur in the later decompositions of the

chyme, exert a particularly marked inhibitory action on

many bacteria ; it is only some forms which are excep-

tionally insensitive, such as lactic acid and butyric acid

bacilli, which still remain capable of development, and

thus gain the mastery the sooner.—Anaerobes are also Anaerobes,

constantly found in the intestines, and often in such

large numbers that there can be no doubt that they

have multiplied there. This is easily intelligible, be-

cause in certain sections of the intestine, and in certain

layers of the intestinal contents, there is always a

deficiency of oxygen sufficient to permit the development

of anaerobes.

Among the large numbers of intestinal bacteria the Pathog-enic

saprophytes are most numerous, nevertheless those ^^e* tiL^o^"

bacteria which do not grow so quickly as the sapro-

phytes, and are hence as a rule hardly adapted for

concurrent growth with them, not uncommonly multiply
to a marked extent, and possibly grow in the folds of
the intestinal wall which are more removed from the
action of the saprophytes of the chyme. In this way
bacteria may develop in the intestine which are

dangerous to the body, partly by means of their

ptomaines, and partly by penetrating into the intestinal

wall and causing infection.

We must await future investigations for a more
accurate knowledge of the intestinal bacteria, for an
isolation of the varieties which occur most frequently
or regularly, and also of those which only occur now and
then, and for facts as to their functions and their
effects.*—This study is to some extent rendered difficult

by the fact, that in microscopical preparations made

* While those sheotfi were passing through the press, an extensive
research which has just been published by Eacherich(Z);e/)„rmia/l-<€nen
des haughn!,s, Stuttgart, 1886), forms an important beginning to th,.
investigations in this department.
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youio of the
intestinal

bacteria do
not g;row in
the ordinary
iMilturc's.

Absence of
bacteria in the
interior of the
lioalthy body.

Exceptions.

from the contents of some part or other of the
mtestinal canal, or from the secretions of the mouth,
we see a much greater numher of varieties of hacteria
than when the bacteria contained in the same specimens
are isoLited by our ordinary methods of cultivation.
It is evident that only a small fraction of the hacteria
which are present develop. It is by no means clear
what is the cause of this result of cultivation. Some of
the bacteria which do not appear in the ordinary culti-
vations are evidently anaerobes, and a markedly better
development of bacteria is often obtained when the
material is cultivated in the absence of air. Others of the
bacteria which are seen and stained in the microscopical
preparations have probably been so affected by the action
of the gastric juice, or of the organic acids of the intes-
tmal contents, that they grow very slowly, and only in
specially favourable fluid nutritive media; hence Buchner
was able to cultivate a greater number of varieties from
the intestinal contents by the emi)loyment of isolated

cultivation in fluid media, and by carrying on the culti-

vation for a longer time than when he limited himself
to jelly plates. It is also possible that the mucous
membrane may exert some inhibitory influence on the
bacteria, and that this may continue even after their

inoculation into cultures.

While the external and internal surfaces of the body
are thus richly supplied with bacteria we find none in

the interior of the body under normal conditions (see

p. 83). It is only when parasitic organisms have

penetrated into the body, and have set up disease there,

that we have the presence of specific bacteria either in

the blood or in various organs. Further, "Wyssoko-

witsch has shown that bacteria may be temporarily

present in an apparently quite normal body when
bacteria, either saprophytes or at any rate species not

infective for the animal in question, have penetrated

into the blood through a wound. Such bacteria are

deposited chiefly in the liver, spleen, and medulla of

bone, and remain there in a living condition for a

length of time varying from a few hours to days, while
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spores, e.g., those of bacillus subtilis, may live for

several months (compare p- G44).

The secretions of the body also, more especially the Absence of

. . „^ 1
bacteria, even

urine, are according to the investigations ot Wyssoko- of pathogenic

witsch* free from bacteria, even when infective bacteria
S.'''*^"'

are present in the body and circulate in the blood. It

is only in the cases where there is plugging of the

vessels of the kidneys by masses of bacteria, and in con-

sequence necrotic patches with marked lesion of the

tissue, that we have an excretion of bacteria in the urine.

8uch a state of matters is almost always seen after the

injection of staph, aureus into the blood, but these

bacteria do not appear in the urine soon after the

injection even when large numbers were introduced, but

only after deposits have been formed in the kidney and

have opened up artificial passages.

Grunning t has examined the air expired by man for Absence of

bacteria. He found that when the air was expired expired^air*^*^

through a nutrient solution there was no infection of

the latter if only the entrance of saliva, &c., was pre-

vented. As a matter of fact we must, from what we

have learnt as to the detachment of bacteria from moist

surfaces (see p. 688), regard it as very improbable that

bacteria would be detached from the constantly moist

mucous membranes and carried with the current of

expired air which is constantly saturated with moisture.

—Hence the only way in which we can conceive that

organisms present on the mucous surface of the respira-

tory tract can spread through the air, is that in speaking

and coughing small particles of fluids are detached,

expelled, and remain mixed for short distances with the

expired current of air, or that sputa dry up after their

expulsion, and are converted into dust.

* Zeitschr.f. lli/giene, Bd. 1, Heft 1.

t Klin. Monalbl.f. Angenheilk., Jahrg. 20, 1SS2,
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PART VII.

THE MODE OF SPEEAD OF THE INFECTIVE DISEASES.

The principal In the following paragraphs we shall sketch shortly

modeof spread mode of spread of the human infective diseases, but
oftheinfec- only in SO far as it bears an intimate relation to the
tive diseases.

, .
^

biological facts mentioned in the preceding pages, to the

distribution of the pathogenic bacteria, and to the con-

clusions already drawn. And even within these limits

we shall by no means attempt to give a complete de-

scription in view of the large number of these diseases

which never completely coincide in their mode of spread,

of the number of the problems to be solved, of the

numerous isolated facts obtained by investigation and

observation, and of the manifold hypotheses and theories

which have been promulgated. This limitation will be

the more permissible, because in a former chapter on
" Cholera" a detailed description of the mode of spread

of at least one kind of infective agent has been given,

and to this we must refer the reader as an example

which may be extended on the fundamental lines to be

mentioned below.

In considering the mode of spread of the infective

diseases we have in the first place to take into con-

sideration the sources of infection, the modes of trans-

port to man, and the points of invasion at which the

penetration of the infective agents into the healthy body

occurs. Then we have to pay special attention to the

individual predisposition and immunity, for these points

influence the mode of spread of many infective diseases

in a high degree. Finally, we must shortly consider

the meaning and the causes of the local and seasonal

variations in the epidemic distribution of the infective

diseases.
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1. The Soicrces of Infection.

At the present time we only reckon as infective All infective
discus s

diseases those alfections which are caused hy the caused by

penetration of a pathogenic accent from without into
^.

r o o multiply m
the body of the patient, and its multiplication there, tiie body of the

Hence a relatively insignificant quantity of the virus is

always suflScient for the infection, but a certain time
usually elapses before the development of the action, this

time being necessary for the multiplication of the virus.

If a noxious agent must be employed in a certain

and large dose, if it does not multiply in the body
of the patient, and if the action sets in relatively

quicldy, the process is comprehended under the term
"intoxication." And in like manner when disease is pro-
duced by a so-called miasma, that term implying a
gaseous chemical substance or a mixture of unorganised
substances not capable of reproduction in the body, Ave
regard it not as infection but as intoxication.

From the fact that reproduction is necessary, it follows Hence the
that the infective agents are all organised beings. It igSar'eV
has been further ascertained by the researches of the i"g organisms,

last ten years that these organisms—quite apart from
the animal parasites—chiefly belong to the class of bac-
teria

; it is possible, however, that the exciting agents
of certain human infective diseases belong also to other
as yet imperfectly known classes of micro-organisms,
e.g., the mycetozoa.

It follows also, from the reproduction of the infective All infective
agents ni the body of the patient, that all true infective can

diseases can be transmitted continuously from sick to f'^mTe '^^^^^

liealthy individuals, although it is possible that for
*°

reasons to be discussed later this transmission is at
times accomplished only under marked difficulties, and
at certain stages of the disease, and in one particular
way. Qmte recently the malarial virus has been trans-
mitted to healthy individuals by inoculation of the blood
ot sick people, and hence the infective character of this
disease has been demonstrated with certainty.

Although this power of multiplication and tirans-
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With refor-

ence to the
natural mode
of spread, the
<inestion is

whether
agents capable
of producing'
infection are
given off by
the sick.

Oontagious

—

non-contagi-
ous infective
diseases.

Contagion by
direct contact.

mission is common to all infective agents, we have still

to ascertain their natural mode of spread in each in-

dividual case, and especially whether and to what extent
the infective agents arc transmitted from the sick to the

healthy under the ordinary conditions met with in

j)ractice.

The natural mode of transmission evidently depends
on whether the infective agents can leave the body of

the sick in a state capable of producing infection. If

they are given off from some diseased surface of the

body in sufficient quantity, in a living state and suf-

ficiently resistant, then the disease may be transmitted

directly from the sick to the healthy, and spreads under
certain cu'cumstances by contagion.

If, on the other hand, the infective agents which are

reproduced in the body of the sick do not leave it at all,

or only in a state incapable of causing infection, the

infective disease in question is non-contagious. The
infective agents which cause these diseases must be

located somewhere in the surroundings of man, from

whence they can penetrate into healthy individuals, and

where they can also probably continue to multiply.

Hence all the non-contagious infective agents are

capable of a saprophytic existence, and belong to the

group of facultative parasites (see p. 629). The most

important representatives of this group are the infective

agents of malaria.

In the group of the contagious infective agents we

are at once struck by a remarkable variety in the

degree of contagiousness. This undoubtedly depends

in part on the unequal resisting power of the healtby

body against the various pathogenic agents, an influence

which will be dwelt on presently ; in part also, however,

on the quantity and the resisting power of the infective

agents which are given off from the diseased body.

Some of these are very vulnerable and quicldy die after

they leave the body, and therefore can only pass from

the sick to the healthy by direct contact. Others

retain their vitality in the surroundings of the sick for

some time after they are given off from the body ;
they
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can therefore be transmitted not only by direct .contact Contagion by
, . , 1-1 1 .1 ^ surroiindin":

but also by all sorts of objects wliicli play the role ot objects,

transporting agents ; some are characterised by a par-

ticularly lengthened resisting power, and in the case of

these, the number of modes of transport is markedly

greater. In eifecting the transport, and in preserving

the infective agents, surrounding objects are not all of

equal value, some act better, others worse. Porous sub-

stances, soil, articles of clothing, &c., appear to be

particularly well fitted for these purposes.

In the preceding paragraph we have only referred to the

case where the objects in human surroundings act merely

as indifferent means of transport for the contagious

infective agents, and where the latter do not grow or

multiply on them ; these infective agents are only able

to multiply in the human body, and therefore belong

to the obligatory parasites.

But there are also contagious infective agents which

can lead a saprophytic existence on the dead materials

in our surroundings, and must therefore be classified as

facultative parasites. In this case there is a multipli- MultipUcation

cation of the sources of infection outside the body of the
t/ve agmtson

patient, and this may go on to such an extent in our sur- surrounding

roundings, that there are in fact more chances of infection

by the infective agents produced outside the body than
by direct or indirect transmission by indifi'erent objects

of the infective agents given off"from the patient. On the
whole, however, the simple transport of resistant infective

agents by various objects is in many respects of as great
importance for the spread of a disease as when a cer-

tain degree of multiplication is possible outside the
body ; where the obligatory parasites are preserved for a
long time, and are very resisting, the important influence
of the surroundings is often as marked as when multipli-
cation of the possibly less resistant facultative parasites
has here and there taken place. In recent times special Slight import-
stress has been laid on the distinction between the infective ''^TV^
agents according as they belong to the facultative or to the sprSl
the obligatory parasites, or according as they multiply

°^

in the surroundings, or pass through them unchancred
:
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1. Contagious
obligatory
parasites witli

slight resist-

ing power.

With greater
resisting

power.

2. Contagions
facultative
jiarasites.

Spread of
anthrax.

but this. distinction is not of great importance from the

jjoint of view of the mode of spread of human infective

diseases.

To mention some examples, we have in the group

of the contagious obligatory parasites infective agents

which are distinguished by slight resisting power and
require direct inoculation; for example, the agents of

syphilis, gonorrhoea, and hydrophobia. To those dis-

eases which can also be carried by various objects on

account of the greater resisting power of their causal

agents belong small-pox, measles, scarlatina, tuberculosis,

glanders, diphtheria, and the majority of the infective

diseases of wounds. Differences in the contagiousness

of these diseases are either due to the degree of resisting

power of the infective agents, or to the fact that the

situation of the points of invasion and the special protec-

tive arrangements of the healthy body only permit their

entrance in rare cases.

To the group of the contagious facultative parasites

belong the exciting agents of typhoid fever, cholera, and

anthrax. Here also the chief mode of spread is by

means of surrounding objects, which only act as trans-

porting agents, viz., clothing, water, soil, &c. ; at times,

however, multiplication or fructification also occurs on

articles of food, in regions which are marshy, or where

vegetable remains are plentiful, &c. This occurrence

may exert a special influence on the mode of spread of

the disease, because the maintenance of the species is

thereby rendered certain for a considerable time, and

also because, as in the case of anthrax, the formation of

resisting spores occurs at times only outside the body.

Anthrax behaves very differently according as it pursuo.s

the course of a septicasmia as a result of a cutaneous inocula-

tion, or of an intestinal anthrax from swallowing food con-

taining spores. In the first case, bacilli are not usually gire?!

off fi'om the affected body ; the surface of the wound
occupied by other bacteria, and it is only at times that,

anthrax bacilli are excreted in tlie urine ; after death the

cadaver may become a prey to putrefactive bacteria without

the passage of virulent anthrax bacilli into the surroundings.

In such cases—for example, in animals artificially inoculated
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with autbrax—it is evident that healthy animals do not easily

become affected, even when they live in close contact with
the diseased ones. On the other hand, in intestinal anthrax
quantities of dejecta containing anthrax sj^jores are poured
out on the meadows from which healthy animals obtain their
food, and thus it is easy to imderstand how the disease
sjjrcads by the spores which are presei'ved in the grass. In
like manner in burying the bodies of animals which have
died of anthrax, and which have been opened, blood, &c., may
be left on the surface of the soil, and spores subsequently
form there and ultimately get into the fodder.—While, how-
ever, in this mode of spread the pathogenic agents are as a
rule ultimately killed or interfered with by some meteoro-
logical influence, it is probable that there are some natural
abodes of the anthrax bacilli where, they multiply outside the
body and constantly form new spores, these abodes being
therefore dangerous and permanent reservoirs; situations
of this kind are present in the neighbourhood of rivers and
marshes, where sufficient moisture, favourable temperature,
and a plentiful supply of dead vegetable substances are
present, and thus in exceptional cases a saprophytic growth
of anthrax bacilli can take place. From these situations the
spores may be transported to meadows by means of floods,
and there give rise for a sei'ies of years to outbreaks of
disease, although the multiplication of the infective agents
may be limited to the body of the diseased animal.—In the
case of man, as is well known, infection with antkrax occurs
almost exclusively by means of the bacilli and spores developed
in the diseased animal, and adhering to the skin, hairs, &c.,
and the fact that the formation of the spores occur for the
most part after the death of the animal does not in any way
detract from the contagious character of this mode of spread.

Various other infective agents may show a certain Parasites
amount of saprophytic growth, which, however, is of less "^^^^ ^^ve

importance as regards their spread than in the case of sai?ophfJ?c
typhoid fever, cholera, and anthrax. The staphylococci
are very widely distributed ; but it is relatively unimpor-
tant whether their number increases only as the result of
constant reproduction in pus, or also as the result of
saprophytic growth. The streptococci, erysipelas cocci
cVc are able to multiply on dead nutrient substrata
under favourable conditions; but the usual mode of
spread to healthy individuals is nevertheless either in
the fresh state by contact, instruments, &c., or in the
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preserved state by clothes, dressings, furniture, or from

the surface of the body.

iTneqimi re- Also among the so-called facultative parasites we find

o/thTfacnltl- "^ery varying degrees of resisting power, and this in-

tive parasites, fluences the mode of spread to a much greater degi'ee

than the temporary saprophytic multiplication. Anthrax

spores show, for example, a very marked resisting power,

and hence can be carried by the most various objects, and

can act after a very long interval of time ; the spores of

the typhoid bacilli which are possibly present in large

numbers in the dejecta of the sick do not, it is true,

possess such great resisting power, but they can never-

theless retain their vitality for several months in various

substances, in fluids, and in the dry state ; the cholera

bacilli, on the other hand, as mentioned above (p. 444),

die in a few days under the conditions normally present

in our surroundings.

iSTon-con- In the third group of the non-contagious facultative

tative
^ parasites we must include the exciting agents of malaria,

parasites. which, however, are as yet completely unknown ; these

organisms possibly belong to the mycetozoa, and pro-

bably multiply in water which is rich in vegetable

materials, and especially on marshy ground, and are

carried when drying occurs into the air immediately

over the surface.

For a long time it has been the fashion to employ the

term non-contagious for all those infective diseases in

the spread of which our surroundings play a distinct role,

and in these cases—for example, in malaria—it has

been assumed that the infective agents are transmitted,

Pettenkofcr's not by the sick, but by the surroundings. This incor-

typW^fever I'^ct vicw as to the sources of infection has even been
and cholera applied to the obligatorv parasites ; but it is the faculta-
belong to the .

° 5„ n -i.- i.

last group. tive parasites, more especially such as the exciting agents

of typhoid fever and cholera, that have been designated

by a large number of epidemiologists as non-contagious,

and placed in the same category as malaria.

Unciouhteci Apart, however, from undoubted practical experience

nesJoft^hoid tliat cholera and typhoid fever are contagious, the view

fever and -jugt referred to, and which is now held chiefly by Petten-
cholera.

'
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kofer, is irreconcilable with the results of the more

recent experimental investigations with regard to the

specific exciting agents of typhoid fever and cholera.

We see that both in typhoid fever and cholera the living

infective agents of these diseases are given off in large

numbers in the dejecta of the sick, and there is abso-

lutely no reason why they should not transmit the

disease to a healthy predisposed individual, either by

immediate contact, or through the intervention of some

object. Pettenkofer assumes that these agents as they Excretion of

come from the sick are not ripe, and are not able to
^^pntscapabl
01 causing

cause infection ; and he holds that they must first ac- infection by

quire their infective properties in a suitable soil outside ^ ^^"^ ^'

the body. This idea of a specific transformation of the

infective agents in the soil could, however, only be held

so long as we were completely in the dark as to the nature
of the infective agents ; it is no longer admissible in the
present state of our knowledge as to the biology of the

infective agents of typhoid fever and cholera. And be-

sides, we have definitely ascertained from experiments on
animals, as well as from involuntary experiments on
man, that there is no necessity for a transformation of
the infective agents after they are given off" by the sick
in order to enable them to cause infection.

The possibility of the spread of these diseases by i?,;^ of the
contagion, and its occasional occurrence, must there-

-n thT^'^'^'a
fore be looked upon as undoubted facts. It is true that of both^'^^'^'

the surroundings play a very marked part in the natural
distribution of these diseases, but they do so chiefly by
preserving unaltered the infective agents given off by
the sick, and bringing them in contact with predisposed
individuals. Among the numerous substrata

. and
objects in our surroundings, the soil appears particularly
well adapted for such a preservation, and therefore in
many cases it plays a prominent part as a means of
transport. To a less degree the spread of these diseases
IS also influenced by a multiplication of the infective
agents outside the body-on nutritive materials, on the
surface of the soil, &c. ; but in our climate this ecto-
genous development and multiplication of the typhoid
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:uul cholera bacilli is of little importance, autl has hut
little influence on the mode of spread of the disease,
while on the other hand it plays a more important r6l<s

in tropical countries.

^eTsonar^ v

'^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^hich Pettenkofer has brought for-

disposition ^^ ai'd in support of his views is the peculiar local and

vMnld with-
seasonal distribution of cholera and typhoid fever, which

any specie" '^'^^^^'^'.^^S *° ^^n Only be explained as a result of

influence of some influence of the soil. It has been already shown
the soil. j-^ tj^g chapter on cholera, and will be further discussed

below, that such local and seasonal variations in the
distribution of these diseases can be very well explained,
even though we hold to the opinion of the contagious-
ness of both diseases, and only ascribe to the soil the
role of a part of our surroundings, in that like other
substrata it harbours the infective agents given ofi" by
the sick for a considerable time, and then again brings
them into contact with man.

In accordance Having thus arrived at definite views as to the
with the fore- . , „ ^ n ,t n -, . •

somg views we various modes oi spread oi the miective diseases, it is

sfder the°"" ^^^y *° gi'oup together and characterise the sources of

following- infection in the case of each individual disease. The
sources of

i. n • • n i, • i

infection. lollowmg IS the result m the case of the more impor-

tant infective diseases, omitting those whose mode of

transmission is as yet too imperfectly known (viz.,

leprosy, recurrent fever, dysentery, yellow fever, &c.) :

—

a. Contagious Ohligatoi'y Parasites.

(a) With slight resisting power.

Syphilis and gonorrhcea : sources of infection, the

fresh secretions.

Eabies : fresh saliva, blood, spinal cord, and brain.
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(/3) With greater resisting power (also transmissible

by various objects).

The acute exanthemata (small-pox, scarlatina, measles,

&c.) : tyjyhus fe ver. Sources of infection, the morbid pro-

ducts of the skin and mucous membranes. The ex-

citing agents are probably cast off in large quantities
;

they can withstand drying, they adhere to rags, wash
linen, beds, furniture, &c.

Diphtheria: the sputa, membranes expelled by
coughing, secretions of the mouth, secretions from
other mucous membranes attacked by the disease.
The pathogenic agents can probably retain their vitality

m the dry state for a certain time, for how long is as
yet unknown

; they can adhere to the linen, bedding,
floors, soil, &:c. We do not as yet possess more ac-
curate knowledge as to the nature of the sources of in-
fection.

Tuberculosis : chiefly the sputa. The spores cast
off' in the sputum retain their vitality in the dry state
for about six months. They can adhere to the' linen,
clothes, furniture, &c.

; they are also present in the'
soil under the flooring in a living condition, in the dust
of the streets, &c. In consequence of the large number
of phthisical patients, the number of the infective agents
in the sputa, and their resisting power, the sources of
infection are almost everywhere present.

Glanders: the secretions of the diseased mucous
membranes, and of the ulcers of the skin, furnish the
infective agents in large quantities. According to
Loefiler's recent investigations spores are probably not
formed, for the dry cultivations usually die after some
days or weeks (it was only exceptionally that they were
found alive after three months), and a temperature of
55 0. kills the infective agents in five minutes. The
most important sources of infection are therefore the
fresh secretions and, for some days or weeks, the various
objects to which they adhere.-According to Locffler
saprophytic growth of the bacilli does not occur in the
nutrient materials present in the stalls.

47
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Erysipelas and other human infective diseases of

wounds (puerperal fever, &c.) : secretions of wounds
either in the fresh state or dried on linen, dressings,

bedding, ultimately beneath the floors. In the majority

of cases we do not as yet know how long the infec-

tive agents retain their vitality in the dry state. The
ordinary j^yogenic organisms are present in dust, on
clothing, on the surface of the human body, &c.

h. Contagious Facultative Parasites.

Anthrax : 1. The fresh secretions of wounds or of the
diseased mucous membranes, also dressings, clothes, &c.

2. Faeces of animals suffering from intestinal anthrax,

soil and grass impregnated with such dejecta. 3. Pre-

served portions of anthrax cadavers, (skin, hair), earth

(or portions of the dwelling, clothing, &c.) which has
come in contact with the blood, organs, &c., during the

post-mortem examination.—In all cases the duration of

the infective power depends on whether or not spores

are formed. There are plenty of opportunities for their

formation outside the living body in a great variety

of substrata, provided the temperature is sufficient.

4. Saprophytic colonies of bacilli growing on the banks
of rivers, &c.

Typhoid fever : dejecta of patients. For the most
part the infective agents are present in the spore form

;

they retain their vitality for a considerable time in a dry

state, at all events up to three months (Gaft'ky)
; they

also live for several months in watery fluids, and in

drinking water. Hence various objects (linen, bedding)

which come in contact with the dejecta may retain in-

fective properties for a long time. It is probable also

that the spores may be preserved for a long time in

the soil (in garden and field earth on which dejecta has

been deposited).—Multiplication can ultimately occur in

nutrient materials, especially in milk, in broth, on

meat, &c.

Cholera : dejecta of the sick. They only retain their
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vitality for a few days under ordinary conditions
;
they

die as the result of drying or from over-growth by sapro-

phytes. Hence the most frequent sources of infection

are the fresh dejecta, and the objects contaminated with

them : linen, bedding, water, food, superficial layers of

the soil.—Multiplication can occur on various nutrient

materials, as in the case of typhoid bacilli.

c. Non-contagious Facultative Parasites.

Malaria : probably in marsh water, on the banks of

rivers, on the surface of marshy soil. Nothing more
precise is known.

2. The Modes of Transport.

According to the description given in the preceding Modes of

chapter, the sources of infection are as a rule repre- Swien the
sented by the fresh or dry secretions of wounds, of the ?ources of

diseased mucous membranes, or of the skin
; further, helm^

""""^

by objects and materials in our surroundings contami-
i^'^^^^^^-'^-

nated by them, especially dressings, linen, clothing,
bedding, the soil under the flooring, drinldng water and
articles of food, the most superficial layers of the soil.

From these sources the infective agents may be
carried to individuals capable of taking the infection.

1. By contact between the healthy and sick. The l. Contact
surface of the body of healthy individuals is brought wthT-mdmto direct contact with the morbid secretions or the ""^^^ ""^'-"^

objects harbouring them, by handling the infected per-
sons, or even through a third person. Almost all the
infective diseases can be transported in this way This
mode of transport is on the whole extremely frequent,
and m the case of many diseases it is the only or at
least the most important, mode of infection (syphilis
gonorrhoea, infective diseases of wounds, &c.)

2. By contact with infective animals.' The transmis- 2. Contact
sion of the most important zoonotic diseases occurs by
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diseased Contact with the fresh or dried morhid excreta, or with

nu™.*^''
^^'^ objects contaminated therewith, the contact being

brought about by intentionally handling these materials,

by bites, &c.

3. Transport 3. By insects which transport fresh or dried excreta,
by insects.

objects contaminated with them, to individuals capable

of taking the infection.

4. Transport 4. By swallowing food or water which contain infec-

&od!''*'''"
'""^ germs. This is the most important mode of trans-

•port for those infective diseases in which the invasion

only begins from the intestine (typhoid fever, cholera).

Water and food may be directly contaminated by the

infected excreta, or the contamination in the case of the

food may be occasioned by contact, insects, adhering

portions of soil, or infective air germs, in the case of

water by the wash linen, &c.

5. Transport 5. By aerial germs. As has been pointed out above,
b^ curients of

^-^^ transport by currents of air only occurs in the case

of those infective agents which can withstand drying.

Accordingly it does not come into play in cholera; it is,

further, almost excluded or occurs very rarely in glanders

and some infective diseases of Avounds ; on the other

hand it plays an important rale in the acute exanthe-

mata, typhus, typhoid fever, tuberculosis.

Influence of It is apparent that the last-mentioned mode of trans-

byViroii'^the* P^'^'*
important influence on the mode of con-

contagious- tagion. In cases where it cannot occur the other modes

of transport are much more easy of recognition and

avoidance. We can comparatively readily protect our-

selves against infection by contact by means of careful

cleanliness, and against the introduction of the infec-

tive agents by food and water, by careful selection and

preparation of the nutriment, and direct transport by

infected animals or insects occurs on the whole very

seldom. On the other hand, transmission by currents

of air occurs in an nnnoticeable manner and one against

which no protection exists, and it may extend over

considerable distances ; the infective agents which are

transportable in this way may also infect individuals

who do not come into immediate contact M-ith the sick

ress
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or with infectious objects. The nnmher of infections

caused by them is under certain circumstances much

greater and more widely distributed. That all the

diseases belonging to this group do not in practice show

an equally high degree of contagiousness,—that,, for

example, tbe acute exanthemata and typhus fever are

extremely contagious, while in typhoid fever and tuber-

culosis the danger of coutagiou is much less,—is explained

by the other conditions necessary for infection ; for ex-

ample, by the situation of the seats of invasion and by

the individual predisposition. These two conditions

are referred to more in detail in the following pages.

The detachment of the infective agents from their Conditions for

-, , . •
, , 1 • r XI transport by

substrata and their passage into the air occurs Irom tiie air.

dried excreta and the various objects to which they

adhere—from clothing, from the flooring, from the sur-

face of tbe soil. In all cases complete dryness of the

surface is a necessary condition for the detachment of

the infective germs; hence in the soil this only occurs

when a drying zone is present, and when the most super-

ficial layer is in a state of dust.

It frequently happens that the same mode of transport Indirect trans-

does not carry the infective agents directly from the source

of infection to the point of invasion, but that it carries

them in the first place to another means of transport.

Thus, for example, the detached infective agents may be

carried by currents of air to articles of food, and from

thence reach the exposed individual.

3. T/te Seats of Invasion.

Before we can arrive at defi]iite ideas as to the im- Do the skin

portance of the seats of invasion for the spread of the membrane o{

infective diseases, we must decide the question whether Wealthy11,. i 1 , 1 •
body permit

the bacteria can penetrate the various surfaces of the the entrance

body, the skin, and especially the mucous membranes,
°^

^

when these are in a normal condition ?
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Tliis qiaestion
was formerly
answered in
the affirmative
in the case of
the intestine
and lungs.

Tlio sapro-
phytes are
supposed to
die in the
lilood.

This assump-
tion is in-

correct.

This question lias or the most part been answered in
the afl&rmative. The passage of oil globules through
the walls of the intestine, and the enormous surface and
delicate epithelial covering of the lung, has been promi-
nently pointed out ; and the constant entrance of sapro-

phytic bacteria, and the occasional passage of infective

agents into the interior of the body, especially into the
circulating blood, has been assumed. Pettenkofer has
indicated the lungs as the chief organ through which
the pathogenic bacteria pass into the blood

;
according

to the view generally held, they are then carried from
the lungs to those parts of the body in which the local

affections characteristic of the disease in question usually

appear. Thus the infective agents of cholera and tj^phoid

fever, when they are inhaled, are suj)posed to pass

through the lungs into the blood, and from thence into

the mucous membrane of the intestine, where they

multiply and set up the specific alterations.

The fact that no bacteria have been found in the

interior of the healthy body in various careful investiga-

tions is opposed to the view that saprophytic bacteria are

constantly penetrating into the normal body from the

lungs and intestine. Von Fodor and others have, how-

ever, sought to explain this contradiction by the assump-

tion that the saprophytic organisms which pass into the

body are rapidly destroyed in the blood.

Such an explanation is, however, no longer admissible

after the researches of Wyssokowitsch, to which we have

previously alluded. These investigations have shown

that a great variety of bacteria are not destroyed in the

circulating blood, but retain their vitality in the interior

of certain organs for several hours, days, or even months.

If, therefore, there were a constant passage of bacteria

from the lungs and intestines into the blood, we must

undoubtedly frequently find them in considerable num-

bers in the interior of the body, and the resistant subtilis

spores which are always present on the surface of the

body would gradually accumulate in the body.

As the result of these experiments it is very impro-

bable that bacteria can pass through the mucous mem-
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branes and lymphatic glands, and ultimately reach the

blood. It is probable also that pathogenic bacteria behave

in this respect in the same manner as the ordmary m-

tants of the surface of the body; for the excreting

membranes of the animal body (kidneys) are just as

impassable for the numerous kinds of pathogenic bacteria

as for the saprophytic organisms.

Nevertheless it was desirable to make direct experi- Dh-ect^cxpori-

ments as to the passabihty of the walls of the lungs and thepassabiUty

of the intestine by bacteria; and experiments of this of the togs
^_

land have been carried out in large numbers by Wysso- tine by^

kowitsch during the course of last year in the author's

laboratory. From these experiments, which will be

shortly pubHshed in the Zeitsclmftfur Hygiene, it follows

with complete certainty that neither the surface of the lung

nor of the intesthie permits the direct passage of bacteria

into the blood, so long as the mucous membrane is intact;

even if small lesions of the mucous membrane are pre-

sent, the bacteria do not as a rule reach the blood, but

remain in the neighbouring lymphatic glands.—In the intestine,

experiments on the intestine, staphylococcus aureus,

bacillus indicus, and spores of subtilis were employed;

the cultivations were given in large quantities as food,

and it was found that the bacteria did not suffer any

injury from the gastric juice; but in order to be more

certain as to this point, they were in some cases injected

into loops of intestine isolated by ligatures. In no case,

however, were the bacteria found in the organs which, as

had been previously ascertained, always preserved any

germs which had really reached the blood; while, on the

other hand, they were always found when even only very

small quantities of the same bacteria were introduced

into the blood or into the peritoneal cavity. In the

experiments with loops of intestine, small injuries of the

intestinal membrane were unavoidable; and then the

bacteria in question could be found in limited numbers

in the corresponding mesenteric glands, but did not pass

beyond them.*

* Ribbcrt [Deutsch Med.Wocli., 1885, Nr. 13) andBizzozero {Centralbl.

f. d. med.Woch., 1885, Nr. 45) found various kinds of bacteria in healthy
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Luiigs. Experiments as to the passability of tlie surfaces of

the lungs were made by causing the animals to inhale

cither the dried cultivation in the form of dust, or a fluid

cultivation in the form of spray; or the material was
injected into the trachea in small and repeated quantities.

Hero also no passage of the bacteria into the blood was
observed, even when the lung tissue had undergone

pathological changes as the result of the injections.

—

These results harmonise entirely with those obtained by

Arnold, who found by very numerous and careful investi-

gations that minute bodies (soot, ultramarine, &c.), when
inhaled do not pass into the blood or organs of the body,

but at most only reach the neighbouring bronchial glands.

Arnold has ascertained by accurate microscopical investi-

gations that the human lung does not behave differently

to that of animals as regards its passability to minute

elements ; soot does not pass into the internal human
organs by normal preformed paths, but only by abnormal

ways.

Thcic is ro Hence we have given up the former view that bacteria

hac.'cria° Can pass readily into the blood, and from thence into

l!i^s>lndTn. ^^1^ organs of the body through the intact lungs or the

icRtiiiC. normal intestine ; on the contrary, the body of warm-

blooded animals nowhere offers a surface permeable by

infective a.gents, so far as is as yet known, unless im-

portant alterations of the normal tissue have previously

occurred.

liivasif 11 of One mode in which an infective agent can enter the

vJ^^ScS*"'' ^lootl tlie internal organs of the body is when a
trorinctioti of large Opening is present which permits its direct passage
bacteria into .,,,,„

, tpi i-
uit! I.lood. into the blood ; lor example, a wound oi the sian or

mucous membrane communicating with a blood vessel.

animals in tho follicles of tho processus vormiformis and of the-

sacculiis rot. at the entrance to tlio cascnni, which had evidently pene-

trated from the lumen of the intestine
;
they did not appear to be alive

in the deeper layers of tho follicles, and could not be traced beyond

tho follicles. This occurrence of bacteria at one special part of the

intestinal mucous membrane, together with the constantly negative

results obtained in other parts of the intestine, and with the erident

death of these bacteria in the deeper layers, quite corresponds with

the results of Wyssokowitsch's oxporinients.
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This is a mode of infection which we frequently produce

artificially in our experiments on animals, but which

seldom occur? under natural conditions. The experiments g^^ji^*^^^^;^"'-

on animals, however, teach us further that in many infec- ^ot always

tive diseases the penetration of the infective agents into occ'^'--

the blood is not sufficient for the production of infection ;

we see that the bacilli of pneumonia, of malignant oedema,

of cholera, the micrococci of erysipelas, &3., do not cause

disease when injected into the blood, with suitable pre-

cautions against the entrance of other bacteria, such as

disinfection of the wound in the skin, while they are

virulent in the same animals when introduced into

other parts, such as into a wound of the lung, into a

wound of the skin, into an altered intestine, &c. This

is explained in part by the fact demonstrated by Wysso-

kowitsch that bacteria circulating in the blood are not

excreted through certain surfaces of the body, such as

the wall of the intestine, and cannot pass into the

lumen of the intestine, for example, except when haemor-

rhages occur in the mucous membrane ; and that there-

fore cholera and typhoid bacilli, even when they have

penetrated into the blood, do not always reach their

proper seat of action. Wyssokowitsch's experiments

also give a partial explanation, these experiments show-

ing that the endothelial cells of the capillaries have the

power of fixing and destroying bacteria circulating in

the blood ; hence only those bacteria which are able to

overcome this protective arrangement can set up disease

from the blood. In the case of those resistant infective

agents which can penetrate with the blood into various

organs, and multiply there or in the blood itself, injection

into the blood is a very active mode of infection, .e.//.,

in the case of the exciting agents of septicaemia, anthrax,

and tuberculosis.

Besides this infection through the blood, which occurs Or the infoe-

comparatively seldom, infection evidently occurs in many eXr^ir**'
dieases by the primary establishment and development ^pe<-ial points

of the infective agents at those parts of the body in wanU bocomo

which the specific process occurs or begins ; so that the f5wdi°L?o!
seat of the alterations characteristic of the infective
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disease in question coincides witli the specific seat of

invasion. Erysipelas develops in tlie lymphatic channels

of the skin ; wounds of the skin which open an entrance

to these channels form the points of invasion of the

erysipelas cocci : gonorrhoea establishes itself only on

the urethral and conjunctival mucous membrane, and

these are likewise the seats of invasion of the gonococci

:

pneumonia is limited to the lungs, and there the in-

vasion of the infective agents must begin : typhoid and

cholera localise themselves in the first place in the

intestine (leaving out of account the secondary deposits

of the typhoid bacilli), and here we must look for the

seats of invasion of the infective agents. If typhoid

bacilli are introduced into the lungs, pneumonia bacteria

into wounds in the skin, gonococci on the intestinal

mucous membrane, there is no result even when small

wounds and injuries are present.

Some infective agents can set up a primary specific

disease in several difi"erent organs of the body; for

example, anthrax in wounds of the skin, in the intestine,

in the luiigs ; tuberculosis likewise in the lungs,

intestine, genito-urinary system, &c. ;
diphtheria on

various mucous membranes. In the case of these

diseases the points at which the infective agents can

enter are therefore correspondingly more numerous.

In the case of the acute exanthemata it is probable

that the skin or the surface of the mucous membranes

are the parts which are specially predisposed for the

development of the infective agents, and it is also pro-

bable that these parts are the seats of invasion of other

as yet unknown infective agents.

Tkcao points We must next inquire whether these points of in-

termit the
vasion peculiar to the various kinds of infective agents

entrance of permit the establishment and development of these

whentf
''''

agents when the tissues are in the normal condition, or

«o»<^'li-
whether solutions of continuity of the skin or mucous

membranes must be present to enable the infective agents

to penetrate. It is conceivable that some infective

agents do not require any preparation of the seat of

invasion, but only that they should be protected while
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cleveloping in folds and recesses of the mucous membrane,

and not be readily removed with the mucus or overgrown

by saprophytes. In such situations the parasites might

be able to multiply to a certain extent, and then lead to

a production of toxic materials which would be sufficient

to destroy the neighbouring cells, and thus allow them

to penetrate more deeply into the tissue. Such penetra-

tion through normal skin and mucous membrane must

be assumed, more especially in the case of the infective

agents of the acute exanthemata, which often attack very

numerous individuals.

Other infective agents, on the contrary, probably require Oi- the infec-

minute lesions or solutions of continuity of the mucous requffe^small

membrane in order to .obtain a firm footing in the tissue, lesions at the
°

. ^ seat 01 mva-
and multiply at first at the cost of the dead cell material, siou.

and spreading from that point carry on the struggle

against the living cells. In all cases, however, the

presence of such minute injuries favours the entrance of

all infective agents and increases the individual predis-

position (see below).

The fact that a specific and exclusive seat of invasion iniportanec of

is necessary for each infective agent evidently is of great
pointfo^f inva-

importance as regards the mode of spread of the infective sion for the
^

diseases. For the transmission of this group of diseases S°t]ie°disea«>.

it is evidently not sufficient that the means of transport

should carry the infective agents from the source of

infection to some part or other of the body, but

it is also necessary that they should be brought to

a particular situation. In the case of cholera and

typhoid the disease must therefore occur chiefly as the

result of swallowing infected water and infected food ; it

is possible that the germs may also reach the mouth by
contact or by the inspired air, but it is only in relatively

few cases that a sufficient number of the infective agents

will pass in this way in a living state through the

stomach into the intestine.

It is further evident that the position and other con- influence of

ditions of the specific points of invasion must have a l^l poiitTof'^

great influence on the danger of infection. Although invasio;i.

the spores of the typhoid bacilli are probably more
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resistant than the infective agents of the acute exanthe-

mata, and although both are produced in large quantities

and distributed iu the surrounding world by the patient,

the latter are, nevertheless; incomparably more contagious,

because the unprotected surfaces of the body can be

readily invaded by them, and these surfaces are very

easily infected by contact or by currents of air ; on the

other hand, in the case of typhoid fever we usually have

to do with a limited mode of transport by means of im-

perfectly prepared food and of impure water, and the

seats of invasion are difficult of attack and provided with

a protective arrangement ; in this case also currents of

air can only exercise an influence as a means of trans-

port in so far as they carry the specific infective agents,

in the first place to the food, and under favourable con-

ditions by means of the food to the intestine.

In the case of some infective agents which are as yet

but little known (malaria, relapsing fever, &c.), we can

scarcely put forward any hypotheses as to whether

specific points of invasion are present at all, or where

they should be looked for.

4. Individual Predisposition.

Unequal pre- Experience has long ago taught us that the difi'ereut

diffei-eS°''
°^ infective agents are not equally dangerous to all kinds

specious and of of warm-blooded animals, but that the one can afi'ect only

dividuals. this, the other only that species. Closely allied species

and races of animals often show in this respect the

most striking differences ; thus the bacillus murisepti-

cus kills without exception every house-mouse inoculated

even with the most minute quantity, while field-mice

are not at all affected even by large doses; and the

micrococcus tetragenus is only infective for the white

variety of house-mice, while it is not infective for the

grey variety.—But even among the individuals of one

and the same species similar difterences exist ;
and the

infective organisms which are peculiar to man attack for

the most part only a certain number of predisposed in-
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dividuals, while others equally exposed to the attack of

the infective agents are not affected, in other words are

immune.

As to the causes and the meaning of this individual

predisposition and immunity we know as yet very

little, but the results of a large number of experiments

on animals give us some insight into the behaviour of

the infective agents in the body. Further investiga-

tions must, however, be made on these points before we

can come to any very definite conclusions. The factors Factors wliich

which influence the predisposition of the body lie partly fliience.

in the body itself, in the constitution of its cells, secre-

tions, &c., and come partly from without, these external

factors aiding the infective agents in that they render

the body abnormally susceptible to attack.

In the first place it may happen that the access of Protective

certain infective agents to their specific points of invasion against th"*^

is rendered difficult by the natural protective arrange- transport of

.
^

.
" the bacteria to

ments of the body ; thus the gastric juice can, according certain points

to its dejrree of acidity, and according to its quantity,
°^

injure those infective agents which must develop in the

intestine ; and this injurious action may be present to

a greater degree in one species of animal, or in one

individual than in other individuals, where the infective

agents more easily pass this protective arrangement.

—

Further, as regards those infective agents which have

their seat in the lungs, the more or less narrow and
convoluted entrance to the respiratory tract, the ciliated

epithelium, and the sensitive mucous membrane form a

protective arrangement of varying efficacy, and according

to the development of these arrangements the one species

or the one individual will have an advantage over the
other as regards the ease with which parasitic bacteria

can enter the lungs.

Further differences in the constitution of the noint^ t^-«.

ot invasion even ot an apparently trivial character must the characters

exercise a very important influence. Thus according to of im-LiS"^'
species and race, according to the age and state Qf

t^^^-^^'^l^'e*^-

nutrition of the individual, &c., there are probably
differences in the skin, in the mucous membrane, and
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especially in the epithelium, which, although scarcely

noticeable, have nevertheless a marked elfect, and permit

or prevent the growth of the infective agents. Loeffler,

in his investigations on diphtheria, has brought forward

a very beautiful experimental proof of the importance of

the character of the epithelium ; he showed that young

guinea-pigs could he infected in the vagina by cultivations

of the bacilli of diphtheria, evidently because the epi-

thelium of the mucous membrane is extremely delicate

and easily injured ; older animals, whose vagina is pro-

tected by tough epithelium, were, on the contrary, quite

insusceptible to this mode of inoculation.—The variation

in predisposition in accordance with age which is seen

in various human infective diseases, must probably be

in part referred to a similar influence of the epitheUum

at the point of invasion. Further, many facts point to

the view that even the very slightest pathological altera-

tions or loosening of the epithelium, such as usually

occurs in catarrhs for example, also render infection

easier.

Influence of Further, the condition of the other more deeply

the other cells, placed cells of the affected organ is also of importance

for the occurrence of the disease. The endothelial cells

of the capillaries, and to a very marked extent in some

organs the cells of the lymphoid tissue, appear to play

an important part in the battle with the attacking

bacteria, and on the vital energy of these cells the result

of the battle—its rapid termination before general infec-

tion occurs, or its continuation in ever-increasing dimen-

sions—will depend to a very marked degree.
.

In the

case of the endothelial cells of the blood vessels it can

be experimentally shown how a general depression of

the cell energy by poisons, and especially by ptomames,

leads to a totally different ending to the battle in which

in the normal condition these cells are, in the case of

certain species of bacteria, always victorious ;
it can be

shown that, under the influence of ptomaine poisoning,

the same bacteria which formerly quickly died in the

endothelial cells, and never caused disease in the

animals, are now able to multiply extremely rapidly in
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the blood and cause the death of the animals which

were previously immune (Wyssokowitsch).

Not uncommonly small injuries due to the J^o^t ExtenmHn-^

various causes seem to prepare the points of invasion juries at the

for the reception of the infective agents, and to pave the 1°"^^^°^'''^ ""

way for their growth. Experimental proof of this mode

of predisposition has been recently brought forward by

Grth and Wyssokomtsch ; these investigators were able

to set up typical endocarditis in rabbits by first causing

trivial lesions of the cardiac valves, and then injecting

cultivations of staphylococci ; on the other hand, the

infection did not succeed when the cultivation was

injected without simultaneous injury of a valve.

In the intestinal mucous membrane predisposing

injuries of this kind may at times be caused by animal

parasites, by sharp and pointed constituents of the food,

&c. It is possible also that other, though not truly

infective, bacteria, which, however, when they multiply

to a marked extent in the intestine produce consider-

able quantities of ptomaines, and by means of these

cause irritation of the intestinal mucous membrane with

loosening of the epithelium, may be able to prepare the

soil for the true infective agents, and thus give rise to

predisposition.

It is evident that the various factors just mentioned importance of

present such manifold though slight difierences that the
gpyead of to-^

different behaviour of individuals and species is very diseases,

easily intelligible. It is true that these—and especially

the individual differences—do not play an equally

prominent, part in the case of all the infective agents
;

the more exposed the points of invasion, the more exten-r

sive and numerous they are, and the more energetically

the infective agents in question are able to overcome

the resisting power of the cells, so much the less will

individual predisposition come into play. These con- siiglitcr iu-

siderations seem to be especially applicable in the case ^""".ce of ilu-

of the acute exanthemata of man, and hence the danger mThe a°cule''"

of infection in these diseases is much more general than
in other cases where the exciting agents, although they
possess the same or even a greater degree of resisting
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power, and can be distributed by the most various modes

of transport, establish themselves, however, chiefly in

the lungs or in the intestine,—in other v^^ords, in places

which are protected by special arrangements against the

entrance of infective agents in a manner varying in

individual cases; and the danger of contagion is still

less when the energy of the infective agents is so slight

as compared with that of the cells of the body that they

can only reach the place of their development when the

epithelium has been specially prepared and weakened,

luflnenceof The influence of individual predisposition is most
thepredisposi- ^^.-j^-jj I seen in the case of tuberculosis; in this

spread of disease we learn from experience that the greater or
tuberculosis.

^^^^ accumulation of resistant infective agents in human

surroundings plays a relatively subordinate part in the

spread of the disease ; on the other hand, the state of

the protective arrangements at the points of entrance,

and especially the state of nutrition of the mucous

membrane, has such a definite and important influence

that it has become the rule to pay the greatest attention

to the removal of the individual predisposing factors (by

good nourishment, increased respiratory movements,

&c.), and not to attempt the careful removal of the

infective agents, as is done in the case of other infective

diseases.

5. Acquired Immunity and Protective Inoculation.

Of special importance is the immunity acquired as

the result of recovery from the same disease, or from

one caused by similar or attenuated exciting agents.

Relapsing Such immunity is not acquired in the case of all

diseases. infective diseases. Erysipelas, pytemia, gonorrhoea,

relapsing fever, pneumonia, and malaria, frequently

show relapses even within a short time after recovery

from the first attack. Other diseases are followed by

immunity for some time, but never without exception,

nor to a similar degree, in the difierent species of

animals ; for example, anthrax may occur repeatedly m
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man and horses, while sheep and cattle seem to bo pro-

tected by one attack of the disease. Cholera, as a rule,

gives protection for some years against a second attack

;

nevertheless even in this case exceptions not un-

commonly occur. A marked immunity, lasting for ajarymg^^

long time, follows a single attack of the acute exanthe- acquired

, in, 1 • T i> immunity.
mata, and of typhoid lever.

In the case of those diseases which produce immunity,

even though for a short time, it almost always happens

that the second attack runs a milder course, and often

occasions only a very trivial disturbance of the general

condition. Nevertheless the length of time between the

two attacks may, according to the nature of the infective

agent, completely neutralise this effect.

Further, it is important to note that in the case of

many diseases the severity of the attack seems to be

almost of no importance for the production of immunity.

In the case of the acute exanthemata, typhoid fever,

cholera, &c., we often observe remarkably mild cases, in

which there is only a trivial local development of the

infective agents at the seat of invasion, and yet recovery

from such affections, which can scarcely be called dis-

eases, may lead to immunity against the infective agent

in question.—Nevertheless, in other diseases we are

able not unfrequently to trace a relation between the

degree of the immunity and the severity of the disease.

An explanation of the peculiar plienomenon of acquired Former
immunity cannot at present be given on the basis of experi- attempts to

ments. Numerous attempts have been made to furnish an
acq^i^d^'"

explanation. Thus Klebs and Pasteur assume that in the immunity,

first attack of the disease some material that is necessary for

the life of the pathogenic fungi has been removed from the

body, and that the body thus acted on no longer offers a ^suit-

able soil for the development of the organism at a subsequent

period. But the results of our cultivation experiments and
all our biological experience contradict,

,
on the one hand, the

idea of such a sensitiveness of pathogenic bacteria tow.ards

minute quantities of an unknown nutrient material, and
on the other the probability that such a state of matters
should be kept up for ycaj-s in the living body.—Chauvcau,
"Wcmich, and others have assumed that those products of tlio

life of the bacteria which are noxious to the organisms thL'in-

48
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selves may remain for a long time in the body, and thns

afford a protection against subsequent invasions. But this

disinfecting power of the products of the bacteria, whicli has

been often insisted upon, appears, according to the accurate

experiments of Sirotiuhi, to be in most cases a fable, or at

any rate to be much exaggerated; and, on the other haiid,

such a stubborn retention of minute quantities of this bacterial

poison in the living body does not at all correspond to our

ordinary physiological ideas— Grawitz sought to es])lain

immunity by supposing that as the result of the battle

between the cells of the body and the pathogenic organisms,

the vital energy and the assimilating power of the animal

cells is increased as compared with that of the parasites ; and

that the duration of the immunity is occasioned by the trans-

mission of this increased physiological energy from one cell

generation to another. But in this case it would be very

difficult to understand why it is always only the same or

similar infective agents which occasion a sufficient increase

of the cell energy.

\ssnmptionof A better view, and one more in correspondence witli

;,,i-eactionary ^iews developed in the preceding pages, as to the

"Hf"* mode of entrance of the infective agents, is that put for-

inva-sion.
^^^^ Buchner, viz., that that organ which is associated

with the development of the specific infective agents

undergoes a reactionary alteration of its tissue under the

influence of the bacteric development, and that this lasts

for a long time, and does not permit a second develop-

ment. Wolffberg has put forward a similar hypothesis

with regard to the origin of the immunity against small-

pox after vaccination. Wolffberg asserts that the altera-

tions which lead to the immunity must occur in the skm

,

as being that organ which forms the first and most im-

portant point of attack for the infective agents
;
and he

tries to point out the probability that the causes of the

immunity are chiefly the destruction of the weak cells of

the rete, and the retention and development of the more

resistant elements.

On the assumption of a reactionary alteration of the

specific seats of invasion, we can understand that it is

onlv the infective agents of the same disease, or of

one similar to it (or only weakened agents), which arc

able to give immunity against a later attack by the same
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organisms. Only those parasites which have exactly the

same seats of invasion can come into play in causing a

reactionary alteration of these seats.—It further becomes
intelligible that complete immunity against later in-

vasions is at times obtained by locally limited affections

which have caused an almost uunoticeable disturbance

of the whole body, for it is only a certain local affection

of the seats of invasion which seems to be of importance
for the production of the immunity.—It is to be hoped
that experimental investigations will soon afford a more
sure basis for the attempt to explain immunity ; as yet

the explanations are quite hypothetical, and do not meet
all cases, but only apply to that group of infective dis-

eases which have specific points of invasion.

The experience as to the action of pestilences, and Protective in-

more especially the knowledge of the protective effect of
"^^I'^tion.

vaccinia against small-pox, which has been gained by ex-
periments on millions of men for almost 100 years, have
demonstrated that the acquired immunity is in many
respects the most important factor in preventing the
devastating action of the infective diseases. In vaccina-
tion we artificially transmit organisms which are remark-
-ably like the infective agents of small-pox, but which
excite in man only a mild and local disease. By this In variola,

inoculation we can prevent the invasion of virulent in-
fective agents of the same kind ; and such a vaccination
is of great value, especially for variola, because, as we
know, one attack of this disease gives a very lono- con-
tinued and certain immunity

; because, further, the at-
tenuated vaccine material preserves its slight deforce of
virulence with great constancy; and because as a° result
we need neither fear injury from the inoculation, nor
uncertainty in the result.

During recent years only few, and at the same time
crude and uncertain attempts have been made to extend
protective inoculation to other infective diseases, espe-
cially m the case of domestic animals, but since the year
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.1880 there lias been a very active movement in this

direction with the aim of providing an extensive appli-

cation of protective inoculation.*'

In chicken The starting point of this movement was Pasteur's
cholera.

. ,discovery that the microbes of chicken cholera could be

.artificially attenuated, and that the inoculation of these

attenuated bacteria caused a local affection in fowls, after

.recovery from which they were found to be immune

against inoculation with the virulent infective agents of

.fowl cholera. On page 317 a more minute description of

Pasteur's experiments is given ; we need only add here

• that two vaccines have been employed in practice, of

which the first is more, and the second less attenuated

;

the first vaccine is injected by means of a Pravaz syringe

at the tip of the wing of fowls, and the second

vaccine is employed twelve to fifteen days later. As a

result the animals are said to be protected against the

virulent bacteria. Kitt was, however, unable to confirm

Pasteur's results as regards the protective action of these

inoculations. And even if the action of the vaccine were

^prompt, it is very seldom that it could be of practical

value in view of the usually very rapid spread of the

disease in the hen-houses which are attacked, and of the

length of time which must elapse till the protective in-

oculation is completed. The value of the inoculation is

also correspondingly less, because by proper disinfection

of the hen-houses a much more reliable prophylaxis can

be obtained.

In symptom- The method of protective inoculation with the arlifi-

atic anthrax,
^^j^^^j^ attenuated infective agents was then attempted in

the case of anthrax, symptomatic anthrax, and swine

In ,=wine fever, fever. The methods employed in the two last diseases

have been already described on pages 300 and 307 ;
it

was there shown that the practical value of the inocu-

lations against swine fever is as yet extremely doubtful,

while the results in symptomatic anthrax arc more

,
* Wliile these pages were passing: through the press a very valuable

paper haa been published by Kitt under the title Wert und Uwceri der

Hckutdmpftrngen gegcn Thicrsevchen, Berlin, 1886, to which wc must

refer the reader for all the details with regard to protective

iuociilations.
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favourable ; but here also we cannot yet come to a final

juclgnient on account of our ignorance of the length of

duration of the protection, the absence of a calculation

as to the cost, and the neglect up to the present time

of other prophylactic measures in the infected districts.

The inoculations for anthrax have excited special in anthrax-

interest. They were carried out in the first place with

bacilli attenuated by Toussaint's method (p. 657); a

practically useful vaccine was later produced by Pasteur

and Chauveau, each by a different method. Pasteur Pasteiir's

employed as his first vaccine a cultivation in meat
^

infusion which had been kept at a temperature of 42°

to 43° C. till it no longer killed guinea-pigs and rabbits,

but was still fatal to mice (see page 657). One

division of a Pravaz syringe of this vaccine is injected on

the inner side of the hind thigh of sheep ; in the case of

cattle two divisions are injected behind the shoulden

After the lapse of twelve to fourteen days a similar in-

jection is made with the second vaccine, which has been

kept at 42° to 43° C. till rabbits are not killed by it,

while mice and guinea-pigs still die. It was, not till

Koch introduced the method of testing the cultivations

on these, three kinds of animals that it was possible to

know exactly the degree of virulence of the organisms.^

Chauveau makes his vaccine by heating the organisms Chanvean's

for a shorter time at, higher temperatures; he em-

ploys fresh anthracic blood and not cultivations, and in

order that it may be warmed as quickly as possible, he

collects it in very small glass tubes. More recently

Chauveau, in conjunction with AVosnessenksi, has also

utilised for the purpose of attenuation the simultaneous

action of high pressure (page 660). The virulence of

his vaccine lies somewhat between that of the two vaccine

materials employed by Pasteur ; it is chiefly intended for

cattle, and they are inoculated in the ear by means of a

syringe.—The other methods of attenuation and protec-

tive inoculation for anthrax have not as yet been intro-

duced into practice.

In judging of the results obtained we must, in the

first place, note that the efiect of the protective inocu*
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vroZtlfZ.
"^'^^'^ ^iff^^-^^t species of animals; for example,

ocuiation for guinea-pigg and rabbits cannot be made immune by the
attenuated anthrax bacilli ; rats often resist inoculation
with the virulent material, but do not thereby acquire
immunity. In like manner the eflfect is different in
sheep and cattle, the two species of animals chiefly in-
oculated in practice. In the case of sheep the protec-
tive inoculation appears to be particularly uncertain in
its results

; too weak vaccines do not give the necessary
guarantee for immunity ; too strong materials, on the
other hand, readily cause the death of the animal

;

further, the duration of the protection is very short,

probably not lasting more than a year; and it has also
been shown by Koch that sheep inoculated with strong
vaccines are not able to resist natural infection produced
by feeding them M'ith anthrax spores.—In the case of
cattle the result is probably more favourable, because
stronger vaccines can be borne, the losses by the inocula-

tions themselves are less, and the chances of immunity
are better. Nevertheless even here we cannot make any
definite statements as to the duration of the protection,

nor as to its potency against the natural modes of in-

fection. In any case the strong vaccines present a

certain amount of danger for the people who have to

attend on the animals, and without doubt these protec-

tive inoculations can only be looked on as a temporary
means to be employed till rational means of prophy-

laxis, proper modes of disinfection, change in the pas-

ture, care in burying the dead bodies, &c., have been

generally introduced.

Protective in- The protective inoculation which has most recently

forlabies
attracted attention is that employed by Pasteur against

Method. rabies. When the method of attenuating the rabic

virus described on page 660 had been ascertained,

Pasteur attempted to render dogs immune by first in-

oculating them with virus which had been dried for the

longest time, and which was the weakest ; then two days

later less virulent material vvas used, and so on till

finally the virulent virus was employed.—When these ex-

periments had led to uniform results. Pasteur made pro-
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tective inoculations on persons who had been bitten by

dogs which were stated to be rabid. His method con-

sisted in injecting into the patient on the first day a

Pravaz syringefal of an emulsion prepared by the aid of

sterilised infusion from a portion of the spinal cord of a

rabbit which had died of rabies, the cord having been dried

for fourteen days; on the following day a mixture from a

piece of spinal cord dried for twelve days was injected; on

the third day a cord eleven days old was used, and so on,

till on the twelfth day a virulent material which had been

preserved for only one day was employed.

Bv this method hundreds of people have been treated Eesults of tto

-, 1 1 • i-n • protective m-
in Pasteur's laboratory, and the number is still increas- oculation.

ing. However, of these some have died of rabies

shortly after the treatment, and others at a later period.

It is dif&cult to decide with certainty whether the

percentage of those who have died after inoculation

is smaller than of those who die when no protective in-

oculation is used, as among those who have been treated

by Pasteur there is a large number who were, it is true,

bitten by dogs, bat in which there was no certainty that

the dogs were mad. It is nevertheless probable that a

much smaller percentage of those persons who have been

inoculated have died as the result of the bite than of those

not inoculated, and, therefore, that the protective inocu-

lation has had the desired effect in a large number of

cases* But this result is far from being a certain and

constant one, and in addition to the uncertainty of the

effect, we have on the other hand the danger that per-

sons who were not infected by the bite, and who would not

therefore have died of rabies, may have been infected by

the inoculation itself. In some of the fatal cases which

have followed the preventive treatment, the suspicion

of such an unintentional production of the disease can-

not be entirely put aside.

On the whole an unbiased person will receive the l>ifferencoH

impression that Pasteur's discovery, which is of un- p?o.teeTive hi-

doubted scientific value, has been introduced into prac-
rabic^^an/^"

tice too hurriedly. As contrasted with the preparation other modes of

other vaccines, the metbod of attenuation is difficult ociUat^oiu
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to control, and does not sufficiently guarantee tlie degree

of virulence. Further, the whole process of protective

inoculation against rabies completely differs from

former protective inoculations for small-pox, anthrax,

symptomatic anthrax, and swine fever, and also from

the experiments made on dogs with the rabic virus, and

which served as a proof of the utility of the method,

for the people which were inoculated hy Pasteur were

already infected by the virulent disease. In all'

the former protective inoculations which might be

thought to be analogous, the preventive means were

employed before the infection, and experience has taught

us that inoculation with vaccine lymph, for example,

has no effect if infection with variola has occurred before

the vaccination was performed. In like manner the

dogs experimented on by Pasteur, with regard to which

accurate numbers have been published, were not infected

before the protective inoculation. Pasteur mentions,

however, that he has attempted subsequent protective

inoculation on dogs which had been previously bitten or

infected with virulent material ; but accurate numerical

details of these most important experiments have not

been given, and hence the suspicion arises that in these'

experiments the result obtained has been as little con-

stant and certain as those which have followed the in-

oculations on infected individuals.

A more thorough scientific study of the matter in

various directions would, therefore, have been at all

events desirable before the method was introduced into

practice. It is very possible that the method in its present

form, being so difficult of control, may, if employed ex-^

tensively and by less experienced hands than those cf

Pasteur and his assistants, lead to many serious mishaps.

General value In conclusion, neither the inoculation for rabies, nor

hwSatS tlie other modern protective vaccinations, represent the

ideal of a satisfactory prophylaxis against the infective

diseases. Even the valuable vaccination for small-pox

has not been generally introduced without difficulties,

and yet in the case of variola we have to do with a.

disease which, on account of the number and resisting*
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power of tlie sources of infection, on account of the easy-

transportation of the infective agents, and on account,

of the readiness with which the body is attacked, can be

influenced with extreme difficulty by other prophylactic

means. It is further a disease which is very specially

suitable for a protective inoculation on account of the

peculiar certainty and persistence of the immunity. On Advantages

, , , n • ,1 f. ,T • r i.1 • rational pro
the other hand, m the case oi the majority oi otlier m- phykctic

fective diseases, it is decidedly more rational to aim at ™cans.

the destruction of the infective agents, and the preven-

tion of their spread or invasion, than to rely on an un-

certain protective inoculation. That in the case of

rabies suitable prophylactic rules deserve by far the

greatest confidence is shown most distinctly by the con-

dition of those countries in which a high tax on dogs,

stringent rules against stray or possibly rabic animals,

and under certain circumstances compulsory muzzling,

have been already introduced ; statistics show that in

these countries (Prussia, Bavaria, &c.) the deaths from

rabies in dogs have diminished to a marked degree, and'

in man have practically disappeared.

6. The Local and Seasonal Predisposition to Infective^

Diseases.

From the foregoing considerations as to the mode of irrcgiilar a

spread of the infective diseases, we may draw the con- the^h*fectiv*

elusion that this distribution cannot occur either equally diseases,

over a large area or in an unbroken course as regards time,

but that seasonal and local variations must appearand

exert an influence on the occurrence of these diseases.

In none of the infective diseases is the spread of the

infective agents like that of a gas which dift'uses itself

equally in all directions, and over great distances ; on

the contrary, the effective agents, even in the most

favourable cases, only spread equally from one centre

over a small distance. Even the most typical con-

tagia, -viz., the exciting agents of the acute exanthc-
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Multiplicity
of the local

and seasonal
variatioriS.

mata, are not distributed over a wide area by means

of currents of air ; on the contrary, witli the distance

from the patient and the progressive dilution by

pure air there is evidently such a rapid diminution

of the chances of infection that they are no longer suffi-

cient for a natural spread of the disease ; on the other

hand, where the transport is by the air the chances of

infection only exist in the immediate neighbourhood of

the sources of infection, and when the infective agents

pass over greater distances they are usually carried by

means of man or by surrounding objects.

The patient may therefore form the centre of a small

infectious area; from this new centres may then be

established in all possible directions, these centres having

their origin in infected patients, or in any other suitable

source of infection. The immediate neighbourhood of

such a centre is always specially dangerous; whether,

however, a number of infections will occur in the same

house, or whether the danger will disappear there with-

out the occurrence of any new infection while infective

agents may possibly have been carried to other streets or

places, and give rise to fresh areas of infection, depends

in every individual case on a great variety of circum-

stances—on the number and resisting power of the sources

of infection, on the number of modes of transport, on

the individual susceptibility—and may vary to a great

extent. We must, therefore, after what has been said

in the foregoing chapters as to the multiplicity of all the

factors which come into play in infection, look on the

whole essence of distribution as something so diverse

and varying, and we must realise that the paths are so

tortuous and the results so unexpected, that we need not

be surprised either by a persistent localisation, or by au

apparently causeless leap of the disease over a consider-

able distance.

It is only where a community is overtaken by a new

and very contagious disease, where total ignorance of

the danger of infection renders every mode of transmis-

sion easier, and where every individual presents a predis-

posed body not yet protected by recovery from similar
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affections, that there can be a general distribution of the

disease without distinction of person. In every other

case we meet with a great number of variations.

In the great majority of these variations it is unavoid-
J;^^^^^^^^^,,^

able that we here and there come across apparent natural local and

laws ; one locality will be more frequently attacked than
^^riations.

another, one season of the year will cause an increase in

the number of cases of the disease, another will cause a

diminution, and so on. Such recurring local and sea-

sonal variations are in their essence only a further result

of the numerous concomitant accidents, and one cannot

from small numbers deduce laws which justify the

assumption of a special local or seasonal influence.

Here and there, however, the variations apparently

follow more distinct laws, and these point to external

influences, varying with place and season. This is a

priori intelligible if we consider in how marked a

degi-ee the number and resisting power of the sources of

infection, the facility of transport, and the state of the

seats of invasion are dependent on causes varying with

place and time. Even in those diseases which are ex- In obligatory

tremely easily transmitted, e.g.i the acute exanthemata,
p'^''*'^^*®''-

we can at times, though by no means always, recognise

regularly recurring seasonal or marked local variations.

Thus the statistics of small-pox epidemics show that the Seasonal^

disease usually increases markedly in the cold months small-pox

and diminishes in summer ; and that, further, in warm spi^^emics.

climates there is a marked increase in the dry season, and

an almost complete disappearance in the wet months.*

One can scarcely go wrong in attributing the regular

increase of small-pox in winter to the greater amount of

time spent at home, to the more intimate association of

individuals, to the wearing of the same clothing for some
time, and to the diminished cleansing of the skin, thus

rendering the transport of the infective agents and their

preservation at the seats of invasion much easier than

in summer when all these favouring factors are absent.

These differences are of course more or less marked in

different countries, according to the climate and the

* Hirsch, Handbuck der hisloi; geogr. Path., 2 Aufl., i., p. 105.
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mode of life. In tropical climates the remarkable dimi-

nution of small-pox in the rainy season may be due to

the easier cleansing of the body and to the increased

difficulty in the transport of the infective agents by cur-

rents of air, perhaps also to certain habits of life which,

cannot be thoroughly appreciated.

Local varia- The mode of Spread of scarlet fever forms a very,

lathuxl''
striking example of the effect of locahty. While epir-

epidemics. demics of scavlet fever have constantly occurred in

:

Europe during the present century, and many of them ;

have spread from place to place, some towns have re-:

mained entirely free from the disease for years, although

they have been in communication with the infected;

places. Thus Mlinster has been free from scarlatina for

50 years, Tuttlingen for 35 years, and Ulm for 17. years,,

while long intervals have occurred between the epidemics

in Lyons and also in the whole department of Indre-et-

Loire.* Experiences of this kind might very readily

mislead us into supposing that there was some special

influence, proceeding from the nature of the soil or fi-om

some other part in the surroundings of man, which

favoured the development of scarlatinal epidemics in the

one case and hindered it in the other ; and yet we have.,

overwhelming proof that scarlet fever only spreads by

contagion. Nevertheless, in spite of the purely conta-'

gious character of the disease, differences in its local,

distribution may quite well occur. Thus it may happen,

that all sorts of accidents, which can scarcely be gauged,

may prevent the infective agent, although repeatedly^

introduced, from causing infection ; for example, these

agents may only come in contact with individuals which

have been previously attacked, and are therefore immune

;

or again, the. infective agents may find a difficulty in

obtaining a foothold in these individuals, owing to then-

cleanly habits, and so on. In a similar manner it is

possible that a particular city may present better oppor-

tunities for a long continued immunity than another,

in that the population may have been largely attacked

during a former epidemic, or in that the spread of tho

* Hirsch, c, p. 128.
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' cli-sease from the first case may be rendered difficult on

I account of certain habits of the population, such as

'the mode of treatment of the sick (inunction of fat),

I special attention to cleanliness, &c.—It is, however,

evident that even when a place has remained free

from the disease for several years, although repeated

epidemics have occurred in its neighbourhood, we are

' not justified in asserting that this place possesses a

permanent immunity, due to a direct influence of the

•nature of the place on the infective agents; on the con-

•trary, all these places have ultimately been found to be

susceptible as soon as the effect of the previous epidemic

has disappeared, and the chances against the attack of

the infective agents have become less favourable.

A priDri we may, however, expect that these local and Greater local

1 ... -n 1 1 1 • ji « and seasonal
seasonal variations will be more marked in the case oi -^rariations in

• those infective diseases which are not so extremely con- ti^e less cou-
' tagious

< tagious as the acute exanthemata, but in which the diseases.

• distribution is much more dependent on external acci-

dents. This will evidently be the case where the sources

of infection, the modes of transport, and the seats of

invasion are limited, and where a marked spread of the

infection can only result when there is a certain concur-

rence of these circumstances. The chief of these diseases In cliolera.

are those which are occasioned by the contagious facul-

tative parasites, in which the number of the sources of

infection increases or diminishes under the influence of

.

•external conditions, the modes of transport vary in their

-value, ajid the seats of invasion become accessible or

inaccessible. The numerous influences which come into

play in these cases . have been subjected to a more accu-

rate analysis in the chapter on cholera (page 443), and
from the description which has been given there we may

• readily understand the manifold character of these infiu-

.ences and the appHcability of the facts to other diseases
which show a similar mode of distribution.

. In many towns a regularly recurring seasonal varia- in typhoid
-tion is still more marked in the case of typhoid fever

. than in cholera; thus during the dry harvest months,
-and when the level of the ground water is low, tho
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number of cases of typhoid fever increases, while it

Influence of a diminishes as the ground water rises. In explanation

?hrson on the of this phenomenon the same factors must be taken

sproati of
Ij^^q account as afforded to some extent an explanation

typhoid lever. . . . ,-, i i

of the corresponding variation m the cholera epidemics,

but in the case of typhoid fever the drying of the super-

ficial layers of the soil at the time when the frequency

of typhoid fever increases comes more markedly into

play than in the case of cholera. As the typhoid bacilli

undoubtedly often reach the soil with the dejecta, either

when fresh or after being retained for some time in cess-

pools, and as they are present partly in the spore form,

and can thus be preserved for a long time and carried

by currents of air, the drying of the surface of the soil

or the sinking of the ground water must exert a much

greater influence on the spread of this disease than in

the case of cholera. The typhoid spores can, when a

dry zone is present, be very readily carried by currents

of air from the surface of the soil along with the dust

to dwellings and to various materials on which they

can develop, and thus the chances of infection are

much increased at these times.

It is true that there is no absolute necessity for

assuming an exclusive influence of the soil as an ex-

planation of the coincidence between the frequency of

typhoid fever and the dryness of the soil at the end of

Other factor 8. summer and during harvest. It is quite possible that,

as in the case of cholera, other factors which come more

markedly- into play at these periods—such as the cha-

racter of the food, the large numbers of insects, factors

which influence the individual predisposition, &c.—

have an influence on the seasonal distribution ot

typhoid epidemics. In those cities where there is a

constant and immediate connection between the dryness

of the soil and typhoid fever we can scarcely go wrong

in ascribing the sudden increase of cases chiefly to the

Their multi- drying of the surface of the soil. Where, however, the

P'^"''^-
seasonal relation is less marked, and where we have also

to explain a local distribution, we must not without very

strong reason refer the cxplanalion only to alterations
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in the soil ; on the contrary, the whole series of factors

which influence the local and seasonal occurrence, and

which have been referred to above, must be taken into

consideration just as much as in the case of those affec-

tions which are only contagious and which are in no

wise influenced by the soil, but which nevertheless also

show local and seasonal variations (scarlet fever, small-

pox). Among these factors the chief are certain habits

of life, selection and preparation of food, water supply,

cleanliness of the person and of the dwelling, and the

previous occurrence of epidemics Avith the consequent

immunity.

There are a number of factors which we can with Drinking

more or less certainty refer to as affording a certain explanation of

amount of explanation of the smaller epidemics of
j,°I^J^\-°^of

typhoid fever which often show a marked local and typhoid fever,

seasonal occurrence. At present there is a tendency

among physicians to find something remarkable and

only explicable by the assumption of a special and

specific mode of spread in almost all cases of typhoid

fever, whether they are limited to a single house, or

occur in neighbouring houses, or pass over streets ; the

usual explanation has been the presence of wells con-

taining so-called impure water.

It is no doubt quite true that the typhoid bacilli are

carried by the water in many large and in numerous
small epidemics, but it is equally certain that in a large

number of cases this mode of transport has been assumed
without sufficient justification. The view is also

generally held that it is only by means of the drinking

water that we can explain those cases where a small

chcle of people become affected around the small central

epidemic, some of the persons in this circle being passed
over (these usually not having partaken of the water),

and where in addition a few individuals outside this
immediate circle become affected, these being shown
to have also consumed this water. On examining such
cases, however, we very often iind that the statistical

facts were insufficient and incorrect, because tbey only
take into account a small portion of the population
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surrounding tlie wells, and that the observer has paid

but little attention to this defect, on the assumption that

in no other way could such a peculiar distribution of

the disease have occurred.

To obtain an idea of the innumerable small accidents

which may influence the spread of the infective agents

in one or other direction, and that without the interven-

tion of drinking water, we only require to follow the fate

of a cultivation of some readily recognisable form of

bacteriiim, e.g., bacillus prodigiosus, when placed any-

where in a house. We can often observe how small

red colonies appear on various nutrient substrata and

articles of food, with regard to which it is evident, from

the place where they have developed or from the group-

ing of the colonies, that they have been carried by the

fingers, sleeves, table, or flies without intentional or even

conscious contact with the exposed cultivation. It

may further be observed that at one time the epidemic

is limited to the room in which the culture is
;

at

another it suddenly appears in another and distant

room ;
again it rapidly spreads over the whole house

;

or again it appears in neighbouring houses without any

afi"ection of the immediate neighbourhood ; and lastly,

although the conditions are apparently the same, no

epidemic may occur. The result is so dependent in

each individual case on the most trivial accidents, that in

laboratories where much work is done with bacteria one

soon ceases to wonder at the peculiar and varying mode

of spread of this or that readily recognisable impurity.

Exactly analogous are the sources of infection of

typhoid epidemics, whether originating from a patient

suffering from the disease, or from infected earth,^ or

from spores which have been carried to suitable nutrient

substrata, or from any materials which have been con-

.taminated with typhoid dejecta. The mode, the direc-

tion, and the extent of the spread of the epidemic from

•these sources depends on a great variety of accidents.

As in the case of the prodigiosus cultivation, the trans-

port by man and various objects will play a very

important rule ; the result in each case will, however.
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clepend on whether the germs can live in the place to

which they are transported, whether they find sufficient

nutrient materials to permit their growth, &c.

Thus it is only seldom that we are able to pick out

the true mode of transport from the many possible ones.

This want of knowledge, and our open acknowledgment

of it, does not, however, render it more difficult to take

prophylactic measures against a typhoid epidemic. In

whatever way the spores have been transported they are

in all probability introduced into the body by water and
food ; and they only leave the body by the dejecta. If

the latter are thoroughly disinfected or removed by a

good system of drainage, if the water is taken from
proper wells, and if the selection and preparation of

food is attended to, a typhoid epidemic can be satis-

factorily coped with even though the exact mode of

transport in each individual case remains unknown.
The closure of suspected wells is also a perfectly proper
'procedure, though the reason for doing so is not now
the same as formerly; the former practice led to in-

sufficient and probably erroneous views as to the etio-

logical importance of the water, and to too great one-
sidedness in the prophylactic measures.

It is evident that the great multiplicity of the factors

which play a part in the local and seasonal distribution

of all infective diseases makes it extremely difficult to
draw conclusions as to the nature and the infective

properties of the causal agents from these local and
seasonal variations and from the laws which appear to
govern them. At the present time, when we can studv -n-ffl ,k •

tne beJiaviour oi the infective agents themselves, and estimating the

can solve the question of their mode of distribution l^caSu""^'"
experimentally, it would help us but httle to employ the diroSon'"^'
former circuitous method by which we drew conclusions
as to the characters of the infective agents from the
phenomena of their local and seasonal distribution •

it
is much better to attempt to gain a solid basis from
experiments with the isolated infective agents them-
selves, and thus to obtain an explanation of the results
of epidemiological statistics.

49
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7. The most Important Froinlnjlactic Measures against

the Spread of the Infective Diseases.

We can very easily deduce the prophylactic measures

against infective diseases from the facts as to the mode

of spread of these diseases which have been referred to

in the foregoing paragraphs.

Propliylaxis In some cases it seems best to direct our precautionary

&^^iyiS methods rather towards the individual predisposition of

prediSpori-^^ the body than towards the infective agents, and m fact

to neglect the latter more or less completely. The most

marked example of this is tuberculosis (see p. 752).

It is possible also that other infective diseases will be

best held in check by such a method of prophylaxis, and

probably there is a great field for investigation and for

practical work in this direction.

Among the means of lessening the individual pre-

disposition we have also protective vaccination, the

practical value of which—with the single exception of

vaccination for small-pox—must, however, for the

reasons given above (p. 760), be judged on the whole

unfavourably.

In the great majority of cases, however, our prophy-

lactic measures deal with the infective agents themselves,

and seek to destroy them, or to hinder their development

Prophylaxis The reporting of cases, quarantine, and the isolation

by destruction g-^]. ^re precautions which do not require any

t^TXttc"' special discussion, nor do the points which would have

to be discussed in connection with them specially con-

cern the matter of this work, and we may therefore pass

them over. We have here to do with the measures for

the destruction and removal of the sources of infection

mentioned on p. 736, and for interfering with the modes

of transport (see p. 739). The following are the most

important precautions in this direction :

—
General pre i MeasuresM are c,cncraUv

^^iffl'^l^^^^^
'^'yl'^o^i"

of disease it is of the first importance to destioy oi dism-

feet all the excreta of the sick which may contain he eifec-

livc agents, and all the objects contaminated with them,
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more especiallj' linen, beds, &c. ; it is further necessary

to keep all these sources of infection in a moist state

till they can be disinfected, so that the infective

agents may not become detached and carried away by
currents of air. (This is unnecessary in cholera.) All

surrounding objects which might retain the infective

agents, and which are difficult to cleanse, should be re-

moved as far as possible, and protected from con-
tamination (for example, soil, &c., the floors and walls

of sick-rooms should be closely covered with some im-
permeable material). Those who come in contact with
the sick should be particularly cleanly, and should also

wash with sublimate or carbolic lotions ; similar cleanli-

ness is also necessary with regard to the clothing, the
dwelling, the kitchen, &c. Ifc is also desirable that those
who are particularly predisposed to one or other disease
on account of the presence of abnormal points of invasion
(as in the case of wounds, catarrhs, gastric disturb-
ances, &c.) should avoid the danger of infection, and
should observe the necessary precautions even when no
evident sources of infection are present.

h. Special precautions in individual diseases.—In special pre
the case of the acute exanthemata we must attempt by pautions in

rubbing oil over the skin of the patient to prevent, or at Sserser^
any rate to limit, the detachment of the infective agents
from the surface of the body, and their transport through
the air. Thorough ventilation of the sick-room, which
is much recommended for prophylactic purposes, can, it
is true, lead to a dilution of the germs, but it is difficult
even by the best methods of ventilation to diminish the
chances of infection to such an extent ' as occurs in the
open air, and as is requisite if we are to place ventila-
tion on the same footing as the other prophylactic
measures.

In those diseases in which the seat of invasion and
the seat of the disease lie in the intestinal tract, such as
cholera and typhoid fever, we must, when there is a great
danger of infection, pay the greatest attention to the

'

preparation of the food, and we must also see that the
drinking water comes from pipes or from good wells
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and this is done by insisting that all food must be

cooked, and that all water must be filtered through a

proper apparatus. Where sources of infection are pre-

sent we must also employ the general precautions

referred to above. An extremely important measure

consists in making arrangements to remove dejecta and

waste water rapidly and to get rid of gutters,, and thus

to render it impossible for the surface of the surrounding

soil, the wells, and the watercourses to become con-

taminated with dejecta.

The prevention of fresh sources of infection by means

of a rational method of disinfection, forms the most im-

portant part of the prophylactic measures in the majority

of the infective diseases. This method applies to the

following materials, and is carried out by the following

means :—
i

• x

1. The infective excreta of the patient (sputa, dejecta,

pus,' &c.) should be mixed with 5 per cent, carbolic

acid (or if necessary with commercial fuming hydro-

chloric acid), and allowed to stand for twenty-four hours,

each motion being disinfected at once. The receptacles

must be repeatedly washed with similar solutions. In-

fective material on the body of the patient must also be

removed by means of carbolic acid, or sublimate solu-

tions. . T

2 The linen and bed linen of the patient, dressings,

feather beds, woollen blankets, mattresses, straw beds,*

handkerchiefs, curtains, carpets, &c., should be dis-

infected by a current of steam at 100° C. Various

apparatuses have been constructed in recent years for

carrying out this method of disinfection, and of these

three have been tested and found satisfactory. These

are the apparatus made by Schimmel & Co. in Chem-

nitz, the stationary and portable apparatuses made by J.

L Bacon in Berlin, and lastly that by Rietschel &

Henneberg.-So far as possible these various machmes

* It is usually best tobum straw beds and other -or«acss
^^^^^^

In i,ractioe however, this cannot always be done without risk ot

Sfection'nd in that case it is simplest to disinfect these materials

also in the steam apparatus.
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should be rounil, or nearly round, in order to avoid the

presence of corners in ^Yhich the disinfection may very

readily be imperfect. It must also be borne in mmd

that hot air containing a certain amount of steam does

not by any means have the same effect as a good

current of steam without any air (see p. 665) ;
those

forms of apparatus are untrustworthy in which steam is

present even under high pressure, but not in such

quantity that after fiUing the apparatus a good current of

steam escapes from it. It does not seem to be necessary

to raise the temperature of the steam by employing

saline solutions; it has been definitely proved by

numerous experiments in Koch's laboratory, and by

comparative tests by Wolff which were made on a num-

ber of machines and in a trustworthy manner, that even

very large objects (balls composed of 22 woollen blankets)

are completely disinfected by exposure for one to two

hours to a current of steam at 100° C. One hour

suffices for smaller objects, and half an hour for linen

and clothing, the time being reckoned from the moment

when the steam which escapes shows a temperature of

100° C.

By this plan the injury done to the materials is very

slight. Linen, feather beds, mattresses, clothing,

printed matter, &c., are quite unhurt, but sensitive

colours are somewhat altered. Disinfection by heat

cannot be employed for objects made of leather (boots),

gum, or caoutchouc, and bound books.

No definite statement can be made as to the special

advantages of one or other of the disinfecting appara-

tuses mentioned above ; at all events, they are all trust-

worthy and useful. They are prepared in various sizes

and at various prices, and one ought to be in use in every

town.

In Gottingen a very simple and cheap apparatus has been Special

introduced provisionally, and acts extremely well. It is con- ^o^cnption of
, , , ' , . . , , .

a small appa-
structecl on the same principles as the sterilising apparatus ratus for dis-

commonly used in laboratories and described on page (365,
in^ectiou.

being merely correspondingly larger. It is desirable to have
two of these machines of different sizes, the one being 7
metres in height and 50 cm. in diameter, the other IM. metres
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Coiititviiction high and 80 cm. "vvidc. The smaller, which costs with acces-

ma*chines
apparatus about £7 10s., is employed when portions of

clothing or linen are to be disinfected (as in tuberculosis)

;

the larger, which costs about £13, serves for the disinfection

of beds, mattresses, &e.—The apparatus is made of tin, with
the exception of the bottom, which is copper, and has a conical

shape, enlarging at the lower part so as to increase the

heating surface. The receptacle for the water is provided

with a tube jarojecting outwards, through which it is filled,

with a pressure gauge tube, and with a stop cock to empty it.

To provide air-tight fittings for the lid, and also at the

attachment of the body of the machine to the boiler, these

parts fit into grooves which are filled with water. To prevent

cooling, the body and the lid are protected by a thick layer of

clay, which is fixed on by means of gauge bandages, and an
external arrangement of wire netting. In the lid there is a

tube for a thermometer, and another for the steam, with

which a long leaden tube is connected so as to conduct the

steam out of the house.

Method of The apparatus is heated by gas. In the case of the larger

heating. apparatus twelve large Bunsen burners are necessary to raise

the temperature of the thermometer in the lid to 100° C. within

half an hour ; for the smaller apparatus five burners are

sufiicient. This method of heating has the advantage that it

can be very cheaply fitted up, that the temperature remains

constant, that the heat is very completely utilised, and that

the disinfection is completed in a very short time (within

two hours). The cost of the gas for the larger apparatus is

aboiit sixpence per hour, that for the smaller about 2k?.

"Where larger machines are employed boilers and fires are of

course indispensable.

Attempts have been made to add arrangements to warm

the clothing, &c., previously, and to pass a current of diy

hot air through them subsequently to the disinfection in

order to dry them as quickly as possible. These arrange-

ments have not, however, acted well, and they lengthen the

Prevention of process too much ; they are besides quite superfluous if care

wetting of the jg taken to prevent the materials from coming in contact

with the water. If the materials are only moistened by the

current of steam they dry in a very short time, within half

an hour ; and it is only at those places where the water has

soaked in that the moisture remains longer and that the

colours are more readily destroyed. Hence in the apparatus

described' above special care has been taken that the water

condensing on the walls or top of the apparatus shall not run

on to the materials which arc being disinfected. Beds and

similar bodies are placed in a cylindrical basket of strong

materials.
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Wire, the sides of which are at least 1 cm. from the wall of the

vessel, and are lined with wire netting and mside that with

waxed cloth, which is the only material impermeable to water

which stands heating well. Further, to protect the articles

from water dropping from above without preventing the

Dassage of the steam they are covered with several layers ot

cloth. By means of these simple arrangements the articles

can be dried in half an hour if they are laid out on a dry

frame arranged around an ordinary iron stove, and thus onh

two to three hours elapse from the beginning to the end ot

disinfection.—Above the apparatus an arrangement is faxed

by means of which the cover can be raised and turned aside,

the basket introduced or removed, and the cover replaced m
ii very few minutes.

Spring mattresses can be sufficiently disinfected^ by

scrubbing tbem with sublimate solution (1 : 2000) ;
it is

most convenient to combine this procedure witb the dis-

infection of the dwelling. Boots, indiarubber materials,

&c., should also be washed with sublimate solution.

3. In the house, the bedstead (and the other furni-

ture if necessary) and the floor should be scrubbed with dwelling,

subhmate solution, and afterwards washed with soap and

water. In the water-closets, the seat, the pan, and the

drain should be scrubbed or sluiced with 5 per cent.

carboHc lotion. The contents of cesspools, &c., should

be mixed with commercial hydrochloride acid till the

reaction of the contents after being well stin-ed is

markedly acid. Where the cesspools are very large we

cannot attempt disinfection.—As to the defects and the

methods of disinfection of the air see p. 669. In most

cases no attempt is made to disinfect the air, but reliance

is placed in thorough ventilation. We may, however,

before disinfecting the floor, furniture, &c., attempt

to cause deposition and flxation of the air germs by

loading the air with moisture by means of steam or spray.

To carry out thorough disinfection it is essential that Necessity for

there should be a staff of educated persons, indeed this staff^'^°**°'^

is quite as necessary as the possession of a proper ap-

paratus. In a small town three trustworthy persons

are sufficient ; these should be thoroughly instructed

and examined by the medical officer ; in larger cities the

staff must be correspondingly more numerous.
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Rpgrulations In Gottingeu the following regulations have been drawn up

tion^l^'"*'"'"
^<^^iitte.—Families in which a case of infective disease

Gottmgen. 'i^-s occurred, and who desire disinfection, must send an
intimation to the court-house, stating also the nature of the
disease. In this way the stalf can judge as to the extent of
the disinfection and the method to be employed ; the follow-
ing are their instructions according to the nature of the
case :

—

Small-pox, scarlet fever, typhus fever, diphtheria, &c.

;

linen, beds, curtains, &c., are to be disinfected with a current
of steam ; bedsteads and floors to be scrubbed with sublimate
solution; upholstery, &c., to be moistened with sponges-

dipped in sublimate solution, and at once dried.

Cholera, typhoid fever, dysentery: disinfection of linen,

&c., by steam. Water-closets disinfected with 5 per cent,

carbolic acid; cesspools, &c. with commercial hydrochloric

acid. In cholera warm and ventilate the room, in typhoii
fever and dysentery cleanse the bedsteads, floor, &c., with,

sublimate solution.
» Tuberculosis : disinfection of the linen and beds.

The persons who are to carry out the disinfection take

with them all tbe solutions, vessels, brushes, &c., also some
indiarubber garments, and a number of moistened cloths of

various sizes ; also the wire basket from the sterilising-

apparatus. These are transported in a suitable hand barrow.

When they reach the house they put on the indiarubber gar-
' ments, and take the utensils and cloths into the room, wrap

the beds, mattrasses, clothes, &c., in the moist cloths, cleanse

their hands and mackintoshes with sublimate solution, and.

place the parcels in the wire cage. One of the disinfectors:

takes these back to the apparatus, which has been in the

meantime heated by the third, while the first remains behind

and disinfects the room. After two to tlu-ee hours the beds,

&c., are brought back, and in the meantime the room has

been disinfected.

The detailed instructions may be obtained from the magis-

trate of Gottingen, or from Dr. Schiitte, the medical officer of

health.

It is a fact wliicli cannot be overlooked that it is as a

result of the recent bacteriological investigations that

\ve are in a position to employ trustworthy prophylactic

measures against the infective diseases, and more

especially to carry out the disinfection so thoroughly

that it has become one of the most potent means of

opposing the spread of these affections.
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PART VIII.

METHODS OF INVESTIGATING BACTERIA.

I do not propose in the present work to give at all a

complete description of the various methods of bacterio-

logical investigation ; such an attempt would very much
increase its size, and is so much the less necessary as

very thorough descriptions of bacteriological methods

have been given by Hueppe, and also in a recent work by
Huber and Becker (Leipzig, Vogel, 1886).

In the following pages I shall only put together the

most important methods for the microscopical examina-

tion of bacteria, for their cultivation, and for their,

demonstration in air, water, and soil.

I. Microscopical Examination of the Lower Fungi.

We can examine microscopically a great variety of Methods of

materials, such as fluid and solid substances, nutritive ^aSina°io?r^

materials, dust, earth, animal and vegetable organs and °^ ba-ctoria.

juices, fungus colonies, &c. In doing this we must
always remember that these lowly organisms are con-

stantly present in all our surroundings, and that in order
to demonstrate the presence of the fungi in any one of
these materials care must be taken to prevent the
accidental introduction of fungi into the preparation
frem the surroundings. All instruments, glasses, re- Apparatus,
agents, &c., must therefore be free from organisms, and
this is best attained in the case of the instruments and
glasses by exposing them for a short time to a tempera-
ture of at least 150° C, or, still better in many cases, by
placing them in a solution of corrosive sublimate 1 to
2,000.
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If we are investigating pathogenic organisms we must

remember that numerous fungi are constantly growing

on the surface of healthy living animals, on the skin, in

the cavity of the mouth, &c. After death these organ-

isms rapidly spread, in the first place, into all the

superficial parts of the body; specimens taken with the

view of investigating the presence of pathogenic organ-

isms must therefore never be taken from the impure

surface, even in the case of living animals ; and after

death we must always try, if possible, to obtain the

specimens from the interior of the organs by making a

series of fresh cuts with a heated knife.

The direct microscopical observation (sometimes after

the addition of a half per cent, soda solution, a mixture

of glycerine and water, or a solution of acetate of potash

1 to 10) without further aids only gives results at all

satisfactory in the case of the larger fungi, or of cultiva-

tions of bacteria ; if other objects, such as cells, nuclei,

or fragments of nuclei, crystals, and amorphous in-

organic materials, are present in the preparation we

may not be able to recognise' the bacteria, even under

very high powers of the microscope. Hence in almost

all cases where it is important to examine the preparation

accurately it becomes necessary to stain the micro-

organisms. The bacteria take up certain colouring

materials with extraordinary energy, and we can usually

so manage the staining that the micro-organisms alone

are coloured, or at least these alone are markedly

stained, while all the other objects in the preparation

are but faintly, or not at all, tinged. And where we

wish to demonstrate the absence of micro-organisms

from some material it is only possible to do so with any

degree of certainty by the aid of methods of staining.—

The treatment of the preparations with the view
^

of

staining them differs according as we have to do with

fluids or with animal organs.

Fluids are in the first place dried on a cover glass in

• a very thin layer, a small drop being placed on the

glass by means of a recently heated platinum wire, and

spread out over it by a few circular movements, or still
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better by laying a second cover glass on the top of tlie

first, so that the drop is spread out, and the layer of

fluid extends to the border of the cover glass ;
these

slasses are then slid asunder, and thus we obtain two

thinly-spread layers ; these layers dry in a few minutes.

If BOW the cover glass is at once brought into con-

tact with the staining solution the layer again becomes

detached, and is washed away; hence the organisms

must first be fixed on the glass as far as possible.

This can be done either by prolonged immersion of the

glasses in absolute alcohol, or by exposing them for a

short time to a temperature of from 110° to 130° C.

(for two to ten minutes), but the exact degree of heat

differs somewhat in the case of different objects, and

must be ascertained by experiment. This heating can

be conveniently and sufficiently done by passing the

cover glass two or three times slowly (" about as quickly

as we cut bread ") through the flame of a Bunsen burner

or a spirit lamp. After this treatment the organisms

adhere so firmly to the glasses that these can be kept

for a long time in watery fluids without any bad result.

The cover glass being prepared in this way a drop of

one of the staining solutions mentioned below is placed on

it ; it usually suffices to allow the solution to act for from

fifteen to twenty minutes; if we wish to prolong the action

it is advisable to float the cover glasses on the staining

material contained in a flat vessel. The cover glass is

then seized with forceps, freed from the stain by filter

paper, washed in distilled water, or at times in very

dilute acetic acid (5 to 10 drops to 100 ccm. of water),

and then placed on the slide with a drop of water, or

else dried and mounted in oil of cloves or Canada

balsam.

Organs must in the first instance be hardened in Treatment of

absolute alcohol for some time (several days) ; in doing

this plenty of alcohol must be used, and it is well to cut

the organs into small pieces. A number of fine sections

are then made, if possible by means of a microtome, and
are placed in the first instance in absolute alcohol, and
from thence transferred to the staining solution. The
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sections remain in this solution for from a half to five

hours, in some cases even for twenty-four hours. By

warmins the solution to 30° to 40° C. the duration

of the staining can be considerably shortened. When
the sections are taken out of the stain the whole tissue is

strongly coloured, and hence we must attempt to produce

a differentiation between the organisms and the tissue by

placing the sections in alcohol, or in dilute acetic acid,

which has the effect of withdrawing the colouring matter

from the cells, and leaving only the organisms and at

most the nuclei of the cells stained (in addition also

certain forms of mucine, horny tissue, at times fat, and

the axis cylinder of nerves retain the stain). In most

cases the best method of decolourising tissue is to leave

the sections in alcohol for fifteen to thirty minutes,

then to transfer them to oil of cloves, from this again

to pure alcohol, and then again to oil of cloves. It is

well at times to employ dilute acetic acid before the

alcohol. The sections can be at once examined in the

oil of cloves ; or they can be transferred to slides, the

oil removed carefully by blotting paper, and the sections

then mounted in balsam. Some colouring matters are

dissolved out by the oil of cloves, and in these cases the

sections are transferred from alcohol to oil of bergamot

or xylol, in some cases after a previous short immersion

in oil of cloves.—If we have a freezing microtome at

hand the fresh organ can be at once frozen and cut.

The sections are then in the first instance placed in salt

solution, from which they are carefully removed to abso-

lute alcohol, and then treated as above described.

Staininp Carmine or hajmatoxylin are only rarely employed as

materials. staining materials, the chief dyes used being the aniline

colours, to which the lower fungi show a great affinity.

According to Ehrhch* we have to distinguish two

great groups of aniline dyes which are sharply defined

from each other by their chemical and histological

peculiarities ; these are the acid and the basic colouring

materials.

* Wostphal, Schwarze, Spilling (Lit.), Wcigert.—See also Virchow's

Arch., vol. 84.
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Among the acid dyes -wo reckon all those colouring matters

in which the staining substance is an acid ; the dye is not

necessarily, however, a free acid, nor need it even have an

acid reaction, it may be in combination with bases forming

salts, such as picrate of ammonia. There are four classes of

acid colouring materials, viz. : 1. Pluorescine ; to this group

belong fiuorescin, pyrosin, cosin (tetrabromfluorescin), and

several others. 2. lS[itro bodies—for example, Martin's yellow

(a salt of binitronaphthol), picric acid, aurantia (the ammonia

salt of hexanitrodiphenylamine). 3. Sulpho acids—for ex-

ample, tropaiolin, bordeaux, ponceau ; derivatives of the form

of aniline blue which is soluble in spirit ; aniline black, &c.

4. Primary acid dyes—for example, rosolic acid, alizarine,

nitroalizarine, purpurine, coeruleine, possibly htematoxyline,

&c.

To the basic dyes belong fuchsine (rosaniline), methyl

violet, methyl green (both of them methyl derivatives of

rosaniline, the latter being usually contaminated with methyl

violet), triphenylrosaniline (impure aniline blue) and its

derivatives, cyanine, safranine, magdala ; further, the stains

which are more especially employed for colouring bacteria,

viz., Bismarck brown, dahlia, and gentian violet.

The basic colouring matters are not usually sold as free

bases, but as salts ; thus fuchsine is sold as hydrochlorate or

acetate of rosaniline.

The basic aniline dyes are almost alone suitable for

staining bacteria ;
they, however, also stain the nuclei.

In order to prevent the occurrence of a diffuse stain of

the whole tissue we must treat the stained preparations

with solutions which have a greater affinity with the

staining material than the tissue, but less affinity than

the micro-organisms (and nuclei of cells) ; such solutions

are alcohol and dilute acetic acid.

Many bacteria only take up few stains well ; and hence

in searching for unknown micro-organisms all the various

staining materials must be employed with or without the

addition of acetic acid, or in faintly alkaline solution
;

the spores of bacilli do not take up the colouring matter

unless Avhen they are specially treated. In the case of

most forms of micrococci all the nuclear stains (carmine,

hajmatoxyline, basic aniline dyes) are suitable. These
organisms can be stained red with the various forms of

carmine which stain the nuclei, and also with purpurine,
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fuchsine, magcTala, and magenta
;
brown, with Bismarck

brown, or vesuvine
;
green, with methyl green ; blue or

violet, with ha)matoxyline, methylene blue, iodine violet,

methyl violet, dahlia, and gentian violet. Many of the

bacilli, however, can only be stained by those aniline

dyes which stain nuclei. The following are the materials

which are most used.

Most useful Methylene blue, more especially in faintly alkaline

tions!°° solution (LoeSler's universal staining fluid). This fluid

is prepared by mixing 1 ccm. of concentrated alcoholic

solution of methylene blue, which can be kept for a long

time, with 200 ccm. of distilled water, and then adding

two to four drops of a 10 per cent, solution of caustic

potash. The mixture must be refiltered every day, and

must be freshly prepared about every eight days.

Gentian violet (B.R. in the catalogue of the Berlin

company for the manufacture of aniline dyes) in about

1 per cent, watery solution.

Fuchsine is kept at hand in the form of a concentrated

alcoholic solution, and is diluted with about five times

the amount of water when required.

Methyl violet, gentian violet, and dahlia show in a

special degree the property of metachromatic staining,

i.e., they stain various elements of a shade somewhat

different from the primary colour, reddish to red, &c.

Methyl green, which is usually contaminated with methyl

violet, often gives blue, and at times rose tints.

Double stain- In order to differentiate better between nuclei and

bacteria double staining is at times very suitable; we

may mention, for example, double staining with picro-

carmine and gentian violet, which depends on the fact

that the carmine can drive out the violet from the nuclei,

but not from the bacilli. The sections are placed in the

first instance in a solution of gentian violet, then in

alcohol, then for a moment in water in order to remove

the alcohol, and then in Weigert's picro-carmine solu-

tion. After remaining in this solution for a half to one

hour they are passed through water, alcohol, oil of

cloves, and Canada balsam. The result is that the

nuclei of the cells have a red colour, while the bacilli
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are stained blue. The clubs of actinomycos can be

stained reddish-blue by treatment first with Wedl's

orseille (Virchow's Archiv, vol. 74), and then with

gentian violet.

Tubercle bacilli are best stained by the following To «tai

n tiibei-cl

method (see p. 261) : anilme oil and water are well bacilli,

shaken up together, and then filtered through moistened

thick filter paper; concentrated alcoholic fuchsine or

gentian violet solutions are then cautiously dropped into

the filtered aniline water till a slight cloudiness is noted,

which later again disappears (about 10 to 20 drops of

the stain to 10 ccm. of aniline water). The cover glasses,

prepared with sputum in the manner above-mentioned,

are then fioated on this colouring material for from twelve

to twenty-four hours, or, if the solution is kept at a tem-

peratm-e of 30° to 35° C, for one to two hours ; in the case

of sections, it is best to stain them for twenty-four hours,

and then to warm the solution for one to two hours. The

cover glasses and sections are then washed in the first

instance in acidulated alcohol (100 ccm. alcohol, 20 ccm.

water, and 20 drops of concentrated hydrochloric acid)

;

after a short time (a half to two minutes) the red or violet

colour is removed from all the thinner parts of the pre-

parations, which are now carefully washed in water, the

cover glasses dried, and then stained in dilute watery solu-

tion of methylene blue if fuchsine has been employed iu

the first instance, or with a solution of vesuvine if gentian

violet has been used. After five to fifteen minutes

they are washed in water, dried, and mounted in Canada

balsam. Sections are placed for half an hour in the

methylene blue or vesuvine solution, and then treated in

the usual manner; if the preparations are to be preserved

we must employ oil of bergamot instead of oil of cloves.

—

In this way we obtain preparations iu which the tubercle

bacilli are stained red or violet, and the cells and cell

nuclei blue or brown. The only other organisms which

show the same staining reactions as tubercle bacilli are,

so far as wo know at present, the leprosy bacilli. Somo
other materials also retain the stain in this method, such

as the epidemic structures, the spores of the mould fungi,
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tlie spores of bacilli under certain conditions, and also

at times fat crystals, which are sometimes present in

sputum; the fat crystals are, however, readily soluble

in ether and chloroform (Celli and Guarneri).—The pure

solutions of the dyes, and also the mixture of aniline

and water, can be kept for a long time, but the latter

must always be freshly filtered before use, and the mix-

ture with the colouring material must always be freshly

prepared.—The following solution will, however, keep for

from ten to twelve days : 100 ccm. saturated aniline water,

+ 11 ccm. concentrated alcoholic solution of methyl violet

or fuchsine, +10 ccm. absolute alcohol.—With regard

to the numerous other methods of staining bacteria, see

the papers by Plaut * and Kaatzer. f
As regards the staining of the bacilli of syphilis and

smegma, see p. 289.

Gram's Gram's method is admirably adapted for the differential
method.

staining of bacteria in the tissue, and also as a means

for the diagnostic separation of many species of bacteria.

It consists of, 1, aniline gentian violet solution, Ehrlich's

formula (as for staining tubercle bacilli) ; 2, solution of

iodine and iodide of potassium, composed of 2 grammes

of iodide of potassium, 300 grammes of water, and 1

gramme of iodine. The sections are transferred from

absolute alcohol to the staining solution, and remain

there for from one to three minutes (in the case of tubercle

baciUi for twelve to twenty-four hours), then after a short

immersion in alcohol they are placed in the iodine solution.

After one to three minutes the sections are again placed in

alcohol till they are completely decolourised, then in oil of

cloves, &c. As a result the tissue and nuclei have a

faint yellow colour; the bacteria, on the other hand, are

intensely blue or black. Cover glass preparations are

treated in a similar manner.—The following organisms

retain the stain in this method : the bacteria of pneu-

monia, the cocci of pya3mia and erysipelas, staphylococci,

tubercle bacilli, anthrax bacilli, and various saprophytes;

* Plaut, Fdvbungsmelhoden it. s. w., 2 Aufl., 1885.

t Kaatzer, Die technik dir Sputumuntersuchung an/ Tuherlelbadllen

2 Anfl., 1885.
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on the other hand, typhoid bacilh and cholera spirilla are

decolourised by the iodine solution.

Buchner,* and subsequently Hueppe, was the first Staining ofp* tliG spor68 01

who was successful in staining the spores oi various bacilli,

bacilli. In order to stain the spores the cover glass

preparations are raised to a higher temperature than in

staining the bacteria, thus they are not passed three times

but from six to ten times through the flame, or they are

kept for a quarter to half an hour in a dry chamber at a tem-

perature of 180° to 200° C. After this treatment the spores

take up the ordinary aniline dyes.—Neisser, however, suc-

ceeded in staining spores by the use of the solutions

employed to stain tubercle bacilli when they were at the

same time warmed. Cover glass preparations, prepared

in the ordinary manner, are floated on the aniline fuchsine

solution at a temperature of 80° to 90° C. for ten, twenty,

or even forty minutes, and are subsequently treated like

preparations of tubercle bacilli. By this method the

spores are stained red and the bacilli blue.

In order to preserve the preparations we can employ Preservation

Canada balsam, dammar, a concentrated solution ofparatira""

acetate of potash or glycerine ; the latter, however, is

only suitable for preparations stained with solutions of

aniline brown which contain glycerine.—The best mount-

ing material for mould and yeast fungi is glycerine gela-

tine (one part of gelatine, six parts of water, seven parts

of glycerine, and one part of carbolic acid, warmed and

filtered).

For the examination of the preparations only the best Microscopical

microscopes are suitable. In the case of the larger
^^'^^^^'^S"''''*'"-

forms of bacteria— for example, anthrax bacilli—dry

lenses are sufficient, in the case of all the smaller forms

it is necessary to use the best oil immersion lenses, f

In order to be able to recognise the stained bacteria in

the tissue a special mode of illumination is necessary.

* Miinchener drzll. fnielliijenzbL, 1884, p. 370.

t Excellent oil immersion lenses and apparatus for illumination are
furnished by Zeiss of Jena, Seibert and Kraft, Leitz and R. Winkel
in Gottingen. Winkel's lenses are excellent, and, according to the
author's experience, are most worth tho money.—Colouring materials
and other apparatus can bo obtained from Dr. Griibler in Leipzig.

50
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It would of course be best if we could obtain a pure

colour picture, i.e., if the Canada balsam and the tissue

had an identical refractive index, and as a consequence

the tissue were not at all visible, and only the bacteria

could be seen by virtue of the stain that is in them.

But usually the various portions of the tissue have a

different refractive index to the Canada balsam, and give

rise by diffraction of the transmitted rays of light to the

structure picture, which consists of lines and shadows,

and which obscures the colour picture. We must there-

fore try, as far as possible, to obliterate these diffraction

appearances and the structure picture, and this can be

done by the employment of a suitable illumination appa-

ratus.

Abbe's sub- If we examine a microscopical preparation illuminated at

stage con- fii-gt with a narrow, and then with a constantly but slowly
denser.

increasing cone of light, we find that the difEraction appear-

ances and the structure picture, which were most intense

with the narrow diaphragm, gradually disappear ;
and to the

same degree as the structure picture diminishes, so the colour

picture becomes more intense and sharper. Hence where

possible a condenser must be employed with so large an angle

that the diffraction appearances are completely obliterated.

An instrument which attains this object completely is the

condenser devised by Abbe, and prepared by Zeiss. This

consists of a combination of lenses, the focal point of which

is only a few millimetres distant from the front lens. When

this lens is placed in the opening of the stage of the micro-

scope at a somewhat lower level than that of the stage the

focal point falls on the object under examination, and the

latter is consequently best illuminated in this position. The

angle of aperture of the rays is so great that the most external

of them are bent in a layer of water almost 16° towards the

axis, and hence the total active cone has an aperture of 120°,

a broader aperture than that of any other condenser. The

rays of light are sent into the system of lenses by means of a

mirror which can only rotate around a fixed point in the axis

of the microscope. Between the mirror and the lens, and

near the focal point of the former, we have the arrangement

for diaphragms which can be moved laterally and circularly,

so that the cone of rays may be altered in any manner

desired. By means of a greater or less diaphragm the

aperture of the lens is modified from the smallest to the

largest.
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The appearances observed under the microscope are Photography

best reproduced by means of photography. The cover ° ^"'^^

glass preparations prepared in the manner above de-

scribed permit the employment of high power immersion

lenses. It is best to stain the organisms brown.

Photography also possesses a special advantage in that

the photographic plate reproduces the microscopic

picture better, or rather with greater accuracy, than does

the retina of the eye.

The sensitive plate is to a certain extent an eye which is

not blinded by bright light, and which does not become tired

by the attempt to distinguish between minute differences in

light, &c. We often find on the negative, when the picture

has been sharply focussed, fine objects, for example, minute
flagella, which can only be seen with the greatest difiiculty,

and under the most favourable conditions of illumination.

As regards the methods of photography see the works
mentioned below.*

Bacteria, more especially micrococci, may be con- Differential

founded with detritus, but the latter shows granules of ^eTacter?a.

irregular size and grouping ; we also at times find small

drops or little spheres, which become stained with the

dyes, and the nature of which is as yet doubtful. Con-
fusion is most likely to occur with the cells described by
Ehrlich under the name of " Mastzellen " (plasma cells,

granular cells), which are very widely distributed, and
increase in number in various pathological processes.

The uniform round granules of these cells are usually

stained in a similar manner, and with a similar shade,
to the bacteria ; and the two forms can often be only
distinguished by the position Avhich they occupy, anil

more especially by the fact that the granules in the
plasma cells are always grouped in the form of cell-like

structures. If it is necessary to make certain that we
are studying bacteria the following method may be
employed : after staining with aniline the sections are

* Gerlach, Die Photnyvophie ah FW/Mtel mikrosknpMier Forschuno
Leipzig, 1863.-Beneke, JJie Plwlographie ah Hulfsmku-l u. s w Brann
chwoig, 1868.-Reichardt u. Stllronburg, Lehrbuch ,ler mih-osLmchen

Pholoffraphie, Leipzig, 1868.-Vogel, Lehrbuck der Photo,^raphie Berlin
1874. Soo also the excellent photographs by E. Koch in Cobn's Beitr

'

vol. 2, and in the Miuheilun<jen a. d. Kais. Getundheits-Atnt, vol. 1.

'
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treated, not with acetic acid or alcohol, but with a weak

solution of carbonate of potash, and under these circum-

stances the nuclei and plasma cells, and in fact all

animal tissues, lose the stain, and the bacteria alone

retain it (Koch).

II. The Artificial Cultivation of the Lower Organisms.

Methods of

cultivation.

Vessels.

Artificial cultivation is absolutely essential for the

minute study of the properties of the various micro-

organisms.

The vessels most commonly employed for thispui-pose

are thick-walled test tubes ; or vessels 5 cm. in diameter

with narrow necks ; or flasks of various sizes, the best

of which are the so-called Erlenmeyer's flasks with flat

bottoms. In order to exclude the

organisms plugs of cotton wool are

employed, which extend for about

3 cm. into the neck of the vessels,

and project about 1 cm. above it; this

must not press too closely on the

walls lest channels be left on the sur-

face of the compact mass. Pastern-

employs small flasks (matras), on the

neck of which a small helmet fits (B),

which contains the plug of wool (fl).

These vessels are move especially

suitable for culture fluids where one wishes to re-inocu-

late frequently ; in this case it is not necessary to take

out the cotton wool plug with the particles of dust ad-

hering to it-the helmet itself is lifted. Fol* employs

a complicated plan consisting of an external cotton wool

plug which remains untouched, in the interior of which

is a glass tube which becomes narrower at the lower part

This tube contains at the lower part an asbestos, and at

the upper part a cotton wool plug, and when a specimen

is required only the latter is removed, while the asbestos

plug is perforated by a heated canula.-As a rule, how-

* Arch, des sc. phijs. et naiw:, Geneve, 1884, 1. 11.

Fig. 140.—Pasteur's

culture vessels.
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ever, tliese precautions are quite unnecessary ; when the

vessels are opened it is sufficient to burn the outer part

of the cotton wool, which contains the dust, in the flame

of the Bunsen burner in order to remove almost entirely

the danger of the introduction of germs.

In many cases where we wish to have a larger surface

of nutrient material we may employ, besides Erlenmeyer's

flasks, small flat glass capsules with vertical walls 1 to

2 cm. in height, and with a diameter of 4 to 6 cm.—the

so-called crystallisation capsules. These are preserved

in a wider cylindrical vessel, 15 to 20 cm. in height, in

which the capsule can be readily raised and lowered by

means of a bent strip of metal ; the cylinder is plugged

with cotton wool in the usual manner. If microscopic

slides or glass plates are employed for cultivation it is

sufficient to preserve them in glass dishes which are well

closed, and it is best for the cover to overlap the lower

part* of the dish.

The nutrient substrata. These must, in correspondence The nutrient

with what has been said above with regard to the con-

ditions of life of the lower fungi and of the necessary

nutrient materials, consist of carbonaceous, nitrogenous,

and mineral substances ; the excellence of the nutrient

solution depends on the nutritive value of the materials

employed, and also on whether the quantities present

approach as nearly as possible the optimum of con-

centration, on whether the reaction is that which is best

for the organism in question, on whether, and in what
quantity, oxygen is present, &c.

If we wish to cultivate mould fungi, and to avoid as far as Formould and
we can the entrance of bacteria, we must employ a substratum J^^^^ fungi,

which is solid, which contains a small amount of water, and
of which the reaction is markedly acid ; in the case of the
yeast fungi the best conditions are obtained by the employ-
ment of fluids which arc not so markedly acid, but are still

distinctly so, and which contain a considerable amount of

* A more precise description of the apparatus and the utensils

necessary for the cultivation of bacteria will be found in the special
catalogues of the firms from which all these articles can bo obtained.
The following may be recommended : R. Muenoke, Berlin, N.W. ; H.
Eohrbeck, Berlin, N.W.
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sugar : for bacteria the most suitable substrata are those

which contain a large amount of water, and of which the

reaction is neutral or alkaline.

As nutrient soil for mould fungi we employ decoctions of

dried plums and other fruits ; decoctions of the fresh dung

of hei-bivorous animals ; decoctions of yeast containing a

large amount of sugar; spread out dung of herbivorous

animals
;
pieces of bread which may be impregnated with

various decoctions ; a paste made of bread, &c. If the sub-

strata are not sufficiently acid they may be made so by

means of tartaric acid (2 to 5 per cent., according to the con-

centration of the nutrient solution) or phosphoric acid to

1 per cent.).—In the case of yeast fungi we select a decoction

of malt, wort, or one of the above-mentioned decoctions, to

which grape sugar is added ; in the case of bacteria, urine,

hay infusion, meat infusion, &c., to which may be added the

ashes of yeast, cigars, &c., and of which the reaction should

be as far as possible neutral, or at the most very slightly acid

or alkaline.

For saprophy- Pasteur formerly recommended the following as a pure

i;ic bacteria, artificial nutrient solution : 100 parts of water, 10 parts of

candy sugar, 1 part of tartrate of ammonia, and the ashes

from 1 part of yeast, the weight of the latter being about -075

of that of the whole mixture. Bucholtz replaced the yeast

ashes in this solution by '5 grm. of phosphate of potash.

Oohn selected the following mixture : "l grm. of phosphate

of potash, -1 grm. of crystallised siilphate of magnesia, "01

grm. of tribasic phosphate of lime, 20 grm. of distilled water,

and -2 grm. of tartrate of ammonia.—These and similar

nutrient solutions were, however, imperfect in various ways,

as has recently been discovered by Nageli. As the result of

numerous experiments as to the nutriment of the lower

fungi, Niigeli recommends the following solutions as normal

fluids for bacteria (from these, solutions suitable for mould

and yeast fungi can be readily prepared by the addition of

sugar and acid) :

—

1. Water 100 ccm., tartrate of ammonia 1 grm., biphosphate

of potash (KaHPOJ 1 grm., sulphate of magnesia "02 grm.,

and chloride of calcium '01 grm.

Instead of the tartrate of ammonia we may employ acetate

or lactate of ammonia, &c., or even asparagine or leucine.

2. Water 100 ccm., peptone or soluble albumen 1 grm.,

biphosphate of potash (K.-HPO^) "2 grm., sulphate of

magnesia '04 grm., chloride of calcium '02 grm.

3. Water 100 ccm., cane sugar 3 grm., tartrate of ammonia

1 grm., and mineral salts as in No. 2.
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These various nutrienL substrata are more or less un- ^'or p^ho^^.^

suitable for the cultivation of the pathogenic bacteria.
^^""'^

These organisms evidently require a certain quantity of

albumen and peptone, and sometimes also sugar, and

are very sensitive to variations in the composition of

the nutrient substratum. In the case of the majority of

the pathogenic bacteria, the most favourable medium

must be specially ascertained by experiment.

The following nutrient solutions are the best :
meat

infusion (prepared in the same manner as in the pre-

paration of the nutrient jelly) ; meat infusion, with 1 per

«ent. peptone and 2 per cent, dextrose ; solution of

meat extract (Liebig's meat extract, 1 per thousand),

with peptone and dextrose ; milk ; blood serum. We
have also a series of soft but solid nutrient substrata,

more especially boiled potatoes ; mixtures of the nutrient

solutions with solidifying agents, such as gelatine or agar;

solidified blood serum. All these nutrient substrata

must be neutralised till the reaction becomes faintly

alkaline ; where the reaction is at first markedly acid,

this is done by the addition of concentrated soda

solution, where the excess of acid is slight it is best to

employ a solution of the acid phosphate of soda.

All the vessels and nutrient substrata must be Sterilisation

thoroughly sterilised before their employment, i.e., and nutrient^^

they must be deprived of all living germs. This is done aubstrat.x.

by heating the vessels (test tubes, with their cotton wool

plug, &c.) in copper or iron cases kept at a temperature

of 150° to 180° C. for an hour ; at this temperature the

wool is slightly burned; as a rule the temperature

differs at various parts of the oven, and we must there-

fore ascertain in what part the proper temperature is

^present.—Larger dishes are washed out with a solution

of corrosive sublimate (1 to 2000), and then they are

repeatedly rinsed with distilled water which has been
sterilised by boiling, or with absolute alcohol.— The
nutrient substrata as soon as they have been intro-

duced into the sterilised vessels are freed from their

germs by boiling them in a steaming apparatus
; accord-

ing to the amount of material they remain for fifteen to
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sixty minutes in the current of steam. The mixtures con-

taining gelatine often lose tlieir power of solidification if

the heat has heen continued for too long a time ;
hence

for these mixtures we employ discontinuous heating, i.e.,

the gelatine mixture is placed on the first day in the

steam for only five minutes; it is then kept till next day

at a temperature of 20° to 30° C, so that any living

spores which have remained behind may germinate ;

it is then exposed to the steam for five minutes on

the second day, and this is repeated on the third day.

—In the case of blood serum, which must be obtained

clear and transparent, temperatures of only 55° to

60° C. are employed, and for five or six days in succes-

sion the material is exposed to this temperature for

several hours (see p. 663).

Special Methods of Preparing some of the Nutrient Snhstrata.

Nutrient sub-—Potatoes are immersed for half-an-hour in a solution

Potatoes. of corrosive sublimate in order to kill the resisting spores

present in the particles of earth which adhere to the

outside of the potato
;

they are then washed with

sterilised water, £ nd cooked for thirty to forty minutes

in the steaming apparatus. They are then placed to

cool in a steriHsed and covered vessel, and when they

are cold they are cut by means of a knife which has been

previously heated, and is still warm ; the cultivation is

then spread over the freshly cut surface.

Meatinhisiou. Meat infusion and nutrient jelly. One kilo of good

beef, free from fat, is minced and placed in two litres of

water ; after it has been kept for twenty-four hours at

15° to 20° C, the fluid is drained olf, and the solid

material is well squeezed ; the infusion is then placed in

flasks and boiled for one hour in the steaming apparatus,

and then filtered. One per cent, of peptone and half

per cent, of common salt is then added to the filtrate,

which is neutraHsed with soda solution ; the mixture is

again boiled and filtered, and then introduced into the

cultivation vessels ; these vessels are again steriHsed in

Nutrient the steaming apparatus for twenty to thirty minutes.—If

i°liy- a solid substratum is required we add, in addition to the

peptone and common salt, 5 to 10 per cent, of gelatine,
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or 1 per cent, of agar-agar. The gelatine is dissolved by

heat; the mixture is then neutralised, boiled for ten

minutes in the steaming apparatus, and filtered through

a warm filter. If the filtrate is not clear it must be

again boiled, either with or without the addition of white

of egg. The clear filtrate is introduced into the test

tubes'or flasks, and sterilised in the steaming apparatus

for five minutes on three successive days.—The agar Nutrient agar.

mixture must be kept for a long time (ten to twelve

hours) in a state of constant simmering over a small

flame, the water being replaced as it evaporates ;
it is then

filtered through a warm funnel, or it is poured into a

tall cylinder which is kept in warm water till the muddy

portion is deposited ; it is then allowed to solidify, the

upper clear portion is cut off, dissolved by boiling, and

placed in the various vessels; these are then again

sterilised by exposure for half hour to the steam.

If possible sheep's blood should be received with anti- Blood serum,

septic precautions in a sterilised vessel and covered with

a sterilised glass plate ; after forty-eight hours the clear

serum is removed by a pipette, transferred directly to

the vessels to be employed for cultivation, and kept at a

temperature of 68° to 70° C. till the serum is soHdified.

The vessels are then placed in an incubator, and it is

generally found that the great majority are sterile.—If

it is found impossible to obtain the blood with anti-

septic precautions, it must in the first place be sterilised

as above described at 55° C. on several successive days.

—Instead of killing the germs we may sometimes try to

get rid of them by filtering the nutrient material through

plaster or porcelain (Chamberland's filter).

All the nutrient substrata which are to be employed for

cultivation must be tested before use to see whether they

are sterile ; for this purpose they are kept for some time,

and generally at a high temperature (30° to 85° C.) ; where

the nutrient material is completely sterile no alterations

ought to occur. The substrata are protected against

drying by means of a caoutchouc cap placed over the

wool plug.—Nutrient materials prepared with gelatine

must not be placed at a higher temperature than 20° to
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Ke-inocula-
tion.

25° C, otherwise they will become liquid ; on the other

hand, agar mixtures and solidified blood serum may be

kept at a temperature of 35° to 39° C,

The inoculation of these sterilised media must be per-

formed with great care ; a small quantity of material

containing the organisms is taken by means of a heated

platinum wire, or of a fine glass tube, and the cotton

wool plug being removed for the moment the wire is

introduced into the nutrient material. In this method

the entrance of organisms from the air is never quite

excluded, but as the danger of contamination from the

air is much less than from the instruments employed,

this source of error is not of any great importance in

practice. However, it is advisable in all cases where we

wish to be certain as to the purity of the cultivations, to

avoid draughts in the room, shaking of the room, &c.,

and if necessary to moisten the floor and the walls.—It

is well for the experimenter to wash his hands in sub-

limate solution before proceeding to the inoculation.

Special Methods of Cultivation.

Some special Small cultivations, such as those on hollow micro-

raltiration
scopic slides, or in the so-called "glass chambers," are

b. a.

Fig. 141.—Drcp cultivations,

o, the hanging drop. the layer of vaseline.

of use for studying the stages of development of a species

Drop cultiva- of bacteria which has already been cultivated pure. The

most simple mode of carrying on these cultivations is bytions.
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placing a small drop of the nutrient solution on the

centre of a sterilised cover glass; the latter is then

seized with heated forceps, turned over, and placed over

the hollow in a sterilised excavated slide. Before doing

this it is well to place a layer of vaseline around the

cavity in the slide, and the cover glass is pressed on this

layer, and thus air is excluded (see fig. 141
; «, the

hanging drop ; h, the vaseline layer, which must not

touch the border of the drop). The development of the

bacteria in the drop can then be watched with high

powers of the microscope, either by the use of a warm

slide, or by Watson Cheyne's method (see p. 344).

Access of air is necessary for the development of many

fungi, and the arrangement just described does not

permit it. In these cases Prazmowski has devised an

arrangement by which a small channel leads from the

moist chamber to the outer air, and is not closed by the

vasehne. These moist chambers do not permit a long

observation, because the closure is imperfect, and im-

purities, more especially mould fungi, are generally

found after a few days.

The glass cells employed by von Recklinghausen and Glass cells.

Brefeld are more perfect arrangements. Brefeld's ap-

paratus, which has been specially constructed for the

cultivation of mould fungi and for their observation

with high powers, consists of a narrow glass tube which

dilates in the middle and forms a flattened sphere. The

walls of the chamber are only of the thickness of cover

glasses, and are so flat that an uniformly thin layer of

fluid may be readily obtained in their interior. These

vessels are thoroughly cleaned and freed from fat by

immersion in ether and subsequently in boiling water,

and then the fluid containing the fungus to be examined

is sucked in, so that the inner wall of the chamber is

only covered by a thin layer, and thus an individual

spore can be watched for days with a high power.

Where larger cultivations are required we employ Advantages of

either fluid or soHd nutrient substrata. The latter are Ss\rato""'*

most suitable for obtaining and maintaining a pure culti-

vation, and they also form the best means for isolating
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individual species of bacteria from a mixture of organisms.

Solid nutrient media bad been formerly frequently em-

ployed, but Kocb was tbe first to use tbem witb tbe de-

finite view of obtaining thereby pure cultivations.—-While

in the case of fluids the organisms which are introduced,

and any which may have accidentally entered, become

mixed with each other, so that those that are few in

number are scarcely recognisable among the larger

number of rapidly growing organisms, in the case of

solid substrata the individual species are much more

easily isolated. If we inoculate a species of bacterium at

various parts of the solid nutrient substratum, small

colonies, soon distinctly visible to the naked eye, develop

at each of the points of inoculation ; if extraneous or-

ganisms accidentally fall on the same nutrient soil, they

on their part form isolated colonies which do not usually

mix with those inoculated, and which are readily dis-

tinguishable from them by their colour, form, and con-

sistence ;
should, however, the extraneous germ fall on

one of the colonies inoculated, and multiply at the same

part, they usually cause an alteration in the external ap-

pearance of this colony ; and we can ascertain by simple

microscopical observation whether at any part which we

wish to choose for the inoculation of fresh soil impuri-

ties are present. For the second inoculation we only

employ those parts which are found to be quite pure,

and it is in the certainty with which we can find the

material for each further inoculation that we have one

of the greatest advantages of solid as compared with fluid

nutrient substrata. If in the latter extraneous organisms

once enter they spread through the whole medium, and

it is pure chance if we succeed in avoiding one of these

extraneous organisms when we inoculate fresh soil ; the

previous examination of a drop under the microscope is

not sufficient ; for if we find on examination that other

organisms are present it is very difficult to obtain a pure

cultivation. In the case of the soHd nutrient substrata,

on the other hand, it is not necessary to avoid altogether

the entrance of other organisms, for in this case, as we can

constantly control the selection of the part for re-inocu-
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lation, we have a guarantee for tlie purity of the second

cultivation.

Among these solid nutrient suhstrata potatoes are J--PXriit

more especially convenient. Nevertheless, it is hotter substrata,

if we can ohtain a transparent soil, as, for example, hy

the admixture of gelatine or agar with the fluid ;
on

these transparent soils the majority of the bacteria grow

in a very characteristic manner, and we can distinguish

the colonies very easily, not only with the naked eye,

but also by the aid of the microscope. I have already,

on p. 167, pointed out the most important differences

of the stroke and puncture cultivations on these nutrient

substrata.

It is, however, difficult to isolate the individual species isolation

of bacteria from a mixture by means of stroke and

puncture cultivations on solid nutrient substrata. If

after the gelatine has been allowed to solidify on a glass

slide we draw several long strokes over the surface with

the infected needle we observe that discrete colonies

appear at various parts of the track, and we can then re-

inoculate from these before they have coalesced with the

other colonies. The more we dilute the material to be

investigated, the more readily do we succeed in obtaining

these discrete colonies. But where numerous species

are present it may very readily happen that the

organisms are carried along the stroke, and that several

species develop at the same place.

On the other hand, the organisms can be very readily Plate cultiva-

isolated by means of plate cultivations. In this method

the material to be investigated is in the first place

mixed with the fluid jelly in various degrees of dilution,

and this jelly, containing the subdivided germs, is then

poured out on a cold glass plate, on which it rapidly

solidifies. It is evident that in this method each of the

suspended germs will be fixed at a particular spot, and
if they are not too numerous, isolated colonies will

develop from each organism, and these can be recog-

nised by their characteristic appearance under the micro-

scope, and may be inoculated into test tubes.

For this purpose wo employ square, or, better, oblong
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plates of about 8 to 12 cm. in length, and 6 to 8 cm. in

breadth. A number of these are sterilised at 180° C,
and kept in a covered vessel ; the uppermost plate is

always taken, and the gelatine is placed on its lower

surface. We usually employ three plates, of which each

is laid on a large sheet of glass, which is kept level. If

the room is warm it is well to place a vessel contain-

ing cold Avater or ice beneath this glass plate. A mix-

ture of nutrient jelly and bacteria is then poured out on

its surface. This mixture is prepared in the following

manner: we take three test tubes each containing 8 to 10

ccm. of nutrient jelly, and the gelatine in each is

liquefied by dipping them in water at 40° C. A small

quantity of the material to be investigated is then intro-

duced into the first glass and slowly but carefully mixed

with the jelly ; from this mixture three to five loopfuls

are introduced into the second glass ; this is again

thoroughly shaken up, and from this glass three to five

loopfuls are introduced into the third. The contents of

these three glasses are then poured out on separate glass

plates, the gelatine being equally divided over the plate

by means of a previously heated glass rod. A strip

about 1| cm. in breadth is left free all round the

margin; on these free jDlaces sterilised glass supports

are placed and fixed with a few drops of gelatine, and

thus several plates may be piled one above the other.

The plates are kept covered with a bell-jar till the gela-

tine is quite firm; after ten to fifteen minutes they can be

placed in a glass vessel and set on one side. The vessel

and its cover are lined with moistened filter paper, and

sterilised in the steaming apparatus. These vessels

may be placed in incubators kept at a temperature of

about 22° C, and are examined every twelve or twenty-

four hours, at first without removing the cover, and later

by examining the plates under the microscope at a mag-

nification of 80 to 100 diameters.

By employing three degrees of dilution as above

described, we almost always find that one of the plates

is good, i.e., it contains a few isolated colonies which

can be counted, and on the other hand not too few
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colonies to make it doubtful whether or not they have

arisen from accidental impurities, air germs, &c. If at

least 10, or at most 500 colonies grow on a plate, it is

in most cases a useful plate ; if we only wish to count

the colonies, and not to investigate them further, the

number on the plate may be as great as 5,000. If in

all three plates the numbers are greater or less than

those given it is well to repeat the experiment.

In investigating various questions it is of great im- Enumeration

portance that we should be able, by counting the colonies
°oionies.

which have grown on the plate, to estimate the number

of bacteria which are present in a mixture of organisms.

In order to do this we must add a measured quantity

of the material to the jelly, and afterwards count the

number of colonies accurately. This is most easily done,

when the colonies are numerous, by means of a glass

plate divided into squares. In such a case we only count

a few of the squares, strike an average from the figures

so obtained, and calculate the number in the whole plate.

Similar plates can also be made with nutrient agar. Agar plates.

This material is first liquefied in the tubes by boiling,

and then cooled to 40° C. in a water bath ; the material

is then added to the liquid agar, and the mixture poured

out on the plates. We must employ agar, which be-

comes fluid at 40° C, but solid at 38° or 39° C. The
agar afterwards often expresses water, and as a result

the whole mass may subsequently glide over the glass

plate. It is therefore of importance to line the vessels

in which the agar plates are to be kept only with dry

filter paper; and thus the water as it is expelled from
the agar evaporates so quickly that it cannot collect

between the material and the glass plate.

A modification of the plate cultivations which has Esmardi's

been made by Esmarch* is very useful for many prac-
tical purposes. Instead of fiat glass plates he employs
wide test tubes, and the surface of the glass plate is

replaced by the equally large internal wall of the test
tube; while the gelatine is still fluid, and after it has
been mixed with the material under investigation, the

* Zeitschr.f. Ifyyiene, rol. i., Part 2.
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tube is continually rotated in a horizontal position, and

thus as the material cools it solidifies in the form of an

equally thin layer over the whole wall of the tube. The

best way of doing this is to close the tube by means of a

caoutchouc cap, let it swim on cold water, and give it a

slight rotatory motion with the right hand, holding the

orifice of the tube loosely in the left, and keeping it in

the horizontal position.—In order to count the colonies

the outer surface of the tube may be divided into larger

or smaller portions by ink lines. One great advantage

of this method is, that in the case of bacteria which

grow very slowly an opportunity is afi'orded for their

growth in these tubes, in which contamination cannot

occur. It is more difficult to examine accurately the

individual colonies, and to inoculate from them, than in

the case of the plate cultivations, and it is only in special

cases that this method would be employed when further

cultivations were required.

Where it is important to obtain as complete know-

ledge as possible of all the species of bacteria which are

present, we must vary the nutrient conditions as far as

we can, more especially we must vary the amount of

sugar, the degree of alkaHnity, the temperatui-e, and the

amount of oxygen ; in the case of numerous bacteria the

conditions necessary for their artificial cultivation are

not as yet known, and hence it is desirable to vary the

Ciiltivation of conditions as much as possible.—For cultivating the

anaerobic auaerobic bacteria Liborius recommends deep layers of
nactena.

i p j j. t?

nutrient agar containing 2 per cent, oi dextrose. ± or

this purpose test tubes are filled to a height of about 10

cm. with the nutrient material, and the bacteria to be

investigated are mixed with this material while still fluid

and at "a temperature of 40° C. ; the result is that isolated

colonies of the anaerobes grow in the deeper layers.

Instead of this method we may employ vessels contain-

ing nutrient substrata from which all the air has been

expelled by means of hydrogen. Vessels of the form

shown in fig. 142 are best suited for this purpose, and

these are filled with the nutrient agar up to the level of the

lateral tube; the material to be tested is then introduced
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tlirou^h the upper opening, while acontinuous stream of

hydrogen is sent through the lateral tube, and when it has

passed for a sufficient length of time the tubes are sealed

at a and h. In vessels of this kind we obtain luxuriant

growth of the most typical anaerobes. If we wish to

obtain the colonies of the anaerobes in such a way that

they may be examined under

the microscope, we employ

little vessels containing a layer

of the nutrient material at

least 1'5 cm. in depth, and

these vessels are placed in an

iron case with a tight fitting

cover and provided with stop-

cocks, by means of which hy-

drogen can be passed through

the vessel and all the air driven

out. For further details, see

Liborius, Zeitschr.f. Hygiene,

vol. i., part 1.

If we have to do with bac-

teria which will not grow on

sohd nutrient substrata but

only in fluids, the difficulty of

isolatingthem is much greater.

This was formerly done by
Klebs' method—the so-called

method of fractional cultiva-

tion ; in this method a vessel

is in the first place inoculated

and the bacteria are allowed to grow; a small quantity
is then taken from the first vessel and introduced into
a new nutrient material; this is again allowed to
develop, and the process repeated through a series of
cultivations. In this method the cultivations gradually
become purer and contain only those organisms which
grow most quickly under the conditions present, while
the chances of the presence of the more slowly grow-
ing organisms become constantly less. This method
is, however, not as a rule of much use, because it is not

51

Fig. 142.—Apparatus for the
cultivation of anaerobes.

Isolation of
bacteria in
fluid nutrient
substrata.

Fractional
cultivation.
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always the most quickly growing organisms which interest

us; it is true that by varying the external conditions,

more especially the temperature, we may vary the species

of organism which grows most quickly in the mixture;

hut the method is always uncertain and tedious, more

especially as we know very little as regards the most

favourable conditions for the growth of the various kinds

of organisms.

Dilution A much better plan is that of diluting the material to

method.
^ gj.gj^|. tiegree. This principle was first recommended

by Brefeld, and then by Nageli and Buchner, and Brefeld

employed it more especially for the purpose of inocu-

lating the moist chambers described above. According

to Brefeld a small quantity of the material is taken and

mixed thoroughly with pure sterihsed water ; the dilution

is carried to such a degree that in the quantity contained

on the point of a lancet-shaped needle only one germ

should be present. When we have convinced ourselves

by microscopical examination that this condition has

been complied with, we then introduce this amount into

each of a series of vessels, and if we employ a large

number of vessels, and if in these the same organisms

develop which are most numerous in the material em-

ployed, the chances are that only one germ was present

in each drop. In some of the vessels we will find

examples of the other organisms which are present in

smaller numbers in the material. If we are isolating

mould fungi, the spores of which are difficult to see, it

is well to employ a nutrient solution instead of water, in

order that the spores may sprout, and thus become

larger and more easily visible, and then to dilute the

material in the manner above described.

In the case of the bacteria the microscopical examination

is, as a rule, of but little value, because the spores, and

even the fully grown organisms, are so small that it is

practically impossible to ascertain the presence of a single

germ in one drop. In this case we can only get an approxi-

mate idea as to the amount of dilution from the micro-

scopical appearances. The whole process rests on the

assumption that the organisms in which we are interested
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were present in relatively large numbers in

employed, and in many cases, even where
^^^^^U

with pathogenic organisms, this condition is p oh Uy

fulfilled; where, however, saprophytes of vanous land

are present in great excess, it is hard y feasible to hope

for complete separation by this method.

In some cases it is well to combine the plate method

and the dilution method in order to obtain good results.

The whole method of pure cultivation must of course

be practised in the first instance with some typical ex-

amples. As good specimens for this purpose I would

recommend the cultivation of bacillus prodigiosus on

potatoes, gelatine, &c., at various temperatures the

cultivation of anthrax bacilli on potatoes, nutrient jelly,

blood serum, and in fluid substrata, likewise at various

temperatures ; the cultivation of Aspergillus^
^^l''^'^'

on sHces of potato at a low temperature (15 to 20

&c.). If every one who attempts the cultivation ot

fungi, and especially the isolation of pathogenic organ-

isms, would first test their knowledge mth these typical

examples, a great many imperfect papers would remain

unpublished.

Having succeeded in obtaining a pure cultivation of A furt^^^^^^^

an organism, we have next to determine its morpho- tion of the

logical and biological characters. We have to ascertain Sted.

what are the nutrient materials, and what the tempera-

ture which most favour its growth, and whether, and in

what degree, it requires the presence of oxygen ;
we have

to test whether it is able to excite fermentation, and for

this purpose we have to add the most important of the

fermentescible substances (carbo-hydrates, the higher

alcohols, fatty acids, albuminous materials, &c.) to the

ordinary nutrient materials, and under the other

conditions necessary for the growth of the organisms.

We have further to ascertain whether the organism

isolated has any pathogenic action ; inoculation experi-

ments must be made on a variety of animals, more

especially on mice, which are so very susceptible

to infective diseases, and also on guinea-pigs, rabbits,

monkeys, &.e. These experiments must be carried out
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with smaller and larger doses, and tlie organisms must

be introduced either by superficial inoculation, or by in-

jection into the subcutaneous tissue, or by direct injec-

tion into the blood stream. If the animals become ill

or die similar attempts at cultivation and inoculation

must be made with their blood or organs, and the

identity of the organisms inoculated with those found

must be ascertained. All these experiments must be

frequently repeated.—Lastly, we must make experi-

ments as to the conditions of death of the organisms, and

more especially as to the loss of their .pathogenic pro-

perties, and we must ascertain what external conditions

and what disinfecting means can most readily cause

their destruction (see p. 653).

3. Bacteriological Investigation of Air, Water, and

Soil.

Examination
of air.

Miquel's
method.

a. Air.—Attempts were formerly made to ascertain

the number, species, and vitality of the organisms pre-

sent in the air by fixing the

germs on sticky surfaces, and

by subsequent microscopical

examination. These attempts

were, however, failures, but in

recent times fresh methods have

been devised, the essential aim

of which is to obtain a develop-

ment of the individual germs,

and then to count the colonies.

Miquel employed for this pur-

pose a fluid nutrient substra-

tum, a broth prepared some-

what after the method described

on p. 792 ; this material was in-

troduced into a large number of

small glass vessels of the form

shown in fig. 143. These sterilised vessels were fixed in a

stand, the end/ was connected Avith an aspirator, and the

Fig. 143.—Miquel's ap-
paratus for the investi-

gation of air.
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point a was heated and then broken off. A small

quantity, 1 to 3 litres, of air was drawn through the

fluid and the point a was sealed, the plug c, composed

of spun glass, and which might have taken up some of

the germs, was blown back into the fluid, and the ap-

paratus was placed in an incubator. In each of these

experiments 20 to 50 vessels were employed ; after some

time it was ascertained in how many of these muddi-

ness had occurred as the result of the development of

bacteria, and if this did not occur in all the vessels, but

only in a small .proportion of them, it was assumed that

in each of the muddy vessels only one germ had entered.

Hence the number of the vessels in which develop-

ment occurred gave also the number of the germs which

were present in the quantity of air aspirated through

all the vessels. If none of the tubes became muddy, or

if, on the contrary, they all became turbid, the experi-

ment was repeated with larger or smaller quantities of

air ; if all the tubes had become turbid it was onlj^

possible to obtain the approximate minimal number of

the organisms present, for in each case the muddiness

might have been due not only to one but even to two, or

ten, or more germs.

As is quite evident, the utility of this method rests on Sources of

the assumption that the germs are very equally dis- method.*^

tributed in the air, and that they do not exist in masses.

All other observations, however, show that this assump-

tion is incorrect. Direct microscopical observations

demonstrate that there are numerous collections of

bacteria among the germs present in the air, and that

they are by no means equally distributed through-

out the air.—Besides, the whole method is extremely

troublesome, and does not permit any sufficient varia-

tion of the nutrient media.

Hesse has attempted to utilise the solid nutrient sub- Hesse's

strata for the investigation of air. A glass tube, 70 cm.
in length and S'S ccm. in width, is filled with 50 com. of

nutrient jelly in such away that the inner wall is lined with

the material, and that a thicker layer of it is present at

the lower part of the tube. One end of the tube is closed
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with an india-rubber cork, the centre of which is per-

forated, and contains a glass tube plugged with cotton

wool ; this glass tube is connected with the aspirator,

the other end is covered with a caoutchouc cap, in which

there is a central hole through which the air enters.

The whole tube is placed on a stand in a horizontal

position.

The germs present in the air fall—usually shortly

after the entrance of the air into the tube—on the

gelatine, and develop there to form isolated colonies.

By this method we often obtain very instructive appear-

ances, but even this method does not give accurate

comparative results. For one thing, it is difficult to

ascertain the proper rapidity of the current of air, so

that no germs shall pass through the tube, and yet that

they shall not be too numerous near the entrance of

the tube; again, the dry surface of the gelatine is

not a suitable place for the commencement of develop-

ment ;
and, lastly, a mass of organisms gives rise to

colonies which are equally well isolated as those which

develop from a single individual.

Other Other attempts to determine quantitatively the germs
methods.

q£ ^i^g j^jj, j^g^^g j^lgQ yet failed in giving entirely satis-

factory results. Von Sehlen's attempts to employ agar

nutrient solutions are open to the error that rapidly grow-

ing saprophytes may enter these nutrient materials while

the air is being slowly drawn through them ; and further,

that it is difficult to retain the germs in the fluid, and

Faults of also to vary the composition of the nutrient substratum.

^eHSSed! —It seems best to employ indifferent substrata for the re-

'£rfoftheii- ception of the germs of the air. This can be best done by

improvement, the use of cotton wool, glass wool, and similar substances.

The material employed for the filtration of the air, and

laden with the air germs, is then put into nutrient jelly,

' and after this has been shaken up for about half an hour

(in order to break up any colonies that may be present)

it is poured out on plates. If we wish to employ a

variety of nutrient substrata the material used for

the filtration is in the first place shaken up with salt

solution, and equal known quantities of this solution are
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ailded to the various nutrient substrata.—Attempts

carried out on those principles seem to promise useful

results, but as yet this method has not been sufficiently

tested.

h. Water.—The specimens to be investigated must be investigation

taken in sterilised vessels with glass stoppers, or, in order °^ ^^taln ?he^
to avoid contamination which is very apt to occur during specimens,

the transport, in small glass bulbs devoid of air and sub-

sequently sealed. These glass bulbs have a diameter of

about 1^ cm., and are provided at

one side Avith a glass tube almost of

capillary thickness, and 10 to 15 cm.

in length.* By warming the bulb,

and subsequently immersing it in

distilled water it is about half filled

with water ; it is then placed on a

stand, the glass tube being directed

obliquely upwards, and surrounded

with filter paper; the water in the

bulb is then brought to the boil, the

steam streams out of the capillary

tube, and any drops of fluid which

may be carried with it are soaked up
by the fiber paper. When all the

water, with the exception of half a

drop, has been volatilised the capil-

lary tube is sealed while the stream

of steam is still passing.

These tubes are carried in this state,

and can be readily sent over considerable distances in tin

vessels with a wooden bottom in which two holloM's are

present.—In taking the specimen to be tested a.solution of

sublimate (1 to 2,000) is poured over the bulb and the
hands of the experimenter, and then the sublimate is re-

moved by a portion of the water to be tested. When it

has been quite removed, the capillary tube is broken near
the point (at a) under water, which then rushes into and
fills the bulb. The tube is then sealed (at h) in the flame

* Those glass biilbs are readily prepared by means of a blow-pipe,
or they can bo obtained from any glass manufactory at a price of from
3/, to Id. per dozen.

Fig. 144.—Apparatus
for collecting water.
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of a spirit lamp.—When these bulbs are brought back to

the laboratory they are again disinfected and washed with

sterilised water. A mark is made with a file close to the

junction of the tube with the bulb (at c), and the tube

broken off at this point. The resulting opening is suffi-

cient to enable one to remove the desired amount of

water—a drop to a cubic centimetre or more—by means

of a sterilised pipette.

Investigation. The best method of ascertaining the number and

species of the germs present is by means of gelatine

plates, or by Esmarch's method. In order to obtain

useful plates (containing 10 to 5,000 colonies), it is well

to make the first experiment with from 1 to 10 drops of

water
;
according to the result of this experiment we can

employ in the subsequent attempts either larger quantities,

or we can dilute the water with sterilised distilled water.

If, however, we cannot again obtain a fresh specimen of the

water to be tested we mast at first make a large number

of plates containing varying amounts of the water.

Error as the It is of importance to examine the water as soon

inS specimen as possible, at any rate within one to three hours after it

of water.
^^^^^ obtained. This precaution is essential, in view

of the fact that has now been confirmed by many in-

vestigators that the bacteria in the water multiply rapidly

if it is kept in a warm place (seep. 711). In trans-

porting the water it should be packed in ice; Wolffhiigel

has indeed ascertained that when water is preserved in

ice the number of living germs present gradually di-

minishes ; but the diminution is not so marked during

the first twenty-four or forty-eight hours as to make any

essential difference in the result.
_
The great point is to

avoid as far as possible any delay in the investigation.

Fol and Dunant have described a method of analysing

water which is closely similar to Miguel's method of

examining air, but it also possesses all the' errors of this

method, and is not of any practical use.*

In judging the results of the investigation we have to

bear in mind the points which have been referred to on

p. lU.
* See Bolton, Ztiischr.f. Tlyijene, rol. 1, Part 1.
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c. Soil.—As yet no. accurate methods of investigating investigation

the bacteria of the soil have been published. The ° '

author has found that the best method is to take a

small known quantity of the soil and mix it with a

known quantity of sterilised distilled water; the mixture

is thoroughly shaken up for a half to one hour ; and then

various quantities of the fluid are taken and employed,

as in the case of the examination of water, for a number

of plate cultivations.—In the case of the soil, also, it is

of importance to examine the specimen as soon as

possible after it has been taken, because the saprophytes

multiply rapidly in the laboratory as the result of the

higher temperature. No trustworthy method has been

published with regard to taking specimens of the soil at

various depths in such a way that all contamination

from without and from the adjacent layers of soil is

avoided.

It is of extreme importance in the interest of hygienic

investigation that the methods of the bacteriological in-

vestigation of air, water, and soil should be improved.
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